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". ..
it blew me away to a
point Ithought Iwas too jaded
to experience."
Frank Doris, The Absolute Sound, Issue 100f
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sStereophile's Equipment Reports
Editor, Iget alot of calls from readers asking how we choose the gear
we review, and from manufacturers asking
how to get their products reviewed. So I
told JA to take the month off from writing
this column so that Icould talk about
Stereophile's Equipment Reports section.
Stereophile publishes over 140 equipment reports annually; even so, we can't
review all of the new audio products that
are introduced each year. We look for significant additions to the hi-fi canon: products that offer alot of performance for the
money, or that advance the state of the art,
or that have excited audiophiles, or that
would excite audiophiles if only they knew
about them. We must also include products that perform disappointingly.
Sometimes we cannot cover aparticular
piece: some manufacturers refuse to submit their components for consideration, as
with Wadia until recently. Others are willing to do so only if we grant them concessions we are unwilling to make — such as
allowing them to select the reviewer
themselves. Even though their products
may be worthy of coverage, we must pass.
The biggest hurdle for many companies
is getting to the point at which they qualify
for review. We have few rules, but they
must be met: They are designed to eliminate the not-ready-for-prime-time players,
thus ensuring that our readers can experience the products we write about and will
be treated professionally by the firms that
make those products.
Above all, acompany must have adistribution network of no fewer than five
US dealers. That's not many, you'd think,
but it's surprisingly hard to convince five
retailers to take on anew company's products. Most already have more lines than
they can represent thoroughly — anything
good enough to overcome that is likely to
be pretty darned impressive.
"Do you have any idea," asked an aspiring manufacturer when told about the
Five-Dealer Rule, "how hard it is to get
five dealers without areview?" Actually,
we do. That's the point.
We have reviewed merchandise that's
only available via mail order, but the firms
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

must offer asatisfaction/money-back guarantee, and they must advertise nationally,
though it doesn't have to be in Stereophile.
We try to listen for a"buzz" —if audiophiles are interested and talking about this
company/product, we should report on it.
Then, case by case, we decide what to cover;

«
WE
KNOW EXACTLY
HOW HARD IT IS TO GET
FIVE DEALERS WITHOUT
A
REVIEW. THAT'S
THE POINT.
in and of itself; selling direct does not ensure
exemption from the Five-Dealer Rule.
We also look for a"mature" product.
An amplifier or speaker that has gone
through multiple generations in its first
year of life hasn't been carefully thought
out. We don't feel comfortable reviewing
those items because they're probably not
ready foescrutiny — and there are alot of
worthy products out there that are.
Recently, we had someone show up
unannounced on our doorstep; he'd driven
2000 miles without an appointment just to
bring us some components he'd made and
was selling direct to consumers. They
looked well-made and offered some interesting features, but they didn't qualify for
consideration. "What if these were the best
in the world?" he asked. "Wouldn't you
considerl'tur duty to inform your readers?" Actually, our duty to our readers overrides every other consideration; that's why
we couldn't review his products, even
though they looked interesting. They had
no track record —were they finished products or just prototypes? Besides, our readers
need to be able to hear the products we
write about and decide for themselves.
That's another important reason for the
Five-Dealer Rule: it guararxtees that the
stuff is out there.
Doesn't this favor larger, established
•

finns over younger, struggling ones? In
some ways it does — but then, consumers
have abetter idea of what to expect when
dealing with established companies. Products they bring to market are generally
mature and fully realized. These firms have
fair and consistently honored warranty programs, not to mention widespread dealer
networks. Such considerations bode well
for potential customers. Our rules attempt
to ensure that less well-known, younger
audio companies whose products we
review are ready to offer similar services.
Sometimes we get fooled. One speaker
manufacturer, unable to meet the FiveDealer Rule, managed to convince me
that he sold direct via nationally advertised
mail-order. I had my doubts, but he
seemed sincere, and Iwas too eager to
please. My review, as it turned out, was
highly critical of the speakers —which
just weren't ready to be reviewed (or marketed, as dealers would have surely told
him). He wasn't happy with the review,
and Ididn't enjoy writing it — nor am I
wild about having used up precious space
on his hobby. Icould have used those
pages to review something that you, the
reader, needed to know about — something
made by afirm that's really in business.
On another occasion, amanufacturer
lied to us about meeting the Five-Dealer
Rule. We published a positive review,
which resulted in a slew of orders.
However, consumers complained about
not receiving merchandise in a timely
manner, so we checked up. It turned out
there was no dealer network, no factory,
and no business —just amail-drop and an
answering service. We felt used —hell, we
were used —just to get tp you. That'll never
happen again. The guy that perpetrated
that hoax called me the other day to tell
me about his new product. You'll never
read about it in Stereophile.
Ultimately, we aren't in business to
serve as the marketing arm of any audio
company — whether new and deserving
or old and established. We're here to
eport to you — honestly and directly.
When it comes to that commitment, we
don't deal, and we don't compromise.
—Wes Phillips
3

Two years in the movie
we're making acceptance
The B&W THr
Home Cinema System.
Any music lover familiar with B&W's legendary loudspeakers probably isn't
surprised by our THX Home Cinema System's award-winning ways.
What may surprise you is how successfully — and quickly — B&W has made
the transition from the top of the music world to the pinnacle of home
theater sound.
Working together with Lucasfilm, B&W has created what critics are
calling the most advanced THX system available — for movies or music.
"...THX is aviable, if not the only, approach to Home Theater sound.
Not to mention fine sound period. B&W's realization of that concept
is superb," wrote Thomas J. Norton in Stereophile [Vol. 17 No. 10,
Oct. 1994].
Call 1-800-370-3740 for the name of aB&W dealer near
you. And experience the astonishing realism, the embracing
ambience, the heartfelt emotion of the B&W THX Home
Cinema System.
This is one performance you simply don't want
to miss.

With B&W's THX-approved surround
sound system, every seal in the house is
the best seat in the house.

business and already
speeches.

Our commitment to flawless music reproduction is evident in
every loudspeaker ice make. B&W's advanced engineering is
conducted at its famous Steyning Research Laboratory in
Sussex, England, where scientists and acoustic engineers pursue
the quest for perfection begun by founder John Bowers over
25 years ago. The B&W THX Home Cinema System is aproduct of this relentless effort.
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Robert Deutsch visits ampleiff manufacturer Bryston Limited.

FIRST W ETAKE M ANHATTAN
In the conclusion of our epic two-part report, Stereophile's reviewers offerfloor-by-floor coverage
from HI-Fl '96, held May 29-June 2at New York's Waldo=Astoria Hotel.
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A BOOB IN TOYLAND

126

THE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW

133

RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS

Cartoonist Jim Ryan reveals his insights on HI-FI '96.
Now that the votes are tabulated,John Atkinson shares the results.

The distilled wisdom ofStereophile's writers and editors. Over 500 of the best components are
described and rated.
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216
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The 20th century's musical Renaissance man discusses his career with Richard J
.
Rosen.
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PopeMusic's drivingforr producen and engineer, Gene Pope 111, talks to Jonathan Scull about
reality and digital recording.
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Jonathan Scull talks with Luke Manley about the evolution of Vacuum Tube Logic and its products.
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Topics this month: The Triode Guild Sperm Bank, the audio needs of
Generation X, the eyeglass-tweak debate; Tori Amos, Home Theater,
Beethoven's Emperor Concerto, the Genesis Digital Lens, and CD
degauss*
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High-end news, including the dealer-promoted manufacturer seminars
taking place in late October and November, plus: the unraveling of
DVD, trade days at HI-FI '9Z an index to the early issues of
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Michael Fremer takes ahard look at who's buying vinyl, who's providing it, and what to do about making it more available.
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Paul L Althouse mulls over Mozart's The Magic Flute.
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[Recommended Components]
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...

•

CAD-211
25o Watt/Channel Class A/B
Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...

-011110eet

4111141 .

SLM-zoo
zoo Watt/Channel
Class A/AB Mono Blocks

.Cary Style
We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...

SLA-7oB Signature

fÍrt
r

65 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Stereo Amplifier
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••
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-

iffie
We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...

SU -50
3o Watt/Channel
Integrated AmpId ie,

vlay we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
lealer? Just call us, We recommend it!

.M-too
O Watt/Channel Class A/AB
)no Blocks.

The Signature qf Vacuum Tube Amin)...

CAR
du'clio61Jesigtz

Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-46o-3828

High praise for PARADIGM
REFERENCE SPEAKER SYSTEMS...
dedicated to providing the highest
standard of technological design
excellence, and deliver breathtaking
high-end sonic performance!

i ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art inhouse R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference.. electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!
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1
Sted»/60
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Stadia/100

And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!
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PARADIGM. REFERENCE
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BEANS

Editor:
Ibelieve that Ihave been able to isolate
the subtle distinction delineating ultrahigh-end gear from that which realworld people can afford.
If one plays CDs through good solidstate electronics, during the opening
passage of Also sprach Zarathustra one can
hear Solti break wind.
If one plays vinyl through tube
equipment, one is able to discern the
variety of legume he ingested to cause
the intestinal distress.
EDHEATH
Lexington, IN

BANKRUPT

Editor:
Iam angry and Iam not going to take it
anymore. Since the mention in "Sam's
Space" of the existence of The Triode
Guild Sperm Bank (July '96, Vol.19
No.7, p.53), my life has been completely disrupted. My phone will not stop
ringing with calls from steamy women
demanding to know how to get to the
bank to make awithdrawal. My fax
machine has burned up from sensitive,
savvy solder-slingers wanting to open
an account, claiming they are ready to
make large deposits. Then Oprah calls
inviting me to appear on aprogram
entitled "Do Audiophiles Make the Best
Lovers?"
Please announce to your readers that
The Triode Guild Sperm Bank is closed
for business, is not accepting any more
deposits, and will not tolerate harassment by musically sensitive nymphomaniacs who worship audiophiles as sex
Gods.
HARVEY "
GIZMO" ROSENBERG
Guildmeister, The Triode Guild
Stamford, CT
Mind, Body, Music — Vita nil musica
subite cum pessimo tuo.

BETHANKFUL

Editor:
Isn't it about time that some of
Stereophiles readers lightened up? Listen,
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996
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guys —audio is just ahobby for most of
us, not the end of the world. As alongterm reader of Stereophile— from "the"
J. Gordon Holt days to the present — I
find it amusing but alittle disturbing to
read letters from persons who find
today's Stereophile not to their taste.
Maybe their memories are too short.
Most of the hobbyists in the 1960s
would have been elated beyond all
words to find a magazine possessing
Stereophile's bulk, varied and detailed
reviews, sense of humor, and technical
prowess. For as much as I loved
"grumpy" Holes viewpoints in the early
Stereophiles, his scope was severely limited by budget constraints, amuch smaller field of equipment to review, irregular publication schedules [see this issue's
"Industry Update"— Ed], and no auxiliary
staff to speak of. We are indeed lucky
today that avoluminous, largely wellwritten Stereophile arrives each month,
on time, inexpensively priced, and provides much reading satisfaction for
many days.
Yes, it is true that some equipment is
high-priced, that some reviewers are
wrong or may say things we don't like;
but the marketplace will ultimately deal
with manufacturers, and you don't have
to read writers whose opinions you dislike. Most of all, keep asense of humor,
and be thankful that magazines like
Stereophile exist to keep our hobby alive,
healthy, and fun.
Letters to the Editor should be sent to The Editor,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax:
(505) 983-6327. We regret that resources do not
permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about specific equipment purchases. We are also unable to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases. Were
we to do this, asignifiant service charge would
have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do
it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted,
only those of general interest arc selected for publication. Please note, however, that published letters
are subject to editing, particularly if they arc very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and
adaytime telephone number.

To those few disgruntled subscribers:
Quit your bitching and join the party.
CARL E. MILLER
Columbus, OH

BIG BOOST

Editor:
As along-time reader and on-again/offagain subscriber, Imust say Ireally do
enjoy Stereophile. Ithink some of its
readers get abit snooty and dry from
time to time, but Istill think Stereophile
does abetter job than anyone else out
there.
(NO NAME GIVEN)
Bigboost@aol.com

BRING IN THOSE SHEEP

Editor:
A few thoughts about atopic often discussed in "Letters": The incessant whining about alack of young newcomers in
our precious high-end world has grown
tiresome. Stereophile, fine as it may be,
has played alarge role in perpetuating
the problem. But Imust explain why
this is true. Iam 26 years old, and know
other "Gen-Xers" who harbor some
interest in upgrading from "bells and
whistles" rack systems. But Isometimes
make the mistake of leaving Stereophile
lying around, and if one of these twentysomething acquaintances happens to
peer inside its pages, they run, laughing
hysterically, from my living room.
They are confused. They have heard
sound from my modest ($7000, including
video) system that is infinitely better
than what they've heard elsewhere. But
to them, your magazine would seem to
suggest that one needs to hold aJackie
O. personal-possessions auction to raise
enough capital for acompetent system.
Ithen have to explain that in order to
sell copies at newsstands, Stereophile
must feature exotic, megabuck components (as you have mentioned in
"Letters"). It's harder to explain why
there are seemingly no reviews of really
affordable components in Stereophile...
Ifeel exposure to high-end sound at
an early age is the best way to bring new
11
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•
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The PAV is the first
audio/video product ever
certified for its video
excellence by

kluigitiA;Science

Our experience
will enhance yours.
Whether enjoying your favorite music
or escaping into aclassic movie, you
seek one thing. You want atotally satisfying entertainment experience. We
at Madrigal are truly committed to
producing the kind of products that
will transport you to anew level of
enjoyment. We continue to build on
more than twenty years of leadership
in audio and video technology that
have made both the Mark Levinson
and Proceed marques among the most
acclaimed in the world.
Atradition of elegant engineering.
urocut ,
(11 ,. \\. 101 .

clearly

shows the value that our engineering
experience brings to the components
we manufacture. It is the heart of a
high performance home entertainment
system, combining several separate
functions into one simple, flexible unit
that will astonish you with its ability

to recreate the audio and visual experience in your home. Engineered and
manufactured by the same people
responsible for dozens of world-class
audio products over the last two
decades, it enjoys aunique heritage
among multichannel sound systems
Inspired solutions for the future.
While proud of our past achievements,
we have our eye on the future as well.
The coming of digital surround formats
presents some interesting challenges
that require innovative solutions. We
are designing acompanion digital surround decoder to extend the PAV's versatility. The DSD will link with the PAV,
yet reside in aseparate chassis with
its own power supply. This arrangement adds digital surround capability
while maintaining the isolation
between analog and digital signals so
critical to peak performance.

Enhance your experience today.
The benefits ut an accumulated body
of leading edge technology extend well
beyond the PAV. The Proceed line
includes the Proceed AMP 2and AMP
3(for both two and three channel
applications), the PRE preamplifier,
the CDD compact disc drive, the DAP
digital audio processor and the CDP
compact disc player. All are conceived
with apassion for intelligent, thoughtful design that effortlessly delivers
performance that will truly enhance
your listening and viewing experience.
Discover the difference atradition of
superior design and advanced engineering
can make at your Proceed dealer soon.
PROC E E D
Proceed motions are desmned and manufactured by
PO Box OBI

woe Audio Likulohet. IX.

Middletown, Cl 064S7 USA. 7B/7 0601346-1M
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sheep to the fold. To wit, ashort story:
1974. My family moves to Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania. My parents hang out and
consume much wine with acool couple
they meet. He has amagical hi-fi system,
Snell Type A speakers, Tandberg cassette, good phono, etc, and many great
albums. Over the next few years Iand
his two daughters listen to Grease and
Saturday Night Fever through this terrific
system, and Ibecome hooked on great
sound. Mom's Sansui receiver just doesn't cut it. When Iam alittle older and
have some money to spend, Istart listening to, purchasing, and upgrading decent
components. Only at the ripe old age of
20 do I discover Stereophile. ReccoComponents is cool; some of the C-,
D-, E-class stuff seems reasonably priced.
The reviews are well-written but feature
gear that, as acollege student, Ishouldn't
even dream about. But this "Audio
Cheapskate" guy [Sam Tellig in aprevious
incantation— Ed.] redeems the mag, so all
is well.
You see, if Stcreophile had made its way
into my grubby paws five years earlier,
I'd be rockin' the house today with a
Sony rack system, telling my friends,
"Yep, these here are 300W speakersr I
would have been scared away. Fortunately, Ihad learned on my own that a
$2000 system could get you pretty damn
good sound if carefully assembled.
Icertainly have more discretionary
income today than five years ago. But I
still can't afford 95% of the items you
review. And Iknow that when I'm 40 I
won't even consider apair of Wilson
Grand SLAMMs. Ienjoy food, clothing,
and shelter far too much. Besides, of the
many high-end stores Ihave perused,
none even stock pieces costing more than
three or four grand each, because the
demand isn't there.
Please find some more space to
review inexpensive yet able equipment
in your pages.
NEIL BROGAN
Waterbury, VT
P.S. For those of you with $8000 digital
front-ends and $6000 preamps, try this:
Get adecent (around $1000) one-box
CD player with variable outputs. Run
directly to your amp and listen. Kick
self in butt repeatedly.
P.P.S. Best pop release of '96 — the
Cowboy Junkies' Lay It Down. Bass
that's fat but tuneful. And oh, that voice!

BALANCE

Editor:
Iwould like to read more opinions
about pros and cons and "war" between
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the High End and Home Theater. I
think that it is very good that you separated Stereophik from Home Theater by
issuing the Stereophile Guide to Honte
Theater. Moreover, Stereophik never
looked better: just the right balance
between equipment reports, music
reviews, interviews, educational texts,
etc. "Quarter Notes" as an upgrade on
"Records To Die For" hits the center of
the target. You are the best.
ALEXANDER MILJKOVIC
Pozarevac, Serbia

BUMMER!

Editor:
Itook Jonathan Scull's freebie "take off
your eyeglasses" tweak for atest drive.
Unfortunately, due to my nearsightedness, Icouldn't see the soundstage.
Bummer!
NICHOLAS W YBOLT
Naperville, IL

TAKE 'EM OFF!

Editor:
I've been following with interest the
debate regarding whether or not
removing eyeglasses while listening to
one's hi-fi makes an actual sonic
improvement, or if it's related to the
"soft-focus" effect of us myopic types. I
may have apretty unique perspective
on this issue: In addition to being an
avid hi-fi enthusiast, I'm also presently
the conductor of orchestras and opera at
the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and Iformerly worked for several years in the high-end retail business
in Austin, Texas and with Innovative
Audio in Brooklyn, New York. (Wes
Phillips actually replaced me at Innovative
when Iwent to work in the classical
music biz.) To round out my bio, I've
worn glasses since Iwas nine.
About 10 years ago, while completing my doctorate in conducting, I
got my first set of contact lenses. Iwas
astounded to discover that at the very
next rehearsal Iwas much more aware of
subtleties within the orchestra, and I
seemed to be more effective in rehearsal. This was not asmall improvement, but on the order of amagnitude
or two. At the time Iattributed this
improvement to the greatly enhanced
eye contact that contact lenses provided
over wearing glasses (due to the elimination of the "wall of glass" effect, and
much-improved peripheral vision). Eye
contact with the orchestral musicians is,
after all, essential to the conductor's
task, and is one of the most powerful
methods of expression available on the
podium. "The eyes are the windows of
the soul," etc.

Flash forward 10 years... after reading
Jonathan Scull's "Four Tweaks and a
Freebie" this past February (Vol.19 No2,
p.117), Iexperimented with wearing
glasses, wearing contacts, and going
without any visual correction while listening to my home system. Ifound little,
if any, difference between the sound
with contacts and while experiencing
myopia, but consistently noticed adiminished sound quality when wearing
glasses. Relating this to the podium, I
wouldn't dare conduct my orchestra
without some type of visual correction
(approximately 20/200 uncorrected),
but Ialways find that rehearsals go better
while wearing contacts rather than the
old Coke bottles. To describe the differences sonically, Iseem to have abetter
sense of the point of origin of the sounds,
abetter overall sense of the actual timbres of the instruments, and the ability to
better pick out details within the overall
texture.
Ialso read Dr. Kyle Pac's letter in
June (Vol.19 No.6, p.13) with interest;
his theory regarding reduction of visual
input would seem to hold well for blind
people, but as achronically myopic person, Ihave found that visual stimuli are
more distracting (from being out of
focus) with no visual correction. My
experience with contacts vs no correction at home would also suggest that
the source of the improvement is related to sound rather than vision. Physically, Idon't really know what's happening, but Isuspect that JS's theory
regarding reflected sound is closer to
the truth than Dr. Pae's. Perhaps an
audiologist could weigh in on this issue?
The only severely myopic conductor I
am aware of who conducted without
visual correction was Toscanini (he also
had about 20/200 visual acuity), and I'm
sure even he would have benefited from
contact lenses, had they been available.
Of course, with contacts he wouldn't
have had that "dreamy-eyed" look for
which he was famous. Obviously, he felt
that being able to hear the orchestra in
rehearsal was more important than
being able to see them!
From my combined experiences
with live orchestral music and with hi-fi
systems, Isay "take 'em offr Or at least
get contacts.
DR. STEVEN BIRD
Director of Orchestras and Opera
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

No THANKS

Editor:
Having seen the hi-fi press and its readers dabble unconvincingly in matters of
science and its philosophy, Ipurchased
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THE END OF THE ICE AGE.

Conrad-Johnson melts away all doubt of whether digital
can achieve the musical results of analog reproduction. The
DR-1 transport, D/A-2b tube dac and DIA-3 solid-state dac
offer stunning musical performance starting at the
affordable price of just $1195.

conrad-johnson It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax VA 22031 phone 703-698-8581, fax 703-560-5360

Stereophile in the hope of seeing amore
enlightened approach. It was a great
pity, therefore, to read Dr. Kyle Pae perpetuate the same old myths and illogicalities in defense of Jonathan Scull's
eyeglass tweak ("Letters," June 1996,
p.13).
Dr. Pae refers to the age-old objectivist/subjectivist debate as a"dichotomy," when in reality it need be no such
thing. It is only improper procedure
that causes problems; working together,
the objectivist can experiment with
design, while listeners can aurally assess
the resulting signals for changes. If any
are apparent, subjectivists can go on to
describe them any way they wish.
Conversely, subjectivists can listen to
products at will, and if they notice asignal change not predicted by objectivists,
the latter can investigate it, if it's practical to do so.
The crucial point is that signal differences in dubious cases can only be confirmed by blind testing. Then, and only
then, should they be subjectively
described or objectively investigated.
We need valid subjective observations,
not mistaken ones. Nothing is gained by
producing yards of flowery prose to
describe the emperor's new clothes, or
by theorizing about nonexistent phenomena. Does Dr. Pae think this has never
happened — that people, particularly
"experts," never fool themselves? His
belief that JS's ears can always be trusted is touching, but naïve, because he
refuses to acknowledge the need for
safeguards.
As for "measuring" goosebumps,
consider the following. Irecently auditioned two Naim preamps, one of
which consistently had the better
goosebump factor. Yes —I did trust my
ears, but Idid so in both sighted and
blind listening tests (the best amp in my
opinion happened to be the cheaper of
the two). Here we have an objective test
(because it used asafeguard) producing
and confirming consistent subjective reactions. Why on earth has such an obvious and convincing blend of the objectivist and subjectivist approach eluded
the hi-fi fraternity for so long?
Making unsubstantiated claims for
tweaks is bad enough, but the tendency
to compare rogue enthusiasts and
reviewers with the likes of Copernicus
and Galileo is sheer arrogance. Even if a
valiant hi-fi maverick was unfairly persecuted, it is illogical to imply that all
those persecuted are hard done by.
History shows that all the great hi-fi
revolutions, from Edison to laser optics,
were due to the work of orthodox
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

inventors and engineers — not tweakers
and crackpots dabbling in pseudoscience. Of course, if you have been
unfairly denounced, you can prove it by
emulating Copernicus, using the very
same scientific method pioneered by
him, Francis Bacon, et aL And yet when
skeptics make this simple demand, suddenly the tweak proponents shift
uneasily, showing, as so well put by Dr.
Pae, a"stalwart disregard" for criticism
and apenchant for changing the rules of
inquiry as it suits them.
There is something greater than the
open-mindedness demanded by Dr.
Pae; it's the willingness to doubt after
we've been so open-minded. In doing
so we seek to check things properly, to
make new discoveries that may even
undermine our own cherished beliefs.
Furthermore, we stay within the very
accommodating boundaries of science;
too many people step outside these kinks into some kind of fairy kingdom
(Audiophileland?) where anything goes,
except the humility to admit when you
arc wrong. Istand prepared to accept
proper evidence for any tweak Imay
have once scorned. The question is,
what will it take for Dr. Pae to accept
that a recommended tweak is in fact
useless?
RICHARD WARD
London, England
Mr. Ward: Lighten up. Jonathan's point was
that this tweak is free. And if taking offyour
glasses in fact produces no improvement in
sound quality, you can put them back on, losing nothing.
-JA

AND YOUR POINT?

Editor:
The confusion of nostalgia with the
quest for new musical forms has created
an alternative rock that looks more to
our pimply past and less to a future
where originality still means the discovery of sounds not heard before. How
can we claim to encourage discovery
when our yearning for some teen
dream from the '70s makes success possible only for those bands creating imitations of our prejudices?
It's our responsibility to be aware of
these attitudes, because our ignorance
can hurt groups unlucky enough to lack
respect for our limited understanding of
JAMES HOPKINS
the past.
Larclunont, NY

sues (p.221). And per Webster's Third New
International Dictionary: If we reverse
(and separate) Xtabay, we get:
ya (var of yak): used to express disgust, contempt, defiance, or derision;
and:
batz (G): to stick together, bake.
Giving another reversal theme:
Derision stuck together!
(NAME WITHHELD)
Glen Ellyn, IL

SOMEONE OUT THERE KNOWS

Editor:
Regarding Richard Leluteres review of
the reissued Yma Sumac albums in the
July Stereophile, Ican tell you that perhaps her real name is asecret in the
States but not in other countries. Yma
Sumac was born in 1928 in Peru, and
her real name is Emperatriz Chavarri.
Her artistic name of Yma Sumac is
rather easy to explain. If Mr. Lehnert
had done his homework in the review,
he would have seen that the ninth song
on The Legend ofJivaro is titled "Sumac
Soratea —Beautiful Jungle Girl" So,
the meaning of the artist's name is Yma
the Beautiful.
The alternative legend — "Amy
Camus from Brooklyn" — shows adisappointing lack of imagination. Mr.
Lehnert says that The Right Stuff
clammed up and stuck by the Indian
Princess story. What did he expect?
The original records were issued more
than 40 years ago, so most probably he
was speaking with label underlings that
were not even born in that time and
the only thing they know are the lurid
and livid blurbs on the sleeve.
And speaking about blurbs, on p.119
of the July issue, in an Audio Advisor ad
for the Sennheiser HD580 headphones,
there is the statement: "They are John
Adcinson's reference." So much for that.
If the mediocre '580, with its anemic
midband that has nothing to do with
real music, is areference, then the gods
save me from buying any other issue of
Stereophile
SEBASTIAN MARTÍNEZ
Barcelona, Spain

ENLIGHTENED?

Editor:
Boy, don't ya just love it when people
like Jason Serinus take time to share
their "enlightened" views with us? His
lambasting of Beth Jacques in August
(Vol.19 No.8, p.17) over her review of
Tori Amos's Boys for Pele was indeed
AND YOUR POINT?
insightful. He spent his whole letter
Editor:
Yma Sumac: Voice of Xtabay — on a criticizing Ms. Jacques for her "homotheme of Richard Lehnert in his July phobic" failings, and for, and Iquote,
"Telling us far more about her aversions
'96 review of Capitol's Yma Sumac reis15
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than about Amos's music," then "What
does Beth Jacques' homophobic ranting
and raving have to do with Tori Amos's
music?" Then he proceeds to tell us that
he knows the sexual persuasion of the
members of his audiophile society and
even his hairdresser.
If anyone is ranting and raving in the
August edition of Stereophile, Mr. Serinus, it is you. If you want to spout your
sexual preferences in the media, please
stick to Newsweek or lime. We have little enough print dedicated to audio as it
is. And try to show alittle more tolerance, Mr. Serinus. At least Ms. Jacques
reviewed the contents of the album.
You couldn't even mention them.
Maybe if you had gotten past your sexual agenda, you would have noticed that
Ms. Jacques slammed the album not
because Tori Amos has come out as a
lesbian, but because the album is dull,
uninspiring, and plain boring. Iknow. I
bought it. I wish I had read Ms.
Jacques's review before Ihad.

me realize was to what extent different
people are influenced by the lyrics. I
had never noticed any lesbian tendencies, nor had my teenage daughters,
who are also fans. Perhaps there is some
American slang in there which, here in
the UK, we do not recognize. In any
case, it is of no relevance to the music.
In general, Ifind that Ienjoy music
so much Idon't listen to the words. In
choral music and opera Iusually don't
speak the language but adore the music.
Ihad not realized before that for me the
lyrics are of little importance.
FRANK DERNIE

100537.1010@Compuserve.com

No

PROBLEM ?

Editor:
Ihave an audiophile (oops... stereophile) pal with agreat system that probably cost more than my house, not
including his high-dollar cables. He
loves Krell, hates anything ever made in
Japan, and loves music more than Bill
Clinton loves politics.
SCOTT HIDDELSTON
Except country music...
Oak Harbor, WA
"I can't stand that twangy shit!" is his
retort whenever Itry to encourage him
How TO READ REVIEWS
to listen to music that appeals to drunk
Editor:
Beth jacques's review of the Tori Amos cowboys in Ropers and Wranglers.
Well, Ifinally talked him into visiting
Boys for Pele CD in the May '96 Stereophile raises acouple of points about the my house on unrelated business — and
usefulness of record reviews and of taste the set-up began.
Isaid, "Milton," (figures, huh?) "I
in music.
Many years ago Ibought arecord by want you to critically evaluate my new
aguy called Bruce Springsteen, whom I stereo. Give it to me straight, okay?"
With asigh he said, "Oh, alright."
had never heard of, following arave
Then Iruefully explained that, unforreview in amagazine. Idisliked it. Istill
do, and everything else Ihave heard of tunately, Ionly had afew country CDs
his since. This is amatter of taste; Iam available for the evaluation, but that of
not saying his music is rubbish, just that course Iknew that that little detail
wouldn't matter to his golden ears.
Ido not like it.
He agreed, and boasted that he could
Ilove Tori Amos's music. Ilike her
second album, Little Earthquakes, least, tell good from bad with any kind of
but Istill find her the most musically music, any time of the day or night.
Heh.
interesting and original writers of today.
Then he asked, "What is your sysBoys for Pele is one of my all-time
tem?"
favorites.
Isaid that Iwanted him to guess
Ihave had similar experiences with
classical music reviewers. Ilove the going in blind.
Sibelius Violin Concerto. Ihave most of
"No problem!"
After the BBQ ribs and brews (Coors
the available recordings. However, the
version Ienjoy least is that of Heifetz, Light for me, Molson for him), we
which Icall the "Paisley" version, due to retired to my pitch-black music room. I
all the embellishments. Many reviewers had selected Billy Dean's Fire in the Dark
CD, and Isuggested we start with track
recommend this above all others.
10: "Steam Roller."
In order to use reviews to assist
"Oh yeah, I've heard of that ... "
record-buying decisions, it is essential to
Igave him the remote, positioned
know how your taste compares with
that of the reviewer, which takes time. him by the volume control, and the
Giving areview to someone who does game began.
He played the sanie track seven times
not like the kind of music on the record
(and two brews...) before admitting
puzzles me.
The other thing Beth's review made that, "Yes, country music does have
S
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promise and, uhh, by the way, I'd almost
trade my Lexus for this system. Lights!"
"Gotcha!!!"
He was enthralled with an ancient
20W Pioneer receiver hooked up via
14-gauge copper cord to a25-year-old
pair of Klipschorns tucked away in the
darkened corners.
It took several minutes for the gravity of the situation to hit him. Finally my
friend said, "How much cheaper is
Coors Light compared to what I'm
drinking?"
Now, about that Lexus
KIRBY RowAN
Portales, NM

A PROBLEM

Editor:
Two quite contrasting reviews of
Beethoven's "Emperor Concerto" on
PopeMusic have appeared in the pages
of Stereophile: in Wes Phillips's "Quarter
Notes" column [Vol.19 No3, p2O9]
and Mortimer H. Frank's standalone
review [Vol.19 No.6, p.251]. The
reviewers disagree on both sorties and
interpretation. According to Mr.
Phillips, "There is palpable sense of the
hall and the players that inhabit it. What
aglorious ambience, what remarkable
decay." For Mr. Frank, "everything is a
bit too close.., little sense of depth is
suggested." Mr. Phillips is taken by "the
strength in the performances" and loves
that "the performers... end up with so
much Beethoven in this interpretation.
Glorious." Mr. Frank insists that pianist
Naum Starkman "displays little affinity
for the Classical style" and "his mannered tempo modifications damage the
first movement's integrity."
We all understand and value the
right of opinion, especially on such a
subjective issue as score interpretation.
Even such commonplace high-end
notions as soundstage depth are often
misunderstood, let alone misinterpreted
(see Jonathan Valin's editorial on soundstage depth in F4 Voll No.6). But the
bottom line is: Iam not so much interested in whether or not the reviewer
likes arecording. What Iwant to know
is what the chances are that Iwill like
the recording or not after reading a
good music review. Is that too much to
ask? Perhaps. But the above controversy
on the PopeMusic recording begs for a
follow-up: an acid test for Stereophilds
new Music Editor?
NIKOLAI DIMOFF
Dbmsrv!nick@dbmsrv.attmail.com
As along-time admirer of Mort Frank, I'm
inclined to ask "How could anyone question
which of us to believe?' Mr. Frank is agreat
17
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authority on and apassionate proponent of
first-rate classical musk Certainly, Ialways
pay careful attention to his reviews.
On the other hand, Idon't necessarily think
Iwas wrong, either. Mr. Frank's concerns about
the way that Starkman's interpretations fit the
Classical model do not vitiate my sense of
Beethoven's presence in these performances. Nor
does my pleasure at the spacious liveliness ofthe
sound mean that Mr. Frank is wrong when he
finds the perspective dose—it is, as in many
contemporary recordings, but there's alot of hall
sound as welt [And the spaced-oirai technique used by engineer/producer Gene
Pope does produce a very spacioussounding recording, even when the
mikes are close to the source. —Ed.]
As to how you know whether or not you
will like arecording after reading areview,first
you have to learn to read the reviewer. Ihave
ahard tinte believing anything acritic says
until Ihave had many opportunities to compare his or her opinions to my own. This takes
time and careful reading. For example Iamfar
less stringent ajudge ofform than Mr. Frank
— Ibelieve that forms exist primarily to provide tension when successful art transcends
them. As to sound, I'm asuckerfor recordings
that reveal that music takes place in aspecific
space Asfir as I'm concerned, that sense of the
concrete inhabited by the ineffable is what it's
all about.
-Wes Phillips

work BBS, who spoke with Ray Kimber
about my situation. They generously
offered to accept the broken, old cable in
an even exchange with the current
model. Chris and Ray will lose money
on this transaction, and the "bad guy" as
yet remains unpunished, but Illuminati
and Kimber have certainly gained aloyal
customer. This superb customer service
should be lauded. Next time I'll stick
with their authorized dealers!
ANDREW CARPENTER
Westminster, MD
While Idon't think it relevant to mention the
name of this dealer, Ido note that he is no
longer in business, which might go part of the
way to explaining the way Mr. Carpenter was
treated. The moral cf this tale would seem to
be that you have amuch better chance ofbeing
treated right by your local dealer.

review of the Genesis Technologies
Digital Lens (Vol.19 No.Z p.128), I
couldn't help but wonder if some of the
"bizarre phenomena" Mr. Harley referred to weren't traceable to the interconnect cables. Mr. Harley mentioned using the Iluminan DataFlex Studio
and an AudioQuest Diamond X3
AES/EBU with the Levinson No31/
Classé DAC-1. He didn't elaborate on
his choice of cables with the other transports; are we to assume the cables didn't
change? Did Mn Harley choose the
AudioQuest AES/EBU cable between
the Digital Lens and the D/A converter
because this was the best combination
for resolution or for the lowest noisefloor (knowing the AES/EBU type
cable is often the quietest)?
Ihave to assume that it is possible to
have jitter between the digital transmission interface and the cable running
to the DAC even though the Lens has
reclocked the signal. Mr. Harley seems
oblivious to the fact that some of the
better transports reclock the signal at
the interface, yet jitter still appears at the
DAC. It could be possible that after the
Digital Lens has removed the transport/interconnect jitter, anew, different
level of jitter is introduced by the
Digital Lens's interface and the cable.
Regardless of how well-designed the
units are, any chassis with asemiconductor chip can emit various levels of
RFI. The DAC and Digital Lens can
pass federal electromagnetic interference standards yet still cause sonic problems with one another.
While the AES/EBU interconnect
can be the quietest, Ifeel it can also
impart asonic imprint that obliterates
low-level detailing. Could it be that Mr.
Harley's "bizarre phenomena" are really acase of one type of coloration (the
sonic imprint of the Digital Lens/
interconnect) being substituted for
another (transport speed variation/
jitter)? Idon't question Mr. Harley's assessment that the Digital Lens improved the sound of his system. Possibly
he is continuing his search for an
answer to the "bizarre phenomena." I
wish he would share some of the
answers.
MARK ANGIOLETTI
Chicago, IL

I
T'S THE SOURCE, STUPID
Editor:
I'm writing this letter in response to
some questions posed by Robert Harley
in the July Stereophile regarding Genesis's Digital Lens. The first question was
basically why adifference could still be
heard between two semi-identical CDs
(the difference being that when one
was cut with agreater amount of timebase error in the EFM signal). Ithink it
For some background on the FopeMusic recordshould be quite clear as to why the Lens
ings, see Jonathan Scull's and Richard was unable to eliminate this jitter. The
Lens was built to eliminate signal jitter
Sdureider's articles elsewhere in this issue -JA
between the transport and the DAC,
thus enhancing the source's reproduction.
I
LLUMINATING ILLUMINATI
Well, the jitter on the CD in question is
Editor:
Iwould like to relate an example of out- part of the source code. If anything, the
Lens would act to enhance this form of
standing service in the high-end marketplace. Ipurchased acable by mail- jitter because it can't discern it from the
music.
order that was described as an "IlluThe second baffler was why transminati Digital Cable" at aspecial discount off its $400 list price. Ihad heard port differences could still be heard
even with the Lens installed. Ithink it is
that Illuminati cables are wonderful,
fair to say that if different transports
and indeed this one sounded fantastic.
Unfortunately, the cable stopped worksound different, then their output siging after several weeks. When I nals can't be identical (who cares if this
returned it to the mail-order dealer,
is digital). The Lens was only made to
reproduce the signal which it was origithey refused to repair or replace it and
nally fed sans jitter. If the outputs from
instead offered to give me astore credit
of half of the purchase price. This was
two transports are different, then the
hardly comforting customer service, output from the Lens must be different
and my mood became darker when I if it is driven by different transports. The
subsequently learned that the cable was
Lens puts out based on what is fed in.
Golly, wouldn't it be great if there was
of a much earlier design which had
some kind of outboard box that could ALL EARS
never retailed at anywhere near $400.
The "special sale price" was near the
make every transport sound just like a Editor:
Mark Levinson No31.5? TED SMITH
street price of this cable when it was
While reading Mr. Harley's review on
new four years ago!
New York, NY the Genesis Digital Lens in the July
Just when things seemed the most
issue, Iwas holding my breath waiting
bleak, two white knights came gal- TRULY BIZARRE
for him to kill the high-end transport
loping to my rescue! Icontacted Chris Editor:
business with the phrase "heard no difSommovigo on The Audiophile Net- After reading Robert Harley's upbeat ference." But Iwas disappointed. He
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survived the Lens that RH reported on, Ican Haven't we all taken anonmagnetic feronly assume that timing errors in the media rous screwdriver and rubbed amagnet
themselves, as pointed out by Mr. Smith, were on it to "magnetize" it? The magnetism
so gross as to leave aresidual, low-frequency that the screwdriver exhibits wasn't
jitter content even alter the Lens's bering magically transferred from the magnet
and reclocking. It do make you scratch your to the screwdriver, it is aphenomenon
head, don't it?
—J
A caused by an internal atomic reorganization of the metal's structure. This "organizing" effect can also be seen by taking
ALL FIELDS
asmall container of metal filings and
Editor:
Regarding RH's article about the putting amagnet under ir, the filings all
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens in align along the magnetic lines of force.
the July Stereophile: He asked about how This gives us aview as to the forces at
demagnetizing aCD could change its work.
But that is iron. We need to know
sound.
Ihave ahypothesis about this but can how this applies to CDs, where we
offer no measurements to back it up: A should be "realigning" aluminum and
bulk tape eraser is similar to the Bedini polycarbonate. If, after being magClarifier in exposing adisc to an alter- netized, aluminum gained organization
nating magnetic field. Ibelieve these at the atomic level, the edges of aCD's
machines generate circulating currents pits would be smoother. As for polyin the metal film which covers the pits carbonate, if it gained molecular orand thereby heat it. Local heating of the ganization with exposure to amagnetic
metal would transfer heat to the adja- field, it may actually become clearer
cent plastic. Ibelieve the clarification because of its new, more ordered strucheard in the sound comes from the ture. [Relieving the mechanical stress in the
action of this heat on the plastic. It may polycarbonate substrate will certainly reduce
reduce optical distortion or scatter, or it the material's optical bi-rfringorce, but it is by
may act to reduce the strain-induced no means certain that an alternating maersetic
field does relieve the material's stress."— Ed]
electrical charge in the plastic.
We are sure that iron retains its magThe success of the demagnetizing
techniques shows that the process of netic realignment because it leaves us
retrieving data from a CD is com- with aside effect: magnetism. However,
promised by the material of the disc most materials (like aluminum and
itself. This means CDs could sound bet- polycarbonate) don't exhibit this effect
ter if the disc-fabrication process vari- even if they are highly organized, so
ables that affect the actual mechanism how do we find out if they maintain or
were placed under better control. First, partially maintain their realignment?
the actual mechanism by which the We also need to know if aphysical
discs interact with the transports to realignment of aCD's microstructure
would even be audible, as the evidence
degrade the sound must be discovered.
We still labor under the skepticism of is beginning to suggest.
It is at this point that we are in aposimany half-educated engineers who
firmly believe there can be no dif- tion to root out the answer. Certainly in
ference between the sounds of different Stereophile's readership are many
discs with identical data, or the same chemists, physicists, and metallurgists
disc before and after "demagnetization." who can answer this simple question:
It would help the cause of better sound Do either aluminum or polycarbonate
if someone in aposition to do the de- gain any atomic/molecular organization
tailed materials research could be con- after exposure to astrong, alternating
vinced it was worthwhile.
magnetic field? If the answer is "yes" for
SEKELA, PH.D. either material, then we are actually at a
Electrical Engineer, Boise, ID point where we can quantify the clearRegarding the persistence ofaudible differences
between transports auditioned via the Genesis
Asek@micron.net ness/refractive index of polycarbonate
Digital Lens, as recently pointed out by
before and after magnetization and the
Illuminati's Chris Sonunoingo on recaudio. ALL MOLECULES
smoothness of aCD's pits before and
after. There may be other factors
high-end, the Lens is still connected electrically Editor:
to the DAC and probably one or more data This letter is in response to Robert involved as well, but Ireally believe that
sources (unless ST and TosLink optical con- Harley's request in the July Stereophile this is the right direction to look.
nections are used exclusively). It is possibk for answers as to why demagnetizing a
So Iguess we would technically be
then, that residual ground currents could affect CD might change its sound.
magnetizing our CDs, not de-magMany materials reorient their mole- netizing them!
the noise level, as implied by Mr. Angioletti,
Last, and more important, directed to
hence the re-introduction of jitter in the cular structures when exposed to amagdatalink connecting the Lens to the DAC. netic field; this effect is most vividly the whole readership of Stertvphile: Go
Regarding the derences between CDs that shown in materials containing iron. out today and bathe your soul in the

claims he still heard adifference.
Ithink this can be explained only in
two ways: 1) He allowed his listening to
be biased toward the Levinson transport; 2) The Lens clock is still somehow
tied or at least influenced to adegree to
the transport clock — and it doesn't
have to be alot; we're talking picoseconds here, after all.
As for the first, as loath as Mr. Harley
would be to say it's possible to buy a
$400 transport and aDigital Lens and
get better sound than aLevinson for
$9000 — /would be, having spent that
much money on something — I'm sure
that if this was the case he would say it.
So, that leaves just the second.
Regarding the CD demagnetizing
tweak, this makes sense to me. If Ispin
any "magnet" close to wires, it will induce avarying current in the wires that
will affect the sound, and, more important, may affect the current to the servos
spinning the disc, thereby adding jitter
(by increasing the speed error). That
this effect is still audible with the Lens
in implies that this magnetic noise is
also managing to induce some current
in the Lens —but Ifind this unlikely,
due to the low levels involved, the fact
that the Lens is not as close to the CD,
and that there's alot of metal between it
and the CD. Maybe abelt-driven transport would be less susceptible to this
problem because the motor is farther
away from the magnet (the CD) [except
for thefact that CDs are not made ofmagnetic
material (but see later)— Ed].
As for the higher- and lower-jitter
CDs sounding different even with the
Lens inserted in the data path, this closes it for me. The Lens is not doing the
job because of the previous phenomenon. The bits may be the same, but
the music sounds different — so the
clock cannot be independent.
If someone can come up with another explanation, to quote Mr. Harley,
"I'm all ears!" But I'm sure it's no mystery.
BILLY NEWPORT
100030342@Compuserve.com
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swamp waters of the Badlands CD
Voodoo Highway! The music and lyrics
are mother's milk. You can magnetize it
if you want.
J
USTIN GRAVES
Dayton, OH

then, Voilà! Better sound for free! The
sober critic Neil Levenson of Fanfare
once belonged to this camp as well, but,
again, who listened? Enid and Neil
were right, Ithink, to quit the biz. To
them it seemed that people were more
ALL STRESSED OUT
interested in glamor than good sound.
Editor:
The occasional exception still arises,
Re: CD degaussing. Sometimes Iwonhowever. Robert Harley, in his July 1996
der: If my name were Arnie Nudell,
review of the Genesis Digital Lens,
would Iget some respect? And did Enid
devoted a section to "Bizarre PhenoLumley ever wonder the same thing? I mena." Iquote, both for reference and
mean, there she was in 1981, 1982, talkfor emphasis: "Nudell described the
ing about weird stuff like, the direction
sonic benefits of taking abulk tape erasyou insert the AC plug makes an audier to CDs ... Zappa's The Yellow Shade .. .
ble difference. But who listened? For
was clearly different — and better —
myself, Iput an extension on my pre- after being treated with the bulk tape
amp and sat with line-cord sockets on
eraser. The sound became more vivid,
my lap, switching back and forth, learnthe soundstage more transparent.... It
ing the sound of reversed AC polarity.
was a larger difference than I hear
And have heard it ever since!
between many digital interconnects....
To this day, however, one rarely sees
Why should demagnetizing a CD
this subject addressed in print. Few
change its sound?... If anyone has
manufacturers warn us, nor do reanswers, I'm all ears."
viewers seem disposed to mention, that
Okay—he asked! From the hisenormous gains may accrue through
torical literature, Isubmit this jewel:
this expedient exercise. It might be
"Here we have an unaccounted major
offered as an excuse that hearing any
malefactor in CD reproduction, inparticular unies line reversal is difficult
tensely audible on every system; a
unless all are correctly aligned. (The job
tweak that subsumes most others; a
can be done with acheap DVM) But miracle solution to low-level compres-
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sion, headachy glare, and fuzzy bass...
designers and reviewers who refuse to
listen... MARK MY WORDS, history
will confirm that in every CD to date,
whirling embedded static charge erects
aMaxwellian field that somehow tilts
the read mechanism." (Caps added.) To
correct that malady, the writer claims,
one must apply a strong electromagnetic field, preferably rotating— ie,
"CD degaussing." Now, when and
where did this fine advice — nay, the
very thought—first appear in print?
Why, right here! In Stereophile, "Letters,"
November 1992! The author? Plushl
But Arnie Nudell, Ianer, no one paid
attention.
The rightly astonished (I expect) Mr.
Harley and others, notably those on the
rec.audio.high-end news-group, where
discussion of this outlandish topic was
once forbidden by the moderators, may
wish further clarification. Done! The
following was submitted (in correspondence) by Fred Dieckmann of
Audient Technologies: "I believe that
degaussing removes remnant magnetism in the ink oxides used on the label
of the CD. The motion of this nonuniform magnetic field past the laser
(being focused by acoil) causes tran-
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sients that disturb the laser's focus.
Close proximity of auniformly distributed material with greater permeability than that of nonuniformly distributed oxides (that's printing, for those of
you in Rio Linda) would presumably
reduce this effect significantly... Igot
hold of Yellow Shark to investigate; the
label has large amounts of blue ink.
Interestingly, cobalt is often used in
blue pigments and is asubstance with
high permeability.... A material with
much lower resistivity than polycarbonate would probably reduce effects
of nonuniform electrostatic charges."
That's one explanation. Then there's
the cryogenic business. This magazine
once made available previously frozen
versions of its Test CDs, which actually
sounded better. What was the reason?
Thermal stress relief, related somehow
to magnetically induced heat action?
Other hypotheses perhaps exist, but
those should suffice for now. Pity it has
taken so many years since initial publication for even one major designer to
apprehend the enormity, but they are a
stubborn crew! The real challenge today,
however, now that the Digital Lens
seems to have eliminated jitter but not
the audible differences among transports,

cables, etc, is to analyze and insulate the
operative mechanisms involved. At the
same time, please, why do Vibraplane (as
Shannon Dickson enthused in November 1995) and The Shelf (as Wes Phillips
ditto in February 1996) — seismic isolation devices both — have such profound and improbable impact on CD
sound (not to mention LP)?
Help! What's going on here?! How
much do we really know? Twenty years
into digital audio, and still these things
remain amystery! Isn't "digital domain"
supposedly apowerful restorative? Then
shouldn't our DACs eliminate any untoward disturbance without myriad outboard devices, special cables, and
(Lordy0 tape degaussers? And why haven't
the gatekeepers of orthodoxy who publish in JAES treated any of this yet?
In truth, audio practice resembles
punctuated evolution. Take TIM, Doppler distortion in drivers, tonearm antiskating, and the like: Each such topic
lends itself to measurement, therefore
to prolonged examination in the press.
Each successive problem solved, we
advance to the next higher degree of
difficulty, which writers will scrutinize
and customers buy stuff to cure. Not
very systematic! Jitter became the rage

recently, but again Imust ask: When
shall we see a converter wholly immune (as theory would have it) to
external vibration and CD tweaks? The
veritable end of evolution!
Vaulting to the larger picture, will
DVD descend upon us without our
ever having fully grasped CD? Judging
by the LP precedent, seems so!
One good rule, people, to help circumvent both the popular buzz and the
glamor problem inherent to modernism: Spending time on the old hi-fi
earns greater rewards than spending
money on new stuff. And remember
too, print media may lag up to four years
behind. Learn from this. Ye who listen
closely, be truly the cutting edge in
audio. That's acommand!
CLARK J
OHNSEN
The Listening Studio, Boston, MA

ALL EXPLAINED

Editor:
In your July issue (p.133) are described
what are referred to as "Bizarre Phenomena" related to the use on CDs of a
bulk eraser intended to demagnetize
tapes. It should have had no effect on
CDs and apparently did. (My own
experiments, Imust say, produce no

For 87 years, Denon has pursued one—and only one goal. the faithful reproduction of the original performance Whether it be
aconcert or studio performance, ablockbuster film or amusic video, the goal remains unchanged to reproduce exactly what
the artist or director intended.
This philosophy is present in the full range of Denon Home Theater components, like the cost-no-object AVP-8000 Tuner/
Preamp Processor, the new audiophile Dolby Digital (AC-3) A/V Receivers and the highly affordable
Dolby Pro Logic A/V Receivers.
Because at Denon, we remain faithful to the artist and to every one of our customers.
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certain results.)
Similar experiences have revealed
your own mystification over tweaks,
which seem to "work" without any
rationale — things like anointing the
edges of CDs with green coloring. (I'm
not sure that green is the best color in
this connection, by the way.)
Mystification arises because it is
assumed that these tweaks are having
their effects on the system components. If
they do, then mystification is indeed
justified. But is there a different approach to this? Suppose we start from a
different point of view: that it is we who
are affected, not the components. Then
the whole process becomes easier to
comprehend, and our explorations take
on adifferent attitude. They may even
become productive where headscratching certainly is not.
PETER TURNER
Gloucestershire, England

ALL JITTERED

Editor:
Last March Iwas attending the first
convention of the European Acoustics
Association in Antwerp (Belgium).
Before registration Iwent to my local
bookstore in Ghent to buy amagazine,
so Ihad something at hand during possible breaks in my program. On average, Ibuy one audio magazine amonth,
which can be one of the German magazines Audio, Stereo, or Stereoplay, the
French magazine La Nouvelle Revue du
Son, or the English magazines Hi-Fi
News &Record Review or Hi-Fi World. At
work Ireceive The Journal of the AES,
Studio Sound, and most IEEE Proceedings.
Coming across Stereophile for the first
nine, Idecided to buy the March issue,
in spite of the high price of 345 BEF
($11.30). Iwas happily surprised by the
reprint in full length of the Dunn/
Hawksford AES paper on jitter in the
S/PDIF and AES/EBU interfaces.
Your magazine has agood reputation,
which it fully deserves.
A big difference with the other audio
magazines is the length of the listeningsession description. There are enough
details for the readers to make their
own conclusions in reference to musical
and listening preferences and system
setup. Thomas J. Norton's KEF Reference Model Four review included a
good description of the time-consuming effort a reviewer makes to
achieve optimal performance from the
reviewed component.
A major difference, and the reason
why Iwrite for the first time to amagazine, is the quality of your "Letters" colSTEREOPHILE. OCTOBER 1996

umn. After reading the June issue, I
know that this quality is aconstant, and
that your readers are concerned audio
amateurs with constructive criticism.
Your staff seems to be responsive to the
readers' remarks.
Ihave some additional remarks on
the subject of digital interface jitter.
When our company took over the fading broadcast manufacturer and distributor EMT, Igot involved in the development of the EMT 981 broadcast CD
player. This player can lock to an external digital clock via aBNC clock input,
which is alow-cost modification for a
Philips drive-unit. In the professional
world, digital studio locking of asource
is done with an AES/EBU input. A
similar connection could be implemented on consumer equipment by
providing an S/PDIF output on the
converter and an S/PDIF input on the
drive for locking and thereby achieving
jitter-free reconstruction with an
already standardized interface.
The idea of feeding digital data with
a RAM-buffered asynchronous CDROM drive has abig problem with the
data structure of CD audio, the same
problem we had with adding broadcast
editing capabilities to a CD player.
There is not enough additional information on an audio CD to implement
this efficiently and make it work fast
enough. So the buffer becomes large
and the access time long, unless highspeed drives are used. But this is amore
expensive solution than the locking
device.
PETER BRACKE
Ghent, Belgium
peter.bracke@barco.com

ALL CHARGED

Editor:
Ican only conclude that the subject of
SDIF2 (Sony Digital Interface Format)
is too politically charged for Stereophile
to handle. It still remains amurky and
ill-covered topic in these pages. This is
true despite JA's valiant footnote effort
on p.137 of Vol.19 No.6. Since Ihave
previously written an unpublished letter regarding SDIF2, Ihave only one
major point to discuss herein.
This is the fact that whenever SDIF2
has been mentioned in Stereophile (p215
of Vol.18 No.10, footnote and p37 of
Vol.17 No.1), its prevalence in the professional audio community has been
grossly misrepresented. In short, it has
been portrayed as arare, exotic format
that appears mostly in custom installations, such as Sony Classical's New
York studios. Let me give you avery
incomplete list of pro audio manu-

facturers whose products contain an
SDIF2 word-clock input or output:
Apogee Electronics, Daniel Weiss Engineering, dCS, Digital Atomics, Genex,
Hamionia Mundi Acustica, Mytek,
Pacific Microsonics, Prism, Sony, Studer,
Tascam, and Yamaha. Gee, if the highend industry were to ever adopt astandard for separate clock lines, Iwonder
what it would be? For now, my dream
of being able to combine the virtues of
digital separates with those of integrated
CD players remains floating on the vast
horizon.
DAVID W INDMULLER
Wayne, NJ

GET WITH THE PROGRAM!

Editor:
As asubscriber who has moved several
times in the last few years, Ihave abig
request: please put Stereophile on CDROM or in searchable form on the
Web. The paper copies are heavy and
take up awhole lot of space. Does this
make me ahopelessly naïve wirehead
of the digital generation? Ihope not.
Here are acouple of reasons why this is
agood idea, both for Stereophile and its
readers.
First, from areader's point of view, I
treasure my back issues because they let
me go back and read reviews Iskipped
or about products that Ican only afford
later. They also let me put together a
profile of aparticular reviewer's tastes
over time, giving me acontext in which
to place areview. Having Stereophile in a
searchable digital medium would make
it easier to use back issues in both these
ways. Sure beats pawing through years
of indexes to figure out what volume a
review appeared in.
Second, this can make economic
sense for Stereophile (I hope!). I'm sure
the back-issue revenue can be replaced
in two ways: either sell the back issues
on CD-ROM (one volume per disc,
maybe) or charge an extra nominal subscription fee for access to the back-issue
archive via apassword-protected Web
site.
Actually, Iwould be very willing to
pay alittle more for my annual subscription if Iknew that, at year's end, I
would be receiving aCD-ROM version of the volume (or permanent password access to that volume via the
Web).
I'm actually very disappointed that
Stereophile has waited so long to establish
acyber/digital presence. The time has
passed for worrying about "protecting"
copyrights — the publications that will
be the leaders in every field in the
decade to come will be the ones that
25

We racked our
brains to find a
way to tell you
how good the
Totem Mani-2
really is. And then
aMani-2 owner
did it better than
we could!

•

We have had the Totems in our home for roughly three
months.
The Totem Mani-2s are the finest loudspeakers
I have listened to regardless of price and I have listened
long and hard to the likes of of Audio Labs, Martin
Logans (all models but the Statement), Vandersteens,
Paradigms, Magneplanars, Apogees, etc. etc. The Man
2s create a larger and far more detailed sound stage than
any of the above.
The highs are fluid, detailed and
spacious, without any edginess.
The lows are fast, deep,
full and defined. And the midrange- the midrange is warm,
musical and expansive. Your speakers have returned the
word "presence" to my audio-vocabulary.
I could go on
and on.
The bottom line is thatfor the first time in
years I find myself lost in the MUSIC rather than listening
to my system.
I want to thank you all at Totem for bringing quality,
accountability and value back to high end audio. I also

Listen and believe

This is an excerpt
from an actual letter
addressed to May
Audio by the
(obviously happy)
owner of apair of
Totem Mani-2
loudspeakers.

(Of course, he didn't mention the double box
with lock miter cabinet joints, the push-pull
twin woofers that maintain control below
20 Hz, the space-age borosilicate damping,
or the twin WBT binding posts. But he told
you the essential...they sound wonderful!)
IN THE USA:
10524 Lexington Dr., Suite 300, Knoxville, TN 37932
Tel. (423) 966-8844 FAX: (423) 966-8833
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IN CANADA:
646 boul. Guimond, Longueuil, Qué. J4G 1P8
Te?. (514) 651-5707 FAX (514) 651-9740
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Rn the in-room spectral analyses in my speakyears, and ajive-figure sum to process the data
archive used by our sister publications er reviews, Iuse an Audio Oruro! Industrial
Schwalm Opus, Schwann Spectrum, and SA-3050A spectrum analyzer with its 01141
microphone. In arather time-consuming but
Schwann Artist)
One problem with boldly taking hold ofthe standardized procedure, Iaverage six measurements at cad' of 10 separate microphone posifuture is that without outside investment, it is
tions for kit and right speakers individually to
hard to come up with abusiness plan that generates the necessary revenue stream. And like give atotal of 120 original spectra. 'These are
then averaged to give the overall published
most small businesses, Stereophile 'grows out
nerve Because the response peaks due to room
ofits check book"— expansion isjinanced from
resonances and the response dips due to steadyincome, not capital In this respect Ifind Mr
von Lohmann's conattents about Wired inter- state cancellations from boundary reflections
have derent frequencies and amplitudes for
esting as publishirw industry lore has it that
each speaker at each of the 10 mike positions,
neither paper nor online versions of this demothey tend to average out. 71te resultant curve, in
graphic darling has yet to make money. (I report
my room at least, has proved to give agood corthis iglu' nnation for what it is worth, but it is
relation with aloudspeaker's perceived balana:
impossible to vouch for its accuracy.) A high
We don't want to go on-line with StereoNot every loudspeaker reviewed in Stereophile until we can do sontething more than prejile, aprobably high ratio of outside investment, yes, but high profits? Not yet— and per- phile finds it way into my listening room, but
just acarbon copy of the paper magazine —
over the past tight years Ihave measured some
haps not ever!
which is still both more accessible and cheaper.
90 pairs of loudspeakers under identical condiBut as for this magazine... watch this
Our plan is to implement exactly the kind of
space.
—J
A tions in the sanie room, and intend to publish
review and article interactive database that Mr
an article sometime in thefuture drawing broad
von Lohmann envisages, though whether it
conclusions about the in-room behavior ofloudOMETHING'S MISSING
will be available on CD-ROM or online is S
speakers.
—J
A
not yet clear Unfortunately, we have not yet Editor:
Why are there no bass resonances in
found an editorfor our ventures into cyberspace;
nor have wefound someone to transfer the hun- JA's in-room response curves in Stereodreds of megabytes of back-issue text files into phile's loudspeaker reviews?
(No NAME GIVEN)
an appropriate database format. (Those who
Dmic@ix4.ix.netcom.com
would dismiss this as atrivial task should note
that it took us three computer consultants, four
take chances and serve their readers via
this new medium. Wired is abellwether
— the most successful magazine launch
of the decade has, almost since its inception, given almost all of its content away
on the Web for free. And they show no
signs of going out of business.
To subscribe to Stereophile is an expensive proposition, but it's one Ican't imagine doing without. But it's time to start
offering alittle more to subscribers. I
know that you guys — would that there
were more women — will do the right
thing!
FRED VON LOHMANN
flohmann@stanford.edu

DC-91

THE THEORETICAL LIMIT
1)1'-90 Cl) Transport: laser pickup with
integral RF amplifier: balanced mechanism
drive; 8mm vibration-stopping chassis.
DC-91 Digital Processor: MMB (Mutt ipleMu lt i
-Bit) IVA conversion system with
sixteen 20-bit IVA converters per channel;
24 bit ready, ultra-high-speed digital signal
t
ransmission.
DP-90 plus DC-91: the theoretical limit in
Cl) reproduction performance.

AXISS

17800 South Main Street Ste 109 Gardena CA 90248
Tel 310 329 0187 Fax 310 3290189
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You Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator

interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science

behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.

41111111>11

Patented MIT' Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound. and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

-eye
New RCA connector
g-performance
RCA-type connectors. These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They

iconn ."interchangeable
connector system

properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

MIT's exclusive iconn - system for speaker cable connections is so innovative, it has apatent pending. and every
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's five

With MITerminator interfaces starting at Just $39.95 interconnect and $79.95 speaker

interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the

(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

right connector to fit the terminals on your amplifier an
speakers. iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra-lo
contact resistance and contamination-free connections
best sound quality.

MITerminator -2
10(1110

1000

Why MITerminators
sound better

•

zip cord

•

high end cable

M1111111111111111•11111111111111111

Superior Final Energy Component
In transmitting electrical energy, cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately, as
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shown in the plot, the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
employing the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.

Superior Efficiency

- MITerminator - 2

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio

•z
•

high end cable

signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase
relationships, all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearities make them much
less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for "zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively "bright" treble sound.

S' 50%
E

As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequency efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordinary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
interconnects.
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size (the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers. but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus (the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technology provides a lifelike.
focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented

Terminator

technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best.'
Music Interface Technologies" MIT products are manufactured and sold by

cvn, inc.,

Auburn, CA, USA

Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965

Ever wish ou owned amovie theater?

Youd' sit in adifferent seat each time, with yourfeet up. The theater would only serve your brand of

II

cola, and popcorn would come in one size — silo. Ifamovie had agreat soundtrack, youd' have the
projectionist turn it up until the booming bass made the plaster cherubs that ringed the high ceiling tremble.
At NHT; we've always known abig part ofthe magic ofmovies was in the sound system. And we've
captured it in the VT-2, ano-holds barred home theater system that at the flip ofaswitch also provides
optimal music performance. Designedfor the latest digital technology; and with abuilt-in subwoofer, the
VT-2 makes motion pictures come alive. So now
you can come home to your own movie theater.

(WIT)

Or ifyou're like us, simply never leave.
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800- NHT -9993; (
CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD., 514-631-6448. NHT WEB SITE: http.//www nhthifi.corn

INDUSTRY
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US: Wes Phillips

Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars shouldfa.x(do not call) Wes Phillips the when, whew, and who at (505) 9836327, at least eight weeks befiire the month of
the event —ie, Yyou're putting on something
in December 1996, you should get the infimation to Wes no later than October 1.
Mark thefax cover sheet "For the attention of
Wes Phillips—Dealer Bulletin Board." Promoters if hi-fi shows and audio societies pronzotin
cutter visits should also fax
Wes the details as soon as possible.
California: Parties interested in anew
audiophile society in the San Francisco
area should call Dennis Davis at (415)
362-5045, or e-mail him at bluedeer@a.
crl.com .Recent meetings have included
tours of the Mobile Fidelity pressing
plant and the Dolby Labs theater facility.
On Tuesday, November 12 at 6pm,
Ambrosia Audio & Video (2337 Roscomare Road, Suite 6, in Bel Air) will
host Doug Blackwell of Transparent
Cable. Doug will introduce their new
Reference XL speaker cables and interconnects. The evening will also feature
an A/B demo of cables with and without networks.
Pro Home Systems (383 40th Street,
Oakland) will host another of their New
Technology Seminars on Friday and
Saturday, October 18 and 19. John Dunlavy of Dunlavy Audio Labs will talk
about his loudspeakers and cables;
Norm Steinke of Meridian America
will present Meridian's latest advances;
and Kert McCandless of Pioneer Elite
will demonstrate aPioneer Elite DVD
player and discuss the latest digital software news. There will be five demonstration rooms, but space is limited, so
please call (510) 653-4300 to schedule
attendance. Those who preregister will
be eligible to win adoor prize.
The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) will sponsor apresentation by
Mark S. Schifter, President of Audio Alchemy, at the Randall Museum in San
Francisco (199 Museum Way, off
S
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Roosevelt), on Saturday, November 2,
2-5pm. Mark will discuss and demonstrate Audio Alchemy's latest products and give previews of what lies
ahead. There will be ample time for
questions and answers, and for networking among attendees. The seminar
is open to the public, but seating is limited. For information on both the seminar and BAAS membership, contact
Jason at (510) 444-4169 (jserinus@
out.org), Wilson at (415) 221-1634
(LEM321@aol.com), or Dennis at (415)
381-4228 (bluedeer@a.cd.com).
The Audio Engineering Society presents its 101st Convention, cutely called
"Head Out on the Highway," at the
newly remodeled Los Angeles Convention Center, November 8-11. The papers, chosen by the Italian-born project
engineer for Dolby's Digital Audio
Group, Dr. Marina Bosi, cover low-bitrate encoding, amplifier and loudspeaker design, sound perception and
psychoacoustics, multichannel sound,
and audio for multimedia. Of particular
interest are apaper on lossless audio
coding for DVD, authored by agroup of
Philips engineers; another on mastering
at 96kHz by Sonic Solutions' James
Moorer; and an invited paper by Bob
Adams of Analog Devices, intriguingly
called "Unusual Applications of NoiseShaping Principles." The workshop program includes apresentation on mastering by famed engineer Bernie Grundman, a discussion on audio on the
World Wide Web, and asession chaired
by Meridian's Bob Stuart on "HighBandwidth, High-Quality Audio."
More details from the AES at 60 East
42nd Street, New York, NY 10165. Tel:
(212) 661-8528. Fax: (212) 682-0477. Email: HQ@aes.org. WWW: http://
www/aes.org
Georgia: Audio Atlanta (19 Atlanta St.,
Marietta) and the Atlanta Audio Society
will conduct aseminar featuring Rafael
Navares from Mondial on Sunday,
October 20, 2-530pm. The Aragon

8008 series power amps and the latest
Mondial digital products will be featured.
On Sunday, November 17, from 2 to
530pm, the society will host Dennis Had
and Billy Wright of Audio Electronics
in aseminar explaining AE's complete
system approach to kit and factoryassembled tube preamps, SE power amps,
CD players, cables, and high-sensitivity
dynamic loudspeakers. The event will be
held at the Hellenic Community Center
(2124 Cheshire Bridge Road NE, Atlanta). For information, call Chuck Bruce
at (404) 876-5659.
Hi Notes (919 Carroll Street, Perry)
will celebrate its first anniversary on
Thursday, October 3, from 7:30 to
9:30pm, with an open house. The featured guest will be Tor Sivertsen of
Conrad-Johnson. Refreshments will be
served and door prizes awarded. For additional information, call (800) 8084174 or access Hi Notes at: www.hi
notes.com.
Illinois: On Friday, September 27 and
Saturday, September 28, Paul Heath
Audio (2034 North Clark Street, Chicago) will host aweekend of seminars
featuring Steven Hill of Straight Wire
and Al Filippelli and Mike Manousselis
of Dynaudio. Many topics will be covered, including system setup, component
matching, and loudspeaker and cable
technologies. Refreshments will be
served. For times and additional information, call Bill Ravanal, (312) 549-8100.
The Chicago Audio Society is hosting
Chris West of Nairn Audio on Sunday,
October 20 at 2pm. Chris will be
demonstrating two new Naim products:
a$2100 preamp and the Credo loudspeaker. Venue is the Pinehurst Room
(formerly known as the Viking Room)
at the Nordic Hills Resort in frasca. Call
(847) 382-8433, or e-mail brian@ny
ble.com for information on the Naim
seminar and the Chicago Audio Society.
New York: Select Sound (6214 Northern Boulevard, East Norwich) will pre31
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IN 1979, JACQUES MAHUL HAD ONE GOAL IN MIND —TO ADVANCE THE MUSICAL "STATE
OF THE ART" WITH WORLD CLASS LOUDSPEAKERS. TO FULFILL THIS VISION, HE FORMED
TWO INTEGRATED COMPANIES — FOCAL AND JMLAB.
FOCAL DEVELOPS AND MANUFACTURES RAW DRIVERS. BY DEVELOPING NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND PIONEERING THE USE OF NEW MATERIALS, THEY ARE AT THE FOREFRONT
OF THE INDUSTRY. NATURALLY, JMLAB BUILDS LOUDSPEAKERS EXCLUSIVELY WITH FOCAL
DRIVERS. AND OF COURSE, JMLAB ENGINEERS ARE MASTERS AT MAKING THEM SING
BEAUTIFULLY TOGETHER.
AUDITION A JMLAB LOUDSPEAKER AND EXPERIENCE FIRST HAND THE REALIZATION OF
MR MAHUL'S DREAM.

DALINE 6.1

MICRON

S2,295.00

GRANDE UTOPIA

$895.00

S65,000.00

"Truly one of the world's
greatest loudspeakers."
Stereophile vol. 19 no.5

U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services P.O. BOX 3047 PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
Tel.: 1-800-663-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547
Canada: Plurison C.P.537 Station Youville Montréal Qc H2P 2W1
Tel.: (514) 493-9352 Fax: (514) 493-4547

sent its annual High-End Audio and
Home Theater Show on Saturday, October 19 and Sunday, October 20. The
Show will be held at the East Norwich
Inn (Routes 106 and 25A) and at Select
Sound, directly across the street. Over 30
manufacturers are scheduled to participate. Designers from ADA, B&W,
Grado, Krell, Meridian, Naim, Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Runco, Rock Solid,
Sonus Faber, Stewart, Totem, WireWorld, and others will talk about their
products and the future of the High End.
Free tickets can be picked up at Select
Sound, or by calling (516) 624-2124.
Signature Sound (8409B Shallowcreek Road, Liverpool) and the Western
New York Audiophile Society (WNYAS)
will co-host an evening with Albert von
Schweikert of Von Schweikert Research on Wednesday, October 2 at
7pm at the LaSalle Yacht Club (73
South 68th Street, Niagara Falls). Mr.
von Schweikert will discuss his design
approach and will demonstrate his VR3 and VR-4.5 loudspeakers. For reservations and information, contact Rich
Brkich of Signature Sound, (315) 6224137, or Mike Monaco of the WNYAS,
(716) 625-8481.

amp. Seating is limited, so call (614)
299-0565 for times and reservations.
Texas: High Fidelity (3300 West Anderson Lane, Austin) will host an afternoon with Stertvphile's Robert Harley on
Saturday, October 19, starting at 5pm.
Bob will discuss avariety of topics, from
how to get the best sound from your
room to the latest in digital audio technology. Bob will also answer your questions and sign copies of his book, The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio. Call
(512) 454-5833 for more information.
Washington: Nuts About Hi-Fi
(10100 Silverdale Way, Silverdale) will
host an afternoon with Stereophilds Robert Harley on Saturday, September 28
at 2pm and 4pm. Bob will discuss avariety of topics, from how to get the best
sound from your room to the latest in
digital audio technology Bob will also
answer your questions and sign copies
of his book, The Complete Guide to HighEnd Audio. Call (360) 698-1348 for
more information.

US: Barry Willis

Has the launch of the Digital Versatile
Disc begun to unravel? Sony CorporNorth Carolina: Audio Advice (6701- ation and Philips Electronics NV, frustrated by stalled negotiations with sev101 Glenwood Avenue, Raleigh) will
eral industry organizations, have broken
sponsor aseminar featuring Terry Dorn
of Audio Research on Thursday, Sepaway from their tenuous alliance with
tember 26. Mr. Dom will introduce and Warner/Toshiba and have begun licensing their DVD patents on their own.
demonstrate the LS preamp and the
Licensing agreements will enable hardVT100 power amplifier. Call (919) 8812005 for time and details. On October ware manufacturers to begin produc10, Alex Montenegro and Jan Donaldtion, despite the fact that there is not industry-wide agreement on technical
son of Linn Products will demonstrate
specifications, and software makers —
the new $18,865 Linn AV 51 Home
Theater sound system. Engineers from primarily film studios—are balking at
releasing titles in the new digital format
Linn's Glasgow factory will also be in
attendance. Call (919) 881-2005 for
until copyright laws have been updated
more information.
(as reported here in August).
Meanwhile, Matsushita, who announced adigital encryption scheme for
Ohio: On Tuesday, October 8, Paragon
Sight and Sound (5450 Monroe Street,
DVD that seems to have gotten the apToledo) is sponsoring aseminar featuring proval of the hardware companies,
Brad OToole of Transparent Cable,
seems pessimistic about whether they
who will discuss cable technology and
will have DVD players available for sale
how it relates to Home Theater and
in the US in time to catch the holiday
audio systems. A/B comparisons of buying season.
Transparent cables, with and without
The rush to bring DVD machines to
their network systems, will be ahighlight
market seems incomprehensible in light
of the presentation. The seminar will last
of Sony's losing record in the videotape
from 630 to 9pm. Seating is limited, so
format wa4 the total flop of Philips's
Digital Compact Cassette,' and the marcall (800) 873-6873 for reservations.
Progressive Audio (1764 North High
ginal success of Sony's MiniDisc. From
Street, Columbus) will host Neil Sinthe teclmophile point of view, the DVD
looks promising: high-density storage
clair and Ed Dietemeyer of Theta
capacity, small size, high-resolution
Digital on October 17. They will
demonstrate Theta's new Casablanca, a playback, and multimedia compatibility
versatile AC-3 processor/DAC/pre- But there's little evidence that the great
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

masses of the buying public are at all
dissatisfied with present home-entertainment technology Most people are
completely happy with quality-crippled
VHS tape and 16-bit CDs. Technical
superiority alone won't win market
share: Didn't the marginal acceptance of
the 12" laserdisc prove that?
The simultaneous appearance of a
wide range of DVD software is essential
to support sales of hardware in numbers
sufficient to approach profitability. It
doesn't work the other way around.
People won't buy the new machine first
simply because "it's better" and then
patiently wait for titles to trickle out as
copyright contracts are negotiated one by
one. Furthermore, "approaching profitability" is avery long way from "universal acceptance." Again, the ultimate success of this new format depends on aconcerted effort by all parties—hardware
manufacturers, recording studios, music
publishers, film studios, copyright attorneys, lawmakers, industry-organization
negotiators, and marketing executives. As
the DVD situation is playing out at present, it has "large-scale disaster" written
all over it. The key to preventing aDVD
stillbirth? To misquote Cervantes: Be
patient, and shuffle the cards.
Meanwhile, laserdisc fans may be
delighted to learn that electronics dealers,
convinced that DVD is just around the
corner, appear to be dumping their
remaining stock of laserdisc players at
prices well below cost. Video software
dealers, convinced likewise, have been
blowing out movies on laserdisc for
prices as low as $2 each, with three-disc
boxed operas disappearing fast at $5 each.
Get them now while the getting is good.

US: Wes Phillips
&John Atkinson
Following aboard vote, The Academy
for the Advancement of High-End
1According to Philips Executive VP Frank Carruba in
the July 8issue of Audio Week, DCC was "a great product" that failed because "we couldn't get the cost
curve down." He laid the blame squarely on the software companies: "We listened to the music industry
when they said that people wanted to go on using
tapes but with Cl) quality.... But we were stalled by
the music companies, who didn't move fast enough.
High-end users bought the system, but you need millions of sales to get the cost curve down."
However. Idon't think you can blame record companies for natural caution, and some did rush to get
aboard the DCC bandwagon — EMI, for example,
who built aduplication plant in Indiana only to sec it
stand idle. Ithink the real problem was that, despite it
having an excellent lossy compression algorithm —
meaning that, for once, the claim of "CD sound quality" rang true — DCCs lack of random access killed it
in the minds of users used to the convenience of CDs,
no matter how many or how few software titles were
available. If it's yellow, oval, and tastes sour, it's alemon
— no matter what else is done right.
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Audio has announced that it will sponsor the two trade days at HI-FI '97, next
year's Home Theater and Specialty
Audio Show promoted by Stereophile,
Inc. And, as at HI-FI '96 in Manhattan
(see the second part of our coverage
elsewhere in this issue), the Academy
will organize aseries of seminars and
workshops aimed at increasing the
knowledge base of those who work in
the High End. HI-FI '97 takes place at
the historic Westin St. Francis Hotel on
San Francisco's Union Square from May
28 to June 1, 1997.
Triad Speakers, Inc. has appointed
Paul Scarpelli North American Sales
Manager. Mr. Scarpelli was formerly
Director of Sales for Harman/Kardon
and Citation. Meanwhile, the Harman
Consumer Group has announced that
it will be selling its Pyle in-car loudspeaker subsidiary to Klipsch Audio,
and that its Citation and Audio Access
brands will become the responsibility
of Harman-owned Madrigal Audio
Labs. Buzz Goddard has been named
General Manager of Citation and
Audio Access, and will report to
Madrigal's President, Mark Glazier.
Goddard also continues in his current
position of consumer products VP for
Harman-owned Lexicon.
Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs has
appointed Mike Harvey National Sales
Manager. Mr. Harvey comes to that
position from Audio Research Corp.,
where David Gordon has returned from
Thiel to assume the newly created position of National Sales Manager.
Graham Engineering has been appointed the US importer of Immutable
Music's Transfiguration Temper cartridge, favorably reviewed by Michael
Fremer last July (Vol.19 No.'7, p.135).
Graham has also embarked upon a
research project with Immutable to
develop acustom cartridge built directly
into aGraham tonearm wand. Graham
will continue to honor the $1000 cartridge trade-in discount that Immutable's
previous importer, Swill°, had established. The price remains $3800. Graham has set up a home page at:
http://www.cris.corn/- tnv2001 .
E-mail
requests for specific questions, product
literature, or dealer information may be
directed to: grahameng@aol.com.
New Jersey-based Audio Influx
Corporation and Myryad Systems Ltd.
of the UK have joined forces to bring
Myryad's electronic components to the
US, including the 60Wpc MI-120
integrated amplifier ($899) and the
60Wpc MA-120 amplifier ($799).
Projected for release in the next few
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months arc aCD player, apreamp, and
atuner.

US: John Atkinson

The issue of Stereophile that you are
holding in your hand, one of the largest
we have ever published at 356 pages, is
the first of our third century: Issue
Number 201. (Though if you consider
that we actually published a double
issue back in 1967, this is actually our
200th physical magazine.) In this
month's "Letters," reader Carl E. Miller
refers to "'the' J. Gordon Holt days of
the magazine," while Fred von Loh-

INDEX TO

EARLY

mann discusses Stereophile back-issue
sales and asks why don't we make all the
older issues of the magazine available
on CD-ROM.
As afirst small step toward that goal,
Irecently investigated when each of our
earlier issues was published; and, as the
publication of "Recommended Components" always generates interest in
our back issues, Ithought it worth publishing the information (see accompanying table). If anyone has additional
information, such as date-stamped mailing labels, we'd be delighted to hear
from them.
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N2 31.5
Reference CD Transport

Extraordinary attention to detail, unequalled performance, and a
modular design that allows acomponent to preserve its state-of-the-art status even as technology evolves,
combine to define aMark Levinson Reference product. After four years as the standard against which
all high performance digital transports are measured, the N°31 Reference CD Transport is now updated to the N°31.5. Alook inside reveals ameasure of refinement which guarantees its stature as atrue
reference standard well into the future. Retaining the innovative three-stage mechanical isolation of
the earlier Reference, the new N°31.5 adds Madrigal's proprietary Closed-Loop Jitter-Reduction system and anew balanced drive for the digital output, yielding adramatic improvement in the quality
of the outgoing signal. In addition, the N°31.5 incorporates significant new digital signal processing
capabilities that optimize the digital signal prior to its being sent to the digital audio processor, for
further improvements in both clarity and dynamics. And, in accordance with our definition, the N°31
maintains its Reference status via cost effective update to N°31.5 options. Discover how meticulous
attention to every detail results in uncompromised performance at your Mark Levinson dealer soon.
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..rioAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
It you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or far us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet at htlpl /www.madrigal.com/
Adonation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.

H A Harman

International Company

Founder J. Gordon Holt both published and edited our first 46 issues, covering atime span of two decades, but
sold the book to Larry Archibald in
1982 following amove to Santa Fe from
Pennsylvania. JGH remained on the
masthead as Editor but by 1985 LA was
the de faao editor of the magazine. The
first issue that I put together was
Number 83, in August 1986. And to
celebrate Stereophilds 35th-anniversary

yea4 our January 1997 issue will feature
the first part of amajor series of interviews with J. Gordon Holt.
As you might suspect from the weird
and wonderful numbering system listed
in the table, the magazine's publication
schedule for its first 23 years was erratic in the extreme, with some years featuring just one issue, but one month—
December 1985—featuring two issues
(though the second issue actually didn't
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47

March

1982
1982

(First Archibald issue)

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

6

1

57

6
6

2
3

58
59

6
6
6

4
5
6

60
61
62

7
7
7
7
7
7

January/February

1982
1983

August

1983
1983
1983
1983
I
983
1983
1984

3
4

65
66
67

1984
1984

71
72
73
74

8
8
8

5
6
7

75
76
77

8

8

78

9

1

79

9
9
9

2
3
4

80
81
82

9

5

83

9
9
9

6
7

84
85

10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
10

1982
1982

64

I
2
3
4

10
10
10

September
October

63

8
8
8

10
10
10

1982
1982

I

68
69
70

8

July
August

2

6
7
8

7
7

1982
1982

8

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

August
September

US: Barry Willis

1984
I
984
1984
I
984

Januar),

May
July
August
September
October
December
December
February
March

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985

April

1986
1986
1986

June
August

1986
1986

September
November
December

1986
1986

January
March
April/May
June
August
September
October
November
December

(Mailed January 1986)

(First perfect-bound issue)
(First Atkinson issue)

1986

1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987

(Silver Anniversary issue)
(First High-End HI-F1 Show)
(First monthly issue)
(Expanded record reviews)

Volume IINo.I (January 1988,1ssue 96) onward —published every month, with Vol.1 Iin 1988.
Vol. I
2 in I
989,Vol.13 in 1990,Vol.1 4 in 1991,Vol.15 in 1992.Vol.16 In 1993No1.17 in I
994,Vol.18 in
1995, and Vol.' 9 in 1996.
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appear until the following month's
WCES). Those nostalgic for the digestsized book that was published through
December 1993 should note that the
first 18 issues and five years of Stereophile
featured full-sized magazines. Note,
too, J. Gordon Holt's prescience: Our
premier Home Theater issue appeared
in December 1964! (However, it did
take us another 30 years to launch the
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater —
who knew that this video thing would
last?)
Other than Vols.1 and 2, all issues listed are available from our back-issue
department; if out of print, they can be
supplied in Xerox form except for:
Vol.9 No.7 (available as a black-andwhite reprint), Vol.10 No.3, Vol.12
No.10, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.14 Nos.4 & 10,
Vol.15 NoA, Vol.17 Nos3 & 4, and
Vol.18 No2. Back issues of Stereophile
cost $5 for issues published between
1971 and 1993, $7 for 1994 issues
onward, $10 for photocopies, plus $2
S&H. For purchases via credit card, call
(800) 358-6274. See the advertisement
in this issue for more details.
Sony is once again flogging the
MiniDisc, reports Jeffrey A. Trachtenberg in the July 24 Wall StreetJournal.
Convinced that the format's two previous marketing failures were the result of
overpricing and misunderstanding its
target market, Sony has engaged the
advertising firm Lowe & Partners/SMS
to test-market the MiniDisc in Austin,
Texas, and Rochester, NY The ad campaign asks the burning question: "Why
Make aCopy of Your CD When You
Can Make aClone?"
The December 1992 debut of the
$550 MD player and $750 MD
recorder, which was anticipated and followed with much thoughtful consideration in these pages, was greeted with
indifference by the American public.
There were few prerecorded discs available, and blank 74-minute discs were
priced at $16.99. Disappointed Sony
executives had expected the "MTV
Generation" to jump on the new format
like fleas on adog.
Seems someone in market research
failed to note that this particular segment of the market has atough time
buying lunch and paying rent. A second
attempt to launch the product in 1994
also tanked. BMG, the German musicindustry giant, dumped abundle betting
on MiniDisc's acceptance. To date,
fewer than one million MD machines
have been sold in the States.
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You be the judge!

For more information please contact your nearest Classé Audio dealer.
Classé Audio, Inc.

5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T 1B3
Telephone: (514) 636-6384 • Fax: (514) 636-1428

The MiniDisc's newly revised target
market is the 18- to 34-year-old with a
"higher than national average income,"
said Sony Electronics senior executive
Mark Viken. "This time around," he
told the Journal, "we've done our homework, and we've found out what's in
consumers' heads," meaning dissatisfaction with tape as arecording medium.
Viken may be whistling past the
graveyard with this sentiment: millions
of music lovers transfer CDs to cassette
tape primarily for playback in their cars,
asystem which for most is more than
adequate. Even with its obvious technical
limitations, the near-universal transferability and compatibility of cassette tape
means that it will be with us for along
time to come. MD is extremely unlikely
to displace it. In addition, Americans
don't share the Japanese enthusiasm that
smaller is better. For most of us, the CD
is quite small enough.
Some companies simply refuse to
take "no" for an answer. Toward that
end, Sony has lowered the prices of all
its MiniDisc machines and slashed the
price of recordable blanks to 3/$21.99,
or $733 each. If Mt Trachtenberg's
copy is correct, Sony is bundling an MD
home-recording deck, a MiniDisc
portable player, and two blank discs for
$599, less than half their 1992 prices.
In Austin, during the Olympic Gaines,
Lowe & Partners placed 140 MiniDisc
ads on TV, and over 440 spots on local
radio stations, plus print ads in the AustinAmerican Statesman. Rochester also
enjoyed asimilar ad blitz. The new price
point, and various giveaways, including a
MiniDisc version of the Forrest Gump
soundtrack, resulted in sales that were
"doing very well," according to Gregory
Hunt, asalesman at the Stereo Shop in
Rochester. Hunt's shop sweetened the
deal with three extra blank discs.
Trachtenberg didn't quote Sony's
margins on the now deeply discounted
MD hardware, nor did he mention the
cost of the advertising campaign or the
value of Sony's contact with Lowe &
Partners. He did unceremoniously characterize the MiniDisc debacle as "one of
the biggest flops ever in consumer electronics," amighty big statement considering the many other contenders for that
title. Anyone remember the Elcaset?
Quadraphonic LPs? BetaMax? Stereo
AM radio? Dolby FM?
Even if profits from afew new sales
can't offset the costs of generating them,
Sony is intent on rescuing the MiniDisc
from the dustbin of history. This fall, the
MD campaign will expand into San
Francisco, Chicago, and Adanta. The
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

Japanese giant is out to prove that if you
whip a dead horse hard enough, he
probably won't get up and run, but his
legs may twitch enough to fool you into
thinking he's still alive.
In the front-page feature "Business
Bulletin" in the next day's Wall Street
Journal was abrief mention of astudy conducted by Professor Paul Nutt at Ohio
State University's Max M. Fisher College
of Business in Columbus. His research
shows that managers make wrong decisions 50% of the time. In other words,
their success rate is the same as random
chance. In acquiring this knowledge,
Professor Nutt could have saved himself a
lot of time and trouble by simply spending his summer vacation working in the
consumer electronics industry.

US: Muse Kastanovich

We have come to the end of an era in
do-it-yourself amplifier construction:
Nelson Pass (Threshold, Pass Labs) has
decided to never again publish DIY circuits. [His 40W doss-A design, published in
1980 in The Audio Amateur magazine,
was akey player in the commercial resurgence
of dass-A solid-state amplifiers. — Ed.] The
reason behind his decision is apparendy
the appearance of acommercial amplifier design whose parts and circuit
design appear identical to those of Pass's
Zen circuit, published in Audio Amateur.2
Iam very familiar with this circuit,
having built two pairs of Zen monoblocks from scratch. This single-ended
design takes simplicity to the extreme
for the sake of sound quality—other
than passive parts, there is just asingle
MOSFET in the signal path!
One might argue that there are only a
few possible amplifier topologies that a
designer could use to obtain the necessary performance from such asimple circuit. According to this line of reasoning, a
designer inevitably ends up with acircuit
that has been created by someone before,
even though he may have started from
scratch. Rather than embark upon
potentially expensive and lengthy litigation, it looks like Pass Labs will be offering afinished Zen amplifier of its own.

Sweden: Markus Sauer

Classic battles: Tubes vs transistors; classA vs class-A/B; digital vs analog. Intramural fights: bipolars vs MOSFETs; tri2Back issues of The Audio Amateur arc available from
P.
O.Box 576, Peterborough, NH 03458-0576. Tel:
(603) 924-9464. Fax: (603) 924-9467.

Per Lundahrs magnetic power amplifier —chokes,
diodes, and two tubes.

odes vs pentodes. All these are familiar
topics in discussions of hi-fi enthusiasts.
Just to add alittle more variety to the
game, let me tell you about an amplifier from Sweden that isn't part of any of
these camps.
The first home hi-fi product from a
long-established Swedish family company, AB Lars Lundahl, is a"magnetic"
amplifier. The brainchild of the company's founder, Per Lundahl, this amp may
revolutionize the way we look at audio
amplifiers.
Lundahl specializes in transformer
technology, some of their designs being
found in products from the most highly
respected amplifier manufacturers in the
US and abroad. Unusually in this day and
age, the company makes its machines and
tools itself and has agreat depth of inhouse manufacture —practically nothing
is subcontracted. The sheet metal for
their C-core transformers, for example, is
cut and bent in-house, on machines especially constructed for the task.
Some 50 years ago, Per Lundahl
came into contact with magnetic amplifiers for the first time. The operating
principle is nothing new; magnetic
amps were used as current-control
devices for slow processes such as battery charging (in which application they
were soon replaced by the thyristor).
Lundahl worked on apossible application for amilitary product to be used in
afighter plane, whose development was
later abandoned. But he kept thinking
about magnetic amps for music reproduction. Now that he's more or less
retired and has the time he needs, he
pursues this project with renewed vigor.
Neither transistor nor tube is ideal
for hi-fi purposes, Lundahl thinks. The
drawbacks of transistors might be found
in the quantum mechanics of the semiconductor. Tubes, on the other hand,
are generally not perfectly linear. These
problems are avoided in magnetic amps.
Control of the electron spin in amagnetic material is not likely to result in
the same kind of problems as when
39
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CELEST1011

The Sound and the Science

Celestion, always a leader in loudspeaker enclosure technology,
introduces a new standard - Kingston. The enclosure of this
unique loudspeaker is composed of AlphaCrystal, a mineral filled
polymer compound. Using a unique two-step molding process,
AlphaCrystal is formed into aone-piece enclosure that looks, feels,
and performs like ultra-smooth marble. Performance is further
enhanced by its triangular cross section and gently curved panels
that virtually eliminate

internal

standing

waves and

external

diffraction. This enclosure, together with its AlphaCrystal base,
form amassive, acoustically inert environment for the drivers.
Such a revolutionary enclosure deserves the finest drivers. The
1.25" tweeter, with its one piece aluminum dome/coil former,
and

6.5"

Cobex

cone woofer

incorporate

every

technological

refinement developed by Celestion through its 70 year history.
The performance of the Kingston prompted Ken Kessler of Hi-Fi News &
Record Review to say, "... the most impressive and probably the most important
British speaker I've heard in years. It's adelight to behold, and apleasure to use."
Celestion International, Ltd. • Foxhall Road, Ipswich • Suffolk IP3 8113 UK • (1473) 32222
Celestion Industries, Inc. • 89 Doug Brown Way • Holliston, MA 01 746 USA • (508) 429-6706

controlling electron flow in asemiconductor or vacuum tube.
Modern switching power supplies
and highly amorphous core materials
have overcome the speed problems of
magnetic amps of yore. Pulse-width
modulation makes for ahighly energy-efficient amplifier.
The amplifying element in amagnetic amp is achoke in series with adiode,
modulated with a pulse-width controlled signal. The choke has an amorphous core that is easily magnetized and
thus easily saturated. When the core is
saturated, the impedance of the choke is
very low, and thus the current through
the choke is large. In an unsaturated
state, the impedance is high, and thus the
current through the choke is small.
An amplifying unit works as acon-

AMPLITUDE
REFERENCE SIGNAL

MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE

MINIMUM
AMPLITUDE
20-50 is
Fig.l

l
IME

John Dunlavy's patented reference signals might enable all the things that go wrong with asignal on
its way from microphone to CD player to be corrected.

mono prototype to see if his theories
were borne out in practice. According
to him, that first prototype had anumber of faults, but string tone was more
realistic than practically anything he had
heard until then. Seeing alot of promise
in the operating principle, he carried on.
Imyself heard afinal prototype of the
Lundahl magnetic amplifier in an almost
production-ready form. (The amp is as
yet nameless.) This version employs one
ECC,88 double-triode tube per channel
trolled rectifier. It consists of two ampliin apreamplifying stage. There is also a
fying elements, one for each phase of correcting network to straighten out the
the drive current. For afull-wave signal,
amp's frequency response. The output
four amplifying elements are required.
power is around 20Wpc.
The sonic results were highly unusuThe controlling signal affects only those
chokes that are in the rest phase. With a al. As you'd expect, the Lundahl amplifier didn't sound like atube amp or a
small current, usually applied on asepatransistor amp. In its complete freedom
rate winding, the degree of magnetizafrom grain and "hi-fi" artificiality, it was
tion of the core is set. In the next working phase, the choke will be in ahigh
arevelation, coming closest to agood
impedance state until the core is saturatsingle-ended triode design, but with
ed. Thus, with a small-signal current,
respectable power available from acomthe pulse width of the output in the
pact and cool-running unit. Dynamic
next working phase is set.
expressiveness was of the highest order.
The output of an amplifying unit must By the time you read this, the finished
never reach avoltage below the midpoint amp, which will be given acomposite
of the driving voltage. If this happens, the
wood/metal case, will have been shown
at the 1996 Frankfurt High End Show.
amplifier element in the rest phase will
open, and thus its core will saturate. To Though the final price has not been set,
prevent this, the midpoint of the output it is intended to be "very competitive."
transformer is lifted to avoltage level
If Iwere a manufacturer of in-car
equal to half the driving voltage. The curgear, I'd struggle to be the first in line for
rent that flows toward the midpoint of some kind of licensing agreement. AB
Lars Lundahl can be contacted at
the transformer is fed back to the switching system. In amagnetic amp, although Tiberiusgatan 7, S-76150 Sweden. Tel:
it is of class-A functionality, heat genera(46) 176-13930. Fax: (46) 176-13935.
tion is limited to the (unavoidable) losses
in transformers and chokes.
As in any input transformer, the transfer function of amagnetic amplifier is
said to be almost exactly linear except for
the lowest frequencies. The output im- Belgium: Jonathan Scull
pedance is apparently very low.
I
was pleasantly surprised by the numAbout five years ago, Lundahl built a ber of inquiries Ireceived regarding

PULSE-WIDTH
MODULATION MAKES
FOR A
HIGHLY ENERGYEFFICIENT AMPLIFIER.
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Club Lowther Europe-Ouest in Brussels, which Iwrote about in my Paris
HiFi 96 report in July (Vol.19 No.7,
p.73). Evidently there was an erreur
typographique regarding their fax number.
For the record, it's 322-736-73-94. You
can also reach them by phone at
322-735-82-60. Additionally, according
to a fax from Victor Mcurisse in
Belgium, you might more easily reach
Tony Glynn, Lowther Club of America,
at (503) 370-9115. Or visit their Internet
site at http://www.lowther.com

US: John Atkinson

When Iinterviewed loudspeaker designer John Dunlavy for the August
1996 issue of Stereophile (Vol.19 No.8,
p.66), he told me about an idea he had
patented that might offer the answer to
"digititus." In US Patent 5,444,686,
dated August 22, 1995, he outlines a
method of putting an identification signal at the beginning of aCD that will
tell the playback equipment what has
gone wrong with the signal — all the
way from the initial AID encoding to
the final D/A conversion — so that the
damage can be undone.
As can be seen from fig.1, Dunlavy's
idea is to record areference pulse and a
reference voltage ramp at the time of
the original A/D conversion. According
to Dunlavy: "A very short rectangular
impulse contains all frequencies simultaneously. Then if you record avoltage
ramp [from zero voltage to full-scale],
you have aperfect amplitude reference.
You put these signals in digital memory
in alittle black box that you hand to the
recording engineer to put on the CD.
Your playback system has aprogramma41

KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR
The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KEF Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world.You'll find brilliantly innovative design and advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such critical acclaim.
"...In the end, Iwas delighted with the performance
of the KEF Reference Four..."
"...you won't be disappointed with the result..."
Thomas]. Norton, Stereophile Vol.19 No.3 March 1996

"...The Model Four's response within 30 degrees of
the axis is extremely uniform in both the horizontal
and vertical planes;.KEF's Uni -Q'
speaker systems are easily the best I've
measured in this respect..."

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

"...be prepared to enjoy yourself

dynamic range associated with the best at two or three

alot..."

times the price..."

D. B. Keele, Audio magazine

Martin Colloms, Hi -Fi News
KEF AND UNI -0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI -0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING
KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA INC.. 89 DOUG BROWN WAY. HOLLISTON, MA 01746. TELEPHONE (508) 429 3600
KEF AUDIO (UK) LIMITED. ECCLESTON ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE. KENT. ME15 60P. U.K.

TELEPHONE, .44 (0) 1622 672261

The experience
of sound

bic D/A converter with an identical litde black box. Before the music starts, the
signal from the CD is fed into acomparator circuit that compares it with the
reference impulse and reference ramp
signal.... The D/A can then be reprogrammed, eliminating [errors] throughout the whole recording chain, except
for the microphones at the recording
end and your speakers on the other end.
"Each new CD you play will include
the reference information, guaranteeing
(within the constraints of the recording
process itself the microphone and your
own playback equipment, and within the
constraints of the 16-bit standard) that
you have made CD playback near-perfect. You've flattened frequency response,
you've done away with all nonlinear harmonic and intermodulation distortion."
Iasked Dunlavy if anyone was going
to take up his idea commercially. He
responded that he was currently talking
to anumber of CD manufacturers and
manufacturers of CD players, several of
whom had expressed interest. "It will add
nothing to the cost of the disc itself," he
added, "and the little devices we're talking about will be very inexpensive." I'm
not so sure about that — the programmable DAC will mean adding some kind of
DSP chip to the player. However, compatibility with players without the playback hardware should not be aproblem,
as the Red Book CD standard allows data
to be output before zero time on aCD —
so-called "Track Zero" — where only
players that are instructed to look for the
data will find it. The idea is intriguing.
Will anyone take it up? We shall see. But
you might well find the reference signals
on Stertvphile's next Test CD.

has to subsist on advertising revenues,
the tide has entered the ranks of mainstream audio publications. Industry
insiders are speculating as to whether
this will temper its frequently shrill and
censorious jeremiads against the "aboveground" press. Positive Feedback, 2939 NE
155th Street, Portland, OR 97230. Tel:
(503) 257-2002. Fax: (503) 234-3866. Email: davidr@ix.netcom.com or david@
agora.rdrop.com.

US: John Atkinson

For various reasons, Jack English is no
longer amember of Stewophile's equipment-reviewing team. Jack joined us in
1991 from the now defunct Sounds Like...
magazine, of which he had been a
founder. His first review for Stereophile
was of the ProAc Response 3 loudspeaker in September'91 (Vol.14 No.9);
his final review for us was of the
Diapason Adamantes II loudspeaker in
September '96 (Vol.19 No.9). We wish
him well in his future endeavors.
S
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"High purity, neutral and rich in
expression" "Definitely the one"
Japan
"Powerful and clear"
Germany
"Wonderfully musical"
Italy
"The BEST! State-of-the-art"
Hong Kong
"No holds barred"

U.S.A.
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US: Wes Phillips

We've been receiving a fun, funky
newsletter about LPs: 71w Printyl Vinyl
Exchange Newsletter. (P.O. Box 67109,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel./fax: (617)
739-3856. $25/12 issues.) It runs about
10 pages per issue and lists record-show
schedules, want lists, tips, news (issue #3
had alist of LPs still in stock at Rounder
Mail Order), and lots of dealer ads from
record shops and search services. The
third issue also had an in-depth look at
the prevalence of defective pressings of
MCA's "Heavy Vinyl" Who's Ned—and
the first accurate sonic analysis I've seen
in print of MCA's Who CD 'tissues
(" ... harsh, cold-sounding, and devoid of
any musicality"). Check it out.
Editor David Robinson has purchased
Positive Feedback magazine from the
Oregon Triode Society. This means that,
now that it's printed on slick stock and

F

We're speechless! You'll be
too, when you hear musical,
transparent sound that is
affordable!

M USICAL DESIGN
5749 Wtstwo.

II),

Charles, MO 61104

114-921,-9266

Shown: DA( -1, I-1, SP-2B, D-75, DM-10)), D-15o
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•
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Designed and manufactured by
Univocal Corporation
21636 N. 14th Ave., Suite A-4
Phoenix, Arizona 85027
Phone (602) 516-2248 Fax (602) 516-2251
-1996 Unworol Corporation
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Prearnp/ifiersThe Line i and Lin e 2
With Remote Control
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, Control. That's what the preamplifier command s in any high-end
system. It is the "keystone" component in your playback chain and
performs the necessary operatio ns to switch, route, amplify, attenuate and output the delicate signals which originate from your reference source components. However, for the most part, today's best
high-end preamp s do not combine their inherent level of performance with the desired level of ergonomics or features to allow an
audiophile to easily utilize it in avariety of system configurations.
With the introduction of the all new Sonic Frontiers 1INE series

•integrated headphone amplifier with Head Roam"' processing circuitry
awg. plated CRS), fully damped chassis (usin g
both Soundcoat and E.A.R. compliant feet)

• high mass (14

• I.R. jack (for multi-room operatio n)and Relay Trigger (for cuein g
of home theater accessories)
•STANDBY featur e with "Constant ON" supply (for extended tube life)
•5year PARTS and LABOR Warranty (1 year on tubes)

preamplifiers, audiophiles now have a product with both the
fidelity and flexibility for their changing home entertainment needs -

In addition, the LINE -2 has th e f
ol
lowing
disting ui
shit f
rom the LINE- I

whether it be areference 2-channel system, amulti-user home theater
installatio n,or the intimate environment of your favorite headphones!

•separate outboard power supply (raw and pre-regulation stages)
•4additional power supply regulation stages

Our new LINE Series products offer an entirely new level of sonic
and technical performance from o vacuum tube preamplifier
..... which you control from the comfort of your listening chair!!!!!
Both the LINE-1 and LINE-2 share the following features in common:
• refined, fully differential (balanced) cross-coupled circuitry first
pioneered in the SFL-2

design attributes which

•optimized layout and design of the PCB for the audio stage
•higher quality component parts
Th e optimal preamplifier solution combine s the best sound quality
with convenient, ergonomic features -ideas which no longe rneed
to be mutually exclusive in today's rapidly changing high-end
elect ron i
cs market ..... with the introduction of our new LINE Series
preamplifi ers.

• uniquely styled full-function remote control (included)
• no output coupling cops -DC coupled with servo bias (for flat,
wide frequency response into any load)
• all tube circuitry using 6-6922 tubes
• home theater ready (dedicated processor loop featurin g a
volume control bypass)

Take Command of your syste m -audition a LINE-1 or LINE-2 as
soon as possible.
For the dealer nearest you, or to receive a
complete set of literature on these exceptional new preamplifiers,
Coll, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today
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:ontoct Sonic Frontiers tor the dealer neorest you.
?790 Brighton Rood. Oakville Ontario, Canada. 16H 514

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
Tel: 19051829-3838

Fan: (
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the aragon investment plan.
Even if you have the spare change in your
checkbook to go out and buy that dream
$10,000 amplifier without any hesitation,
you should listen to the Aragon 8008ST.
There were, indeed, times when the Aragon
sounded so refined and so finely shaded with
convincing detail that it sent shivers down my spine.
The soundstage was all Icould wish for, and when the
program material allowed, imaging and depth were both first rate.
THOMAS J. NORTON, STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE, JUNE 1996 VOL. 19 No. 6
Since Aragon audio components are internationally recognized as both the finest
quality and the finest value in high end audio, they are usually acquired by those
who use their money wisely. Because of their exceptional sound quality, pre-owned
Aragons traditionally retain exceptional resale value. As such, they have always
been high end audio's most intelligent investment.
We now introduce the Aragon Investment Plan. For a limited time at participating
dealers, instead of paying for your Aragon components when you acquire them, you
pay for them a year later. This allows you to invest the money and reap the rewards
while you enjoy your Aragon system. Call for further information and the participating
dealer near you. Aragon -The intelligent investment you can enjoy every day.

PALLADIUM -CLASS A MoNouLocKs

8008x3 -3 CHANNEL 200 WATTS PER CHANNEL

-

MONDIAL

125

\X,' \I I PER CHANNEL

DESIGNS

.

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199 •www.mondialdesigns.com
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till painting the edges of your CDs
green? Iam. Igave up for awhile,
but I'm back at it again. Every CD
Iget gets treated with Victor Tiscareno's
AudioPrism CD Stoplight. Gad — 16
bucks for agreen marking pen. What do
you want? — It's an audiophile accessory,
figure four times normal price. You do
get anotched tip for your $15.95, which
helps do aneat job.
Well, here's atip to make your pen
last. Instead of treating just one disc at a
time, treat 10 or 20 at acrack. This way,
the ink won't dry out between applications. I've been able to treat hundreds
of discs with asingle pen. (Also, be sure
to cap the pen tightly between application sessions.)
At HI-FI '96, Victor introduced the
CD Blacklight mat — to be used, at
your option, with CD Stoplight. If the
prototype Iheard at last winter's CES is
any indication, this is akiller tweak. But
that's another matter.
The same price as Earl Scheib:
Victor does not make his entire living
marking up pens. He also makes electronics, and judging from what I've
heard so far — the AudioPrism Debut
amplifier and the Mantissa line-stage
preamp — he offers excellent sound and
build quality for the money.
The Mantissa and the Debut each
retail for $1995 —"the same price as
Earl Scheib," as Victor points out. Well,
Victor, no—Earl Scheib's $19.95 is
almost what you charge for the pen.
Then add $100 if you want the optional, arcade-shaped cover to place over the
Debut's transformers, and another $100
if you want the optional tube cage. "I've
got the cage designed," says Victor, "but
no one's ever asked us for it."
I've lived with two samples of the
Debut, on and off, for about ayear and
ahalf— driving speakers ranging from
the Quad ESL-63 to the Thiel CS.5 and
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the Hales Concept Two. Ihave not
encountered aspeaker the Debut wouldn't drive. And in many instances, the
Debut has created real magic — with the
Linaeum LFX and the ProAc Tablette 50
Signature, for example. Nor have I
encountered the slightest problem with
the amp. No noise, hum, or tube failure.
No transformer hum —or transformer
"snoring," as some of my favorite
Francocrits like to say (k rotelement du
transformateur).
Cosmetically, the Debut is aknockout, as is the Mantissa line-stage — finished more like an amp costing $3000
than $2000. The entire chassis — notjust
the faceplate — is brushed aluminum.
There's abuilt-in bias meter for the four
Svetlana EL34 output tubes, and each
individual EL34 has its own bias-pot
adjustment. Tube sockets are ceramic
instead of the more common Bakelite,
and the power supply is tighdy regulated. The amp arrived with the bias current set at 45 milliamps and didn't
budge, whatever the AC line voltage,
until Igoosed the juice to get atad more
sweetness from the amp. The power
cord is detachable, so you can easily
upgrade the power cord, if you choose.
And the transformers are all mechanically shock-mounted to eliminate snoring.
Unusually, the Debut features athreeposition ground switch for each channel.
Using the amp for over ayear in three different systems with avariety of equipment, Ifound these switches to be most
useful. There was never ahum problem I
couldn't cure. For safety, the amplifier's
chassis is grounded to AC "earth"
through the third pin of the power cord.
AudioPrism recommends that you not
defeat this safety measure through the use
of cheater plugs. Instead, play with the
ground switches. When either switch is
up, both channels' circuit grounds are tied
together. When aswitch is in the center
position, that channel's circuit ground is

AuchoPr.son

Compact Moe Edge Treatment

AudioPrism CD Stoplight

isolated from the chassis ground. When a
switch is down, that channel's circuit
ground is shorted to the chassis ground.
Why don't other manufacturers do this? I
was always able to get the Debut to sound
dead silent.
Nuts! About the only thing I'd complain
about are the five-way speaker-output
binding posts, which have plastic nuts
that are very easy to strip. Better to finger-tighten as hard as you can — with a
nut drive you'll likely to roach them (as,
of course, Idid). Good idea to order
Cardas or Edison-Price solid-copper
binding posts for an extra $99.95. Or
squeeze the dealer.
User flexibility is akey with this amp
— unusually so.
For starters, you can up the bias on
the output tubes if you want and know
exactly where you are — something you
can't do on the Conrad-Johnson MV55, for instance. Say you want the sound
47
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been afirst for me to be able to listen to
my own work on equipment that is so true to life."
—Michael Tilson Thomas
Music Director, San Francisco Symphony
Artistic Director, New World Symphony

W

en asked why he had four Parasound high-end audio

systems installed throughout his home, Michael Tilson Thomas
said it's because his fiworite music system has over 100 musicians
and doesn't fit in his living room.
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to be atad sweeter (as Ido), and you're
willing to shorten the expected life of
your EL34 output tubes. You could up
the bias to as much as 50 or even 55mA.
(I run the tubes at 50mA.)
You can switch the amp from ultralinear operation to triode with the flick of
two switches. You don't even have to turn
the amps off, but Victor recommends that
you not throw the switch while the amp
is passing signal. Other amps, like the
C-J MV-55, are switchable into triode,
too — but only if you hard-wire.
Switching back and forth is thus impossible — which probably makes it impossible for you to tell which mode you prefer. At any rate, Iprefer ultralinear operation — more power, more punch, definitely tighter bass. Probably more air
around instruments, more ambience
over triode. Triode does give you a
slightly sweeter sound, though.
Want more flexibility?
This amp has it Remove the bottom
plate — turn off the amp first! — and you
can switch the transformer taps among 2
ohms, 4ohms, 6ohms, 8ohms —whichever best suits your speakers. This lets you
get the most power from the output transformer for your particular speaker. (I
found that with most so-called 8 ohm
speakers, the 4ohm or 6ohm tap subjectively provided more power) In addition, you can remove the 6dB global feedback per channel simply by disconnecting
ajumper that connects two pins. This will
raise the output impedance; the frequency
response may thus not be flat with your
particular speakers, but it does add something in the way of purity of sound —a
freedom from hardness. Me? Iwouldn't

worry about it The amp sounded free
from hardness or spininess with the 6dB
feedback in place, and deep bass, in particular seemed to benefit. The amount of
feedback appears very well-judged.
Be atube believer: This amp exudes
competence. You look at it, you listen to
it, and you know that it's well-engineered and well-designed. Very few
amplifiers at any price are so well made,
inside and out This is an amp to make
atube believer out of almost anyone
who's been wedded to solid-state and is
seeking or contemplating adivorce.
Yes, for the same price or even alittle
less, you can easily get 100Wpc or more
from asolid-state amp. But it won't be
tube. It won't do the dynamic thing like
agood tube amp can. Nor will it give
you the harmonic richness. You can get
harmonic richness, even rightness, from
asolid-state amp — but it will cost you.
$3450 for the Ayre V-3 that Iwrote
about in August, for instance.
Meanwhile, the Debut can kick serious
butt—as running it on the Hales
Concept Two proved. This amp does not
have aflabby poipichka (Russian for "big
ass"; the more vulgar term is zholpa). Nor
does it perdeet — the bass is solid. All in all,
the Debut sounds much more powerful
than you might expect — unless you
otrezhatz yaeetza by using it in triode.
(Guess who teaches me this stuff?)
To be sure, apair of very powerful
mono tube amps can give you abi It:et
wider, deeper soundstage, more dynamics, and even greater freedom from
dynamic compression — the Quicksilver
MI35 monos, for instance. But bass tight-

AudioPrism Debut power amplifier
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ness, definition, and control? Clarity? It's
very hard to beat the Debut at any price.
How to describe the sound of this
amp?
In aword, clear and clean. Rather
startlingly so, for those of you who
think that tube amps must sound warm
and fuzzy. Similar to avery fine solidstate amp—the McCormack DNA 0.5,
for instance. There is not the romance,
the added bloom often associated with
classic tube amps. On the other hand,
there is a freedom from graininess, a
lack of treble hardness, and the harmonic beauty usually associated with tubes.
True, you can get greater harmonic
richness elsewhere — with the Conrad-Johnson MV-55, for instance. You
can get greater harmonic richness from
the Debut, if you like, by changing output tubes — although I think very
highly of the Svetlana EL34s, having
taken them out and tried them elsewhere. For instance, for a slightly
warmer, fuzzier, more romantic sound,
you could switch Tesla EL34s (no
longer made but still readily available
on the cheap, from New Sensor Corp.
and elsewhere). But you'll sacrifice
some tightness of bass.
If you can find them, you could even
switch to old stock Mullard or Telefunken EL34s or Genelex ICT77s, so
rare now as to be unobtainium. The
individual bias pots and built-in bias
meter make tube switching and rebiasing easy.
For an amp at this price, tube or solidstate, the resolution is excellent. Ifelt
that the Meridian 508 CD player's
superior sonic performance — spatial
resolution and superb presentation of
low-level detail — was coming through.
The Debut is an amp Icould easily live
with. In fact, Ihave, on and off, for over
ayear and ahalf now.
Trying it in triode: One more word
about the triode mode. As you've probably guessed by now, Iwasn't crazy about
it. Ilost power, and it tells — particularly
in the bass, but also in terms of lost
dynamics and acertain diminution of
ambience and air. For the slight added
sweetness gained, Ididn't find it worth
the sacrifice. With the triode switch so
accessible and easy to throw, you can
judge for yourself
How does the triode operation of the
Debut compare with a classic singleended triode amp using a300B output
tube?
Sorry, friends, they're not the same
thing. In terms of harmonic beauty and
the immediacy of the sound, there's some49
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thing about agreat 300B single-ended
amp that just can't be duplicated by pushpull amps using pentode tubes, even
when they're rigged for triode operation.
Mind you, the Debut does things the
little single-ended triode amps can't —
like drive just about any speaker you can
throw at it. The Debut tends to do the
dynamic thing better than small triode
amps —although, on the right speakers
(like the ProAc Tablette 50 Signature), a
small triode amp can do dynamics quite
well.
But for the immediacy, the intimacy,
the aliveness of single-ended triode...
for that you need asingle-ended triode
amp. Even using the Debut in triode
mode without feedback won't give you
the same sound —at least, it didn't give
me the same sound.
That's not to say everyone should run
out and buy asingle-ended triode amp.
For one thing, you may not want to
change your speakers. For another, you
may not want to sacrifice bass and
dynamic power —or soundstaging, for
that matter. It's not aquestion of pushpull amps being wrong and singleended amps being tight, but of their
being different.'
Victor will have a"gold" version of the
Debut available soon, with anumber of
parts upgrades —but the price will likely
be twice the $1995 price of the basic
Debut... or more. Ican't wait to get my
golden ears —well, at my age, silver ears
— on this version. Meanwhile, you
wouldn't go wrong with the basic Debut.
It's astunning amplifier in every respect:
looks, build quality, and sound. Factor in
features and flexibility, and the Debut is
one of the finest amplifier values on the
market today —and a very auspicious
amplifier Debut from AudioPrism.

CONRAD—J
OHNSON MV-55
POWER AMPLIFIER

Instead of shipping me this amp, Lew
Johnson of Conrad-Johnson had his
representative, Tor Sivertsen, deliver it.
Tor lives only a half hour from my
place. He's aNorseman, who for many
years toiled for Tandberg.2
1 I'm thinking mainly of 300B-based single-ended
amps here. More powerful single-ended amps using,
uy, the 211 or 845 output tube may do dynamics and
soundstaging better — with some loss of fine detail
and delicacy, however. In hi-fi, you truly can't have
everything.
2Tor knows there are inoie important things in life
dun mbe amps
like smoked fish. Before we got
down to business. Tor gave me his secret source fOr
Scandinavian gourmet fixxls in Southern Connecticut.
Now, Scandinavian food is not all that dissimilar to
Russian food, especially of the St. Petersburg (my Wife's
native city) variety. Marina was ecstatic. If you write me
and promise not to tell anyone. ill ow you the secret
source, too. Bread. Cheese. Herring. Sardines. Gravlax.
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Conrad-Johnson MV-55 power amplifier

Tor unpacked the amp and meticulously positioned the tubes, each in its
proper socket.
"If anyone told me when Ifirst came
to America that 40 years later Iwould
be putting tubes into an amplifier, I
would have told them they were nuts."
Yes, it was wonderful: two grown
men (overgrown kids, actually) sitting in
the floor tubing an amp. It was one of
those moments that underscore for me
just how wonderful high-end audio is.
What would our lives be like if products
like the Conrad-Johnson MV-55 didn't
exist? What would they be like if companies —hell, people like Messrs. Conrad and Johnson — didn't exist? As he
finished tubing the amp, Tor said, "Ya.
Now we yust listen. Make sure everything is okay then you yust enyoy."
Tor paused.
"Makes you feel young, ya?"
Ya!
Not surprising that Iliked the MV55 practically from the moment of turnon. Lew Johnson says it's essentially an
update of the MV-50 Ihad enjoyed so
much about 10 years ago.
Not so long ago Iwas bemoaning the
fact that the lowest-priced ConradJohnson tube amplifier, the Premier 11,
sold for over $3000. (The Premier 11A
is now up to $3495.) Now C-J has come
out with this terrific $1995 tube amp,
and when you consider that the MV-50
sold for $1495 10 long years ago, the
price is quite reasonable. You also get a
better-sounding amp than the MV-50.
Iowned an MV-50 for several years
and fondly remember its sound: seductive ... especially on female vocals.
Combined with the PV-5 prcamp, the
MV-50 may not have given the most
neutral sound, but it was awonderfully

enjoyable and involving sound nonetheless. The MV-50 sounded particularly fine on Quad ESL-63s —as does
the MV-55. If you own apair of Quads
—or are contemplating apair of used
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitors, which
should cost you $2000—$2500 —you
might consider aC-J MV-55. It's one of
those magical combinations.
The MV-55 is rated at 45Wpc into 8
ohms vs the AudioPrism's 35 —but in
real-world terms I'd say the two amps
put out about the same power. They
each use EL34 output tubes —Sovteks
for the C-J, Svetlanas for the AudioPrism. They each can be configured in
ultralinear or triode. And they each cost
the same.
So... which is "better"?
Dummy! Do you want to be told?
Do you think Ieven knotv? (See Roy
Hall's comments about my listening
abilities in the May '96 "Manufacturer's
Comments," p258.) The truth is, I
don't know. What Ido know is that
these are two fine-sounding products —
among the finest you can buy at the
price, and among the finest amplifiers
period. You really should audition both.
They are different.
When Ilisten to the MV-55, Ithink
of how great it sounds —a harmonic
richness, alushness that the AudioPrism
Debut can't quite match, although it
comes close. When I listen to the
Debut, Ithink of how much Ienjoy the
clarity, the definition, the bass that's subjectively tighter and more extended
than the MV-55's.
Truth is, Icould live happily with
either amp.
If Ilistened only to the Quad ESL63s, Iwould prefer the MV-55, hands
down. With the ProAc Tablette 50
51

For well over 60 years, the name Tandberg has been associated with flawless, faithful sound reproduction. Whether the
components were professional grade reel-to-reel tape recorders, audiophile-quality cassette decks or high-end electronics,
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lazy.) But Iwas so pleased with the
amp's performance in ultralinear that I
felt no need to try triode — it's not as if
it's easy to switch back to ultralineat
Besides, Iwasn't all that awed by what
switching to triode got me with the
AudioPrism Debut.
Italked to Lew Johnson about triode;
basically, he told me Imight gain some
treble sweetness but at the expense of
dynamics and spatial resolution—exactly
what happened with the AudioPrism (and
the Dynaco Stereo 160; see below). Lew
also advised me that the choice between
triode and ultralinear operation was very
speaker-dependent Ultralinear will probably work out best with the majority of
speakers. Like Isaid, the sound did not
leave me lusting after the triode mode,
which Iknow isn't going to give me 300B
single-ended sound anyway.
The MV-55 is one of the best-sounding amps Ihave put into my system,
whether tube or solid-state, push-pull or
single-ended. Yes, you could ask for more
power — but why? Why spend the
money? Why put up with the added heat,
electricity costs, and tube replacement
costs? Why suffer with apair of speakers
that demand more power than this?
Well, in fairness — and in deference
to Conrad-Johnson's big mono amps —
Ihave to tell you that nothing does the
dynamic thing like agood and big ballsout pair of tube amps. It's why Larry
Archibald likes big Lincolns. It's why —
no, Iwon't go on in this mode.
Yes, the big tube amps will give you
more. Ihaven't heard the Premier 12s,
but I'm sure, being monoblocks and
more powerful than the little C-J stereo
amps, they give you abigger soundstage
and more dynamic drive. There is something exciting about the way apowerful
The MV-55 lacks the flexibility of mono tube amp can let it out and let it
rip—in my view, apowerful tube amp
the Debut: You're basically set —
although not exactly stuck — with the
can easily outdo apowerful solid-state
MV-55 as supplied by your dealer. If job at conveying the dynamic drive and
emotional flow of the music.
you want to make changes, the amp has
Imention this because, with its puny
to go back to the dealer or to the facto(ha!) 45Wpc, the C-J MV-55 has aheck
ry. For instance, the amp comes optiof alot more dynamic drive than you
mized for 4ohm speakers. In practice
this will probably work best with most might expect, and may be, with many
speakers, far more satisfying in this
speakers, including, perhaps, most rated
respect than most 100Wpc solid-state
at 8ohms (the impedance of an 8ohm
speaker often drops to 6or 4ohms at amps. What's more, the solid-state jobs
will not give you the harmonic beauty of
certain frequencies). Also as standard,
the amp comes wired for ultralinear the MV-55. Just go listen to one — especially on female voice. Then switch over
operation: 45Wpc. The amp can be
wired for 22Wpc triode operation, but to piano, tenor sax, whatever. This is
what tubes are all about—making
that requires some desoldering and solmusic.
dering ... or ordering it factory-wired in
No, Idid not get everything, and you
triode in the first place.
Ididn't try the amp in triode. (I'm a won't either. Not for two grand. For
super dynamics and unrestrained tube
klutz with asoldering iron; besides, I'm

Signatures, I'm not so sure. Either amp
would serve me well.
On the face of it, the Debut looks the
better buy. With the MV-55, you don't
get ceramic tube sockets or abuilt-in
bias meter (although you do get individual LED adjustments for each EL34
output tube). You get acaptive power
cord. You get the same awful, easy-strip
plastic-nut binding posts.
The MV-55's cosmetics are somewhat
more spartan, too —although this is, in
my view, avery handsome amp. Only the
faceplate is brushed aluminum. The rest
of the chassis is painted black. On the
other hand, you get an attractively
designed tube cage at no extra charge,
which could be handy if you have tiny
urchins toddling about With its open
architecture, the amp looks more attractive with the tubes uncaged. (You probably look more attractive uncaged, too.)
The EL34 tubes here are Sovtek,
from an unknown place in the former
Soviet Union. They're good-sounding
tubes, but I marginally prefer the
Svetlanas (taken from the AudioPrism
Debut) for sound that's a bit tighter.
We're talking very marginal differences,
though. There's aquality about EL34
tubes in general that Ilike. These may
not be the most powerful output tubes
—not like 6550s or ICT88s. But they
tend to be more musical — richer, softer,
lacking in glare. Anyway, if you're looking for replacement EL34s, Ican highly
recommend the Svetlanas. I haven't
always had the happiest experience with
Chinese output tubes, including EL34s.
Interesting that both C-J and
AudioPrism prefer Russky tubes. (The
Czech Teslas may not be available in
any quantity for long.)
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power, you gotta pay — money, heat,
electricity, tube replacement costs.
Ithink that the AudioPrism Debut
betters the MV-55 in the bass — tighte4
more powerful, closer to solid-state. Also,
the Debut, with its subjectively leaner
sonic presentation, conveys a sense of
presenting more detail. This is tricky,
though. The MV-55 does have detail. It
may just be that the details don't call so
much attention to themselves.
Where the C-J excels —actually, the
damned thing soars —is in the midrange.
The MV-55 has the C-J magic in spades:
the same basic sonic character (delivered
with less power, of course) that you get in
more expensive Conrad-Johnson tube
amps. The music has aharmonic richness,
abloom about it. There is awonderful
openness to the sound —an airiness that's
quite remarkable. Vocals, particularly
female vocals, can make you melt.
'But Sam — what about the Jadis
SE300Bs you love so much? Or some of the
magic Carys?'
Iknew you were going to ask.
The Jadis amps are in my living room
at the moment, driving the Infinity
Compositions. Yes, the Jadis amps infuse light as well as life into the music,
in away that few other amps do. It's part
of how Jadis can get away with charging
$13,000/pair.
On the other hand, the Jadis amps,
with their 10Wpc, can't take on all comers with regard to speakers. And even
when they can accommodate —love that
word! — they can't open up dynamically
the way the Conrad-Johnson MV-55
can... or the AudioPrism Debut.
What to do?
I turn the system off and go to
Carnegie Hall. True, tickets cost so much
Ican't afford $2000 cartridges and $3000
cables. But Iget much more pleasure
from agood meal and afine bottle of
wine, followed by aperformance by the
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Boston
Symphony, or the Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra. (That was Carnegie Hall on
p.119 of May's Stereophile, as Igleefully
pointed out to Richard Lehnert. [Mea
culpa. —RI-] Again, if you promise not to
tell anyone and are one of the first 30 to
write me, I'll give you the name of a
good restaurant near Carnegie that will
park your car for the evening... free.
Now you get some useful information
from Stereophile! That ought to make up
for the miscaptioned picture.)
For the time being, I'll run both
push-pull and single-ended. Ihave to, in
order to review certain speakers that
can't get it up on 7to 10 watts. Ifind
that when aspeaker can get it up on 7or
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8W of single-ended tube triode power
— for instance, the ProAc Tablette 50
Signature — the performance can transcend the best I've heard from push-pull.
Single-ended triode amps tend to have
more immediacy, more palpable presence, more sense of "live." Besides,
what better way to taunt Tom Norton?
Naughty me. I hear through the
grapevine that some of Conrad-Johnson's dealers are after them to build a
300-B based single-ended triode amp.
C-J doesn't wanna. Given the sonic
quality — the splendor — of the MV-55,
C-J should. Probably be akiller.
Meanwhile, of course, such an amp
would probably become aniche product. Not everyone is willing to toss
aside afavorite pair of speakers to take
on a7 or 10Wpc single-ended triode
tube amp. Yes, you can get many of the
same single-ended triode qualities —
truth of timbre, harmonic beauty, immediacy, freedom from edginess and
grain—in the MV-55.
Iespecially love the MV-55 on the
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitors. If you're
in the market for a new system, you
might consider buying the MV-55 and
looking for apair of used Quads — asecondhand pair of Quad ESL-63 USA
Monitors with stands should set you back
$2000-$2500/pair Look in Audiomart
the magazine or in Stereophilds "Audiomart" classifieds section.
By all means, and whatever your
speaker choice, audition the AudioPrism
as well. Depending on your speakers and
taste, you may prefer its leaner, somewhat
tighter presentation. It's possible that the
AudioPrism editorializes less —that is, it
imposes its own character less on the
music than does the C-J. On the other
hand, it might be that the C-J is letting
more of the music come through —more
of the harmonic richness, more of the air
and ambience.
Between these two superb amplifiers,
then—the MV-55 and the Debut—
there is no clear winner ... except whoever buys either one.

DYNACO STEREO 160
POWER AMPLIFIER

Iwish Icould add the Dynaco Stereo 160
to my list of recommendations ... and
with some minor revisions to the product, Imight find this amp acinch to recommend. Ifind this avery frustrating
product because it offers such obvious
value for money and fine performance in
many respects. And yet...
The Stereo 160 seems to me aclassic
case of aproduct that meets the highest
standards of engineering and build qual-
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Dynaco Stereo 160 power amplifier

ity, is made with integrity of purpose,
would probably measure impeccably on
Major Tom's test bench (which is where
it's headed), and yet does not satisfy me
in musical terms. Idon't question the
competence of those who designed this
amp, or the abilities of those who built
it... but who listened?
Let's talk about the good things the
Dynaco does, because maybe in time
they'll get the rest of it right. If so, they
could have akiller of an amp offering
more power, more bang for the buck,
than you get from either the MV-55 or
the Debut, and for only slightly more
money: $2199 (in black; $2299 in
chrome).
The build quality is impeccable at the
price — even if the cosmetics are somewhat spartan, in classic Dynaco style.
The Stereo 160 is abigger, more powerful, more robust amp (in every way)
than either the Debut or the MV-55. It
uses two Svetlana 6550 tubes to put out
a rated 75Wpc into 8 ohms — that's
considerably more power than what the
Debut or the MV-55 squeeze out of a
pair of EL34s.
Icould hear the benefits of the added
power. More bass impact. More punch.
More solidity on the bottom end —
especially with the Hales Concept Two,
which has terrific, tight bass.
This amp has alively and immediate
sound that tells you it's tube. It doesn't
sound lifeless and dead, the way most
solid-state amps sound to me. In fact, if
you compare the Dynaco Stereo 160 to
most solid-state amps, you may think the
Dynaco sounds wonderful and wonder
what the heck I'm complaining about.
S
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So what am Icomplaining about?
A certain harmonic hardness — a
slight sharpening of every note that
makes the note alittle sour, not sweet.
That's what I'm complaining about.
Whatever it is due to, my hunch is that
Dynaco could fix it —but perhaps at a
sacrifice of measured performance,
whatever the measured performance
might be.
It's not just asourness Ihear. Ialso
miss the sense of bloom, of air and ambience around instruments that Iheard in
spades with the Conrad-Johnson MV55. For want of a better word, the
Dynaco seems to lack liquidity.
So... why not just forget it?
Well, we need atube amp like this —
this powerful, this robustly built, this
keenly priced. The Dynaco Stereo 160
has some neat features — like switchable ultralineatitriode (no, Ididn't hear
much difference between the two),
individual biasing for each output tube,
and variable input control to help make
the amp work better with passive preamps.
My sample also had afeature Ididn't like: a transformer that intermittently snored (kchrapeel, in Russian).
That's the way certain Dynaco amps
used to be, if my memory serves me
right. Are the transformers shockmounted? yes, they are ... but that's
not the main problem.
Please, gentlemen, could you dial in a
little less feedback, or take some other
steps to change the sound of this amp —
alittle more sweetness, more air, more
ambience? You could have areal winner
here — lotsa bang for the buck!
S
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In short, we've learned how to keep
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Research apart is more than a
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A live musical event is recorded through a microphone
which converts sound energy into an electrical signal. The
Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeaker is a technological
breakthrough which performs as an acoustic inversion of amicrophone -reproducing the entire 360 degree soundfield captured
at the microphone.
The result -the VR-4 achieves virtual reality in the reproduction
of a live musical event.
This acoustic inversion is attained through a revolutionary
new circuit technology - the global axis integration
network (GAIN). The GAIN circuit harmonically blends
signals at frequency points outside of your ears most sensitive
regions. This technology does not allow the drivers to
be identified as the source of the signal. In addition, all five
drivers have been modified and/or designed to have similar
tonal characteristics at their overlap points. This allows
the VR-4 to sound like a single element speaker, flawlessly
integrating the five drivers to reproduce all
a smooth power response that extends
the speaker.

ten octaves in

360 degrees around

This one-way blending design of the VR-4 circuitry is the inverse
of that of the recording microphone -resulting in wide, even
dispersion and more coherency and accuracy than many other
loudspeakers at several times its price.
Visit Von Schweikert Research at www.VonSchweikert.com
or phone 315-779-8748 for the dealer nearest you or for more
information on the revolutionary new VR-4 loudspeaker, including
review reprints and the technical white paper.
"Von Schweikert's achievement in the VR-4... places it in that rare category of speaker design that Iwould term 'sign! icant.' This is an accomplishment that establishes a new level of performance and expectation for
speakers anywhere near its price point."
David Robinson, Editor, Positive Feedback, Vol.6, No.4
Ili-4 suggested retail $340 per pair.
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've never called "The Psychic
Hotline," though Iam acertified
Dionne Warwick fan. Don't get
me wrong: Ibelieve in psychic phenomena. It's just that I'm psychic enough
without having to pay some phoney a
buck aminute to feed me truisms that
sound "just like me!" Of course they
do. They sound just like you, too.
Amazing.
No, Ibelieve in these strange invisible
connections. They're as real as the air we
breathe — we just can't see them. We
can't usually see the air, either, but we
keep breathing it. For instance, the couple who won the Stereophile/WNYC
HI-FI '96 contest—see September'96,
pS7 —could have come from anyplace
in the gigantic New York metropolitan
area, but ended up living afew blocks
from my house. That was meant to be.
Or tike last week, when Ireturned
from the vintage Saab convention in
Lake Placid and took red and blue highways instead of the Interstate. Iwasn't
planning to stop until Igot to my next
destination, which, unfortunately, I
swore I'd not write about—so, being a
man of my word, Iwon't. All Ican tell
you is that it had something to do with
records.
Anyway, I'm tooling down this twolane road when Isee aquaint little store
with a sign reading OLD BOOKS. Old
books? How about old records? I
stopped. "Got any old records?" "No,
came the proprietor's reply. "But —,"
she exclaimed, spying my car out the
front doon "I have two Saab 96s." Not
one, but two not particularly common
classic cars. That's apsychic connection.
A few minutes of banter and out
popped another: the owner and her
husband were old friends (had lived in
the same 1969-70 hippie crash pad, no
less) of Stereophilès former music editor;
Richard Lehnert. Now, you tell me the
odds. What made me stop? Afeeling—
you know, something the measurement
S
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Well, he must have been at the convention, Ifigured. Iasked my friend his
lawyer's name. Not only had the guy
been there, he'd organized and hosted
the convention. Do Ineed to call "The
Psychic Hotline"? Hell, no.

W HAT DOES THIS HAVE
TO DO WITH VINYL?

Analogue Productions' new vinyl releases are
welcome—but how many audiophiles will
buy them?

crowd doesn't acknowledge exists.
Can't be measured.
What's more, when Igot home and
checked my e-mail, there was amessage from an old Boston friend Ihadn't
heard from in years. He'd gotten the
vibe to contact me over that weekend,
and had used his "search engine" to see
if Iwas on the Net. We'd met in 1969,
when I'd picked him up hitching on
the Mass. Pike. Where was he going?
Boston. Where? His apartment. Where
was that? Three doors down from
mine. Where was he coming from?
New York City. Where in NYC? Long
Island. Where in Long Island? Queens.
Where in Queens? Half amile from
my parent's house, which I'd just left.
Another psychic connection.
So there was his e-mail with aphone
number. Icalled. Where was he living?
Oh, within spitting distance of where
I'd been that weekend on the blue highway driving back from the vintage Saab
convention. Vintage Saabs? Why, what
acoincidence —his lawyer owned two
Saab Sonnetts. Two? Do you know how
many of those were made in total?
Fewer than the number of stores still
selling vinyl, Ibet. And his lawyer had
two of them.

Well, there is a connection, and it's
psychic. I'm sensitive to vibes, and
tight now my vibe on this so-called
"analog revival" is not very good. I'm
starting to worry about the future viability of the whole thing. Sorry to be a
downer; Iwish it weren't so, but it is.
It has nothing to do with sound: even
the least expensive "serious" turntable
I've auditioned here sounds more like
real live music to my ears than the
most expensive digital gear (oh, that's
gonna tick off the CompuServe
CEAUDIO folks ... ).
The problem is accessibility. Finding
new vinyl is still next to impossible if
you don't know where to look. There's
still the perception "out there" that
"they don't make records anymore."
We can't do anything about people who
don't want to get involved, but we've
got asituation today where they don't
have achoice because records are still
invisible. Everyone knows about the
Bose "Acoustiwave" radio, but hardly
anyone knows records are alive and
barely well. They don't know about
high-quality audio, either, but that's
another story.
The only way the "analog revival"
can continue and grow is for it to surface, with the emphasis on face—as in
"in your." Yet look what's happening: in
August (p.67) Ireported on the wellstocked vinyl section at Virgin's Times
Square MegaStore. Iwent back afew
weeks ago and the section was decimated. None of the new vinyl Iknew
to be available from major and minor
labels was there.
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TUBE COMPONENTS
WITHOUT THE TUBES.
The Conrad-Johnson PFR remote-controlled pre-amplifier and
MF2300 amplifier embody the natural musical qualities for which
our tube components are highly prized, yet they don't use tubes.
Combining innovative circuit design with highest quality parts,
Conrad-Johnson has created a line of solid-state electronics that
will deceive your ears with their tube-like musicality and natural
warmth. Whether tube or solid state, all Conrad-Johnson
products share one important quality. They just sound right.

conrad-john.son It just sounds right.
2733 Merrilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •P

8-8581 •Fax: 703-560-5360
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Worse, apublicist for amajor reissue
label told me she'd visited there recently and found none of her records in the
store—when they'd all been on the
shelves when the store opened. What
had happened? The store had sold out
within weeks. But did it reorder? No.
Why not? Partly plain old chain-retailing sloth, and partly fear. Of what?
Well the store had taken achance and
won. Had the records not sold, it might
have been stuck with them. There are
no returns on some labels' vinyl.
Having sold out, the store is loath to
roll the dice asecond time on the same
title. On to the next! So how can atitle
do better than 1000 or 1500? Iwonder
how many CD stores would be stocking LPs if there were no returns on
them?
It's like my local Tower in Paramus,
New Jersey. Yeah, they stocked the
Impulse! jazz reissues in ones and twos,
and guess what? They sold them. But
did they reorder? No. That store's vinyl
section was starting to grow, but no
more. Now it's all but useless. Icalled
the other day about Neil Young's
newest, Broken Amu', which is atwo-LP
set — all analog this time — and they
didn't have it, nor did they know if
they'd be getting it. Great. Now Ihave
to drive into Manhattan just to get
Broken Arrow on vinyl.
True phone conversation with local
Tower (after long hold):
FREMER: Can you tell me if you've finally gotten Neil Young's Broken Arrow on
vinyl?
CLERK: Let me switch you to CDs.
FREMER: The 8c*# you will!
[long hold]
CD DEPT. CLERK: Can I help you?
FREMER: DO you have Neil Young's
Broken Arrow on vinyl?
CLERK: The soundtrack to Broken A/TOW?
FREMER: No, Neil Young's new album
with Crazy Horse on vinyl.
CLERK: Hold on. [long hold] No. We just
have the CD and cassette. And it's not
on the computer, so Iguess we're not
planning on carrying it.
FREMER: What happened to your vinyl
section? It was almost getting decent for
awhile.
CLERK: Different buyer, Iguess.
FREMER: Well, here's arecord that has
one song not on the CD or cassette, and
another track that has adifferent mix.
Neil Young fans know this, and would
buy it if you'd bother to stock it. Tell the
buyer for me he sucks!
CLERK: Thank you. Have anice day.
The message Impulse! (MCA) got
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from their foray into jazz vinyl was, "No
one wants it." And that includes both
consumers and retailers. Try being a
marketer at amajor label attempting to
sell vinyl to chain stores —you could sell
sides of beef in India more easily. MCA
couldn't even get the chains to take their
Heavy Vinyl edition of Who's Next. How
can you ask amajor label to get involved
when the numbers nationwide don't
add up to more than 1000?
Every day, it seems, Iget e-mails
from analog fans telling me that their
local chain store, which once had a
decent vinyl selection, has given up or
cut way back — and it's not because the
records haven't sold.
The major labels press titles on vinyl,
but their ads don't mention it. They say,
"Available on Warner Brothers CD and
cassette," even though there's vinyl. I
got Elvis Costello's All This Useless
Beauty on domestic vinyl, but you
wouldn't know it existed from the ads,
not to mention from aperusal of the
bins at most stores.
Call the publicity departments at the
majors and ask about vinyl. Most of
them don't know that anything on their
label is available on vinyl. They'll deny
it, in fact. Ican be sitting there with the
record in my hand and they'll tell me it
doesn't exist. Titles come out on vinyl
and Idon't know about it. Not to toot
my own horn, but if l'ut not finding out,
who is? Did you know that George
Benson's new GRP album is out on
200-gram vinyl? Ifound out by accident. Will you ever see it? Maybe... by
accident.
And yet Ikeep reading in the mainstream audio press about how the
record companies and the retailers didn't kill vinyl, it died from "lack of interest." Well, now there's interest, and if it
dies again it will be because of lack of
availability and lack of coherent retail
marketing.

does? For one thing, that's arecord most
of the stores, even the ones that don't
normally carry vinyl, will stock. Why?
Because they know Epic will promote
the vinyl as an "event," it will sell, and it
will bring warm bodies into the store.
Once there, the warm bodies will buy
some CDs.

I

CAN BE SITTING

THERE WITH THE
RECORD IN MY HAND
AND THE LABEL'S
PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
WILL TELL ME IT
DOESN'T EXIST.

Now, if the labels could be convinced
people would buy other titles on vinyl if
offered in advance and promoted, we
might have areal revival. But Idon't
think the majors are really interested in
doing the work.
Eddie Vedder loves vinyl (as do most
of the industry people Ispeak with —
off the record, of course). Once Pearl
Jam did big numbers on CD, he had
leverage to insist the albums got
released on vinyl. When VS. was issued
on vinyl before the CD and sold well,
I'm sure Epic was pleasantly surprised.
They did it again with Vitahe —once
again, impressive numbers on vinyl.
But has the label tried the same tack
with another big group? (Are there any
other really big groups?) Not that I
know of.
The indic labels, the great ones like
Sub Pop and Drag City, are issuing
incredible music on vinyl, beautifully
packaged, but how much of it have you
W HO'S BUYING?
heard? And how would you know about
But there's another problem. The more
it — much less have an opportunity to
I examine this so-called revival, the
buy it —unless you're lucky enough to
more Iworry about the numbers. 1000
have a"progressive" record retailer nearby? The "audiophile" mail-order dealers
of atitle? 1500 copies? That's considered
don't stock any of this challenging,
pretty good in today's vinyl market.
It's not very good at all. Certainly not extremely well-recorded music. Have
good enough to keep the major labels you heard of Gastr del Sol? Palace
Music? The Spinanes? Gastr del Sol's latinterested for long. When Pearl Jam's
next album comes out on vinyl (with,
est is atwo-record gatefold set: one disc
I'm told, very elaborate packaging) a is pressed at 45, one at 33.
Why does an obscure group playing a
month or so before the CD, it will sell
+50,000 copies. Now that's not great,
combination of avant-garde noise, ambibut it's pretty good.
ent, and folk guitar issue vinyl —comSo why does Pearl Jam do those
plete with afull-size poster insert printnumbers while hardly anyone else
ed on the kind of high-quality stock
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No matter where you are, you're there.
Musical truth.
At once familiar. Yet resonant with expanded meaning.

*

You sink deeper and deeper into aprivate experience.
You've travelled these chords before, but suddenly
you're hearing them for the very first time. The
speakers fade into the distance as the
soundstage grows.
See your Energy dealer today. And
audition the new Connoisseur series.
Surrender to pure, unadulterated sound.
Your command performance.
Lost in space.
4
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LOUDSPEAKERS

Sound as aperformance art.

UNCLE LARRY
TO THE RESCUE

Yeah, many of us want the Stones and
the Beatles properly done on CD and
A few columns ago I suggested an
LP, and Roxy Music's Avalon, too; but
advertising cooperative to tout analog those are really pie in the sky. What
outside the small circle of audiophile
would you like to see reissued? Send your
friends who know and love it. Nothing su 14;estions (any musical genre) to me
has happened, of course, except that a clo Stereophile, and we'll publish them.
few zillion more people have read about
AUDIOPHILE LABELS
and unfortunately purchased the wellANOTHER ONE
Who knows how many copies Classic publicized Bose radio — and I've gotten
BITES THE DUST
Records sells of its $30 LPs? Or Analogue
some letters suggesting that Stereophile's
No, I'm not suggesting more Queen reisProductions? Mobile Fidelity? DCC publisher, Larry Archibald, organize the
sues. What happens when your favorite
Compact Classics? Ihope they all sell
cooperative and hold everyone's hand.
moving-coil cartridge bites the dust and
enough of the worthwhile tides to make
Well, he's got enough to do. Iwas also
the manufacturer's gone the way of all
some money so these outstanding reissues
"volunteered" by a few letter-writers.
analog, or is no longer imported into
can continue. How many can you afford
Sorry — Ican't do it either.
your country? Let's say your beloved
to buy at $30 apop? Fewer, I'll bet, than
Koetsu gets tired or you snap the canyou could if they were priced at $20 each.
tilever. Are you out of luck? No. In fact,
Idon't pore over these companies' balance
you have two choices that Iknow o£ One
sheets, so Idon't know how many of each
is a service offered by van den Hul
T $30 EACH, WHO
tide they sell, or how many they have to
through Stanalog Audio Imports' US
CAN AFFORD TO
sell and at what price, to show aprofit—
dealer network,' and the other is Expert
or to even break even. But at $30 apiece,
Stylus Repair in England.2
EXPERIMENT WITH
it's no wonder buyers tend to go for
Ihave had no experience with either,
known tides. At $30 each, who can afford
but Idid recommend Expert to afriend in
AUDIOPHILE LPS?
to experiment? That's why Analogue
the industry whose Koetsu had gone
Productions' new "Analogue Revival
down (this was before Iknew van den
Series" of adventurous $17 vinyl reissues is
The hardware guys are in competition
Hul offered asimilar service). When he
both exciting and very smart.
with each other, but Iknow they talk
got his cartridge back, he was thrilled: the
among themselves sometimes. Same
I keep hearing from older folks
Koetsu had been returned to physical and
with the software people, though there's
sonic "as new" condition in short order,
telling me how they could kick themselves for not buying those RCAs,
some animosity. Swim together or sink
and for avery reasonable price. hi fact, my
Mercurys, EMIs, and Deccas when they
separately, folks. Somebody's gotta pick
friend said the Koetsu, while maintaining
first came out and were priced at five
up the phone and get started. Playboys
the performance and personality that had
and six bucks each. Well, guess what?
doing a piece on the "analog renaisattracted him to it in the first place, actualThese wonderful reissues aren't going sance"; so is Spin. Too bad that analog ad
ly sounded better than new.
to be around forever, either. Neither —
won't be in either magazine.
According to aprice sheet Ireceived
if you don't buy their LPs — will those
from Stanalog, estimated prices for van
companies who've stuck their financial
W ISH LIST
den Hul's service are anywhere from
necks out to bring them to you.
What would you like to see reissued on
$350 for anew stylus and new alumiSo if you're procrastinating, stop. I've
vinyl? Idon't understand the thinking num cantilever to $500 for anew stylus
written it before, but when Iheard that behind much of what's coming out lateand new Boron cantilever. Repair time
Mosaic had only sold about 1000 copies
ly. Idon't have to see the balance sheet including shipping is 6-8 weeks, and
worldwide of Miles Davis's The Complete to know what's selling and what's not:
the work is guaranteed for two years
Plugged Nickel Sessions 10-LP boxed set, I Nirvana's Nevennind is doing well, I'm
under strictly specified conditions.
was shocked. Musically and sonically,
sure. If not, soon we'll all be spinning
But before proceeding with arefip or
the set is atreasure. I'm afraid to ask how
CDs only. Ibet The Fantasy Film World of rebuild from either service, rd inquire
many sets Columbia sold on CD, but I Bernard Herrmann is doing well too. And
about the replacement parts—are they
know it sold out, and Ipromise you
Pet Sounds, Sonny Rollins's The Bridge,
identical or similar to the original parts?
Columbia didn't manufacture only a and Art Pepper's Smack Up and Meets The rd be less concerned with aretip than I
Rhythm Section. Iwon't list the dogs (or would be about atotal rebuild, in terms of
few thousand copies. If something as
musically and historically crucial — and
the Cats).
changed sonics, though I'd want to know
as sonically superb —as the Davis set has
I'll tell you 10 pop/rock/folk records
if the stylus geometry of the new tip reonly done 1000 units on vinyl, where's
I'd like to see (and hear) reissued on
sembles the old. I'd also ask whether the
the future for analog?
vinyl, consonant with what's possible
rebuild includes refurbished damping
Every time Isee an expensive 180- or
(ie, original labels willing to license) and material if necessary, and how closely it
200-gram reissue that Iknow won't sell
what might sell well enough to turn a matches the original hi other words, you
because the choice of title was dumb profit: John Hiatt's Stolen Moments and
don't want to send in aKoetsu and get
(must Iname names?), it hurts. As one
Slow Turning, Bobby King & Terry
back avan den Hul (or whatever Expert
audiophile-label exec said to me, "We've
Evans's Live and Let Live!, Marti Jones's
uses) in Koetsu clothing.
S
made an investment in vinyl — when
Used Guitars, Love's Forever Changes,
1van den Hui, Stanalog Audio Imports, Inc., P.O. Box
does the bleeding stop?" It stops when John Renbourn's Sir John Alot Of...,
671, Hagaman, NY 12086. Tel/Fax: (518) 843-3070.
labels stop releasing stupid titles, and The Band's The Band, Brian Eno's
2 Expert Stylus Repair, P.O. Box 3, Ashtead, Surrey,
when supposed analog devotees start Another Green World, Jeff Beck's Truth,
Kent, England. Tel: (44) 1372-276604. Fax: (44) 1372276147.
bellying up to the bar.
and Paul Simon's Graceland.
records used to come with on aregular
basis? Because they care to send out the
very best. As with the music, the packaging and formatting are pure idealism.
Yes, such young people still exist. But
who's receiving? And where are they
getting it?

A
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Which would you rather
share with a friend?
Giving your friends fruitcake for the holidays
is risky business. Suppose they ask you if
you want a slice. What are you going to
say — No? Giving Stereophile is a much
safer bet. You love the monthly equipment
reports, music reviews, and expert advice,
and they will too.

Act now and you can send two Stereophile
subscriptions for the price of one. Just $35
for both subscriptions. Add more gifts if you
like — including your own subscription or
renewal when you make it part of your gift
order! Each additional gift is just $17.50.
Order now and we'll bill you later.

Give 2 subscriptions for the price of 1
Mail the card or call our gift hotline today! 1-800-444-8908

Nine out of ten audiophiles prefer it to fruitcake.
Additional gifts are just $17.50 each. Special 2-for-1 offer good only in the U.S. and Canada. (Canadian residents please pay M U.S. dollars and add 7% GST to
your total.) One year of Stereophile is $83.40 ot the cover price. Gift subscriptions stars with the January issue. Well send you aspecial holiday gift card to personally
announce each gift. If your gift order reaches us after December 1, well send acard directly to each recipient in your name. Offer expires 12/31/96.
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ROBERT DEUTSCH VISITS
AMPLIFIER MANUFACTURER
BRYSTON
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lthough the term "professional" is often used
as part of model designations in consumer
electronics, the actual overlap between the
audiophile consumer market and the real pro market is
quite small. There are speakers in common use as studio
monitors that no self-respecting audiophile would want
to be caught dead listening to, and the typical audiophile
loudspeaker would go up in smoke if asked to pump out
the kind of volume that pro application routinely
demands. To alesser extent, the same applies to amplifiers: pro is pro and consumer is consumer, and neer the
twain shall meet.
Except for Bryston, Ltd. In the past 20 years this
Canadian company has been almost unique in being
equally successful in marketing their products to professionals and audiophiles. Their amplifiers arc used by
recording and broadcast studios, clubs, and a major
movie-theater chain. Their products have also done well
with audiophiles, earning positive reviews from magazines like Stereophile (See Larry Greenhill's review of the
Bryston 3B-ST, 7B-ST, and BP-25 elsewhere in this
issue.)
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Left to right: Chris Russell, Stuart Taylor, James Tfinner
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Deutsch: So your first consumer product was probabl)' the 38?
Chris Russell: Yes. The Pro 3was called that
because the first customers were professional
sound studios. Very soon after that we started
exploring the market, including the audiophile
industry. So we took it to some stores in
Toronto, and my brother John loaded afew of
them in the back of his Honda and drove down
to the States and got some dealers interested
there. And things have expanded from there.
The 413 was the very next piece. The first
one that got made Iput together myself, having never even breadboarded the thing — I
just
laid out the circuit boards with acircuit that I
sort of had in my mind and never even put on
paper. The pieces all canse in and we put them
together, and, believe it or not, it actually
worked the first time. It went into production
The ST revision of the 3B is the latest version of the Bryston amplifier that has been in production
in 1976 and has stayed in production ever since.
since 1973.
Of course, we've made continuing changes
and improvements.
Deutsch: When you design aproduct, do you have an ideal that you
To get the scoop on the secret of Bryston's success, Ivisited
aspire to?
their factory in Peterborough, Ontario (about an hour's drive
Chris Russell: Ithink the real crucial issue to us is accuracy.
from Toronto), and talked to Brian Russell (President), Chris
What we're looking for is aproduct that takes an input signal
Russell (Vice President, Engineering), James Tanner (Vice
and transfonns it in whatever way that product is called upon
President, Sales), and Stuart Taylor (the engineer responsible for
to do—in the case of an amplifier, for example, to make it bigthe latest Bryston amplifiers, designated, not coincidentally, the

THE REAL CRUCIAL ISSUE TO US IS ACCURACY. WE'RE LOOKING FOR A
PRODUCT THAT TRANSFORMS AN INPUT SIGNAL IN WHATEVER WAY IT'S
CALLED UPON TO DO -AND TO CHANGE IT IN NO OTHER WAY.
—Chris Russell
"ST Series"). Iasked them how the company got started:
Chris Russell: It was started in 1962 by three men whose
names arc incorporated into the company naine: Tony
Bower was the "B," aguy named Stan Rybb was the "ry," and
afellow named John Stoneborough was where the "ston"
comes from. They were making medical equipment and
industrial electronics. My father had been aNASA engineer
and was involved in the large NASA layoff in the late '60s
when the Apollo missions were terminated. He bought
Bryston, Ltd. in late '67 ... and that was my first job out of
college. Istarted thinking about what would interest me, and
sound equipment is what immediately came to mind. Istarted learning as much as Icould about it.
Robert Deutsch: You were afledgling audiophile?
Chris Russell: I've been an audiophile all my life. I've always
loved good sound systems and the accurate portrayal of music.
Deutsch: What was yourfirst audio product?
Chris Russell: The first product we made was an amplifier
we called the Pro 3, which was in 1973. Itook aprototype of
it to Eastern Sound, arecording studio. Interestingly enough,
at that time the engineer in charge of sound equipment there
was Stuart Taylor. They did anumber of listening tests, and,
somewhat to my surprise, they said they really liked the prototype and ordered two of them. The prototype was just in a
utility box, so Ifigured we'd better get started on designing
this thing for sale. It took afew months.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

ger in both voltage and current and to change it in no other
way; to change the frequency response as little as possible, to
restrict the dynamic range as little as possible, to add harmonics
to adegree that's almost immeasurable with the best equipment
available. When we can do that and can take it home and actually hear that it's performing in the way that we want it to in
terms of accurately rendering the music, then we call it asuccessful product. We're also concerned with reliability and value.

The 7B-ST monoblock is reviewer Larry Greenhill's new reference.
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100W + 100W Stereo (200W Mono),1 x6SL7 + 10 xEL34 Push-Pull Class AB, Ultra Linear,
Transformer Phase Splitting, Cathode Follower Output Stage, 0 Feedback, Toroidal Power
Transformer, High Current Choke Filter, XLR Input (Mono), 20"w x 15"d x 8.5"h, 65 lbs,
Proudly Made in USA
US$1,780.00
For Product Information and your nearest Golden Tube Audio dealer, call or write to:
Solo Electronics 2462 Tripaldi Way, Hayward, CA 94545. Tel (510)887-8016 Fax (510)887-1657 Specifications subject to change without notice.

Deutsch: What would atypical design process be, fro
- in conception
to execution?
Stuart Taylor: I've designed several new products for this
company, starting with aDolby system for Nagra analog
tape recorders, which we still sell. That was actually brought
to us by an outside party who wanted to have it built, and I
designed it.
Brian Russell: There would normally be anumber of discussions over fime — from three days to three years—about
what aparticular product has to do and what the industry is
looking for. We ask anumber of dealers and investigate
other products to see what they offer in terms of features.
Then we sit around and discuss what features we want to
put on it. We tell the engineering department, "This is what
we need." They then say, "If we do that, we can do this, too."
Eventually, over aperiod of time, it evolves into aworkable
design. Then the sales department starts asking the engineering department every day if it's been done yet. That
goes on for six or seven months. Then we get aprototype,
then listening samples, and then production samples.
Deutsch: Do you send any preproduction prototypes to people such
as dealers, asking them forfeedback?
Brian Russell: No, we don't do that. Usually, Jim and Chris
take the product home and listen to it for quite awhile.
Chris Russell: There's an interesting story about how the
model 8B came about. It was first designed by adifferent
engineer than Stuart Taylor. Essentially, what we wanted to
do was to combine two 3Bs into one box. We ran into problems with the four separate power supplies.... We ended
up with a product that had performance approximately

W
4.;

Given that Bryston's warranty is 20 years, burn-in to weed out "infant mortal
ities" is an important part of the company's quality assurance program.

HEN IASKED STUART TAYLOR TO REDESIGN THE 8B, ITOLD

HIM HE COULD DO ANYTHING THAT WOULD RESULT IN A PRODUCT
THAT WOULD BE A BIG STEP FORWARD. HE RIPPED UP THE BLUEPRINTS,
THREW EVERYTHING AWAY, AND STARTED FROM SCRATCH.
—Chris Russell

equivalent to apair of 3Bs. About the time that we were
ready to go into production, Stuart and Isat down and conferred about it, and to some extent we were disappointed
that we hadn't made any forward strides. Stuart hadn't been
involved in the design but had been involved in alot of the
testing. Somehow it wasn't enough to bring this product to
the market, simply saying it's two 3Bs in one box.
Deutsch: Was your dissatisfaction with the technical pelimnance;
the lack (Y-elegance in the deign, or the sound quality?
Taylor: We had all sorts of problems getting the four power
supplies to work together in close proximity with one another without causing all sorts of interference. It seemed to me
that the amount of fiddling we had to do to make it work
was going to be anightmare down the road. Iwanted to find
some other way to do it that would clean the whole thing up.
Chris Russell: It was fraught with compromises. So Stuart
asked if he could put his two cents' worth in.
Deutsch: lint do pay him more than two cents, don't you?
Chris Russell: Actually, three. But he had to ask for the
two cents first. [laughs]
Taylor: Isuggested afew things that might help reduce
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

these problems.
Chris Russell: By that time, the engineer responsible for the
design had left the company, so Iasked Stuart if he wanted to
take the project over. He agreed and asked how far he could
go in redesigning the product. And Isaid, "You can do anything you want to do that would result in aproduct that
would be abig step forward." Iwas dismayed to see him
almost literally rip up the set of blueprints, including the chassis and the power-supply layout. He threw everything away
and started from scratch. It took about six months to bring the
product to the position that Stuart was happy with, and he
came up with something that was quite abit better —with
significantly lower noise and lower distortion — than what we
had previously.
Deutsch: Can you hear these improvements with source materials
and other associated electronics that don't haw super-low noise levels
themselves?
Chris Russell: The new digital formats have extremely low
noise levels.
Deutsch: But how about the more traditional source?
Chris Russell: The quick answer is that the better the
71

Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.
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source and the better the ancillary equipment, the more
you'll hear the differences. But, interestingly enough, the
first time Ibecame really aware of the improvement in the
new ST Series amplifier was when Iwas called to give apresentation at an Audiophile Society meeting in New York. I
took the new 8B and the new BP-20 preamp, having not
had much time to sit down and listen to them in my own
home. We hooked them up to asound system that Ihad no
familiarity with, and speakers Ihad never heard of before,
and yet Iimmediately realized that there was something
very different about these pieces of equipment, that they
were doing awhole lot better job of giving an accurate signal than what Ihad been used to in our products before. I
remember thinking that I'd better get back to Bryston as
soon as Icould and do the same thing to the rest of the line.
Deutsch: How do you see the kind of decision you made at that
time, based on what you were hearing, compared to lookirre at what
the measurer:arts tell you?

twice per cycle, adding asecond harmonic. We only made a
few amplifiers that way, and people were happy with the
product. Then we made the change to metal-film resistors,
and the measured improvement was only in the low frequencies, from 100Hz down. The difference was greatest at
full power at 20Hz, and even then it was only achange from
0.005% with the carbon-fiber resistor to 0.003% with the
metal-film resistor.
Deutsch: Most people would say that those distortion figure are
already in the inaudible rave.
Chris Russell: That's what we thought, too. And we made
no announcement, it was just changing one resistor in the
product. The funny thing is that, over the next month, we had
at least 30 to 50 phone calls from all over North America, saying, "What did you do to the bottom end of the amplifier? It's
much tighter, much more accurate." We discounted it at the
time. How were they hearing that difference? We were talking about 0.002% difference at full power at 20Hz.

DOUBLE-BLIND LISTENING TESTS OFTEN RESULT IN GUESSWORK,
AND YOU'LL FIND THAT YOU'VE GUESSED WRONG OFTEN
AS YOU'VE GUESSED RIGHT.
AS

—Chris Russell
Chris Russell: The measurements are atool—just atool.
The listening quality is what we go by. Without that, there's
no reason for us to struggle through this process. Being able
to advertise abetter number, especially in today's climate, is
not aconvincing argument. The difference is that it actually
sounds better. It's difficult to prove in double-blind listening
tests. Unfortunately, double-blind listening tests often result
in guesswork, and you'll find that you've guessed wrong as
often as you've guessed right.
Deutsch: Some people—although probably not most Stereophile
readers— would argue that thefailure to find differences in adoubleblind test means that there are no differences.
Chris Russell: There is that attitude in parts of the industry.
Deutsch: But you don't agree with it?
Chris Russell: Well, we can't disprove it. If we set up double-blind listening tests, we'd probably wind up with the
same guesswork results as everybody else, because we're trying to respond with our conscious perceptions. The thing
we find, though, is that every time we make an improvement to aproduct and send it out to the field with no
announcement, we get feedback from the field that people
arc hearing the difference and are responding to it.
Deutsch: How do you define what is an improvement? Is it technical
periOnnance?
Chris Russell: Exactly. If we can measure that the performance of the product has improved in every way —tg,
dynamic transient capability, distortion, particularly intermodulation distortion —and hasn't restricted itself in any
other way, then immediately we find that the marketplace
responds positively. One of the earliest examples Ihave of
this happening was an improvement in an early production
mn of the 4B. We were at that time using carbon-film resistors, and Iwas so naïve at the time that Ididn't realize that
the carbon-film resistor has atemperature-tracking mechanism of distortion. The resistance would actually change with
voltage. The resistance of the feedback resistors was changing
STEREOPHILE. OCTOBER 1996

Deutsch: And how many speakers respond down to 201-k?
Chris Russell: And if they did, it wouldn't be at full power
anyway. And they were specifically identifying the improvement at the bottom end, not the midrange or the top.
Deutsch: Have you ever made achange that at the technical level
seemed to be an improvement, but according to the feedback you got
from thefield was sonically astep backward?
Chris Russell: We did make achange that didn't make a
measurable difference; we thought we could save money on
the product, which [still] measured the same. One of the criteria we have is that if we're going to make achange in production, it's got to have the same quality at alower price or
abetter quality for the same price. We're also not afraid to
spend money to make the product better. In this case, we
were making preamplifiers, and we started to use adifferent
output device, asmall power transistor. The only difference
was that the new one had slightly higher leakage content,
which represents response to DC; it supposedly had no
effect and we couldn't measure any effect under AC conditions. We sent out afew of these preamplifiers and immediately got anegative response. We didn't tell anybody we'd
made achange, yet people said that something was wrong:
it's smeared, it's blurred. So we recalled them all and put the
output stage back to what it had been before. This was
something we could not measure on an AC basis.
Brian Russell: On the other hand, we also had acase
where we just changed the color of the on/off switch button from white to black, and we had acouple of people
phoning to say that the new black-button amplifier
[sounded] better than the white-button amplifier. When
people think there's achange, they will spend more time
listening.
Chris Russell: That's acomplication. The reason that we
were forced to take people's unsolicited response seriously
was because they were noticing things when we hadn't
made any announcement and there was no visible evidence.
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Deutsch: One (P)ile things that intrigues me about Bryston is that,
from the very btginning, you've had asuccessful involvement in both
the pro and audiophile markets, selling essentially the same ampler
in both.
James Tanner: The only difference in the amplifiers is that
the pro models have aprominent Bryston logo that people
can see from the audience, and they have avariable input
sensitivity.
Deutsch: What are the similarities and derena's in what people
in the pro and audiophile markets lookfor?
Tanner: Ithink the pro market looks for something that
isn't going to break.
Deutsch: So reliability is amajor issue
Tanner: Right. Can Icount on it, and if it does go down,
can it be fixed quickly? My experience in the last three or
four years, going around to studios and experiencing it firsthand, is that they're looking for as accurate atool as they can
get. So Ithink the pros picked up on the product because,
guess what, it sounds good, and, guess what, it's reliable. At
the audiophile end, things like soundstaging and clarity are
also present. So it's really acrossover product, fulfilling needs
at both ends.
Deutsch: Roughly what proportion ofyour products go to the pro
and consumer markets?

us —above and beyond that [we make] agreat amplifier —
is that they can make alot of money with our product,
because there's no down time. It lasts and lasts and lasts. And
if they do have aproblem, we typically solve it in less than 24
hours, which is highly unusual in the audio industry.
Deutsch: /know you supply bands, clubs, movie theaters, broadcast
studios, and recording studios. Is any particular part of this pro marketplace more critical ofsound quality?
Tanner: Recording studios.
Brian Russell: And, to some extent, the broadcast market.
Chris Russell: Recording studios are becoming amazingly
sophisticated.
Taylor: They're spending big bucks on speakers; they're
putting together $70,000 to $100,000 systems. The amplifiers are important and not the biggest expenditure.
Chris Russell: We're essentially dealing with audiophiles in
the sound studios. They know exactly what they're looking
for: they're looking for accuracy. That's not just abuzzword
with them — it's their livelihood. If they can't put on the
what they heard in the original live performance, they're not
doing their job right. If the product is able to give an accurate
rendition of the original signal, that's what they want, and
they're willing to spend whatever they have to in order to get
it. Fortunately, our product is not hugely expensive.

CD

OUR POLICY OF DOING FREE REPAIRS ON PRODUCTS, NO MATTER
HOW LONG AGO THEY WERE MADE, HAS MADE US MORE MONEY
THAN WE COULD HAVE BELIEVED.
—Chris Russell
Tanner: It'll vary year-to-year. It can be 50:50 in some
can be 60:40 or 7030.
Deutsch: The 70 being...
Tanner: Either or.
Chris Russell: Earlier in the game, we were more in the
professional industry, but lately it's been about two-thirds in
favor of the audiophile.
Brian Russell: The single biggest reason professionals like
years; it

Chris Russell checks an amplifier on the production line with QA technician
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Deutsch: How did you come to implement your current 20-year
warranty?
Brian Russell: The amplifiers don't break, so there's no
point in having ashort warranty.
Tanner: We had 18-year-old amplifiers that were still performing without any problems. At the time we had afiveyear warranty, but we had an internal policy of doing free
repairs on products no matter how long ago they were made.
Chris Russell: We used that internal policy
as amarketing incentive. We wanted good
word-of-mouth about the way we treat our
customers.
Deutsch: Has that been costly to implement?
Chris Russell: It has made us more money
than we could have believed. Usually the
problems are minor, or there's no fault found.
On some early preamps we used anickel-plated input connector. If one of these preamps
comes into our service department for any
reason, all of those nickel-plated input connectors are replaced with gold-plated jacks, no
charge. The effect of this policy is that they
then go home and invariably tell their friends
how well they've been treated. That became
the word of mouth about Bryston. You can't
buy that kind of advertising. So in 1990, we
just defined that policy on paper.
Tanner: We did have someone who asked, "If
David Trimmer.
Ibridge the amp, do Iget 40 years?" [laughs]
S
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Rotel Report
RSP-980 Processor/Preamp
We won't leave you holding the bag trying to control
all this power either. Our
RSP-980 provides all the
sound quality, convenience,
and system expansion capabilRotel's RSP-980 provides Dolby® Pro Logic® and THX®
certified surround-sound decoding, video switching, and
audiophile quality preamp fitnctions for two independent zones.

SYSTEM

BUILDING

Building Blocks for Home Entertainment
Are you abit daunted by the choices involved in putting
together ahigh performance yet affordable home entertainment
system? We have asuggestion for you — Rotel.
Since 1963, we've concentrated on one thing: Building the
finest, most cost-effective audio and audio/video components
available. Judging from the praise we've received from reviewers
and magazines around the world, we've done fairly well at it.
Consider, for example, our RMB-100 power amplifier. It's a
single-chassis, monoblock amplifier, superbly compact in size and
elegant in style. But the real story behind this amplifier is its remarkable power, clarity, and musicality.
An oversized toroid transformer increases efficiency and
minimizes noise. Slit foil capacitors enhance power supply speed
and purity. The unique dual complimentary differential input/
buffer stage (with balanced and unbalanced connectors) includes
remote turn-on to simplify system operation. The output stage
features matched pairs of MOSFET transistors that combine the
warmth of tubes with the punch and detail of conventional bipolar devices. You'll hear the advantages in the subtle overtones of a
orchestral triangle or the whomp ola bass drum chasing aFender
Strat across arock concert stage! And, with 125 watts at 8S1 and
over 200 watts at 4, you'll have all the power you'll ever need.

5
RCC-945 6-disc CD Changer
And, lest you forget that
convenience and quality extends throughout the Rotel
product line, take alook at
our new RCC-945 Compact
Disc changer.
The RCC-945 combines a

ity you'll probably ever need.
In the Rotel tradition, the
RSP-980 is built around a
multi-segment power supply
that provides ripple-free operating voltages thanks to high

style" storage bank so you can
use it as asingle disc player or
in multi-disc mode for unin-

capacity rectifier and regulator
ICs. Careful circuit board layout assures that filter capacitor banks are located near

terrupted long term listening
enjoyment.
Technically, the RCC-945
is astandout, too. Advanced

associated active circuitry.
Analog stages benefit from

digital processing includes the
same Delta Sigma converters
and second order noise shaping digital filter that's earned
high praise in our single disc
models. The dual DIA converters feed a"no compromise" analog
section featuring
the acclaimed
Burr-Brown
2604 opera-

precision metal film resistors,
low ESR capacitors, and high
current operational amplifiers.
System flexibility? Seven
source inputs and an independently controlled
Zone 2output
allow you to
choose one
source for your
main system
and another for
remote rooms!
The Rotel

single-play drawer loader with
an internal six disc "elevator

tional amplifiers. And, of
course, the entire audio cir-

RSP-980 is an

cuit has been

ideal choice for
future system

optimized
through extensive listening
tests.
The sound?
Well, let's just

Rote! Ialli-100s deserve
expansion.
serious consideration."
With Dolby
Dayna B., The Audio Adventure,
Pro Logic deVol. 2, Issue 2, Dec. 1995
coding, THX
say that it's musically balcertification, video switching
anced, detailed, and unusually
for composite and S-video
transparent. Not what you
sources, and an on-screen dismight expect from aCD
play, the RSP-980 is fully
changer. But, quite in keeping
equipped to effortlessly take
for Rotel. After all, we've been
you into the world of total
building on that tradition for
home entertainment. How's
over thirty years.
that for painless transition?
Rotel amplifiers and processors feature a5-year limited warranty.
Rotel CD players have a2-year limited warranty.

Rotel of America
54 Concord St. North Reading, MA 01864-2699
tel 800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109

The RCC-945 — convenience and performance
in asix disc CD changer
TIIX is aregistered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
Dolby' and Pro Logic are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
lb Copynght 19% Rotel of Amalie& All nghts reserved.
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Introducing the
Evolutionary New THIEF CS6

The exceptional sonic performance of the new CS6 is the result of an evolution in speaker design unlike any
other in the audio industry. It is the culmination of years of painstaking development of alineage of the
world's most outstanding loudspeakers through innovative driver design, superior cabinet construction, and
accomplished crossover execution. Experience the CS6 and fall in love with music all over again.
The suggested retail price of the new CS6 is $7,900 per pair.
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The CS6 Coherent Source® design incorporates several distinctive design features: All drivers are THIEL designed and
built, using THIEL's short gap/long coil, copper stabilized motor systems for extremely low distortion. •Coaxially
mounted tweeter and midrange drivers are used to achieve accurate time performance, regardless of listener position,
improving imaging and transient fidelity. •All drivers use aluminum diaphragms for greater rigidity and more accurate
frequency response. •A concrete baffle, thick cabinet walls, and internal bracing reduce unwanted vibration for greater
clarity. •Completely phase coherent crossover system, built with premium components, for extraordinary realism.

11-11EL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest 1HIEL dealer.
111IEL • 1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com

Deutsch: Yes, but onlyfor half the amplifier:
Tanner: The front half or the back half? Let us know.
Deutsch: Is there an update program to convert an earlier version of
an amplifier into an ST Seria?
Chris Russell: We can do it on most of the NRB series. It's
not inexpensive —about $500 — but it can be done. Also,
the 7B, for reasons of physical construction, is almost impossible to upgrade from the NFtB series. The 3B and the 4B
can be done.
Brian Russell: Part of the advantage of the 20-year warranty is that a10-year-old Bryston is worth pretty close to its
original retail price, so what we tell people is that there
won't be ahuge difference between what you can sell an old
one for and what anew one will cost you.
Deutsch: What's aheadfor Bryston? What direction do ru see the
company going?
Tanner: Single-ended tubes, for sure. [laughs]
Brian Russell: We get alot of suggestions that we should
come out with aline of marine and automotive amplifiers.
We're considering it. I've also thought about coming out
with an audiophile-quality sound card for computers. One of
the other things we're thinking about doing in the future is a
surround-sound processor. Jim comes in every morning begging the engineering department to design aD/A processor.
Taylor: Also acomputer-controlled amplifier, for theater
systems and stadiums.
Brian Russell: We're very close to coming out with that.
Our newest product, which is just now being released, is the
B-60 integrated amplifier.
Taylor: It's essentially acombination of the unbalanced version of the BP-20 preamp and the 2B amplifier.
Deutsch: Isn't it, in away, aretro product? Integrated amps were

popular in the '60s and 70s. How does the B-60 fit into the multichannel era?
Chris Russell: It has preamp-out and amp-in jacks, so that
it can be used with asurround-sound processor and additional amplifiers. The built-in 60W amplifiers would probably be appropriate for the rear channels in asurroundsound system.
Brian Russell: There are two specific markets we intend
this for: first, entry-level into real high-end, specifically in
North America; second, virtually the rest of the world.
Integrated amplifiers are very popular in Europe and the
Pacific Rim countries, because their living spaces tend to be
much smaller than North American living spaces. They
don't want big amplifiers and big speakers. A couple of our
European distributors heard arumor about this product and
wanted to order it immediately. We think it will bring us a
tremendous amount of business.
Chris Russell: Ithink the future of audio will partly involve
multichannel sound, but not necessarily connected with
video. Ithink that people will want to listen to music in the
best, most accurate, most emotionally rewarding way, and
that probably will involve snore channels. The other thing I
sec happening —and I'm very pleased to see it happen —is
greater accuracy in the storage media. Implementation of
DVD with higher sampling rates and truc 20-bit digital will
allow much better signal/noise ratios. Sixteen-bit digital
gives us about 96dB; 20-bit gives us another 20-24dB S/N
ratio, up to 120dB. That's what we actually produce in some
of the products we build now. The 8B, for instance, in the
two-channel mode, is a400Wpc amplifier with aS/N ratio
in the range of 120dB. So we look at 20-bit digital as the true
test of what that amplifier can do.
S

U.
S.
A.: SONIC SIGNATURES 30 VILLA AVE .SAN RAFAEL,CA .94901 -TEL .415 456.1632 FAX 415 453.3136
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Every other component, by its very nature, must alter the signal. Cables should simply
move the signal from place to place with no additions, colorations or distortions.
So why isn't anyone else designing them that way?
The answer is that no one else has TARA Labs' exclusive Rectangular Solid Core
technology. RSC cables are designed to have the lowest electrical specs on the market.
That means an open bandwidth, extended frequency response and superior frequency
linearity.* Better than any stranded, round, or milled "ribbon-type" conductors.

TM

So what you hear with RSC cables is 100% pure music. Unfiltered. Clean Natural.
introduction.
That's why RSC has been afavorite of the most respected audio reviewers since its
You'll
findLa
the
of RSC RSC
ca bl es
at a select group of authorized retaile
Call
TARA
bsfull
for range
your nearest
dealer.rs.

Intel-Millet

eaker table

RSC-CD
Prime

Reference Gen 2
Master Gen 2
Decade

.1 7-7-7177,77-e
ti

liJLtdl

Prime 500
Prime 1000

Digital 75
Master Gen 2
Decade

Reference Gen 2
Master Gen 2
Decade

Power Cords
RSC AC
Decade AC

/fill/ I
:
.

TARA Lus

telehrdtingd Decade of Sound

541/488-6465
TM -Rectangular Solid Core, RSC and an RSC product names are trademarks of TARA Les, Inc.
For acomplete technical explanation of RSC design theory, please see our four-part series "The Science of Cable
Design," appearing in .S'tereophile in early 1996. Or call TARA Labs to request reprints.

TM

714-833-3040 • http://www.calaudio.com/ • info@kalaudio.com • Fax 714-833-1329
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In the conclusion
of our epic
two-part report, Stereophile's
reviewers offer a
floor-by-floor
report from HI-FI '96,
held May 29—June 2
at New York's
Waldorf—Astoria Hotel.

Part 2
THE FIFTH FLOOR: LONNIE
BROWNELL & THOMAS J. NORTON

I

thanked my lucky angels (JA and
WP), who had assigned me to cover
the Music Hall room. This gave me
more of an excuse than Ineeded to drop in
multiple times for alisten and awee nip of
some of Roy Hall's fine Scotch. As usual,
the featured components were from
Creek (Cl)42 CD player, $1095; 4240SE
integrated amp, $795), Cable Talk (Cable Talk 3speaker
cable, $4/ft hi-wired), and Epos, featuring the launch of the
new Epos ES 12 speakers. The ES 12 is either a) an update
of the ES 11, or b) atotally new design, depending on how
you look at it. It looks similar to the '11, and the price ($999/
pair) is the same, but alot's changed — like a50% reduction
of the parts count in the crossover (there used to be acapacSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

itor and aresistor, now there's just acapacitor), anew tweeter designed in-house, new injection-molded mid/woofer,
new bracing in the cabinet, and radiused edges on the outsides. Whatever you want to call the speaker, it sounded
stunningly good — an opinion echoed by everyone Italked
to about them. Definitely worth acloser look — as is the
whole system, for those seeking ahigh return on amodest
audio investment.
Across the hall were the amiable folks from Joly, who
were showing their Black Knight speakers ($3500/pair),
comprising two boxes per side: the one on top consists of a
conventional-looking three-way system, and the bottom box
holds either asingle driver, or two smaller drivers mounted
side-by-side that look like, well... breasts: They protrude,
and have what appear to be nipples placed right where you'd
expect them. And the left and right speakers have different
bases — one with asingle driver, one with two. Iasked if this
was the normal configuration, and was assured that it was.
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expertence

Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?
Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?
Is it the People?
What about sound?
The galloping horses. Thunder.
Explosive

soundtracks?

SOUND!
PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal balance,
spatial imaging, and full range capability — extend your

erbol

video viewing to bring the excitement and impact
of the theater into the comfort of your home.
The popcorn is on you.

El l(ERS
PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB

dealer call

Toll Free

1-800-263-4641.

On the wall behind the speakers were banners infonning us
that "Joly Found The Sound Is 4 Dimensional Wave" and
"One is 3Dimensional." The literature for the Black Knight
asks, "Would you like to be smarter? It could let your brain
feel calm and the clear voice could raise your wisdom.
Widsom [sic] is the only forturn [sir] belonging you forever.'
When you see an apple, you will have adesire to touch it."
Just like Eve, Iguess.
TARA Labs, Threshold, Forté, PS Audio, and
Audiostatic had aroom wired up with TAR/1's latest RSC
Decade wires — digital interconnects ($395/meter, add $20
for AES/EBU), analog interconnects ($695/meter pair; add
$33 for XLR connectors), and speaker cables ($2200/8'
pair). The Audiostatic ESH 100 speakers ($3695/pair), electrostatic/dynamic hybrids, were being driven by a
Threshold T8000 amp ($5250) and aT2 preamp ($5450),
with bits provided by one of three DACs — aThreshold
DAC2 ($4490), aPS Audio SL3 ($1295), or aPS Audio
Ultralink 2($2295) — all fed by aPS Audio Lambda 2transport ($1795). Threshold, Forte, PS Audio, and Audiostatic
arc all under the same corporate roof— kind of aone-stop
shopping center for your entire system needs, as suitably
demonstrated here. Just add water —er, cables, that is (à la
TARA Labs).
Audiophile Imports were showing the Onix
170Wpc 0A1200 amp ($1595) and 0A31L preamp
($995), dpa Enlightenment Drive transport ($1395)
and PDM 1024 DAC ($11,500!), with Meret Audio
Ankh loudspeakers ($2000/pair). Over 11 thou for
the DAC? Maybe so, but there's awealth of engineering in there, including their own custom
DAC chips; still, if
that's too rich for
your blood, dpa
also has the cutely
named Little Bit
Three, which shares
a good bit of technology with the
PDM 1024 but at the
much more affordable
price of $595. There's arange of
processors between these two as well.
In the Audio Influx room, Ruark
were playing their Crusader loudspeakers
($3300/pair), using Chord electronics and a dpa
Renaissance CD player. The setup was unassuming— no
room treatments, no mood lighting, no excess of plants or
banners or curtains, which was justfine, since the sound they
got was at once warm and exciting. As abonus, they played
acut from Ian Tyson's 18 Inches cfRain — real cowboy music,
not what you'd expect from acompany from the UK (even
if Ian's aCanadian cowboy).
Finally, for those itching to find out what the singleended triode life is like but can't afford some of the big-ticket items out there, Audio Electronics (a division of Cary)
were showing asystem consisting of nothing but their stuff,
from the tube-totin' CD-1 CD player ($1299), AE-1 dualmono line-stage preamp ($899, or $799 as akit! ,
SE-811 single-ended 12W monoblock amps ($1895/pair), and Model
5.2 two-way tower loudspeaker ($995 in walnut or cherry,
$1295 in rosewood). They also have astereo amp, with
300B output tubes, for $1299 ($1199 in kit form). Anyway,
the sound they got was liquid and seductive — real comfy,
and at amore comfortable price.
-Lonnie Brownell
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996
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o anyone who's tried to cover
everything at aWinter CES in the
four-day run of that Show, the five
days available to those of us covering HI-FI
'96 (two trade days, three consumer days)
was an incredible luxury. And it wasn't just
the five days, but the fact that everything
was under one roof. For the first time, Iwas
able to spend significant time the last day revisiting exhibits
that had caught my ear on the previous four. And while there
was hardly time to play tourist, Idid get achance on Saturday
afternoon to wander over to see the "new" Times Square. In
the midst of abig cleanup effort, it is, Iguess, improved —
from what Ihear, it had nowhere to go but up. But for someone whose impressions of New York were freeze-dried
somewhere in the mid-'60s, it looked pretty much as I
remember it, though the signs are all changed.
But there was more than enough to see and do at the
Waldorf=Astoria on that gorgeous, early June weekend. In
the Audible Illusions room, AI was showing off their 3A
tube preamplifier and class-A, solid-state, M-150 monoblock power amplifier ($4750). The 3A now has ldB stepped
attenuators, and aline-stage-only version (the WL-1) can be
yours for $1595 (the version with the stock phono stage is
$1995). A built-in DAC will also be available as a$1000
option (someone please hand Michael Fremer abarf bag).
The loudspeakers used by Audible Illusions
were Crosby Audio Works' CAW-ls —
heavily modified Quad ESL-63s.
Crosby has been modifying
Quads for some
time, and the version on demonstration had the full
treatment — Series
I and II mods,
CAW-2.5
"sidewings," and Entec
12f-20 subwoofers (all
of which will run you
about $21,000, including
the Quads). I've never been a
big fan of Quads, but for those
who are, Crosby seems ready and
willing to wring every last drop of
performance out of them.
Iknow, Iknow — the world doesn't
need another cable manufacturer. LAT

Top: Balanced Audio Technology VK-P10 phono stage. Above: The return of a
classic: Quads gold-plated Model ll power amplifier
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"Absolutely Amazing"...
"State of the Art"
THETA DS PRO G ENERATION

Vim

Now available with HDCD®
"The Gen. V's sound stage can only be described as spectaculan..the Gen. J' with it's custom
digitalfilter; threw ahuge, oystal-clear, well-delineated sound stage. The resolution of layers of
depth, along with the sense of bloom around instrumental images, was superb. Imagefoals was
razor-sharp without being analytical...the Theta's extension and impact in the bottom octave
was the best I've heard...the Gen. V's pace, rhythm, and timing were terrific. The music had a
snap, an upbeat quality, that made listening more ofaphysical, visceral experience...the Gen.V
excelled at detail resolution...consistently musical and engaging"

- ROBERT HARLEY, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 18, No. 2, FEBRUARY 1995
you just want the very best sound quality attainable from laser discs and CDs, the Gen. V
should be at the top ofyou in-home audition list. It's an absolutely amazing sounding processor
that currently represents the state-of-the-art in digital sound. You gotta hear this thing!"

-COREY GREENBERG, HOME THEATER TECHNOLOGY, APRIL 1995

HDCD& and High Definition Compatible
Digital* are registered trademarks of Pacific
Microsonics, Inc.

THETA D

Gen erationy
digital signal processor

THETA DIGITAL CORPORATION
5; ill t>crr% .\\ e.. Suit,. R. Agi >ma Hills, CA 913111 M81597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079
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superb. Not the best at the Show,
International of Cherry Hill, New Jersey
perhaps, but those that bettered it
isn't exactly new (so Iguess they get in
cost more than twice as much. (A
under the, ah, wire), but they were new to
review of the Dwin is scheduled for
me. Their room was a"silent" display, so
the Winter issue of the Stereophile
nothing really jumped out at me about
Guide to Home Theater, available this
them on afirst look. But their literature
month on newsstands.)
shows arefreshing candor, combined with a
Balanced Audio Technology was
Mel
lack of the technobabble hype endemic to
sharing a room with Quintessence
the cable business. Prices, too, are refreshAcoustics. The latter's WAMM-like
ingly down-to-earth: $139/m-pair for their
Stealth loudspeakers, first seen at HI-FI
IC-200-D interconnect and $297 for a10'
'95 in Los Angeles and priced in the
pair of their SS-1000-D speaker cable. And
hypoicia-inducing range (though at just
those arc their most trcpensive cables.
under $40,000/pair they were far from the
Apogee was demonstrating the new
most expensive loudspeakers at the Show),
powered versions of their small, two-way
were dominating the scenery here. But
Ribbon Monitors, plus the first Apogee
BAT had a few new products as well.
subwoofer outside of the dedicated designs
Their main feature was the new VK-P10
for the Grand series. The new sub has four
phono stage, with balanced dual-mono
heavy-duty 6" drivers powered by apair of
construction (natch), oil-filled caps, RIAA
200W amplifiers. Expected to retail at
decoupled from ground, and a step-up
$1800, it should have been available in the
transformer for MC cartridges (though
late summer. The powered Ribbon Monthe direct input is said to be quiet enough
itors each have two internal 100W amplito use straight-in with most moving-coils).
fiers, and will also be available at the same
The bi-amped Quintessi were being drivtime for a forecast $2000/pair. Powered
en by BAT VK-1000s on the bottom and
loudspeakers have always been atough sell,
two pairs of VK6Os paralleled on top.
but make alot of sense in Home Theater
Fifth floor, HI-Fl 96
— Thomas J. Norton
applications. In their demo, Apogee was
making heavy use of the Circle-Surround
5-channel soundfield generator (which, unlike Pro Logic,
THE SIXTH FLOOR:
does not require encoding of the source and is primarily
JONATHAN SCULL, L
ARRY GREENHILL,
designed for music surround). They were also using aprofessional DTS decoder to play discrete surround video —
& RICHARD J. ROSEN
with heavy use of Casper, one of three titles (along with
Jurassic Park and Apollo 13) that have been mastered onto DTS
he first room Kathleen and I
popped into was Audio Allaserdiscs, and the best-sounding. Both demonstrations were
chemy's: Suite 600A. Rambuncvery effective, though Apogee's Jason Bloom concentrated
tious Mark Schiffer, in company with sinon video—it was more successful at keeping the room full!
Atlantic Technology's System 350 TI-DC loudspeakers
cere and rapidly graying Peter Madnicic,
plunked us down in front of an intentionwere much in evidence in their room, but the featured attracally middle-of-the-deck Mitsubishi largetion at this year's Show was the new System 250.1. It's aheavy
screen tee-vee and gave us the 20/20 on
upgrade of the original System 250, better suited (or so sayeth
their new VPG (Video Products Group) VRE v1.0 Visual
A to the rigors of 5.1-channel (Dolby Digital and DTS)
Reality Engine.
playback (thus the "*.1 designation, Watson). The woofers
The device reduces the harshness of avideo image while
and crossovers are new, the cabinets are heavier, the new surincreasing resolution. Press Release: "Using proprietary alrounds are full-range, and there's anew, more powerful subgorithms, the VRE determines the best way to convert the
woofer (the 262). Sharing the room was Dwin Electronics,
composite video signal into high-quality S-Video output,
featuring their new and now in full production LD-500 video
and maintains the integrity of the existing S-Video signals."
projector and their well-established LD-2 line doubler. At
They use an "adaptive" comb-filter that better separates
$15,5130 the combination is not an impulse
the color signal from the brightness information, avoidpurchase, but the picture was
ing the "creepy crawlies."
Mark dimmed the lights just as Larry
Archibald entered the room and plopped
himself down on the comfy couch to
Kathleen's right. Ieyed my publisher suspiciously as he draped his arm over the
back of the couch behind hen As Peter
flashed clips on the screen and flipped the
VRE in and out, very noticeable changes
in edge definition and apparent resolution
were revealed.
The VRE v1.0 is available now at $795, and with an
optional de-ghosting chip for $995. This device is but aporAudio Alchemy VRE vi .0 Visual Reality Engine
tent of future Alchemy doings; they plan video products

T
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Make enough trouble and
people always start talking
111111111111181.mimur.
Itstar_
Reference Amplifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No. 4)

"Innovative, powerful (350 Wpc) power amplifier
that impressed RD [Robert Deutsch] with its
dynamics and sense of power in reserve, while
sounding impressively neutral."

Éarver TFM-35x THX Amplifierala
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Fall 1996
(Vol. 2, No. 3), Robert Deutsch

"It's very modestly priced but doesn't sound like
it...There are two groups of audiophiles to whom
Iparticularly recommend the TFM-35x: those
who are drawn to the tonal qualities of tube
amplifiers but don't want the responsibility
At Carver, we've found that making trouble is usually
the first step in making real audio progress. For nearly

of their care and feeding, and those who are
attracted to the sound of the Carver Lightstar

twenty years we've built audio components around

Reference but deterred by the price.. .ln the

controversial design concepts in order to break through

right system, it can give the big boys agood

traditional price/performance barriers.

run for their money."

The three amplifiers shown here continue that
tradition. The awesome Lightstar Reference is our most
articulate technical statement ever as well as Carver's
blueprint for the future. The lessons we learned during
its development are now common denominators for
every Carver amplifier design. As aresult, people are
talking about the latest Carver amplifiers in terms usually
reserved for far more expensive models, such as
"innovative," "powerful," and even "magic."
To achieve this level of performance, technology and

IlEarver AV-806x Multi-channel Amplifier
Recommended Component, Stereophile, April 1996
(Vol. 19, No. 4)

"I was expecting competent performance; what
Igot instead was magic,' enthused TJN [Thomas
J. Norton] about the six-channel Carver...
'My favorite current multichannel amp."

value in asingle precision chassis, we design and build
these amplifiers in our own factory just outside Seattle,
Washington. Hear the technology that has the experts
talking at your authorized Carver dealer.

1996 Carver Corporatlon All rIghts reserved
THX Is a regIstered trademark 01 Lucasnlm Ltd

MVER

Carver Corporation. P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood, WA 98046
For authorized dealer locations call (206) 775-1202
http://www.carver.com

BROCHURE: "HANDCRAFTED IN THE NETHERLANDS,
MAKING HIGH-END AFFORDABLE."
SCULL: "EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE."
What's this? An active Classé exhibit?! Imust be dreaming! (Up to now they've done only passive, static displays.)
They featured the big CA-400 amp, CP-60 remote dualchassis balanced line preamp with optional MM/MC
phono stage, DAC-1 converter, and CDT-1 transport. What
cable and interconnect do you think they were using with
the Thiel CS7s. Yes, another Cardas Golden Cross setup.
George's cable was ... ubiquitous.
Classé were also showing aprototype of the CDP-1 integrated CD player. Delivery is planned for late summer at an
estimated $3500. The CAV-75 and CAV-150 amps were
unveiled as well, and with aflourish: both are fully configurable six-channel designs for audio/video apps.
When we ventured into the May Audio/Totem
Acoustics/Sphinx electronics suite, Kathleen stopped in
her tracks and whispered "Siltech..." While it's true that
Nizar Akhrass of May Audio distributes many brands
(WB'T, AudioPrism, Jecklin/Ergo, Heil/AMT, to name but
afew), Siltech isn't one of them. Iglanced around the room
and spotted Edwin van der Klq. He is, of course, the maker
of that much silver- and gold-laden Dutch cable.
Edwin and compatriot Nico Disselkoen have implemented an intriguing line of very suave components called the
Sphinx Project Series. (Brochure: "Handcrafted in the
Netherlands, making high-end affordable." Scull: "Every-

thing is relative.") The line consists of nine products, including areasonably priced preamp ($2400), CD player, tuner,
and three integrateds, ranging in price up to $3500.
Then there's the Reference preamp at $10,000, acleartopped example of which was at hand. As we peered into its
innards, Edwin began explaining the many high-tech features incorporated in its design. Soon overcome by Euro
Tecluioshock, my notebook runneth over: "140dB separation from the mains, low impedance, RCA and true balanced topology — eight separate internal amps, ground only
live to chosen input, Siltech wire throughout, full remote
stepped-attenuator volume control, 100 steps of ldB, 64
relays, adjustable relative level of each input, programmable
input display, 1
/% resistors..." Imean it, Icould go on for
2
an hour. Really bleeding-edge technology — and priced to
stay that way!
Besides the affordable integrateds, Sphinx amps begin at
$4k for a dual-mono class-AB optical remote control unit,
>285W in 2 ohms, and take off from there. There's an
$8000 monoblock (spec'ed at class-A/-AB at >2 x420W in
2ohms), a$20k stereo unit (200Wpc into 8ohms, 800 into
2), and [dramatic pause] apair of monoblocks for acool $40k,
doubling down from 200Wpc into 8ohms as well.
The listening room was quiet, dark, and relaxed. We heard
amix of Sphinx front-end pieces on the diminutive two-way

J-10's & K-10's NOTABLES

W

here'd Those Speakers Go?
The ESP Concert Grands
were obviously beamed offplanet during play. Cables by Synergistic, Conrad-Johnson Premier
8s, Timbre Technology TT-3 preamp, TT-1 DAC, TIP (Timbre Interface Processor —a jitter reducer/
reclocker) and TT-2 transport, with a
Nagra-D crowning the top of the
equipment rack. The system was real
gone, baby...
Calling All Audio Pundits: Audio
scribes were attracted (as usual) in
droves to Single-Malt Maven and
Genuinely Frugal Scottish Guy Roy
Hall's room. His setup bedazzled with
its sound and astounded with its low
price —a modest $2885 for aCreek
CD player, integrated amp, and Epos
speakers. Fantastic sound on a beer
budget; it can be done! And yes, we'd
love another sip... thanks, Roy.
How 'Bout That Clearaudio Insider? It was everywhere. Importer Joe
De Phillips was making classic analog
sounds with it in the Discovery/
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CAT/Verity Audio room. The system (Clearaudio 'table and arm, CAT
SL1 Mk.II/JL1s, Verity Parsifals on allDiscovery Signature speaker cable and
their new Plus 4interconnect) delivered
up asumptuous and big-natured sound.
Oh, Now IGet It: The ultracosdy
Avalon Osiris loudspeaker wasn't that
great at its press introduction some
time ago, but the demo at HI-FI '96
made believers out of us. In aword,
fantastic. It had the richness of timbre
and dynamic shading missing in the
initial effort. Now acertifiable work of
audio art.
B.A.T: Utterly.
Quiet Village: Idon't know how
Urs and Anne Wagner of Ensemble
do it. As usual, they managed to turn
their room into a little corner of
Switzerland, making really wonderful
sound. (My advice, Urs? Ditch the
disco lights.)
We're Muds Amused: Iwas surprised to hear contrasting reactions to
the Jadis Eurythmies on the Truly
Gargantuan JA800s. Then we learned

the amusing facts: A Show Parable.
When J-P Caffi and J-B Gabet arrived
each morning, they'd check the
crossover setting. As soon as they left
the room, the American importer
would turn up the bass and the treble.
They'd come back and turn it down.
This continued all day, every day, so...
depends on when you heard them.
We're Much Surprised.., by the
number of well-dressed professional
women plying the hallways of the
Waldorf. Most were solo —ie, not
being dragged around by starry-eyed
Significant Others.
My Body My Self: Tattoos were all
the rage this yeat Make your statement
with skin. Icame away with two transfers. Sonic Frontiers had an old-fashioned tube with "Forever" written across
it, and Icame home with both ashaded
and awhite dog from Classic Records.
"His Master's Voice." Indeed...
It was amassive Show attended by a
huge and first-rate crowd —a sharp,
very informed New York group. Color
me ...proud.
—Jonathan Scull
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We couldn't have
said it better o elves.
— excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cordesman

"...this i
saproduct that
deserves attention. yy

"In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800

"This is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly affordable. yy

stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good. yy

You may be

surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. yy

"It is also alittle difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. yy

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any amplifier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
Ionly expect to find in far more
expensive products. yy

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

ADCOM°
details you can hear

II Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Monuial, Québec (514) 344-1226

Adcom GFA-5800.
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State

Zip

X Mail to: Adcom, 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.

0 1995 ADCOM

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in aclass by itself.
But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you areprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
,
all you need to know.
Send me Audio's review and detailed literature on the

Totem Tabù on elegant bespoke May Audio stands. (These
arc fashioned from lead-filled Rubberwood from Malaysia at
$499/pair.) The interconnect was all XLO mated to Siltech
speaker cable, acombo that, speaking from my experience of
both, should do very well together. And so they did. In a
relaxed cadence, Totem's Vince Bruzzese walked us through
the many high-end features of his small speakers, which were
making music in abig way.
We listened to Dr. John's Strike aDeep Chord: Blues Guitars
for the Homeless (Justice sampler JR 0003). His voice showered over us, sparkling with awealth of speedy detail, and
backed by asurprisingly deep bass foundation.
—Jonathan Scull

A

lthough Ivisited all 17 rooms, I
found the most impressive products in rooms away from my assigned area — the grass is greener outside, I
suppose. Impressive was the bass of the
new $2995/pair Totem Acoustics Tabù.
Designer Vince Bruzzese played the "Si si
si le ciel" selection from Michel Jonasz's La
fabuleuse histoire de Mister Swing (WEA Music 2292-42338-2,
imported by May Audio at Bruzzese's urging). This speaker
and the Jonasz CD were real show-stoppers — I'm a sucker for a superb vocal
recording with speed, full dynamic range,
punchy bass, and well-focused imaging.
The Tabù resembles the Sonus Faber
Extrema in having no capacitors in the
crossover, and its transparency and imaging
have the Extrema's openness and clarity.
After Chris Russell of Bryston Audio
told nie that he designs and manufactures
the system's outboard electronic crossover, I
spent a long period auditioning the
Waveform Mach 17, an unusual loudspeaker shaped like atruncated pyramid.
John Ótvùs, president of Wavefonn, carefully set up his loudspeakers in the hotel
room using generous numbers of ASC
Tube Traps. It paid off—the sound was
tops. Although more auditioning will be
necessary in areview, Iheard no other system at HI-FI '96 that delivered the frequency extremes with as much definition
and power while still producing awide,
deep soundstage and superb imaging. John
markets the loudspeaker directly to audiophiles for $5995/pair, otherwise, it might cost three times
that amount. The Mach 17's 1" silk-dome tweeter and
midrange units arc mounted in an egg-shaped housing that
sits atop the cabinet holding the subwoofer's two 12" drivers.

H

((

— Larry Greenhill

oney .... ask him. He should
know." The young woman
was addressing her embarrassed mate and pointing at my badge. "If
you won't, Iwill. Excuse me ... should we
buy these?" Remembering the advice I'd
just gotten from JA, Ireplied, "Absolutely. If
you find you're not happy with them, then
you'll have abetter idea of what to look for next time." It was
apretty safe bet, anyway, 'cause they were asking about the
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

Aerial 10T speakers. Even with a giant television
smack dab between 'em (this turned out to be amajor
theme of the Show), in conjunction with the all Mark
Levinson componentry they put Speedy West and
Jimmy Bryant3 across real smooth. "Dance Of The
Tumblers" from Rimsky-Korsakov's The Snow Maiden,
as found on Reference Recordings' new Exotic
Dancesfrom the Opera Cl), was anew one on me. A lot of fm,
especially in a"We 1)o Dynamics" kinda way. I'd consider
buying these babies myself.
Clayton Audio was an unfamiliar naine to me, with their
S-40 stereo and M-70 mono class-A amplifiers from
Missouri. "Show me!" sez I. John Nye and Wilson Shen
explained the philosophy of walking both sides of the CostNo-Object/Value fence. Ispun Diana Krall's infectious
"Frim Fram Sauce"4via Linn Mimik, Audible Illusions Ll,
and Martin-Logan SL3s with XLO bi-wire. Dr. Nye
claimed that competing amplifiers exacerbate the ML high
end. The M-70s certainly didn't. This was the cut Iplayed
most throughout the Show, and systems varied as to how
much they emphasized the performance and the room, and
how much they revealed the technical side of the production.
Here was the first time Ifelt Iheard the microphone in front
of Ms. Krall's lips in addition to the rest of the performance,

NEVV DCP 44 single-ended class-A preamplifier

yet it was neither analytical nor etched. Very educational.
"Queer Notions," from the Kansas City soundtrack, 5 was
well-suited to the Gallo Acoustics Nucleus loudspeakers.
The disc was recorded mainly from asingle Calrec mike in
anightclub venté setting. The Gallos' nearly famous soundstaging ability gave flesh to the illusion of the room as David
Murray's tenor tore up the middle. The Nuclei have been
redesigned, with new drivers in aluminum spheres mounted to custom stands. The fabulous Pass Aleph Ppre- and
Aleph 2 power amplifiers added their single-ended solidstate authority to the mix, while the Resolution Audio
T30 Cl) transport and D20 DAC added their, well, resolu3Stratosphere Boogie The naming Guitars uf Spire),West &Jimmy Bryant, Razor & Tic
RE 2067 (1995).
4Diana Krall,
For Wm, Impulse! 1MPD-182 (1996).
5Various, Kansas Ury, Verve 314-529-554-2 (1996).
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For All That Is Music

erious audio is more than a
pastime. It is arelentless search for all the
poetry and passion embodied in music. Those who
join us in this quest have little tolerance for performance concessions or compromised build quality.
K RELL

F ULL

Po WER

B ALANCED

Krell has manufactured components of
unsurpassed quality and technical merit for
more than 15 years. With the introduction of
the Full Power Balanced amplifiers, Krell has
created a series of products so technically
advanced and musically enriching as to
eclipse all previous ens.
You value music. Fuel your passion with a
Krell Full Power Balanced amplifier.
1 5 0 -3 0 0 -6 0 0

A MPLIFIER S

KRELL • 45 Connair Road • Orange, CT 06477 • Phone: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796

tion. Echo Busters acoustic treatment tamed the bad vibes.
A little Max Roach from his new disc6 swung nicely
through Diapason Adamantes and the new NEW DCP 44
single-ended class-A preamp. Mitch Friedman followed suit
with John Cage's First Construction in Metal on the Wilson
Benesch LP rig, making the experience afull-blown percussion fest. Who knew? Particularly notable was the ultraquiet
DCLP 55 six-tube phono stage, which thoughtfully includes amono/stereo switch. That oughta widen the list of
line-stage choices for us vinyl fans.
Audiostream and the newly launched Paradigm
Reference earned aspot at the peak of the price vs performance scale. At every show there seems to be one room I
gravitate to at the end of the day, just to relax and hear some
tunes. The Paradigm Reference Studio/100 speakers were
musical enough to keep me coming back. Paradigm's Rob
Sample and Ihad agood ol' time playing dueling DJs, and
the Studio/100s delivered the goods every time. And at
$1800/pair; these floorstanders appear to be a bargain.
Paradigm may have cheated alittle, fronting them with about
11 grand worth of killer Audio Alchemy digital source
components, Audio Research amplification, and FMS
wire, but, on the other hand, it could show they can hold
their own with the big boys.
"Great-sounding" and "laughably inexpensive" are phrases
that came to mind in the PSB/Lenbrook room. Ipopped
in Latin Rhythms in Hi-FP to play Augie Colon's "Tierra Va
Tembla." (This is one of DCC's plain vanilla aluminum non-audiophile discs. It sounds just as good as
their gold stuff, is still mastered by Steve Hoffman,
and cost nie only about nine bucks at J&R Music
World.) The whole
room went Mambocrazy, and the PSB Alpha
Minis had my toes tapping so wildly that, when
Isaw their $199 price, I
almost kicked my own
jaw across the floor. I'm
getting a pair of these.
How can you afford not
to? It turned out the
matching $449 Alpha
SubSonic 1 subwoofer had
been in-circuit the whole time.
When the sub was switched
out, the difference was at once
subtle and substantial. Still
impressive, even with — you
guessed it —a big TV in the
middle. Istayed for "Mambo
#5" by the king, Perez Prado,
and pushed on with asmile on
my face.
The nice folks from
Gin Sound have to
win some kind of
award for being the only
exhibitors who had to ask
what Stereophik is. The Korean
company demonstrated the GinS Mania
6 Max Roach. Max Roaeh with The Nor Onitestra of Boston
and The So HU Brass Quintet Blue Note CDP 34813 2
(19%).
7Various. Lad,, Rhythms in
Da: DZS-093 (1995).
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loudspeaker, incorporating the patented Live Sound
System (LSS) horn, an 18" brass tuba-lookin' bell
mounted above the more conventional-looking drivers. It's essentially aport to scavenge and redirect
backward-generated sound from inside the box.
"Frim Fram Sauce" sounded smooth, if muddy and
indistinct image-wise. The obligatory giant TV
between the speakers may not have helped. But don't take
my word for it — here's the first quote from their literature:
"`I like to own one (GinS)' — Stereo File, USA, August 1991."
Should Iassume they're referring to CG's Chicago CES
report of that month, in which he wrote that they "...
sounded so ridiculously horrible that Iimmediately fell in
love with them and sincerely want apair of my own..."?
Nahh... must be some other Stereo File.
—Richard J. Rosen

THE SEVENTH FLOOR:
ROBERT J. REINA, ROBERT HARLEY,
& ROBERT DEUTSCH

I

have never had as much fun or got as
much accomplished at ashow as Idid
at HI-FI '96 at the Waldorf=Astoria.
The hotel was comfortable and functional,
with most of the widely spaced rooms
yielding good to excellent sound. Ionly
wish Icould have attended more
concerts, but the superb performances Idid catch —by Béla Fleck, David Chesky,
and Doug MacLeod — rank among the best live
shows I've seen in New York
over the past year. My vote is
to do it again at the Waldorf
in '98!
Alchemist reproduced a
luscious and dynamic rendition of John McLaughlin's
guitar work on the sexy new
solid-state designs from Tim
De Paravidni — the ADP24A
control unit ($8491), ADP25
55W class-A monoblocks
($18,000/ pair), and the ADP27A
200Wpc amplifiers ($6791) —all
driving a pair of Dunlavy Signature SC-N speakers.
Audio Physic exhibited aprototype of the $9500 Avanti speaker driven by Audio Matières
tube-driven Audio Sculpture
series — Monologue CD transport ($3975), Arpege D/A converter ($3975), Dialogue
CD player ($4375),
Paraphrase
line-stage
($5575), and Ultima 60W
single-ended monoblocks
($35,000/pair).
The Discovery Cable room
introduced their Plus 4 interconnects
($650/meter pair) and Signature speaker
cable ($600/8'). 13riving the Verity
Audio Parsifal speakers ($9800) were all
PSB introduced awhole range of speakers
based upon their bestseller in Alpha.
CAT electronics paired with the $6500
93
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For over twenty five years Sound Dynamics engineers have been

making great sounding loudspeakers, at prices you can afford. Critics worldwide have raved about their
unmatched versatility. Their outstanding accuracy and imaging makes this series the number one choice for
home theater or audio systems. Audition the Reference Series today. Insist on full value for your audio dollar!
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Clearaudio Reference 'table with improved Souther tonearm ($6500) and a 70
4
Clearaudio Insider cartridge.
Ensemble always gets good sound at
shows, and HI-FI '96 was no exception.
This time their system featured the
Primadonna Gold speakers ($13,500), the
œi
Evocco 100Wpc hybrid integrated with
remote ($6995), the Dichrono DAC/
PRE ($10,900), and the Dichrono Drive
($9400).
Gershman Acoustics showed their
GAP 520X speakers ($9100) driven by an
all-Copeland system: CDA 288 CD
player ($2950) with HDCD, « CTA 301
Mk.II preamplifier ($2200), and CTA 505
power amplifier ($3100).
1—
Michael Green Designs exhibited the
revised version of their $1650 80 Ispeak.,
ers driven by Pass Aleph electronics and a
Sonic Frontiers digital front-end.
.0 1
4
JA was kind enough to exempt me from
EnT
covering Home Theater for this report, unless I"heard something really exciting." I
did. Ever have afamily member come to
you and say something like this? "I want a
me T
i rig F
complete home theater surround system.
Seventh floor, HI-FI
It's gotta sound good, look nice, and can't
take up any space in my living room. And
Idon't want to spend any money." Well, Dynaco showed
what Ithink of as the ultimate "brother-in-law" system. For
$1340, their HLX-36 satellite/subwoofer system, HLX-18V

I

—Roberti. Reina

A

4JJ

RJR's BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW

A

fter much soul-searching, Inarrowed this down
to atwo-way tie:
Though I've heard the Acarian Systems Alón
Phalanx loudspeakers ($22,000) many times, their sensitivity to room setup and associated gear has ensured that,
to me, they've never sounded the same twice. At HI-FI
'96, coupled with the Alón Poseidon subwoofers
($15,000), they sounded the best I've ever heard them.
Maybe the Audio Research Reference electronics had something to do with it. And the
Poseidon was creating room-shaking drama
while being driven by a modest Aragon
4004 amplifier! With the VPI/VPI/Clearaudio/EAR and Theta front-ends, this
room was producing such anatural, involving sound that Iended up there at the end of
each day to unwind and relax.
And, last but not least, the $72,000 Avalon Osiris, driven by Spectral and MIT,
once again proved that the "2C3D" approach
can create asystem whose whole is greater
than the sum of its parts. Simply breathtaking.
—Robert J. Reina

Verity Audio Parsifal loudspeaker
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center-channel speaker, a pair of
HLX-18 rear surround speakers,
QD-1 matrix surround processor,
and SCA-120 amplifier (60W stereo including phono stage and remote) was producing better sound
than I've heard in most theaters.

Hi
I
'96

1L
/0311
96

press event repeated continuously throughout the consumer days of
HI-FI '96 demonstrated
the difference in sound
between a live harpsichord and a24-bit recording of the same instrument. PGM
Recordings had harpsichordist Gavin
Black plav selections from the PGM release
The Buxtehude Projin, 144urne if, then PGM
founder Gabe Wiener played arecording of
Black playing the same instrument from a
Nagra-D 24-bit digital recorder. The loudspeakers were EgglestonWorks Andras.
Although it was an interesting demonstration (and atreat to hear the live performance), the recording's vastly greater reverberation made comparisons difficult.
—Robert Harley

E

xotic is not the word anyone would
use to describe the loudspeakers
from Castle Acoustics. These are
box speakers of conventional design, but
with alevel of cabinet finish that sets the
standard in their price range. The speaker
they were playing was the new Isis (not to
be confused with the Avalon Osiris), a
two-way system with an easy-on-the-ears sound that seems
to offer good value for $529 (Meridian digital source, PS
200 Delta amplifier).
Analog was much in evidence at HI-FI '96; one of the
rooms in my territory had the Kuzma Reference turntable
and ann, Clearaudio Insider cartridge, 'Clyne phono stage,
and Muse Model 3preamp and 160 and 300
amplifiers, all connected with Cardas wire,
driving the Audio Artistry Dvoraks that had
so impressed Shannon Dickson. The system
sounded dynamic and open playing the Classic
reissue of the RCA Capriccio Italia,.
Another indicator of the analog renaissance
was in the Sonus Faber/ Krell/Klyne
room, which had the SME 30 turntable and
IV.Vi arm, Sumiko SHO cartridge, 'Clyne's
latest 7PX3/B phono stage and line stage,
Krell Full Power Balanced 300 amplifier,
Transparent cables, and the Sonus Faber
Guarneri Homage loudspeakers supplemented by aREL Stentor subwoofer.
As aone-time owner of an SME arm, it
warmed the cockles of my heart to see this
classic —and classy — purveyor of analog
playback equipment thriving in the digital
era. The system sounded very good, too, with
95
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Life is stressful. You could spend afew thousand dollars rushing to a
weekend getaway at arejuvenating retreat.

You

could mortgage your

home for one of those "quiet as arecording studio" motor cars you've
seen on television. Or you can keep the family fortune and relax in the
sanctity of your own home with apair of Sennheiser headphones.
Discover the ultimate in surround sound...

HD 56
HD 36
HD 26

at abudget you can easily afford.
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recording plans, like "a new album of Heavy Metal
hits showcasing the vocal interpretations of industry
legend Pat Boone."
Balanced Audio Technology had two rooms: in
one on the fifth floor, the big Quintessence Stealth,
driven by doubled-up VK-60s for the midrange/
tweeter and aVK-500 for the woofer; the other on
the seventh floor had Sonus Faber Electa Amators driven
by asingle VK-500. Which system would Irather listen to?
You guessed it: the one with the smaller speakers.
—Robert Deutsch

THE EIGHTH FLOOR:
RUSSELL
One of several live vs recorded demos at the Show. PGM's immaculate
harpsichord.

S

NOVAK,

LONNIE BROWNELL,

ROBERT HARLEY, & ROBERT J. REINA

onic Frontiers, Hales Design Group, Cardas Cable,
.tnd Audio Power Industries displayed together with
musicality that digital sources still have ahard time
excellent sonic results. Their big room on the
matching.
Waldorf=Astoria's eighth floor featured the Sonic FronHI-FI '96 was billed as "The Home Theater & Specialty
tiers tube electronic heavyweights: the SFL-2 preamp,
Audio Show," and, sure enough, there were more Home
Power 3mono amps, and the SFCD-1 CD player favorably
Theater demos than you could shake astick at. Two of the
reviewed by RH last March. The amps (220Wpc, $8995)
rooms on my beat had Home Theater systems featuring
are the first in the new "Power Series." Fully balanced from
Pioneer Elite rear-projection TVs with either B&W or
input to output, they feature lower distortion, high damping
Martin-Logan speakers. Good sound as such things go
factors to control speaker bass response, and have user(they only played the likes of Thu.' Lies when Iwas in the
adjustable biasing of the output tubes (eight 6550s).
room), but the video displays, which probably would have
The recipient of all this great signal was the Hales
been impressive in ahome environment, seemed ho-hum in
Concept Five loudspeaker ($5800 without grilles). Tisis is a
the context of the various data-grade projector/line-quadruthree-way, sealed-box design with a3"-thick cement-andpler setups seen elsewhere at the Show. Of course, aline
fiberglass front baffle and 2"-thick wood side walls, plus
quadrupler alone costs $20,000...
bracing to ensure adead cabinet. The 10" woofer is aKevlar
It's well known in the industry that DTS has been fightcomposite material claimed to reach down to 25Hz, and the
ing an uphill battle against the competing Dolby Digital ACmidrange and tweeter arc aluminum domes. The sound in
3system. Some have even considered the victory of Dolby
the room was very good.
Digital to be a
.
lait accompli. Now it appears that the Dolby jugMy notes reflect a
gernaut may be slowing down, and DTS is catching up. At
very smooth treble
HI-FI '96, DTS announced hardware
range and lots of
arrangements with a number of
ambient informaaudiophile-oriented manufacturers,
tion to the outside
including Counterpoint, Harmanof the speakers.
Kardon/Citation, ICinergetics, Krell,
There was some
Mondial Designs, Rotel, Theta, and
added warmth in
Wadia. There's also agrowing catalog
the bass region, but I
of DTS Cl) music releases. The DTS
found that very
Home Theater demo of Jurassic Park
common in other
(Runco data-grade projector and line
rooms at the show.
quadrupler, Stewart Screen, Pioneer
Speaker placement,
Li) player, DTS decoder, Parasound
room size, room
amplifiers, Polk SRT loudspeaker systreatment, and comtem) was one of the best at the Show,
ponent matching arc
with superb video quality and sound
rarely optimal at
that avoided the somewhat edgy pretrade shows. That's
sentation that AC-3 is often prone to.
your job — to set up
The separate audio demo —with five
your favorite speaker
Thiel CS2 2s, Velodyne F-1500R,
properly when you
Classé amps, Theta Data II, and
get your babies home.
Theta Casablanca doing the DTS
Audio Power Indecoding — featured a Tclarc demo
dustries (the Power
disc that combined musical pieces in a,
Wedge, in various
shall we say, eclectic manner. It was realsizes and prices) filly alot of fun, and made good use of
tered all the AC curthe ability of DTS to locate instruments
rent in these suites. Les
at specific locations in the soundfield.
Edelberg reports that
Hales Concept Five lou dspeaker
I'm not so sure about some of DTS's

a warm
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Now You Can Stop Kicking Yourself
For Selling The Originals.
Noaudio equipment in history has achieved the legendary status of the Marantz vacuum th eelectronics. So timeless are the sonic and aesthetic attributes of this classic trio that,
almost four decades after their introduction, pristine examples are still eagerly sought by
committed music lovers and audiophiles alike.
Fortunately for those remorseful souls who parted company with their beloved originals, Marantz proudly
announces the reintroduction of the Marantz Classics. The Model 7preamplifier, Model 8B stereo and
Model 9monaural power amplifiers sound as remarkable today as when they first defined the state of the art
during the Golden Age of stereo.
These recreations are true to the originals in every way. In many instances, parts like transformers and
meters have been sourced from the very suppliers who furnished them over ageneration ago. Faceplates,
knobs and switches are identical, and even the Marantz logo has been restored for absolute accuracy.
All wiring is point to point ;no circuit boards have been substituted for the sake of convenience or cost.
Only genuine safety improvements, like detachable IEC power cords, standard fuses, and contemporary
speaker terminals in place of archaic output taps, differentiate these modern units from their predecessors.
Ultimately, these jewel-like components could have you listening to music from awhole new
perspective, while providing the kind of satisfaction that comes from possessing atimeless classic.
So instead of kicking yourself, you can sit back and enjoy the company of along-lost friend.
NM Mt noeit man

°

Marantz Amereca, Inc. 440 Merlonah Road. Roselle, II 60127-2330 •(708) 307-3100 •Fax (708) 307-2687
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plc of the $38,000 Alix loudspeaker
his Power Wedge 100 series Mk.II models
shipped to the Show —a "statehave improved current-draw capacity for
ment" product Paul feels will outdo
amplifiers to eliminate dynamic compresother super-expensive loudspeakers
sion. They also have upgraded capacitors
at $60,000 and up. It's 66" tall, 580
with improved filtering and better isolalbs per side. The bass unit holds three
se
tion for the source component outlets. All
10" woofers, while the midrange and
models now have detachable power cords
tweeter drivers are held in aswiveling head
for people wishing to experiment with difthat allows for vertical adjustments to
ferent line cords.
match the listener's position in the room. It
The small room also contained Sonic
ea
will be rated at 93/94dB sensitivity.
Frontiers' new Anthem line of affordable
Some of the best things in ashow aren't
tube electronics driving the Hales Conrevealed till you return to rooms for the
cept Two speakers that LB liked back in
second or third time and begin to look into
May. Anthem products have simple "inthe corners. On asmall table in the Audio
dustrial design" and premium-grade parts
Connections room was the Zeus headin critical areas. The 25Wpc Anthem
phone amp by Andy Fuchs of Fuchs
Integrated-1 ($1295; optional phono stage,
Audio Technology (FAT Audio, Andy?).
$200) might be the first step toward the
Handsomely finished on a mahogany
High End for anew audiophile or somewood base with brass top plate and naked
one with asmall room, efficient speakers,
tubes glowing serenely, this is a singleand alimited budget. Either the amp or
ended triode, output-transfonmerless cirpreamp halves can be used separately to
cuit. Power supply is tube-regulated, interprovide an easy upgrade path without the
nal wiring is ICimber, and MIT MultiCaps
need to replace both components at once.
arc used for interstage coupling and for
The Anthem Pre-1 preamp has an out.11_ - bypassing the output coupling cap. There's
board power supply and transformer, dual601
atop-mounted test connector allowing calmono regulation and circuitry, movingEighth floor. HI-F1 96
ibration of the bias/balance and the highmagnet/moving-coil phono stage, and
voltage regulator output.
other goodies — all for an astonishing
Iheard this amp in prototype form, and since the Show
$1495. The Anthem Amp-1, a40Wpc tube amp of ultrahave been listening at home to the production model. It's
linear design, will be available (for under $1500) by the time
the sweetest, most liquid sound I've heard, and they've done
you read this. The Anthem CD-1
it without compromising high-end extension. It's absolutely
CD player, with tube output stage
unbelievable through a pair of Grado Signature headand HDCD, is also duc soon (for
phones, and sounds almost as good through Grado's barunder $1500).
gain-priced SR 60s. This combination is de n:queur for latePaul Hales also gave us an adnight or small-room listening. At $1099, it replaces alot of
vance look at his latest speaker, due
underwhelming speaker/amp/preamp combinations.
out in the fall. He had asingle sam-

0

L

1

— Russ Novak

S

vetlana Electron Devices were
showing their range of Russian-made
vacuum tubes in an interesting setup
of vintage gear: a Harman/Kardon
Citation II amp, an old Audio Research
preamp which, Iswear, had no identifying
model name or number, and Klipsch loudspeakers. 'This Svetlana is actually a US
operation that is amajor shareholder of the venerable and
recently privatized Russian company. They also had on hand
an amp that they built simply to show off their SV811 and
SV572 triode output tubes. The single-ended design can produce aclean 25Wpc, according to Svetlana's bench testing,
but as of this time they have no plans to actually manufacture
it (or any other amp).
-Lonnie Brownell

A
Eiger Systems SSP- 1Satellite and TSP- 1Tower loudspeakers
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new Swiss-based company called
Eiger Systems chose HI-Fl '96 for
the world-premier launch of its line
of high-end electronics and loudspeakers.
Eiger Systems is adivision of Inter-Ibex, a
Swiss computer software developer. The
founder of Inter-Ibex has long been an
audiophile, and starting ahigh-end company has been his dream for more than adecade.
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INSTRUMENT GRADE AUDIO

Beautiful at rest. Sublime in performance.
SLITFIERLANID
ENGINEERING INC.
P. O. Box 1363ALawrence, KS 66044A(913) 841-3355•Fax (913) 841-3737

Preamp, Power Amp (Mono Block) & Phono Preamp

Dynaudio sArbiter preamplifier

The first Eiger products shown were two loudspeaker
models, the TSP-1 Tower and SSP-1 Satellite. The TSP-1
Tower, designed by Daniel Seps (inventor of OCOS loudspeaker cable), uses two custom Dynaudio drivers and an
Esotech 1" soft-dome tweeter. The enclosures are made
from amultilayered aluminum material called SonoLam,
and damped internally. The cabinet finish was absolutely

tion-based Home Theater system
for less than $10,000. The system
included B&W's 600 Home
Theater loudspeaker package with
ICevlar drivers (604 left and right,
CC-6 center channel, DS-6 dipole
surrounds, and AS-6 subwoofer)
driven by the new Rotel RB-985 amplifier (5 channels x100W) and the brand-new,
THX-certified Rotel RSP-980 A/V preamplifier/tuner. The RSP-980 was running an AC-3 prototype board that will be
in production by fall. Cabling was the
Kimber Silver Streak. On the video side, a
Pioneer CLD-59 Elite laserdisc player fed
a SharpVision VXH-37U projector
($3995) to produce an 80" picture. Again,
Showgoers were surprised to see awhole
Home Theater system with avideo projector and subwoofer for under $10,000 —
particularly after seeing all the megabuck
displays at the Show (Stereo Exchange had
three other rooms at the Show for their
more ambitious systems).
Loudspeaker driver manufacturer Dynaudio showed
their full range of music and home theater loudspeaker systems. The demonstrations alternated between the Contour
series (powered by Proceed electronics) and Audience
series (driven by Acurus electronics). The Contour and
Audience are Dynaudio's midline loudspeakers, and can be

DYNAUDIO FOUND THAT ALL AMPLIFIERS DRIVING THEIR
LOUDSPEAKERS INTRODUCED COLORATIONS THAT MADE
LOUDSPEAKER LISTENING EVALUATIONS DIFFICULT.
exquisite, with achoice of piano black or white, gray or
white marble, or lausanne blue. The smaller SSP-1 Satellite
is atwo-way design that can be used on its own or as acenter-channel or surround loudspeaker. Prices are $17,800/pair
for the TSP-1 Tower and $7900/pair for the SSP-1 Satellite.
Eiger Systems didn't have their DCC-1 Digital Control
Center or ACC-1 Analog Control Center completely finished, but showed off these products' unique aesthetic
design. The units look like monolithic blocks of polished
stone, and are controlled by alarge remote control dominated by an interactive display. The DCC-1, which incorporates a digital/analog converter, was created by Mark
Brasfield (once with MSB), who was reportedly given carte
blanche in the design. The DCC-1 and ACC-1 each carry a
retail price of $9950. Iheard the DCC-1 at the front end of
Krell MDA-300s driving Eiger's TSP-1 Tower and was
greatly impressed by the system's smoothness, liquidity, and
soundstaging. I'm looking forward to hearing more from
Eiger Systems.
New York retailer Stereo Exchange gave Showgoers a
taste ofjust how much performance is possible with amodest budget. They demonstrated an entry-level audio system
consisting of B&W CDM-1 loudspeakers, aRotel RA-970
60Wpc integrated amplifier, and a Rotel RCD-950 CD
player. The entire system sells for less than $2000.
In asimilar vein, Stereo Exchange demonstrated aprojecSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

adapted for home theater use with the addition of matching
center-channel and surround loudspeakers.
It was Dynaudio's second room that really got my attention. They showed their top-of-the-line statement loudspeaker, the $30,000 Consequence. The loudspeaker's most striking
feature is its inverted driver array, with the woofer at the top
and the tweeter at the cabinet bottom so that each driver's
output reaches the listener at the same time. The system uses
three separate enclosures, one of which houses two 12"
woofers (the second woofer is compound-loaded inside the
enclosure).
Dynaudio found that all amplifiers driving their loudspeakers introduced colorations that made loudspeaker listening evaluations difficult. In the quest for aneutral amplifier,
Dynaudio spent five years and $2 million developing the
Arbiter preamplifier and power amplifiet Although created
for their own use as alaboratory reference, Dynaudio is now
selling the Arbiter series. The battery-powered, 175-lb Arbiter
preamplifier costs amere $80,000 (remote control included).
The $85,000/pair Arbiter monoblock power amplifiers, also
battery-powered, can deliver 2400W into 2ohms, with current peaks of 120A. The Arbiter products were visually stunning, particularly the power amplifier's tower design and the
preamplifier's unusual remote control and volume display.
I heard the entire Arbiter system driving the
Consequence loudspeakers at length. The source was a
101

ATrue
American
Classic.
Aselect few products have become atrue American
classic...and even fewer have remained one for almost half

The quality of aMcIntosh component is visible even
before you turn it on. So, it should come as no surprise that

acentury. Among audio brands McIntosh alone

while others have made short-lived claims to be

deserves this rare distinction.

"state-of-the-art," only McIntosh electronics con-

McIntosh components are designed, engi-

tinue to retain their value (and performance)

neered and hand-built to the same exacting

long after the others are forgotten.

standards by proud American craftsmen as they

McIntosh components. Agreat investment. A

have been for almost 50 years.

great American institution.

McIntosh Laboratory. Ittc 2Chambers St Boghannon. NY 13903-2699
160717731512 Fax 16071724-0549
DIstnbuted nAustralta by WC Weckletspoon Pty Ltd 02 642 2595

IlltIntash

Components of Excellence.

Mark Levinson No37 transport feeding aMark Levinson
No.30.5 digital processor. The overall balance was alittle
lean (it could have been the room), but the system had a
striking clarity and transparency in the midrange. It took
some listening to get used to the sound (which was very different from the presentation I'm accustomed to at home),
after which Ifound it captivating.
Loudspeaker manufacturer Probe Audio Labs demonstrated their Jayde and Monad loudspeakers. The Jayde is an
unusual design featuring aported woofer enclosure and separate dipolar midrange/tweeter cabinet. The dipole panel
leaves the back of the 6.5" midrange driver open, and uses a
rear-firing tweeter. This configuration makes the Jayde a
dipole in the midrange and a bipole in the treble. The
$3995/pair loudspeaker reportedly combines the benefits of
an electrostatic loudspeaker with the sensitivity and bass of
adynamic-driver system. The Jayde was driven by an allAragon system: D2A digital processor (fed from aTheta
1)ata Basic II transport), Aragon 28k preamplifier, and
Aragon's mighty new 8008 power amplifier. Cabling was by
—Robert Harley
Straight Wire.

A

udio Connection was getting exquisite sound from Vandersteen
5s ($8900) driven by Cary electronics — PH 301 phono stage ($1395),
SLP94 line-stage ($2095), and 805 amplifiers. Source material was provided by
VPI/ Benz and Wadia front-ends.
—Robert .l. Reina

THE NINTH FLOOR:
& LARRY GREENHILL

J
ACK ENGLISH
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efitting New York City's self-proclaimed status as the financial capital of the world, the Carver Corporation announced a$3.5 million private
placement of convertible preferred stock
with Renwick Capital Management. The
cash infusion had an obviously beneficial
impact, as everyone from relatively new
CEO Steve Williams on down was upbeat
about the company's invigorated back-tobasics approach to consumer audio.
Tangible evidence of the recapitalization
was found in the $859 HTR-880 A/V
receiver with both Power Steering (to
instantaneously direct up to 200% of rated
power to whichever channel needed it)
and Infinite Decorrelation (designed to
expand the rear soundstage).
Building upon the critical acclaim of
Carver's AV-806x from reviewers as
esteemed as our own Tom Norton, the
slightly less powerful AV-705x Home
Theater amplifier was shown for $1199. It,
too, includes both Power Steering and the
much-desired TI-DC certification, with a
rated output of 125Wpc with all 5channels driven. Such cost-consciousness is evidence that the new money is going to the
right places.
Right across the hall, audiophiles had a
chance to sec how they might benefit
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

from apersonal partnership with aventure capitalist.
Colorado-based Northstar Leading The Way
introduced the ready-for-the-museum-of-modernart Atlantis from French speaker manufacturer
Cabasse. Standing 7' 7" tall and weighing 397 lbs
each, the roughly pyramidal Atlantis carries ahefty
US price of $85,000. It's the top model of the
Spatially Coherent Source (SCS) series, which features various versions of coaxial drive-units. In addition to the obvious benefit of point-source emulation, each coaxial unit is
mounted well out in front of its respective baffle to minimize diffraction. Unlike the lower-priced models, the
Atlantis is active: four amplifiers are built into each cabinet.
Driven by acombination of LA Audio and Forsell equipment, the sound was spacious and detailed, with aprodigious bottom end, but was typically being played way too
loud. Currently, the most popular SCS model is the traditional-looking three-way Iroise, with atargeted retail price
of $7000.
Following in the footsteps of Shun Mook — who had
earlier followed in the footsteps of Harnionix themselves
regarding resonance control —Harmonbc completed this
Zen-like progression by displaying aprototype speaker utilizing their own approach to resonance tuning. 'Ms twoway design will have custom-designed stands and atargeted
price of $5000/pair. While they had trouble competing with
the loud levels of the rooms adjoining them, the speakers
had awonderful clarity and spaciousness. They were shown
to good advantage using the first recording from Hannonix,
guitarist Mario Suzuki's Preludio de Romanza (Jasrac R640012).
Another interesting new product came from Bryston,
who provided the crossovers for the Quintessence speakers
and internal amplifiers for the PMC (Professional Monitor
Company) active speakers. They introduced the B-60 integrated amplifier, featuring 60Wpc and preamp outputs for
$1495, with remote control available for an additional $300.
The B-60, with 1% metal-film resistors and polystyrene
capacitors, includes pre-out/main-in connectors for easy
accommodation of asurround-sound processor. On the subject of processors, Altis introduced aDVD-compatible DAC
(as did mbl). The Altis Reference, at $4950, includes indi-

Meridian 800 Series Reference CD machine and 861 surround-sound processor
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MUSIC

T

he Genesis Digital Lens, represents a

whole new technology born from the

conviction that digital can sound alot
better.

WITHOUT THE
DIGITRL LENS
IS AN

The Digital Lens takes the raw digital
data from your CD player, clocks it into

ERROR

half amegabyte of ram, eliminates jitter,
subcode, and even the clock itself. Using
advanced DSF technology apparent
resolution is increased from 16 to 20
bits. Transients are faster, bass is more
powerful and defined, and while the
overall sound becomes more spacious,
individual instruments and voices
simultaneously become more specific.

If music is your aim, then focus it with
the Digital Lens. Until you have heard
music through the Lens, everything else
sounds like ablur.

.
9c/icsis
Genesis Technologies, Inc. P.O. Box 669, Minturn, CO 81645
Phone (970) 827-9515 Fax (970) 827-9519

vidually regulated power supplies,
G200/FR4 circuit boards, a 350MHz
glass fiber-optic system, differential bitstream processor, proprietary filter technology, and class-A triode tube output.
The filters and boards were of the
"plug'n'play" variety for further upgrades
such as DVD. mbl's 1611 ($14,900) and
1511 ($6500) DACs went a bit further.
While an HQAD (High Quality Audio)
format for DVD has yet to be agreed
upon, these new DACs feature overall
bandwidths of 30MHz, Delta Sigma converters, and 24-bit capability. It was hard
to form an opinion of any of these processors, as the sound in the Mtis room was
way too loud, and the transport in the mbl
room was a portable CD player from
Grundig.
Part of my beat was to cover both the
Cello and Meridian rooms. In the past I've
had strongly mixed feelings about offerings from both of these companies. Cello,
7
I1 L
4qi e
à
whose ads feature anude woman, simply
doesn't appeal to ine, and this Show
proved no exception. In spite of awell-run
9001I
demo with carefully selected material and
Ninth (loot
dimmed lighting, the music (and video)
didn't involve me emotionally. Ifelt the
sound was hard, bright, and often too loud (which does not
equate to dynamics, although many people seem to think
so). The Cello equipment sounded much better in the
PopeMusic room. It was, again as usual, clean and dynamic, but sounded somehow sterile in spite of the excellent
source material.
The Meridian room was abit of asurprise. It, too, featured both audio and video in mostly controlled demonstrations. On display was aseven-channel system (left, right,
center; left and right rear; left and right side-wall centers).
Unlike as at CES, the system was not being overdriven.
Detail resolution was very good, and directionality, especially during the video portions, was superb. While the added
center channel may help off-axis listeners for music listening, Ijust can't get into all this hardware. Star of the
Meridian exhibit was the 800 Series Reference CD
machine described in detail by Martin Colloms last
month (p.93).
—Jack English
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910

— took place in the Waldorf=
Astoria, making it possible to sec
and do much more in a much
- shorter time.
My job was to cover the Lexington Avenue side of the Waldorfs 9th
and 17th floors —17 rooms in all.
This more restricted coverage allowed me
to spend more time in each room. This is
72 r 11
:
fortunate, as many rooms contained pro969
ducts from more than one manufacturer.
In the Esoteric Audio room were the
exotic-looking Gallo Acoustics Nucleus
Solo speakers and Bass Balls Auxiliary
Woofers in SpaceFrame Stands driven by a
$3400 Mesa Engineering Baron
Amplifier. The Gallos produced asound
that was clear, fast, dynamic, but bright.
Brian Tucker of Pro Audio Ltd. had just
introduced the Matisse Reference monoblock amplifiers, with chassis beautifully
crafted from silver and gold, higher output
power (120W ultralinear mode, 60W trir414
ode mode, both into 4or 8ohms), and a
price of $12,500/pair. The fien'finish of
these amplifiers was remarkable —among
900 II
the best Isaw at the Show. They were drivHI FI 96
ing the $9800 Wilson Benesch Advanced
Composite Technology (ACT) One loudspeaker, which features drivers with acarbon-fiber composition, silver wiring, an enclosure with atriangular cross-section,
and avery simple crossover. Also shown was the $7495 Wilson
Benesch ACT 2turntable/tonearni with built-in Stage One
moving-coil head amplifier/RIAA equalizer which allows the
user to plug the turntable directly into asimple control preamplifier. The fien'finish of the Wilson Benesch product line
was outstanding, especially the loudspeaker and amplifier.
Listening conditions in the Pro Audio room, howeven did not
allow me to make afair evaluation of the sound quality.
Australian designers Audio Labs of Melbourne presented their ML825 Mk.II 250Wpc amplifiers, which feature
balanced or single-ended inputs and arrays of 20 small elec-
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I-FI '96 was my first
Stereophi/e-sponsored
High-End Audio and
Home Theater Show since the last
time it was in New York, some six
years ago. Despite its greatly
increased size —over 200 companies exhibiting in 140 rooms —the
second New York Stereophile show turned out to be
the best-organized show I've ever attended.
What adifference it makes to have everything in
one hotel! The sprawling, chaotic "zoo" of the Las
Vegas Winter CES scatters high-end exhibits over
many miles, including the main exhibition hall and
multiple hotels. (This will change next year: all highend exhibits will be centralized at the Alexis Park Hotel.)
Everything at HI-FI '96 —exhibits, seminars, and concerts
STEREOPHILE. O CTOBER 1996

NHT SuperOne loudspeaker
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THE

RETURN

When everyone else went to 8-tracks,
you stuck with your albums.Then they moved
to tapes and, after that, CDs. Still, you stayed
with your albums.
Your devotion has been justified: The Shure
V15 has returned.
The V15 Type VxMR—the warmest, most
"musical" V15 ever—combines truly expressive
sound quality with incredibly low record wear. It
features a remarkably thin, yet rigid beryllium
MICROWALL/BeTM cantilever, which enables the
stylus to track the audio signal with singular
fidelity Its ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip
brings out musical detail previously hidden in the
record grooves. You'll hear purer highs, more
forceful bass, and richer audio detail than you ever

OF

A

LEGEND

imagined your records could provide.
What's more, the V15 Type VxMR provides
all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force. Most other high-performance
cartridges require two grams of tracking force on
the stylus tip—twice as much as the V15. Imagine
the abuse this saves your irreplaceable records.
Its exclusive dynamic stabilizer also helps
promote record longevity by minimizing groove
skipping and other warp related phenomena.
Reintroducing the V15.
Treat your ears—and your records—to the
sound and quality they deserve.
Visit your local Shure dealer or call
1-800-25-SHURE for the V15 dealer nearest you.

SHURE®

trolytic filter capacitors rather than the two large electrolytic
capacitor cans typically found in American amplifiers. The
Audio Labs amplifiers were driving $5000/pair Ambience
Ribbon Hybrid Series planar loudspeakers manufactured in
Newmerella, Victoria, Australia. Iplayed "The Hit" from
James Homer's Patriot Games soundtrack, and found these
impressively tall (63") ribbon speakers imaged well and delivered full, deep bass, but seemed to emphasize the midrange
and treble in the room in which they were displayed.
Other rooms were notable for their cost-no-object
turntables, each aunique blend of technology and sculpture,
as well as a testament to the staying power of analog.
Helmut Leitner, president of Thorens, proudly showed me
his company's 40kg Prestige turntable, atotally handmade,
belt-driven turntable with two SME tonearms, amassive
black platter, afull range of selectable speeds (33 1
/.3, 45, and
78rpin), and alist price of $30,000.
Smaller dynamic loudspeakers at the Show proved to be
appealing because they had been set up carefully and were
driven by excellent electronics. NHT's SuperOne speakers
($380/pair) added the bass response missing from their
SuperZero minimonitors. NHT's Ken Kantor and Eric Suh
set up the new SuperOnes with the tweeter on the bottom,
and the resulting sound was fast, detailed, and somewhat
"up front," but always pleasing. Ken was proud that the
SuperOnes might be the center of an "entry-level $1000
high-end system." The $2500 Linaeum Model 10's new
"Truc Line Source Driver" 1.5 dipole omnidirectional midrange/tweeter was demonstrated by the company's president, Benjamin Stutz, using a Quicksilver Model 60
30Wpc tube amplifier. The small tweeter assembly sits atop
the cabinet for the Model 10's 8" woofer and generates a
wide, even soundfield with no beaming or directionality.
—Larry Greenhill

THE TENTH FLOOR: THOMAS J.
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fthe rooms Iwas assigned to
cover for this report, by far the
best-sounding was shared by
Aerial Acoustics and Mesa Engineering. The Aerial 10Ts were being driven by
aMesa Baron amplifier — I'm not certain
which mode, as this amplifier can be driven triode, pentode, or avariety of points in
between. Ithink it was 2/.3 triode —or was it 2/
3pentode? No
matter, just great sound, though with some bass unevenness
from the squarish room. The front-end consisted of a
Wadia CD player, Basis turntable, Graham arm, and
Benz cartridge. Cables were from FMS. This was the first
room Ivisited; but Iwas even more impressed when I
returned on the last day. Definitely one of the best-sounding
rooms at the Show.
As was another room featuring the same Aerial
Acoustics 10Ts, but driven now by an Audio Research
D400 Mk.II solid-state power amp. Great sound, though
different in exactly the ways you'd expect from the substitution of solid-state amplification —a less warmly rich but
tighter and more detailed balance. Aerial was also showing
their new surround and center-channel loudspeakers in the
solid-state system, but after the first day they'd rolled the
video monitor out of the way and were concentrating on
two-channel stereo.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996
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hile $60k-and-up loudspeakers such as
the Avalon Osiris and the Wilson X1/Grand SLAMM made abig splash at
the Show, two new, much more real-world loudspeakers grabbed my undivided attention. These were
the Mission 754 Freedom 5, which won't break the
bank at $3000, and Paradigm's Reference Series Studio/100, at $1800 (both per pair). The look of the
Paradigm was alittle less designer-friendly than the slender, elegant Mission, but it is also less likely to fracture
your credit rating. Both loudspeakers will have complementary centers, surrounds, and subwoofers, making
possible afull Home Theater system built around good
music loudspeakers — for those heading in that direction. Even cheaper was the new NHT SuperOne, a
powerful little package at $350/pair that answered the
perennial question about the otherwise excellent NHT
SuperZero, "Yeah, but where's the bass?"
The bass was certainly there in aprototype of the new
Velodyne F-1800R servo subwoofer. In fact, the small
room in which Iheard it could not possibly do it justice.
It uses an 18" woofer but is avery different design from
the still-current ULD-18. Plus, at about $2000, the new
sub is $1000 cheaper.
The bile.est nonproduct news at the Show was the
DTS launch. DTS, the other 5.1-channel discrete surround-sound format, announced aslew of imminent music
software releases on CD, and adozen
hardware licensees (all of them highend companies) who intend to come
out with surround-sound processors
incorporating DTS decoders. There
are unconfirmed reports, as Iwrite
this, of further hardware support lining up. While DTS is (wisely, Ithink)
emphasizing the audio-only potential
of their format first, a significant
release of DTS-encoded
on
laserdisc —still in negotiation as of
early July —is also likely.
—Thomas J. Norton

Paradigm Reference Studio/100 loudspeaker

If you've never heard of Silvaweld
Audio Lab, Inc., don't feel like the
Long Granger. This Korean manufacturer of tube electronics is attempting to line up
US distribution, though as of the time of my visit they had
not yet done so. Icouldn't really judge the sound; they were
using some very strange loudspeakers (15" woofer with asingle large, black, tuba-like horn perched above it for the mids
and highs). The top end from these odd, Cyclopean beasts
was slow; they were using LP as asource, and the inevitable
ticks and pops were not only prominent, but clearly timesmeared as well. But the loudspeakers were only brought in
to demonstrate the amplifiers (?» and arc not intended for
commercial sale. The real story was the full line of electronics on display, including abig 240W, output-transformerless
(OTL) monoblock amplifier design (with eight 6C33C output tubes), a100W OTL monoblock, a30W triode inte107

grated amplifier, a preamp, and a 15W single-ended
monoblock amp (30W in push-pull). Prices and availability
will depend on distribution arrangements. If they run true to
form for Korean manufacturers, however, their prices might
be surprisingly reasonable. And at least the products /ook
nicely built and very well finished.

The folks from Virtual Listening Systems were putting
on aterrific demonstration of their AuniPersonal Home
Theater. This device, through digital processing, converts
five-channel surround-sound into two channels for use with
conventional headphones while retainiw the
surround-sound
ea. Currently, Pro Logic decoding is built into the device,
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but Dolby Digital is planned for the future as well. It really
seems to work, unlikely as the idea may sound. On calibration test tones Icould definitely and distinctly localize all of
the "channels," with the surrounds clearly' placed—as I
recall, they came from just slightly to the rear of the immediate side positions.

acK in the press lounge, I met
3etutter si Michael, who I
aesurned (wronêly) would not emir
up Try ignorance too 'badly

VIS had put together aspecial video tape to demonstrate the system's capabilities. As effective as the Pro
Logic simulations were, significant portions of the
demo appeared to have been done in straight binaural
sound —which you don't need special processing for.
Guess what? The binaural sections were definitely the
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NAPOLEON WANTED TO RULE THE WORLD.
JETHRO CLAMPETT WANTED TO BE A BRAIN SURGEON.
WE JUST WANTED TO BUILD THE BEST
TWO THOUSAND DOLLAR LOUDSPEAKER.
By focusing the quest for dominance on our arena of expertise, Hales has been successful
in achieving amost elusive goal...bringing the serious listener aremarkable loudspeaker at
aprice that doesn't require the sacrifice of lesser necessities like food or rent.

g*.
BETTER

LISTENING

The Concept Two assaults every logical expectation relating value to performance. Unlike
THROUGH

CHEMISTRY. HALES DESIGN GROUP
IS COMMITTED TO EXPLORING THE
MOST ADVANCED APPLICATIONS
OF MATERIALS AND PROCESSES IN

miniature, frequency-challenged monitor speakers, its footprint rests on the floor, not astand.
The cabinetry is massive and structurally uncompromised; the exquisite veneer in aleague by
itself. The drivers and electronic components belong in speakers costing three times more.

THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
OF OUR LOUDSPEAKERS.

And the sound is simply breathtaking.. totally eclipsing the competition at its price.

So, while some have pursued unattainable dreams with sword or scalpel, your dreams can come true with the
Concept Two. And you'll have enough left over for that mail-order neurosurgery diploma
after all. Call, fax or write for information, or for the name of the Hales dealer nearest you.

Hales
SERIOUS LOUDSPEAKERS FOR SERIOUS LISTENERS."

HALES DESIGN GROUP
16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 92647
VoKe: 714 841 6884 Fax: 714 841 2427
http://wwwhaksdesigngroup.com
0 1996 HMIS DESIGN GROUP 61.1. RIGHTS RESUMED

production was CD Blacklight
from AudioPrism, the folks who
brought us Cl) Stoplight. At $39.95
per phosphorescent mat, the new
tweak is touted as the most significant add-on improvement yet to
n
digital. And because it's totally
L_
reversible, moderately inexpensive, and
11_0 1 t19 râ
2KiLiy,j_j¡
does nothing to either your equipment or
-_lr your CDs, it merits aserious audition.
P.
7:
ii
'os
Two other tweaks caught my eye: the
Tube Tapper from Dynaclear and Sound
Ground from Straight Wire. Dynaclear's
$2.50 Tube Tapper is areal pencil (lead
included) with adouble-headed, T-shaped
eraser mounted on the end. Gently tapping tubes with this "hammer" provides
information on microphonics, while several firm taps should dislodge oxidation from
mod, il-i
filaments, grids, and plates. If the device is
used, everyone's favorite diagnostic tools
—our fingers —are kept away from burn
and shock hazards, and natural body oils
arc kept from the cherished fire bottles.
Straight Wire's $49.95 Sound Ground
L G
was asimilarly clever device consisting of
:
H
mu
a(straight) wire (I couldn't resist) on one
Tenth floor. HI-Fl 96
end with three extended pieces of wire on
the other, all terminated in clips. The single end is to be connected to a"safe potential electrical
J. Casser —Black Diamond
ground location." The other clips are to be connected to
Racing's founder and former
external chassis screws of other system components. Given
stock/commodity Chicago floor
the complexity of interactive component EMI, the Sound
trader — was demonstrating his high-techGround could prove auseful addition to the tweak toolkit.
nology Shelves and Pyramid Cones. They
Joseph Audio's flagship loudspeaker, the RM5Osi, soundwere no doubt part of the impressive sound
ed and looked impressive, with aclearly improved cabinet
in the rooms he shared with Timbre
finish. It was presented by Park Avenue Audio and driven
Technology, Synergistic Research,
by Golden Tube Audio's SEP-1 preamp and SE-40 class-A
Acoustic Sciences, and Esoteric Speaker Products. The
single-ended stereo tube amps. The digital front-end was
electrostatic-looking and -sounding ESP Concert Grands
McCormack's SST1 and DAC1, while the analog was
($15,000) were actually using seven dynamic drivers to proSOTA's Nova turntable with an AudioQuest PT8 tonearm
duce very satisfying soundstaging, detail resolution, and tranand Audio-Technica ATML 150 cartridge. Resonance-tunsient performance while being driven by apair of Conrading M&Ms were available for listeners in the vestibule.
Johnson Premier Eight monoblocks.
Other rooms that impressed me with musically truthful
In another room, ESP's new six-driver Bodhrans
sound and oasis-in-the-desert satisfaction included: the En($6000), another design with abenign impedance load and
semble system, which was being presented by ex-Stereo/dale
high efficiency, sounded lovely driven by Transcendent
reviewer Guy Lemcoe when I visited; the Audio
Sound's OTL amp (available in 35W stereo and 100W
Research/Genesis setup, featuring the DAC 3and CDT-1
monoblock configurations for $2995 and $5995/pair, respectively). Both rooms were fully wired by Synergistic
(no doubt following the instructions in their clever Explorer's
Guide to Cables), treated moderately with products from
ASC (unlike other rooms, which were virtually resurfaced),
and front-ended with aTT-1 DAC and the new $3695 TI'2transport from Timbre Technology.
While Harmonix was promising production, Marantz
was proudly playing actual samples of the Model 7preamp
($3800), Model 8B stereo amp ($3800), and Model 9
monoblocks ($4200). While this fulfillment of apromise
made at the Winter CES was great news all by itself, the
new Project T-1 tube amps were also on active display driving apair of B&W 801s. The new amps ($25,000) featured
the same look and feel of the older models' champagne hue
and top-mounted open tubes. The T-1 is a50W, push-pull,
300B/845-based design, and the sound was very easy to lisTranscendent Soundfs OTL amplifier
ten to. Another promise from the last CES which reached

more startlingly effective. Nevertheless, Pro
Logic on the Aun does work, though with
the normal headphone problem of insuffidently visceral bass weight —a significant
shortcoming for Home Theater sound.
Can't blame the Aun for that, however.
Effective Home Theater headphone sound
via headphones would be areal boon to
Home Theater fans who have aproblem
cranking up their loudspeakers — but
remember the usual cautions about listening to headphones at excessively high levels! A review of the Aun is planned for the
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.
Sixth Avenue Electronics had the
sort of eclectic room favored by retailers
— gotta show all the stuff— but the only
new thing Iheard there was the JBL
S1800 symmetrical vertical-array loudspeaker —$1680/pair with two 8" drivers
and abi-radial horn. The setup was not
conducive to any real sonic judgment. My
most vivid memory of the room was
watching scenes from Clijjhaver, seated 6'
away from a61" Toshiba projection television, sans soundtrack, while the flanking
JBLs were playing Italian opera. Vet),
weird.
— Thomas J. Norton
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transport, Reference 1preamp, and Reference 600 monoblock amps from ARC, and Genesis's Digital Time Lens and
Model 300 speakers ($25,000); and the Audio Nexus room,
with the T1000/DSP-9000 from Enlightened Audio
Designs, an Illuminati digital cable linking aMelos 333
Gold/Photentiometer-equipped preamp to their new Triode
SE75 single-ended, 75W monoblock amps, which in turn
drove Vandersteen 3A speakers via ICimber KCAG interconnects and 4AG speaker cables.
—Jack English
THE SIXTEENTH FLOOR:
LONNIE BROWNELL,
ROBERT J. REINA, &

U

Rus s NOVAK

p on the 16th floor, Platinum
Audio teamed with NYC dealer
Stereo Exchange to create asetup
featuring
McCormack
electronics
(Power Drive DNA-1 amps, $1995;
Digital Drive SST-1 transport, $1495;
DAC-1 DAC, $995; and Active Line
Drive ALD-1 preamp, $1745) —oh, and
of course, some of Platinum's Phil Jones's bass guitars hovered in the corners. Platinum's Reference Two speakers
($7995/pair) were the stars of this particular Show, offering a
detailed but not aggressive presentation of Dr. John and his
orchestra.
Speaking of Stereo Exchange, they had rooms, or parts of
rooms, or parts in rooms, all over the place. One such room
featured Snell C/V speakers ($2599/pair) with aProceed
front-end (CDD transport, $2495; PRE preamp, $1995; DAP
DAC, $1995; and AMP 2 amplifier, $1995 — love those
names, they're so to-the-point). The room next
door had Pass Labs electronics
(Aleph P preamp, $3000; Aleph
2amps, $3000 each) feeding
apair of Energy Ventas
2.8 'speaks ($6000/pair),
with both rooms using
Monster Cable speaker
cables and interconnects.
These two rooms provided a
good demonstration of the
"pay more, get more" principle —to my ears, anyway. Both
rooms were enjoyable, but the
latter room was ... well, more so.
Stereo Exchange had yet another room, in
which they were paired with Stanalog
Audio Imports (importers of such van
den Hut cartridges as the oddly named
Frog, $2500, which they were demonstrating) and ProAc, who had their Response
3.5s ($7500/pair) wired up and fired up.
The Frog was mounted (sounds like high
school bio lab, doesn't it?) on aVPI JMW
Memorial arm ($2200), and that on aVPI
Aries 'table ($2300 — you can get the
arm/'table combo for $4300), all of which
made this analog-lovin' man's heart beat a
little faster. Everything else was from
Audio Research: mostly familiar items
(VT100 amp, CD1 CD player, PH-3
phono preamp), but with the brand-new
112

LS10 preamp ($2995). The wire products were from
MIT: MI-330 Phono Terminator phono cable, MI330 Pro Line balanced interconnects, and MH-750
bi-wired speaker cables. This was one of those rooms
that made Rick Rosen's guest, Max Roach, marvel at
how good those ol' 33s can sound.
Velodyne and Cinepro were showing off their latest wares together. Velodyne had their new Pro Monitor
loudspeakers ($2500/pair), which are just the thing for those
who need it loud and clean. With asensitivity of 96dB and
the ability to play at 132dB with 0.15% distortion, apair of
these could really upset the balance of power in your neighborhood. The Pro Monitors were paired with Velodyne's
new F1800-R subwoofer ($1999), which comes with a
600W amp —yes, the place rocked!
Cinepro were using their 600X amps to drive the
Velodynes. These 200Wpc brutes go for $799, putting them
way up there in the watts-per-buck category. Cinepro also
has aplethora of multifaceted power conditioners and accessories, like the Power Station II ($349), which does the usual
conditioning and surge protection but also features what look
like apair of control knobs on the front panel. If you pull on
them, however, they come out of the chassis, attached to long
aluminum tubes that contain lights! Yes, it's away to illuminate your rack-o-stuff, integrated into acomponent!
Cinepro also has the Power Sequencer H ($449), which
provides filtration and surge protection, but which also turns
on its three banks of outlets in atimed sequence —the first
bank fires up two seconds after turn-on, the second after six
seconds, the third after twelve; the sequence is reversed for
power-down. It's ahandy thing if you've got source components that have nasty turn-on (or turnoff)
thumps, bumps, moans, or groans.
Cinepro's Power Supply II ($749),
besides offering conditioning and
protection, also holds the AC voltage at asteady 117V no matter
what's coming into it from the
wall.
Farther down the hall, the
Denon folks had two adjacent
suites, one for audio and one
for Home Theater. The audio
Audio Research VT I
00 amplifier

Marancz T- Iamplifier
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WELCOME TO THE NEXT LEVEL
(introducing

two

revolutions

from

Martin-Logan)

Fifteen years ago we engineered
electrostatic technology to anew
level, opening wide the "window"
between the music and listener.
Today adedicated team of
over 40 people are 100%
committed to bringing you
the highest level of product, performance and
service for your money.
Introducing the next
generation of Martin-Logan
product. Exhaustive reengineering in electrostatic technology, every
facet of woofer fabrication,
detailed crossover evaluation and design as well as
fit and finish have resulted
in the new AERIUS iand
reQUEST ESL systems.
When you become
disenchanted with the
ordinary, Iinvite you
to audition MartinLogan technology.
One of our chosen
specialists will show
you what it is to
touch space, feel an
image, experience
the next level.

Gayle M. Sanders
President

the new aerius ies1 hybrid
the new request esl hybrid

tel 913.749.0133

TRANSPARENT CABLE
CLOSEST TO THE MUSIC

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

TRANSPARENT AUDIO, INC.
RT. 202, BOX 117 • HOLLIS. ME 04042
(207) 929-1553 • FAX (207) 929-4271

one featured mostly silent displays, but I
was lured to the D-FlORC minisystem
($1600 for awhole system!) resting comfortably in awindowsill! Itried to play a
CD, but the CD player wasn't hooked up
to the preamp; however, Inoted that the
system had acassette deck, the only one I
noticed throughout the whole Show.
Right next to the D-FlORC system
was the 1)N-1400F 200 Cl) changer
($4800), complete with sec-through top;
I'm not sure what kind of mode they had
this thing set to, but it kept changing CDs
one after another, as if a couch-potato
with aremote was scanning endlessly for
his favorite tune. Gazing down on those
vertically arrayed CDs, the mechanical
arm scurrying back and forth to put one
Cl) back, then grab another, it looked
very much like agood ol' 45 jukebox —
ah, nostalgia! Very itunostalgic, however,
is the fact that you can hook it up to your
PC or Mac via serial or SCSI, and use the
software they provide to give you afully
automated playback experience.
Next door, in their gnarly video room,
an all-out assault system consisted of
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Denon's AVP-8000 AC-3 and THX
5.1-capable
preamp/tuner/processor
($3500), three massive Denon P0A-S1
mono power amps (250 lbs each,
$20,000/pair) for the front channels,
Denon P0A-S10 amps ($1200) for the
surrounds, Dcnon LA-3500 AC-3-capable rnultidisc player ($2000), a Runco
IDP 980 video projector, Stewart
Filmscreen screen, Straight Wire's
straight-but-bendable wires, and aBeitW
THX loudspeaker system. They were
packing 'cm in, just like areal theater. If
they'd served popcorn, it would've been
perfect.
Lucky me —one of my assignments was
to cover the PopeMusic room, an oasis of
outstanding sound in adesert of... well,
sometimes less than compelling sound.
They were running a demonstration
where they'd play excerpts directly off
their 24-bit Sonic Solutions editing
workstation — this is playing from computer hard drives, not tape or CD, mind
you — first applying the necessary EQ via
their Cello Audio Palette, and then playing it back through their all-Cello system

CAZZ AT JELLO: LONNIE BROWNELL & RICHARD J. ROSEN

S

(‘

o, you guys have plans for
tonight?"
It was Cello's Don Bouchard. Ilooked at me and shrugged.
We didn't know what we were doing
during the day, let alone later that night.
"We're having alittle thing over at
the Cello Design Studio — it's going to
be pretty cool, you want to come?"
"Sure — I'll both be there, Don.
Thanks!"
The Cello Design Studio is athreestory townhouse in midtown Manhattan, and it seems more like acombination living space/art gallery than an
audio design shop. In the third-floor
recording studio, apiano waited, surrounded by chairs, with recording
equipment tucked away in acouple of
wooden racks by the door. The walls
and ceiling were lined with custom
RPG acoustic treatments; combined
with the capacity crowd (about 15 people), the room was neither dead nor
lively, but approached some semblance
of "neutral" in between.
Mark Levinson stepped forward to
explain thatjazz legends Lee Konitz and
Tommy Flanagan were going to play for
us, and while they did, Mark would
record the event, using apair of his customized laboratory-calibration mikes
feeding a 24-bit Nagra-D recorder

STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

playback system and, again, serious
RPG treatment. The first cut was cued
up. The music came up and lights went
down. And it sounded... good. Real
good. Maybe the best reproduction I've
ever heard. But it was still reproduction;
it just didn't have that certain presence
that the live version had. Of course, the
microphones' POV was totally different
TWAS AGREAT
from that of my ears, and my position
for the playback was, frankly, less than
RECORDING, AND
optimal. Don't get the idea Iwas disappointed. Far from it! Tonally, it was
AGREAT SYSTEM
accurate, and the big system's ability to
portray
the weight and power of the
PLAYED IT BACK piano was awesome. It was a great
recording, and agreat system played it
BUT LIVE IS STILL
back —but live is still the Holy Grail.
THE HOLY GRAIL.
The Cellists put on demonstrations
like this every night of the show —on
other nights, Max Roach and Jacky
most audiophiles dream of doing, then I Terrasson played — for which they
don't know what is. (Maybe Idon't deserve some kind of award for "Best
Off-Site Exhibit/Event/Really Great
want to know). Lee and Tommy did
their jazzy thing, Konitz's breathy tenor Thing." Iwish everyone out there in
audioland could take the Cello
gliding above Flanagan's masterful
Challenge. What a treat! A shining
piano work. After considerable cajolhighlight from astellar HI-FI Show.
ing, Mark joined in on bass for aswingThanks to all the folks at Cello,
ing blues workout that was loose,
especially Don Bouchard for inviting
funky, and just plain fun.
the two of me, and Mark Levinson for
On the second floor we assembled in
the big (and Ido mean BIG) listening making it all happen.
—Lonnie Brownell & Richard.l. Rosen
den, featuring atop-of-the-line Cello

through Cello cables and amplification.
Later, we'd retire to the listening room
to hear the playback of what we'd just
heard live.
Well bless my Starbucks travel mug!
If this isn't just the kind of thing that

I
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in their fully RPG-treated suite. The excerpts played from
current and/or upcoming releases of a Chopin Scherzo,
Shostakovich's Symphony 5, and Strauss's Ein Heldenleben
were stunning, breathtaking, dizzying, and wonderful, all at
the same time.
Hey, Icould go on, but I'm over my word count already.
Sec you next year in San Francisco!
-Lonnie Brownell

A

Lidio Research introduced their
new all-tube 100W stereo amp,
the VT100 ($4500), which sports
single-ended and balanced inputs as well as
some technology trickled down from the
Reference 600 amplifier. Paired with
ARC's new all-tube LS15 line-stage
($2995), and their PH-3 phono stage and
digital front-end, the sound in the Stereo Exchange room
driving apair of ProAc Response 3.5s had the air, staging,
and midrange bloom I've heard from more expensive ARC
products. Black discs were spinning courtesy of VPI's new
Aries turntable ($2300, $4300 when paired with the JMW
arm) and the new van del Hut Frog —a more cost-effective ($2500) derivative of the Grasshopper cartridge.
Monster showed their new M-series speaker cables with
impedance-matching network terminations: the M22 and
M2.4 bi-wire, as well as the less expensive M12 and M1.4
bi-wire. Prices range from $125 to $350 per 10' pair.8
Jeff Rowland exhibited his gorgeous Synergy preamp
($4800) and Model 2amplifiers (75Wpc for $5800) alongside Sig-Tedes AEC time-field room-correction technolo8Monet rChit list
dthat their M-Scries Silver Video M1000V cable
is the first video cable to be certified by the Inia0ig Science Foundation (ISF).
The event also included technical demonstrations mea.suring the bandwidth of a
variety of video cables that showed the M1000V to have the widest bandwidth of
the cables tested.
—RH

BOB REINA'S M OST EXCITING
NEW AFFORDABLE PRODUCTS
AT THE SHOW

I

found three highly affordable products that produced some of the best sound at the Show, period.
They represent major achievements by creative
designers trickling down their technology to lower price
points. And two of them were playing together in the
same room!
The $999/pair Epos ES 12 was producing some of the
finest sound importer Music Hall has ever achieved at a
show. This modest two-way features anew aluminumdome tweeter and an injection-molded cone bass/mid
driver.
Hiding off in a nondescript corner in one of the
Sound by Singer rooms were apair of components that
created an involving, seductive sound Icould have listened to for hours. The diminutive Sonus Faber
Concertinos ($995/pan4 $450 for stands) mated spectacularly well with the Krell KAV-300i integrated amp
($2250). The Sonus Faber, featuring afront-loaded reflex
port ("posto sulfronte in the company literature), was producing asound that shared the seductive magic (and
quite reasonable bass response) that I've come to associate with their more expensive designs. And both products are sexy-looking to boot!
—Robert J. Reina
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gy (processors range from $5900 to $10,900).
With the engineering consultancy help of
Madrigal Audio Labs and Hales, Samsung is
entering the High End in abig way with their CO-1
dual-mono preamp with MM/MC phono stage
($5900), M3OS dual-mono 300W amplifier ($7900),
and SP-01 speakers ($21,000). The electronics all feature very sophisticated circuitry and sport toroidal transformers, multiple power supplies, and ahigh attention to
detail on circuit-board layout. The speakers are afour-way,
seven-driver dynamic design with the midrange/tweeter
cabinet isolated from the woofer module; the cabinet is constructed of all high-density fiber and plastic.
Ultimate Technology showed an interesting line of
affordable digital gear (HDCD available) for as little as $895
for the UCD-100 player, $495 for the HDCD-1000 DIA
converter. In addition to aseries of 6-channel amplifiers ranging from $2595 to $8495, Ultech also manufactures the Ares
Sound dynamic speakers —with drivers sourced from Eton
and Thiele in Germany— ranging from $2300 to $5200/pair.
Von Schweikert Research demoed their VRO4 Silverseries speakers ($4450) driven by Warner Imaging
Vacuum Tube Emulator 300Wpc solid-state amplifiers
($4195) and the bizarre but sexy-looking (think of an intergalactic Cheerio) Thor Audio preamp ($6900). Digital
source provided by Timbre Technology.
Voce Divina's Tenore speakers ($7000) were providing
silky and seductive sound driven by Sonogy's new 175Wpc
amplifier ($3300). Also in the system were apair of Voce
Divina Basso subwoofers ($2600 each) coupled through the
Passo ($700) electronic crossover.
—Robertl Reina

I

es good to see old friends turning their passions into
products. Grant Lenahan and Izzy Marrone, New Jersey
Audio Society cronies from years back, introduced the
Sonogy Black Knight Power Amplifier ($3300). ICs ahybrid
FET/bipolar design that operates in dass-AB and has zero
loop feedback. The Black Knight is fully balanced (no conversion circuitry) and delivers 175Wpc in stereo mode,
500W as amonoblock. The sound was excellent through
Voce Divina speakers ($12,900), afive-piece system consisting of two woofer cabinets (the Basso), two midrange/treble
units (the Tenore), and an outboard crossover unit (the
Passo). The sound was very spacious and dear, with wellcontrolled bass, arich midrange, and asweet and extended
treble quality —a tribute to the speaker design, and no mean
accomplishment for asolid-state amp.
-Miss Novak

THE SEVENTEENTH FLOOR: ROBERT
HARLEY & LARRY GREENHILL

D

ata Conversion Systems (dCS),
the British company that supplies
high-quality A/D and D/A converters to the professional audio market,
introduced their first consumer digital
processor at HI-FI '96. The $8888 Elgar is
based on dCS's popular DCS952 professional converter, considered by many mastering engineers to be the DAC to beat for sound quality.
For the consumer version, the circuit has been moved from
an industrial-looking chassis to abeautifully sculpted enclosure with aslate top. Highlights include multiple digital
inputs, an informative display, and adigital volume control.
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EW YORK RETAILER INNOVATIVE AUDIO DEMONSTRATED AN

AUDIO/VIDEO SYSTEM CONSISTING ALMOST ENTIRELY OF PRODUCTS BEING
SHOWN TO THE PUBLIC FOR THE FIRST TIME AT HI-FI '96.

...............
wirtiftses‘.‘weeeze-- _
The dCS Elgar D/A converter can run at 96kHz sampling with aclaimed
24-bit resolution.

The Elgar uses DCS's proprietary technology, which can
accept up to 24-bit input signals at the standard sampling
rates of 32kHz, 44.1kHz, and 48kHz, along with future formats with sampling frequencies of 882kHz and 96kHz.
There's too much interesting technology in the Elgar to
describe in ashow report, but watch for
afull review soon.
dCS's US distributor, Canorus, demonstrated the DCS952 with a special
interface that allows a Nagra-D fourchannel open-reel digital recorder to
record and play back up to 24-bit audio
at 96kHz through the DCS952. Comparisons of the same recording at
44.1kHz/16-bit showed how much better digital can sound with ahigher sampling frequency and longer word length.
The playback system used the Canadianmade Focus Audio Model 88 loudspeaker powered by Reference Line
electronics. The Model 88 is aslim threeway design using an 11" Eton Kevlar
woofer, 7" Eton Kevlar midrange, and a
1" Scanspeak Revelator tweeter.
Next door, Iheard the smaller Focus
Model 78 loudspeaker driven by the gorgeous Audion Quattro single-ended triode amplifiers. The front end was an analog Nagra IV-S =chine outfitted with
tubes playing open-reel tapes through a
Reference Line preamplifier. The Nagra's
input stage has enough gain and sufficiently low noise to be used as an MC phono
stage.
New York retailer Innovative Audio
demonstrated an audio/video system consisting almost entirely of products being shown to
the public for the first time at HI-FI '96. This includSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

cd the Thiel CS6 loudspeaker driven by aClassé CP-60
preamp, Classé CA-400 power amplifier, and CI)T-1/DAC1transpon processor combination. Cabling was all MIT.
When the system was switched to Home Theater mode,
three Thiel SCS 2loudspeakers (a complete redesign of the
original SCS) provided center and surround loudspeakers.
These were driven by the new Classé CAV-150 six-channel
power amplifier ($3595), whose output power and number of
channels can be reconfigured by the user. (In Innovative's
demonstration, the CAV-150 was athree-channel amplifier.)
The demo also featured the new Lexicon DC-1 modular
Home Theater processor ($2500-$4000, depending on
options). The expandable unit can be configured with avariety of decoding options. Lexicon is offering atrade-in program through their dealers for owners of Lexicon CP-series
processors who want to upgrade to the DC-1.
For the video part of Innovative's presentation, the new
Sony 40" rear-projection multiscan tabletop monitor
($12,000) provided astunning picture with aFaroudja LD200 line doubler. The source was aPioneer CLD-99 Elite
laserdisc player.
Toshiba took out apair of rooms to demonstrate their
forthcoming DVD players. This was the first DVI) presentation in which the DVD hardware was contained within a
consumer-sized chassis; previous demonstrations used large industrial
boxes filled with hardware. The company ran
organized showings in
one room, and had DVDsourced clips playing continuously on their new
line of video monitors in
the other. The $699 SD3006 and $599 SD-1006
1)VI) players were scheduled for release last month
—at the time of writing it
was not clear if product
would
reach
dealers'
shelves by then due to
wrangles over copyright.
Kenwood provided listening demonstrations of
their Stage 3 electronics,
first shown in prototype
form at the 1996 WCES.
The Stage 3 preamplifier
(the KC-Z1) features alarge
hand-held touchpad with
icons and menus rather than
buttons for controlling a
music or home theater system. Two-way communication between the touchpad
Thiel CS6 loudspeaker
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Big audio systems seemed to
congregate on the Waldorf's upper
floors. Richard Sequerra and Ana
Yard of Richard Sequerra Associates demonstrated aprice-noobject set of components capable of
I- 118
playing with an awesome, leasejteojad
breaking dynamic range. The system included astate-of-the-art $8000 preamplifi—I"1—En
er, the RSA PS-1; the four-chassis, class-A,
100W RSA UA-1 tube amplifiers
($75,000); and the $70,000/pair RSA Signature Mk2 loudspeakers. The Signatures, clad in African Babmaga wood,
appeared to be multidriver dynamic loudspeakers in the standard Sequerra metronome configuration, with separate subb.
woofer enclosures. The company expects
ri
«
Fir
"substantial sales in the Far East" for this
$153k system; it certainly was not exceeded in price by other systems Ivisited at the
Show.
in
Those favoring Home Theater installations found that the JBL Synthesis system
set up on the 17th floor matched
[11
0 :T 1_
.'.77.
0 r if
_IL
Sequerra's decibel for decibel. Dean
1
Christensen, JBL:s Sales and Technical
—Robert Harley
Seventeenth floor. HI-FI '96 '
Services Manager, demonstrated this system with its two factory time-aligned
xotic multiproduct displays were
tower speakers featuring compression horns and subwoofers,
found in many of the Waldorf's
alarge center-channel speaker behind the acoustically transupper-floor exhibit rooms, espeparent screen, a5' rack of equipment (multiple amplifiers,
cially single-ended triode amplifiers. The
AC-3 decoder, and aFaroudja VP-400 line quadrupler), and
most exotic amplifier I saw was the
an Imaging Science Foundation-calibrated Runco IPD-980
Komuro Audio Labs Model 845, a22W
projector. The system features adigital signal processor for
monoblock with ahuge output tube and a
digital equalization to customize the system to each room.
$9800/pair price tag. The 845s were drivEach JBL Synthesis dealer will utilize a fiveing the 95dB-sensitive Evett and Shaw
Genoa Single-Ended Transducer: athree-way, floorstanding
mike setup and special software for
custom installation of
dynamic loudspeaker. The Genoa's enclosure is designed to
the
$47,500
be narrow but deep, with aside-firing woofer much like
system.
The
that of the NHT 3.3. Analog source material in the
demonstration
Komuro display was played on a$7000 cast-marble and
— featuring a
lead-based Walker Audio Proscenium Gold turntable,
rock video by
with an air-bearing arm and 70-lb platter. When the
Sting and the
exhibitors played ablues recording, the system was capable
opening five minof generating agood central image while still sounding
utes of The Lion
dynamic and involving.
— convinced
An international mix of products could be seen in anothinc that this system
er room, where Iheard an Italian 13Wpc single-ended triode
could reproduce the
amplifier driving the New York State-manufactured,
dynamics and "feel"
$6200/pair Brentworth Sound Lab loudspeakers via
of a movie theater
French Audio Matière cables (Holography, Inc.,
much more closely
importers). Audio Matière Presence interconnects ($498/
than other Home
1m) were used, as well as Yin Yang II speaker cables
Theater setups Ihave
($95/stereo foot) and an A/C power cord ($239/2m) from
auditioned, although I
the same company. Kenneth McCarthy, Brentwood's presifelt that the overall specdent, explained that their Dynamic Loading System enclotral balance was somesure allows for the twin 6.5" dynamic drivers to produce a
what bright.
wide range of frequencies with the high sensitivities required
Still, Ifound myself preby single-ended triode amplifiers. The loudspeakers had no
ferring the smaller speaker
tweeter or crossover, and had aclaimed sensitivity of 102dB
(conditions not specified). Analog source material was played
on an Immedia RPM-2 turntable with aLyra Clavis Da
Richard Sequerra Associates RSA
Capo cartridge. This room featured some of the most
PS-I preamplifier and RSA UA- I
tube amplifier
smooth, effortless sound Iheard at the Show.

and the preamplifier provides continuous
updates to the touchpad display. The KCZ1 incorporates Dolby Pro Logic and AC3decoding and is THX-certified. The preamp matches the KM-X 1, a120W, THXcertified, five-channel power amplifier. The
KC-Zl sells for $2800, the KM-X1 for
$1200. (For mom on home theater electronics at HI-FI '96, see my report in the
next Stereophde Guide' to Home 7heater)
HI-FI '96 saw the debut of the new
model 300 loudspeaker from Genesis
Technologies. The $25,000 300 replaces
the 11.5 that I've used as areference for the
past two years. Instead of using two 12"
servo-driven woofers, the 200 features six
8" servo'd drivers per speaker. Ilse 300
was also given a bigger (1500W) fourchannel woofer amplifier. The new loudspeaker has amuch thinner profile, with
the wings swept back for aless imposing
look. They sounded excellent with the
Audio Research Reference One preamplifier, Reference 600 monoblock power
amplifiers, CDT-1 transport, DAC-3
processor, and Genesis's 1)igital Lens.
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Toshiba Is Where It's From.
If you've been reading about DVD, you've seen a lot of references to Toshiba. That's no
coincidence. Toshiba led the way in developing DVD technology. Technology that
includes a component video signal, which means a picture better than laser disc, and
Nab

three times better than VHS. Six discrete channels of Dolby ® AC-3 edigital surround
sound and up to eight languages. Multiple aspect ratios (16:9, letterbox, pan and scan).

And the versatility of multiple subtitles, camera angles and rating edits. All on one disc. So, if you enjoy being on the
leading edge of home entertainment technology, you know that DVD is where it's at.
When you're ready to experience the brilliant picture and the extraordinary
sound that DVD delivers, won't it make sense to get the technology from its
source? Toshiba is the source of DVD technology. And DVD is the future.
For more information on Toshiba DVD, call 1-800-631-3811.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA

iron. Ansorca Consumer Products. Inc

M.

The Leader In Digital Video Technology
http://www.toshiba.com/tacp

Rosenthal cajoled me into helping.
He listened to his Grados straight
out of his CD portable, then
through aLittle HeadRoom. Ifollowed suit, and concurred with his
cars. The Little sounded richer,
more controlled and more musical.
"Should Ibuy it, or spend my money on
something else?" Iasked how often he listens to headphones. "An aujirl lot!? Buy it
immediately," was my advice. And Harvey,
trust your ears, they work just fine.
Ihung around to listen to HeadRoom's
new Cosmic top-of-the-line portable
amp. Playing "La Nevada" from Gil
Evans's Out if the G)o1,9 Iswitch-listened
between two pairs of Grado 'phones. To
my surprise, the less expensive SR-325s
had more authority and better sound than
the SR-1 Signatures. Being in a headphone kinda mood, Ijumped across to
Sennheiser for a little inside-the-head
vacation with the cost-no-object Orpheus
system. Ahhhh... Just to be acompletist,
off Iwent to the Grado display: several listening stations, no waiting. Irepeated the
comparo of the SR-1 and SR-325 cans,
Eighteenth floor. HI-FI 96
and this time the natural-wood SR-ls won
out for musicality. Go figure. Maybe it
had
something
to do with the non-Grado-approved
Stereophile's writers
replacement carpads HeadRoom uses for comfort's sake.
presented JA with a
Martin acoustic bass
Anyway, they're both great. Listen for yourself!
guitar to celebrate
Quite aplethora of software abounded among the
his first 10 years at
booths.
M•A, DMP, and Sheffield were selling their
the magazine.
exquisite recordings. Ibumped into the newly freelanced
Joe Harley. He gave me Bbres Union, agood'n'soulful new
one from AudioQuest Music. I'm glad Joe and AQ are
still working together. The Chesky brothers had aTenth
Anniversary Special Edition 2-CD set containing acrosssection of their offerings. The Phil Woods cut makes me
want to get that record next. From Mapleshade Igot Neu,
livie Dances by Jack Jeffers's N.Y. Classics Big Band, abeautiful, natural recording, produced by Hamict Bluiett, of 12
consummate musicians playing some choice jazz. Yes, Irecommend it. If you dig big bands, you might also like Clark
THE
Terry's Express from Reference Recordings. The big, brassy
EIGHTEENTH FLOOR:
Ellington pieces may just light your fire while they light
RICHARD J. ROSEN
your little HDCD LED.
Perusing all this software almost made me late for the
his was the most lively area of the
Classic Records press conference, where Jennifer Warnes
Show. Its setup of booths of varying
talked about the new reissue of her famous Famous Blue
sizes lent it the feel of an open-air
Raincoat. Ms. Warnes warmed me so with her charm, elomarket in Morocco where all kinds of
quence, intelligence, and her display of bravery in the face of
audiofolk gathered to discuss, to barter, and
audiophiles, 10 that Idecided to give alisten to the CD when
to actually shop. One could step over to
Igot home. What asurprise when Irealized I'd listened to
Lyle Cartridges, where all kinds of analogthe entire disc. The sound is exceptional for CD; about on a
friendly wares were displayed; or jump back
par with the high standard set by Classic's vinyl.
and forth, as Idid, between their accessory-vending neighbors
No vinyl shortage existed on the 18th floor. DCC was
May Audio Marketing and The Audio Advisor to comselling their stellar reissues like hotcakes. Chad Kassem of
parison-shop for acarbon-fiber record brush.
Acoustic Sounds had plenty of new LPs on hand, while
While trying to decide on my purchase, Iwas accosted by
Brian Hartsell's The Analog Room satisfied appetites for
an excitable gentleman by the name Harvey Rosenthal. He
vintage wax.
wanted my opinion of the items on the audio want-list he
produced from his clipboard, and asked for advice about
9The Gil Evans Orchestra. Out of the Cvl, Impulse! IMPO-186 (1996).
headphone amplifiers. "Tyll Hertsens is the man you want to
10 Her pithiest answer was to au1uestioil from lite Audio Adrennin's Myles Astor:
"You know, I'm not front your world..." How mie.
—SS
talk to," Isaid, pointing to the HeadRoom booth. Mr.

systems. Moving down the hall from the
Synthesis, Iheard the JBL Century Gold, a
limited-edition model issued to commemorate JIM.% 50th anniversary. Although the
first production run of this very attractive
three-way dynamic design ($5000/pair)
has been sold to dealers in Japan, it played
with such detail and transparency that I
wanted to hear it in my own listening
room. It was bi-amplified with a Mark
Levinson No331 for the midrange-tweeter section and aNo333 for the 12" woofer.
To hear the best sound at the Show, Ihad
to roam even farther outside my assigned
reporting area —to Chaim's Chinese Restaurant for the Stereophile Staff and Writers'
dinner held the last night. There, to the tune
of "Oklahoma!," fellow writer Robert
Deutsch sang atribute titled "Adcinsonr to
commemorate JA's 10th anniversary as Editor. Performing without benefit of accompaniment or microphone, IW sang on key,
mixed grace with power, hit all the high
notes, and brought everyone to their feet for
astanding ovation.
—Larry Greenhill
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Stop... look.., and listen
If you think you've
never seen aspeaker
like the Avantgarde
before, think again. Those old
hand-cranked gramophones had
something in common with it. A
horn. They needed it for amplification. The horn shape produces the
most sound with the least power.

Jonathan Valin, reviewing the Trios
for Fi, said:
"...they are unquestionably the
finest loudspeakers Ihave heard
in my home...".
Avantgarde makes speaker systems from $9000 up to $36,000
for the Profile Trio Compact.

The Avantgarde Trio delivers as
much sound with 10 watts of
power as an average speaker
would with 640 watts, if it could
handle it. A bi-amped active system, it produces 105 dB of sound
at 1meter with Iwatt of power.
This extraordinary sensitivity
means the signal is rendered more
accurately, since the travel distance of the driver is much less
than in abox speaker.
The Avantgarde avoids "coloration" and "character" by it's
mathematically determined horn
shape which produces aperfect
hemispherical wave front. This
increases fine detail. Just listen.

The sensitivity and accuracy of
Avantgarde speakers makes them
ideal for Audio Note amplifiers,
including the legendary Ongaku,
about which British reviewer
Alvin Gold said:
"It digs deep into the music and
lays bare its flesh and soul... Runs
rings around everything Ihave
heard, tried, used or borrowed."

Audio Note USA 212-304-8064

The single-ended design of
Audio Note amplifiers was developed by Hiroyasu Kondo to give
you the body and soul of the performance, rather than mere sonic
pyrotechnics.
There are 21 pounds of Italian
silver in every Ongaku amplifier,
drawn by Audio Note itself into
wire which is wound into transformers by hand. So it's not
surprising that the Ongaku costs
$89,200. Other Audio Note amplifiers, based on the same principles,
start at $1695.
If you want to truly hear all the
music on your records, listen to
them through an Audio Note
amplifier and speakers from
Avantgarde at selected dealers.
Call us for information.

/14

AUDIO NOTE

• 60 Hannah St., New York NY 10301

In England: Audio Note UK Tel 01273-220511

lise place for vintage equipment to
go with those old
platters was Audio
Classics. They trade,
modify, and refurbish
audio components.
While there, Ibumped
into classic audio guy
George Kaye. We engaged in alittle pleasant
tubular crosstalk while I
eyed the classic-looking
single-ended and pushpull tube amps across the
way at Gubin tic Co., all
the way from Moscow.
All it took to complete
the scene was some of the

The I
8th-floor bazaar

vintage wire from The Cable Company. They'd
brought out stocks collected from their lending
library and created asort of traveling cable museum
that proved to be an attraction in and of itself.
Brand-new interconnects looked mighty attractive
as well. Illuminati's custom Japanese projection
lanterns drew crowds who stayed to check out the
new Silver Streak from Kimber Kable. Priced to join their
all-star roster between PBJ and KCAG, Silver Streak
promises to be an all-around player with some heavy-hitting
power. Alpha-Core's new Gocrtz interconnects, in both
silver and copper flavors, shape up to be as flat as their speaker-wire cousins, both in profile and in sonic signature.
Vampire Wire displayed their line of connectors for all to
sec, but they were keeping their lips buttoned about the topsecret file of manufacturers using their stuff.
The Show guide listed it as the Black Silc/Concerto/
Encore/ Flexconnect /Harmony/ Info -Lin k/Lase rLink /Maestro/Mega-Link /MusicableQuartet/ Rhapsody/Sextet/ Virtuoso/Waveguide exhibit. Must be abig
one, thought I, but when Ifound it, it was li'l ol' Steven

MAX & TOMMY .
.
.
VISIT RICK

M

yHI-FI '96 highlight had to
have been the day LB and I
spent playing HI-FI Tour
Guide to the greatest drummer in the
history of modern jazz, Max Roach.
Max has a magnetic intensity about
him complemented by arelaxed attitude that's contagious and makes him a
pleasure to be around.
I'd asked Max to bring some demo
music. He chose M'Booin Live At SOB'S
— New York (Bluemoon R2 79182,
1992) and Just Wait A Minute by The
Uptown String Quartet (Bluemoon R2
79174, 1992). I'd say that records he
personally produced— one of his own
ensemble and one with his daughter
Maxine on viola—would constitute
material that was appropriately familiar.
Heck, how many of us get to demo
with discs we're so intimate with, we
know exactly how they should sound?
The joy of introducing friends to the
High End is in the thrill of listening
through their ears and vicariously enjoying the experience. When those ears
belong aworld-class musician whom
you admire, it takes on awhole new
dimension of exhilaration, gratification,
and sheer newness at every turn.
The first exhibits we checked out
were mn by Stereo Exchange, one with
Platinum speakers and McCormack
electronics sounding clean and detailed,
the other with ProAc and Audio
Research coming across warm and
rich. Which did Max prefer? "I liked
them both, yet they sounded so gerent
from each other. What really impressed
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me, though, was the thirty-three and a
third." Like a lot of folks, Max was
shocked at how wonderful vinyl could
sound. It was aSarah Vaughan LP that
our host, George Stanwick of Stanalog
Audio Imports, had played us on the
VP! Aries 'table with the van den Hul
Frog cartridge. As we left, Max said to
him, "Thanks. Sarah would've loved it."
The Joseph Audio room was another
analog ear-opener. "Hey, those are tubes,"
proclaimed Max. "I remember those ...
They still use them? They sound great."
They were Golden Tube amps, to be
precise, and the Classic Records Billie
Holiday LP really wowed him. "It's like
I'm right there. That bass drum is
incredible." As the saying goes, "Ask the
man who owns one."
It was time for me'n'LB to have a
treat once we found acassette player,
thanks to Denon. We were some of
the honored few in 40-odd years to
hear yet another live tape of Clifford
Brown & Max Roach recently unearthed by Bruce Lundvall of Blue
Note. It was all we could do to tear
ourselves away.
As if all this weren't enough, legendof-the-ivories Tommy Flanagan caught
up with us, adding his razor-sharp sense
of humor to our merry crew. We headed down to hear some of the big systeins from Wilson/Conrad-Johnson
and Spectral/MIT/ASC/Avalon.
The gentleman from Overture suggested acut from John C,oltrane's Giant
Steps CD. Would we like to hear the
version of "Naima" with Wynton Kelly

or Cedar Walton on piano? "Didn't Ido
one?" asked Mr. Flanagan, drawing a
laugh from the crowd. And odd it was
that they played the only track from that
album on which Tommy himself was
not featured.
When Iintroduced my guests to Roy
Hall, he replied, "Why do Iget the feeling Ishould recognize those names?"
As he was being lambasted by his staff,
he broke out the fabulous Black
Bowmore whisky. Max declined, as he
was on the wagon. Tommy volunteered, "I just fell off that wagon!"
Music Hall's system was afavorite of
both musicians. Max felt it was one of
the very best of the Show, and when I
told him how low the price was, he was
mightily impressed.
As we passed the Gin Sound room,
Tommy offered, "We just heard the
scotch sound, what do they have in
there?" We stopped in to Paradigm
Reference for alittle record party, trying to prove there were good "audiophile" records. The Fairfield Four put
any doubt to rest.
As the day drew to aclose, my only
regret was that DCC had completely
sold out their stellar LP reissue of Saxophone Colossus, dashing my hopes for
the perfect one-two autograph punch.
Max and Tommy thanked LB and me
for the wonderful day, and all Icould
do was thank 'ens right back. Their
receptiveness and enthusiasm left me
energized and more excited about
audio than I'd been before.
— Richard ). Rosen
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of Straight Wire holding some new inexpensive speaker
cables with the look and feel of garden hose! Just the thing for
those who want to look like they paid too much.
Tweak of the day was AudioPrism Cl) Blacklight, the
disc that intrigued me, LB, and ST at WCES. Ihadn't realized that not only does it smooth the sound of CDs, it glows
in the dark. If your transport uses an upside-down Stable
Platter, you can just leave it in there and get alittle kick every
time you change discs.
-Richard J. Rosen

THE REAL THING•. S
TEVEN S
TONE

I

es too bad the general public missed
the seminars held on the two
Academy Trade Days. Andy Regan of
AudioQuest did asuperb job of roping-in
the heavy hitters. Academy seminar presenters included: Tomlinson Holman of
Lucasfihn talking about film sound from
production to presentation; Bob Stuart

JOHN ATKINSON TABULATES THE VOTES FOR THE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW

A

sat previous Stereophile HI-FI
Shows, visitors were asked to
vote for the room that offered
what they thought to be the best
sound. Nearly 700 attendees responded; my thanks to them.
The ballot in the Show Guide asked
visitors to list the best, second-best,
third-best, and worst sounds, for which
Iallocated 3points, 2points, 1point,
and -1 point, respectively. (In cases
where voters had split their choice for
best sound over more than one room, I
divided the vote between those rooms.)
The winners are listed in the Table. I've
tried to list both the exhibitor and the
brands and/or components demonstrated, as listed in the Show Guide and
in our report text. My apologies if I've
left anyone out.
There is always the possibility of
"election-rigging." Sadly, alarge number
of ballots, voting the Sonogy/Divina
Voce room as "Best Sound," had been
filled out in identical handwriting, but
with different names and addresses.
These Idiscarded, but doubt must nevertheless be cast on the high ranking this
room achieved.
As always, some Showgoers felt that
asking for the "Worst Sound" at the
Show was in bad taste. Iinclude this
question to get an indication of the unanimity of the voting. A number of rooms
among the top scorers, however,
received no negative votes at all: the
Audible Illusions room featuring the
Crosby Speakerworks-modified Quads,
for example; the system put together by
Legend Audio; the Ensemble and
Joseph Audio rooms; and both Aerial
Acoustics rooms. Getting such unanimity of approval from such adiverse
group as New York audiophiles shows
that these exhibitors must have been
doing something right
Unlike last year's Los Angeles Show,
where three rooms tied for "Best
Sound at the Show," there was aclear
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winner in New York: the room sponsored by Wilmington, Delaware dealer
Overture featuring the Avalon Osiris/
Spectral/MIT/ASC "2C3D" system.
As you will have read in the first part of
our Show coverage in September
(Vol.19 No.9, pp.80-105), the magazine's writers were bothered by the
sound in this room. Not that there was
anything wrong with the components
used — but while the sound was impressive, the writers felt that the forest
of Tube Traps used to tame the Park
Avenue Suite's acoustics also made the
presentation too dry-sounding; too
"audiophile-y," to quote Rick Rosen.
The Show attendees emphatically disagreed! Jack English has commented in
the past on the disparity between judgments made at Shows by reviewers and
by audiophiles in general. It could, of
course, be that the professionals are, by
inclination or training, more analytical,
more judgmental. It might also be that
they've lost some of that essential sense
of wonder. Your comments, of course,
are welcome.
Showgocrs generally felt that the
sound at HI-FI '96 was better than at
previous Shows. Indeed, no fewer than
84 out of the 150 demonstration rooms
were rated by at least one visitor as "Best
Sound at the Show," reflecting ahealthy
diversity of taste in sound quality
(although a common factor uniting
votes for worst sound was the comment
"too loud").
As at previous Shows, audiophiles
were split on the merits of Home
Theater. In general, rooms demonstrating Home Theater were not rated
highly by Showgocrs. Not surprisingly,
however, the best (k, highest-scoring)
Home Theaters at the Show were the
ultimate ($280,000!) Wilson/Krell/
Runco/Faroudja/Pioneer/Transparent
system assembled by Manhattan retailer
Sound by Singer and the almost-equally
expensive system demonstrated by

Cello Music and Film Systems.
And my Best Sound at the Show? A
three-way tie: the 24-bit, 96kHz-sampled master tapes in the Nagra/
dCS/Canorus/Alema/Focus room;
violinist Arturo Delmoni dueting live
with himself on the Bach D-minor
Double Violin Concerto, courtesy of a
John Marks Records Nagea tape, in the
room shared by Esoteric Speaker Products, Synergistic Research, Timbre
Technology, Black Diamond Racing,
and ASC; and Robert Silverman performing live the Liszt B-minor Piano
Sonata from his new Stereophile CD
(STPH008-2). Magic!
One thread that HI-FI '96 held in
common with the '95 Show was that the
Joly room again received alarge and
unanimous number of votes for being
the Worst Sound at the Show. Was it the
sheer visual outrageousness of the Joly
speakers — they resemble giant breasts,
complete with nipples — that offended
visitors? Or was it simply the fact that
Joly's ideas on what makes for good
sound reproduction are completely at
odds with those of the rest of the
human race (an idea reinforced by
Joly's postings on Internet newsgroups)?
Whatever two "Worst Sounds" in arow
is the beginning of atradition at the HIFI Show!
Regarding the voting for Best
Demonstration Music, many attendees
complained about the incessant diet of
audiophile demonstration recordings —
"I hate the JAZZ LITE you hear in
almost every room," one complained in
capital letters. One consistent positive
mention, however, was the HDCDencoded Rutter Requiem on Reference
Recordings (RR-57CD), one attendee
commenting that this recording sounded
good in every I00111 in which he heard it
A couple of people asked why the
magazine doesn't produce a special
Show CD for every exhibitor to use,
much as used to be done at the
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(Mr. Meridian) discussing Digital from A to Z; Roger
Dressler from Dolby covering 1)olby Pro Logic and AC-3;
Mike and Stephen Smyth with DTS coherent acoustics discrete multichannel encoding; Joe Kane of Imaging
Science Foundation covering image quality in high-end
theater, and John Hunter and Sterling Trayle of Sumiko
analyzing System Optimization.
Besides the Academy seminars, CEDIA (Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association) also ran their own

European Shows. Such astandardized
source would make it easier for attendees to compare the sounds in different
rooms. One answer is that we already
produce aseries of music and test CDs
that would serve such apurpose. The
second answer is that exhibitors would
probably not play such a CD, their
strategy being to play only preselected
selections of their own that would best
highlight, under controlled conditions,
the virtues of their products. What I
recommend to Showgoers is always to
take your most-familiar recordings to
Shows and ask to have at least one of
these played in each room you visit. But
be tolerant: If your choice is Nine-Inch
Nails or a piece of atonal classical
music, don't be surprised by the distraught faces of the exhibitors as they
watch their room empty!
As well as commenting on the way
the Stamphik staff took time off from
their day jobs to run the Show so efficiently -and who, led by the indefatigable Laura Chancellor, worked
through Sunday night and Monday to
make the load-out run as smoothly as
possible -I'll take this opportunity to
thank: Kenwood, Chesky, AudioQuest
Music, John Marks Records, Clarity
Recordings, DMP, PGM, Sheffield
Lab, and Classic Records for sponsoring
the live music; Robert Harley, Larry
Ullman, and Michael Fremer for chairing the "Meet the Designers," "Home
Theater," and "Vmyl" sessions; Andy
Regan and the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio for
putting on an excellent series of seminars on the Academy's trade days; all
the high-end celebrities who graciously
agreed to take part in the seminars; the
Stereophile writers who were put in the
hot seat for the "Ask the Editors" sessions; and Stereophile, Inc.'s Maura
Rieland, newly promoted to Show
Director, for her superb organizational
talents and her commitment.
See you all at the end of May '97 at
the classic Westin St. Francis Hotel in
San Francisco.
-John Atkinson
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series of seminars, including: "Sales -A Real-World
Approach" from Dave Donald of Triad Speakers;
"Basics of Home Theater Design" by Mitchell Klein
of Media Systems; "From Retail to Custom" by Eric
Bodley of Bodley and Associates; and "Multiroom
Distribution Systems" by Frank While of Channel
Plus Multiplex Technologies.
The two Academy seminars that I found especially
engrossing were Bob Ludwig's talk on the mastering process

THE BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW
Exhibitor

Brands/Components
demonstrated

Percentage
of votes

Avalon/Spectral/MIT/ASC

Avalon Osiris/Spectral/M1T/ASC/Zoethecus/Theta

8.6%

Wilson/Conrad-Johnson/
Transparent

Wilson X-1/Conrad-Johnson/Transparent/Well
Tempered/van den Hul/Zoethecus

7.6%

Von Schweikert Research/
Vacuum Tube Logic/Tice

Von Schweikert VR-10/VTUASC/Tice/Elite/
C.E.CNF1/Graham/Clearaudio

4.6%

Cello Ltd.

Cello/Ampro/Faroudja

4.4%

Full Spectrum AudioNoce
Divina

Sonogy/Full Spectrum CableNoce Divina Tenore

4.0%

PopeMusic

Cello/Sonic Solutions/RPG

3.2%

Audio Connection

Vandersteen V/Cary/Cardas/ProAcNVadiaNP1/Benz

3.1%

Genesis Technologies

Genesis Model 300/ARC Reference/Transparent

3.0%

Legend Audio Design

Legend Audio Design

2.4%

Northstar Leading The Way

Jadis Eurythmie

2.3%

Balanced Audio Technology

BAT/Quintessence Stealth/Transparent

2.3%

Sound by Singer

Wilson/Krell/Runco/Faroudja/Pioneer/
Transparent/Stewart Filmscreen/Zoethecus

2.0%

MBL America

MBL/Minnesota Audio Labs/Grundig

I.9%

Park Avenue Audio

Joseph Audio RM5Osi/Golden Tube/Cardas/SOTA/
McCormack/AudioQuest/Audio-Technica

1.9%

Even & Shaw

Evert & Shaw Genoa/Komuro/Mapleshade/
Walker Audio/Omega Mikro

1.8%

Von Schweikert Research

Von Schweikert/Wamer Imaging/Thor Audio/Timbre

1.8%

Sound by Singer

Audio Physic Caldera/CAT/NBS/Immedia/Graham

1.6%

Legacy Audio

Real-to-Real

I.6%

Goodwins High End

Avalon Radian HC/Spectral/MIT/ASC

1.5%

ARS Acoustica/LAMM

LAMM/Purist Audio Design/

1.4%

Audio Outlet

Audio Physic Avanti/Audio Matière/Siltech

1.4%

Gallo Acoustics/
Resolution Audio

Gallo Nucleus/Pass Labs/Resolution Audio/
Echo Busters

1.3%

ASC/ESP/Synergistic/Black
Diamond Racing/Timbre

ESP Concert Grand/Timbre/Synergistic/ASC/Black
Diamond Racing

1.25%

Aerial Acoustics

Aerial Acoustics/Mark Levinson/Transparent

1.2%

Sound by Singer

Avant-Garde Trio/Audio Note/Forsell/Zoethecus

1.1%

Cabasse/Forsell

Cabasse Atlantis/Forsell/LA Audio/Bertrand

1.0%

N.E.W./Diapason

N.E.WJDiapason/Danby Radio

1.0%

Stereo Exchange

ARC/Classic Records/MIT/ProAcNPI/van den Hul

0.9%

Valve Amplification Co.

JMIab Grand Utopia/Golden DragonfTownshend/
VAC/Tubes By Design

0.9%

Audible Illusions

Audible Illusions/Crosby Speakerworks/Entec

0.9%

McIntoshNidikron/Faroudja

McIntoshNidikron/Faroudja Home Theater

0.9%

Ensemble Inc.

Ensemble Primadonna Gold/Evocco/Dichrono

0.9%

Meridian America

Meridian Digital Home Theater/800 CD Reference
Transparent Digital &Video Cables

0.9%

Acarian Systems

Acarian Alón Phalanx/Audio Research
Reference/AragonNF1/Clearaudio/EAR/Theta

0.9%

Wadia Digital

Wadia 7& 27/Avalon Eclipse/Jeff Rowland Model 6

0.8%

Audio Outlet

Audio Artistry Dvorak/Cardas/Kuzma/Muse/Klyne

0.8%

Infinity Systems

Infinity IRS Sigma/Mark Levinson/Immedia/Lyra

0.8%

FanfareNAIC

Altis/Artesuono/Combak/Plinius/SiltechNAIC

0.8%

All other exhibitors each scored less than 0.8% of the total votes cast.
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Experts Are Talking
About Monster
Video Cable Technology.

L

FTil II

II

I)]

"Cables that accurately
convey the information
in avideo signal path
are absolutely necessary for
good pictures in home theatre.
Monster Cable's M1000v is
the first consumer electronics
product that meets the ISF's
stringent standards for impedance
chroma delay, and frequency
response for both Data Grade and
Composite video specifications."
—Joe Kane, Imaging Science
Foundation President
w hai

Monster Silver Video" Composite Cable
vs. Other "High Performance -

Graph of signal strength
vs. frequency generated

1,1e

—
SOURCE SIGNAL

by the Hewlett Packard
8752B Network Analyzer.
Monster's ultra-high
resolution Silver Video
cable maintains astronger
signal throughout the video
bandwidth for the best
possible picture.

/I SAVER CIE
0,44
4.1.,

Let Us Show You Why

Joe Kane, the industry's leading expert

—

on video imaging, knows the difference
advanced video cables can make
in your picture. But it doesn't take an
expert to see the difference. With advanced
technologies like precision 75-ohm
impedance, extended bandwidth,
nitrogen-injected dielectrics, ultra-high
density double shielding and patented
24k gold contact connectors,
Monster video cables deliver the most
realistic picture possible. Visit your
nearest Monster Cable dealer and
see the difference for yourself.

M
Advanerine the. .4rt
MemUlodee
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Robert Harley organized three well-attended "Meet the
Designers" seminars. Here at the digital discussion are (l-r):
Mike Moffat (Angstrom).Tom Calatayud (Madrigal). and Bob
Katz (Digital Domain).

"Measurements can explain how something sounds, but
they can't tell you how good it is!" John Atkinson holds
forth on asubject close to his heart: loudspeakers.

—see September, p.89 — and Russ Berger's
and John Knowles's lecture on room acoustics.
Berger and Knowles are part of anine-person Dallas-based
company — the Berger Design Group — that specializes
in building rooms for sound reproduction. While most of
their projects are for commercial purposes — they've built
studios for the Dave Letterman show, Sony Music, and
Whitney Houston — their talk contained plenty of valuable
information about acoustics in home listening environments. Anecdotes about the "site from hell" (a studio located within shouting distance of awater-treatment facility, bus
station, train line, and two airports) and the "haunted studio"
(with "ghosts" who turned out to be errant air-flows) were
not only entertaining, but illustrative of the sort of realworld problems that affect everyone's listening rooms.
'The only major oversight in the seminar program was
that no one recorded the presentations. Many folks Italked
to during the Show would have gladly purchased tapes of
the seminars they couldn't attend. A case in point was
Classic Records' "Legendary Producers" seminar with
George Avakian, Mike Bemicker, Howard Scott, and Max
Wilcox. This was held "off campus" in the Doral Hotel ballroom at the same time as Bob Ludwig's talk, so Imissed it.
I'd love atape of that conference. So much information, so
little time.

THE MUSIC BEAT

After two harried days of ducking my head into display
rooms, then rushing down to catch the seminar action, Iwas
looking forward to the live music concerts. In theory, you
could sit down in one spot and enjoy. Iwasn't disappointed
by the music, but rest and relaxation were elusive. With
seminars and music running simultaneously, Iwas forced to
ping-pong between the Waldorf=Astoria's Empire and
Hilton Rooms in avain effort to be in two places at once.
Friday's concerts began courtesy ofJoin Marks Records
STEREOPHILE. O CTOBER 1996

with audiophile hero/violinist Arturo
Dehnoni, accompanied by Doris
Stevenson on piano. Delmoni appeared
very Schubert-like with his shoulderlength hair and small round glasses, performing several Fritz Kreisler transcriptions. Next up was pianist Robert
Silverman performing Liszes Piano Sonata in
b(S.178). While not as note-perfect as he is on
Stereophik's latest CD, Sonata, Silvemian's reading was both passionate and involving.
Following Silverman was Dean Peer, a
Boulder, Colorado-born bassist performing
solo. But Ididn't see Dean until his Saturdaymorning performance, as Iwas off in the
Hilton Room participating in the Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater "Ask the Editors" panel. I
spent more time drinking water than answering questions, as Robert Harley, Torn
Norton, Robert Deutsch,
Lawrence B. Johnson,
and moderator Lawrence Ullman kept the
audience of 250 souls
fully entertained and edified. LBJ was especially
passionate in championing monopole full-range
speakers for rear surroundsound applications. Go
Larry Go!
Back in the Empire
Room, Lincoln Mayorga
did asolo set on piano for Sheffield Lab which Ialso had to
forgo. Idid get back in time to catch Doug MacLeod deliver agreat set of acoustic blues courtesy of AudioQuest Music.
With so many "white boy" poseurs doing bad one-four-fives,
it's refreshing to hear someone who delivers blues with both
passion and finesse. MacLeod is definitely the real deal.
Friday evening, the Waldorfs grand ballroom was graced
by a Chesky-sponsored performance from Paquito
D'Rivera and his big band [see this issue's "Recording of the
Month" — Ed.]. Charts and band direction for this gig were
donc by Carlos Franzetti of Orquesta Nova. Listening to the
board-mix DAT of this performance in my home system
confirmed my impressions at the concert: an amazing group
of musicians. They practically blew the roof off the place —
hot music and killer arrangements. If you like Afro-Cuban
jazz, you'd have been in heaven Friday night.
Saturday morning began at 9:15 with Dean Peer, whose
compositions sound like Michael Hedges if Hedges played
four-string bass. Harmonics, slap techniques, chorus effects,
and witty repartee all figured into Dean's performance —his
between-song raps displayed a level of wit not usually
ascribed to bass players. My board-mix DAT of his set is a
genuine woofer-killer — Dean's Ucross CD is newly rereleased on vinyl by Classic Records, who sponsored his
appearances at HI-Fl '96.
Following Peer's set, Mario Grigorov played some very
sophisticated "third-stream" solo piano compositions on his
Yamaha grand piano. His work is technically remarkable
and emotionally transcendent. Why isn't this guy ahuge star?
His playing eats new-age piano-meisters George Winston
and Peter 'Cater for dinner. Grigorov also has anovel way of
signing autographs, mirror-writing with both hands.
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For nearly half acentury Acoustic
Research has been innovating
breakthrough technologies that
have become standards in the
audio industry. Home Theater and
Dolby Digital 5.1 channel sound
systems are now replacing
traditional two channel stereo.
AR's new digital-ready High
Output Series-was designed for
these revolutionary new t,rinats.

High Output
4. Higher Fidelit
For the first time, high efficiency
and audiophile sound quality have
been combined in beautifully
hand-crafted furniture to deliver
both the delicacy and
dynamics of multi-channel sound.
With exclusive technologies such
as Energy Control Contour Baffle,
Multi Slot Loading and Voice
Balanced Tonal Matching,
lliglier Fidelity

Acoustic Research is leading the

To experience the future of audio today
call 1-818-407-4820 for the
location of your local AR dealer.

way into the digital future with its
new High Output Series
loudspeakers.

1

*Loustic Research is atrademark 4Christ ie Design Qmioration,
awholly owned .shi.ii,
-.. 1

Joe Grado was suffering from laryngitis, so instead of
singing opera live, he played CD-Rs of his performances.
Pianist Albert Stanziano, Joe's regular accompanist, also
played some solo pieces. Too bad Joe couldn't perform. I
heard him afew years ago at the first Golden Ear Awards in
Sea Cliff, and he was fantastic.
David Chesky is more than merely the co-owner of a
record label; this guy can actually play. His performance featured selections from his latest release, The Fantasies fir Solo
Piano. Nice chops. His modern classical compositions sound
like improvisational explorations, but are actually carefully
scored pieces. Did Imention that his new CD is available on
Chesky records?
Following David Chesky, Doug MacLeod
delivered another fine set of acoustic blues.
My favorite number was astellar version of
"The Panama Limited." Doug's Saturday
performance was even more impassioned
than Friday's. He dedicated his set to his
father, who had recently passed away.
Lynne Amide and her fine trio finished up the Saturday concerts in the
Empire Room. Her dynamic pianism,
accompanied by Steve Davis on drums
and Drew Gress on acoustic bass,
demonstrated why DMP Recordings
is so proud of her new release, When
lint Listen. Instead of setting up on the
small stage, Lynne's group performed
on the floor, giving the crowd of 300
an intimate, up-close performance.
The last concert on Saturday was
avery big deal — the Kenwood-sponsored
Grand Concert (notice the capital letters). Once again,
the Waldorfs ballroom was the venue, and once more it
nearly had its ceiling lifted off. It's not that the music was too
loud, but just too much. Béla Fleck and the Wooten brothers, Victor and Future Man, arc not only superb musicians
but very funny guys. Along with transcendent playing, the
audience was treated to sight gags, Chaplinesque antics, and
witty repartee. The Flecktones' road manager and soundboard guy, Richard Battaglia, also deserves kudos — the
sound was impeccable.
As if Bela and the boys weren't sufficient entertainment
for one evening, Dr. John and his New Orleans gumbo
music were next up. Dr. John had asmall band consisting of
bass, drums, guitar, sax, and the Doctor himself on piano. He
rollicked through favorites like "Right Place, Wrong Time,"
"Iko, Iko," and old chestnuts like "My Buddy" and "St.
James Infirmary Blues."
The final day of concerts began with Robert Silverman
once again performing Liszes Sonata in b. About 350 people
were present —a great turnout for 9:15 on aSunday morning.
Next up was Gavin Black, performing on PGM's
"Buxtehude" harpsichord. This harpsichord was specially
commissioned by PGM's Gabe Wiener from Michigan harpsichord-builder Philip Tyre. It is the only extant playable
German Baroque harpsichord in the world. Unfortunately,
the instrument had less than an hour to acclimate to the
Empire Room's amiosphere, so the tuning was more meanthan even-tempered. After each piece, the surly thing had to
be retuned. Still, it was worth suffering through its less than
perfect pitch to enjoy Black's virtuosity.
On the subject of virtuosity, Chico Freeman's band —see
this issue's "Record Reviews" section to see what we thought
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

of his new release for Clarity Recordings —was
utterly amazing. Unfortunately, Ihad to sit on the
Stereophile "Ask the Editors" panel in the Hilton Room
during most of their set. Throughout the seminar I
could hear snatches of music like asiren song, making
me wish Iwas listening instead of pontificating.
Luckily Ihad my DAT machine rolling while Iwas
out. They nearly melted the poor thing.
Going from black, black music to white, white music,
Lincoln Mayorga and Margie Gibson followed Chico
Freeman's band. Margie is one of those Broadway cabaret
singers who knows how to "deliver" asong. Drawing from
the Irving Berlin and Leonard Bernstein songbooks, she
demonstrated that taste, style, perfect pitch, and professional savoir-fare are not lost arts. She performed
selections from her new album Say It
With Music, on Sheffield Lab. She definitely knows how to put on the Ritz, even
at the Waldorf.
Sunday's concert schedule wound down
with another stellar set by David Chesky
on solo piano, followed by the Lynne
Arriale Trio. Show-goers who missed
attending any of the concerts missed out on
the best sound at the Show, period.
Cheskyi Paquito D'Rivera blew up astorm on Friday night.
Blues guitarist Doug MacLeod dedicated his
AudioQuest Music—sponsored concert to the
memory of his father, who passed away just
before the Show.

SEMINAR CITY

While Itried to spend most of
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in
the Empire room listening to live
music, several seminars did lure
me out of my musical cave.
While Ilove watching my fellow Stereophile contributors rap
and roll, except for afew brief
snippets of time and my own
sorry stint on the Sunday
"Meet the Editors," Imissed
most of the panel festivities. Idid poke
my head into Michael Frernees "'The Vinyl Experience in the
'90s" seminar and saw at least 350 people enjoying Chad
Kassem's explanation of Analogue Productions' success:
"It's cheap to live in Kansas."
John Atkinson's lecture on "How to Measure
Loudspeakers" was well-attended by not only the public but
also by speaker designers, including Kevin Voecks, Jim
Thiel, Siegfried Linkwitz, Albert von Schweikert, and
Barry Kohan. Other seminars Icaught in bits and pieces
included the "Meet the Designers (Electronics)" panel on
Sunday. Moderated by Robert Harley, the seemingly "balanced" group of designers —John Curl (Parasound, solidstate), Paul McGowan (PS Audio and Genesis, solid-state),
Dennis Had (Cary, tubes), and Mike Kerster (Cary, tubes)
—quickly developed into serious solid-state-bashing. All RH
could do was watch the silicon melt. The DVD panel moderated by Gary Reber had very much ablue-sky-isn't-thefuture-going-to-be-a-beautiful-thing tone while Iwas present.
Hopefully the other side of new technology — lees just call it
the "Oops!" factor — was also discussed.
-Steven Stone S
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Check out the power
of your syste
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Sonata

Intermezzo

Pianist Robert Silverman plays Lizt,
including the Sonata in Bminor. Recorded with 20bit resolution.

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f.
op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op.
117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Festival

Test CD 1

Works by Copland,
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by
the worldrenowned Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned
microphones and 20 bit
resolution.

Phase your system, test
your speakers and listening room, and hear the
difference amike can
make. Take this disc with
you when evaluating
equipment.

Test CD 2
Place your speak
ers and test them for
distortion. Check your
amp for distortion
too, and hear what CD
jitter sounds like.

Concert
This tube-miked,
two-CD set
features Robert
Silverman in a
recital of works
by Schubert, Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the
bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Test CD 3

Use the signals
to test your
speakers and
your room. Burn-in
components with the
unique noise track.
Home in on your home
theater's balance. Check
out your system with the
soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile
music tracks.

Poem
An audiophile classic
since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works
for flute and piano by
Prokofiev, Reinecke,
and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem.

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5960
or call: I
-800-358-6274
NAMI
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'ShIppng & Handing. $3.50, order
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1 Check enclosed
Please charge my 71 MC
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Payable in U.S. funds. Make checks payable to Stereophile. Allow 4to 6
weeks for delivery.
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$8.00/ order foreign (airman)
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omponents listed here are ones that have been
formally reviewed in Stereophile and have been
found to be among the best available in each of
four or five quality classes. Whether acomponent is listed in Class A or Class E, we highly
recommend its purchase.
Each listing —in alphabetical order within classes —is followed by abrief description of the product's sonic characteristics and acode indicating the Stereophile Volume and Issue in
which that product's report appeared. Reviews that appeared
in our companion Stereophile Guide to Home Theater are indicated by "SGHT.1 No.!"; ie, the component was reviewed in
the Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, Volume 1
Number 1, which was
published in December
1994. (Vol.1 No2 of the
Guide was published in
September '95; Vol2
Nos.1-4 in 1996.) Some
products listed have not
yet been reported on;
these are marked (NR),
for "Not Reviewed." We
recommend that any product's entire review be read
before purchase is seriously contemplated (products
without reviews should
therefore be treated with
more caution) — many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and caveats appear
in reviews, but not here.
To obtain back issues of
the magazine, see the
advertisement in this issue.
(We regret that we cannot
supply photocopies of
individual reviews.)
Components, in general, do not remain listed
for more than three years
unless at least one of the
magazine's writers and
editors has had continued
experience with them.
Discontinuation of a
model also precludes its appearance. In addition, though professional components — recorders, amplifiers, monitor speaker systems —can be obtained secondhand and can sometimes
offer performance that would otherwise guarantee inclusion,
we do not generally include such components. Apart from
that exception, Sterrophik's "Recommended Components"
listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in the US through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

How

RECOMMENDATIONS ARE DETERMINED

The ratings given components included in this listing are predicated entirely on performance —ie, accuracy of reproduction
—and are biased to an extent by our feeling that things added to
reproduced sound (cg, flum-4 distortion, colorations of various
kinds) are of more concern to the musically oriented listener
than are things subtracted from the sound (eg,
deep bass or
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Recomm ended
Conipon ents

extreme treble). On the
other hand, components
markedly deficient in one
or more respects are downrated to the extent that
their deficiencies interfere
with the full realization of
the program material.
We try to include in
"Recommended Components" every product
that we have found to be
truly excellent or that we
feel represents good value
for money. Bear in mind
that many different tastes
are represented. The listing is compiled after
extensive
consultation
among Stereophik's reviewing staff, editors, and
publisher, and takes into
account continued experience of aproduct after the
formal review has been
published. In particular,
we take account of unreliability and defects that
show up after extended
auditioning. The fact that a
product received a favorable review cannot therefore be regarded as aguarantee that it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at the time the listing was compiled (August 1996). We make no guarantee
that any of these prices will not have changed by the time
this issue of Stereophile appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform much better
than might be expected from its price, we have drawn attention to it with aspecial symbol next to its listing: $$$. We also
indicate with a* products that have been on this list in one
incarnation or another since the "Recommended Components" listing in Vol.16 No.10 (October 1993). Longevity
in ahi-fi component is rare enough that we think it worth
indicating (although it can also indicate that the attention of
design engineers has moved elsewhere).
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that
the Symphonic Bombast A-123 Mk.VIa, which we recoin-
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DP-870 DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3
DEMODULATOR/ DECODER:
discrete 5.1-channel decoding
for Dolby Digital AC-3
soundtracks •DSP decoder with
Zoran AC-3 chip •AC-3 RF input
for LD •digital AC-3 inputs for

One Great Idea on Top of Another:
Introducing the Marantz SR-96 THX Receiver
and DP-870 Dolby Digital Decoder

future sources with digital AC-3
output (DVD, DSS) •channel
level and balance controls
•configuration switches match
output to system speakers
•connects directly to the SR-96
•connects to existing AN
systems (separate processor/
power amps or AN receiver with
5pre-out/main-in loops)
•SR-96 THX AUDIO/VIDEO
RECEIVER: premium dual DSP
decoder features all-digital Dolby
Pro Logic and THX Home Cinema
processing •5high-current
power amps •110 W x3front,
90 W x2surrounds (into
8ohms) •discrete 6-channel
input connects to Marantz

W'

DP-870 Dolby Digital decoder
•AM/FM tuner with station
naming •5pre-out/main-in loops

Start with the Marantz SR-96 THX Audio/Video Receiver, a

•4audio inputs, 5video

Premium dual DSPs provide all-digital Dolby Pro Logic

inputs with NV copy features

decoding and THX Home Cinema processing. Five high-

•composite and S-video

current power amps deliver 110 W continuous to the fronts and 90 W to the

switching •advanced multi-room

surrounds (into 8ohms). Aversatile complement of A/V inputs manages even the

mode provides two independent

largest theater systems. And should you ever actually leave your theater, the SR-96

sources •headphone jack with

offers an advanced multi-room mode that can play two sources independently. The

auto stereo switching •auto

Top it off with the Marantz DP-870 Dolby Digital

•on-screen display •banana-jack

AC-3 Demodulator/Decoder. The DP-870 connects

connections on all 5speaker

directly to the SR-96 to deliver the most advanced

terminals

total control of your AN
equipment •learns hundreds of
IR codes •macro keys store 20
commands each for one-button
operation •LCD window and
keys illuminate automatically
•ergonomic design with logically
grouped functions •LCD displays
up to 32 special commands for
each component •label naming
feature •built-in commands for
popular DSS equipment •built-in
commands for Marantz and other
brands using RC-5 codes

3
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SR-96 is the ideal centerpiece for any entertainment system.

power-on sensing on TV input

•RC-2000 LEARNING REMOTE:

All You Need is One

perfect blend of powerful technology and thoughtful design.
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DOLBY
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• •
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surround sound ever. The DP-870 can even be connected to many existing
surround sound systems that use separate surround processor and power amps,
and other A/V receivers that feature 5pre-out/main-in/subwoofer connections.
Featuring the high precision Zoran DSP Dolby Digital AC-3 decoder chip, the
DP-870 is prepared for the future with additional inputs for other digital AC-3

110.11
cr.] G., 0ID

sources, such as DSS and DVD components.
Now that you have the best in home-theater sound, check out the remarkable
Marantz RC-2000 Learning Remote. Designed with input from leading custom A/V

Get total control and
complete convenience
with the new Marantz

installation experts, it's the only remote you'll need for complete and convenient

RC-2000 Learning

control of your entire entertainment system.

Remote.
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Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330 Tel 708-307-3100 •708-307-2687 Fax
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. "Dolby." "AC-3." "Pro Logic," and the
double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

Read carefully our descriptions here, the original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews in other magazines to put together ashort list of components to choose
from. Carefully evaluate your room, your source material and front end(s), your
speakers, and your tastes. With luck, you may come up with aselection to audition at your favorite dealer(s). "Recommended Gunponents"
not tell you just aim to
buy any more than Consumer Reports would presiunt• to tell you whom to unan)'!
Class A

Best attainable sound for acomponent of its kind, without any practical considerations; "the least
musical compromise." A Class A system is one for which you don't have to make aleap of faith to
believe that you're hearing the real thin g.

Class B

The next best thing to the very best sound reproduction; Class B components generally cost less
than Class A ones, but most Class B components are still quite expensive.

Class C

Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more musically natural than average home-component high
fidelity; products in this class are of high quality but still affordable.

Class D

Satisfying musical sound, but these components are either of significantly lower fidelity than the best
available, or exhibit major compromises in performance —limited dynamic range, for example. Bear
in mind that appearance in Class D still means that we nritruntersd this product —ifs possible to put
together amusically satisfying system exclusively from Class D components.

Class E

Applying only to loudspeakers and phono cartridges, this "Entry Level" classification includes products that may have obvious defects, but are both inexpensive and much better than most products
in their mid-fi price category.

Class K

"Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for components that we have not tested (or have not finished testing), but that we have reason to believe may be excellent performers. We are not actually
recommending these components, only suggesting you give them alisten. Though the report has yet
to be published in certain cases, the reviewer and editor sometimes feel confident enough that the
reviewer's opinion is sufficiently well-formed to include what otherwise would be aClass K entry in
one of the other classes, marked (NR).

mended heartily two years ago, no
longer makes it into "Recommended
Components" at all. Where deletions
are made, we endeavor to give reasons
(there are always reasons). But remember: Deletion °fa componentfium this list does
not invalidate abuying decision you have made
Individual reviewers mentioned by
their initials are: Larry Archibald, John
Atkinson, Antis Balgalvis, Lonnie
Brownell, Martin C,olloms, Anthony H.
Cordesinan, Robert Deutsch, Shannon
Dickson, Jack English, Michael Freme4
Corey Greenberg, Larry Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Muse Kastanovich, Ken Kessler, Daniel !Cumin,
Guy Lemcoe, Lewis Lipnick, Peter W.
Mitchell, Thomas J. Norton, Russell
Novak, Dick Olsher, Wes Phillips, Robert J. Reina, Kalman Rubinson, Markus
Sauer, Donald A. Scott, Jonathan Scull,
Bill Sommerwerck, Steven Stone, Sam
Tellig, Stephen W. Watkinson, Peter van
Willenswaard, and Barry Willis.

TURNTABLE S

Errnmes NOTE: Any audiophile worth leis or her salt
should (sodas exclusively committal to CD) consider at
least one of our Class D wcommendations—or, pnjerably,
one of the Class C turntable and their variants—as the
essential basis ofamusically sati..slYing system. An in-depth
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audition as part efa prrirrred turruable/anecartridge corn
bination &fire purchase is mandatory Ifa,, ineyensin.
turntable has not made its way into Class D or is not list
al in Class ti, do not ass ume ilia( if is recommended by
defineho Underachievers are more COMM('11 in the world o
timetables than in any other area efhiJI.

A
Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $29,000
Sophisticated two-chassis, air-bearing Swedish
'table with thread drive and parallel-tracking, airbearing tonearni.JS enthused over its 3-I) image
solidity, tight, deep bass, super-plush midrange,
and "enormous palpability factor." MF strongly
disagrees, feeling the Forsell's horizontally underdamped tonearm to be a"cantilever killer," while
MS and JA prefer afully loaded Linn LP12. Very
similar Forsell Air Reference ($14,500) lacks the
air-bearing Flywheel drive system, uses an internal motor and asilicone-rubber belt. (Vol.17 No.1)
Linn Sondek LPI2 with Lingo power
supply: $3045 $$$
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingoequipped version minimizes the LP12's propensity
for aslightly fat midbass, subjectively extending the
low frequencies by another octave. The Lingo
upgrade alone costs $1450. The Trampolin supension reduces the effect of the support. Cirkus bearing/subchassis, now fitted as standard, costs $595
inc. labor as upgrade kit, and further extends and
tightens the turntable's bass, leading to aClass A
rating, according to MC. JA, and LG (as long as a
good support is used, adds MC). Though CG feels
that the LPI2/Cirkus loses acertain something
compared with the original version, he still concluded that "the LPI2 ranks as one of the finest
high-end audio products on the market today." "A
deeper, more profound silence," enthuses WP over
the Cirkus mod, adding that what stunned him was

"the extent to which surface noise receded into
insignificance." Superbly low measured rumble and
excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of
maximum musical involvement offered by this
classic belt-drive turntable. Good isolation from
shock and vibration. While the felt mat doesn't
offer the greatest degree of vibration suppression
within the vinyl disc, what absorption it does offer
is wiform with frequency. lkspite flirtations with
other decks. JA remains true to the basic design he
has used now for more than 18 years. (Vol.14 No.1,
Vol.16 No.12, Vol.17 No.5, VoL19 No2)
Nains Armageddon LPI2 turntable power
supply: $1100
A430VA, low-impedance transformer designed to
drive the Linn LPI2 Basik tunttable while isolating it from powerline noise. WP was enthused, citing the improved pace and energetic presentation
of the music over his Valhalla'd LP12. "The snap
and surge of the rhythms that propel the song
along were better served," he asserted. Howeve
this came at the cost of ultimate bass extension —a
tradeoff that many would not undertake willingly
(JA, for one). Highly recommended —MC agrees
with WP that the LPI2/Armageddon is aClass A
turntable— but audition &jive conunitting your
Linn to surgery. (Vol.19 No2)
Kuzma Stabi: $2750
GL is quite enamored of this turntable when ifs
fitted with the Stogi tonearm, proclaiming, "I
know of no better way to take advantage of this
vinyl renaissance than ...with this superiorsounding, no-nonsense turntable willing and able
to convey all of the dynamics, dynamic range,
rhythm and pace, nuance and finesse that are the
stuff of music. And, ifs built to last into the next
ice age." (VoL18 No.5)
VPI TNT Jr.: $2800
Capable of being upgraded in easy stages to full
TNT MEW Plus status, the high-mass Jr. uses a
simple Navcom suspension and, according to SS, is
"absurdly simple to set up." A "blacker sountistage"
than VPrs popular HW-19, he found, conunenting
that it had excellent low-bass extension and definition. Tripod pulley system, PLC (power-line conditioner), and new drive-belts for the TNT Jr. mice it
most of die way toward full TNT status. (That
would require replacing the suspension —an $800
option.) SS found the changes "subtle but pervasive," particularly lauding the improved soutuktaging. Knocking on the door of Class A. West Coast
price is 12900. (Vol.18 Nos.1 & 11)
Well Tempered Classic Turntable: $2795
(inc. arm and Black Damped Platter) er
An integrated belt-drive turntable/tonearm combination featuring an acrylic platter and aunique
four-point wobble-free bearing. Lacks asuspension, but is designed with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of speed stability
and the rejection of motor noise. Most obvious
sonic characteristic is stability, both in speed and
harmonic structure, coupled with cleaned-up
sound quality: "The quiet between the notes is suddenly more silent," said AB in his review. In addition, dynamics seem to be enhanced, though the
sound is more lightweight than that of, say, the VPI.
The Black Damped Platter is now standard, and is
also available for $395—$495, depending on vintage
of turntable. GL feels that the new platter will go a
long way toward alleviating the WTT's lightweight
balance. "It should bring pleasure to alot of record
collectors— borderline Class B," was his conclusion, though he finds the Well Tempered Arm's
cartridge clips rather fragile.
long-term reference. He recommends die various Marigo Audio
Labs modifications for both ann and tunttible:
Well Damped Ann Clamp ($299), Micro Suspen135
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Vandersteen
full-range
With their drivers
connected in positive
phase through firstorder crossovers, our
speakers preserve
the important phase
characteristics of the
original sounds.

speakers dispel
the myth that
home theater
requires unique
main speakers.
"Sets the
standard
for affordable
speakers"

"What ahighfidelity speaker
should be"

Our innovative boxless design reduces
cabinet reflections
and diffraction. The
Model 3's proprietary,

e

patented midrange
eliminates internal
driver reflections
and the resulting
distortions.
"Awesome on both
film and music"

Model
:Wive two-way
loudspeaker

Model 2

eleamm•

High-resolution,
four driver
loudspeaker

Model 3

age.11111»

Ultra high-resolution, four
In its pursuit of perfection, specialty

"Rocks the
foundation !"

driver loudspeaker
"The ideal
surround
speaker"

audio has established high-fidelity
standards that only

himate
aline!"

the best speakers
can reach.
Now your home

Three driver,
300 watt amplified subwoofer

theater system can meet these standards. A VANDERSTEEN

Phase-correct

canter speaker

phase-correct home theater system creates a coherent and

CI=

expansive soundfield with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility. You will hear why "boxless" is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens your emotional involvement in your films.

Better AUDIO for Your Video

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable
loudspeakers true to both science and music. If you are looking
for asystem that convincingly reproduces every nuance of a

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230

film as easily as it conveys the essence of music, we can direct

(209) 582-0324

you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.
Please write or call for abrochure and the name of your nearest dealer

VPI HW-19 IV: $1850 er
lise Mk.111 version of the VPI 'table (still available
for $1250) was cosmetically snore elegant than the
original, and achieved astandard of sonic neutrality
that put it close to the SOTA Star Sapphire -and at
asignificandy lower price. Borderline Class B. The
Mk.IV version is better still, the music arising from
avelvet-black background, thought GL, with significant improvements in soundstaging and resolution. "Detailed, neutral, easy to set up, and abargain," enthuses RJR. An upgrade with astandard
MILIV platter from older FIW-19s costs $750; with
aTNT Series 2platter, the upgrade costs $900; an
acrylic annboard for the ET 2costs $50, while the
special 1"-thick armboard for the ET 2when the
TNT platter is used costs $120. The HW-19 readily accommodates awide range of tonearms -the
ET 2air-bearing design, in particular-and is very
stable. The $450 Power Line Conditioner (see
Vol.12 No2) is an essential accessory. The '19 can
be upgraded to TNT status. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.9
NosA & 9, Vol.12 No.11, Vol.15 No.8; see also
Vol.13 No.7, p.112, and GI.% ET 2report in Vol.14
No.10.)

D
Rotel RP-900: $500 (inc. arm)
Budget deck based on Regs parts, including glass
platter/felt mat and robust variant on the Regs
ItB-200 arm, offers surprising detail, says MF.
Spring-mounted feet offer moderate isolation.
Check speed accuracy &fore purchase. MF feels
the extra bucks for the Regs Planar 3are worth it,
however. (Vol.18 No.8)
Well Tempered Record Player: $1695 er
Somewhat fussy to set up, but when done right,
die WTRP 'table/arm combination produces coloration-free sound with aclarity and resolution
that belie its price. Possesses a more laid-back,
more musically natural balance than the Linn
Axis, but does not achieve this by suppressing
recorded detail. Low-bass performance is intrinsically alittle soft, but can be fine-tuned by playing
with the damping arrangement. Borderline Class
C performance with the latest platter, according to
CG. (Vol.14 No.7, Vol.16 Nos2 8c 10
Rockport Technologies Sirius II, SOTA
Millennia, Immedia RPM 2, SME Model 20, VPI
TNT Mk.Ill Plus, Well Tempered Reference,
Townshend Rock Mk.III, Wilson Benesch,
S
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Deletions
Basis Ovation Mk.II, Roksan Radius Ill, SUM
Comet all not auditioned in too long atime to be
sure of rating.

To NEARM S
A
Clearaudio/Souther Tri -Quartz Improved:
$2500
SS felt that the TQl's assets -elegant design,
longevity, resolution, low-level detail, superb
soundstage delineation, top-end air, and accurate
midrange re-creation -far outweigh its relatively
minor shortcomings of areticence in the bass and
adaunting setup procedure. "Mates synergistically
with Clearaudio S-type cartridges," SS opines.
(Vol.18 No.4)
Eminent Technology 2.5: $2000
with standard air pump
A longtime MF favorite, the ET 2.5 features ahost
of ingenious extras, including adjustable VTA during play. More important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open ,oundstage," according to AHC,
and gets the best results from awide range of cartridges. Very fussy to set up and use, and needs a
very stable subchassis turntable -VPI, for example
-and frequent level adjusting to give of its best.
MC also reports excellent performance with the
ET mounted on the Roksan Xerxes. Surpassed
overall by the Airtangent, and by the SME V,
which has as neutral amidrange and significantly
better bass definition and extension. Latest version,
the ET 2.5, incorporates aviscous damping trough
($95) and arevised, large-diameter manifold ($400
with return of original manifold) to take advantage
of the higher pressure offera by the Aimed' Wisa
air pump ($375) and surge tink ($200). (lise
Airtech pump and tank cost $500 if bought together.) GL reports excellent results from this combination on the VP1 HW-19, and also recommends
the Teclock Al-911 VTA dial indicator ($36.70),
for which ET provides amounting bracket ($25).
Price without standard pump is $1500. (Vol.8 No.7,
Vol.13 No.3, Vol.14 No.10)
Graham Model 1.5-T/C: $3000 *
Beautifully engineered unipivot design using an
SM E-type annboard cutout that offers interchangeable annwands, arefined counterweightdecoupling mechanism, and easy adjusnnent of
VTA, azimuth, and geometry. Superb bass definition, though not as much ultimate weight as the
SME; but astonishingly good retrieval of midband
information due to avery low resonant sitmantre,
exceeding even the performance of the SME in
this area. Standard finishes are gold matte and
chrome matte. Basic 1.5 costs $2500. The "t" version costs $2750 and includes T-2 tungsten-steel
side weights to replace standard brass ones ($250
as upgrade) and AZ-1 Azimuth Alimment Box
($150 as upgrade). As well as tungsten-steel counterweights, improved T/C version offers progressional-cast SW-3 ceramic arintube ($800 as
upgrade). SS admires its balance of sonic attributes, its ease of setup and adjusnuent, and its neutrality. Class A, pure and simple -and the only
toneann for audiophiles who love (and own)
more than one cartridge. (Vol.14 Nos3 & 8, Vol.18
No.6; see also TJN's SOTA Jewel review in Vol.15
No.4 and MFs review of the Rockport Series
6000 tonearm in Vol.19 No.5.)
Linn Ekos: $2595
Cleaner-sounding than the Wok (upon which it's
loosely based), the Ekos rivals the SME in overall
neutrality while offering a soinewlut brighter,
more energetic presentation of the music. The
treble is nevertheless superbly transparent. The
Ekos also provides amuch better match with the

Linn LP12 than the English arm, which loses control of the bass when mounted on the Scottish
turntable. MC also found the Ekos's bass to be
more tuneful and "open" than that of the original
Wok. Azimuth adjustment is not possible. Some
users have reported long-term problems with the
bearings; the sample JA bought has been okay in
this respect. (Vol.12 Nos.3 8c 4, VoL13 No3, VoL16
No.6)
Nairn ARO: $2000 $$$
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with
the musical message," says MC of this unipivot
design. MS found the ARO to offer superb timbral accuracy, soundstaging, dynamics, and rhythmic integrity. He also found it less bright than the
Linn Elms, and better balanced in the bass than
the SME V. WP concurs, ranking it high among
the amis he's auditioned, but cautions that the
lack of any overhang adjustment dictates careful
cartridge matching, or the ability to drill new armboards with different radii from the spindle for
each new transducer. Additional arm tops cost
$1100. (VoL16 No.6, Vol.19 No2)
Rockport Series 6000: $4500
MF -obviously discomfited by this air-bearing,
linear-tracking toneann's price tag -nonetheless
concluded that "its awesome sonic performance,
explosive dynamics, gigantic soundstage, exquisite
focus ... tonal neutrality... and its surefooted ability to hang the cartridge where it can retrieve the
most information ... make it amie (dare Isay it?)
bengaie (Vol.19 No.5)
SME Series V: $2550 et
This beautifully constructed pivoted toneami has
an extraordinarily neutral midrange, with one of
the lowest resonant signatures in this region
(though DO feels the Graham offers slightly
more midrange detail). Easy to set up, VTA and
overhang are adjustable during play, but there's no
azimuth adjustment -something that DO feels to
be asignificant drawback. "The best bass performance on the market," said SWW. LA concurs,
having auditioned the Von aWI TNT, but JGH,
JA, DO, and LL feel that the whole bass range is
somewhat exaggerated. Not recommended with
the LP12. Some compatibility problems with cartridges having low height. A less versatile version,
the IV.Vi (which uses Series V bearings and
Magnan Vi wiring), appears to offer the V's sonic
virtues and more at a lower cost ($1995 $$$).
(Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8, VoL16 No.6)
Wheaton Triplanar IV Ultimate:
$2595-$2850, depending on termination
Superbly finished, handmade pivoted tonearm
allows for VTA adjustment during play, and
comes with Cardas internal wiring, decoupled
counterweights, and silicone cartridge damping. A
"robust, rollicking, Rabelaisian" sound, found SS,
who also commented on its dynamics and drive.
A richer balance than the Clearaudio-Souther TriQuartz Improved, but less well-defined imaging
than the Graham, felt SS. MF disagrees, feeling
the Wheaton to have more HF energy and crisper
imaging than the Graham. (Vol.18 No2)
Kuzma Stogi: $1200
A GL favorite when used on the Stabi turntable
(see "Turntables"). (Vol.18 No.5)
Well Tempered Classic Arm: $1095 $$$
One of the most neutral-sounding arms, according to JGH, the odd-looking Classic is hard to
fault on any count. Superb highs, stereo soundstaging, and midrange, plus excellent compatibility with MC cartridges that put alot of energy
back into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in
the low bass -and, according to some listeners, an
undynamic sound-keep it from Class A, but virtually no other problems. Good value for money.
The Black Classic carbon-fiber armtube, which is
137
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Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla: $2045 icr
The standard against which newer turntable
designs have been measured for almost two
decades, the Linn is felt by some to be more colored than the other Class C 'tables, particularly in
the upper bass. Latest version has a laminated
armboard and Cirkus bearing/subchassis ($595
inc. labor as upgrade kit), which result in aconsiderably more neutral sound. Certainly it's harder to set up and is more likely to go out of adjustment, though with the latest springs, Trampolin
suspension, glued subchassis, and Cirkus mod, it's
now much better in this respect. (Low-bass extension suffers when the LP12 is not set up correctly.) Still sets ahigh performance standard, found
WP -although it can certainly be bettered in one
area or another, its balance of virtues is hard (but
not impossible) to improve upon. A version with
aBasik power supply is available for $1690. (Vol.7
No2, Vo1.13 No.3, VoL16 No.12, Vo1.19 No2)

Kuzma Stahl Reference, Regs Planar 3.

swJeauoi

sion System & Motor Terminator Kit ($239, now
height-adjustable), and, for those with the old platter, the Reference Interface Mat System ($239),
which can also be used on other turntables- see
RH's review in VoL16 No.4. (Vol-11 No.3, VoL16
No.4; see also GI.% review of the $2000 Fountainhead turntable base hi Vol.17 No.10.)
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Immedia RPM-2 Unipivot, Wilson Benesch
A.C.T. One, VPIJW Memorial Unipivot, Kuzma
Stogi Reference.

PHONO CARTRIDGES
A

AudioQuest 7000 Fe5: $2550
More-expensive replacement -with boron cantilever and nonremovable body -for the excellent-sounding 700Onsx is less dry-sounding and
not quite as "razor-sharp," notes MF. He enthused
over the remarkable low-end oomph, richness, and
sonic luxury. "Big, generous, and easy-sounding,"
and possessed of agenerous 0.4mV output, "while
maintaining... resolution of inner detail." However, he cautions, "greater midrange liquidity and
sense of 'quiet' background lis available] from
other (more expensive) cartridges." Correct VTA
critical for optimum performance. (Vol.14 No.6,
Vol.15 Nod, original version; Vol.19 No.4.)
Benz-Micro Ruby: $3000
Some disagreement between is and JE over this
European wooden-bodied MC, which has an unusually low output With ahigh-gain preamplifier that allows its dynamics to fully develop, the
Ruby favors accuracy over the spectacular, neutrality rather than immediacy, but might be considered too self-effacing overall. Tracking ability
was excellent. Price with qualifying trade-in cartridge is $2000; retipping costs $500. (Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Insider: $7500
is fell hard for this pricey low-output moving-coil.
"Perfectly transparent, neutral, and supremely
musical... lit] always pulled the best out of the
vinyl it traced." He went on to praise the "quick
and sure hand it displayed with transients and
dynamics, the colorful palette, and the ease with
which it threw up asoundstage," concluding that
it's "the best cartridge in the world." SD harmonizes: "Still the king." (Vol.19 No.5)
Linn Arkiv: $2295
This Scan-Tech-sourced, tonally neutral, threepoint-mounting MC cartridge has aless incisive,
more soft-sounding presentation than the Troika
it replaced, but excels in its feeling of musical
communication. Some sample inconsistency,
however. (Vol.16 No.11)
Lyra Clavis Da Capo: $1895 SSS
"Demands precise setup," cautioned MF, bur
S
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Blue Oasis: $1650
Though its top end is alittle softened in absolute
terms, JE liked the Oasis more than JS did, the latter finding it sounded too mellow. Needs to be
used with ahigh-gain, low-noise phono preamp,
with which its retrieval of detail can be heard to
be excellent. The bass is extended, tight, and powerful. (Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Signature: $2300
While both JE and JS liked the neutral sound of
this high-output German MC, neither felt it to
quite scale the heights of Class A performance.
The highs are extended and open, but this may
have contributed to asensitivity to disc surface
noise. "An immediate, vibrant perspective," commented J. who, like JE, preferred the Signature
loaded with 47k ohms. JE felt it sounded not quite
as lush in the midrange as he would have liked,
but also commented favorably on the sense of air
and space it produced. (Vol.18 No.1)
Clearaudio Veritas-S: $1950
SS's current reference, the Veritas-S is asuperb
match for the Clearaudio-Souther arm (see
"Tonearms"). (Vol.18 No.4)
London (Decca) Jubilee: $1600
MC claim, that "when it's good, the Jubilee is

very, very good; but when it's wrong, it can be
horrid." It sets the standard, he feels, for dynamic
expression and rhythm. But, he notes, it does not
track the typical range of groove modulations
cleanly or convincingly. When the going gets
tough (le, loud), the Jubilee loses clarity and detail
-and causes excessive groove wear to boot.
(Vol.18 No.6)
Swink° SHO Reference High-Output:
$1800
WP feels this high-output MC has body, presence, and rhythm -and apurity in the high frequencies that causes overtones to float forever. "It
sounds like music," he pronounces. Well-built,
reliable, and extremely musical, he says, with an
uncanny knack for sorting out audible details in
the quietest passages. (Vol.18 No.4)
Benz-Micro Glider: $750 in
"lise aural pictures the Glider paints," LB effused,
"are so good they really give you aglimpse into
the original event." Citing the cartridge's presentation of detail, pinpoint imaging, and almost
physical presence, he did cavil that some may find
the midbass on the soft side of accurate. "Powerful
stuff," he said of one night's audition; "magic, in
fact." Retipping costs $400. Borderline Class B.
(Vol.19 No.8)
Stuniko Blue Point Special: $295 $$$
CG enthused about this nude, P-Mount-less version of the standard Blue Point MC, pointing to
its lack of bass bloat, tonal honesty, and cleaner,
more extended highs. It also offers excellent detail
and focus. A touch of STYLAST applied to the
underside of the cantilever optimizes the bass.
High output. (Vol.16 NosA & 12)

D

Sumac° Blue Point: $195 *
Rather awoolly bass, duc to the P-Mount/adaptor configuration, but asweet balance lacking any
nasality, thought CG of this high-output MC.
(Vol.16 No.4, Vol.18 No.8)
Grado ZTE+1: $30 *
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this MM
has excellent trackability and sounds rather like a
good MC. Stereophile readers should consider
spending more than $30 on acartridge. but when
asked by friends what they would recommend for
an old Dual or Garrard, this "system saver" is the
one to mention. Will hum if used with older AR
decks; lack of suspension damping can lead to
woofer pumping, even flutter, with high- or even
medium-mass arms. (Vol.7 No.8; actual review
was of the earlier GTE+1.)
Cardas Ruby, AudioQuest MC-200, Dynavector
XX-II, Denon Sl, Benz-Micro MO.9, Blue Oasis
Signature, Wilson Benesch Hybrid, Crown Jewel,
Grado Signature Jr.
Deletions
Benz-Micro MC-20E II, Roksan Corns Black,
not auditioned in along time.

PHONO ACCESSORIES &
RECORD CLEANERS
A

Audio Physic Cartridge Demagnetizer:
$349.95
MF found this device most effective in maintaining that "like-new" quality of his MC cartridge.
He recommends placing stylus in groove of stationary record when using, in order to center the
coils in the magnetic field. (Vol.18 No.12)
139
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AudioQuest FT-8: $750 et
liN got excellent results from the PT-8 fitted
with Signet OC-9 and AudioQuest 404i-L phono
cartridges on aSOTA Jewel turntable. Soundwise,
the balance is abit more forward in the midrange
than the Graham arm, but with excellent dynamics. The armtube is dead, there's no play at the
pivot point, and friction seems very low, he found,
summing it up as "a gem." Otherwise identical
AudioQuest PT-7 ($625) and FT-6 ($495) differ
from the PT-8 only in having less highly specified
AudioQuest arm-to-preamp cables. (Vol.15 No.4)

offers superb focus, three-dimensional solidity,
spatiality, detail, and air. However, he asserts,
"Some will find the highs too forward and 'zingy,'
the balance too lean and detailed, the bass too taut
and not sufficiently luxurious sounding." Dynamic balance atouch "reserved" -due, possibly,
to its 25011V output. Even so, "I loved itr he concluded. (Vol.19 No.4.)
Lyra Parnassus: $3495
Though neither JS nor JE felt the Parnassus was a
champ at detail retrieval or dynamics, they both
unhesitatingly gave this Scan-Tech-sourced lowoutput MC aClass A rating. "A music-lover's cartridge ... inunediately musically satisfying but
never offensive-sounding," was Mr. E.'s conclusion; "delightful midrange textures," and "it conveys emotion," sununed up the sanguine Mr. S.
(Vol.18 No2)
Symphonic Line RG-8 Gold: $5000 e
What's so endearing about the handmade RG-8,
according to DO, is its rare mastery over music's
finesse and brawn: the effortless detailing, the
smoothness of expression, and the purity of texture are combined with the bass impact and
dynamic power of asteam locomotive. Works
best into high-impedance loads. JE and JS were
also mightily impressed, the latter with the precise
delineation of images, the former with its pace,
drive, slam, and rhythmic integrity. Not kind to
sizzly recordings, however. (Vol.16 No2, Vol.18
No2)
Transfiguration Temper: $3800
MF and WP consider this the best they've heard
yet, although 250µV output dictates quiet systems
with loua gain. "Liquid and luxurious from the
very highest to the very lowest frequencies,"
declared MF. "Relaxed detail that never overwhelms the musical integrity," WP counters. They
could probably go on for hours. Now distributed
by Graham Engineering. (Vol.19 No.7)
van den Hul Grasshopper IV: $5000
Now distributed in the US by Stanalog Imports,
the hand-built Grasshopper IV differs significantly from earlier 'hoppers and incorporates AJ van
den Hul's latest thoughts on cartridge design.
Changes significantly during break-in, after which
it is not as analytical-sounding as the Symphonic
Line RG-8 but "balanced more toward the
relaxed, rich, and musical," decided JS. The WH
also features a"very wide and envelopingly deep
soundstage." (Vol.18 No.7)
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currently being supplied with new Well Tempered Classic Turntables, is available as an upgrade
for $595. Removing the armrest, which adds a
thickening in the lower midrange when the arm
is mounted on the Well Tempered Turntable (see
Vol.11 No.6), further improves the sound, as does
replacing the standard counterweight with one of
more mass nearer the pivot. RH recommends the
LP Lab carbon-fiber anntube modification for the
WTA (Vol.15 No.1), which costs $395 including
UPS return shipping, as well as the Mango Audio
Labs Well Damped Arm Clamp ($299). (Vol.8
NosA & 7, Vol.9 Nos.3 & 5, Vol.16 No.4)

•
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DB Systems DBP-10 Protractor: $39.95 *
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency. JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph
Speed Readout: $89.95 inc. SitH
Easy-to-use strobe disc simplifies precision adjustment of turntable speeds from 33I/3 to all of the
variations on "78." "It's just fantastic," effused JS.
"It looks cool, and it's asnap to perfectly set the
speed." (Vol.19 No2)
LAST Power LP Cleaner:
$32.50/half-oz bottle
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JEfound just three drops sufficient to
remove dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale
records, though he found that asubsequent wash
with his VPI HW-17 was still required to reduce
the level of groove noise to acceptable levels. "A
worthwhile companion to LASTs wonderful
Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
LAST Record Preservative: 532.50/2-oz
bottle *
Significantly improves the sound of even new
records, and is claimed to make them last longer.
A2-oz bottle contains 60 treatments. (Vol.5 No3)
Lyle Cartridges Alignment Tool: $15.95
Inexpensive but invaluable -this sliver of mirror
has alignment markings and aspindle cutout. Slip
it into place on your platter and use the classic twopoint grid system to make sure everything's
aligned. The mirror is the trick-it allows you to
sight the cartridge's position against the markings
themselves. "An essential tool," declares WP. (NR)
Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
machine: $809 *
Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi record-cleaning machine:
$579 *
Nitty Gritty 13H mii.n record-cleaning
machine: $509
The Mini Pro is asemiautomatic machine that
cleans both disc sides simultaneously. The L5 is
identical to the 2.5 but substitutes vinyl for the tatter's genuine oak side panels. Instead of avacuuming "tonearm," as on the professional Keith
Monks machine, the NG deaner uses avacuum
slot Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty
Gritty's Pro, at asignificantly lower price, though
it takes twice as long, cleaning each side of an LP
in turn. While the vacuum-deaning Nitty Gritty
does asimilar job on dusty albums as the similarly priced VPI HW-16.5, CG felt that the VPI's
hard-bristled brush did better with really dirty LPs
than did NG's velvet one. He found the effect of
both was to produce aless-colored, more detailed
midband sound from LPs, as well as provide the
expected reduction in surface noise. (Mini Pro,
Vol.8 No.1; 2.5Fi, Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8 No.1; L5Fi,
Vol.17 No.5.)
QR/DNM Design Ringmat Mk.I1 XLR
turntable mat: $74.95
RD found this paper/cork mat (available in three
thicknesses) to both reduce groove noise and
increase detail resolution when used on his
Lingo'd Linn. Some initial difficulties with the
cork rings detaching, says ST, but he found the
Ringmat to turn his AR into amore detailed,
more neutral-sounding 'table. Now distributed in
the US by Music Hall. (Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.1,
Vol.19 No.6)
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Shun Mook record weight: $1200
The best record weight JS has used on Isis Forsell
turntable, "bar none." Ridiculously expensive,
however. (Vol.17 No2)

Deletions
Suniiko Analog Survival Kit discontinued.

VPI HW-17 record-cleaning machine: $900 *
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning machine: $450
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime,
semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty
Gritty. "Best I've used," says LA. "A highly functional and convenient luxury," said AUG. Latest
version has aheavier-duty vacuum system. The
'16.5 is amanually operated version with anoisier
motor. Adjusts automatically to thickness of
record; gets hot quickly. (HW-17, Vol.8 No.1,
Vol.19 No.6; original HW-16, Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9;
HW-16.5, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No.6.)

Eorroa's NOTE: The class ratines are alittle different in this and the following two sections. Whereas
the phrase "state of the art" can be interpreted literally for other categories, here it means the best
CD sound available as of the time of writing. With
every advance in digital replay, we realize that the
goal still seems to be just as far away in that the analog LP continues to get closer to the real thing. As
with computers, a CD-replay system becomes
effectively obsolete as you drive it home from the
store. We urge caution to someone about to purchase an expensive "state-of-the-art" CD playet
Perhaps the wisest strategy these days would be to
buy separate transport and DAC units, eventual
replacement of the latter being the best way to stay
abreast of continuing development. (Note that the
class rankings in CD players and I)/A processors
are not necessarily directly comparable.)
However, even though there arc only a few
HDCD 3 recordings available, the digital playback
waters are changing fast due to the availability of
the Pacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCI) decoder/digital filter chip. There is no doubt in RH's
mind that the advent of HDCD recordings and
players represents asignificant step forward in digital playback quality, providing sound more like analog, with deepen better-defined soundstaging and a
more accurate tendering of instrumental and vocal
timbres. MC points out alack of pace, however.

Gruv-Glide $22.95
Record de-staticizing agent that ST found to give
better sound. Apparently doesn't grunge-up the
sMus or leave afilm. (Vol.9 No.8)
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment:
$27/quarter-oz bottle *
Stylus treatment designed to reduce friction
between groove and phono cartridge. Some manufacturers caution against it, claiming it migrates
up the cantilever and attracts dust -thus clogging
the armature. One reader suggests applying treatment to brush rather than stylus, which would
reduce possibility of over-applying. MF has found
STYLAST effective, but expresses concern over
possible damage to cartridge. (Vol.18 No.12)
Nestorovic Labs Moving-Coil Cartridge
Network: $300 e‘
Passive network intended to optimally load an
MC cartridge. An "Audiophile" version is available for an extra $250. (Vol.13 No.9)
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
machine: $259
*
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II: $200 US *
Both of these machines (the latter is manidicmred for Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) are manual units that ofkr the least expensive way to
effectively clean LPs. Record Doctor II difkrs
from the original in that it has aroller bearing to
make turning the LP easier when the vacuumcleaning motor is on. The earlier model can be fitted with aroller-bearing accessory -available for
$17 inc. S&H from K-A-B Electro-Acoustics, RO.
Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922 -which fits
beneadi the existing platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0
is also available as the oak-finished 2.0 for $305.
(NR)
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush
record brushes e
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record), these are the most effective dry
record-cleaners available. UGH disagrees, feeling
that they leave the dust on the record.) No substitute for an occasional wet wash. (Von() No.8)
Discwasher record brush *
If you don't have arecord-cleaning machine, the
DW system will do an adequate job on relatively
clean records, but won't get out the deep grunge.
If you begin to accumulate lots of gunk on your
stylus after dea ll i
ll gyour record with an older
DW bnish, the bristles arc worn our, send it back
for resurfacing, or buy anew one. A high-torque
turntable is required. (NR)
Combak Harrnonix TU -812 Tuning Record
Clamp, ART. Graphite Record Clamp, Allsop
Orbitrac.

CD PLAYERS

A

Accuphase DP-65: $5750
"The natural warmth of recording after recording
shone through, suffusing the sound with an
expansive glow and bloom," enthused TJN about
the relaxed tonal balance of this Japanese player,
which uses Burr-Brown PCM1702 DACs in a
balanced configuration. "Musically complete."
(Vol.17 No.10)
Audio Research CD1: $2995
WP went bats over the CD1, insisting that "This
is the one Iturn to when Ilisten for pleasure." He
lauded its articulation, rhythm, and intonation,
but did notice asoftening of the LF. RH, however, found the bench tests disappointing, pointing
out audible de-emphasis errors that will impart a
brighter, livelier sound to pre-emphasized discs.
He also noted high noise levels. Philips has discontinued the transport mechanism used by
ARC, so athorough re-evaluation is indicated.
(Vol.18 No.12)
Krell KPS-20i: $9000
Krell KP5-201/1: $11,000
"Is it possible to call a$9000 CD player abargain?"
RH queried. "Yes," he concluded, "when you consider how much it would cost to achieve the KPS20i's sound quality with aseparate processor and
transport." Impressed by its "unbelievably deep,
tight, and authoritative bass," he pointed out that
"more bass isn't necessarily better, but when combined with excellent agility, pitch resolution, and
detail, the result is agreater involvement in the
music" MC found the $11,000 200 to be the
best-sounding Krell digital product-something
confirmed by WP, who wondered if it was due to
the absence of apreamp. (Vol.18 No.4, 20i; Vol.18
No.10, 20i/1.)
Linn Karik CD transport & Linn Numerik
D/A processor: $6190 rcr
Two-box system in which the 1)AC docks the
transport via aseparate link. Current version of the
Karik transport ($3595 if bought separately) incorporates aCrystal D/A section to enable it to be
used as astandalone CI) player. Though each on its
own is ahigh Class Bcontenelet die Karik forms a
141
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The Cardas Sweep Record: $16 SU
Inexpensive degaussing aid for cartridges that
also, it is claimed, ultrasonically cleans stylus.
Record also features blank, ungrooved areas that
facilitate anti-skating adjustments -or, for lineartracking arms, level. MF found it effective, especially when considering its price. "Wouldn't be
without itr enthuses JS. (Vol.18 No.12)
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Meridian

508-20: $2995 OS
"Detail, ait more of asense of musicians' palpable
presence," coupled with "crystalline clarity" and
"harmonic richness," was how ST summed up dits
English player's sound. This latest version uses
Crystal's 4329 I
)AC chip, running four DACs operating in dual-differential mode to offer true 20-bit
resolution, and also boasts improved noise-shaping.
ST praised its rock-stable images and analoglike
sense of ease -"everything sounded so natural...
harmonically right, totally rich." He asserted, "die
'new' 508 is so strong, it belongs in Class A... with
players selling for three times the price." A basic
remote control is supplied; Meridian's System
Remote costs $99. (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.19 No.6)
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1: $3495 $5$
RH boldly declared that "the SFCI3-1 outperformed Sonic Frontiers' excellent separate transport and processors, and at amuch lower price."
Smooth, involving, and highly musical, "its mudcality sneaks up on you." The player does not
offer digital inputs or outputs, which makes
upgrading asingle element of the digital front-end
problematic. Nonetheless, he counseled, it "is the
best $3500 digital front-end I've heard." JA is also
impressed. (Vol.19 Nos.6 & 9)
California Audio Labs Icon Mk.II HDCD:
$1445
RJR proclaimed the Icon Mk.II HDCD his" 'affordable'" reference player, finding it remarkably
free from sonic flaws. He lauded its neutrality,
excellent reproduction of inner detail and ambience, extremely wide dynamic range, and natural
articulation of HEtransients. At $450, he adds, the
Power Boss upgrade is highly recommended to all
owners of older units. (Vol.19 No.6)
Micromega Stage 2: 51075 $$$
have no qualms recommending (the Stigej to
anyone looking for an engaging, affordable CD
player," WP gushed. He adjudged it true to the
music, and sounding articulate and graceful: "I
found its tonal balance natural, without asuckedout tnidrange or edgy top-end." (Vol.18 No.10)

-1

AMC CD6: $599.95
"Well-balanced, highly faithful sound," summed
up MK. who warned that softening of top end
"caused some slightly schizophrenic soundstaging
effects." Deep bass for such an affordable unit, he
tamed, "deep enough to get the job done," if not
the tightest he'd heard. (Vol.19 No.6)
Marantz CD-63 Mk.2: $399.99 $$$
ST's budget reference: astonishingly detailed,
smooth, clean, clear, sweet, nonfatiguing. Lacks
dynamic drive, however, as well as ultimate bass
extension and resolution. But "a bit special," confirms MC. Marantz CL)-63 Special Edition costs
$499.99; ST decided that it was worth the extra
100 bucks for its smooth, sweet balance and
greater openness and resolution. Sounds more
airy than the Quad 67, but has aleaner balance
overall. "A killer $500 player," he concluded.
Current version of the basic '63 uses the same AC
transformer as the SE. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 8; Vol.17
No.12, Special Edition.)
NAD 502: $299 ni
The first production run of this basic deck suffered from reliability problems, due to the lack of
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atransit screw: we're told this has been fixed. "A
clear, open. and unrestrained sound quality," raved
CG, with a "lively, powerfill bottom end, but
slightly soh on top." -Makes life very difficult for
piiyers in the $500-51000 range," he concluded.
Class C. agrees l'WM. (Vol.17 No.4)
Rote! RCD-950: $449.90
M K found the RCD-950 -wonderfid sounding...
and abargain at $450." although he judged both
its bass response and its ability to portray depth to
be somewhat weak. On the plus side, however, he
praised its "extraordinary detail" and "lively,
involving presentatirin." Superior-sounding digital
output aplus for those who wish to upgrade to .1
separate I
/AC. (Vol.19 Nos.() & 8)
TEAC VRDS-10: $1250
Massively built player that uses the clamp/transport system first seen in the bsoteric P-2 transport
and Philips Bitstream DACs. Excellent sense of
reproduced spies- coupled with good dynamics,
found S. but sound let down by aslightly exaggerated top end (audible and measurable) and a
degree of midrange grain. Makes an excellent
transport, he found. (Vol.17 No.11)

1)
Eurroit's Nam: Ilene are currently no Class I)
CI )players listed.
Wadia 1(s, California Audio Labs CL-10.

DIGITAL PROCESSORS

F
.DITOles NOTE: The sound of any particular CI
transport/digital processor combination will be
dependent on the dattlink used.

A
Accuphase DC-91: $13,995
1)0 found multilayered recordings with complex
reverb signatures more clearly resolvable with this
processor. with anatural synergy achieved when
driven by the matching DP-90 transport. In addition, he enjoyed greater access to the inner recesses of the soundstage, as he let his mind's eye
explore the full depth and width of the spatial perspective. Absolute reference caliber, in his estimation, and .1 perfect 10. MC demurs. (Vol.18 No.6)
Audio Alchemy DT1•Pro 32: $1595
Newest iteration of AA's top jitter attenuator int:orporates a32-bit DSP chip that reportedly offers
50'Vo mow computing power. Aiming the I
rTI•Pro
32 to run an enhanced Resolution Enhancement
algorithm. RH asserts. Its birth to imagine that a
world-class digital from-end such as the Mark
Levinson No31 transport and Spectral SI R-2((X)
Pro clital processor could be impnwed by alittle
Audio Alchemy box. but it was. The DTI•Pm 32
tightened .mud deepened the kiss, made the presentation bigger and more expansive, and better
revealed space and instrumental bloom around
instrumental outlines. PI made the presentation
sound more like real immunents existing in areal
space." "A fiat-omit miracle product," enthuses MF,
"that makes CI listenable." (Vol.19 Nos3 & 7)
Classe DAC-1: $3995 $$$
was "stunned" by the performance of this
giant-killer processor. t.lee lll i
l
ig it "a revolution in
the price:performance ratio in digital playback."
Its resolution impressed him mightily: "on apar
with the Spectral SDR-2000 Pro... That's saying
alot for a1$40001 MA converter," he maintained.
Ile also took note of its extraordinary overall
sense of power and slam and alack of strain with
complex, high-level signals, emphasizing that "in
ternis of wide dynamic contrast and sheer slam,
the DAC-I svas the best processor I've heard. Only noticeable character was aslight edge to the
sound in mids and treble that diminishes significantly durits the long break-in period. MC is not

as impressed, however, feeling Class Bto be mom
appropriate. (Vol.18 No.12)
Encore Pyramid I: $3595-$4995 depending
on options
This singular-looking D/A processor impressed RI- 1
with its "wonderful soundstaging, wide dynainics,
powerful rhythmic drive, and freedom from grain."
1)ubbing it competitive widt the best the $5k-$6k
range has to offer, he praised its impressive sense of
pace and the bass's "exceptional power and kick,"
while noting this came at die expense of absolute
midrange liquidity. Yet, he added, "1 can count die
Pyramid 1among ahandful of processors that excel
in presenting images as individual objects within die
soundstage." (Vol.18 No.11)
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-9000 Pro
Series III HDCD: $5995
MF and SS both assess it to be Class A, but RH
feels it to lack sufficient transparency and resolution to connect him to the music. Smooth and
wann, they concur, anti singularly lacking in grain,
glare, and hardness. All three comment favorably
on the remote volume control -"It makes you
realize that all preamps degrade sound," declares
SS. MF claims that LP/CD comparisons reveal
surprisingly close timbrai characters. "May not
impress at first listen," he cautions, "but evennially it will sneak up behind you and bite you on die
ass." Consider yourself warned. Gold finish adds
$400, balanced outputs add $1000. (Vol.18 No.8)
Genesis 'I'echnologies Digital Lens: $1800
RI-I dubbed this unique. RAM beer-based, jitter-elimination/resolution enhancement digital
device "die most serious attempt to date at reducing jitter in outboard processors." Finding its
effects "truly remarkable," he heard "improvements in nearly every area of musical performance: soundstage size, bass definition and
dynamic clarity, detail resolution, and timbral liquidity." LL demurs, finding in the soundstage
enhancement "a consistency from one recording
to another, often replacing die natural seine of
space with one dictated by the Genesis itself."
"Phooeyr snorts JA, who finds its clarifying effect
on the high-jitter data output of his Panasonic
'3700 13AT recorder nothing short of magic.
(Vol.19 Nos.7 & 10.)
Jadis JS1 Symmetrical: $12,325
JS's reference 1)/A, the beautiful two-box Jadis
JS1 Symmetrical processor features a Philips
Bitstream DAC sections and tubed analog circuitry. The Jadisian soundstage is, in JS's words, "airy,
layered, enormous, and truly enveloping." The
bass is almost state-of-the-art, the midrange
sumptuous, and the crisp highs "offer an (almost)
perfect blend of clarity, extension, and harmonic
integrity" when the processor is driven by die
matching Jadis J1 Drive transport. Sonne questionable aspects of the JS1's measured performance
make the processor a borderline Class A performer, JA feels. (Vol.18 No3)
Mark Levinson No.30.5: $15,950
The original No.30 was Stenvphile's "Product of
the Year" for 1992. The No30.5 update, which
consists of anew data-receiver board incorporating an "Intelligent FIFO" memory buffer, is "a
mie reference-quality product," says RH, adding
that "there's no question dut No30.5 owners
should upgrade to HDCD ...anyone who hasn't
converted their No.30 is in for abig surprise." JA's
reference -"Ilse closest thing to good LP playback," quoth he. HDCD upgrade costs $99 plus
labor. (No.30, Vol.15 No2, Vol.16 No.6; No-30.5,
Vol.17 No.10, Vol.18 Nos3 & 4.)
Mark Levinson No.36: $3995 $5$
"Run out and buy the No36 ... if you have the
price of admission," was TJN's advice. "It certainly must be heard, if only to hear what's possible in
today's best D/A converters." Major Toni was
143
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synergistic match with the Numerik to give true
Class A sound. MC finds its laid-back presentation
offputting, but WP enthuses over its excellent truth
of timbre and improved sense of pace and timing.
The latest version of the $2595 Numerik has a
switch-mode power supply that RH felt give asignificant improvement in sound quality; and BurrBrown PCM1702 DACs that give abetter sense of
LF pace. (Vol.15 No.1, Vol.17 No.10)
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the previous iteration's "famous, already immense
s
(((( ndscape." Calling the V-A beautifully balanced
and atransparent window into every recording, he
assessed the Theta's overall performance as "as
good as I've heard." LL is also afan. ST-optical
input adds $300; single-mode input adds $800.
(Vol.18 Nos2 & 7, Vol.19 No.1)

Meridian 518: $1795
Unusual digital-to-digital processor that JA
dubbed "the Swiss Army Knife of digital." It performs digital gain and source selection, converts
data with one digital word length to data with
another -such as when transferring data from a
20-bit master to a 16-bit DAT or CD-R- and
offers achoice of seven noise-shaping algorithms.
JA used it to master Festival and concluded that it
was essential in preserving the integrity of the 20bit master when transferred to a16-bit medium.
Much to his surprise, however, feeding 16-bit Cl)
information through it and increasing the word
length to 20-bit going into his Levinson '30.5
resulted in tremendous improvements. "It was
goosebump city, even with recordings that usually
strike nie as just being notes by numbers," he goggled. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7)

Wadia 27: $8450
(See RITs review in this issue.)

Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II: $5295 $U
One of RH's two favorite 1)/A processors -the
other is the Spectral -the Mk.II SFD-2 offers Class
A performance at avery competitive price. The
Mk.I was Stermphilès "Product of the Year" for
1994. Ilse Mk.11 features some minor upgrades to
the analog circuitry, but, most important, replaces
the Burr-Brown digital filter with the Pacific
Microsonics PMI)-100 HDCD decoder/filter
chip. The result, RH found, is asound that heats
anything out there other than the Spectral and the
Levinson No30.5 -which arc now fitted with the
same HI)C1) chip, and which also have greater LF
extension and authority. Where the Mk.I Sonic
Frontiers had avery upfront balance, the Mk.11 is
more laid-back, but still has a huge, spacioussounding, superbly defined soundstage; asmooth,
liquid-sounding midrange; superb retrieval of
musical devil; and tighter image focus. RD is excited about the HDCD-equipped SFD-2 Mk.11's
ability to make ordinary CI)s sound as if they were
new audiophile remastcrings. (Mk.1, Vol.16 No.12,
Vol.17 No.1; see also die Timbre Technology TT-1
revkw in Vol.17 No.4; Mk.11, Vol.18 No3.)
Spectral SDR-2000 Professional: $8895
RH emphatically states that "This is the state of
the art in digital playback ... excelling its low-level
resolution, soundstaging, and harmonic purity." In
his review, he added that "the SDR-2000 Pro
redefines what we can expect from the compact
disc fonnat in tenus of transparency, palpability,
resolution of fine detail, and rightness of timbreespecially on HDCD." Setup can be tricky, however, and the SDR-2000 seems to work best with
other Spectral gear, including the Spectral/MIT
wires. Also component of Spectral/Avalon/MIT
"2C3D" system. (Vol.18 No.5, Vol.19 No.1)
Theta DS Pro Generation V-A: $3795
Price is for single-ended version; version with fully
balanced 1)AC and output stages costs $5595.
Much better than the Generation III processor
that it replaced in that it has aless-hyped-up, more
refined-sounding, more musically natural treble
balance, the Gen.V still features
traditional
terrific sense of dynamics and low-frequency slam
and extension. Not quite as smooth-sounding as
the Mk.I1 Sonic Frontiers, and alittle less image
depth, but SD still considers the Gen.V to be
among the best D/A processors available. "Although the relative changes from its predecessor
are small in scale, their sonic impact makes this upgrade ahighly recommended step for owners of
earlier models," he concluded, finding the new
version's soundstage to be even better defined than
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0: $599
RH adjudges this jitter-reduction device to significantly improve upon the original DTI, claiming it
improves the sound of nearly every transport/
processor he's tried it with -but, he cautions, the
kree of improvement varied greatly: the better
the transport, the less significant the difference.
Using its
itie I'S data output iti conjunction
with the I
)1 )E v3.0, the I
)11 v2.0 really came
alive, he reports, increasing soundstage depth, layering, bloom, and air and bordering on Class A.
ST optical input adds $179. (Vol.18 Nos.9 & 12)
Denon DA-S1: $7000
TJN liked this Japanese processor (which synthesizes inf
anon below the LS11) a lot for its
midrange palpability, musically natural timbres,
and overall relaxed balance. "A combination of
clarity, warmth, and three-dimensionality rarely
encountered at the same time in digital playback,"
he enthused. MC demurs, however, finding its
sound rather slow-paced. (Vol.17 No.5)
Digital Domain VSP Model S: $1495
Intended :IN asample-rate converter, this slim unit
also reclocks digital data and virtually eliminates
Jitter. The sonic result is to render digital sound
muds closer to analogjA decided. It found it to
"snap the lissa into tight focus," with kiss guitar
acquiring more dynamics, better pitch definition,
and more detail. Some, however, will find that the
bass balance will become more lean as aresult.
The VS1' in its SRC mode rewrites each data
word -which will, of course, render it nontransparent to DI KM-encoded data. Six digital inputs
and four outputs -all on AES/EBU, ST, coaxial,
and TbsLink. Once Class A, the appearance its
1996 of the Genesis Digital lens and Meridian 518
pushes it down in absolute quality, feels JA. (Vol.17
No.11; also see "Industry Update," Vol.17 No.1,
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-7000
Series III HDCD: $2495
SS's reference -he finds this smooth-sounding
processor involving and musically satisfying. He
emphatically recommends the Series III upgrade
to all Series Iand II owners. Gold finish adds
$200; balanced outputs add $399. (Vol.18 No.5)
Meridian 563: $1395 in
With a bass that's weighty, extended, and controlled; ail open-sounding, spacious soundstage;
and asmooth, liquid-sounding midrange, this inexpensive unit with ajitter-rejecting dual-PLL receiver is "the best-sounding processor in its class,"
according to RH. Not as much bass dans as the
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2, and some sfight midrange
and treble grain. (Vol.17 No.4)
Muse Model Two: $1700 US
Borderline Class A! Impressively constmcted 20bit digital processor featuring unique jitter-suppression circuitry and "near ideal" power supply.
SD marveled at its awesome bass definition and
extension and its ability to delineate leading-edge
transient information. Achieving this level of performance for less than $2000 is truly remarkable,
lie posited -while noting that the passive currentto-voltage conversion used, which results in a
meager IV output, will preclude the use of passive control units. AES/EliU input adds $300 to
price; ST optical input, $200; IIDCD option,

$300; Bessel reconstruction filter that SI) highly
recommends, $200. (Vol.18 No.7)
Parasound D/AC-2000 Ultra: $1995 in
"Sets anew performance benchmark for $2000
converters," proclaimed RH, who was taken by its
taut bass, solidity, and impact. While the midrange
tended to be analytical, he found its overall presentation laid-back. Impressed by its musically engaging sound, "pristine midrange and treble, superb
soundstaeng, wide dynamics, and articulate bass,"
he found it apodictic that "if you buy any $200 converter without first auditioning the Parasound,
you'll never know how much musical performance
is possible at this price." (Vol.19 No.4.)
PS Audio Reference Link: $4795 t>
A full-function, remote-control digital control
unit with balanced and single-ended outputs that's
intended to drive the power amplifier direct.
Includes an excellent A/D converter for analog
sources (though no input level control is provided), and adigital-domain volume control RH felt
the overall sound to be somewhat better than the
original PS UltraLink in diat it was more vivid,
more incisive, with better detail resolution and
soundstaging. Highly recommended, agrees MC,
nominating it for a borderline Class A rating,
though he points out that using the Reference
Link with ass external preamplifier leads to asignificant drop in sound quality. "Outstanding resolution, image definition, and space," adds MF, but
notes that the Reference Link's lean-sounding
midrange keeps it from competing with, for
example, the EAD DSP-9000. (Vol.16 No.10)
PS Audio Ultralink Two HDCD: $2295
RH "highly recommends" the UltraLink 2especially when utilizing the RCA jacks -but
notes that despite its freedom from stridency and
image focus, its lightweight character robs its presentation of visceral slam. RD adds that the
HDCD version is significandy improved compared with the earlier version. (Vol.18 No.12)
Sonic Frontiers UltraJitterbug: $699 SU
Basically the UltraAnalog data receiver module
used in Sonic Frontiers' SFD-2 Mk.11 D/A
processor packaged as a standalone low-jitter
datastream processor, the UltraJitterhug made
RH's system sound smoother, less "chalky" in the
treble, with tighter bass and a better-defined
soundstage. Midrange textures arc improved makes agreat combination when used with the
Assemblage DAC-1 or the Sonic Frontiers
TransDAC.JA found it even improved the sound
of the original Mark Levinson No31 transport!
Recently outclassed, however, by the Genesis
Digital Lens and the Meridian 518. (Vol.17 No.11)
Theta DS•Pro Basic III-A: $2695
Ilse original III impressed -IJN with "good detailing, depth, and alack of any irritating qualitiesnothing artificial about the sound of this converter."
If he were shopping in this price-range, he'd put the
Pro Basic III high on his list WP concurs, finding
the "A" revision of this flexible and substantial DAC
arevelation, falling for its drive and swing. While its
sound was detailed, he opined that it was not
relentlessly so. He also was floored by its ability to
layer soundstage depth and to extract the last little
bit of bass oomph from recordings. Single-Mode
Laser Linque optical connection highly recommended, although costly. HDCD module adds
$459; ST-optical input adds $300; Single-Mode
Laser Linque adds $800. (Vol.18 No.11, III; Vol.19
No.5, SGHT2 No3, II I-A.)
Timbre Technology TT-1: $3295
Good-sounding, says RH, but expensive for
sound quality offered. Roughly comparable to the
Meridian 563, but with better spatial definition
and tighter image focus -"stunning," said RH in
the review -and amuch nicer chassis. A well-balanced performer, thought JS, 'midi a smoother,
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particularly taken by the No36's focus, clarity, and
inner detail, but allowed that several of the other
Class A D/A processors had superior LF authority and soundstage definition. JA added that "lise
'36 gets 95% of the way to matching the awesome
'30.5 -at one quarter the price!" Class A, he
decided. (Vol.18 No.11)
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YBA 2PREAMPLIFIER
"With its MC transformer module, this
ultra quiet French preamp gave the best
sound-from vinyl JA had experienced in
his system since he retired his Audio
Research SP-10. The line stage is merely
good. (Vol. 17, NO. 7)."
$2750.
YBA 2HC AMPLIFIER
"Well-engineered, slim-line 110Wpc dualmono amplifier from France features
short signal paths, high parts quality, and
'a superbly transparent view into the
soundstage', found JA.... Overall, amusically natural presentation —ultra fidèle.
(Vol. 17 No 1)."
3750 $
Canada: Plurison T
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A.:Audio Plus Se
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Adcotn GDA-700: $1000
LG was quite taken with the HDCD-compatible
GDA-700, finding it well-built, dynamic-sounding, transparent, and musically involving. He also
noted that it did asuperb job of rendering the
musical acoustic on his discs, through its resolution
of low-level detail coupled with admirably transparent midrange reproduction. A favorite of LL,
who thinks it has "a little bit of haze" but ifs "a
steal for the price." (Vol.18 No.12, SGHT2 No3)
Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0 HDCD: $799 555
"It was just amatter of time," asserts RH, "before
ahigh-end manufacturer introduced an affordable
HDCD'-based system. It's no surprise that it was
Audio Alchemy.- It's rare to find this combination of musical qualities in such an affordable
product." He proposes the DDE v3.0 be put at the
top of any audition list of cost-effective digital
upgrades. LG concurs, ranking the DDE v3.0 as a
favorite. RH adds that when the v3.0 is used with
the DTI v2.0 via the I'S interface, the performance goes up awhole notch to Class B. Remote
control adds $149, Power Station 3 adds $259.
(Vol.18 Nos.7 & 12)
Audio Alchemy UltraDAC: 5499
"Offers excellent perform:11sec at amodest price,"
extolled RH. "Bass extension is deep and highs
sound clean, open, and free from hash," he remarked, adding "for aunit at tisis price." "lise best
choice for the budget-minded." (SGHT2 No3)
Bel Canto Design Aida: $1790
A DO fivorite, this solid-state processor is broadly similar to the Meridian 563 in that it uses the
Crystal one-bit DAC and receiver chip set, with a
proprietary jitter-reduction circuit. Excellent
soundstaging and "gloriously pristine" upper midi
are coupled with a forceful bass presentation.
(Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 No.1)
California Audio Labs Alpha: $1495
Again using the Crystal chip set but with atubed
analog stage, the Alpha excels at the retrieval of
musical detail, "midrange magic," and low-level
nuance, found DO. The balance is alittle bright
with the stock Chinese 12AX7 tubes; Yugoslav
substitutes significantly smoothed the sound.
Highish output impedance rules out the Alpha's
use with passive control units. (Vol.17 No.12)
Counterpoint DA-10: $1895 plus DAC card
Well-nsade mainframe processor that accepts interchangeable DAC cards. Ilse AD1862 DAC card
costs $325, offers excellent sense of pace, agrain-free
treble, atransparent soundstage, and is the bestvalue can]. The UltraAnalog card costs $1295 and
has the sweetest sound, according to MC; RH
found the bass to be too warns and full. however.
The Crystal 1
-bit card ($395) sounds smooth and
easy on the ear, but lacks inunediacy and pace.
There's also aBuff-Brown card at $655, but this
wasn't auditioned. AES/EBU and AT&T connectors each cost $200. Current production features
new, low-jitter data-receiver module ($495 as
upgrade: price includes HDCI )digital filter) that JA
feels sweetens the sound considerably. (Vol.17 No2)
Enlightened Audio Designs DSP-1000
Series HI HDCD: $1495
LG praised the DSP-1000's "smoothness, lack of
strain, and rendering of... kill ambience," also
lauding its natural richness on male vocal timbres.
However, Ise found it wanting in transparency and
dynamic involvement compared to the Adcom
GDA-700 and the Audio Alchemy DTI
v2.0/DDE v3.0 combination. (Vol.18 No.12)
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McCormack Digital Drive DAC-1: $995
Well-made I
-bit DAC using high-quality parts
and the Crystal chip set. Soundstage sounds open.
with good clarity. and more immediacy and 'CNN
top-octave energy dun the Meridian 263. but the
unit as awhole shares the British processor's laidback dynamics. (Vol.16 No.I
The Parts Connection Assemblage DAC-1:
$449 US
Easily assembled kit version of Sonic Frontiers'
TranSDAC-1 ($599); RH found this unit .%bench
perfonnance "excellent for any processor, let alone
one costing $449." WP was entranced by its "perfect
blend of relaxation and precision ... it's absolutely
propulsive. but never forced." Ile did note. however, an inability to sort out complex dynamic passages. AJA favorite. About to be replaced by aversion with HI )('I) decoding. (Vol.18 No.4)
PS Audio SL Three: $1295 $55
RH enjoyed the SL Three's -combination of
wanuth, suu)othness,
edSC: A
SO finding its soundstag,ing to be "excellent for aprocessor
titi this price." Careful system matching is necessirs-. he cautioned, as these characteristics also
&Pend upon the transport chosen. "A xi-nth-bargain... best in its price class." he assessed.
"Borderline Class C." (Vol.19 No.5)
Theta Chroma 396: $750 $$$
-Akiller for the price: enthused RI I. "Tight kiss and
well-defined soundstage. I-11 )CD version recommended, along with simple modification to detCat
(x111 digital-domaiii attenuation.... You'll have .1 hard
time finding abetter-sounding converter for under
SIMI" HDCI )module adds 580, ST-optical input
adds $300. (SGHT2 No.3, Vol.19 No.8)

1)

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box: $295 SU
Set,. d new standard for sonic p
erformancc per
dollar. "Avoids the worst faults of inexpen.ive digital: said RI I. Excellent articulation in thc bass,
with excellent soundstaging but slightly grainy
treble. Borderline Class C. says (X;. held kick lw
its weak low end and slightk wiry highs. Perfect
for upgrading die sound Rom laserdisc in ahighend Home Theater, or for getting high-end sound
from amas.s-market CI) player (provided it has a
digital output). Benefits from use with abigger
Audio Alchemy power supply -the PSI is now
included in the price -and aI
)T1 or better jitterreduction box. (Vol.17 No.3)
Audio Alchemy DAC•MAN: $159
RI Ifinds this unit an amazing achievement for
$159 -with surprisingly good soundstaging and
stilooth tonal presentation -but lacking the detail.
nuance, and refinement present in Audio
Alchemy's $295 I
)ITB. He urges anyone contemplating using it as part of the sr mimar source for a
high-end system to find that extra $100. However,
compared «
ro the built-in DACs in most laserdisc
players, the DAC•MAN pnwides smoother. softer, less fatiguing performance; he enthusiastically
recommends it for Home Theater applications.
(Vol.18 No.7)
Theta DS Pro Prime II, Ensemble DiChrono,
LICS Elgar, California Audio Labs (amma,
Audiolab 80001)AC Mk.III.
Deletions
Resolution Audio Quantum and Z-Systems ZLink discontinued.

CD TRANSPORTS
A

Accuphase DP-90: 57495
IX) found the DP-90's resolution of low-level
detail exemplary. adding that its neutral top-to-bot-

tom voicing allowed each recording's inherent balance to shine through. The flow of transient attack
and decay, he allows, are closer to the real thing
than Ise's ever experienced from CD. (Vol.18 No.6)
Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro: $1595 555
The first transport offering the innovative IS bus,
which transmits audio data and clocks on separate
lines. Using coax, KR thought the transport of
Class B quality and competitive wids similarly
priced units; but the Is, he felt, was "a better way
...it demonstrates that the S/P13IF link is an
audible commit. ... Across the entire audible frequency spectrum, the IS linked system was tonally neutral, and recordings that had not been
impressive in their instrument voicing were
revealed to be quite honest." The Class A rating
thus refers exclusively to its is output At present,
the only digital processors currently using the is
bus are Audio Alchemy's own 1711•Pro 32 and
DDE v3.0; for owners of those units, the DDS is
"ais almost mandatory choice." (Vol.19 No.9)
C.E.C. TL 0: $17,5013
No-holds-barred belt-drive transport that JS
found an unalloyed pleasure -"a device for dsose
who have an appreciation for the finer things in
life. Ilse most overwhelming sonic characteristic
Lis] its ability to lift perfectly immense amounts of
information... [remaining] eloquently and enormously hyper-detailed to the limits of my ability
to hear." This, he found, was not without cost:
meticulous setup and precise system matching are
required. (Vol.18 No.5)
C.E.C. TL I: $4950 $$$
Unusual, beautifully constructed belt-drive transport with amore laid-back, easeful sound than the
Levinson No31, and less forceful its the bass.
Sounds sweet and extraordinarily musical, however, with alush midrange. DO feels that the passing of time has rendered this unit Class B. JA disagrees, and gets the final, Class A, word. (Vol.16
No.7, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.5; see also RN's
response to areader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p25.)
Denon DP-S1: $8000
Though MC found it a bit laid-back in the
pace'n'rhydun department, TJN was very
impressed by this Japanese transport. Using both
Denon's own DA-S1 processor and the Mark
Levinson No35, he felt it had awarmer, fuller
balance than the Levinson No31, similar to that of
the C.E.C. (Vol.17 No.5)
Esoteric/TEAC P-2S: $7000 *
Ilse latest version of one of the first "CD
supeniecks" gave awide, deep soundstage wins
"scads of detail" and adeep, controlled bass when
it was used with JS's Tunbre DAC. He felt the
AES/EBU connection got the best from the
Esoteric. (P-2, Vol.13 No.12, Vol.14 NoA; P-2S,
Vol.17 No.5.)
Forsell Air Bearing MIL.II: 59900
With this "upside-down" Swedish transport, the
user places the CD on the turntable and lowers
the laser pickup assembly onto it. The result,
according to JS, is atrue Class A sound, especially
when using its coaxial data output. The lows were
extended and tight, the highs airy and open, the
soundstage gigantic and =bounded; "palp factor"
was the highest JS had experienced in his system.
LL finds the sound "lifeless," however. (Vol.17
No.5; see also Vol.18 No.7, p.93.)
Jadisil Drive: $16,500
Very expensive but snmningly beautiful, the Jadis
was somewhat sensitive to datalinks, found JS,
who got the optimal sound with 'Limber's
AES/EBU Illuminati cable when the transport
was paired with the Jadis Symmetrical processor.
Dynamics, pace, and transparency are the Jadis's
strong suits. (Vol.18 No3)
Mark Levinson No.31.5: $9495 555
Upgrade to the original No31. (Vol.16 No.6; sec
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darker balance than the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2,
with powerful low frequencies. Balanced version
costs $3895: adding balanced outputs and an
AES/EBU input to ass existing Tr-I costs $800.
Unbalanced, buffered outputs have avery high
level. (Vol.17 NoA, Vol.18 No.5)
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THE ORFEO LINE OF 845 SINGLE- ENDED TRIODE AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Elevating the most musical
of architectures
to higher levels of
power and performance.
30, 60 andI20 watts
of pure class Al
SE TRIODE
Power.

AUDIO KINETICS

SINGAPORE 65 339 9789
•

FOCUS AUDIO

TAIWAN 886 2 874 9459
•

AUDIO

FOCUS
FRANCE 331 39 59 09 57
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Wadia 7: $12,500
(See RH's review in this issue.)
C.E.C. TL 2: $2995
SS lauded the TL 2's natural timbre -especially in
its upper register-and air. "Its liquid midrange
will appeal to the bel canto crowd," he adds. He
questioned if its performance justified the $1000
difference in price over his longtime reference,
but allowed that it "is the best transport Tye had in
my system," sounding with aslight sonic edge
over the PS Audio Lambda. (Vol.19 No.7)
McCormack Digital Drive SST-1: $1495
WP was quite taken by this top-loading transport,
particularly by its sense of articulation and liquid
presentation of the upper octaves. He noted that
its nuanced sense of pace was extraordinary in a
product at this price. Philips has ceased manufacturing the mechanism used in the review sample,
so are-evaluation is called for before the next
"Recommended Components." Provisionally recommended. (Vol.18 No.11)
Meridian 500: $2195 $5$
This British transport's bass was not as tight as that
of the Theta Data Basic, found RH, but its treble
was smoother. MC adds that he finds it not as
good as die discontinued Meridian 200 when it
comes to pace. But it formed amusically synergistic combination with the excellent Meridian
563 processor, striking just the right balance between immediacy and ease. (VoL17 No.4)
Parasound C/BD-2000: $1550 $5$
This belt-drive transport "presented adelicious
and ultraliquid rendering of midrange textures that
was addictive," proclaimed RH. "[Is] sound is intimate, musically communicative, and immensely
involving," but, he added, bass is somewhat softened. Careful system matching amust, as it may
not suit all tastes, although it presented asynergistic match to Parasound's D/AC-2000. ST-optical
output adds $229. (Vol.19 No.5)
PS Audio Lambda Mk.2: $1995 $5$
"Tremendous punch and dynamics," decided RH
of the original Lambda, though less liquid-sounding than the C.E.C. "Well-balanced, afine value,"
adds MC. "A workhorse," according to SS. RD's
preliminary auditioning of the Mk2 Lambda suggests the rating be continued. Price includes
AES/EBU and coaxial outputs; AT&T ST output
adds $300 to price. (Vol.16 No.10)
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Audio Alchemy DDS III: $699
MK felt that, as astandalone CI) player, the DDS
III did not sound as good as other, less expensive
players, including the $229 NAD 510. However,
as atransport, it was competitive with other transports in its price category -if somewhat forgiving
of poor recordings. (Vol.19 No.8)
California Audio Labs Delta: $895 $$$
The little Delta offered a smooth, detailed
midrange and an excellent sense of pace when it
was used to drive CALs Alpha processor via an
AES/EBU balanced datalink, found 1)0. Superb
error correction. Borderline Class B, overall.
(Vol.17 No.12)

D

EDITOR'S NOTE: hiere are currently no Class I)
CD transports listed.

CDPLAYER
ACCESSORIES

AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $15.95 *
Green, water-based acrylic paint for coating the
edges of CDs. The green color, which absorbs the
laser's infrared wavelength, is presumably significant, but at present we have no idea why this
tweak should so improve the sound of CDs. That
it does so, however, seems to be beyond doubt to
anyone with ears to hear (though no one single
product has raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press). "This stuff works!" report JE, PvW,
and JA, all of whom feel that it increases soundstage definition, improves the solidity of bass
reproduction, and usefully lowers the level of treble grain so typical of CD sound. PvW and MC
report that awater-based poster pen, the Uniposca
front Mitsubishi, has avery similar effect. MC also
notes that the CI) should first be destaticized and
its edges degreased before the green paint is
applied. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.19 No.10; see also DO's
and TJN's WCES reports in Vol.13 No3, ST's and
RH's articles on Cl) tweaks in Vol.13 No.5, and
"As We See It," Vol.18 No.7.)
Allsop Protective Stabilizer: $1.3.95/dozen
Molded, nonadhesive Navcom band that fits
around the periphery of aCI) to produce the saine
aural benefit as Cl) Stoplight, including an increase
in the amount of reproduced reverberation and
improved bass quality. (NR, but see Vol.13 No.9 and
Vol.14 No.11 for our opinions on Sumilto's identical
but discontinued Reference Band.)
AudioQuest LaserGuide: $29 *
"If you're into glossing up your CDs, this is the
best sniff I've come across," says CG. (With all
CD treatments, take care not to scratch the surface.) (NR)
Bedini Ultra Clarifier: $125
JS found this baffling CD tweak imparted "more
air, agreater refinement in dte sense of nuance in a
particular performance based on my ability to see
and hear into amore transparent soundstage...
Images seemed more 3-1) and palpable. sud highs
sounded more refined and sweet. Bass definitely

CD Saver *
Eliminates scratches from CDs and laser-discs, rendering the unplayablc playable. Discwasher and
RadioShack market similar products. (Vol.10 No.8,
Vo1.11 No.8, Vol.14 No.11; sec also Vol.13 No.9,
p.11.)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!: $9.95
treats 250 CDs
The essential accessory for those who frequent
used-CD huts. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Magic: $14.95
treats 200 CDs
Rescues badly scratched CDs. "For damaged CDs,
this stuff really is magic!" enthuses JE. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Upgrade:
.9
$1.50/ t
en,$
p
4
0
9
1
Self-adhesive
5
stie
fiftY
rdisc *with centering system
ye
that's stuck to the CD's label side to produce subjective improvements similar to those from Cl)
Stoplight and Cl) Greenbacks. Note that the disc
is not removable. (Vol.16 No2)
Discwasher CDL2CD Laser Lens Cleaner:

$:1w

1.95fo
*
und this Cl) fitted with six tiny brushes in
aspiral to be effective at improving the sound of
his 18-month-old Maranta CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)

Finyl CD treatment: 511.95 treats 100 CDs *
This surface treatment made CDs sound more
"open, direct, and dynamic," determined PvW. A
larger bottle ($23.95) treats 200 CDs. (With all
CD treatments, take care not to scratch the playing surface.) (Vol.14 No.11)
Theta Optigue: $50 tr
Refractive-index-matching goop that LL recommends for use with ST-type glass-fiber datalinks.
"Must be used œ the Theta's internal connections
to get the full benefit," he advises. (See LI:s Theta
review in Vol.15 No.10.)
Deletions
Surniko Reference Band no longer available;
Taddco Digital Antidote line-level Cl) filter not
auditioned in too long atinte.

PREAMPLIFIERS

Enrroa's NcrrE: Apart front the Jadiscs, Audible
Illusions, YBA, and Air Tight, all the Class A preamplifiers offer balanced outputs.

A

Air Tight Alt-2: $5995-$7195
DO's reference tube line-stage, the ATC-2 excels
in its ability to allow the listener to suspend his or
her disbelief that they're listening to reproduced
music. While it doesn't have quite the startling
soundstage transparency of the SFL-2 or the tonal
neutrality of the Jadis JP-80, the ATC-2's sound
was "downright sexy," summed up 1)0 in his
review. DO points out the authoritative yet romantic mids. The preamp's 12AU7 tube is best sourced
from Gold Aero or RAM Labs; DO found that the
best 12AT7 to use was an NOS Telefunken, followed by aGolden Dragon. The matching ATE-1
phono preamplifier has severe measured performance problems, including a severely unflat
response, and is not recommended. (Vol.17 No.10)
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Theta Data III: $4500
"In high-end audio terms, the Theta CD transport/laserdisc player is agenuine winner," said
TJN of this CD transport based on an LD player
chassis. But it seemed to offer no performance
advantage over less expensive LD players when
used in Home Theater applications -TJN felt the
difference in price might be better spent elsewhere in that context. Class A rating is provisional, TJN feeling he wants to perform more comparisons. ST-optical output adds $300; SingleMode Laser Linque adds $800. (SGHT2 No3)

improved -it was deeper and tighter, with better
pitch differentiation.... This one is an easy-to-heat
fun-to-work, absolutely-no-downside tweak."
"What he saidr concurs WP. JA demurs. (Vol.19
No2)
CD Greenbacks: $1.98 each plus $1.50 S&H
for first 5, $2 for up to 10 'el
Green plastic disc that sits atop aCD's label side;
JE called it "the real steal of the digital age."
Improves the music's microdynamics, with alowering of the apparent noisefloor; also rescues discs
that have too many errors to play without
dropouts. (Vol.16 No2)
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Sonic Frontiers SET-1: $2295 $5$
Transport designed in strict accordance with
S/PDIF specifications (less common than one
would think) and possessing aredocking circuit
designed to reduce jitter. RH lauded its "combination of superb dynamics, aweighty and powerful bass presentation, ahuge soundstage, awonderful ability to reveal fine spatial detail, and reasonable price." He felt that only in comparison
with the mighty Levinson No.31 did it reveal a
less-than-pristine treble. "A must-audition component," he asseverates. "A Class A transport at a
Class Bprice," adds RD. (Vol.19 No2)

Theta Data Basic 11: $1995 US
Similar in many ways to the PS Audio Lambda, the
Theta has powerful bass, alittle more clarity, but
less-forward, smoother highs. Excellent tracking
ability. WP found the small buttons/faint labeling
apain to use, but praised its flexibility, low-level
resolution, and dynamic contrast -especially
when utilizing Single-Mode Laser Lingue optical
connection. KR is enamored of its powerful bass.
clean midrange, and soft, pure highs, adding that it
is "extremely forgiving of lesser source material,
but quite revealing of the best." A superb value.
ST-optical output adds $300; single-mode output
adds $800. (Vol.17 No3; Vol.19 Nos.5 8t 9)
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also RH's response to areader's letter in VoL16
No.9, p25, No31; see JA's review in this issue,
No31.5.)
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"The CDA 288 breathes life into discs, giving
the music so much more depth and height. The
soundstage is wide open, musical instruments
have plenty of space around them and acentral vocal source comes across with gorgeous
clarity and authority."
WHAT HI-Fl? UK

MU CO

"Overall Ifeel that the CTA 401 is representative of the very best and the least 'fad-ish'
in modern value design and it certainly
please devotees or for that matter any one
with an ear for agood sound and an eye for
proportion and style and appreciation for top
class construction quality"
Ivor Humphreys, GRAMOPHONE, UK

"Extraordinairio" Salvador Dangla
ALTA FIDELTA, Spain

"This player deserves an audition regardless
of personal preference, regardless of budget
and we especially urge those who were
ready to spend megabucks to listen to the
CDA 288 before they go out there and blow
alarge hole in their wallets" Ernie Fischer

"I'll tell you frankly that Iwas so seduced by
the first four recordings Iheard that Ipretty
much abandoned my critical outlook, and I
was ready to give it an A+ right from the first
notes, and Ihad to make an effort to retain
my semblance of objectivity. Conclusion: top
mark." Reine Lessard
ULTRA HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, Canada

THE INNER EAR REPORT, Canada

"Le Copland CDA est une reference incontestable en matiere de presentation spatiale,
de douce definition et de justesse de timbre."
Patrick Vercher &Jacues Vallienne
La nouvelle REVUE DU SON, France

"The (CIA) 401 is acity dweller's high end
amp: a genteel honey of product which
serves the modern audiophile in the way that
the hot hatch back has supplanted the road
hog." Ken Kessler
Hi-Fi NEWS and Record Review, UK

"...elegante, equilibrato e molto musicale."

Icouldn't have asked for more, either in
terms of lush details or its vise-like control of
the music's unrelenting narrative.

Andio Morotti,
FEDELTA DE SUONO, Italy

"By any standard, the Copland CTA 505 is
an impressive amplifier, It reproduces musical
values with talent." Gerard Rejskind
ULTRA HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, Canada

Andrew Keen, LISTENER, USA

Copland CDA 288 Player combined with the
Copland CTA 401 make the sound almost
perfect. You feel like sitting at asmall concert.
AUDIO LAND, Hong Kong

"I commend the solidity of Copland's sound
which, like other products from this company,
only adds to an innate sense of rightness in the
sound." Alan Sircom

Copland CTA 301 brings every musical tune
an aura of smoothness and richness.
Accurate and musically correct.

HI-Fl CHOICE, UK

Hi-Fi REVIEW, Hong Kong

"...transparenza, velocita, neutralita, ariosita."

COPLAND: CD players, all tube and hybrid pre/

Andio Morotti, FEDELTA DE SUONO, Italy

power amplifiers, hybrid integrated amplifiers.

Divergent Technologies Inc., P.O. Box 828Z Sylvania OH 43560
t

17,0

Tel: (519) 749-1565

1800 514-7555

Fax: (419) 885-7148
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Cello Palette Preamplifier: $7500 tr
As well as holographic imaging and superb transparency across the band, the Palette Preamplifier
offered "a musical quality Ididn't know existed,"
according to LL, though JE is less convinced. Extremely high input impedance, but only 6dB of
gain. Incorporates superb graphic equalizer that
differs from the norm in having alarge amount of
interaction between the bands. In combination
with the fact that the maximum amount of boost
and cut decreases toward the center of the
audioband, this actually results in very fast optimization of program material by ear. Note that the
response with the controls centered but not
bypassed is not quite flat, which will invalidate listening comparisons to pin down the sound of the
EQ circuitry on its own. Optional phono stage
adds $2000 to price. (Vol.15 No.6; sec also LI.%
Cello system review in Vol.18 No.7.)
Conrad-Johnson PF-R: $2395 in
(See MC's review in this issue.)
Jadis JP-80MC: $16,760
While it avoids the expressionistic "Van
trap
that so many tubed preamps fall into, the Jadies
combination of tonal neutrality, velvety harmonic
textures -"lush," agreed JS-extraordinary timbral
accuracy, and astounding microdynamics lead DO
to strongly maintain that it is, above all else, the premier full-function prramp of the decade. A gateway to sonic heaven, says DO. (Vol.17 No.9)
Jadis JPL: $6840
The tubed Jadis offers timbral accuracy and consummately defined soundstaging, and sets anew
standard in the delineation of dynamic contrasts,
thought 1)0. Fleshes out the full spectrum of
shadings from soft to very loud with the greatest of
ease, says DO. MC would like greater transparency, however, while RN feels it has been surpassed
overall by the Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, compared
with which it sounds too polite. (Vol.16 No.1,
Vol.17 No.11)
Krell ICRC-HR: $6900
Standard MC/MM phono stage adds $650,
Reference MC phono stage adds $1250. (See
WP's review in this issue.)
Mark Levinson No.38S: $6495
Borderline Class B for the standard No.38 line
stage ($3995), which RH feels is not resolving
enough for Class A. While agreeing with RH that
the No.38 has alaid-back nature, JA enjoys its
ergonomics- including the best-thought-out reSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

Melos MA-333 Reference: $3595-$6890
depending on options
Versatile tubed, three-chassis, dual-mono. fullfunction preamplifier with separate power supply
and remote control. Price includes separate phono
stage. Line stage alone costs $3595 with power
supply and balanced outputs, $4395 with balanced
inputs. Phono stage costs $2495 with power supply and balanced outputs. Latest iteration includes
Photentiometer volume control -designed to
keep the volume pot out of the circuit and minimize its effects on sound quality. RN felt this
allows the preamp "to achieve anew level of tonal
richness and absence of grain," greatly benefiting
ambience retrieval, soundstaging quality, and longterm listenability. Further recent upgrades in the
AC regulation dictate additional audition before
future recommendation. (Original Gold version,
Vol.17 No.11; Vol.19 No.4.)
MFA MC Reference: $12,850
The preamplifier to replace the CAT Signature in
JE's reference system, this immaculately engineered tube preamplifier combines an "uncanny"
sense of spaciousness with superb retrieval of lowlevel detail and an excellent sense of pace. A more
powerful bass than the CAT but amore distant
soundstage perspective overall. High phono-stage
gain and low noise optimize its use with low-output MCs. Inverts polarity from inputs to outputs.
"Joyously musical and tirelessly entertaining,"
summed up JE in his review. (Vol.17 No.1)
Pass Labs Aleph P: $3000
Well-built remote-control preamp that SS avows
stands as proof that "simpler is indeed better," praising it as the "quietest active preamplifier Eve ever
reviewed." Also drawing comment from time Stone
from Boulder were its dimensionality, transparency,
bass extension, top-end tit and low-level detail. In
short, "the Pass ruled." "Will appeal to anyone who
values clarity and accuracy over euphony and frills,"
he concludes. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 10)
Perfectionist Audio Components
Pro Reference III/10K: $10,000
Expensive but "sunld-class," according to JE, who
proclaimed it "competitive with anything Ihave
heard." "Sounds were precisely articulated with
remarkable resolution... land' great speed."
Moreover, the preamp “was superb in conveying
rhythm and pace." A slight softening in the treble,
areduced sense of mid/upper-bass weight. .11Id
minor ergonometric glitches, however, are areas
requiring further work. l'rice includes phono
stage, rack, and power supply. (Vol.19 No.7)
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2: $3795 ES$
Tubed line-stage with separate power supply that
RH arid RN feel to be up there with the best in
most respects. and excelling in some, such as its
huge, open, transparent soundstaging; lack of
midrange grain; and superb treble extension. "A
feeling of harmonic wholeness and righmess," said
RN, who prefers it to the CAT and the Jadis JPL. "A
slightly weightier character" compared with the
Audio Research LS5, said RH, adding that the
CU.udian preamp clearly excels in treble smoothness and overall liquidity. JA finind the 2 to be
alining the best he's heard, admiring its emphasis on

die rhythmic aspect of music as well as its big ambient bloom. The top octave could be more open, he
thought, and the soundstage, while expansive, was
somewhat less detailed than his reference No38S.
MF, however, felt it lacked transparency compared
to his current reference. (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 Nos.7
& 12, Vol.19 No2; see also RN's review of the
Melos MA-333 Reference in Vol.19 No.4.)
Spectral DMC-20 Series 2: $7595
When he auditioned this preamp in conjunction
with the other elements of the Spectral/Avalon/
MIT 2C3D System, RH was impressed by its
beautiful interior layout and workmanship, commenting that "The execution appears to be meticulous, with an obvious attention to every detail."
His assessment of the system made much of the
overall transparency and high resolving power of
the system. Price indudes phono stage ($600) and
balanced input stage. (Vol.19 No.1)
Threshold T2: $5450
"This is the kind of product that makes nie want to
listen to music, often to the point where Ifind
myself waylaid by my system," gushed SS. He
added that die remote-control 12 "allows the
excitement and cnchannnent of music to pass
through its circuits almost unscathed." Ergoisometric and visual elegance combined with convenience and flexibility at minimum sonic sacrifice, he summed up. JA found it to sound alittle
less refilled than the Levinson '38S but marveled at
the Threshold's powerful bass. Price is in black; a
"silver pewter" finish adds $100. (Vol.18 No.7,
Vol.19 No2)
YBA 2: $2750 SSS
With its MC transformer module ($650), this ultraquiet French preamp gave the best sound from
vinyl JA had experienced in his system since he
retired his Audio Research SP-10.11e line stage is
merely good. While it has great clarity, aliquidsounding midrange, and excellent low-frequency
weight and definition, it sounds abit lean overall
and has less image depdi than, for example, the
Classé Six. Both line and phono stages invert polarity, meaning that what will be an optimum setup
for LP playback will require an additional polarity
inversion for CI)s. (Vol.17 No.7)

Bryston BP25-MC: $2995
(See LG's review in this issue.)
Conrad-Johnson PF2: $1795 SSS
Borderline Class A performance, sums up MC of
this modestly priced, full-function, solid-state preamplifier, commenting in particular on its sense of
pace, uncompressed dynamics, and musical
involvement (once it was fully warmed-up).
Don't change cables with the unit turned on,
warns MC. Price includes "reference-quality" MC
phono stage; the PF2L line stage costs $1395.
(Vol.17 No.11)
Conrad-Johnson PV10A: $1195 $5$
All-tube, full-function preamplifier that CG
found very appealing, particularly for LP playback. Balance is on the warm side, but there's a
palpable sense of musicians being in the room that
adds to the listener's enjoyment of the music. An
MC favorite. The PV1OAL, which lacks die
phono stage, costs $995. (Vol.16 No.6)
Exposure XVII: 51649 SSS
This modest-looking British preamplifier "has a
fiindamental musical rightness," felt RH, who also
found it to have "a rhythmically powerful, tight,
and coherent sound." Only atouch of hardness in
die mids and treble keep it from Class A status. The
MC phono stage is very quiet, and, while abit laidback in overall balance, was one of die best-sounding RH has used. Recommended to those of whose
lives LP playback remains an important part.
(Vol.17 No.4)
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-5: $3995
RD admired the dynamic life, precisely defined
presentation of detail, and exciting immediacy
with which this balanced tube design rendered his
favorite discs. "A stellar performer," he maintains.
Transparent as any minimalist line-stage, he points
out, but offering sufficient features to make it a
joy to use. Cautious TJN recommends careful system matching due to highish output impedance.
(Vol.18 No.12)

mote volume control -and its lack of treble
aggression/grain. The '38S is an upgraded, costno-object. preinium version of the No.38 with
more than 36 refinements, principally to passive
components. JA found that sonically there is no
comparison between the two, calling the No38S
the most neutral, and at the saine time most musically satisfying, preamp to have beets in his system.
Specific performance areas may be bettered by
competing products, he allowed, but taken as a
pickage, the No38S had no weaknesses. Sets a
new paradigm, he extolled. (Vol.17 No.8, Vol.18
No.7, No.38; V01.18 No.7, No-38S.)

S.1

Audible Illusions Modulus 3A: $1995 SSS
Simple tube preamplifier "offers the highest level
of performance at abargain price," averred MF,
who found the one-tube-per-channel line stage
transparent and dead-silent. Unit boasts mono
switch, arapidly disappearing feature that some
audiophiles (WP among them) do not consider
dispensable. Optional MC phono board has sufficient gain for a wide variety of cartridgesalthough users of extremely low-output transducers may wish to audition unit at home before
committing. "If the Modulus 3A isn't the finestsounding prcamp in the world, regardless of
price," MF insists, "it is one of the finest" RJR concurs. Current version features astepped aftenuator and improved capacitors. Price is with MM
stage; MC stage adds $500; gold/silver faceplate
adds $40. (Vol.19 Nos2 & 9)
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Reissue edition of classic preamp features many
modem parts upgrades, but remains true to original. SS didn't think it competitive sonically with
the best contemporary tubed preamps, but pointed out that quality construction and conservative
design promise long, trouble-free life -always a
McIntosh hallmark. (Vol.18 No.10)
Melos SHA Gold: $1995 $5$
This remote-control headphone amp/preamp

really got WP's juices flowing. "As aheadphone
amp, I've never heard its equal," he gushed, adding
that as apreamp "it disappears as completely as any
I've ever heard." Remote volume control via Photentiometer circuit, as well as passive, active, and
active-balanced outputs, add to flexibility. "If
you've got the gel:, go for the SHA-Goldr he
shilled. More transparent than the SHA1but not
quite up there with the MA333 Reference.
Borderline Class A. (Vol.19 No.7)
Melos SHA-1: $1195 *
"Class A," according to CG, who prefers it to the
LS2B; "borderline Class A," according to JA; both

use this modest FET/tube device primarily as a
line stage. Excellent soundstaging, aneutral, "utterly transparent" (says CG) midband, and powerful,
driving low frequencies are offset only by aslightly dark overall presentation with atouch of uppermidband brightness (says JA). Price is for silver or
black finishes; now has three (unbalanced) inputs.
(Vol.15 No.10)
Proceed PRE: $1995

Had an appealingly open, sparkling, clean quality
that held TJN's attention. Leanness through the
upper bass and lower tnids made its upper octaves
seem more prominent, and the overall sound
more laid-back, than the best of the competition,
he opined. Bass was deep and tight, and if solo
vocals didn't hang quite as palpably in space as his
reference Rowland Consummate, they didn't miss
the mark by much. A DAS favorite. (Vol.18 No.5)
Woodside SC26: $3495

This well-engineered British all-tube, full-function
preamp has "a lovely, warm string tone ... with no
strain or distortion," found LG, who also noted the
good dynamics and excellent LF extension and
power. Superbly natural presentation of instrumental timbres places the SC26 firmly in Class B,
summed up Mr. G., who notes that the Classé Six
has better dynamics overall. Price includes MC/
MM phono stage with integral transformers; line
stage alone costs $2495. (Vol.18 No2)

Audio Alchemy Digital Line Controller:
$399 with Power Station One $$$
Versatile, compact, remote-control line-level pre-

amp comes with Power Station One, but can be
upgraded with heftier Power Station Three
($259), which, reports WP, makes abig difference. "Transparent and dynamic," he insists, and
capable of showing up many alarger and more
expensive unit. "A thoroughbred at any price, but
asteal at its typically discounted price," he enthuses. JE concurs, although he did note alack of harmonic richness in the mid/upper-bass/lowerSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

McCormack Micro Line Drive: $595
"Why should only the rich kids have all the fun?"
asks WP, admiring the parts quality, styling, and
transparent sound of this modestly priced unit,
which can be used as aconventional preamp with
selectable gain or as apassive control unit. While
he deems it adequate when used with gain, he
proclaims it "a contender for the best disappearing
act in audio" when used as apassive unity-gain
device, conceding that it shaves some heft off of
recordings. Sensitive to cable capacitance when
used passively. (Vol.18 No.6)
Entrog's Nun: There are currently no Class D
preamplifiers reco llllll ended. Those with restricted budgets should investigate our recommended
passive control units.
Audio Research LS7 & LS22, Audible Illusions
LI, Muse Model Three, Boulder L-SAE, Jeff
Rowland Design Group Coherence, Lamm Ll,
Sonic Frontiers Anthem l're I.
Deletions
Audio Research LS3/LS311 and Sonic Frontiers
SFL -1 not auditioned in a long time; Audio
Research BL2 discontinued; Audio Research LS5
Mk.II replaced by Mk.111, itot yet auditioned;
Krell KRC 2 replaced by KRC-3. not yet auditioned; Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Signature replaced by Mk2, itot yet auditioned.

PASSIVE CONTROL
UNITS

Eorma's NoTE: While many audiophiles feel that
apassive control
has the potential for offering
the highest possible sound quality from line-level
sources such as Cl), it must be noted that the
entire responsibility for driving the interconnects,
the passive unit, .aid the power amplifier input is
handed over to the source component, which may
not be up to the task. Careful auditioning will be
essential in putting together amusically satisfying
system around apassive unit.

A

Carver Research Lightstar Direct: $1995
Preamp can be used as either apassive balanced

design boasting minimal componentry in the circuit, or as asingle-ended active preamplifier. SS was
not impressed with its pertiinuance as an active
device, finding it "undistinguished...Class C." in
passive balanced mode, however, it was "simply the
best preamplifier I've ever heard for under $.2500."
Careful system matching is necessary to derive that
level of perinrmance -the Lightstar is "unwilling"
to drive high voltages into low impedances. That
said, highly recommended for those with completely balanced systems. (Vol.19 No2)
Electronic Visionary Systems Attenuators:
$195-5450
811 enthused over the transparency offered by
these passive control units, sold only by mail order.
The dual-mono Ultimate Attenuators, which plug
either into the power amplifier's input sockets or a

McCormack Line Drive TLC-1: $995
Although the McCormack does have buffered
active outputs, its passive outputs arc the most
transparent JA has heard, if alittle laid-back in
absolute ternis. Highly recomtnended, says he.

(Vol.17 No.7)
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McIntosh C-22 Commemorative Reissue:
$2500

Nos.8 & 11)
Home HeadRoom: $599
Although primarily a headphone amplifier, the
Home HeadRoom makes an excellent singlesource preamp with power, accuracy, and finesse,
found WI'. "lia, response was excellent and there
were gobs and gobs of gain ... performs on an
unusually high level," he enthused. (Vol.18 No.1)

CD player's output sockets, cost $230/pair with 12position unbalanced attenuato S305/pair with 24position unbalanced attenuato and 5450/pair with
24-position attenuator. Those primarily interested
in CD replay should investigate these well-made
units. EVS -Tel: (510) 548-3665. (Vol.13 No.7)

McCormack Micro Line Drive: $595
"A contender for the best disappearing act in
audio," proclaimed WP of the MLL) used as a

passive unity-gain device, while conceding that it
shaves some heft off of recordings. Sensitive to
cable capacitance when used passively. Not far
behind the TLC -1. (Vol.18 No.6)
Purest Sound Systems Model 500: $325
RN feels its Boums pot to lose alittle transparency, but confirms that this inexpensive dual mono,
four-input device "will get you most of the way
there as far as acontrol center is concerned." "A
humdinger," says ST. "It's basic, it's simple, the

parts quality is high... everything else messes up
the sound of my Meridian 508 by comparison...
Iuse it in muy main system." Very similar Model
1000 ($475) adds more inputs and is more versatile. (Vol.17 No.8)

M OVING-COIL
S
TEP-UP DEVICES/
PHONO PREAMPS
A
Audio Research PH3 phono preamplifier:

$1495 $ES
"Luxurious, liquid midrange bloom and... ironfisted bass control," had MFs heart all a
flutter.
"Easy to use and endlessly flexible," swooned WP.

"Plenty of gain, low noise, and very high overload
characteristics, plus adjustable resistance and
capacitance loading," added MF. "Highly recommended!" they chonned. (Vol.19 No.9)
Conrad-Johnson EF-I: $1795
(See MC's review in this issue.)
Expressive Technologies SU-1 transformer:

$3500
* step-up transformer that offers "utter
A
35-lb

transparency" and "exquisite resolution," according to RH. JA agrees, finding his LP sound with
the SU -1 feeding the Mod Squad Phono Drive's
MM input to be deliciously transparent and musical. Unless used with Expressive Technology's
own interconnects, however, it may be impossible
to avoid excessive hunt pickup. Needs also to see
a47k ohm load impedance with low capacitance.
Otherwise, the sound quality will be overly
dependent on the preamp's MM-input characteristics. (Vol.15 No.7, Vol.18 No.1)
Mark Levinson No.25S: $4390 1Cr
Available in High- or Low-Gain versions, this MC

line-level phono preamp features identical circuitry to the phono section of the No26S. Above
price includes PLS-226 power supply. Price without, for those who want to power it from their
No26 power supply, is $2995. Needs careful positioning to avoid hum being induced into its circuitry from the power supplies of other components. LA's reference. (NR)
Nains Prefix phono preamplifier:
$700 inc. ARO connector,
$750 inc. SME DIN-type connector
Unique phono section designed to mount inside the
plinth of a turntable (specifically, but not ex-
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are unity gain or less, meaning that it will be unsuitable for use with insensitive amplifiers or with
components that have avery low output. With a
typical Cl) source, however, it offers superb transparency, very low noise, and an almost undetectable
sonic signature. Ultimately, however, its balance is a
little lightweight and lacking in dynamics, which
might make it worth checking out the external
power supply (5295). Passive outputs sound even
more transparent, but only in the context of an
appropriately matched system. (Vol.17 No.7)

midrange and aloudness-dependent loss of bass
heft. Even so, he felt the DLC sets astandard
every mandicnirer should aspire toward. (Vol.18

loiluo) amssed

McCormack Line Drive TLC-I: 5995 555
This modest control center's buffered FET outputs

GOTTA GETTA HEADROOM
11111111111MM!

SOMEWHERE OR SOMEWHEN,
YOU'LL COME ACROSS THE NEED FOR SOME HEADPHONE STUFF SOMEHOW.
WHEN YOU DO, GIVE US A CALL.

1-800-828-8184

It's 16 hours from Minneapolis to Sydney.

to

You've made ascience out of reading the
Sunday paper on the patio and need to
step it up anotch with music.

You sit and stare into aCRT all day long, in a
woolly blue-gray cubicle, in indirect lighting,
in the ambiance of divider-muffled Muzak, and
if you don't get some good tunes soon
you're just going to SCREAM!

You spend four hours aweek on aStair Master

ibe

You mow lawns, scrape boat bottoms, or do
some other mindless noisy task—and music
would be heaven.

You live in adorm and need to block out
"Thursday Night Hallway Beer Can Bowling"
to study for acalculus test.

Head Room
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Etymotic headphones:
the best thing ever to
happen to air travel.

Call 1-800-828-8184 for ourFREE 48-page information booklet. We sell factory direct worldwide, e-mail to: head room@head phone.com
HeadRoom Corp. is located at 521 E. Peach St., Bozeman MT 59715 Overseas customers please call 406-587-9466, or FAX 406-587-9484
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American Hybrid Technologies AHT-P:
$2700
Very quiet solid-state MC hue-level R1AA equalizer/preamplifier with separate power supply.
Can be set up for optimal gain/impedance match
with the user's MC phono cartridge. JS was
impressed with the unit's transparency, neutrality,
and pace, though he decided to keep his CAT SL1Signature overall. (Vol.16 No.12)
Gold Aero dB45 Signature: $999
SS was impressed by the balanced nature of the
dB45's harmonic presentation, finding it airy,
sweet, and well-defined. Though the dB45 was
not as "dead" in the background as his reference
Vendetta -sadly no longer available -he still
found that it reproduced space and air in asatisfactory manner. "An outstanding value," he summed
up, "if your preamp has adequate gain -passive
units need not apply." Standard version (not
reviewed) costs $799. (Vol.18 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers SFP-I: $1095 $5$
Tubed unit with what RH called "a delicious
midrange bloom," acomplete lack of grain, etch,
and hardness, and stunning soundstaging, particularly in its MM mode. (MC mode adds aclass-A
PET gain stage ahead of the tube circuitry.) First
review sample had ashelved-down treble due to
an out-of-spec R1AA stage capacitor. The second
sample had aflat RIAA response, which ameliorated RI-i's earlier criticisms of an "overly soft
sound" and alack of "air, immediacy, and detail."
"A terrific bargain," was his final verdict MF
demurred after auditioning the $1695 Signature
version. "Its relatively high noise floor and only
moderate gain cast agrayish veil over the soundstage and imparted asluggish rhythmic quality to
music" when used with MCs, he felt. (Vol.16
Nos.9 & 10; Vol.19 No2, Signature.)
Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box: $259 $$$
SS found this unit to "represent agiant step forward in entry-level phono gear," but felt it lacked
palpability compared to the best phono amps. WP
and MF respond, "Your point being?" Topnotch
construction and user adjustability transcend any
expectation for this price point, they contend. It
sounds good, too. (Vol.18 Nos.8 & 9)
FM Acoustics FM-222, Rotel RHQ-10.
Deletions
Audio Research PHI, Krell KPE discontinued.

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Fan-ma's Nom: Due to the disparity between
typical tube and solid-state "sounds," we have split
Class A into two sub-classes. Nevertheless, even
within each sub-class, Class A amplifiers differ
sufficiently in character that each will shine in an
appropriate system. Careful auditioning with the
user's own loudspeakers is therefore essential.
Note that, except where stated, output powers are
not the specified power but those we measured
into an 8 ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are
stereo models, except where designated.
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Air Tight ATM-3 monoblock: $13,995/pair
This Japanese amplifier's midrange is pure and liquid in the classic tradition, with full-bodied lower
mids and the speed and spatial precision audiophiles have come to expect from modern tube
designs. Reproduction of dynamic and rhydunic
shadings is outstanding, even with difficult loads
such as Sound Lab A-ls. The best-sounding ultralinear output stage 1)0 has heard to dite -he
prefers the sweeter sound of the original KT77 to
that of the stock EL34s. Note that the KT77 does
nor work in triode mode, drastically curtailing distortion-free power delivery. With EL34s, the triode nsode carries the midrange performance a
notch forward, sounding abit more sweet and
suave, but sacrifices about half the available
power: 60W is 135W. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Audio Note Kassai Silver: $52,600
JS reckoned that this 17Wpc, single-ended triode
amplifier combined the best characteristics of
pusls-pull with those of SE, calling it the "least
compromised of all the SE triodes we've listened
to." He was particularly taken by its repmduction
of vocal music, where it was, he felt, "something
special." TJN concluded that the "price:performance ratio here can only be rated as poor." Hard
to recommend on apractical level, but its admirers claim its seductive nature overcomes ratiocination. (Vol.19 No.4)
Audio Research VT150SE monoblock:
$15,990/pair
l'he finest yet from ARC, this 130Wpc power
amplifier is smooths, liquid-sounding, and grainfree, with an accuracy of timbre and alevel of
detail that RH found "astonishing" While it doesn't have the punch of aClass A solid-state amplifier suds as the Krell KSA-300S, RH felt the big
Audio Research to give amore palpable impression of there being an acoustic double-bass in his
liste
gmom, with agreater sense of openness,
bloom, and space in the lower registers. "Sets the
standard in liquidity, soundstag,ing, and sheer Musicality. Deep, layered, and very transparent soundstage -truly transcendental" is how he sums up
his feelings. just in case you misunderstood.
"Magnificent, big-hearted, truly Class A Plus,"
enthuses MC. Output impedance from the 4ohm
taps is alow 0.3 ohms, minimizing any response
interaction with the speaker loads. Amplifier actually reviewed was the cosmetically different but
sonically identical VT150. (Vol.17 No.8)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-60
monoblock: $4950 each
"Offers the natural rendition of instrumental/
vocal timbres that the best tube amplifiers are

known for, but has enough power to drive most
speakers to very satisfying volumes," opined RD,
who also was impressed by the three-dimensionality of the soundstage. He found the 35W BAT
-it gives 55W at a relaxed 3% THD limit "quite special when it comes to harmonic accuracy." Bridgeable. (Vol.18 No.12)
Bel Canto Design Orfeo SE2 monoblock:
$7590/pair
Exquisitely sweet and refined midi coupled with
a slightly laid-back perspective are this singleended tube amp's most compelling sonic suits,
says DO. Unusually for an SE amp, no excuses
need be made at the frequency extremes. Its
sound is spatially impressive, yet it lacks the dramatic vividness of, say, the Cary 805. The output
is limited to about 25 clean watts, which dictates
its use with aspeaker of at least a90dB/W/rn
sensitivity and a benign impedance. Sovtek
12AX7WXT dual input triodes are now supplied
as standard. (Vol.17 No.7)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805 monoblock:
$8495/pair
A classic single-ended design, the 805 squeezes
some 30 dean watts out of asingle 211 power triode driven by a300B. There are weaknesses at the
frequency extremes, but the real glory of this amp
is its reproduction of the core of the musical message. Midrange textures are vivid, and the senses of
space and time are so believable "you'll embrace
instrumental outlines with outstretched arms,"
opines DO, who feels that this return to "our
audio mots" has redefined for him what high-end
audio should be all about. Used full-range, the 805
requires aloudspeaker with abenign impedance
magnitude and at least a90dB/W/m sensitivity.
But when optimally matched, "the Carys ain't
polite, ain't laid-back, and need make no apologies
about their performance anywhere up and down
the frequency liner enthuses MF, who uses them
with Audio Physic Virgos. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2)
Cary Audio Design 300SE monoblock:
$3795/pair
"These are the magic Carys!" exclaimed ST "They
have away of making the music come alive that I
have not heard from any other amplifier...
Palpable presence in spades!" Bass, while not in
Krell territory, is still tight and tuneful. However,
at just 12W power output, it will be very hard to
find amatching loudspeaker. (Vol.16 No.11)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight
monoblock: $15,990/pair
Massively powerful all-tube amplifier -measured
clipping point was 193W into 8ohms -dut occupies pride of place in JE's system. "A tube-lover's
dream come true": electrifying dynamics and the
best bass JE has heard from atube amplifier are
coupled with superb soundstage air and presence.
Output tubes are 6550As. (Vol.17 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A:
$3495 8$8
While the original version of this beautifully made
70Wpc tube amplifier failed to light Srs fire, MC
felt that, while its strengths may be subtle, the
Eleven should not be underestimated. Current "A"
version incorporates minor modifications to make
this Class A amp sound even better, thinks WP,
who cites an increased sense of slam and articulation as the primary improvements. JA is impressed
by the natural and unwavering soundstaging, and
finds the unit amust-audition for those in love
with the human voice. (Eleven, Vol.17 Nos2 & 10;
Eleven A, Vol.18 Nos.8 & 9, Vol.19 Nos3 & 8.)
Jadis JA 200 monoblock: $25,995/pair
A superb tube amplifier offering an honest 130W
that, according to DO, outdistances its competition
primarily in the area of soundstaging, where it
unfolds apanoramic and rock-solid spatial impression of the original recording venue. Although har155
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A (Tube)

Air Tight ATM-2: $8750 e
Ais 80Wpc classic stereo tube design from Japan
that eschews the use of printed circuit boards in
favor of point-to-point wiring. "The most refined
[push-pull] tube amplifier money can buy...a
magical midrange," according to DO. Though its
highs are free from grain or hash, the Air Tight
does have arather shut-in high treble when compared, for example, with the Audio Research
Classic 60-a point that bothered ST. "Sounds like
amore refined Quicksilver," said RH. Its low bass,
too, is less well-defined chats the other Class A
amplifiers, and it really needs to be used with
speakers having 8olun impedances. As of 10/93,
DO laid problems at the frequency extremes
squarely at dse feet of the original Chinese KT88
tube complement. "No longer a refined
Quicksilver," he reported after his experience
with the Gold Aero KT99A: "The extreme treble
opens up, harmonic overtones are even more liquid, and the deep bass tightens up considerably."
Note that the KT99A requires at least .1 20-hour
break-in. (Vol.13 No.5, Vol.16 No.10)
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elusively, the Linn LP12), keeping the low-level signal path as short as possible. Choice of three power
supplies allows for upgradability, but MC and SS
feel that only with the Super-Cap does it offer
Class A performance. WP concurs, but considers
performance with the Hi-Cap unusually refined
and articulate as well. Available in three basic circuits, which allows for some flexibility, although
careful cartridge matching amust. Flat-Cap power
supply adds $550; Hi-Cap supply adds 1350;
Super-Cap adds $3900. (Vol.19 No.7)

DO WE REALLY NEED 86 QUALITY CHECKS
FOR EACH AND EVERY SPEAKER?
You may have heard whispered rumours that every sin-

even the slightest deviation from the path of musical truth

gle one of our justly famous Danish loudspeakers has to

doesn't go undetected. That the driver's backwards-

pass 85 merciless quality checks before final assembly.

radiated energy is really completely absorbed.

Well, they're wrong. In fart, it's 86! The moment one of

And that the speaker sounds as open, airy and natural,

our newborn speakers leaves the hands of master-

as transparent. precise and powerful as only a true
Dynaudio could and should. If you want to experience
the original Dynaudio effect (as shown by our exhausted

craftsman Hugo Nielsen, it has to survive the Skam lerborg

company raccoon, Knudsen, in the pic) please call us at

interrogation chambers. Where we discover any possible

(847) 288 1767 or fax us at (847)288 1853 for afree copy

fault in cabling, driver or crossover. And after that, our

of our

victim is put to the ultimate test. Listening!

nearest true dealer. Even if you do not attempt to do the

Erik 'The Ear' Nielsen himself, our cold-hearted chief-

1,000-watt-dome-driver-test, we guarantee you an

tester, and his no less fearsome colleages make sure that

overwhelming experience, too.
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DANES DON'T LIE.

trevealing "Book of Truth". Or visit your

Jadis SE300B monoblock: $13,500/pair
These SE triodes generate a"beautiful tonal palette
and [a] giant acoustic," opined JS, who felt not so
much that they replicated the sound of the master
tape, "but actually transcend[ed] the mechanics of
reproduction to the acoustic event itself." Their
balance of sound "is stunning in its total naturalness, ease of presentation, exuberance, and
nuance," he averred. All this and 10Wpc, too "but it sounds like much more," affirms ST who
was quite taken by their remarkable sense of spaciousness, as well as their presentation of low-level
detail and ait ST exulted, "such is the glory ofJadis
that all of this detail is rendered in the most musical manner imaginable." TJN, uncomfortable with
their bench results, recommends careful audition
before purchase. Western Electric 30013 tubes add
$2000 to price. (Vol.19 Nos.1, 2, & 3)
Manley Reference 440 monoblock:
512,000/pair
Manley Reference 240 monoblock:
$9000/pair
These very similar high-powered mono amplifiers can be switched to either mode or pentode
operation, and provide for adjustment of global
feedback and rolloff of ultrasonic frequencies. As
aresult, JS found the 440 to suffer somewhat
from multiple-personality syndrome. However,
he did find its presentation musically inviting and
gorgeous-sounding under the right conditions.
Rated around 400W in tetrode mode, in triode
mode the 440 still manages to deliver 160W into
8ohms. The smaller 240 monoblock tube amp
"excels at transmitting the raw emotion and live
energy of live music," claimed SS. "Damn good."
(Vol.18 No.12, 440; Vol.19 No.5, 240.)
Manley SE/PP 300B monoblock:
$4200/pair
Amp can be used in push/pull or SE configuration -and can be switched back and forth while
playing. Also features adjustable global feedback.
ST enjoyed them, finding them capable of driving
speakers other SE amplifiers could not. Comes
"very, very close" to sound of costlier amps such as
the Wavelength Cardinal and the Jadis 30011.
(Vol.19 Nos.1 & 2)
Music Reference RM-9 Mk.II: $3440 US
Though DO felt the alternative ICI'88 output
tubes made the sound too vivid, this 125Wpc
stereo amplifier, when equipped with less expensive EL34s, is the best to come from Roger
Modjeski "Harmonic textures are sweet, liquid,
and imbued with remarkable timbral accuracy...
imaging is incisive," DO notes, when the negative
feedback control is set to its lowest. "An authentic
American classic," he concluded. (Vol.12 No.12,
Vol.17 No.10)
Quicksilver M-I35 monoblock: $6500/pair
Handsomely designed 135W monoblock that can
use awide variety of output tubes-although ST
preferred the sound of EL34s. "It's classic tube,"
he asserts: "smooth, sweet, dimensional, and powerful as hell." Powerful but liquid at the same
time, he tells us. Bass is full, but not tight by solidstate standards, and he would not recommend
S
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open floor placement to parents of toddlers, due
to sharp corners on faceplate. His conclusion:
"lise best pentode amps I've had in my system."
(Vol.18 No.12)
Vacuum Tube Logic Wotan MB-1250
monoblock: $25,000/pair
(See JS's review in this issue.)
Vacuum Tube Logic MB-450 Signature
monoblock: $6990/pair
The original version of the amplifier -when it
was still called the MB-300 -was aJGH favorite.
Latest iteration can switch between triode
(250Wpc) and tetrode (450Wpc). RN found
extra sweetness and liquidity numing mode.
Designation changed to MB-450 Signature with
replacement of original transformer with the
Signature transformer -which helps new version
deliver 11 amps as opposed to the 6.6A of the
original. The M11-450 Signature has not been
fully reviewed in its latest rendition. so any recommendation must be construed as provisonal
and awaiting further audition. (Vol.19 NO.7)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
Seventy/Seventy: $9900
This beautifully made 65Wpc (for 3% TH I
)),
dual-mono push-pull amplifier uses 300B output
triodes run in class-A, and features user-selectable
loop negative tixdback. (Ille best measured performance was obtained with no feedback, but
output impedance is then avery high 2.1 ohms,
which will give major response modifications
with almost all speakers.) Still, "The VACs poetic
beauty lay in its stunningly realistic midrange,"
enthused JE, also noting the remarkably accurate
and precise soundstaging. The bass is a little
boom. however. (Vol.17 No.12)
Wavelength Audio Cardinal monoblock:
$5250/pair
Wavelength Audio Cardinal XS
monoblock: $7500/pair
JS was entranced by the openness, speed, and treble clarity exhibited by the XS version of this SET
amplifier. Particularly impressed by his level of
musical involvement, he mused, "How easy it
seemed to reach into, to caress, to feel, to understand the music Iheard...I came to understand
that this warns and welcoming internal fireworks
-single-ended's Unbearable Lightness of Being breathed the very life into the sound." ST marveled at the basic version's truth of timbre and
harmonic beauty, but found it atad slow-sounding. Tj N groused that the test-bends performance
might have been acceptable in 1940, but seemed
mediocre for acontemporary design. He allowed.
however, that measurements appear beside the
point with this sort of design. (Vol.19 No.1)

A (Solid-State)
Bryston 7B-ST: $4795/pair $$$
(See LG's review in this issue.)
Pored' The Statement: $30,000
"The Statement has the power to inspire," JS
decrees. "You ilot only listen to music through the
Forsell -you experience it as well." He finds it
acoustically enveloping, with awesome bass capabilities and harmonically rids upper frequencies,
achieving an appealing balance of sound and
sounding effortlessly musical at all rinses. Extremely
sensitive to AC quality, he warns. TJN finds the test
results unexceptional, even the amplifier's lofty
price. JA was disappointed by the presence of what
sounded like old-fashioned crossover distortion in
its output. (Vol.18 No.6)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Model 2: $5800
"How do you define value in an audio component?" queries RD, before deciding, "I can't think
of aless expensive amplifier that fully matches the
95Wpc Model 2's collection of sonic virtues" which he defines as an open and extended top end,

stunning transparent-y, dynamic liveness, and firmness of bass response. Capable, he claims, of making you forget about amplifiers and just listen to the
music. A Follow-Up of the battery-powered version is under way. (Vol.18 No.8, Vol.19 No.6)
Krell Audio Standard monoblock:
$35,000/pair
(See WP's review in this issue.)
Lamm Model MI.1 monoblock:
813,980/pai'r
"[They've] got soul, baby," enthused JS of these
hybrid 140W monoblock power amps; "the
magic that makes it all worthwhile." He also
admired "the enormous, extremely airy, and transparent soundstage they threw.... The bass was
nothing short of phenomenal... deep, taut, terrifically impactful, redolent with tonality and individualism. Make sure you take the time to hear a
pair." (Vol.18 No.4)
Mark Levinson No.331: $4550 $5$
LG found this I35Wpc Levinson to possess quickness, stunning impact, and remarkable transparency. "The No.331's build quality is up to the highest
standard found in high-end products today," he
asserted. "Ins amplifier's sonies, superb parts quality, overkill power supply, reduced price compared
to its predecessor, and five-year warranty offer its
owner alot of value for the money, and bring a
Class A recommendation from me." Preliminary
auditioning by JA of the more powerful No333
($8495) indicates that overall it is the best-sounding Levinson amplifier ever (though the discontinued No20.6 monoblock still had die ultimate in
bass slam). (Vol.19 No.1)
Pass Labs Aleph 0monoblock: $7000/pair
With the exception ofJE, the magazine's reviewers were pretty much unanimous on the virtues of
this single-ended, 90W, MOSFET-output Nelson
Pass design: true Class A. Neutral-balanced rather
than euphonically sweet in the manner of aclassic
single-ended triode design, the Aleph 0 offers
superbly transparent, musically natural detail
retrieval and superb dynamics. "A breakthrough
product," concluded DO. SS bought apair to use
with Avalon Eclipse speakers -"Class A with a
bullet!" sez he. Low input impedance mandates
careful preamplifier matching. (Vol.18 No3)
Spectral DMA-180: $7495
Well-built 240Wpc solid-state design that was
reviewed as acomponent of the Spectral/Avalon/
MIT 2C3D system. RH discovered that "playing
records and CDs Ithought Iknew produced an
exciting sense of discovery as Iheard their musical
nuances and expressiveness fully revealed for die
first time." He was also impressed by the bottons
end's "stunning rhythmic agility" and "top-to-bottom dynamic coherence." (Vol.19 No.1)
Symphonic Line Kraft 400: $25,000/pair
Noting the not-inconsiderable price, JS asked,
"what could be [so] entirely special about apair of
amplifiers?" "Everything," he answered. He wallowed in their "richly complex and textured, powerful, transparent, and [huge] soundstage," and
marveled at their effortless articulation. Additionally, he made note of the 250W 400's deep,
taut, powerful bass. TJN, on the other hand, gntmbled about the fit'n'finish and what he felt to be an
unjustifiable expanse of empty space within these
mammoth amplifiers. He also observed that JS
experienced system failure on one amp, in addition to the one that failed under test -not trivial
considerations, given the price asked, he opined.
(Vol.18 No.11)
Threshold T-200: $4450 $$$
RD valued the balance of attributes in this IGBTbased class-A, direct-coupled, minimal-feedback,
125Wpc amplifier, praising its everything-in-proper-proportion coherence. Midrange neutrality and
157
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monic textures are fluid in the best tube tradition,
DO obtained the sweetest mids by substituting
good EL34s (Gold Am E34Ls) for the stock 6550s;
JS likes Tung-Sol 6550s, but with NOS AEG 802S
input tubes to displace the Gold National I2AU7s.
This amp does not sound romantic, cautions DO,
who finds that the Lick of flash through the lower
midi argues for amating with awarm-sounding
front end. Although DO tied various line conditioners, JS found the Jadises to give of their best
when plugged straight into dedicated wall outlets.
Read his Follow-Up for the full tweaking route.
(Vol.16 No.11, VoL17 No3; see also JS's review of
the Timbre TT-1 in Vol.17 No.4)

When you look this different,
you have to sound better.

GALLO
Shown above the Gallo Nucleus Reference in brushed aluminum. Available in black, silver &gold. For reviews, product information and dealers
contact: Gallo Acoustics 78 Rapelye St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231
Phone: 718 237-1000
Fax 718 596-4402
Web: www.treebranch.com/gallo

YBA IAlpha HC: $7000
RD was seduced by this 85Wpc solid-state amp,
declaring it "Simplement musical.... One smooth
amp," he asserted; "...low-level dynamics were
particularly impressive, allowing the communication of music's ebb and flow." He also praised its
balance and overall detail. (Vol.19 No.6)
YI3A 2HC: $3750 $$$
Well-engineered, slim-fine 110Wpc dual-mono
amplifier from France features short signal paths,
high parts quality, and "a superbly transparent
view into the soundstage," found JA. Lows sound
alittle soft in absolute terms, but well-defined,
combined with an excellent sense of pace.
Overall, a musically natural presentation -ultra
fickle. (Vol.17 No.»
A (Integrated)
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI: $3695 $5$
Stereo, single-ended, tubed, integrated amplifier
related to the Cary 3005E monoblock. Casting an
eye toward the measured response of the 300SEI.
RH rapturously exclaims, "My head tells me the
Cary can't be any good; my ears and heart say this
is this most involving and communicative amplifier I've heard." "It's actually atone control, and an
unpredictable one at that," JA grumps (though he
will admit under pressure that the sound of his
B&W Silver Signatures driven by the Cary was
first-rate). RH regards the ultrasmooth, liquid
sound of the 300SEI to be world-class, manifesting
awarmth and beauty unmatched by any electronics he's had in his system. Output of 11Wpc tops,
limited dynamics, somewhat shelved-down treble
region, and, shall we say, idiosyncratic test results
demand extensive auditioning with your preferred
loudspeakers before purchase. (Vol.18 No.9)
Krell KAV-300i: $2350
Compact 50Wpc integrated amplifier that has
"fine depth and surprisingly good transparency,"
according to MC. Well-balanced sound includes
good focus, stable imaging, and satisfactorily deep
bass, allied with "above-average slam." Dynamics,
gauged MC, "were well-rendered ... in conjunction with good rhydun and timing" -areas where
MC feels the littlest Krell "may have the measure
of its bigger brothers." (Vol.19 No.7)
Aragon 8008ST: $1999 $$$
TJN was so taken by this 200Wpc solid-state amp
that he enthused over its "effective combination of
body, richness, and detail," although he did note
that the top end could turn dry and zippy on hard
transients. Overall, he rated this amp equal to
power amps costing as much as five time more.
"Make the comparison," he urged; "... itjttst might
make you feel alot better about your budget." A
$500 optional upgrade adds balanced inputs, two
transformers, and doubles the power-supply capacittnce, the result being the 8008B13 (not auditioned). (Vol.19 No.6)
AudioPrism Debut: $1995
(See STs review in this issue.)
Ayre V-3: $3450 $5$
This 100Wpc MOSFET amp "swings like agood
'un," said WP. "A success. A musing one ...I
never tired of its silence, exemplary pacing, and
timbrai accuracy." ST finds the top end a little
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dull. lacking what he likes to call" 'crystalline clarity' -lieu, that's what 1wdon from a solid-state
amp." he thunders. SS agrees with ST and WP
that the Ayre is borderline Class A, not quite
reaching those exalted heights due to asomewhat
closed-in high end, though SD bought one as an
affordable alternative reference to his Rowlands.
(Vol.19 No.8)
Bryston 3B-ST: $1565 $$$
(See LG's review in this issue.)
Bryston 8B ST-THX: $3195
Four-channel amplifier that TIN recommends
for Home Theater use, though noting that it is a
"bit pricey" for what it offers. Warm-balanced and
abit richer dun
he summed up, pointing out
that the Bryston is worth exploring for abi-amped
stereo Nystenl. (SGI ¡TI No2)
Carver Research Lightstar Reference: $3995
Innovative. powerful (350Wpc) power amplifier
that impressed RD with its dynamics and sense of
power in reserve, while sounding impressively
neutral. Bass extei ision. while good, lacks the focus
of other top coinenders. The Cightstar falls short of
overall transparency, seeming slightly veiled although RD concedes this to be avery small distinction. A good match with speakers representing
Mkt& loads. or those requiring a bit of extra
warmth. (Vol.18 No.5, Vol.19 Nos.5 &
Cary Audio Design CAD 300B: $3995
(lassie 30015 sound from this push-pull amplifier:
asmooth, sweet midrange, with triode purity. ST
Mund the kiss to be surprisingly tight, tuneful,
and well-defined. Lowish power -30Wpc means the matching loudspeakers must be relatively sensitive. (Vo1.16 No.11)
Cary SLM-100 Revised monoblock:
$3495/pair
"High qualities of sound, pans, and construction"
in.de this 100W tubed monoblock "a barpin,"
claimed RJR. citing its glorious midrange. "Yes
them lisj abit of euphonic rube sweetening... [burl
the seductive repnxluction of well-recorded voices
melted me down into apuddle." Bass reproduction
could go quite deep, but he found it marred by
"ripe thickness" in the 80-100Hz reiosi. Chromed
chassis adds $500/pair. (Vol.19 No.5)
Celeste 4070: $1599 $U
Ilard-to-impress SS hailed the 80Wpc 4070 as "the
first moderately priced amp I've had in my home
that delivers the fine details of musical events: .finding its transparency and low-level detail to be exemplary. He also praised its frequency extension and
ability to unravel complex passages. However, he
felt it erred slightly toward the thin side of harmonic balance and lacked the fidly developed so un dstaging of the best, more expensive amplifiers. "In
the right system, [it' svill make many people wonder why anyone would need to spend snore
money," he concluded. (Vol.18 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson MV-55 :$1995
(See STs review in this issue.)
Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A: $2995
(See MC's review in this issue.)
Counterpoint Natural Progression
NPS-400A: $4395
TJN was left unmoved by the first version of this
powerful -250Wpc -hybrid stereo amplifier, but
.1 revises! sample (reflecting the sound of amplifiers
made after the first 50) had him shouting its praises. With its expansive soundstage. lack' of grain,
and tight bass."it combines the best of rubes and
solid-s'tate," he wrote. Borderline Class A in the
right system, though aslight lack of low-bass slam
and top-octave air keep it from ranking right up
there. (Vol.18 No3)
Crown Macro Reference: $3995
This Ivry powerful (760Wpc) solid-state stereo
amplifier has Ñerrophih's reviewers lid readers

divided. Sounding rather dry overall, with athin
treble, the Crown's lean balance will lead to case
having to be taken in system matching. A "dear,
dean, quick" character, according to ST, who
stands by his recommendation. DO found it to
work quite well with Sound Lab A-1s. PWM adds
that the Crown does "an amazing job of causing
mid-level dynamic loudspeakers to sound more
musical, involving, and three-dimensional than
they have aright to." LL, however, found it to be
the least musical-sounding amplifier he had ever
heard in that it lacked harmonic accuracy and
dynamic shading. JA was also not impressed. RN
summed it up best: "The real question is, can the
Crown Macro Reference survive the zealotry of its
followers?' (See "Letters," Vol.17 No2, pp.15-25,
and No.4, pp.11-13.) Fans can be noisy. (Vol.15
No.12, Vol.16 No.11)
Manley 175 monoblock: $4800/pair
While still the finest David Manley-designed
amplifier DO has heard, the 175's superb soundstaging is let down by arather laid-back midrange
and overripe lows, thought DO. Though the
Manley's liquid midrange textures were languidly
seductive, this was associated with areduced sense
of pace. Output tubes are 5881/6L6WGCs:
worth experimenting with alternatives, concluded
DO, but be sure to check with the factory first.
Specified clipping power is 145W but actually
measured closer to 130W. (Vol.18 No.1)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-1:
$1995 US
Beautifully made, this relatively inexpensive
175Wpc solid-state amplifier had RH waxing lyrical about its sound: "... warm, sweet, punchy, and
eminently musical." With amore laid-back, less
dry balance than the Boulder 500AE, the DNA's
soundstage presentation featured asuperb sense of
palpability, noted both RH and JA. A pair wired
for bridged-motto operation costs $4595. "A
strong Class B product that is knocking on the
door of Class A." -RH. Deluxe Edition ($2355)
has premium parts quality and gets even closer,
making it one of the best bargains in audio. (regular, Vol.15 No.4; Deluxe, Vol.18 No3.)
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5:
$1295 $$$
Smaller - 120Wpc -sister to the DNA-1, the
DNA-05 floated TJN's boat in abig way: apalpable midrange, crisp transients, air and detail to
spare, and plenty of punch to percussive bass. "An
Aladdin among amplifiers," he proclaimed; "a diamond in the rough!" ST concurs, calling the
Deluxe Edition version ($1565) "an incredible
achievement... atotally honest, no-BS product"
and "one of the best amplifiers, period." (Vol.18
Nos2 8c 12)
McIntosh MC275 Commemorative Edition:
$3995
A well-made reissue of a classic 75Wpc tube
amplifier, with a forward balance and very
dynamic sound -"punches out the music" -and
excellent overall clarity. Bass is a"bit wild and out
of control," said ST. (Vo1.16 No.11)
OCM 500: $2895
SS felt the 260Wpc 500 best suited situations
requiring heavy wattage and current and high
damping capabilities. While not possessed of the
last word in 3-D imaging, it did manifest "excellent transient speed, credible articulation of inner
detail, and fine low-bass extension." Mild HF
hardness may be exacerbated by speakers sharing
the same tendency. "Solid Class B." adds MF.
(Vol.18 No.12)
Parasound HCA-2200 II: $1795
This reworking of an initially disappointing
250Wpc design from Joint Curl succeeds in spades,
offering "Class B sound at aClass C price," according to SS. While its treble is alittle on the tizzy side
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spatial and timbral definition were all superb, he
reckoned, but he found its major strength to be its
reproduction of treble frequencies. However, he
cautioned, audiophiles with large listening moms
and/or insensitive speakers might find the T-200
lacking in power. TJN added reservations regarding its interaction with preamps when run in balanced mode, duc to its very low input impedance.
He counsels careful matching- or using it singleended. Price is for black finish: silver pewter finish
adds $100. (Vol.18 No.4)

PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
-

ALEPH 5
2CHANNELS
2 GAIN STAGES
60 WATT /CH OUTPUT
300 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS

24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631
TEL (916) 367-3690 FAX (916) 367-2193

There's only one Power Wedge...
-0007EmN

...and there's one just right for your system!
Power conditioning and equipment protection for all audio and video systems.
Twice, winner of Stereophile's "Best Accessory of the Year" Award.
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Proceed AMP-2: $1995
TJN finds the sound of this affordable 150Wpc
stereo amplifier gripping— with a detailed, fullbodied quality revealing every nuance without
extending into hyper-detail. The bottons end
sounds deep and tightly controlled, while at the
opposite end of the scale the sound is pristine, albeit
with atrace of dryness at the top. Some may find it
too revealing, he cautions, yet it snuck him as accurately portraying what's ois the recording. Also a
favorite of DAS, who feels it works best with
speakers having "lots of uncolored meat on the low
end." lise three-channel AMP-3 ($2995) is identical other than using three rather than two amplifier modules. Upgrade front two-channel amplifier
to three-channel costs $1000. (Vol.18 No.5)
Sonic Frontiers SFS-80: $2895 Itt
Well-thought-out 80Wpc tube design with much
use made of premium parts. JE said it sounded
typically tubcy, slightly softened on top, but with
wann, rich midrange character. He also felt its
soundstage depth was slightly foreshortened.
While KK prefers the McIntosh MC275, ST
thought the SFS-80 has great bass for atube amp,
but lacks ultimate resolution. He found it worked
much better with Czech Tesla EL34s than with
Serbian KT99s from Gold Acro. "A good, solid
performer." (Vol.16 NoA, Vol.17 No2)
Sonic Frontiers SFM-160 monoblock:
$5495/pair
"Classic tube sound on steroids" is how DO characterized the sound of this high-powered (160W)
tube amp —but only when configured with
Sovtek 6922s in the front end, which Sonic
Frontiers confirms are now standard in production. WP agrees that the sound with the earlier
standard 6DJ8s is uninvolving. A rare blend of
brawn and finesse: lots of "palpable" tube watts
coupled with warns, liquid, and sweet harmonic
textures. Very high output impedance requires
care in speaker matching. (Vol.17 No.6)
Sumo Andromeda Ill: $1799
'This solid-state 240Wpc amplifier "tells it like it
is," asserted ')N, who found the amp's "general
sparkle and detail...enhanced by atight, welldefined, punchy bottom end." He also praised its
"first-rate soundstaging" and "see-through transparency," although he confessed that he "would
have occasionally preferred abit more warmth,
but not if it meant sacrificing any of the
Andromeda's positive qualities.... A terrific
amplifier at what is nearly abargain price." (Vol.19
Nos.5 & 6)
Valve Amplification Company PA80/80:
$2790
"Has tube magi
c in spades!" avers WP of this
80Wpc design (3% THD); he found it warm,
dimensional, and beguiling. Slight midbass
emphasis contributes to a punchy, propulsive
sense of drive which he enjoyed. Not as extended
in the frequency extremes —or quite as refined —
as some of the Class A amplifiers, but almost second to none in its presentation of the emotional
subtext of the music, according to the big guy.
(Vol.19 No3)
Woodside MASO monoblock: $4495/pair
A spacious, three-dimensional sound, a wellfocused soundstage, arich midrange, and an opensounding treble, but more neutral-/cool-sounding
than the buttery character of classic tube amplifiers, notes LG of this British 45W tube design,
descended from the classic '60s designs by the late
Arthur Radford. He recommends it for use with
Quad electrostatics. (Vol.17 No.6)
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B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Arcam Delta 290: $899 inc. remote US
It was this British amplifier's phono stage that first
caught CG's attention: when he sent his Modulus
3 preamp back to the factory to be updated, he
didn't tins, it. The Arcam "allowed the music's isatoral flow of rhythmic excitement to groove freely
out of the speakers." quoth he, commenting on its
open, clean midrange and treble. Though he felt
the IkIta 290's kiss was good rather than great, he
sin lllllllll up: "A hell of afine piece, with areally
nice MM/MC phono stage to boot." Optional
MC/MM phono board costs $100. (Vol.17 No.7)
Arcam Xeta One: $1900
An unusual pnxItict that eschews many features
mullion to A/V receivers, this integrated A/V
amplifier provides an unusually exalted level of
musical reproduction, according to RH. At the
same fine, he notes, its reproduction of video
soundtracks does not measure up to its musical
promise— RI Ijudges it to be only decent, lacking
the low-level resolution, ambience, mid diffusion
present in the finest A/V receivers. (SG HT.1 No2)
Acurus 200X3: $1299
RI 5was struck by "how dynamic the system
sounded with the diree-chaijnel 200X3 driving
the front speakers." Bass and dynamics, he felt,
were first-rate —but added that, in his reference
music-only system, the 200Wpc amplifier soundcd "a bit rough around the edges: Out be continued. "contrary to iny impression of the 200X3's
sound in my main audio system. Iwas not .osare
of any added roughness" when it was used for
Ilome Theater. Rye° llllll ended. he asserts, "especially to those who place dynamics at the top of
their wish list." (SGHT2 Nob)
Audio Alchemy 0M-150: $1195
"Packs punch and power in an am-active package,"
LB alliterates. finding the 170Wpc unit "to have a
good thing going from the midrange on up, with
outstanding spatial presentation, asultry film-noir
ambience, and .1 general lack of glare or harshness." Citing, the devil down below, be finds the
bass "to be alittle too much of agood thing" in
systems already tilted toward excessive warmth.
¡A finds the tins redtu•es the sense of pace, which
will be afactor in system stitching. Early production samples had problems stilt wiring in PSU 150M optional outboard power supply ($349),
which transforms the '150 into atrue dual-mono
design; LB's Follow-Up verified the improved
performance available with acorrectly wired supply. (Vol.18 Nos.8 & 9)
Audio Design Associates PTM-6150: $1999
RI Ifound this high-current, 6-channel, 150V/pc
amplifier rugged, well-made, and asoundstaging
champ. However, he also noted woolly Isass and
hardness in the treble. Slightly forward presentafion wore better in Home Theater applications —
where RH found it exciting and involving— than
in audio-only, where it distracted. "Low Class C
.-* -," he concludes. (SGHT2 No2)
Audio Electronics SE-1: $1295
Tlis modestly powered (8V/pc) single-ended
amplifier from asubsidiary of Cary Audio sounds
somewhat like the more expensive, more powerful Cary 300SE, thought ST due to its palpable
presence and truth of timbre. No dynamics to
speak of, however. The price is for the version
supplied, assembled and fitted with Cetron 30013
output mlies ($1195 in kit form). (Vol.17 No.11)
Audio Electronics SE-811 monoblock:
$1995/pair
ST reckoned these SE triode 12Wpc monoblocks,
based on Svetlana's SV-811-3 tube, to be Innovative, interesting, and enjoyable," having many of
the virtues of much more expensive SE designs:

"Clarity, purity of tone, and absence of grunge."
Yet despite calling their top end "particularly
smooth, sweet, and extended," he felt that "some
of the 300B magic was missing." (Vol.19 No.7)
Carver AV-806x: $1750
"I was expecting competent performance; what I
got instead was magic," enthused TJN about the
six-channel Carver. "A little soft at the frequency
extremes, but wonderfully sweet and listenable....
My favorite current multichannel amp." Borderline Class B. (SGHT.1 No2)
Carver TFM-35x: $899
Of this 250Wpc solid-state amp, RD opined, "the
sound is exceptionally smooth, with asweet top
end, natural timbres, and a good rendering of
soundstage." That smoothness "tendlecl] to present
derail in asomewhat forgiving manner, rather than
revealing the warts and all, which is adefinite advantage with many recordings..." (SGHT2 No3)
Chito C-200: $998
Chito C-300: $1498
"Power combined with delicacy" is how RD
described the sound of these identical amps, differing only in the number of channels.
"Fit'n'firsish are a definite cut above what one
expects at this level," he elaborated. "As of now,
they're my favorite amplifiers in this price range."
Borderline Class B, he sums up. (SGHT2 No.1)
Denon POA-8200 THX: $1000
Denon POA-8300 THX: $1500
Two- and three-channel 120Wpc solid-state amps
that are otherwise identical. RH lauded their
"smooth and unfatiguing, yet highly detailed"
character, also enthusing over their tremendous
bass extension and weight (SGHT2 No2)
Harmonic Precision HP-150: $895
"Resolution and derail are good for an amp at this
price," submitted ST, who also admired its "kickbutt bass" and overall clarity. "An amp worth auditioning and considering ...Solid Class C." (Vol.19
No.8)
Marantz MA500 THX monoblock:
$300 each $5$
"At $300 each, the MA500s are one of the best
buys in Home Theater," exclaimed RH over these
compact I25W monoblocks. "They were smooth,
spacious, and had good dynamics." Build quality is
quite high, so don't let their stature fool you —
they drove Avalon Radian HCs "without strain or
congestion." (SGHT2 No2)
NAD 20I3THX: $1649
Very powerful —almost 320Wpc —solid-state
design with excellent bass extension, authority,
and control, decided TJN, but not as liquidsounding in the mida as the similarly priced
McCormack DNA-0.5. Highs sound surprisingly
soft, perhaps even alittle dark, leading to alack of
pace in ultimate terms. (Vol.18 No2)
NAD 214: $449 $$$
NAD 216 THX: $699
Offering good sound, specifically anatural-sounding midrange, the 80Wpc NAD 214 struck RD as
an excellent candidate for Class C—especially in
light of its reasonable price. Although he found the
larger but similar 125Wpc 216 THX well-built
and powerful, RD did not warm up to its uppermidrange/treble, which he found somewhat hard
and grainy, imparting an artificial sound to reproduced music. "Not abad amp," he concludes, "but
not my top choice in Class C." (SGHT2 No3)
Parasound HCA-1206: $1950
"Dynamic, punchy, and [it] refused to run out of
steam," declared lJN after listening to this sixchannel amplifier. "It performed to astandard well
beyond its per-channel cost in most regards."
Though the top octaves sounded alude crisper than
he prefers, the bass was powerful. "A must-hear," he
concluded. Borderline Class B. (SGHT.1 No2)
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and not as grainless as that of the Boulder, and the
midrange is not as liquid as that of MPs reference
VTL 300s, the big Parasowsd offers an otherwise
neutral sound, with great authority and aprodigious, effortless bass. (Vol.17 No3)
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Switchable gold plated RCA

PSE Studio IV: $995 $$$
Physically compact amplifier offering ameasured
113Wpc, but TJN claims that there's nothing
"small" about the Studio IV's sound, noting its
wide, deep soundstage, crisp transients, and natural inner definition. A cool sonic character and a
leanness in "rambunctious" passages were his only
civils; he finds the PSE rewarding in virtually
every other respect. Not easy to find, but worth
the search, he concludes. (Vol.13 No.1, Vol.18
Nos.5 & 8)
Rotel RB-980BX: $600
*
Excellent value for money, this modestly priced
120Wpc amp was designed in England but is
made in the Far East. Kind to difficult loads, said
MC. TJN noted aslight grain or crispness to the
highs, some midbass leanness, and asomewhat
soft low end, but these were offset by alively
overall presentation and an excellent sense of
soundstage depth. (Vol.15 No.11, SGHT.1 No.1)
Rotel RB-985: $1000 555
RD found this five-channel, 100Wpc amplifier's
sense of power and dynamics laudable, as he did
its resolution. A slight loss of transparency and
sotuidstage depth compared to the very finest, but
praiseworthy at the price point."I don't think you
could do better... at $1000," he resolved.
(SGHT2 No.1)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Audiolab 8000A: $849 *
Well-made British 75Wpc amplifier with aclean,
full-bodied sound, aclean midrange, and aquick,
clean, detailed bass. In absolute ternis, the
Audiolab sounds perhaps abit too clean for its own
good; CG preferred the more vivid presentations
of the Acurus DIA-100 and the Arcam Delta 290.
Still, "no major shortcomings," he concluded. JA
feels the Audiolab to be an amp for all reasons- it
will disappoint no one to whom you recommend
it. (Vol.9 No.1, Vol:12 No.9, Vol.17 No.7)
Creek 4240 Special Edition: $795 $$$
"I can't think of asingle high-end electronic component available today that provides more value for
money than the Creek 4240SE," concluded RJR of
this 50Wpc design. "Creek has finally gotten the
high frequencies right... [while) the bass is clean,
tight, and natural." Paired with the right speaker,
Banker Bob felt it set anew standard for performance in affordable gear. (MM board adds $50;
MC board adds $95.) CG found the basic Creek
4240 ($595) to sound "Smooth, too smooth,"
though WP adds that there's definitely aplace for a
product that favors abalanced presentation over
extension at the frequency extremes- he'd buy a
Creek for his mom! (Vol.17 No.7; Vol.18 No.12,
Special Edition.)
JoLida SJ 502A: $995
"One fine little amplifier," affirmed LB. He found
this 60Wpc integrated, line-level-only tube amp
quiet, tight, and tuneful -albeit atrifle polite. JA
was impressed with the amplifier's test performance, finding it noteworthy considering a) it's a
tube amp, and b) it costs so little. (Vol.19 No3)
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1) (Separates)
EDITOR'S NOTE.: 'There are currently no Class D
amplifiers listed.

Snell Type A Reference: $18,999/system
Seven-component system consisting of two Type
A HF/midrange towers, two SUB 1800 subwoofers, two isolated outboard crossovers,
Kiniber wiring harnesses, and an outboard electronic crossover. (Towers on their own cost $6999
each, EC 200 electronic crossover costs $299,
SUB 1800 THX subwoofer -see "Subwoofers" costs $2499 each.) (Vol.19 No3)
Thiel CS5i: $12,,300/pair
LA's auditioning of the new "i" woofers suggests
that the original's one weakness -limited bass
dynamic range -has been eliminated. (Vol.13
No.6, Vol.14 No.10)

Mesa Boogie Baron, Muse Model 300, Jeff
Rowland Design Group Model 6, Chord SPM1200, BEL 1001 Mk.II, Ensemble Corifeo, Mark
Levinson No.332 and No.333, Audio Research
VT130SE, McComuck Micro Power I
hive, VTL
Signature 175, Krell FPB-300, Golden Tube SE40, Audio Research VT1(10.

Wilson Audio Specialties
X-1/Grand SLAMM: $67,500/pair
MC and LA consider the X-1 to be in anew Class
of its own. For now, we're giving the other Class
A denizens the benefit of the doubt. Stertophile%
1995 "Product of the Year." (Vol.17 No.12, Vol.19
No.5; see also Vol.18 No.12, p.75)

Deletions
Boulder 500, 500AE, and 500M, Jadis Defy-7
Mk.II, Symphonic Line Model ItG-7, Forte 4A,
all not auditioned in too long atime; Audios)
Silver Night 30011 monoblock no longer available
ill the US; AMC CVT-3030 replaced by "A" version, not yet auditioned.

A—Restricted Extreme LF

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
EDITOR'S NUM: Class A "Loudspeakers" are sufficiently idiosyncratic and difkr enough from one
another that prospective customers should read
Stereoplides original reviews in their entireties for
descriptions of the sound. Ihave therefore just listed every system or combination that at least one
of Stere..14;i1e's reviewers feels. as aresult of his
experience, to approach the current state of the art
in loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligible
for inclusion in Class A, the system must be fullrange —ie feature bass extension to 20Hz. They
must also be capable of reaching realistic soundpressure levels without any feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz
of low-bass extension, we have created "Class A
(Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers that
are actually state-of-the-art in every other way.
Candidates for inclusion in this class lutist reach
down to at least 40Hz, below the lowest notes of
the four-string double-bass and bass guitar.
In addition, such has !wen the recent progress in
loudspeaker desièm at amore affordable level that
we have .m extra class: E, for "Entry-Level."
Someone once asked me why &metle bothers to
review inexpensive loudspeakers at all. In Like,
aren't we insulting our readership by recommending
that they buy any of these inexpensive imxlels?
Remember: It's possible to put together amusically
sansfying, truly high-end system around any of our
Class D and Erecommendatim is That's why they're
listed -and why you should consider buying them.

A
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI:
$24,995/pair
Price is for Light nid Black Oak finishes; rosewood
and cherry veneers add $1000/pair. (Vol.19 No.8)
Jadis Eurythmic II: $40,000/pair
1
ugh-sensitivity horn array with Isobarik-loaded
dynamic woofer. (Vol.19 No3)
JMIab Grand Utopia: 565,000/pair
(Vol.19 No.5)
Meridian DSP6000: $16,995/pair
Active system offers digital data inputs only and
uses delta-sigma D/A conversions. (Vo1.14 Nos.9
& 10, Vol.18 No.6)
ProAc Response Four: $18,000/pair
(Vol.17 Nos.3, 5, & (s)

Audio Physic Virgo: $5395/pair
"Where'd they go?" asks MF, observing that "Ilse
Virgos flat-out disappeared. Aside from pulling a
vanishing act, what they do better than any other
speaker I've auditioned.., is resolve low-level
detail: spatial and ambient information, and especially texture and touch in the lower midbass and
upper bass." But they don't, he concedes, "give nie
the visceral sock-to-the-stomach bass" that some
audiophiles crave. He also wonders if there isn't a
touch of midbass wannth, aquality he finds easy
to ignore -if not actually crave. "Worth alisten, if
you've got the scratch." (Vol.18 No.9)
Avalon Acoustics Radian HC: $13,995/pair
in hardwood finish
Coupled with the other components in the
Spectral/Avalon/MIT 2C3I) system, RH was
impressed with Radian HC's "gigantic threedimensional soundstage... [with] width, transparency, focus, and iinage specificity [that) were
better dun any I'd ever heard." He also found that
"the bottom end also had astunning dynamic agility." Overall balance can be alittle lean, found JA,
who also enthused about the speaker's midrange
smoothness and detail. (Vol.19 No.1)
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature:
$8000/pair (stands & cables included)
Expensive two-way lll i
ll imonitor with outboard
crossover uses silver throughout and successfully
pulls off the trick of persuading its listeners that it's
much bigger than it really is- at least at moderate
spls. Useful bass exists down to 32Hz, with a
delightful combination of weight and articulations.
The uncolored presentation is astonishingly transparent, soundstaging is superbly palpable, and
tonal balance is alittle on the polite side, but the
Silver Signature is, overall, the most musicalsounding design to come frons li&W that JA has
heard. (Vol.17 No.6)
Durdavy Audio Labs SC-IV:
$5995/pair in American Oak
(black or golden)
$6745/pair in Dalwood rose or Dalwood
cherry
"This is of/bit/ow speaker... but misses full Class
A ranking by ahandful of hertz," says RI) of this
large, three-way, time-coherent design. The
soundstaging is precisely defined; coloration is
nonexistent, the sensitivity is high; the impedance
is a true 4 oluns; dynamics (both macro- and
micro-) are superb; RI) bought the review pair!
(Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No3)
Infinity IRS Epsilon: $14,000/pair
inc. servo control unit
Missing full-range Class A by awhisker, this elegant
Cary Christie design combines monopole planar
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PS Audio 100 Delta: $1295 *
Main sonic characteristics of this 120Wpc solid-state
design are asomewhat softened bass and slighdy
closed-in high frequencies. thought TJN. He liked
the excellent midrange presentation, however, with
its "clear, naturally rich immediacy." Good value for
money. (Vol.15 No.9, SGHT.1 No.1)

NAD 304: $379 $5$
The bass may lack alittle slam, but "lise spirit of
the 3020 rettnns!" according to CG, who nominates the inexpensive 35Wpc NAD as one of his
fororite components! "Every civilian who's
steered toward the 304 instead of acheap receiver is aplanted seedling for the High End," he
cries. An excellent MM phono stage. (Vol.17
No.4)

siameadspnoi

Perreaux MC-6100: $2995
This six-channel, 120Wpc power amplifier is
intended for Home Theater use and offers borderline Class 11 sound quality, decided 13N. A
tight, detailed midbass is allied to an open, airy treble and "remarkably fine rendition of muge
depth." Runs hot; not intended for 2ohm loads 4
ohms in bridged mode). (SGHT.1 No.1)

VRE v1.0

Rhill Reference in 'fide° Plauback
The first step to achieuing usual Reality in or home theater sqstem
The Visual Reality Engine y1.0 is ahighly-advanced, software-controlled 2D adaptive comb and notch filter
that provides virtually perfect separation of the chroma and lumina signals thereby
eliminating dot crawl and cross luminance for astunningly-real picture

VRE's high-performance, on-board computer samples data line-by-line over1400 times across the screen
The on-board Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) thoroughly analyzes the content
of the incoming video signal using 10 different criteria at arate
of over one-half billion operations per second
Our custom software algorithm decides -on apixel-by-pixel basis -whether to implement
its high performance notch or comb filters for optimum separation
of the color signal from the black and white
Optional Oren Semiconductor Ghost Cancelation system (for image de-ghosting)
Optional Time-Base Corrector for optimum synchronization of color signals (video de-jittering)
Via Alchemy's proprietary Digital Video Bus, the VRE v1.0 will interface with future Alchemy VPG products
(such as our upcoming, incredibly-affordable line doubler, the VRE•Pro)

Visual Reality Engine v1.0
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VRE v1.0 Visual Reality Engine
Introducing the Visual Reality Engine v1.0 from Alchemy VPG

NEW! Audio Alchemy's Fax-on-Demand System •Call 619.682.1017 for literature, reviews and instruction manuals
for all Audio Alchemy and Alchemy VPG products. •Visit our Web site http://www.audio-alchemy.com/

31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 735.0329 • FAX 818 707.2610
Call for alocal dealer near you.
1996 Audio Alchemy, Inc.

Alchemy VPG. VRE and Visual Reality Engine are trademarks of Audio Alchemy. Inc.

drivers with aservo-controlled woofei (Needs to be
driven by two high-power stereo amplifiers.)
Absolutely stunning bass, enthused TJN, "combining tightness and extension in an extremely rare
manner," coupled with an extremely neutral midband balance and grain-free high frequencies. Top
active alittle subdued, but overall "an E-ticket ride,"
concluded TJN. (Vol.18 No.1)
MACH 1Acoustics DM-10 Signature:
$17,995/pair
Superb driver integration combined with an
exceptionally inert cabinet make for remarkable
clarity and resolution. This, together with aknack
for revealing music's rhythmic nuances, empowers the MACH 1to fly at the speed of sound as
few dynamic speakers can. Reproduction of the
upper registers is distinguished by the use of the
Accuton ceramic tweeter, an unusually sweetsounding tweeter that earned high praise from
1)0. Optional spiked, nonresonant platforms add
8250/pair. The similar-looking, less-expensive
DM-10 ($10,995, reviewed in Vol.18 No.6) is not
recommended. (Vol.17 No.1; see also Martin
CoHorns's comments in "Letters," Vol.17 No.4.)
Magneplanar MG-20: $9200/pair
The best speaker yet to come from fun Wiley, the
MG-20 impressed the heck out of DO, who notes
that "image outlines were remarkably lifelike within aspacious soundstage." The "tonal center of gravity" is firmly rooted in the lower mids, which get the
best from orchestral music, though slightly recessed
upper mids give the speaker a"back-of-the-hall"
perspective. Needs to be hi-amped with an electronic crossover to get die best it is capable of but
optional XO-20 passive crossovers (8695/pair) are
available for those who want to use asingle stereo
amplifier. (VoL18 No2)
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage: $9000/pair
(stands included)
The moving-coil speaker MC has found to sound
closest to the Quad ESL-63, this handmade, limited-edition Italian miniature was reputedly
designed by ear. Nevertheless, its response is flat,
its balance neutral, and, in MC's words, the
Guarneri is all about "purity, unmistakable sense
of liveness, scale and sense of presence of real
sounds in the listening space... time and fime
again, the reproduction had the ring of truth." The
standard 39" stands are alittle too tall for use in
small rooms; custom heights can be ordered.
(Vol.17 No.7)
Thiel CS7: $8900/pair
"Uncanny lack of coloration," "first-rate" transient
response, and exceptionally tight, unmuddled bass
had TJN concluding that the CSTs tradeoffs are
few. WP concurred, lauding the speaker's lithe and
dancelike bass response -good enough, he
claimed, to make JA do the hwupty dance! Our
initial sample revealed sub-spec woofers, ablown
tweeter, and adamaged midrange driver -preswnably damaged during the review. Asecond pair performed perfectly. TJN adjudged the speaker "a success. Its clear overriding design criterion has clearly
been accuracy. ... The CS7 is not far off the mark."
"Practically abull's-eye," WP affirmed. Because the
speakers have alow minimum impedance, amplifier matching is critical. (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19 No.1)
Wilson Audio Specialties WATT/Puppy
System V.1: $16,290/system
"I've rarely heard asystem that transported nie so
physically into die acoustic of the recording venue,"
exclaimed WP on auditioning the original System
V-he who was also impressed by this highly sensitive (91dB) system's grain-free, highly detailed presentation. He also lauded its tonal neutrality and
spectacular presentation of dynamics. Midbass
"blump" (Srs phrase) contributed to asense of
reserve, however. Wilson's upgraded "Puppy Tail"
ameliorates diat coloration, however, resulting in a
S
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more accessible balance. Extremely critical of ancillary equipment and room placement. (Vol.18 No.11;
see WP's Follow-Up in this issue.)
Wilson Audio Specialties WITT: $8888/pair
"Wilson's most completely balanced design to
date," raved MC. TJN found them inunediatesounding, dynamic, and neutral, yet sweetly
detailed, but ultimately not quite Class A, owing to
his desire for amore authoritative low end. "Could
be marginally improved by aaway good subwoofer,
assuming agood blend could be made," he said.
Not so in JA's opinion, MC adding, "For me,
undoubtedly afrill-range Class A component at a
wholly realistic price." Listen for yourself to
resolve this debate. JA also points out that apair of
W1TTs with aWATT/Puppy System V as the
center speaker gave the best Home Theater sound
he had heard at TJN's. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7)
Enrrou's Mire: Imake no apologies for the wide
variety of loudspeakers listed in the next two
groups. Polling Stertvphile's reviewers resulted in a
total lack of consensus, implying that all of the following speakers will, in the right room with the
right ancillaries, give true high-end sound.
Following pressure from JGH that small speakers
should automatically be denied any recommendation because of their lark of LE extension, Ihave
split Classes 13 and C into two sections: "FullRange" and "Restricted LF." To be included in the
latter class, asmall speaker has to be at least as
good in every other area as the full-range competition. (Note that all the full-range Class Brecommendations, with the exception of the Apogee
Stage, ll&W 801, and Spendor S100, are floorstanding models.)

B- Full-Range
Acarian Alón V: $4950/pair
"Sweet, precise, refined, and controlled, with a
large, airy soundstage," recounted RN, who
nonetheless found the speaker's microdynamics a
tad too restrained. To RJR, who feels it should be
Class A, "the Alón V has it all: neutral tonal balance, featuring the most natural midrange I've
ever heard, and.., powerful and dramatic bass
extension to 25Hz." To JA's, TJN's, and WP's
ears, however, the midrange has aslight nasal coloration and the woofer enclosure alittle too much
in the way of wayward vibrations. Santos rosewood veneer adds $900/pair. (Vol.19 Nos.7 & 9)
Aerial Acoustics 10T: $5500/pair
This three-way floorstanding loudspeaker possesses solidly constructed separate bass and tweeter/midrange enclosures. "Their ability to kick the
tar out of any dynamic challenge ... thrown at
them" impressed WP, as did their uncolored
midrange and exciting, inunediate presentation.
"Misses Class A by half agnat's hair," WP insists.
Optional (and highly recommended) stands add
8500/pair. (Vol.19 No.4)
Apogee Studio Grand: $13,000/system
"With their idiosyncratic drive-units, their multiple wiring configurations, their dedicated linelevel crossover, and their need for two stereo
amplifiers, (not to mention] their bevy of controls,
the high-tech Studio Grands could intimidate a
potential purchaser," JE opined. "With immense
attention to break-in, setup, and system-matching,
the Studio Grand was able to... achieve aneutral
treble performance [although] the integration of
subwoofers and the panels was never seamless."
The added bass extension, he felt, offset the lack
of overall coherency. (Vol.18 No.5)
Apogee Acoustics Stage: $3500/pair $$$
(stands optional)
Apogee Acoustics Mini Grand: $6500/pair
The Stage, now with astyling matching the grand
Apogee Acoustics Grand, has one of the most neu-

tral, seamless midbands around. Recorded voice is
reproduced with an uncannily lifelike quality.
Imaging, too, is superb -"In terms of soundstage
transparency, it rivals any loudspeaker money can
buy," says DO-as is the speaker's presentation of
recorded dynamics. There's alack of deep-bass
extension, but the rnidbass is actually very generous, which both upsets LA and leads to matching
problems in some moms. Prospective purchasers
should be prepared to experiment with room position and toe-in to get the optimal sound. Matching
stands (8695/pair) are also available for those who
prefer ahigher listening scat. "A real honey... an
eminently musical transducer," said MC. Stereophile
agreed sufficiently with that conclusion to buy the
review pair. With the dedicated Mini Grand subwoofer and DAX crossover (83500/pair), the
combination knocks on the door of Class A: "a
big-sounding, top-class three-way -what a bass
wallop!" cries MC. (Vol.13 No.8, Vol.14 Nos2, 3,
& 10, Vol.15 No.4, Vol.17 No3)
Apogee Acoustics Centaurus Slant 6:
$2500/pair
The best hybrid yet to come from Apogee, the
Slant 6features the same ribbon midrange/tweeter as die Stage, married to a6.5" cone woofer. The
speaker's balance is alittle on the bright side of
reality, found RH, which made the speaker sound
lively and immediate. Once carefully set up, particularly regarding vertical axis and rake angle, the
Slant 6's midrange was open, transparent, and
uncolored, allied with superbly delineated transients, a stunningly expansive soundstage, and
grain-free highs. TJN also found the Slant 6es to
be adelight when used as astereo pair, possessing
as they do precise soundsciging, immediacy, and
liveliness. Vocals he deemed particularly terrific:
low in coloration and palpably present. (Vol.18
No.3, SGHT.1 No2)
Audio Artistry Dvorak: $5990/system
In SD's opinion, this four-enclosure speaker system, which incorporates a line-leve equalizer/
crossover, "successfully incorporates ... the positive qualities of large-panel dipoles and movingcoil designs while minimizing most of their
respective drawbacks." He also lauded their lack
of room, cabinet, and air-cavity colorations, as
well as their natural top-to-bottom tonal balance.
Extensive revisions demand afollow-up evaluation before any continued recommendation.
(Vol.19 No.4)
Audio Physic Tempo: $3795/pair
Easy-to-drive two-way from Germany that
impressed Stireophilr's listening panel. Excellent dynamics, very good bass extension, transparent
soundstaging, good image focus, uncritical vertical
listening axis, asmooth overall balance, and clean
highs are offset by aslightly lean lower midrange
and too-forward upper midrange. RD found that
the matching DSP digital equalizer (expensive at
$2995) does exactly what's claimed, improving
overall performance with no sonic downside that
he could hear. It significantly flattens the Tempo's
response, but the sound is still not quite to the
Class A level. (Vol.17 Nos.8 & 11)
Avalon Eclipse: $4200/pair
A warm balance, aflat on-axis response, astonishing midrange transparency, beautifully delineated,
almost holographic soundstaging, and a relative
freedom from coloration combine to generally
allow the music to communicate most effectively.
A tendency to brightness alleviated by using
appropriate amplification -the Pass Aleph Os
work atreat, says SS (who bought apair!) for the
record. The Eclipses also have somewhat limited
dynamics, which can lead to hardness at very high
playback levels. Price refers to ablack textured finish; anon-rain-forest veneer finish adds 81700/
pair. Current production has "an inexpensive
165
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tweeter revision" that AB felt to significantly
improve the sound; earlier samples are upgradeable. (Vol.14 Nos.1 & 10, Vol.15 No.8)
B&W Matrix 801 Series 3: $5500/pair si
(stands optional)
A complete redesign of the classical recording
industry's standard monitor loudspeaker -aluminum-dome tweeter and I3&W's patented
"Matrix" enclosure, whereby the cabinet is effectively transformed into asolid body-has resulted
in a moving-coil speaker capable of competing
with the best planars. As LL put it, "a mie musician's reference transducer." Strengths include
excellent low-frequency definition and weight, a
highly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics. Best used with stands -we've had good results
with the Sound Anchors and with the wooden,
sand-filled Arcicis. (Also see Vol.12 No.10, p.45, and
Vol.13 No2, p.217, for discussions of acrossover
modification that improves the sound of the original 801 Matrix.) Current version has a revised
tweeter, a nondetachable head, an improved
crossover layout, and has done away with the
APOC protection circuitry. (Vol.10 No.9)
Energy Ventas v2.8: $6000/pair
This tall, "hi-tech"-looking three-way/four-driver design from Canada uses adome midrange
unit and has a flat midrange/treble response,
impressive dynamics, and near-textbook horizontit dispersion. Borderline Class A sound and
imaging are the result. However, the bass is balanced to be rather generous in all but very large
rooms, found TJN. "The mida and highs are
exceptionally articulate, balanced, and accurate,"
adds WP. The v2.8 can be tri-wired or tri-arnped;
some owners recommend reducing the midrange
level by wiring a1ohm, 10W resistor in series
with the "hot" terminal. (Vol.17 No.6; also see
I3N's review of the Thiel CS7 in Vol.18 No.10.)
Ensemble Profysia: 513,500/system
Three-way flootstanding system -it consists of
the 58495/pair Elysia minimonitor and the
55195/pair Profundo Silver woofer -that, like the
Wilson WATT/Puppy, couples aseparate minimonitor to asubwoofer/stand. "Highly articulate,
it sings well," said MC, who felt "it lacked
midrange vices, its cool clean mida leading to a
pure, light, nearly grainless treble." Transparent
and capable of great resolution, but "the bass isn't
particularly powerful, nor does it go very deep" although it is focused and tuneful. "Swiss build
quality unfortunately means Swiss build costs," he
lamented. MC ponts out that the Elysia on its own
is aClass A minimonitor. (Vol.19 No.9)
Gradient Revolution: 53995/pair
"Wile la rewhiciónr exhorts DO. He finds the
Revolution, designed to be less room-dependent
than ordinary speakers, "quite endearing," although not spectacular in conventional audiophile
terms. He found their greatest strengths to be
organic wholeness, solid imaging, excellent microdynamic expression, and convincing rhythmic
drive. Rating provisional as review samples turned
out to have abroken crossover. A Follow-Up is
under way. (Vol.18 No.5)
Hales Concept Two: 51995/pair $$$
LB found it took lot of fiddling to get these floorstanding two-ways to sound their best, but he
claimed they repaid that effort with superior detail, a
sense of proportion, and an affinity for reproducing
vocals. They tended to harden when pushed, he felt
-nor did they offer the last word in sotuidstage
depth. Within their comfort zone, however, "they
will ;we ST concurs, "authoritative -big, rich, hill
-in away few $2k speakers are." "•&^@Wo^ing
great," RR adds. Grilles add 8250/pair. (Vol.19 No.5)
Infinity Compositions Prelude P-FR:
$3400/pair
RH calls the Compositions Prelude P-FR loudS
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speaker with its integral active subwoofer "a snailruing musical, technical, and aesthetic achievement,"
finding them capable of producing "transcendental
musical moments" as well as performing "impressively] on movie soundtracks." But he's most
duffed by their ability to be driven to satisfying
levels by low-wattage SE triode amps-calling that
combination "one of the most musical-sounding
systems I've heard -regardless of price." He does
admonish that some will find the tonal balance too
lean, wishing alittle more weight and authority
himself. ST, aproponent of SE triodes, concurs adding, "they're soundstaging champs." (Vol.18
No.9, SGHT.1 No2, Vol.19 No2)
JPW Ruby 4: $2895/pair
Well-finished two-and-a-half-way design from
Britain that uses metal-diaphragm drive-units.
Excellent transparency and well-focused soundstaging are allied to tight but light low frequencies,
avery clean midrange, asweet-sounding lower
treble, and fast, open, and alive highs. Can sound
alittle too sibilant, however, and dynamic range is
relatively restricted. (Vol.17 No.8)
KEF Reference Series Model Four:
$5200-$6400/pair depending on finish
TIN found the Four "hard to tame but worth die
effort," advising potential purchasers to audition
them with the associated equipment they intend
to use. With the Fours properly set up, he was
delighted with their performance, especially their
inner detail, transparency, soundstaging, and air.
While the very best loudspeakers may do such
things better, he felt the margin was small. Not
recommended for small rooms, where the generous LF might turn oppressive. (Vol.19 No-3)
KEF Reference Series Model 107/2
Raymond Cooke Special Edition: $5900/pai'r
TIN felt the 107/2s "let the music speak for itself"
Bottons end tilts slightly more toward arich fullness than "punchy tightness," he found, which
fogged over the mid- and upper bass. That said, he
found the speaker's balance especially conducive
to the portrayal of large orchestral music -especially when paired with its "prodigious dynamic
range and big, open quality." And, he added, it definitely dOeS play deep, with plenty of impact. AJA
lave. (Vol.9 Nos.4 & 7, Vol.10 No2, original version; Vol.14 Nos.5 & 10, Mk.II; Vol.18 No.10,
Special Edition.)
Martin-Logan Aerius: 51995/pair $ES
Once broken-in, this hybrid speaker offers superb
integration between electrostatic panel and dynamic woofer. mid very good LF extension for what is
basically asmall speaker. In ternis of speed, ninth of
timbre, absence of coloration, and reasonably good
imaging and soundstage focus, ST feels the Aerius
is hard to beat, though he would like more highs,
in absolute terms. MC points to arather ragged (maxis response, but JA states that. within the restriction of its necessarily limited dynamic range (which
will rule out its use in large rooms), the Aerius is
the best speaker yet to conic from M-L "It's die
exceptional balance of its strengths dut makes it
such asatisfying component," agrees WE Oak side
panels and bi-wiring cads add 5100/pair to the
price. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Martin-Logan Quest Z: 84295/pair er
Martin-Logan's most successful and intensely
musical hybrid to date, according to 1)0, blending
aworld-class electrostatic midrange with good,
dynamic bass. Soundstage transparency and reproduction of image size are superb. As with all
hybrids, the optimum tonal balance requires afairly close listening scat. Even so, there are sonne
residual tonal-balance deviations from neutrality.
The upper bass is on the lean side of reality, while
the lower treble is overly polite. Even though the
mids benefit from the imaging magic of tubes, the
best deep-bass definition is to be had with solid-

state amplification. The Zversion (said to be sonically identical to the older Quest) offers amore
benign impedance. (Vol.16 No.10)
Meret Audio Ay: 54700/pair
"Presents the well-controlled, smooth, unified,
slightly distant sound so prized by many audiophiles," observes RN, who prefers amore involving sound. Coherent and detailed, with seamless
integration of the drivers, the Ay shines, he concedes, in the presentation of voices, smallish-sized
ensembles, and orchestral music that makes no
undue dynamic demands. Construction and
design are both impressive, he notes -to which
JA adds amen. Arosewood veneer adds 5200/pair.
(Vol.18 No.7)
Metaphor 2: 55950/pair
"There's alot of power in ametaphor," quips WP,
who greatly admires these speakers. "Their
strength is precisely that they never call attention
to themselves, always serving the music first." JA,
puzzled by their measured performance, suggests
that, as good as the Metaphor 2sounds, knocking
on the door of Class A even, there might be an
even better loudspeaker hiding within. (Vol.18
No.7, Vol.19 No.4)
Mirage M-lsi: 56000/pair eg.
Large bipolar design from Canada with asmooth
yet precisely detailed sound. A large, spacious
soundstage -both in width and depth -aclean,
low-coloration midrange, and silky, detailed highs,
according to 73N. Bass is deep and extended,
though it leans toward warmth; at its best with
solid-state amplifiers having tight low-frequency
control. Capable of first-rate sound in Home
Theater applications. (Vol.16 Nos.6 & 10)
Monitor Audio Studio 50: 55995/pair
MC was impressed by this "expensive but undeniably classy speaker." Although its overall presentation was atad reticent, he found the Studio 50 finefocused, transparent, and possessed of good stereo
imaging. Mes pair had the tweeter wired out-ofphase with the woofer, whereas the pair measured
in Santa Fe did not -aQA problem we also experienced with Monitor's Studio 2 (Vol.18 No2).
Once that had been fixed. MC found the Studio 50
"a good speaker, one that can be recommended
with considerable confidence." Price is for Black
Oak finish: rosewood veneer adds 530(30/pair,
hand-rubbed Grand Piano black or rosewood lacquer finish adds 54705/pair. (Vol.19 No3)
Mordaunt-Short Performance 880:
$3'795/pair
MC praised this speaker's "ability to re-create the
natural atmosphere and acoustic in arecording," as
well as its "generous tonal balance, its relaxed, spacious stereo perspectives, and its smooth, sweet treble." "Some moderate midrange colorations lis]
detectable when playing piano recordings," and
with certain amplifiers -so careful system matching is advised. "Highly recommendable." (Vol.19
No.8)
Nestorovic Type 5AS Mk.IV: $4500/pair !-?
Nestorovic Type 5AS Mk.IV Signature:
$7000/pair
A four-way dynamic loudspeaker that features a
patented bass alignment wherein adriven second
woofer also behaves somewhat as an auxiliary bass
radiator. DO felt that the Nestorovic's midband
had avelvety, nonresonant texture, especially on
female voice, and that its highs were free from sizzle and tizz, though he did find that soundstage
depth did not develop as fully as he'd expected. JA
finds the balance alittle forward in the treble,
which might be afactor here, though it does lead
to asynergistic balance with tube amplification
rather than solid-state. Nestorovic's own NA-1
monoblocks gave liquid-sounding mida and a
bold, sweeping soundstage, reported DO, who
summed up his feelings thusly: "In terms of tonal
167
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balance, LF extension, and dynamic scale, this
speaker allows one to filly explore orchestral
music without trepidation, congestion, or any
form of attendant harshness." The Signature version pushes forward the performance of its sibling
to the threshold of Class A. Bass definition, lowlevel detail resolution, and lower-midrange transparency are all improved -but at aprice! (original
version, Vol.9 No.5; Mk.IV, Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10;
Signature, Vol.17 No.5.)
NHT 3.3: $4300/pair
Unusual four-way dynamic speaker, deep but narrow, goes against the front wall to optimally load
the woofer but still get tninimonitor-like imaging
precision. TJN was impressed with the NHTs
sound, commenting on its extended, powerful,
well-defined bass, the sweet, delicate high frequencies, and well-focused soundstaOng. He did
find the last less expansive than with sonic other
speakers, however, the imaging restricted to the
space between die speakers. "I'd choose the 33
over any of the speakers in Class A," says CG,
however, enthusing over the NHTs neutrality
and ability to play very loud without strain, and
adding that he finds himself "without asingle area
of performance the's] heard bettered by any other
speaker." MF feels that, as good as the 3.3 is, in
absolute terms a lack of transparency keeps it
from Class A. (Vol.16 No.12, Vol.17 No3)
Paragon Regent: $3495/pair
"There's astrong vein of honesty and integrity
running through this design," asserts MC.
"Timbre is nicely judged, the bass, mid, and treble
ranges all arc well-proportioned. The overall
effect is remarkably even-tempered, well-balanced ...even self-effacing." Perhaps, he notes,
the Regent shows atouch of reticence in dynamic expression due to its decoupled drive-unit panel
-but that could also be the cause of the speaker's
low enclosure coloration as well. (Vol.18 No.8)
ProAc Response 2.5: $4500/pair
"Makes great music," MF asserts, "totally free of
grain, 'crispies,' and edge." A "slightly forward but
exceedingly rich-sounding top end" created alush
sense of presence that was only slighdy offset by a
loss of air and space. Bass response, though, was
everything "a non-organ-loving music-lover
could ever want," he claimed. "You don't get
something for nothing," JA cautioned, "and the
price to be paid for the Response 2.5's impressive
bass extension is low sensitivity." This will be
somewhat ameliorated by the speaker's fairly stable 8ohm impedance. Even so, careful amplifier
matching is indicated. (Vol.19 No.1)
PSB Stratus Gold: $2100/pair $$$ *
A large three-way design, the Stratus Gold offers a
fundamentally neutral midrange balance coupled
with very low levels of coloration, alively yet unfatiguing treble, and agenerous, powerful bass. The
treble is less prominent when the speaker is used
with the grilles on, the sound taking on an appealing accessibility. Excellent value. (Vol.14 Nos2 & 10;
see also PWM's "Industry Update" in Vol.14 No.4.)
Ruark Crusader II: $3300/pair
This moderate-sized British three-way features a
superb-sounding dome midrange unit, but lean
balance usefully benefits from near-wall placement. The tonal balance is forgiving, the imaging
excellent, coloration levels very low. Optimal listening axis is quite low, but RN felt the Crusader's
sound to be unfailingly musical. (Vol.17 No.8)
Snell Type B minor: $3699/pair
A full midbass and good LF extension are combined with a clean, transparent, uncolored
midrange and asmooth, detailed treble. Overall
balance is alittle forward in the midband. This
trim, floorstanding, three-way five-driver is one of
the best speakers yet to come from Snell designer
Kevin Voecks. (Vol.17 Nos.4 & 6)
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Snell Type C/V: $2599/pair SSS
One of the most neutral, naturally balanced
midranges around, coupled with extended, welldefined bass and agrain-free treble, but aslight
lack of top-octave air and somewhat restricted
image depth. Needs to be driven hard. but then
really comes alive. Superb value for money.
(Vol.17 Non)
Sony ES SS-M9: $3500/pair ESE
A high-end speaker from Sony? JA sez youbetcha. "Neutrality balanced with well-defined
imaging, aclean rieble, and tmly excellent lowfrequency extension," he enumerated. Minor
flaws, including -asomewhat polite top octave,"
are "outweighed by the things it emphatically
does right." (Vol.19 No.9)
Thiel CS3.6: $4300/pair
Remarkably transparent, extraordinarily uncolored floorstanding three-way speaker, with firstorder crossovers and truly rime-coherent performance. Very revealing of source imperfections and
bass on the edge of the generous side, both of
which will mean extra care needs to be taken in
system matching. "A terrific bargain" at its price.
RH concludes: "The more Ilisten to them, the
more Ilike them." Needs amuscle amplifier to
cope with its very low impedance; CG found the
Aragon 4004 Mk.II to drive it with aplomb,
though he noted its limited loudness capability
compared with the NHT 3-3. (Vol.16 No.5, Vol.17
Nos3 & 5)
Thiel CS2 2: $2950/pair
Smooth, civilized, "buttoned-down" sound with
good soundstaging, excellent presentation of
detail and dynamics, and superbly controlled and
nicely extended bass. "One of the best speaker
values on the market today," states ST. JA agrees,
choosing to use the Thick as one of his long-terni
references, though it's fair to note the 2 2's
reduced transparency compared with the larger
'3.6. He also points out to habitual party-throwers
that there's alimited dynamic range in the bass,
and notes that aresidual brighmess will mandate
careful system matching. The speaker was
launched as the '22, but was renamed due to
Bose's copyrighting of decimal numbers such as
"22." (Vol.15 No.4, Vol.16 Nos.1 & 10)
Totem Acoustic Mani-2: $3995/pair
(stands necessary)
JA's effusive encomium noted that the Mani-2's
"combination of clean treble, transparent midrange,
natural dynamics, and powerful extended bass
allowed the speakers to step to one side, allowing
the music to communicate in amost effective manner." (That's British for he liked 'an alot.) While
$4000 for apair of small stand-mounted speakers
may not appear good value, JA pointed out that the
Mani-2 produced asound that belied price amid size,
noting that it would perfonn admirably in twins
unsuitable for more physically imposing speakers.
"Enthusia.stically recommended." Matching Target
R2 stands cost $649/pair. (Vol.19 No2)
Vandersteen 3A: $2595/pair $$$
TJN thinks the 3A "sounds terrific with awide
range of program material." He notes that, while
it sounds "just abit sweet and forgiving, it doesn't
go so far... that it's insensitive to the equipment
feeding it." Vhile not the last word in jump jacror,
they make up for that "in sheer listenability," he
opines. Sound Anchors rear braces cost 1200/pair.
(Vol.16 Nos3 & 4, Vandersteen 3; Vol.18 No.4,
SGHT.1 No2, 3A)

B-Restricted LF
B&W 805 Matrix: S1600/pair $EE
(stands necessary)
Borderline Class Baccording to LG, but full Class
B according to MC. This well-finished two-way
features an exceptionally rigid "Matrix" enclosure.
Ille highs sound effortlessly open, the lows rea-

sonably extended for a minimonitor, and the
imaging is well-focused. The speaker goes loud
without strain. "A winner at its price," judges JA.
(Vol.16 No.4)
B&W CDM 1Compact Domestic Monitor I:
$1100/pair SSE (stands necessary)
"Quality rather than quantity," raved JA, who was
hard pressed to fault these affordable small monitors. The midrange is "fundamentally neutral...
land] superbly clean and transparent," although
somewhat forward compared to his (8x more
expensive!) reference. He perceived "some slight
exaggeration of the upper bass" and would have
liked atad more bottons-end extension. "But the
Law of 1/minishing Returns is kicking in," he
observed, "making the CDM 1 an excellent
value." (Vol.19 No.6)
Dzurko Acoustics Jaguar: $4500/pair
(stands necessary)
This small speaker beguiled MC with its big sound
and spacious, airy qualities. Stereo images were well
formed and low-level detail nicely captured.
However, he felt the bass underdamped- though
possibly not for American tastes-and the frequency response atouch bright. Neutral-sounding ancillaries amust, he counseled. Matching stands cost
$800/pair. (Vol.19 No.6)
Genelec 1030A: $2198/pair (stands necessary)
JGH rated the powered 1030A I'lly highly for its
top end, which he found essentially free from
coloration but somewhat reticent: "These speakers arc probably as good acompromise as I've
heard between the intelligibility requirements of
soundtracks and the euphonic 'musicality'
demanded by high-end audiophiles." The matching 1092A active subwoofer is not recommended, however, due to its rather ill-defined bass.
(SGHT2 No2)
Martin-Logan CLS Ilz: $3995/pair
(stands optional)
"A very special speaker," sums up JE about the
fourth iteration of this stunning-looking, pure
electrostatic design, though he notes that it will
not be for everyone. "Remarkably coherent,
sonically," he notes, with a"magic immediacy" to
its sound. Ilz has a much kinder impedance,
though it still drops to 1.5 ohms. (CLS 1, Vol.9
Nos.6 & 7, Vol.10 No.1; CLS IIA, Vol.14 No.12,
Vol.15 Nos2 & 3; CU Ilz, Vol.17 No.6.)
Monitor Audio Studio 6: $1999/pair
(stands necessary)
High-performance two-way design with aunique
metal-cone woofer mounted in a small, standmounted reflex enclosure. A little lacking in the
pace'n'rhydun department, thinks MC, but anatural if forward balance, superb transparency, excellent soundstaging, and amusically involving sound,
felt JA. A slight mid-treble glare will mandate careful system matching, however. Price is for Black
Oak finish: rosewood veneer adds 5200/pair, beautiful black and rosewood piano-lacquer finishes add
5500/pair. (Vol.17 No2)
Platinum Audio Solo: $1695/pair
(stands necessary)
lins diminutive speaker impressed JA as being a
serious contender, espeically at its new lower
price. "All that bass coming from those little
boxes," was the oft-heard refrain during his audition. However, there is aprice to pay for that
impressive LF extension -they need lots ofjuice!
Puny amps need not apply. There is also aslight
loss in tenns of absolute definition. That said, he
found the Solo's lack of midrange coloration
praiseworthy, adding that, coupled with excellent
clarity, it allowed musical detail to be easily perceived. "A must-audition speaker for the bass-loving audiophile with asmall room," he concludes.
Matching Pedestal PS-1 stands -essential -cost
$349/pair. (Vol.18 No.11)
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From A to B
The CrOEFT2 Wald
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ProAc Response IS: $1800/pair
(stands necessary)
A tiny sibling of the Response Two, the Response
IS blew WP away with the sheer musical immediacy of its presentation. No deep low frequencies,
of course, and even adegree of midbass MIA, but
the overall sound is "open and full... sporting a
rare degree of uncolored coherence," he noted,
with arealistic body to its imaging. Benefits from
good, rigid, open-frame stands like the Targets.
The baby ProAc "does right by the music," WP
concluded. (Vol.17 No.9)
CS1.5: $2190/pair SSS
"Among the most exciting speakers I've encountered in years!" exclaimed the occasionally occupationally jaded Mr. Tellig, adding that, "If you're
after truth of timbre, resolution, superb soundstaging ... midrange magic and clarity... the CS1.5
may be just what you want." MK concurred, noting that the 1.5 reveals "Detail, detail, detail,"
allowing him to get all the way into the recording.
Noting a"hashy" quality in the 71c1-1z region, he
observed that it nonetheless did not inhibit his
enjoyment of the speaker. 1>ynamics are naturally
limited; while the second-smallest Thiel goes
lower in the bass than you might expect, it's still a
"wonderfully sane" speaker "that's about quality,
not quantity," in the words of ST "A lot of speaker
at an affordable price," opined JA. (Vol.17 No.8,
Vol.18 No.11, Vol.19 No.5)

C-Full-Range
Acarian Alón I: $1590/pai'r
Our initial review samples had aseverely flawed
midrange that precluded recommendation.
Redesigned second samples sounded much more
neutral, allowing this floorstanding three-way's
superb soundstiging, well-controlled and weighty
(if exaggerated) bass, and lack of boxy colorations
to be appreciated. Santos rosewood finish adds
5400/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.9 & 12)
Audio Artistry Mozart: $2795/pair
A speaker possessing aclassic tonal balance and
excellent dynamics, the Mozart was particularly
adept at preserving the rhythmic drive and pacing
of live music, said DO. JGH was impressed by the
Mozart's lively, vivid presentation and big bass,
but both aspects of the speaker's balance tended to
outstay their welcomes, he found. DO also felt
the upper registers to be lively and abit metallic.
Investigate atube amp, he says; works well with
the Cary 805. Review sample had some resonant
problems in the lower mids, said to have been
fixed in production. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 8)
Epos ES22: $2495/pair
While these floorstanding three-ways did not
offer the last word in refinement, imaging, or
bloom, ST felt they compensated with "rhydunic
drive that is as close to live as Ihave ever heard
from loudspeakers.... Quite special," he avowed,
"and very different from the average loudspeaker."
(Vol.19 No.5)
Joseph Audio RM-20ti: $2099/pair
A wide soundstage, good bass extension, and a
clean, transparent sound were offset by arather
"harmonically thin" balance in the original
review samples. A very low ultrasonic impedance
character has been fixed in current production. JE
finds the current iteration much more musical
than his earlier sample -due chiefly to a
smoother top end that renders vocals less sibilant
and cymbals less splashy, while improving the
integration of the two drivers. This reduces airiness and sparkle, but it's a tradeoff JE gladly
makes for amore naturally musical presentation.
As is his wont, he suggests removing the protective covers from the tweeters -which, he claims,
improves the sounds of vocals and strings. (Vol.17
No.8, Vol.18 No.6)
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Mirage M-7si: 51500/pair $$$
Floorstanding dynamic dipole design -not a
bipole like the larger Mirages -that throws abig,
deep soundstage with aconvincing sense of image
size, but is rather generous in the midbass. The
clean, grain-free treble, however, is competitive
with the best, states TJN for the record. (Vol.18
No2, SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB Stratus Silver: $1500/pair $5$
A detailed and clean, slightly midrange-forward
presentation, with asurprisingly potent bass but a
touch of crispness in the highs, was how TJN
summed up the ,ound of this elegant Canadian
two-way floorstanding speaker. Borderline Class
B, adds PWM, teeling that the Silver is not quite
as uncolored in the midrange as the more expensive Stratus Gold. (Vol.17 No.7)
Ruark Templar: $1100/pair $5$
"These li'l doojiggers have no business sounding as
enjoyable as they do!" exclaimed WI'. While the
infinite-baffle design gives somewhat limited bass
with tight punchy definition, he declared the
soundstage to be smallish, although exceedingly
well-defined. In tenus of pace and drive, however,
he felt them to set ahigh standard. (Vol.18 No.12)
Snell Type D: $1799/pair $$$
A very transparent, open, and unmuddled presentation, said TJN, adding diat this three-way tower
speaker's low-frequency perform:nice was "amazing." An astonishing Lick of coloration at the price,
confirms PWM, adding that the Type D has an
impressive ability to remain open and muisparent
with large-scale orchestral recordings. Borderline
Class B. Moue an cx:casional edge in the lower treble will mean mreful system inatelMng. (Vol.17 No.7)
Thiel CS.5: $1450/pair
LI3 likened the baby Thick to agood flanker:
"they go deep .ind wide" in their soundstage.
Detailed but not edgy, and capable of producing
honest bass -just not the lowest octaves. Not
designed to play "REALLY LOUD," El lice
reports, but sufficient for most listeners. His final
assessment: "I think they're swell and provide alot
of sound for the money." Price is for walnut or
black finishes: optional finishes extra. West Coast
price is 81480/pair. (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19 No.5)
Vandersteen 2Ce: $1295/pair $55 *
(stands optional)
The latest version of Richard Vandersteen's classic
three-way desim has alarger cabinet and arevised
drive-unit. llse intrinsic balance is alittle on the
warns side, with aforward nudrange and rather limited transparency and image focus. However, while
there may be other loudspeakers that perform better than the 2Ce us one or more areas, there is not a
speaker in its price range that does so little wrong
across the board. 7)N wrote that it spreads its compromises so that there is no particular area of weakness; 1)0 was impressed by the 2Ce's tonal balance
and sense of pacing; JA noted that it offers more
extended lows dun its competition. A great value
for the dollar. The Vandersteen bases for the 2Ce
cost $125/pair. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9)

C-Restricted LF
Acarian Alón Petite: $995/pair $5$
(stands necessary)
"Let's just dub thein 'first among equals,' "suggests
WI ,of this affordable mi ll i
l
monitor. Care must be
taken not to play them too loud or attempt to take
them too low, but other than those caveats, he
found them to "perform way out of their price
class." Refined performers and imaging champs,
he extols. RJR, also afan, claimed that paired with
aquality budget integrated amp such as the Creek
4240SE, the Petite sets a new standard for an
under--$2k system. Must be tilted back for best
performance. Santos rosewood veneer adds
S200/pair. (Vol.19 No.1, SGHT2 No3)

Audio Physic Step: $1795/pair
(stands necessary)
Well-made reflex-loaded minimonitor from
Gennany fflat, when listened to well below the
tweeter axis, will get the best from high-quality
electronics and sources, as long as it's not played
too loud. Soundstaging is excellent -well-defined
and deep. Useful bass extends down to about
60Hz. Matching Sound Anchors stands -essential
to tilt the speaker back at the right angle -cost
5250/pair. (Vol.17 No.10)
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I: $1195/pair
(stands necessary)
Its lean, somewhat overdamped LF balance and
somewhat bright núd-treble will make careful
system- and room-matching essential. But in the
right context, the little Dunlavys' clean, clear
midrange, grain-free HF, and well-defined imaging will give alot of musical pleasure. Need alot
of break-in, JA found.' The speaker also works
very well in aHome Theater setting, points out
RD, adding that the SC-I both makes an excellent
center-channel speaker and benefits from agood
subwoofer. Sounds best with its grille on. Price is
for American Oak finish (black or golden); in
Dalwood, rosewood, or cherry finish, price is
51395/pair. (Vol.17 No.12)
Duntech PCL25: $2095/pair
(stands necessary)
Rather alightweight balance and some untidiness
in the highs arc offset by good articulation, excellent image focus and depth, and good dynamic
range. Current production has aslightly revised
crossover, said to improve the treble presentation.
Matching stands cost 5295/pair. Price is for
Australian Jarrah finish; Brazilian Rosewood
veneer adds $100/pair. Now distributed by
Northstar Leading The Way. (Vol.17 No.8)
Energy Connoisseur C-2: $600/pair $$$
(stands necessary)
"No wimpy minimonitor sound here," proclaimed TJN. Instead, these little-speakers-thatcould "produce a satisfying sense of low-end
extension, an extension not bought at the expense
of the inidbass.... The treble will simply tell it like
it is," while the midrange "was notably uncolored." Revealing and uncolored, "they definitely
serve the music," he felt. (Vol.19 No.9)
Epos ES14: $1695/pair * (stands necessary)
A speaker that has long been an ST favorite, the
ES14 seems to be typical of small British speaker
designs in that it features ametal-dome tweeter in
a rigid, well-braced cabinet with a minimal
crossover and the capability of hi-wiring. The result
is asuperbly coherent sound that TJN found kept
drawing him into the music. MC agrees, feeling
that the ES14 gets at the musical meaning better
than most speakers in its class. Stuffing the ports
with the supplied foam plugs makes the bass very
tight but somewhat lightsceight, the ported bass has
decent extension but is alittle soft. The upper bass
and midrange are very low in coloration, however,
and the speaker offers excellent midrange and treble transparency. Matching stands cost $300. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.13 No.1, Vol.18 No.1)
JMIab Micron Carat: $745/pair in black
vinyl $5$ (stands necessary)
The orinal version of this French minimonitor
had apeaky and fatiguing lower treble that could
be laid at the feet of its Kevlar-dorned Focal tweeter. Current production features anew titanium
inverted-dome tweeter that is significantly
1Atip from -1)N for breaking-in speakers: Place them
face to face, but wired out of phase. You can then drive
them hard with pink noise or the "Break-in noise" track
from Stenvphib's Test CD 3, but there's less sonic pollution to annoy die other members of your family. To a
large extent, the speakers' outputs cancel.
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smoother and less colored, leading to an enthusiastic recommendation from JA and DO. "The upper
mids are sweet and texturally smooth," quoth the
latter. Though it lacks bass extension, it gets the
tenor region right, the sound of the cello being
timbrally correct. "Offers agood blend of clarity,
dynamics, and imaging accuracy," avowed JA, but
with lightweight bass and correspondingly tippedup treble balance. Paired with the right amp (most
likely tubed), can contend with the soundstaging
champs. Price is for black vinyl finish; auburn,
black satin, and walnut veneer finishes cost
5795/pair. (Vol.14 Nos.9 & 10; Vol.19 No.6)
Joseph Audio RM7si: 51299/pair
(stands necessary)
Mellow-balanced -but naturally detailed -minimonitor that, JA asserted, represents good value.
While the relaxed presentation of the HF rendered even the fizziest rock recordings in an
acceptably pleasing manner, JA had minor quibbles with the midrange response and stereo imaging. Strongly recommended, however. Rosewood
veneer adds $200/pair. (Vol.19 No2)
PSB New Stratus Mini: 5950/pair 555
(stands necessary)
"Superbly engineered... offering alot of performance at aprice lower than you would expect,"
declaimed JA. Treble somewhat laid-back and
bottons-end extension benefits from judicious
boundary reinforcement, yet "when everything is
right.., the result is clean, coloration-free, grainless, musically satisfying sound, with superb
soundstaging." Gloss black adds 5100/pair, matching stands cost $179/pair. (Vol.19 No.6)
Sonus Faber Minima Amator: $3000/pair
(stands necessary)
A large measure of the larger Electa Ainator's perfomiance at two-thirds the price, says MC, with a
rigid curved cabinet sculpted from walnut compared with the more conventional Minima FM2.
With the speakers pointed at the listening position, the treble is excessive in level; toeing them in
to cross well in front of the listener gives amore
neutral balance. Upper bass is alittle exaggerated
in absolute terms, though not unpleasing; soundstaging is superb. Matching stands cost $950/pair.
(Vol.16 No.12)
Spica TC-60: 8795/pair US
(stands necessary)
This descendant ofJohn Bau's classic TC-50 combines holographic imaging with decent low-frequency extension (as long as it's not played too
loud). A freedom from midrange grain and coloration is coupled with sweet highs (though some
find them too sweet). A winner, summed up JA.
Price is for pair in oak; price in black is 5839/pair,
price in oiled walnut is $895/pair. Matching
Gravity stands cost $250/pair. (Vol.17 No.12)
D
AR 303a: 51299/pair (stands necessary)
Contemporary re-engineering of an audiophile
icon, the A8-3a. JA cites alack of articulation in the
lower midi and an exaggerated character through
the mid- and upper bass as contributing to atonal
balance not to his taste -although he suspects that
many bass-heads will find the 303 to offer alot of
bang (boom?) for the buck. Clean treble region,
good lateral imaging, and good dynamic response
arc pluses, but JA found little image depth, and the
tonal balance affected pace. (Vol.18 No.9)
B&W DM602: 8550/pair (stands necessary)
Reviewed in the context of aHome Theater system, the DM602 sounded "warm, natural, and dare Isay it -musical," felt SS. TJN also recommends this British two-way. (SGHT2 No3)
Casde Durham 900: 8699/pair SU
(stands necessary)
ST lauded this stand-mounted minimonitor's
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"toisai neutrality, smooth midrange, sweet and
extended (but not over the top) treble, and reasonably tight bass for as low as [they] go."
However, he warns, "the issue is resolution," finding that they did not resolve detail or ambient
information as well as they might. Even so, he
found them an "excellent choice for modest systems and classical music." Exotic veneer finishes
add 5100/pair. (Vol.19 No.5)

Sonus Faber Minuetto: 51600/pair
(stands necessary)
kaliams minimonitor with smooth, polite balance,
precise imaging, alively, agile bass, and good articulation. Very sensitive to vertical listening axis.
Requires careful system matching. Matching stands
cost $395/pair (Vol.17 No.10)

KEF LS3/5a: 51450/pair in teak
(Santos Rosewood adds 5200/pair) le
Spendor LS3/5a: $896/pair sr
(stands necessary)
A major 1988 revision of its crossover was meant
not so much to "improve" this venerable BBC
design (first seen and heard in 1975!) as to bring
production back on target. Still somewhat compromised in overall dynamics, HF smoothness,
and clarity when compared with Class 13 and C
miniatures, and having adistinctly tubby tnidbass,
the 1990s version of the LS3/5a still has one of
tile least colored midbands around, throws adeep,
beautifully defined soundstage, and has aslightly
sweeter top end, with less nasality than it used to
have. Works well on classical orchestral or operatic music. The sound, however, is sometimes not as
musically involving as it could, or should, be. CG
hates the speaker, MC blames its lack of pace on
the current woofer's modified-vinyl surrounds
(see Vol.15 No.11, p.89) compared with the original's rubber surrounds. Originally only manufactured by Rogers (currently without US distribution), the LS3/5a is also manufactured by
Spendor, Harbeth, and KEF. The Harbeth (also
without US distribution) has one pair of input terminals; the Spendor and KEF are hi-wirable with
four gold-plated Michell connectors -see
"Industry Update," Vol.15 No2. (Vol3 No.12,
Vol.4 No.1, Vol.7 No.4, Vol.12 Nos2 & 3, Vol.14
No.10, Vol.16 No.11)

Canon S-35: $399/pair (stands necessary)
"Check this cute Canon out," alliterates JA, finding
it handsome and capable of greatly enhancing his
multimedia system -if ultimately too colored
when listening to the classical, acoustic music he
prefers. Restricted output-crank 'em above 87dB
and expect extra mud, he warns, but cymbals have
an airy sound, and LF performance is apleasant
surprise at this price point. Designed to be somewhat omnidirectional, the S-35s do expand the
sweet spot -although at the cost of restricting
image depth and diffusing the center image. (Vol.18
No.6)
Celestion MPl: 5299/pair (stands necessary)
Although he finds the MP-1's overall presentation
lightweight, widi little midbass and no deep bass, JE
nonetheless admires its compelling rhythm, pace,
and unfailing spaciousness. Ultimately, though, he
feels this last to be too much of agood thing. Not
suitable for high-end music-only systems, he concludes, but its shielding and high sensitivity make it
anatural addition for multimedia computing or
Home Theater use. Celestion CSW Mk.11 woofer
($449, see JE's review in Vol.18 No.10 and WP's
review in SGHT2 No2) usefully extends the bass.
(Vol.18 Nos.6 & 10; SGHT2 No2)

Mirage 1090i: $1200/pair
To RN's ear, forgiving to the point of forsaking
the last iota of transparency, but consistently
sweet, and capable of holographic imaging.
"Missing weight in the bottom octave and ahalf not unexpected... at this price." "You won't need
a drink to get mellow with this speaker," Ise
claimed. (Vol.19 No.6)
NHT SuperZero: $240/pair SSS
(stands necessary)
Not just limited bass, but no low frequencies at all,
leading to athin balance that fails completely on
orchestral music. If, like SS, you play alot of largescale classical music, you'll miss the point of this
tiny speaker. With the right kind ofmusic, "the
best-sounding speaker under $1000I" sez CG,
who was impressed by the resolution of detail,
accurate midrange balance, and incredibly spacious soundstaging. The treble is atouch exaggerated. however, which is further emphasized by the
speaker's lack of bass. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 9)
Phase Technology PC80 Mk.II Compact
Monitor: 5699/pair (stands necessary)
El Bee found these affordable minimonitors
refined and neutral when played within their limits. He also made ilote of their powerful but not
particularly well-defined bass and impressive lateral spread. However, Ise cautioned,"I didn't seem
to get much depth." The upper rnids had aslight
emphasis, which will mean care needs to be taken
choosing matching components. (Vol.18 No.12)
ProAc Studio 100: $1400/pair
(stands necessary)
A slight excess of HF energy didn't prevent CG
from liking these descendants of ProAc's successful Studio 1, particularly when they were driven
by tube amps. Bass is atad woolly but dynamics
are excellent. Requires careful system matching,
however. (Vol.17 No.10)

Paradigm Atom: 5169/pair US
(stands necessary)
A tiny speaker that gets the midrange right,
according to SS, with reasonable dynamic contrast
and some upper-bass bloom but polite highs.
Matching C-70 stands cost 589/pair. (Vol.17 No.9)
Paradigm Titan: 5209/pair $55
(stands necessary)
A little larger than the Atom, the Titan has asimilarly polite balance, but with aslight nasality apparent. Available in a shielded version for Home
Theater use. (SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB 500: $499/pair tr (stands necessary)
Balance is warns and full rather than tight and
lean, but impressive bass weight doesn't turn to
boominess. Refined highs for an inexpensive
speaker. The two-way 500 achieves "that rare balance of ease and detail," according to TJN, with
moderate coloration and congestion setting in
only at high levels. "An attractive mix with no
glaring weakness." Matching SP5 stands cost
579/pair. (Vol.16 No.7)
PSB Alpha: 8219/pair SSS e
(stands necessary)
"An outstanding audio bargain," proclaimed JE of
this little two-way. Designed to be used close to
the rear wall, the Alpha plays surprisingly loud,
without strain, though toc-in is best avoided to
minimize hardness. Optimum with electronics
that sound soft. Imaging somewhat vague compared with the similarly priced Dana Model is.
Upper bass alittle exaggerated and abit "hooty"
compared with the NHT SuperZero, but gets the
midrange right. (Vol.15 No.7, Vol.17 No.1, SGHT.1
No.1)
RadioShack Optiinus Pro LX5: 8300/pair
(stands necessary)
Based on adesign by Linaeum (who assemble the
tweeter subassemblies), the LX-5 has become a
cyberspace favorite, with many threads spun concerning modifications. Low frequencies boomy
and undefined, but the high frequencies sound so
proinising, sez JA, that one wants to do something.
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"The primary character of the Ay was a
coherent, controlled, orderly sort of sound
with a seamless integration of the drivers...
Details within the music that were previously
unheard were revealed, but were presented
in an understated, natural fashion."
Russ Novak, Stereophile vol 18, No.7 July 1995
"Loudspeakers that perform this well are always noted for their resolution of recorded
detail; the Ay is no exception.. All in all, this
superb set of measurements indicates a fine
engineering mind behind the design."
John Atkinson. Stereophile Vol. 18, No.7 July, 1995
"*****" (Overall Highest Rating)
Audio Art, January 1996
Recommended Components, Class B, FullRange
-Stereophile-vol. 18, No.10 -October, 1995
-Stereophile-Vol. /9, No.4 -April, /996

10920 Indian Trail, Suite 301

• Dallas, Texas 75229 • 214-243 0200

Fax 214-243-0332 • E-mail: meretaudio©aol,co
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RA Labs Black Gold Mini-Reference:
$224/pair in (stands necessary)
A bit rolled-off on top and not the most detailed
speaker ST had heard, but this very inexpensive
speaker's sweet balance, accurate tonal balance,
and surprisingly natural-sounding if not wonderhilly extended lows grew on him to the extent
that he proclaimed it "one of those rare, almost
miraculous occasions in budget hi-fi [where]
everything that could have gone right did." Maybe
even Class D. Benefits from high-quality amplification. (Vol.17 No.5)
NHT 2.5, ESP Concert Grand, Dynaudio 1.3,
Audio Artistry Beethoven, Mission 731 Revised.
Deletions
B&W Matrix 800, Sound Lab A-1, Sonus Faber
Extrema, Flatline Design Model 175, Mirage M3si, Unity Audio Signature 1, Celestion SL600Si,
Totem Acoustic Model 1, Linn Keilidh LS300,
Mission Cyrus 753, Sonus Faber Minima FM2, all
not auditioned in too long atime to be sure of
current rating; Epos ES11 replaced by ES12,
Genesis Technologies 11.5 by Model 300, Monitor
Audio Studio 2 by "se" version, none of which
have yet been formally auditioned; Acoustic
Energy AEI and AE2 Signature, and Whatmough
Monitors 202 Leadline currently not available in
the US; Acarian Alón IV superceded by Alón V.

SUBWOOFERS &
CROSSOVERS

EDITOR'S NOTE: 1)0'S mini-survey in Vol.12 No.1
indicated that true subwoofers, capable of reproduring the bottom two bass octaves at realistically
high sound levels, are almost always rare and
expensive beasts. In addition, the problems of
integrating one or two subwoofers with highquality satellites arc ma
jor if the integrity of the
upper-bass/lower-midrange region is not to be
compromised. (The late Peter W. Mitchell offered
good advice on where to place one or more subwoofers in the listening room in Vol.16 No3,
pp.65-67.) We recommend that those trying to
subwoof on the cheap instead look at the possibility of acquiring more expensive full-range loudspeakers.

A

Bag End Sl8E/ELF 1: $2460
for ELF 1crossover,
$776-$1976 for Sl8E, depending on finish
These relatively small subwoofers have deeper
extension than any others W has experienced in
his listening room. Some daim signal below 60Hz
is nondirectional, but LG sez two S18Es "more
than doubled the impact, power, and control,"
offering pitch definition and "room-lock" beyond
expectations. The ELF-1 crossover has stereo subwoofer outputs, adjustable crossover points, and
customizable limiter functions for both subwoofer
and satellite amplifiers. You need a light touch
with the gain settings, he cautions, or you risk
overpowering your main speakers. (Vol.18 No.5)
Muse Model 18: $3450
(inc. crossover and amplifier)
Slot-loaded active mono subwoofer extending
down to 18Hz with which RH, LG, and CG have
obtained great sound (successfully integrating it
with Hales Signatures, Quad USA Monitors, and
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Spica Angeluses. respectively). "A complete lack of
plodding slowness' said RH of the Model 18's
ability to present recorded kickdrum with its character intact. RH also noted that it offers a"dynamic agility" rare in asubwookr. Part of the reason
for the Model I8's quality is that it's not intended
to extend very high in frequency, thus minimizing
its potential for introducing midrange anomalies.
In addition, it can be customized for the specific
satellites with which it's to be used, to give 3seamless match. Each "personality card" to adapt the
Model 18's crossover for aspecific loudspeaker
costs $35. and seems to have very little editorial
effect on the sound of the satellites (other than the
high-pass function, of course). Price is for oak finish; walnut or cherry finish adds $250. Balanced
inputs/outputs add $500. (Vo1.14 Nos.7. 8. & 10;
Vol.16 Nos3 & 5.)
Snell SUB 1800: $2499 each
lluge. TUX-specified. passive subwoofer using an
18" drive-unit that lueats out all comers for its
• bit latiott of bass extu•nsion mid dynamic range.
(Vol.18 Ne).7. V01.19 No.3)
B&W 800ASW: $1600
'Extended Itentom end with agood combination
of tautness and warmth," assessed TJ N. The powered 800ASW "disappeared into the sonic fabric
in my room; it was never clearly localizable."
Gives slight advantage to woofers costing twice as
much. Maybe so, counters LL, "however, in music
systeins where timbral accuracy and finesse in the
nether regions is more important than the ability
to move huge amounts of air, it's a winner."
(SGHT2 No2)
Bryston 10B electronic crossover: $1295
Slight sacrifice in image depth and .1t) increase in
electronic "edginess" keep this otherwise excellent solid-state crossover from attaining Class A
status. Very versatile regarding slopes Alit
crossover frequencies. Balanced inputs and outputs add $200. (Vol.17 No.5)
M&K MX5000-THX: $2495
TJN has heard tiCallt few subwookrs that can
match the powered MX-5000-THX's "ability to
inake alistener want to jump up and flee with the
onset of atransient." On music, he uso found it
impressive and authoritative -"Up there with the
best sulusvookrs. and, in some respects, at the head
of the pack." But in Isis large room, Ise rass into
dvna lll i
lllllllllll limitations that surprised him,
hence Class B. (SGHT2 No2)
Velodyne ULD-18: $2799
(inc. crossover, amplifier, & servo electronics)
LC; felt this well-finished, servo-controlled subwoofer system to offer superb bass performance,
extending Isis Quad USA Monitors' low frequencies to 201-1z even at high levels, and adding aconsiderable degree of dynamic contrast. LG found
the ULD-18 to work well with li&W 805s as
well; he and l'WM would rate it Class A. Others
on the magazine's staff disagree, feeling the
Velodyne belongs in Class Bdue to its overall lack
of absolute definition and apropensity for adding
midrange coloration (this perhaps due to the
crossover electronics). It costs 5300 to modify a
ULD-18 to the TI IX specification -see SGHT2
No2 -though some feel the THX specification
trades off bass extension for dyn. • range. The
THX version costs $2999. (Vol.12 No.10, Vol.14
No.10, V01.16 NO3)
Audio Concepts (ACI) Titan: $799 each
This active subwoofer does 'hut extend as low as
the Velodyne 2W, TJN observes. but the quality
of the bass makes up for it. Class C, he reckons.
(SG HT.1 No2)

Hsu Research HRSW12V: $850
This powered subwoofer strikes RI) as competitive
with units costing up to twice as much. He finds no
thick bass overlay -the bane of many subwoofers but neither does the Hsu match the solid crispness
of the Velodyne F-1500R. Energize the room they
do, he notes, even taking ashot at reproducing the
16Hz fimdamental in the second movement of the
Saint-Saëns "Organ" Symphony. "An outstanding
bargain." Price is with ZoLitone top; the '12 costs
$925 with an oak or walnut top. (SGHT1 No2)
M&K MX-200: $1495
RI) found the active MX-200 asolid performer,
but judged the similarly priced Velodyne F-1500R
to be superior, and the much-lower-priced Hsu
Research HRSW12V to be at least comparable.
Class C, he said. Finishes available are oak, black
oak, or alacquer bead finish. (SGHT.1 No2)
Snell EC-300 electronic crossover: $299
THX-certified three-channel (L/C/R) crossover
intended for use with Such K/III satellites and
Snell SUB 500 subwoofer. Fixed crossover frequency of 80Hz. Includes front-speaker brightness filter. Subwoofer output is adjustable in level.
(SGHT.1 No.1)
Velodyne F-1500R: $1699 ei
(inc. crossover, servo electronics, & amplifier)
Excellent value for the money, this versatile, low-distortion mono design almost approaches the performance of the Velodyne ULD-18, but instead adds
more system coloration -perhaps, stwests LG, due
to its gende 6dB/octave high-pass crossover slope. Its
lack of the '18's "effortless power" leads to aClass C
rating, judged W. though RD gently suggests that
"Borderline Class B" is more appropriate. Current
"R" version includes remote c-ontrol. "Impressive,"
"dean," and "tight" was Itow RD described the bass
quality of this sub. Deep synthesized bass made him
feel "as though my ears were about to pop." His preference of the subwoofers surveyed in SGHT1 No2.
(Vol.16 No3, SGHT.1 No2)
Boston Acoustics Lynnfield VR500: $600
Good value for money. A change to dse port position is claimed to eliminate the port "chuffing"
noise mentioned in the review of this powered
design. (SGHT.1 No2)
Paradigm PS-I000: $519
Powered design uses a 10" driver in abandpass
enclosure. Intended for use in Honte Theater systems. Crossover frequency is continuously
adjustable from 50Hz to 150Hz. Includes adjustable polarity control to optimize room setup. SS
found it to blend well with Titan satellites.
(SGHT.1 No.1)
PSB Subsonic II: $599
Intended for use in Housse Theater systems widi
PSB Alpha loudspeakers, the reflex-loaded, active
Subsonic II gave useful response down to 30Hz
without strain in SS's room. SS had difficulty integrating it with the Alphas, however. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Deletions
Richter Scale Series
III, Gradient SW-63, and Gradient SW-57 not
auditioned in along time.
ElltCC 12420, AlldiOC011trOl

COMPLETE AUDIO
SYSTEMS
A

Cello Music & Fihn System:
around $101,000 as supplied for review
Proclaiming the Cello Music and Sound System
die ultimate link between performer and listener,
Stenvphiles Musician in Residence, LL, thinks it
illuminates the very soul of the music in away
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Try stuffing the ports with drinking straws, he
advises. At full price, they face stiff competition
from PSB and NHT, but, purchased during one of
RadioShack's frequent sales, they have alot to offer
the classical music-loving audiophile. They also
shine as surround-sound speakers. (Vol.18 No.6)

TRUE SUBWOOFER1
With phenomenal

true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.
The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that air shaking all
around you effect.

HSU

%MVO,

HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V.
the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding
bargain:
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
Vol 1No 2, 1995

"Prodigious bass that shakes the walls“..:one heck
of athunder buster."
John E Johnson, Jr.. Secrets of Home Theater
and High Fidelity, May 1995
this woofer achieves acombination of extremely

quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer:
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Peter Mitchell. Stereophle Vol 18 No 1, January 1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence"
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Guide tO Home
Theater Vol 1No 1, 1995

"Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwoofer. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'
Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, February/March 1995
Send for lull details on the 12V and the 10V
Write

or Cr,11

HSU RESEARCH

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

th

e

Sold factory di ect with a30 day trial -money back
guarantee 5year manufacturer's defect warranty i d

--- -..,Aig
--

---41114*
791111

...audible results with the finest
¡n connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
203 Flagship Dr. — Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707

Fax: 813-948-2907

Introducing the TMS Adiabat 8.5 Loudspeaker.
Using an advanced cabinet design and only the
highest quality components the 8.5's deliver
the ultimate in musicality, tonal accuracy,
and dynamic range.
'They deliver the complete musical package, far above in all
parameters, downright mystical in some."
—Peter Barry
The Audio Adventure, September 1995

50 Schmitt Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735
516-777-7058 •Fax 516-777-7059
HiFI '96:

-The

best cinema sound went to Total Media Systems."

-Tom Muller, Audio Adventure, August 1996
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MIT/Avalon/Spectral/ASC
"2C3D Hologram" system:
around $47,000 as supplied for review
(not including source components)
Ambitious and complex system designed as asingle entity. Included an- Spectral DMC-20 preamp
(see "Preamplifiers"), Spectral DMA-180 power
amplifier (see "Amplifiers"), Avalon Radian HC
speakers (see "Loudspeakers"), and acomplete set
of MIT cables and AC conditioning products.
Spectral digital source components complete the
picture. RH nearly ran out of superlatives in describing all of the system's felicities, which include
"a gigantic three-dimensional soundstage," "stunning spatial presentation," and "an uncanny ability
to present... instruments with a coherent and
totally natural harmonic structure." WP, TJN, and
JA made the pilgrimage to RH's during the audition period, and also adjudge it atotal corket "Expert setup and tuning the room's acoustic [with
ASC Tube Traps) are essential," RH cautions.
(Vol.19 No.1)

HOME THEATER
SURROUND-SOUND
COMPONENTS

Eorrox's NrrrE: The Center speaker in aHome
Theater system should not be placed nearer to the
listener than the Left and Right speakers- see the
late Peter W Mitchell's "Ground Floor" article in
Vol.17 No.9 -while TJN generally recommends
setting the Center channel's level about 3dB lower
than the Left and Right It should also be pointed
out that as the Center speaker handles almost all
the dialog, it should be astellar uncolored performer on speech -don't scrimp. "I'JN points out
that the ratings for Center loudspeakers apply only
wlsen they form agood match with the Left and
Right front speakers. The saine is mie, though to a
lesser extent, with surround speakers.
Although this section contains dedicated Home
Theater products, other suitable amplifiers and
subwoofers can be found in their respective listings. Regarding the THX loudspeaker issue, we
feel that audiophiles shouldn't abandon the idea of
using in their Home Theater systems conventional loudspeakers whose sound they like on music
recordings.
Regarding the appearance of laserdiscs and electronics offering discrete surround channels using
Dolby's AC-3 data-reduction algorithm, these
muddy the waters for Dolby Pro Logic processors.
See "Industry Update" in Vol.18 No.4, and Voll
No2 of the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, for
discussions on where things currently stand.
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Audio Research SDP1
Multichannel Music Processor: $2995

"If you have any misgivings about getting into surround-sound for sour music listening, the Audio
Research SI )14 should dispel them," JGH proselytizes. The SDP Iis anon-Dolby system that
handle, movie soundtracks surprisingly well,
despite die lick of steering. JGH was bothered by
some spurious whistles from the digital circuitry.
Still, he states, it's "the best-sounding surround
decoder I've ever heanl -or, rather, not heard."
(Vol.18 No.8)
Citation Model 7.0 surround-sound
processor/preamplifier: $3950
Features Jim Fosgate's newly developed 6-axis
mode, which delivers astereo surround field JGH 111:1111tilillS that "if you're not wowed by the
improvement, you're not tuned-in to acoustical
space." !however, he felt the 7.0's various modes
played lids with center-ch,
level and that the
user interface was "chunky"- apoint which LU
and WI' dispute. Still, lie concluded, "its shortcomings... never annoyed or irritated me." RD
had no problem with the Citation's ergonomics,
but he added that the video switching/processing
was not :IN transparent as that of the Proceed PAV.
Averaging everyone's suggestions gives arating on
the cusp between Class A and Class B. Given that
the Citation is LU's favorite processor, Class A it
is. (SGHT2 No2)
Citation System 7000 Home THX system:
from $16,000 with processor, 2 subwoofers &
amplifiers as well as the Citation Model 7.0 surround-sound processor/preamplifier -See separate listing -the system comprises the Citation
Model 72 THX LCR speaker ($1350 each),
Model 7.3 THX surrounds ($1000 each), Model
7.4 THX subwoofer ($1150 each), and the choice
of the Model 5.1 and Model 7.1 four-channel
amplifiers (100Wpc, $1850, and 150Wpc, $2800,
respectively). "The best THX system I've
reviewed to date," asserted JGH, praising the
"robust, natural midrange; immense, effortless
dynamic range; and deep solid bass ... it also had
the smoothest. most extended high end of any
previous system kulifionedi." However, he found
the 5-7kliz range "a little reticent, resulting in a
slightly veiled, darkish character that was consistent front program to program." While he didn't
comment separately on the sound of the amplifiers, he did note that they "far surpass THX's
minimum requirements for frequency extension,
current capability, and distortion content."
(SGHT2 No2)
Meridian 565 digital surround-sound
processor: $3895
Though JGH feels the 565 makes analog sources
sound.more like excellent CD, this digital Pro
Loge processor is perhaps the most transparent,
most versatile unit in existence. JGH adds that it's
"The most sophisticated image and space controller Iknow of." JA concurs, noting that the 565
is the first surround-sound processor to make him
think about putting surround speakers tut his
stereo listening room. AC-3 module adds $700.
(V01.18 No.6, SGHT2 No.3)
Proceed PAV surround-sound control
center: $4195
By far the best-sounding surround-sound processor/preamplifier for high-end Home Theater use,
the PAV also has the easiest system setup, witls an
interactive on-screen display and a learning
remote control. "The PAV is the turning point
when Home Theater got High End," says CG.
Class A surround processor, with state-of-the-art
1)014 Pro Logic and THX processing, combined
with aClass B preamplifier," says TJN. (Vol.17
No.9, S(;HTI No.1)

Reference Recordings LD-101,
A Video Standard: $69.98
Laserdisc (one side, CAV) produced by Joe Kane
that contains video and audio test and demonstration tracks to optimally set up aHome Theater
system. "No one who is seriously into video can
afford to not own this disc," says JGH, relishing
the oppommity to double-up negatives. (Vol.12
No.11)
Snell Music & Cinema Home THX
Reference system: $29,993
Consists of two Snell Music & Cinema Reference
Towers at $6999 cads, one LCR 2800 center
speaker at $4799, twin SUB 1800s at $2499 each,
and two SUR 2800 towers at $3099 each. Playing
Jurassic Park through this system, TJN feared for
the structural integrity of his house -which survived better than his nerves. Finding himself at a
loss in coining up with serious criticisms of the
sound of this ambitious system, he contents himself with the observation that it can sound forgiving on bad program material. Though the Snell
system require, a dedication of substantial
amounts of space and funds, TJN deems it aClass
A Home Theater experience. (Vol.18 No.7)
Arcatn Xeta One integrated A/V amplifier:
$1900
An unusual product that eschews many features
common to A/V receivers, but provides an
unusually exalted level of musical reproduction,
according to RH. At the saine time, he notes, its
reproduction of video soundtracks does not measure up to its musical promise -RH judges it to
be only decent, lacking the low-level resolution,
ambience, and diffusion present in the finest A/V
receivers. (SGHT.1 No2)
B&W THX Home Cinema loudspeaker
system: $7000 with two subwoofers
Consists of three FCM-8 THX Front Cinema
Monitors ($1000 each, stands necessary), two wallmounted SCM-8 THX Surround Cinema
Monitors ($1500/pair), and two PCS-8 71IX
Passive Cinema subwoofcrs ($1250 each). Somewhat mellow-balanced-the B&W system sounds
less open than die McIntosh equivalent-but high
dynamic range, dean midrange, good dialog articulation, and well-tuned bass impressed the heck out of
the usually mild-mannered TJN. "Remarkable," Ise
said, "and fun," referring to its ability to sound musically satisfying as well as to work well in aHome
Theater context Surrounds blend quite well 6mbrally widi the front speakers-something that is
rarely the case. (Vol.17 No.10, SGHT.1 No.1)
B&W Matrix HTM Home Theater Monitor
center-channel loudspeaker: $800 each $$$
Well-engineered, neutral-balanced center-channel
design related to the B&W 805 minimonitor (see
"Loudspeakers"). Uncolored mids, clean highs, but
rather nibby-sounding lows. (SGHT1 No2)
Counterpoint HC-808 Dolby surroundsound processor: $1495
"The sound had much of the clarity, transparency,
dynamics, detail, and openness that are the hallmarks of agood preamplifier line stage," enthused
RI), though he was less enthusiastic about the
unit's ergonomics and remote control. Expensive,
but sound quality justifies the price. Slight leakage
of rear channels to front keeps the Counterpoint
from Class A. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Denon AVP-8000 AC-3/THX surroundsound processor/preamplifier/tuner: $3500
Unusually solidly constructed component impressed RH with its "ability to resolve every
nuance of music, effects, and dialog." Resolution
was, he felt, its "greatest strength...yet it never
sounded etched or aggressive." Additionally, "the
AVP-8000 has the best user interface of any A/V
177
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never before possible. He allows that it can be costly to spring for the whole system. For him, however
its performana• transcends the boundaries of cost
considerations, since one cumot put aprice on great
music and its effect upon the humais spirit. The system reviewed comprised the following components:
Cello Audio Nette M IV eqonli7er ($20,000); Cello
Encore line preamplifier ($8500); Cello Performance II monoblodc ($22,000/pair); Cello Stradivari Master loudspeakers ($30,000/ pair); Cello
Strings Iinterconnect ($596/2m pair terminated
with Fischer connectors; sec "Interconnecte); Cello
Seine III speaker cable ($1800/ 3m tri-wire harness); Cello/Apogee Series CMFS 8.1 D/A processor ($7000 at the time of the review but subsequently replaced by the Apogee-sourced Cello Reference
DAC, not yet reviewed); Apogee Wyde-Eye
AES/EBU datalink ($28.95/1m; see "Digital Datalinks"); and Forsell Air Bearing Mk.I1 CD transport
(12900; see "Cl) Transports"). (VoL18 No.7)

"Best Sound
At Show"
locked

At the Los Angeles
Hifi «95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers
emerged to place on the
best sound list.
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The quest for music leads to Muse.

Must be the M&M's.

Muse Electronics
PO. Box 2198
Garden Grove, CA 92842-2198
Telephone +714-554-82C0
FAX +714-554-5643
Email inuse_usa@dnetcorn.com

The award-winning RIV1751.
from $1299/ pair.

Pure Silver
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ure Magic
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JosephAudio
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If you are looking for wire that
combines the absolute best qualities
of silver, without any of the drawbacks,
do yourself abig favor and try these."
"You can thank me later."
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Infinity Compositions surround-sound
speaker system: $4848/system SSE
The recipe: Take apair of Infinity's Compositions
Prelude I'-FR towers ($3400/pair —see "Loudspeakers"); add the similar but smaller Compositions Prelude P-CC center speaker ($779 each)
and apair of Compositions Prelude Quadrapole
P-QPS surrounds ($669/pair) and you have a
high-sensitivity, low-coloration system that had
RH running out of superlatives. His review modestly concluded that, as acomplete Home Theater
system, the Compositions set new standards in
elegance, sound, and ease of setup. Look no farther, he exulted. (Vol.18 No.9, SGHT.1 No2)
Kenwood Home TI-DC loudspeaker system:
$2800 with two subwoofers $$$
Comprises the Kellwood LS-X1F LCR speaker
($400 each); LS-X IS surround speaker ($600/
pair); and the SW-XI subwoofer ($500 each).
"Maximum bang for the buck," SS asserted.
Finding them warm, natural, and balanced, he
reckoned they demonstrated "excellent dynamic
abilities, smooth harmonic response, excellent
imaging capabilities, fine low-level detail resolution, and impressive bass response." "Borderline
Class 13," he sums up. (SGHT2 No.1)
Kenwood KR-X1000 A/V receiver: $1200 $$$
RH was smitten by the THX-certified KRX1000's transparent soundstage and great imaging. He also admired its smoothness and "freedom
from 'hash' in the mids and treble." its II-1X processing, he found, was particularly worthy of
mention, smoothing the treble on aggressive
soundtracks and creating superior ambience. Less
easy to use than many other A/V receivers. "Not
only ;us outstanding performer," he cheered, "but
agreat value." (SGHT2 No.1)
Lexicon CP-3 Plus: $3200
Similar in concept to the older CP-1 Plus, the '3 is
bigger, better, and incorporates aTI-DC mode to
optimize its performance in Home Theater systems. LL find.% the Lexicon "an ergonomic nightmare," but JC;H enthusiastically recommends irise found that he mainly used the surround modes
rather than die ambience synthesis for the extraction of recorded concert-hall space. Bypass testing
revealed aslightly veiled sound, according to JGH.
This loss in overall resolution —as well as acold,
edgy character —is laid by CG at the feet of the
intenial Al)C/DACs, and keeps this otherwise
excellent unit out of Class A. Review was of the
original CP-3. "Plus" version said to offer improved
sound quality and more versatile features. (Vol.15
No.12, SGHTI No.1)
Marantz AV600 THX surround-sound
preamplifier/tuner: $1200 SSE
"Surround performance second to none," RH
crowed, "with wonderful spatial presentation and
sense of envelopment." Somewhat subdued treble
closed down top-octave air, however. Still, RH
admired its "terrific performance at areasonable
price." (SGHT2 No2)
McIntosh C39 TFDC surround-sound
audio/video control center: $3500
Early production samples of this processor/preamplifier had a problem with the Elolby Pro
Logic chip's power supply, which led to unstable
image steering. Later samples seemed fine in this
regard, found TJN. While the C39 offers versatile
surround-sound effects, it appears to be intended
snore for the fien'forget customer than for those
who like to endlessly diddle with controls.
Optional THX card adds $500; RCT-1 universal
remote control adds $320. (Vol.17 Nos.5 & 8,
SGHT.1 No.1)
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McIntosh THX loudspeaker system: $10,050
(with amplification and one subwoofer)
Consists of the McIntosh MC7106 TI-IX six-channel power amplifier ($3500), three HT-1 THX
LCR loudspeakers ($1100/each, stands necessary),
two HT-3W wall-mounted THX surround loudspeakers ($2000/pair), and one HT-2 THX subwoofer ($1750 each). Though their directivity is to
the THX specification, the McIntosh front speakers are free from vertical comb-filtering effects.
The overall system sounds "stunning" if somewhat
sweet oil movie soundtracks, found TJN, who
preferred the HT-1's full-bodied balance to those
of the Snell and Fosgate lions speakers. The
McIntoshes also sounded rewardi: gmid involving
with music recordings, the IFrmidrange being
hate and palpable without being thrust in
the listener's flee. The amplifier, as might be
expected from McIntosh. is also a worthy performer. (Vol.17 NO.5, SG EIT.1 No.1)
Meridian Digital Theatre: $14,775466,430
depending on options
Ilse first —and still only —all-digital surroundsound playback system, with each "intelligent loudspeaker" fed by ass S/PD1F digital signal. All fluedons are controlled by the remote control.
Extremely versatile, but difficult to use; controlling
the system is somewhat counterintuitive —"kird to
learn: easy to screw up," sez SS—and JGII found
the preliminary manual mess. Nevertheless. JGH
deems the Digid Theatre one of the most gorgeous-sounSing systems he's ever heard: "Smooth,
rids, gutsy, warm, detailed. effortless, and as liquidly transparent as adrop of dew." Bass is robust and
well-controlled but varies widely in balance dependent on source material. However, both JGH and
SS feel that the system imprints everything with a
soft, sweet high-end characteristic, rendering it too
euphonically colored to be called honest. TJN concurs that the system softens recorded material:
"Sweet, Yes. Dull, no." "High Class
ultimately
decided both JGH and TJN about the systems)
reviewed —Meridian 565 digital surround-sound
processor ($3895), DSP6000 digital active 1.1R
speakers ($16,995/pair). DSP5000C digital active
center speaker ($2995). DSP5000 digital active surround speakers ($5795/pair)— due to its softened
top end and somewhat colored center speaker. JA's
auditioning of the system with the DS1'600(K: digital active center speaker ($8795 each) substituted
for the '5000C suggests that Class A would then be
an appropriate rating. Those who need more inputs
can add the Meridian 562V/517 audio/video control center ($2195 with a 517 DAC module).
(Vol.18 No.6)

notch higher, in RH's ears. Slightly edged out on
music by the Arcam Xeta One, thinks RH, but
when you take video performance and facilities
into account, the Onkyo gets the nod. THX certification is hard to achieve in areceiver, which is
in itself arecotninendation. (SGHT.1 No2)
Triad Gold THX loudspeaker system:
$6350-$7025 depending on finish
Comprises the Triad InRoorn Gold LCR speaker
($1000 each), the InRoom Gold PowerSub active
subwoofer ($1500 each), and the OnWall Silver
THX surrounds ($2000/pair). SS wondered if this
well-engineered system justified its high price,
then answered himself "Yes, but only if you snare
it to components that allow it to perform its best."
Then you'd hear superb spatial rendition, first-rate
upper-frequency performance, and "how well the
center channel integrated with the left and right
front speakers.... A giant step forward for a
THX-certified speaker package," he reckoned.
InRoom Gold LCR THX: wood veneer adds
$100; solid maple tweeter horn adds $125.
(SGHT2 No2)
Acarian Akin Trio C-1 surround loudspeaker system: $3975 with two woofers
Consists of a pair of Alón Petites (see "Loudspeakers") coupled with the Alón C-1 center
speaker ($660 each), apair of Alón C-1 surrounds
($660 each), and a pair of Alón PW1 woofers
($500 each). "Ilse Petites make wonderfid frontchannel speakers," WP insisted. He was also
impressed with abipolar C-1 for center-fill/dialog
duties and the dipolar C-1s as surrounds —"the
most impressive surround speakers ihave yet auditioned." But the PW1 passive subwoofer, while
satisfactory for music reproduction, lacks authority
in avideo context, and JA points out that athird
Petite is a better choice for die center-channel
speaker than the C-1. (SGHT2 No3)
AMC AV81HT-THX surround-sound
processor: $1199.95
DK finds the AV81HT compromises video detail
and depth when used as an A/V switching unit, but
considers it ass excellent Pro Logic and line-level
stereo preamp. In THX mode, however, steady,
pitched sounds can be rendered virtually unlistenable by the unit's "faintly warbling, underwaterlike,
surround-channel phasing action"— which he has
heard from almost all TED( receivers he's auditioned. For basic surround-sound applications —
without the complications from dozens of features
—this Lunt is "elegandy close to perfect." (SGHT.1
No2)

NHT VT-2 system:
$3930 with one subwoofer $$$
Comprises the VS-2 Center speaker ($.150 each),
VT-2 L/R speaker ($1750/pair). HDP-1 surround speaker ($380/pair) anti SW3P subwoofer
($1350 inc. SA3 amplifier). RH specifically admired the VT-2 main loudspeakers, VS-2 surround speaker, and the HDP-1 surrounds. Those
units, taken together, had "wide dynamic range,
good intelligibility deep and powerful bass, and
could play louder than allyone should listen."
lkcause the VT-2s have sufficient bass on their
own, the SW31' subwoofer is unnecessary—save
to those who wallow ils LF excess, sez he. "More
bass and visceral impact than Infinity Compositions, but less smooth and refined; Ise sums
up. (SGHT2 No.1)

Atlantic Technology 350 TI-DC loudspeaker
system: $3914 w/stands
Consists of the Atlantic Technology 353 TUX
center speaker ($549 each), 351 11-IX L/R speaker ($899/pair, matching stuids cost $199/pair),
354 TED( surround speaker ($499/pait nutdring
stands cost $169/pair), and 352 PliM subwoofer
($1599/pair). SS felt this system "does not romanticize music or make dialog sound richer than reality"— which is, perhaps, another way of saying that
"it does not have as rich alower midrange as other
Tax systems rye heard." On the other hand, he
maintained, the system exhibited "fine low-level
derail that extends all the way down to its excellent
subwoofer. Bass rendition is die best I've ever
heard in my room." "No doubt about it," he concludes, "a fine value." (SGHT2 Nos.1 & 2)

Onkyo TX-SV919THX A/V receiver:
$2099.95
"Sets a nevc standard in A/V receiver performance," asserted RH. "So well-thought-out that a
synopsis of its highlights doesn't do it justice."
Includes adigital input, allowing it to be driven
directly from alaserdisc player's digital output —
which raised its already laudable pertimnance a

B&K AVP2000 Dolby Pro Logic
surround-sound preamplifier: $998
"If there were sonic kind of award for stuff-perdollar," says die admiring DIC, "...B&K's
AVP2000 A/V Control Center would doubtless
qualify." Prramp, 13olby Pro Logic surround processor, video switcher, dual-zone multiroom A/V
control center, configurable subwoofer crossover—
179
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preamp or receiver I've used." TJN was less
enthused about eq.,
,onotnetric issues, but summed
up, "While the price is high, you get alot for the
money." (SGHT2 No2)
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B&W 600 Surround Speaker System: $1999
Comprises a pair of B&W DM602 speakers
($550/pair, see "Loudspeakers"), apair of DM601
speakers for surrounds (5400/pair), aCC6 centerchannel speaker ($350), and an AS6 active subwoofer ($700). "If Ihad to characterize the System
600's sound in one word, it would be friendly,'"
avuncularly stated SS. "As long as they are not
pushed too hard...the system sounds quite
warm, natural, and -dare I say it -musical.
"Lower mids and upper bass are prominent, but
still wed naturally to the AS6 subwoofer -itself
on the :tunable side of neutral." A must-audition
at its price point, sez he. JA points out that the
CC6 center speaker is an excellent match to the
DM602 L/R speakers. (SGHT2 No3)
Boston Acoustics Lyrinfield VR12
center speaker: $400 each
Relatively neutral if somewhat mellow sound quality, which TJN regarded as marginal Class Bunder
some circumstances. Treble can be alittle peaky.
Sensitive at 90dB/W/m, but low impedance mandates good-quality electronics. (SGHT.1 No2)
Denon AVR.-2500 A/V receiver: $1000
Powerful (85Wpc L/C/R; 25Wpc Surrounds)
receiver with excellent Pro Logic performance,
decided RH, the Denon's surround performance
giving aslightly better sense of envelopment than
the Sony '800ES. The ergonomics were also
excellent, the remote control and on-screen display making setup asnap. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Energy Reference Video System:
$2420/system $55
Composed of three Energy RVS L/C/R speakers
($400 each), an EPS-150 active subwoofer ($670),
apair of RVSS surround speakers (5550/pair), and
two SST-21 stands (5139.95/pair). "The Energy
RVS Home Theater loudspeaker offers far greater
performance than its modest price would indicate," declares RH -asentiment that MF enthusiastically endorses. Exceptional clarity, transparency, and openness drew the admiration of
both reviewers. RH also found its bass powerful,
with aminimum of boomincss. (SGHT.1 No2)
KEF THX loudspeaker system: $7000
($7200 with rosewood subwoofer)
Consists of the KEF AV1 THX powered subwoofer ($3500), AV2 THX surround speaker
($750 each), and the AV THX LCR speaker
($800 each). "These speakers proved very easy to
listen to," purred JGH. Too easy, he felt: they
lacked "snap" and immediacy, and darkened textures. On the other hand, they were capable of
producing prodigious volume levels. "The best I
can say for them is that -like abland personality
-they never irritated or offended." (Vol.19 No.1)
Mirage MC-si center loudspeaker: $550 eadi
Mirage MBS surround loudspeaker:
$350/pair
Coupled with two Mirage M-7si L/R speakers,
these Canadian Home Theater speakers gave a
sound in TJN's media room that was open, spacious, even grand. He did find the MC-si's off-axis
response to sound hollow compared with its on»
axis balance -Mirage owners should make sure
they sit in the center scat! (SGHT.1 No.1)
Mondial MAGIC video ground isolator: $99 tr
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation for those whose video systems have hum
problems. (Vol.15 No2)
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NAD 917 surround-sound A/V
preamplifier/tuner: $699 US
"Competent and listenable," enthused TJN, who
did not care for any of the three "Sound Space"
modes provided for synthesizing surround for
music listening. "Its two-channel pertimnance is
respectable, but not special." As aIIonic Theater
piece, however, he was less sanguine. "The midrange and top end were clean and sweet, never
harsh or edgy," and, he felt, detailed. Spatial performance was also satisfactory. The bass lacked "jump,"
he posited. Worth aserious look. (SGHT2 No.1)
NHT VT-1A Home Theater loudspeaker
system: $2155
Consists of two NI-IT VT-1A L/R loudspeakers
($700/pair), which can be switch-selected between "Music" and "Audio" modes; aVT-IC center loudspeaker ($275 each); and two 1-11W-1 surround speakers ($380/pair). Now features the
SW2Pi subwoofer, not auditioned. Can he used
without a subwoofer, but then lacks dynamic
range. RH used anow-discontinued SW2P subwoofer to good effect, achieving good integration
with the front speakers. System balance is alittle
on the bright side, but the midrange was smooth.
Imaging, as expected, was better defined in the
"audio" mode. RH singled out the surround
speakers for special mention: "They disappeared
into the soundfield -exactly what surround speakers should do." (SGHT.I No.1)
Paradigm 450 Home Theater loudspeaker
system: $2145 with one subwoofer
Comprises the Paradigm LCR-450 LCR speaker
($399 each), ADP-150 surrounds (5429/pair), and
the PS-1000 active subwoofer ($519 each). "I love
this system," exclaimed WP, seduced by its impact
and intelligibility. The LCR-450s manifested a
rather dark character, especially in audio-only
playback. "Simple to set up and enormously satisfying." JA points out adisturbing variability in the
sound of the three LCR-450 samples we auditioned, however. SS found that the ADP-150s
worked well with Titans as the front speakers.
(SGHT.1 No.1, ADP-150; SGHT2 No2, system)
Pioneer Elite SP-99D AC-3 surround-sound
processor: $1530
Bare-bones approach mks this unit out for those
requiring multiple inputs, video switching, or a
tape monitor. However, it is one of the least expensive separate processors offering AC-3, and TJN
was impressed by its borderline Class B performance. As atwo-channel pre, it possessed "fine
soundstaOng, clarity without brightness, and solid
rendition of detail" not far removed from his reference preamp, he opined. As aPm Loe and AC3processor, he adjudged it quite fine (though he
adds that it is alittle early to make definitive judgments on the sound of AC-3 processors). Highs
sound slightly shut-in compared to the finest. It
was also mechanically noisy. (SGHT2 No.1)
PSB 100C center loudspeaker: $179
A smooth midrange response allowed the I00C
to blend well with PSB's Alphas, noted SS, who
also commented that it added an immediacy and
palpability with music and soundtracks that
enhanced the musical experience. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Rano THX 44 THX-certified
Home Cinema Equalizer: $1299 a
Offers one subwoofer charmel and three full-range
channels, each of the latter with amix of à-octave
controls below 'kHz and two parametric controls
above that frequency. Lacks transparency, decided
JGH, though he found it an excellent tool for getting the most neutral tonal quality from afullfledged video Home Theater system. (Vol.15
No.12)
Rotel RSP-960AX Dolby surround-sound
processor: $599 SU
Versatile processor with digital delay 1,1- surround

channels that impressed RI) with its ability to present a clear soundstage but without sounding
"ruthlessly revealing." He did find the optional
8dB bass boost excessive, however. No leakage
from front to rear, which is excellent performance
for the price. A winner. (SGHT.1 No.1)
RF Systems RC-8-PS power sequencer:
Automatic
SIM
turn-on device recommended by JGH
to Home Theater owners who like to press just
one switch. Two sensing outlets; current version
will switch up to 40A and will turn on/off up to
16 remote devices. (Vol.16 No.10)
Snell 500 Home THX loudspeaker system:
$5593 * (stands necessary)
Consists of three LCR-500 front loudspeakers
($899 each), two SUR-500 surround speakers
($899 each), and aSUB-550 at $549 (the review
was of the no-longer-available SUB-750).
Matching STA-500 stands cost $149 each. "I was
blown away. The sound was as good as anything
I've ever heard in amovie theater," proclaimed
JGH of this system when he used it to play back
video soundtracks. On music program, however,
he found that, while the Snell had an "awesomely
extended low end" and excellent image definition
and soundstage depth, the overall sound was too
polite/veiled/uninvolving. CG and LL agree, the
latter pointing out aresidual brightness that's less
noticeable on soundtracks than on music. RH
loves the SUB-550. (Vol.15 No.12, Vol.17 No.4;
SUB-550, SGHT.1 No.1.)
Snell Type CC-1 center loudspeaker: $499
Intended to be used with the Type K/111 L/R
speakers, the CC-1, found RH, is best used limited to frequencies above 100Hz to avoid restricting
the system's dynamic range. (SGHT.1 No.1)
Sound Dynamics Surround Speaker
System: $1780 with asingle subwoofer SSS
Comprises the Sound Dynamics THC-2 LCR
speaker ($300 each), THR-BP-1 surrounds ($165
each), and THS-10 active woofer ($550). MF was
quite chuffed by this diminutive and affordable system. Tuubrally neutral, dynamic, and well-focused
sound is its stock and trade, he reported. While it
lacks the ease, air, and authority of (frequently
much) more expensive speaker systems, it don't
miss by much -and, he emphasized, it accomplishes it at avery attractive price. (SGHT2 No3)
Vandersteen VCC-1 center speaker:
5495 each
Vandersteen VSM-1 Surround: 5895/pair
Vandersteen 2W active subwoofer: $1250 each
13N thought the Muldersteen surround-sound system, when used with Vandersteen 3As (52595/
pair, see "Loudspeakers") as L/12 loudspeakers,
offered "sheer listenability." He found that careful
attention to placement and cable interaction paid a
big dividend: asystem that excels on both music
and video. The VCC-1 was marginal Class B, not
calling attention to itself and blending well with the
rest of the system. "Clean dialog," he notes. The
2W did not add undue boom to the system, which
may disappoint sensation junkies, but neither did
high-level torture -like Jurassic Park-make it
whimper. (Vol.18 No.4, 3A; SGHT.1 No2, system)
Yamaha RX-V2090 A/V receiver: 51499
Yamaha DDP-1 AC-3 surround-sound
processor: $599
Lowish power in the surround channels, but this
receiver can accept Yamaha's outboard 1)DP-1
AC-3 decoder. Less dean-sounding than the
Kenwood KR-X1000, but intuitive to set up and
use. Cinema I3SP processing works as advertised,
expanding the soundstage and creating greater
envelopment. "Once you hear what adiscrete surround-sound system can do, you'll never be happy
with the matrix Pro Logic system again," RH
affirmed after auditioning the combination. How181
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and with alearning remote to boot-the list do go
on. 1)K was impressed by the unit's ease of setup,
sonic transparency, and video transparency -he
sometimes felt images marginally improved with
the 13&K in the circuit. Minor ergonometric quibbles aside, he concludes, the AVP2000 offers alot
of versatility and performance for aunit "within
hailing distance of $1000." (SGHT.1 No2)
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Celestion Soundsiyie Home Theater loudspeaker system: $1176 with one subwoofer
Comprises the Celestion Soundsryle MP! L/R
speakers ($299/pair, sec "Loudspeakers"), the
Soundsty/e Center2 ($249 each), Soundstyie Littlel
surrounds (8179/pair), and CSW Mk.II woofer
($449). WP found a lot to like in this system,
given its price. "Affordable, practical, simple..."
he enthused. Cire must be taken with woofer
placement in order to blend seamlessly with
L/C/It speakers, and the woofer can cause carelessly routed cables to hum. System best suited
for small rooms, as it will not go all that deep or
play all that loud. Overall, however, he rated the
Soundstyk a rousing success. (SGHT2 No2,
system; Vol.18 Nos.6 & 10, MP1 & CSW,
respectively.)
Denon AVR-1200: $549
WP was impressed with this inexpensive A/V
receiver (70Wpc LCR, 15Wpc surround). "They
put the money where it mattered," he exclaimed.
Limited input features, but offers on-screen programming and amemory system that stores surround preferences for each source. "An intelligently designed. good-sounding entrée into highend Home Theater," he asserted. (SGHT2 No3)
NAD AV 713: $649
Possessed of three 50W and two 15W channels,
this AV receiver struck LU as awinner in terms of
sound quality. "Enjoyable to listen to," dynamic,
and detailed, it surpassed his expectations of a
receiver at this price-point. "However, it just doesn't have enough A/V inputs to be practical as the
command center of afull-blown Holm-Theater
system." (SGHT2 No2)
Parasound P/SP-1000 surround-sound
preamplifier: $850
Unusual feature allows two-channel sound to pass
through unit when disengaged -aplus for music
lovers. Somewhat noisy, notes DK, as surroundchannel hiss is audible in low-level music and at
realistic soundtrack volumes. SS concurs that
Class D is the appropriate rating, finding the unit's
front channels "too noisy for serious listening."
Remote difficult to use. On the plus side, DK
found video pass-through superb, and logic steering top-shelf. (SGHT.1 No2)
Yamaha FtX-V590 A/V receiver: $549
"It has alot going for it considering its modest
price: enough power, good features, and connection flexibility (preamp-out jacks on all channels,
for example), and decent audio and surround performance," approved RH. He added that it was
the easiest-to-use A/V receiver he'd encountered.
(SG HTI No2)
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HEADPHONES &
HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES
A

Grado Reference Series One headphones:
$695
WP found the RS Ones clean, warm, and dynamic -capable, he claimed, "of portraying music as
an arrive artfOnn." Yet he had qualms about their
low-level resolution. dark tonal character. and
ability to re-create spatial and ambient information. especially in light of their $700 price. JE disagreed, declaring. "I lust love these headphones."
RJR cites their tonal (
s
tarkness but thinks them reference quality. if not high-value. (
V01.19 No.7)

HeadRoom Supreme portable headphone
amplifier: $399 US
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solid-state
amplifier based on a proprietary surface-mount
¡nodule. (The module by itself costs $89.) Both versions feature switchable intradunnel cross-feeding
and time delay to render headphone listening to
stereo program less artificial-sounding. The effect of
this is surprisingly subtle in A/B comparisons but
proves much less fatiguing in long-term listening
sessions. Includes a treble-boost switch. Drives
dynamic headphones (though not, it's reported, the
low-impedance AKG 1000s) to high levels with
authority and excellent clarity, without this being
associated with any brightness. JA bought aSupreme
to drive his Sennheiser HD 580s, with which it
makes a very musical-sounding combination.
(VoL17 Nos.1 &ZVol.19 No.7; see also WP's review
of the $129 HeadRoom Bag in Vol.18 No.10.)

Deletions
Sony STIL-GX800ES A/V receiver no longer
available.

Cary Audio Design CAD-300SEI: $3695
Stereo, single-ended, mbed, integrated amplifier
related to the Cary 3005E monoblock; includes a
headphone output socket. RH regards the ultrasmooth, liquid sound of the 300SEI to be worldclass, imuiffesting awarmth and beauty unmatched
by any electronics he's had in his system. See
"Amplifiers." (Vol.18 No.9)

McCormack Micro Integrated Drive: $695
Primarily designed as aheadphone amplifier, but
also can be used as aline-level pre, or 5Wpc integrated. "Fast and tight and as detailed as can be "
enthused WP. "No $700 preamp has any business
sounding this transparinn," he added. (Vol.19 No.7)
Melos SHA-Gold: $1995
This headphone amp/preamp really got WP's
Juices flowing. "As aheadphone amp. I've never
heard its equal." he gushed. IkIllOte volume control via Photentiometer circuit. as well as passive,
active, and active-balanced outputs, add to flexibility. "If you've got the ell, go for the SHA-Gold!"
lie shed. See "Preamplifiers." (Vol.19 No.7)
Sennheiser Orpheus HE 90/HEV 90:
$14,900
Snumingly beautiful, limited-edition system consisting of Bitstream DAC, tube amplifier, and
electrostatic headset. A quick, clear, transparent
midrange and apristine, airy treble, but arather
lean, laid-back lower midrange, found TJN. He
also found the internal DAC to be less good than
the rest of the package. Diffuse-field equalized.
Additional HE 90 headsets cost $7450 each.
(Vol.17 No2)
Sennheiser HE 60 headphones/HEV 70
headphone amplifier: $1795
Developed from the expensive Orpheus, the HE
60s offer much of that system's transparency at a
much more affordable price. "A clear, transparent
sound with aslightly lean bass, some emphasis at
the very top end, but a nonetheless pristinely
clean presentation," said TJN, who also commented on the Sennheiser's striking rendition of
detail and complete lack of midrange coloration.
(V01.18 NO3)
Audio Alchemy 1-IPA y1.0 headphone
amplifier: $259
Small headphone amp offers HeadRoom's Audio
Image Processor and is capable of driving awide
range of dynamic headphones. WP thought the
sound "big, dynamic, and warm -with lots of lowlevel information." lince includes Power Station

Home HeadRoom headphone amplifier:
$599
This AC-powered sibling of the portable
HeadRoom amplifiers impressed WP no end.
"Performs on an unusually elevated level," he
concluded, agreeing with other Stereophile writers
that the HeadRoom crossfeed process, while subtle in its effect, significantly reduces listener
fatigue. SS also finds the Home HeadRoom, driving Sennheiser '580s, to be the ideal location
recording monitor. (Vol.18 No.1)
Koss ESP/950: $799.99 $$$
Class A because of its "ravishing midrange," said
TJN of the '950 electrostatic at its original price of
$2000- though he did point out alittle euphonic
softening at the frequency extremes and awanner
balance than the Stax Lambda Signature. At the
reduced price, it's asonic bargain. (LG has even
seen the '950 advertised for as little as $499!)
(Vol.15 No.12)
Melos SHA-1 headphone =Older: $1095 *
Three line-level inputs and two low-impedance
headphone outputs. Combines tube (Sovtek
5922) voltage gain stage with FET-follower outputs. Gets the most from good dynamic cans, such
as the Sennheisers and Grados, with iron-fisted
bass control and superb transparency. See
"Preamplifiers." (Vol.15 No.10)
Sennheiser HD 580: $349 SSS
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic
headphones with full, extended low frequencies.
AG found the HD 580s to be "too civilized," but
WP comments that some audiophiles miss the
grain and other "hi-fi" signifiers that the
Sennheisers simply do not exhibit. Comfortable.
JA's dynamic headphone reference. (Vol.17 No.12;
also see "Industry Update," Vol.17 No.1, p.41;
TJN's headphone review in Vol.17 No2, p.114;
and SS's review of the Sennheiser IS 850 headphones in Vol.18 No.10.)
Grado SR60: $69 $$$
An inexpensive cousin to the Class A Grado HP 1
and HP 2, the SR60 offers asimilar, rather dark183
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Atlantic Technology 250 Home Theater
loudspeaker system: $1556
Consists of the 251LR left/right speaker
($299/pair), 253C center speaker ($279), 262PBM
active subwoofer ($649), and 254SR surround
speakers ($329/pair). Optional 156ST stands cost
$99/pair. JGH finds the System 250's price to be
almost beyond belief. given the unit's performance.
He finds the unique "timbre-adjusting" controls on
the 253C center channel, as well as the 252PBM
subwoofer's three cltuutels of amplification, to be
"neat ideas." He argues that the 252PBM's lowpass input filter should be defeatable, since those
using dedicated subwoofer outputs may find themselves shaving heft off the bass. A fabulous buy, he
concluded, offering alot more than $1500 worth of
surround-sound quality. Price is for black finish.
White-finish 251LRs and 254SIts available for an
extra 820/pair. (Vol.18 No.4)

One wall-wart; beefier Power Station Three
($259) offers substantial improvements in every
pararneteç but doubles the price. (VoL19 No.7)
Etymotic Research ER-4S: $330
Placed directly in the ear canal, these unusual
"earphones" impressed WP with their 24d13
ambient noise isolation and their fast, accurate,
transparent response. While he finds the
Sennheiser HD-580s more comfortable for longterm in-home use, he uses the ER-4Ses for travel
-and recommends them enthusiastically for any
application where environmental noise interferes
with quality listening. He notes that people with
an aversion to placing foreign objects in their ears
will find them anathema. (Vol.18 No.7)

Adcom GTP-600 and Chits, C-800 surroundsound processors-, Audio Power Industries 1118
A/V power-line conditioner, Lexicon DC-1 processor, Aerial Acoustics CD center-channel speaker.
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ever, he noted car fatigue after watching an AC3-encoded film -did it correlate with AC-3's
perceptual coding? (SGHT2 No.1)
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There are currently no Class D headphones listed.
Grado SR125.
Deletions
Beyerdynamic DT 990 Pro not auditioned in a
long time.

FM TUNERS
EDITOR'S NOTE: LG recommends that those interested in purchasing agood FM tuner read JGH's
and DAS's discussion in Vol.7 No.7 (pp.54-57) on
reviewing and measuring FM tuners.

A

Accuphase T-I09: $2995
With similarly excellent soundstaging but more
midrange presence, warmth, and palpability than
the Fanfare and Magnum 1)ynalab tuners -"on
the full-bodied side of neutral" -the Accuphasc
noses its way into Class A, decided SS, adding that
it was the finest tuner he's heard. Superb clarity.
(Vol.17 No.11)
Audiolab 8000T: $1195 $5$
Excels in ergonomics. RF sensitivity and selectivity,
and its hash-free audio signal. Excellent sound quality, if not quite marching the low-bass reach of the
Day-Sequerric "I know of no other tuner that has
the quality and performance of the Audiolab," says
LG. Very sensitive AM section. (Vol.17 Nos.5 8c 11)
Fanfare FT-1: $1295
SS raved about this remote-control tuner's transparent sound quality, RF performance, and ergonomics, concluding that it was the equal of his
long-term reference tuner, the Magnum Etude,
with strong-signal stations, and sounding less
hashy on stations with poor signal strength. Class
A, agrees LG. (Vol.17 No.6)
Linn Kremlin: $3995
This wide-band tuner, like many British designs,
features poor selectivity and sufficient (but not
overwhelming) sensitivity -aproblem in RF-saturated urban arcas, observes DS. Paired with a
topnotch, highly directional outdoor antenna
feeding it "clean" RF, DS adjudges it "highly recommended." (Vol.19 No.3)
Rotel RFIT-10: $1500 $$$
A superbly transparent sound that allowed DAS to
identify the brands of compressor/limiter used by
his favorite stations. "Extraordinary fidelity to the
broadcast waveform." High output level -3-4V
on peaks -may be aproblem in systems using
very sensitive ',tramp line stages or loudspeakers.
Superbly well-made, says LG, and beats both the
Magnum Etude and the Nains when it comes to
sound quality. (Vol.16 No.10, Vol.17 No.11)
Magnum Dynalab Etude: $1350 er
Based on the well-established FT-101A, the Etude
features amachined faceplate, WBT output jacks,
audiophile-quality passive components, and two
extra hours of component selection, matching,
and testing during its manufacture. The result is a
nmer that sounds only slightly noisier than the
extraordinarily expensive Day-Sequerra Broadcast
Monitor with the same antenna and station, and
features a distortion-free midrange with strong
dynamic contrasts. "The sound was wonderfully
free of hash, distortion, grit, and glaze," said LG,
though he feels that it's now borderline Class A
due to the Day-Sequerra FM Reference setting a
new standard for sound quality, and the Rotel
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RHT-10 setting one for RF performance.
Nevertheless, lie felt the Etude to "represent one
of the better balances of price and performance
you can find in FM nmers today." (Vol.13 No.8)
Magnum Dynalab FT-101A: $875
All analog fluter, the FT-101A is superb from an RF
stmdpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity.
Selectivity is bettered only by the onkyo T-9090,
Denon TU-800, and Citation 23, but the '101A
consistently sounds superior on most stations.
Latest version has instant-on feature, defeatable
stereo blend, and new board. AJE favorite. (Vol.8
NoA, Von() No.3, Vol.13 No.10, Vol.17 No.10)
Meridian 504: 51295 $5$
Unusual clarity and wide, deep soundstaging,
decided LG, coupled with an excellent sense of
musical pace, an uncolored midrange, and deep,
powerful low frequencies. No selectable IF bandwidths, however, and neither high-blend nor muting can be switched off. Meridian system remote
costs $99. (Vol.17 No.10)
Naim NAT 01: $3300
Excels in natural sound quality -"The Nainis
ability to involve the listener in the music is
remarkable," stated LG -but full automation of
tuning parameters to optimize sound quality will
annoy' DX hounds. DAS was so frustrated that he
was driven to uncharacteristic hyperbole: "It will
not get stereo stations sinless the tower lights arc
in sight!" Its only-average RF performance keeps
this otherwise excellent miser from Class A. feels
LG. (V01.15 No.9)
Rotel RT-990BX: $750
Offering much of the performance of Rotes
Class A RHT-10, the RT-99013X Isis apowerful,
solid bass performance, impressive soundstaging,
and agood sense of pace, but less good transparency overall. Excellent RF selectivity and sensitivity. (Vol.17 No.11)
Magnum Dynalab FT-11: $575 SU
Borderline Class 11 tuner, according to DAS in his
review, that lacks transparency when compared,
for example, with the more expensive FT-101.
This is perhaps slue to its having asingle, narrow
IF bandwidth. Has good selectivity and avery
effective high-blend circuit for receiving weak stations in acceptable stereo. (Vol.12 No.10)
Onkyo T-4310R FtDS: $279.95 555
Features RDS (Radio-broadcast Data System),
which displays station format, call letters, emergency information. or any 64-character-length
message astation desires. "Onkyo Isas awinner almost," DS equivocated. Clean-sounding AM
and superior performance specs for mono FM stereo was adifferent matter, he reported. A good
choice for the FM listener far removed from
strong signal stations, but not optimal for those
who favor afew high-quality stereo stations over
agreater number of mono ones. (Vol.18 No.10)
Pioneer Elite Reference F-93: $900 e,
An optimal tuner for those along way from the
transmitters. Loaded scuds sensitivit\'. selectivity, and
elaborate "space-age" tuning displays. Souks display anatural timbral quality but are acut below
the best Britisls tuners. Costs more thaii the similarperforming Onkyo T-9090 but sounds better than
most of the digitally synthesized competition LG
has heard. DAS reco lllll sends trying the less expensive Pioneer F-449 ($285), which he has found to
have asimilarly good sound. (Vol.15 No.9)
Aream Alpha 5: $399
Alternate-channel selectivity not good, nor is
adjacent-channel selectivity, while SCA-subcarriers will degrade the audio somewhat. But for
those who five in cities and suburbs where there

aren't too many stations crowded together on the
dial, and for those who want reasonably clean
sound quality from stereo signals at alow price,
the Arcam AM/FM tuner is agood value. Sold
with the Arcana 5Super integrated amplifier as
the "Britceiver" for $749. (Vol.17 No.12)

Yamaha TX-950, Magnum Dynalab MD-108.

FM ANTENNAE

EDITOR'S

NOTE: No indoor antenna can compete
with a good roof or mast-mounted outdoor
antenna, but as apartment dwellers often don't
have achoice, we list the following indoor models.
Antenna Performance Specialties Sniper
FM antenna: $495
Antenna Performance Specialties APS-14
FM antenna: $225
The Sniper is ahuge (330"), custom-order, outdoor antenna with 12dB true forward gain at all
FM frequencies and extremely low SWR
(Standing Wave Ratio). Requires rugged hamradio-antenna-type installation, which may dimlicite its consideration by all but the most dedicated radio listeners. Yet DAS feels it sets the standard for antenna performance. The APS-14 (originally called QFM-12) is still large (200") but
manageable, he reports, offering 10dB gain and
only slightly less performance than the Sniper.
(Vol.19 No.3)
AudioPrism 8500: $499 tr
63"-tall, remote-controllable, vertical phasedarray passive FM antenna for indoor use, offering
amore directional pickup than the less expensive
7500. (Also offers an omnidirectional pattern.)
Will prove optimal for those who desire to receive
relatively weak stations competing with stronger
stations on similar frequencies broadcast from
other directions. (Vol.14 No.6)
AudioPrism 7500: 5299 *
Low-VSWR (Voltage Standing Wave Ratio), vertically polarized, omnidirectional indoor passive
design that will prove optimal in urban, high-signal-strength areas. 89" high. (Vol.12 No.5)
AudioPrism 6500: 5125 (wood cabinet) tr
If you don't have the room for an external antenna, then the diminutive 6500 could be agood
substitute, offering good reception except for DXing purposes. A lot more effective than the small,
active, omnidirectional antennae offered by some
companies, thought BS. Vinyl-covered version
costs $99. (Vol.13 No.9)
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster: $295 er
Excellent RF amplifier to optimize selectivity and
reception in areas of poor signal strength. (Vol.10
No.6)

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
BorroR's Nom: With the exception of the Fostex
and the Crown SASS-P, none of the microphones
listed below has been formally reviewed.
However, RH has had extensive experience with
many professional models and has compiled most
of the thumbnail sketches of their sonic signatures. Other professional models to look out for
on the secondhand market are cardioids from
Sony (C37P & C500), B&K, Milab, and Calrec
(AMS), figure-8 ribbons from B&O and Coles,
omnis from Schoeps and B&IC, and PZM mikes
from Crown (though it's very easy to get arather
colored midband with the PZMs). The Shure
SM81 cardioid is also reported to have aquite flat
response. Anyone about to undertake serious
185
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toned balance, with afull bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange, however. Uncomfortable. The $150 SR125 -not yet
reviewed-is aJA favorite. (Vol.17 Nos.6 & 10)
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Brüel & Kjaer 4006: $1895 •e.
Omnidirectional, 48V phantom-powered, 1
2 "cap/
acitor microphone with high dynamic range,
extended bass response, and a basically flat
response marred only by asmall peak in the top
audio octave and arather depressed lower treble.
Comes with both diffuse-field and free-field grids.
A "nose-cone" is available to give true omnidirectional response and aspherical acoustic equalizer
to give amore directional response. A calibrated
sample is used by Stemwhile to measure loudspeaker responses. (NR, but see Follow-Up in Vol.14
No.10, and audition Stereophiles Owen CD and
track 5, index 7on the first Stereophile Test CD.)
Brüel & Kjaer 4011: $1895
JA finds this uncolored 1
2 "mike-cardioid cousin
/
of the 4006-to give solidly defined, vivid stereo
imaging when used in an ORTF configuration,
which is what he used to record Stamphi/es 1995
frstiird CI), reinforced by aspaced pair of B&K
4006s. (NR, hut see Vol.19 No.1)
EAR 824M stereo microphone
preamplifier: $3350 *
Extremely neutral, very quiet, all-tube, balanced
stereo preamp from Tim de Paravicini, with
switchable level controls and 48V phantom mike
power. Used by Water Lily Acoustics and also to
make Stenvphile's first two commercial recordings.
We also use it in conjunction with aBrüel & Kjaer
4006 omnidirectional microphone to make all
our loudspeaker measurements. (NR)
Manley Reference A/D converter: $7000 .er
After using this solid-state, UltraAnalog-based
two-channel converter to master Stereophile's
Interne= Oncert, and second Test CDs, JA felt it
to be one of the best-sounding around. One of the
winners in the October 1991 AES Sound-Off.
Offers DC trim controls, balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, and AES/EBU and S/PDIF
data outputs. Analog peak meters with "0" set to
-12dBFS are an anachronism, however, you're
better off using aDorrough or Sony AES/EI3U
meter or the LED or LCD peak meters on the
DAT recorder (or whatever you use to store the
data) to avoid running out of bits on peaks. (NR)
Nagra-D: $25,000-$35,000
depending on options
The ultimate one-box digital recorder: to see it is
to want to touch it is to want to buy it, says JA.
(We bought it!) The superbly built Nagra uses
open-reel tape to store two or four channels of up
to 24-bit data. (One 5" reel of Ampex 467 holds
one hour of four-channel data or two hours of
two-channel data.) Four channels of both analog
and digital (AES/EBU) I/0. Built-in A/D converters offer 20-bit resolution. Built-in mike preamps offer phantom power, enormous headroom, and arc superbly quiet. Sophisticated builtin software offers versatile usage options; optional DOS program allows adirectory to be created
for each tape, to access individual takes, overload
points, examine error rates, etc. Nagra can even
diagnose your machine over the phone, using its
built-in RS422 port. Recording Festival with the
Nagra -coupled with the editing process made JA abig fan. "Operationally, the unit was a
dream," he enthused, adding emphatically that it
was the finest audio recorder he has ever used.
Portable, practical, and capable of producing
tapes of the highest quality. Highly recommended. Latest version can record at 96kHz sample
rate but at the expense of losing two channels.
(Vol.19 No.1)
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AKG C414B/ULS: $1249
A popular, large-diaphragm condenser mike, the
414's extended kiss and flit frequency response
make it ideal for .1 variety of applications. Switchable polar patterns, variable pad, and selectable LF
rolloff add to its versatility. Transformerless TL2
version costs $1675. (NR, but audition track 5,
index 11 on the first Stereophile Test Cl).)
AMS SoundField Mk.V: $8500
Rising used both Mk.III and Mk.IV versions, JA
feels that the highly praised varialsle pickup pattern
of this stereo/Ambisonic mike is let down by an
overall "grayness" and lack of
'range detail. c*oupled with aslightly hard lower treble. Nevertheless,
it's excellent at capturing amie stereo image with
%site and depth. Price includes recording kit,
windscreen, 20in of dedicated multiconductor
cable; 100m of chit. On areel adds $450 to price.
(NR, but audition track 10 on the first Skimp/We
Test CI) and track 13 on Test CI )2.)
Audio Engineering Associates 380TX
stereo microphone preamplifier: $1785
JGH's reference mike ',really. the 380TX is very
quiet, super-portable. and feanires M/S matrixing
circuitry to adjust %multistage width and depth in
real titre. (NR)
EAR "The Mie": $4500
Using asingle 61).18 tube and afist-sized output
transformer, this very expensive rectangular-capsule (sourced from Milab), switchable-pattern
cardioid, figure-8) mike is somewhat noisier than average and is shut-in in the highs, but has
extended low frequencies and amidrange that's
extremely true to the original sounds. "No trace of
edge or glare," says 1111. Borderline Class A. (NR,
butt audition Sflaeophi/e's Poem and hirermez...-.o
albums and track 5. index 19 and tracks 11-18 on
the first Stereo/Vide Test CI ).)
Neumann U-87A microphone: $2725
A perennial fivorite among recording engineers.
Wide, fiat response gives it asimilar balance to the
AKG 414, but with num.. "reach" in stereo sulking
applications. Used extensively for vocals. (NR, but
audition track 5, index 12 on the first Stenvphile
Test Cl).)
Panasonic Pro 3700 R-DAT recorder:
$1599
According to l'WM, the 3700 clearly outperforms
most mass-market DATs with its MASH oversampling encoders and pretty good analog circuitry.. A best-buy storage device when used with an
external ADC such as the Pygmy, Apogee, or
Manley. Offer, better so lllll IWith redesigned filters, easier head cleaning, a jog/shuttle COMT01
knob, more flexible controls, .ind alower price tag
than its predecessor, the 35(X). Includes useful
error rate, headlife, and SCMS status indicators
(SCMS can be switched out when recording from
the AES/EBU data input). Analog inputs/outputs
are all balanced XLIt. Only inconvenience is that
arear-panel 1)11' switch is 'used to select between
AES/EBU and S/1'1)IF data inputs/outputs.
Digital output has high jitter level: sounds significantic. better when used with, for example, a
Sonic' Frontiers UltraJitterbug. (NR)
Pioneer Elite PDR-99 CD-R recorder:
$2000
Affordable CD-R machine is compromised by
SCMS and expensive ($24/disc) "consumer"
media that are only 60 minutes long -as opposed
to the 74-minute "professional" discs currently
selling for $7.50 each. SS found it easy to use, and
capAe of I6-bit recordings as good as -or better
than -his digital originals: Recordings made from
analog sources stered from some loss of lowlevel detail, due. SS surmised. to the inadequate
onboard An) converter. (V01.19 Nos.1 & No.4)

Sony DTC-2000ES SBM DAT recorder:
$2800
Well-made, versatile machine features Sony's
Super Bit Mapping, which will result in more
than 16-bit resolution in the midrange. "The
best-sounding, all-in-one 'prosumer' deck available," notes JGH, adding that it "is the recorder
of choice for the serious amateur who can't
afford aNagra-D." (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.18 No.12)
Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder:
$899 with case
Tiny portable machine that makes excellent location recordings, provided you use an external
A/D converter. Short internal battery life is a
problem. A company called Eco-Charge (RO.
Box 956, Boulder, CO 80306) makes an external
lead-acid battery pack ($119.95) that SS highly
recommends. Includes 44.1kHz digital input/output and AC adaptor. The TCD-D8 is the replacement for the similar TCD-D7. (Vol.18 Nos.1 & 6,
TCD-D7; see SS's Follow-Up on the TCD-D8 in
this issue.)
Sony SBM-1 A/D processor: $549
This outboard Super Bit Mapping A/D converter
is intended to be used with Sony's TCD-D3, 'D7,
and 'D8 portable DAT recorders and, reports SS,
addresses and solves most of their shortcomings.
"98% of the sound of the DTC-2000ES at 25% of
the price," he enthuses. Reliable, extremely
portable, and good-sounding, its only tradeoff is a
loss of ergonometric functionality dictated by its
small size. (Vol.18 No.6)
AKG C460B/ULS/CK61: $699
A small-diaphragm condenser mike with removable cardioid capsule (omnidirectional, hypercardioid, vocal, and shotgun capsules are also available). Sound is very detailed, but the tonal balance
leans toward the thin and bright, and it has some
off-axis peakiness, making it aless than optimal
choice for realistic two-mike stereo. Good on
drums, however. The C460/CK61 is said to be
much improved over its predecessor, the C451/
CK1. (NR)
AKG BlueLine microphones: $452-$664
Super-compact capacitor microphones that use a
common powering module ($259) with interchangeable twist-click capsules ($272-$562).
"Extraordinarily clean, well-balanced sound at
ridiculously low prices," notes JGH. (NR)

D
Sony WM-D6C Pro Walkman cassette deck:
$400 tr
A pocket-sized stereo recording system of surprising quality and versatility. Alvin Gold feels that to
spend more on acassette deck would be awaste
of money. Less-expensive WM-D3 ($270) is half
the size but keeps most of the quality. Higher
wow and flutter, however. (Vol.7 No.6, Vol.10
No.6)
Apogee, dCS, and Prism 20-bit A/D converters,
Dorrough AES/EBU peak/average level meter,
Bryston BM-P2 solid-state and Forssell (not the
Swedish high-end company) transformerless tube
microphone preamplifiers, Schocps Colette
microphones.

TEST EQUIPMENT
AudioControl Industrial SA-3050A
Spectrum Analyzer: $995 *
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive
octave analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI
187
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recording should ignore all "amateur" microphones; as arule of thumb, you should spend as
much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as you do
on your recorder.
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Gold Line DSP 30 Spectrum Analyzer: $1579
Portable (battery-powered) '/3-octave analyzer
with higher dynamic range and better signal resolution than the ubiquitous AudioControl (one
software option gives 60 bands between 27Hz
and 800Hz). Features six memories and avariety
of post-processing options; can also be controlled
by an external PC through its RS-232 port
(though the supplied DOS software is clumsy).
Latest software includes aWindows-based interface and anumber of other refinements. (NR)

M ISCELLANEOUS
ACCESSORIES

Audio Advisor Elfix AC Polarity Tester:
$29.95 tt
Components tend to give the best sound with the
lowest potential between their chassis and signal
ground. JGH found using the Elfix to be an easy,
noncontact method of optimizing this aspect of
performance, in conjunction with AC "cheater"
plugs. (Vol.15 No.6)
AudioQuest RF Stopper:
$39/8 (Jr.), $60/4 (standard)
TDK NF-009 Digital Noise Absorber:
$14.95/pair
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound
from CD when clamped over the interconnects
between player and preamp. He also found the
sound improved -less grit -when a ring was
damped over the coaxial data lead between transport and processor, though we would have thought
that this would increase jitter. Best used with AC
power cords, JA feels. Equivalents can also be
obtained from RadioShack. (Vol.14 No.1, TDK)
Bluenote Midas Series Hi-end
Tube Dampers: $89/pair
Italian devices lower tube microphonics, JS discovered, resulting in tighter focus, integration, and
bass. While they enhance transparency, he worried that they might subtly dampen "bloom."
Even so, "I consider them an indispensable accessory," our valiant audionaut maintained. (Vol.19
Nos2 & 4)
Combalc Harmonix RF-413
Tuning Cable Rings: $140/four
Rings fit over RCA plugs and speaker-cable terminations, and offer small improvement in clarity
and dynamic contrast, found MC. (Vol.16 No.7)
Combak Harmonix RF-56 Tuning Bases:
$220/eight
Combak Harmonix RF-57 Tuning Bases:
$240/eight
It's hard to see how these little rectangles can
affect the vibrational behavior of anything to
which they're attached. MC, however, found
them to significantly dean up the sound of speakers when attached to the drive-unit mountingbolt positions. He also recommends trying them
STEREOPH1LE, OCTOBER 1996

Cramolin Preservit/Deoxit Contact
Conditioner:
The right stuff for
$18.95
cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized
plugs and contucts. Available from Old Colony
Sound Lib. Tel: (603) 924-5626. (V01.10 No.6)
Dynaclear Postman Binding-Post Wrench:
$7.95
The ideal way of tightening five-way binding-post
connections without over-torquing. The reviewer's friend. (Vol.17 No.11)
Ensemble Tubesox:
$69/pair with "thenno-indicator"
Small one-size-tits-all sleeve made from aweave
of Kevlar and copper wire that's said to both lower
a mbe's operating temperature and minimize
microphoiúcs. DO confirmed the latter, but not
the former. (Vol.16 Nos2 & 5)
The Original Cable Jacket: $90 each
Purple cloth bag. filled with aproprietary compound, that's intended to be hung over interconnects, speaker cables, and AC cords and grounded
via aflying lead to the wall socket. Who can say
whether it's due to the elimination of RF hurt-ft.-rt.-lice or of mechanical vibrations in the cables?
But all the magazine's staffers who have tried the
jackets report that they clean up asystem's sound,
making the silences more silent. "Embarrassingly
tweaky-looking, but they work," says RD. The
largest effect is on the AC cords of source components. JE also reported asignificant improvement
when he hung aJacket 011 his preamplifier's separate ground wire. (Vol.16 No.11)
PEARL LW Tube Coolers: $6-$25
depending on size
Finned metal heatsink available in anumber of
sizes to cool both small-signal and power tubes. JA
recommends them for use with the Melos SHA-1.
(Vol.16 No.5)
Purist Audio Design System Enhancer: $150
ST, JS, and RD found that this CD-R, when played
through asystem for 24 hours, improved the overall sound, JS noting that "the entire presentation
seems quieter, background noise is reduced... and
the soundstage seems wider and definitely deeper." RN, however, found that it made his system
sound worse! Expensive for aCD, said RD, but it's
"a hatpin in ternis of what it does." "It works!"
expostulated JS. Yes, it works, says ST, but he
points out that you can get the same effect from
the less expensive 'CEO/Reference Recordings
Lab CD. (Vol.17 Nos3, 6, & 9)
Shakti Electromagnetic Stabilizer: $230
Passive component containing passive circuits
intended to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by active audio gear. JS and WP found them
effective to varying degrees, depending on the
components they were used with. JS discovered
that "focus, transparency, clarity, and speed were
better, as was the sense of pace." RD found that
the Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II sounded better
-less upper-midrange grain -with the Shakti
placed on the chassis above the transformer. WP
uses them on his power amps, but cautions that
using too many in asystem will close it down and
make it sound dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 &
Shun Mook Mpingo Disc: $50 each
Shun Mook Spatial Control Kit: $450
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet/Sextet:
$2280 for four stands and 32 Mpingo discs,
$3220 for six stands and 44 discs
The Mpingo I
)isc is an ebony disc just over 1.5" in

diameter and 0.5" thick. Three Discs bonded to a
wooden L-bracket make up the Spatial Control
Kit, which can be used to "tune" asystem's imaging. Read JS's review carefully to get the full scoop
on how to use the Discs, but JS is convinced that
they effect amajor improvement in the sound.
"Yup, they work," agreed ST; "they make my $78
AR turntable sound like JA's Linn!" ("Ssh-yeah,
right," pouts JA.) Though he's not sure why the
Shun Mook Discs have any effect, ST does point
out that they can make the sound worst. if not used
correctly. "Try one or three. Never, never two."
(Vol.17 Nos2 & 12)
Sumiko Kontak: $50 la
Far and away the best contact cleaner CG has used.
"The gains in transparency and purity are startling,"
gusheth lie. (NR, but see "Industry Update," Vol.15
No.5, and "Manufacturers' Comments," Vol.15
No.9.)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Enhancer: $19 *
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of the sound of an already excellent system.
Keeps freshly made contacts fresh by excluding
air. (Vol.10 No.6)
Versalab Red Rollers, Flat Rollers,
Split Rollers: $115/pair-$230/pair
WP found these RF-blocking components, designed to surround signal-carrying cables, to be
effective in canceling hash and harshness caused
by radio-frequency contamination of the environment. He did stress, however, that they are most
effective if used throughout the system and in
conjunction with the other Versalab products. JE
and JS demur. (Vol.19 No.6)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $100/set of four te
The best, although original steel locking collett,
now replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis. WBT
0144 plugs costs 550/four. (NR. but see "Industry
Update," Vol.12 No.9.)
WireWorld Interconnect Comparator: $360
RH dubbed this "an invaluable tool for characterizing sonic differences between interconnects,"
although he pointed out that most audiophiles
probably do not need to own one. He recommend, that service-savvy dealers or audio clubs
might consider acquiring one to loan around. MF
would rate it higher if the logistics of the bypass
function were less fiddly. (Vol.19 No.8)
Caig ProGold contact enhancer, XLO/Reference
Recordings Tess &Bunfrits CD.
Deletions
Gryphon Exorcist system demagnetizer not currently available in the US.

POWER-LINE
ACCESSORIES
Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge Model 116 Mk. II
AC-Line Conditioner: $639
Featuring RF filtering, three isolation tran,torinci.
with dual secondaries feeding six AC outlets, and
MOVs to absorb voltage spikes on the AC line, the
Power Wedge also offers four filtered outlets into
which to plug your power amplifier(s). Highly trconunended. "Makes the silences MOTE silent," says JA
(though LL cautions that, in some systems, it may
detract from overall dynamics). Other models are
available with fewer outputsthe $389 Power
Wedge 112 Mk.II. Audio Power's $279 Power
Enhancer (Vol.17 No.12) and Power Link AC cords
($159/6) further enhance the performance of the
Power Wedge, found JA, the Power Enhancer I
increasing the solidity of his system's bass perfor189
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George Kaye Audio Labs Small Signal
Tube Checker: $549
The essential companion for the dedicated
tubeophile, this well-made device tests voltage
gain, noise, and microphony with the small-signal
tube used in typical preamp circuits. Tests both
63V and 12V types. As well as ameter, aheadphone jack allows users to hear what's right and
wrong with their favorite tubes, as well as to look
at the output and the distortion+noise waveform
with an oscilloscope. (Vol.17 No.6)

on the circuit boards of electronic components. SS
found that they improved the sound when he
applied diem to die pcb of his beloved I
knnesen
JC-80 Mk.11 preamp. "If you have acomponent that
you wish to extract every iota of perfonicuice from,
you should seriously think alxiut Combak dots, no
matter how silly they seem," he says. (Vol.16 No.7)

snoauenapsm

Class II filters, accurate calibrated microphone,
and six nonvolatile memories. Parallel port can be
used with any Centronics-compatible printer to
print out real-time response. Factory update
increases maximum spi capability, and resolution
to 0.1dB. (Vol.11 No.6, Vol.12 No3)

A resounding success at CES Orlando /1 HiFi '96
The extended resolution cd (xrcd) from JVC brings
the listener higher fidelity and improved audio quality by enhancing
the process of mastering and manufacturing compact discs.

JVC

has painstakingly gone through every step of the manufacturing
process to retain the highest sonic purity of the original music.
The result is the xrcd, an aluminum compact disc that offers
clearer definition, more accurate imaging, and higher audio quality
than ever before. The xrcd is compatible with all CD players.
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Watch for these xrcd titles coming soon from JVC Music:
Oscar Castro Neves Tropical Heart
Ernie Watts Unity
Carmen Lundy Self Portrait
Bill Holman A View From The Side
Tom Coster From The Street

Tiger Okoshi Two Sides To Every Story
Nakagawa Poesy
Spirit Traveler Playing The Hits From The Motor City
Hiroko Pure Heart
Misha Connected To The Unexpected

To order by phone with a major credit card, call toll free 1-800-JVC-1386
JVC Music, 3800 Barham Blvd., Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

Bob Young Audio BYLUX AC-line filter:
$585
Formerly sold under the Wave-Perfect name, the
BYLUX lets through just the 60Hz AC fundamental, and is recommended as an essential addon for the Audiostatic ES-100 electrostatic loudspeaker. Versions of the line filter are available for
other electrostatic speakers, as well as Cl) players,
turntables, etc. (Vol.17 Nos3 & 12)
Lightspeed CLS6400 ISO line filter: $535
With four analog and two digital ground AC outlets (all "hospital grade") and an 1800W capacity,
the tran,t .
ormerless Lightspeed filter can handle
all but the most power-hungry system, says SS.
RI) likes the fact that, in contrast to some transformer-based power-line conditioners, it doesn't
hum, nor does it limit dynamics. SS points out
that it appears to be good at solving ground-loop
problems. (NR)
Kimber Power Kord: $188/6'
ST uses Kimber Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous differences with aJadis Defy-7.
But try before you buy, he wane. (NR)
MIT Z-Center power-line conditioner:
$1495 inc. Z-Cord
MIT Z-Iso-Duo power-line conditioner:
$1495 inc. Z-Cord
MIT Z-Stabilizer Mk.II power-line
conditioner: $995 inc. MIT Z-Cord
MIT Z-Cord II AC power cord: $175/2m
Expensive AC-conditioning/filtering/isolation
system that DO found to give significant increases in soundstage purity and spatial resolution. RH
"was impressed by the straightforward yet insightful engineering" in these products, "which are
designed to keep noise on your AC line from getting into your components. ... The package
appears to be the most comprehensive power-line
treatment system available." (Vol.17 No.12, original versions; Vol.19 No.1, Mk.11 versions.)
Panamax Max 1000+ surge protector/
line conditioner: $299
"Many thunderstorms have come and gone," says
SS, "but none of my video gear has been damaged." Panamax offers aunique warranty -if your
gear gets fried while hooked up to one of their
units. Panamax will replace it (though their fue
print does list conditions that must be met for this
to happen). SS doesn't recommend the Panamax
be used with power amplifiers. He also points out
that it shuts down on brown-outs or sudden highpower demands. "For low-power components
and video gear, the Panamax is the cheapest peace
of mind Iknow," he sums up. (NR)
Perfectionist Audio Components
Super IDOS: $500
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS:
$150 t,
Perfectionist Audio Components IDOS
$200 ti
IDOS stands for Isolated Digital Outlet Strip. ST
raved about the effect of the less expensive of these
patented AC-line RF filter on the sound of his
Audio Alchemy DDE. But it's asomewhat systemdependent effect, noted CG, who recommends
trying before buying, seeing if the sound gets
worse when the IDOS is removed. RD finds plugging the energizing leads for his old Quads into
the IDOS to be worthwhile. IDOS II is similar to
basic IDOS but offers three "digital" and six "analog" outlets. "Effectively scmbs away still more of
the dreaded background grunge," exclaimed JE
about the Super IDOS. "As the underlying noise
floor was lowered, the music became more prominent.- Strongly recommended." (Vol.14 Nos.10
& 11, IDOS; Vol.19 No.Z Super IDOS.)
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

Perfectionist Audio Components DIF
Digital Interference Filter: $250
Small RCA-equipped box that accepts a (:I)
player's analog outputs and feeds the preamp
with RF-filtered and ground-isolated signals.
Makes the sound smoother, more listenable, said
ST; CG also liked the DIF's effects. (Vol.14
Nos.10 & II)
Seakay Line Rover LR-1000 line conditioner:
$1850
Scakay Line Rover LR-1200 line conditioner:
$2050
Other than the presence of eight hospital-grade
receptacles on the LR-1200, these two AC-conditioning units are identical. "Exceptional harmonic purity and clarity," notes 1)0. Benefit
from being used with isolation transformers.
(Vol.17 No.12)
Versalab Wood Blocks: $165-$430
Versalab Ground Block: $70
W1' used the Wood Blocks -AC RF filters -in
conjunction with the other Wrath components,
finding that used as system, they did unmask
detail and nuance obscured by RF contamination.
The Ground Block is an RF filter for grounding
paths (such As the separate ground connection on
a tonearm) designed to Ix- used with other
Versalab filters. WP recommends it highly. when
used in conjunction with other Verialab components. (Vol.19 No.6)
Deletions
Tice Power Block/Titan Series II not auditioned
in along time.

STANDS, SPIKES,
FEET, &RACKS
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, a
good stand has the following characteristics: good
rigidity; spikes 1111 Which to rest the speaker, or
some secure clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes At the base for use on wooden floors;
if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker
cables away from the stand to avoid magnetic
interaction; and the correct height, when combined with your particular speakers (correct
height can be anything from what you like best to
the manufacturer's design height for best driveunit integration). Though Stenvpitile has neglected to review speaker stands, it's not because we
think they're unimportant -for speakers that
need stands, every dollar spent on good stands is
worth $5 when it conies to sound quality. Brands
we have found to offer excellent performance are
Chicago Speaker Stand, Arcici Rigid Riser,
Celestion Si. Merrill (see Vol.18 No.1, p.39),
Sound Anchor, Target, SAIIUS Systems Steel and
Reference. and Linn. (Sound Anchor also makes
All excellent turntable stand, reports TJN.)
InteKice material between the speaker and the
stand top plate is critical: Inexpensive Bin-Tick
scents to reduce the amplitude of cabinet resonances the most (see Vol.15 No.9, p.162).
Arcici speaker stands: $145-$495/pair
Available in versions for the ESL-63 and the original Quads (both $295/pair), and for the MartinLogan CIS ($495/pair), these elegant stands
enable electrostatic speakers to perform as God
intended. Clamps them in arigid embrace, raising
the panels the optimal height off the ground.
Now includes Super Spikes. The CLS version
allows both the height and back-tilt of apair of
Logans to be optimized. Amid's inexpensive
Rigid Riser stands ($145) offer adjustable height.
(Vol.10 No.!. Quad ESL; Vol.17 No.6, MartinLogan CLS)

Arcici Levitation LDS-1 and LDS-2
component stands: $249/$498
Unique system effectively isolates components
from vibration by suspending them with wires.
The LDS-2 consists of two LI)S-1s stacked with
the LSK-1 stacking kit ($25); the CW-1 support
kit for one component costs $25. (Vol.17 No.12)
Arcici Superstructure Iand II:
from $173.50
Basic price includes one shelf. Versatile, wellmade, reasonably priced metal equipment-rack
system that doesn't require assembly. Our experience from two samples of the II indicates that the
shelves can be alittle undersized, however. New,
bigger spikes eliminate any tendency toward
(Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: $54.95/three *
Squishy, nonrcactive polymer balls with plastic
cups are recommended by CG for effective
acoustic isolation. (NR, but sec Vol.15 No.9,
p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet
One of the best means of isolating components
from vibration. A set of four big Feet costs $60;
four CD Feet, $39. (NR)
Audio Stream Premier R-series
rack system: from $139 tr
System consists of R-30 Expandable Rack, $179;
R-ES Expansion Shelf, $49; R-CC Cable Channel
kit, $35; and R-10 Amp Stand, $69. Excellent
value, noted SS, but not rigid enough for use with
aturntable. (Vol.16 No.10)
Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands:
$318/$238
Billy Bags 4800 component stand:
$718 standard, $1098 custom
Billy Bags Design 5500-7 series
component rack: $1090
1111 had noding but praise for these solidly builtamid sand-filled-welded metal component racks.
Available in stock configurations, or custom-built
for specific systems. RH cites tightened image foetus,
greater dynamic contrasts, and increased trsolution
of low-level detail as results of using the Billy Bags
stands --;11though lie noted that tunitibles may
require additional, or different, isolation schemes.
(Vol.17 No.12, Vol.18 No.11)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf:
from $450 depending on size
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional
flex, this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform
impressed WP with a"marked increase in perceived silence" when placed under equipment.
He also noted that low-level musical infomution
became more prominent with the support in his
system. WP maintains that when he "wants to
really hear what acomponent is doing -as free as
possible from the effects of its environment- it
ends up on The Shelf." (Vol.19 No2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1
equipment stand: $1495-$1595
Bright Star Audio Big Rock 1: $175-$199
Bright Star Audio Little Rock 1
Isolation Pod: $129-$144
Bright Star Mini-Rock FVPI isolation base:
$89
A very effective isolation system for control of
unwanted vibrational energy. Individual components float on asand bed for energy dissipation,
and are weighted down with the Little Rock to
minimize spurious vibrations. Sonically, the payoff
is enhanced resolution of the music's nuances, says
DO. RN adds that dis system consistently tightens the bass, increases sonic transparency, and
smooths treble hash and grain. Big Rock for the
VP! TNT turntable costs $275. The Mini-Rock F
is specially sized for use under the TNT's flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18 No.11, Mini-Rock F.)
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RoomTunes Deluxe JustaRack: $329-$599
Rigid, well-made component rack. Similar
ClampRack -see Vol.15 No3, p.140- allows the
components to be squeezed to reduce the levels of
vibration-caused sonic spuriae. (Vol.16 No.10)
Sanus Systems CF-45/CF-35
component stands: $375/$324
Component racks of five ('45) and four (15)
shelves that TJN recommends as being good value.
Assembly required. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
Shun Mook Super Diamond Resonator:
$400/set of three
Expensive ebony foot with adiamond-tipped steel
shaft that JS found to work well under CD transports, amplifiers. and preamplifiers. (Vol.17 No2)
Soundstyle X05-series component racks:
$415-$450
A series of component stands that SS described as
"colorful, elegant, and remarkably stable and reasonably priced." The series consists of the X053,
$415; X050, $415; X058, $450; X042 extension
module, $169; and the X049 rectangular frame,
$65. (Vol.18 No3)
Sumiko Navcom Silencers: $75/four
Robert Deutsch finds these damping feet to provide isolation superior to that of Mission's Isoplat.
(NR)
Target TT series equipment racks:
$99-$365
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive
racks feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube
construction, price dependent on height and number of shelves (from two to five). Spiked feet supplied, with top shelf resting on upturned, adjustable
spikes to optimize it for turntable use. Target's wallmounting turntable shelves ($140-$175) are possiSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

Black I
›amond Racing cones, A.R.T. Q-Dampers.
Deletions
Solichteel Model 410 component stand no longer
available in die US.

Room ACOUSTICS
TREATMENTS
ASC Tube Traps: $189-$659
depending on size and style
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective
room-acoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up
low-to-high bass standing-wave resonances like
sponges. The $315 Studio Trap provides easily
tuneable upper-bass absorption that JE found to
be aboon with the Martin-Logan CLS IlAs. RH
recommends the Tower Traps ($273-$355,
depending on size), which proved very useful at
eliminating side-wall reflections. "Highly effective," sununed up RH. (Original Traps, Vol.9
No3; Studio Traps, Vol.15 No2; Tower Traps,
Vol.1(, No.12, Vol.19 No.1.)
Combak Harmonix RFA-78
Room Tuning Devices: $595/16
Quarter-sized metal discs that the user fixes to the
ceiling and floor of the listening room. The (surprising) effect NUS to improve the sound's dynamic shadings, cleaning up reverberant decays to the
benefit of intelligibility. MC found that this was
apparent on live speaking voice as well as on
reproduced sound. (Vol.16 No.8)

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES &
I
NTERCONNECTS

EDITOR'S NOTE: Rather than classify cables into the
usual four "Recommended Components" clases,
we've just listed those cables that members of the
magazine's review team either have chosen to use
on along-term basis or have found to offer good
value for money. They are therefore implicitly recommended. Where acable has been found to have
specific matching requirements or an identifiable
sonic signature, these are noted in the text.
Jack English supplies a cogent essay on the
whole subject of cables in Vol.14 No.10, but bear in
mind that, to afar greater degree than with any
other component, the sound of cables depends on
the system in which they're used. Before parting
with possibly large sums of money for acable, it's
essential to audition it in your own system.
"Drinking by the label" is always abad thing to do
in hi-fi, but it's both unforgivable and unwise
when it comes to speaker-cable purchases. In addition, what's the "best" in absolute terms may not
necessarily be the best for your system. "Try before
you buy" is mandatory with cables; many dealers
have aloaner stock of cables to make this easiec
AB points out that mixing'tematching interconnects and speaker cables is awell-wons route to
sonic disappointment His advice: Always use interconnects and speaker cables from the same manufacturers. PWM strongly makes the point that less
is more when it comes to speaker cable, recommending that asnow power amplifier be placed as
close as possible to the speaker it drives. This does
pass the buck, howevet to the preamplifier, which
must then be capable of driving long lengths of
interconnect. PWM used Canare Star Quad
microphone cable for interconnect -acable available from pro-sound outlets that CG feels to be the
best of its type for live-balanced recording work.

DEDICATED HOME
THEATER CABLES

Monster Cable M-Series THX
interconnects & speaker cables:
$3.50-$12/' (speaker cable)
$40/2.5m (M351 subwoofer interconnect) to
$300/1m pair (M756 interconnect)
"While the Monster cable never excelled in any
one sonic parameter, it did not have any major
193
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Michael Green Designs AudioPoints
for electronics: $59/set of three
Michael Green Designs AudioPoints
for loudspeakers: $99/set of four
Sharp-pointed colles made of solid milled brass
that RI) found to be the best in tightening the bass
and improving the midrange focus of Dunlavy
SC-1V loudspeakers. A set of four variously
threaded loudspeaker points costs $69-$79. (NR)

Tiptoes: $1230 each *
The Mod Squad's greatest invention. The least
expensive way of improving the bass and
midrange definition of virtually any loudspeaker
when used to couple the speaker or stand to the
floor. Version with thread or screw costs $17.50
each. (Vol.9 No.1)
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink: $1504725
depending on size
MF was amazed at the difference this inflatable
isolation platform made to the sound of his
turntable -even though he'd already gone to
great pains to isolate it. "Focus improves dramaticallv," he goggled; "the noisefloor lowers, images
solidify, and the sound takes on asofmess ... that
is muds closer to what live music sounds like." He
did not care for it under tubed preamps, however.
although SD noted an improvement in clarity and
focus when used tinder his SFL-2. SD also reconunended stacking them, claiming that additional benefits accrue. Much to Isis astonishment, he
found use of the Sinks audibly improved the performance of Cl) transports and D/A processors.
(Vol.18 No.11, Vol.19 No.1)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air
Self-Leveling Air Table: $4950
Isolation plattient designed to stabilize electron
microscopes and other precision laboratory gear,
that SI) enthusiastically endorses for use us hi-fi
systems. "Unlike many improvements that blend
into your normal expectation after afew weeks of
acclimitization, you'll appreciate the visceral presence that the Vilsraplane adds to both digital and
analog playback every nine you spin some wax or
plastic," Ise predicted. He was also chuffed by
improvements in imaging. low-level micmdynamics, timbral truth, and percussive impact. claiming
that "every aspect of the sonic presentation took on
isew life." JS found the Vibraplane to work well
with CD players and transports. Active system
requires source of compressed air. The 2210
Passive-Air vets
which needs to be pumped up
manually, costs $1695 plus S&H. (Vol.17 No.5,
Vol.18 No.11)

RoomTunes (Deluxe floorstanding):
$239/pairs)
RoomTune CornerTunes: $89/set of four •
RoomTune EchoTunes: $45/pair
Idiosyncratic and effective "less-is-more" acoustic
treatment for your listening room. GL was highly
impressed, though others point out that care
should be taken to not overdo things. The "Basic
Tune Pak" room-treatment set of four TuneStrips,
four CornerTunes, and two EchoTunes costs
$285. Four TuneStrips cost $179. A Mini-Tune
Pak (same 10 pieces, but smaller) for small- to
medium-sized rooms costs $199. (Vol.15 No3,
Vol.16 No.1)
RPG Diffusor Systems
"Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles" *
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive treatment to alistening room. RPG Diffusor
Systems offers complete room-treamsent packages, called "Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles I&
II," which can be installed in amatter of hours.
RPG also offers its "SoundTrac" package for nocompromise Home Theater installations, working
directly with the client, architect, and/or acoustic
consultant. (Vol.11 No.4, Vol.16 No.5; see also
TJN's article on listening rooms in Vol.14 No.10.)

same

Magro 24 Component Stand: $448
Unique stands lean against the wall. Elegant.
Highly recommended by WP, who found that his
system sounded better (presumably because the
stands are nonferrous). Console costs $218; CD
Holder costs $68. (Vol.18 No2)
Merrill Stable Table II turntable stand:
$1097
Exceptionally stable support, but too massive for
sprung floors unless some means -eg, jacks- is
found to support the floorboards. An appropriate
amount of lead shot will cost around $100. RH's
reference turntable support for five years running.
(Vol.12 No.10, Vol.18 No.11)

bly the best way of siting our turntable out of
hann's way, says JA. (NR)

same) Jaleaqi awoH

Combak Harmonix Tuning Insulators:
RF-65: $390/four; RF-66: $470/four
Combak Harrnonix TU-201 large-size
Insulators: $680/four
Complex feet that MC found to improve the
sound of some CD players and preamps but not
others. Some components may need mass-loading
to bring the feet into their effective frequency
range. (Vol.16 No.7)
German Acoustics Steel Cones: $11 each n,
These effective brass-colored steel cones have
removable hardened tips. (NR, but see Vol.15
No.9, p.162.)
Golden Sound DH Cones: $60/3 cones
Ceramic cones that WP finds effective under a
wide variety of equipment -because of their
compact size, he finds them easier to place under
equipment than their taller brethren. Rounded
tips lessen the danger of flesh-wounds. (NR)
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XLO/VDO-series TI-IX interconnects,
digital, video, RGB, & speaker cables

SS thought XL0's VDO branded cables "offers a
high degree of resolution and soundstage accuracy.
It will not disguise or compensate t
.
or aforwardsounding system, but with mellow, laid-back speakers lit' might add some sparkle and upper frequency detail that would otherwise be Licking." ER 4
interconnect "closely approachles] the pertimnance
of far more expensive cables," but the ER11, he felt,
had "a tendency toward sibilance and uppermidrange hardness and glare." (SGHT2 No.3)

I
NTERCONNECTS
Alpha-Core Goertz Ag:
$270/1m terminated with RCAs
Alpha-Core Goertz Copper:
$76/1m terminated with RCAs

Flat-conductored interconnects that DAS enthuses over. Offers lower inductance than shielded
cable, yet has excellent RF rejection. "Impressive."
(NR, but see JS's interview with Alpha-Core's
Ulrick Poulsen in Vol.19 No3.)
Audio Magic Sorcerer: $699/1m balanced
with Neutrik XLRs, $649/1m unbalanced
with WBT RCAs

SS recommends this expensive, handmade, fairly
flexible, Teflon-insulated silver cable for its "high
resolution, precise soundstage presentation, and
excellent low-level information transmission." (NR)
AudioQuest Topaz: $65/1m pair
Slightly lean midbass, according to RH, but other-

wise uncolored at an affordable price. Great value.

AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Lapis x3:
$495/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
$575/1m pair with AQ custom XLRs and
direct gold-plated FPC sockets and pins tr

Tonally, the latest version of Lapis (which uses
RCA plugs made from Functionally Perfect
Copper, or FPC, with the gold plating applied
directly to the copper) seems to fall inidway
between the "mellow" cables —MIT, Monster —
and those that are rather up-front in the treble,
such as Madrigal HPC and Straight Wire Maestro.
JA feels, however, that its outstanding virtue is a
lack of grain that allows correct instrumental textures to flow freely and a deep, well-defined
soundstage to develop. Auditioning of currentproduction Lapis (as of 2/91), which uses Teflon
insulation and long-grain, solid-silver conductors,
suggests that this is the best AudioQuest interconnect yet, apart from their even-more-expensive
Diamond x3. Auditioning of identical lengths of
Lapis fitted with Neutrik XLRs and AudioQuest's
own custom XLRs suggests that the latter represents auseful step forward in sound quality (ll.
Some compatibility problems with the XLRs,
however, according to JA. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Diamond x2:
$725/1m pair ,
er

Superb resolution of detail coupled with amusically natural midrange and excellent low-frequency
weight. Diamond x3 ($975/1m pair with XLRs)
awaiting audition. The x2/x3 nomenclature refers
to the number of conductors. (Vol.19 No.8)

Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C:
$650/1m unbalanced pair

Golden-section—stranded, PTFE-insulated interconnect needs an inter' ll i
ll able break-in period,
but then has aglorious bass and an excellent
NCIISC of pace and dynamics. JE found that the
upper mids sounded a bit forward. (Vol.15
No.12)
Cello Strings:
$320/1m pair terminated with RCA plugs
$388/1m pair terminated with XLRs
$476/1m pair terminated with Fischers
$596/2m pair terminated with Fischers
"Remarkably good for the price." said LL. (NR)
Discovery Signature interconnect:
$450/m, RCA or XLR termination
Dual shielded, multi strand, low capacitance
cables whose performance:cost ratio impressed JS.
Also of note, he felt, were the RCA connectors —

sourced from Clearaudio —which were of
extremely high quality and low capacitance.
"Excellent imaging and dynamics," quoth he; "a
lot of performance for the money." "Sweet high
frequencies," adds RN. (Valk; No.12)
Esoteric Artus: $550/1m pair

"At lase exclaims WP "A flexible high-end cable."
He found it easy to manipulate in tight confines,
and is happy to report that its sweet highs, articulate
midrange, and tight, well-defined bass response
were right on the tnoney. (NR)
'Umber KCAG: $390/1m pair,
RCA or XLR termination XLRs
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and

offering improved image focus and even better
clarity when compared with Kimber's PBJ. AJE
and TJN favorite. (NR, hut see Vol.16 No.7)
lumber KC-PBJ: $68/1m pair, RCA or
XLR termination $$$
Unshielded cable that CG found to come very
close to KCAG its his system, citing its HE detail,
air, clarity, and tonal accuracy. For those with RH
problems, Kimber's KCI ($96/1m pair terminated with RCAs or XLRs) is the same cable with a
grounded shield, but doesn't sound quite as good.
(Vol.16 No.7)
Magnan Type Vi: $595/4' pair unbalanced,
$695/4' pair balanced
"A masterfid ability to simultaneously achieve
state-of-the-art levels of both musicality and accuracy," said JE. Combines arich, full-bodied sound
with excellent retrieval of detail. (Vol.15 No.12)
Magnan Type Illi: $195/m unbalanced,
$295/4' pair balanced
Bearing astrong family resemblance to the more
expensive Type Vi, the Type Illi is less impressive
at the frequency extremes, according to JE. (Vol.15
No.12)
MIT MI-350 Reference CVTerminator:
$1995/1m pair; $2060/1.5m pair
Fast, detailed, not-present sonically —and very,
very dear! With truly neutral components, ais
unbelievable level of resolution becomes possible.
Not kind to any form of bloat. smearing, or associated euphonia, however. Massive network cases

at both ends make it impossible to use multiple
sets —there just isn't enough room behind the
preamp, moans WI'. (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 8)
NBS Signature: $1600/4' pair
Ury expensive, heavy, and only marginally flexible

cable that JE made his reference due to its complete lack of any sonic signature. He did break
three of the Neutrik RCA connectors used, how-

Cardas Golden Cross:
$750/1m pair, balanced or unbalanced
Slimier and more flexible than Five C, the

ever. (Vol.16 No.11)

Golden Cross offers outstanding resolution of
low-level detail, finds SD, with an even, wideopen balance and aquiet, silky-black background.
Gone are the slightly forward upper mida noted
by JE of the Five C. (NR)

Siltech 4-24S:
$410/first meter with WBT 0101 RCAs,
$270/additional meter or unterminated
Astounding transparent:v and imaging, said JA of
this silver-conductor cable. (NR)
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Siltech 4-80S: $1050/first meter with WBT
0150, $900/additional meter

Even better than Siltech 424, the voy expensive
480 competes with AudioTruth Diamond with
its combination of smoothness and retrieval of
JA found, but its balance is alittle brighter
overall. (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $275/1m pair
terminated with RCA plugs (MS!) or
balanced with Neutrik gold XLRs;
$80/additional meter er

Less laid-back than AudioTruth Lapis or MIT
330, with superb presentation of detail. May be
too bright its NOIlle systems. (NR)
Synergistic Research Alpha Sterling:
$150/1m pair
One of the best-sounding interconnects GL has

tried; he also notes that it's easy to handle and is
fitted with excellent RCAs. Available shielded or
unshielded. (NR)
TARA Labs
Rectangular Solid Core Decade:
$695/1m pair terminated with RCAs
Betters the sound of the excellent TARA Labs
Master Generation 2by amargin that RI) would

not have thought possible. Wonderfully opensounding and detailed throughout the range.
(NR)

TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core
"Master" Generation 2: $395/1m pair
terminated with RCA plugs
An RD favorite, with aclear, open, uncongested
quality. Clean, precise, and stunningly uncolored,
agrees WP. The Generation 2 revision preserves

the clarity of the original but has eliminated the
stiffiless that RD hated about the earlier version.
GL notes that it conies with equipment-friendly
locking RCAs. Conductor configuration mitigates
against tight turns or kinks, however, so plan cable
routing carefully, advises WP. Unique common
shield connection makes this the cable WP turns
to when plagued by voodoo hums —besides, he
allows, "it just makes good sense." (NR)

Transparent Audio MusicLink Ultra:
$850/1m pair terminated *
Similar in broad terms to the MfTs that Trans-

parent Audio used to distribute, the Transparent
interconnect works well in aWATT/Puppy—based
system, says JA. (NR)

Transparent Audio MusicLink Reference:
$1900/1m single-ended pair

Very, very pricey, but voy right at capturing acorrect sense of timing, says WP. Not even to be
considered, however, unless you've dealt with
the basics in your system, he warns. (Vol.18
No.5)
WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnects:
$1000/1m pair, RCA or balanced;
$375/0.5m
Expensive but very transparent, with little editorial effect on the signal in either balanced or unbalanced form, found RH. (Vol.19 No.8).
WireWorld Atlantis II: $90/1m pair,
$18 each additional 0.5m $$$
"A good budget interconnect," concluded RH, who
could catalog a list of shortcomings vis-à-vis the

$1000/pair competition, but considered it "fundamentally uncolored" for its price. (Vol.19 No.8)
XL0 Signature Type 1.1:
$625/terminated 1m pair;
$500 each additional meter-pair (shielded
version available at slightly greater cost)

JS thinks describing this interconnect to be apiece
of cake: "neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting,
with areally big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless rnidbass, and asomewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy,
open highs." Whew (Vol.18 No.9)
195
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Achilles' heels," assessed SS (cool alliteration!).
Taken on its own, he observed, the speaker cable
performed competitively with cables costing 10
times as much. (SGHT2 No3)
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XL0 Signature Type 3.1 shielded
phono cable:
$750/terminated lm pair;
$600 each additional meter-pair
low does Roger ISkotil do it?" marvels JS. entranced by the "ultrasilent" presentation, blacker
backgrounds, vivid and dimensional manner. and
constant image and tonal balance that characterize
this cable. Its retrieval of information is, he posits,
without peer. While he considers it supremely
neutral, "its clean, unmet, quick, and wide-band
response could exacerbate bright or gritty recordings." (Vol.18 No.9)
Straight Wire Virtuoso, Synergistic Research
Phase Two Mk.V, and Resolution Reference.
Deletions
Finestra Argento Signature Mk.II not auditioned
in along time: Yamatuura Millenium 5000 currently not available in the US.

LOUDSPEAKER CABLES
Alpha-Core Goertz MI Ag Il
Matched Impedance: $63.10/fi,
$800/6' pair terminated
Alpha-Core Goertz MI 2
Matched Impedance: $8.85/fi
JS was quite taken by these 9-gauge, high-capacitance silver cables, calling them "ultra-clean and
delightfully fast." He also admired their extreme
high resolution and wonderful spatial qualities,
although he did note some degree of lightness in
the bass. The less expensive copper version is an
LB hworite. (Vol.19 No3)
Audio Magic Sorcerer: $1395/8' pair
A silver cable insulated by PVC surrounded by silica sand that SS found to have higher resolution
and amore neutral harmonic balance than his reference Dunlavy speaker cable. (NR)
AudioQuest Midnight Hyperlitz:
$415/10' pair
Almost as good as AudioTruth Clear at alunch
lower price. (NR)
AudioQuest Indigo: $6/ft
plus $75/pair spade-lug termination $$$
Neutral, clean sound with excellent resolution of
detail, says RH. "The bargain in affordable cables."
(NR)
AudioQuest Type 4: $2.50/fi SU e
"The best cheap speaker cable on the market, and
much better-sounding than F14," sez CG. "Try
this stuff before laving down long green for expensive cables." (NR)
AudioQuest F14: 95/fi
t)
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH
einlnhiastically recommends as excellent value for
;stoney. (NR)
Audio Research Litzline 2:
$520/lm pair, $640/3m pair
JE found this under-promoted speaker cable to perform well in adiverse variety of systems, working
especially well with ARC"s own amplifiers. (NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Argent: $50/ft
plus $95/pair spade-lug termination US
This has many of the sonic attributes of
AudioTruth Dragon, RH's reference, at afraction
of the price. Excellent dynamics, articulate bass,
and good soundstage depth. Also musically coherent and natural, sez RH. (NR)
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AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Clear Hyperlitz:
$1595/10' pair terminated, $1295/8'
pair terminated (most common length) 'Very expensive. but solid bass reproduction with
cletn. (ha!), open midband and treble. Can Winn'
rather lightweight in sonic systems, but almost
defines the terni "neutrality," says .1A. Uses "6N"pure copper bundles in acomplex lay that brings
every conductor to the surface to the same extent.
(NR)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Sterling:
$2395/10' pair terminated,
$1935/8' pair terminated
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Dragon:
$3895/10' pair terminated,
$3135/8' pair terminated n
Two silver-conductored speaker cables that are
maximally smooth and transparent, according to
RH and JA. JA also finds the powerful bass performance of Sterling to be its strongest suit. (NR)
Cardas Hexlink Golden Five C:
$840/lm pair, $1360/10' pair
Very similar in character to the Cardas interconnect. AJE reference cable. (Vol.15 No.12)
Discovery 123 speaker cable:
$320/8' pair terminated
"Unbelievably high performance for relatively
low cost," eifuses JS. Unshielded cable that can be
configured for single. Ili-, or ni-wiring at no additional charge for termination. JS found it "had
great bottom-end heft and pitch definition, aclear
and detailed midrange. and excellent highs (if not
quite as extended as some of the multi-kilobuck
cables)." (Vol.18 No.12)
Dunlavy Audio Labs DAL-Z6:
$300/8' pair, $375/12' pair, $420/16' pair
An inexpensive cable that SS recommends highly.
While it doesn't warts' up or harmonically enrich
aspeaker's sound, neither does it emasculate or
WhirCrl it, he notes. A nice ergonomic touch is the
use of interchangeable screw-in teminations ('s"
spades. i
.8"
. spades, or banana plugs, 13.0/set of
four). (NR)
Kimber 4AG: $120/ft n
An expensive hyper-pure silver cable that can
offer aglimpse of audio heaven. Significant system
sensitivity, points out DO, so be sure to check for
compatibility before you buy. No charge for termination. (NR)
Kimber 4TC: $6/fi SSS n
Kimber 8TC: $10/ft
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound,
1)0. Excellent bass.
ss. (NR)
Kimber 4PR: $1.20/fi 555
Least-expensive cable from Kimber was found to
have good bass, but a "zippy" treble and poor
soundstage, according to 1)0. With inexpensive
amplifiers, however, its good RF rcjection, compared with zipcord or spaced-pair types. will often
result in abetter sound. (NR)
MIT MH-770 Reference CVTenninator:
$5995/8' pair; $6145/10' pair
Astronomically expensive network-equipped
cable, but WP notes that he's not heard anything
like it! Extended but never harsh, and capable of
plumbing the depths like none other in his experience. Not suitable for tube amps, and it would
be silly to put the MITs in anything but asystem
capable of the highest resolution. Large network
boxes at both ends —the ones .it the speaker ends
resemble Halliburton attache cases —make cable
routing an absolute bean (Vo1.19 No.1)
MIT MH-850 Multi-Bandwidth
CVTerminaton
$8995/8' pair, $14,125/45' pair
lite' special tri-wire harness for the Avalon Radian
IC was reviewed in conjunction with the complete Spectral/Avalon/MIT 231) system. RI I

noted that this complex, "Multiple Bandwidth
Technology" tri-wired speaker cable "weighs more
than many small power amplifiers and costs more
than the Spectral DMA-180 amplifier." However,
as acomponent of the system that RH described as
"staggering" in its ability to reveal low-level detail,
it must be accorded as successful in passing that
information along. "The soundstaging in particular," he raved, "was more three-dimensional than
any odwr system I've heard." (V01.19 Nos.! 8; 2)
Monster Cable M1.5:
$285/5' pair; $400/8' pair;
$600/15' pair;
$1000/25' pair; spade-terminated
1)N recommends this inherently lean-sounding
speaker cable for use in over-warm systems. (NR)
Nain NACA5: 55/' 555 *
Inexpensive cable that ST found to work well
with the Spendor S100 loudspeaker. Worth investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
NBS Signature: $900/3' pair
JE's reference. (Vol.16 No.11)
OCOS cable:
$10/fi plus $75/pair termination $$$
Distributed by Sutniko, this idiosyncratic cable
was found by LG to have aspeed and clarity he
hadn't heard from other cables. He found the bass
to be alittle lightweight, but votes it a"three-star"
design. (NR)
Purist Audio Colossus Rev.B:
51330/1.5m pair, $220/additional 0.5m tr
The fitmed "water" cable with afluid-filled insulating jacket. AB found "resoundingly open staging
with aremarkably distinct lower-midrange/upperbass presentition that lends music agreat sense of
pace." (NR)
RadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup
wire: $3.99/60' spool $5$
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet
ST reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have
to choose for yourself whether to space or twist a
pair for best sound (or even whether to double-up
the nuts for less series impedance). (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II:
$560/8' pair with gold spade lugs or pins;
$30/additional foot *
The cable that LA found to work best between
the Krell KSA-250 and Thiel CS5s. (NR)
SYMO LS5SX:
$30/fi with gold-plated spade connectors s-)
This relatively inexpensive cable works well with,
you guessed it, Apogees. TJN's reference for use
with the Stages. (NR)
Synergistic Research Signature Nos.2 & 3:
$605/10' pair
"High-rez, wide-bandwidth cables that let the
music speak for itself," sums up JS. Dealer can fax
Synergistic alist of components and receive back
arecommended list of cables depending on system, room acoustics, and customer's musical
tastes. (NR, but sceJS's interview in Vol.18 No.11)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core
Decade: $2200/8' pair, $2700/10' pair,
$3200/12' pair
Not as muds of an improvement over the RSC
Master Generation 2 speaker cable as the RSC
Decade interconnect represents over its RSC
Master Generation 2equivalent, but dynamics are
slightly better, and it corrects avery slight tendency toward leanness. The cast spade-lugs are beautifully made, but with some speakers (tg, Dunlavy
SC-IVs) they're difficult to attach in abi-wire configuration, finds RI). (NR)
TARA Labs Rectangular Solid Core
"Master" Generation 2:
$45/ft plus $90 termination
RI )found that these cables have wonderful lucid197
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XL0 Reference Type 1:
$200/1m pair plus 575 termination t`, JE found that. in the right system, XL0's Type 1
can sound marvelous, with an improved sense of
dynamic contrasts. Soundstaeng is alittle flattened, however, compared with Cardas and
Magnan Vi. (Vol.15 No.12)

Introducing The Tower Series ByHentyKloss.
Cambridge Sourufforks'
new norer series
speakers combine
musical accuracy, very
natural tonal balance,
precise stereo imaging
and an incredibly
ilrarnic presowe -all
uirbour reinventing ¡be
laws of physics.

Tower H

No Magic Formula. No Secret
Ingredients. No Mumbo Jumbo.
In 1988, we changed the wa!' people bought speakers
when we introduced our Ensemble subwaifersatellite
speaker system by Henry Klass (founder of AR, KW &
Advent) -selling it factory-direct with no expensive
miallemen. In 1996, we're changing things again.
No Mumbo Jumbo.
Unlike many companies. we do not claim to have
based our dese on some arnwing scientilk.
bnakthn nigh. No mystery material. No magical
formula. No revolutionary techndogy
‘Xihat we offer an: wry carefully fine-tuned designs.
These desies are based on years of e(perience, using
the best materials available. But we aren't obsessed with
materials. We're obsessed with sound.
Our Toner series has the wide range, precise stereo
imaging and natural tonal balance of our acclaimed
Enorrh/e series -and adds subde-but-noticeable
improvements in efficiency dynamic range and
presence."
The result is somewhat unusual -speakers that
combine the dynamic plsence nomially associated
with high-efficiency studio monitors, and the precise
musical accuracy and pinpoint stereo imaging of lowefficiency "reference" speakers.
Tower III by Hen°,lace
Touer /// is atwo-way &sip using awide-dispersion
tweeter and asingle 8" wider. Like the mow expensive
models in the Touer series, it combines high sensitivity
and outstanding dynamic range with the natural, widerange sound (including terrific bass) that results from a
genenaisly-propirtioned cabinet. It has been
meticulously "voiced" by Henry 1<kxxs for superb
octave-to-octave tonal balance and precise stereo
imaging. These benefits come at amuch lower cost
than superficially similar models through acombination
of Henry Kk iss' design expertise. plus Cambridge
SoundWorks' highly efficient direct-to-the-consumer
sales policy Tower Ill is the most affordable highperformance flaw-standing speaker we kram .of.

like other models in the series, Totter is
magnetically shielded and features removable black
gilles, fully-finished cabinets (front and rear) and goldplated binding pasts. It is finished in black ash vinyl.
Factory-direct price: $599 pr.
"Selling direct allows Cambridge Sound Works
to price speakers hundreds of dollars below
the competition. Inc. magazine
lower by Henry Alose
Touer 11 is athree-way sistern that is sulistantially
larger than Touer fit It features two 8" polypropiiene
woofers, a5141" polypirlene midrange driver, and a
1" soft-dome tweeter. Aflared km-frequency vent is
baited at the lower rear of the enclosure.
The large cone area of Toner ll's multiple drivers
conuibutes to an effortless sound quality giving music a
strong feeling of"presence" that is easier to hear than
describe. That presence, along with Touer II's smooth,
musical octave-to-octave tonal balance and precise
stereo imaging, produce what we think is the finest
speaker .system ever offered for under $1,000.
Tower II is finished in vinyl that simulates black ash
or Verna nit walnut. It is himire hi-amp capable.
Factory-direct price: $999 pr.
Tower by Henry labs?
The flaghip of our new series is athreemay bipolar
model named Touer by Henry Kloe The bipolar
dispersion pattern helps eliminate the usual "point
source" effect of direct-radiator speakers, and ensures a
proper stereo effect in avariety of listening positions.
Toner features two forward-facing 8" woofers; a
forward-facing 51
,
-1" midrange driver; a1" soft-dome
tweeter; and separate rearward-facing midrange and
tweeter units identical to those used in front. A
flared low-frequency vent is at the lower rear.
Because it has even more cone area, Tower's
feeling of "presence" is, if anything, stronger than

that of Tower 11. That presence, when combined
with the three-dimensional sound of Toiler's bipolar
design, results in sound that is nothing short of incredible -speck/a/lady realistic Available in lacquered walnut or black ash veneers, we think Touer
is one of the finest speakers ewer offered. It is bi%Oral-amp capable. Factory-direct price $1,499 F.
CenterSrage by Henry ICIose
CenterSiage is atwo-way three-driver center
channel speaker that complements our Tower
speakers. It matches the tonal balance of all three
models. Its bass reach is significantly greater than
most center speakers, thanks to its dual-vent
enclasure. The dynamic range of its long-throw
drivers is enough to handle the most demanding of
video soundtracks, while their dispersion is broad
enough to include all listening positions. It is
finished in black vinyl. Factory-direct price: $349.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
All three Touer speakers and CenterSlage are
backed by our Seven Year Parts and Labor Warranty
and our 30-Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee.

To Order, For aFree Catalog, Or For
The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDW ORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory-Direct.
311 Needham Street, Suite 212, Newton, MA 02164
Voice:1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 www.hili.com
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
O 1991, Cambridge SoundiVerks ,
SEnsemble is areeered trademark :4 Cambridge
SoundWorks.
Wi is atrademark of KM Inc. All and Advent are trademarks of
Intemanmal Jensen Inc. Cambnige SoundWorks is not affirmed inch KLH. Advent or AR.
rej
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XLO Signature Type 5.1: $120/running
foot plus $150 termination/pair
"The jewel in the XLO crown," JS states
emphatically, despite confessing it to be "... big,
heavy, unwieldy, and apositive bear to tri-wire."
Small prices to pay, he feels, for sound he praises
as "transparent yet full-bodied, and they imaged
like nobody's business. The entire bass range was
as close to perfect as I've ever heard from acable.
Midbass detail was unfettered by colorations and
frequency anomalies. ... The upper midrange
and treble ... were completely grainless and free
of brightness or other artifacts." (Vol.18 No.9)
XLO Reference Type 5:
$55/ft, plus $100 termination tr
"This is the real gem of the XLO [Reference]
line." -JE. "Very transparent and detailed" -AB.
Perhaps atouch of midrange prominence makes it
less suitable for speakers that are already balanced
too forward in this region. Not as expansive as
TARA RSC or Monster Sigma; works well with
tube amps. (Vol.15 No.12)
Cardas Golden Cross, Straight Wire Virtuoso,
Kimber Black Pearl.
Deletions
Yarnamura Millenium 5000 currently not available in the US; Nordost Fladine FL12G replaced
by Flatline Gold Mark II, Siltech FT-12 replaced
by Siltech LS2-90, neither auditioned yet.

DIGITAL DATA
I
NTERCONNECTS
Eotroa's Nan: Extensive auditioning by RH suggests that all the coaxial data cables listed below arc
better than conventional, TosLink-fitted, plastic
fiberoptic cibles, which in general don't give as
tight abass or as focused asoundstage. "You don't
get that essential sharpness of image outlines, the
sound becomes more homogenized," quoth he,
which is why we no longer recommend any of the
TosLink interconnects. JA feels that coaxial interconnects generally fall short of the sonic standard
set by the "AT&T' ST optical data connection. He
also points out that the specific character of any
particular cable will depend heavily on the transport and processor it connects.
Acrotec D5010 digital datalink: $200/1m
Mapleshade/Insound Omega Mikro
digital datalink: $295/1m
The Acrotec and Mapleshade cables join the
Ensemble I)igiflux 75 as the absolute best
datalinks DO had auditioned as of early '94 in
Ins Theta-based CD playback system. Systemdependent factors, however, dictate careful auditioning of any datalink. (NR)
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Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye AES/EBU
datalink: $25.95/0.5m; $28.95/1m;
$3135/2m; $36.95/3m; $43.95/5m $U
"If you haven't hein! this 110 ohm balanced data
cable, you're missing out!" expostulates LL, adding
that it's "more transparent, more musically honest
than any I've heard -and it's ridiculously cheap!"
(In bulk, the cable costs around $0.70/50:7e) KR,
however, while agreeing that it is an excellent
value, notes that it is less transparou-souncfing
than the (much more expensive) Illuminati. Also
available in a75 ohm version for S/PI )IF applications, using Canary's true 75 ohm RCAs. But don't
confine digital company Apogee Electronics with
loudspeaker manufacturer Apogee Acoustics.
(NR)
Audio Alchemy Data Stream Transceiver
digital datalink: $259
Although it conies with liii of interconnect as standard. the neatest thing about the active DST, notes
SS, is that it can driin. almost :my length of cable.
You wait die transport at your listening chair and
the 1)/A in the rack: the as-rwill be there for von.
The best way to col wert alaserdisc player's Tosliank
output to coaxial or AES/EBU, he adds ST
that it significantly cleaned up the sound of his digital playback system. (Vol.17 No.7)
AudioTruth (AudioQuest) OptiLink Pro 2:
$295/1m with AT&T-ST termination
Expensive ST datalink that JA and JE recommend
'Uglily. Excellent bass perfiemance, with power,
clarity, and dynamic contrast, says JE. A more rich
sound than the Altis ST link. ST terminations can
be fragile, adds JA. (Vol.16 No.11)
AudioQuest Digital Pro: $225/1m
single cable with welded RCA plugs
An excellent coaxial datalink, though a little
behind the Kindler KCAG in absolute ternis.
1)0 feels it sounds a little forward. (Vol.1(s
No.11)
AudioQuest Video Z: $85/1811
single cable with welded RCA plugs
RI Ifelt that the timal balance was tilted upward
in the treble, while midrange textures were less
velvety-smooth than some of the other data
cables, with a softened soundstage focus. DO
found this relatively inexpensive cable to work
well with the Bitwise One D/A, though he
warns that its soundstage is somewhat veiled
compared with AudioQuest's Digital Pro. (Vol.16
No.11)
Aural Symphonies Digital Standard:
$195/1m, $270/1.5111 single cable
Neutrik RCA connectors with a sliding shield
make ground before signal connection. Vivid and
forward rendering, with sharp soundstage focus.
Recently reduced in price. (NR)
Quint DigiFlex Gold I75 ohm cable:
$45.95/3' $$$
Before you try any of the expensive coaxial links.
you should try this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable,
a'dvises C(", Who rates it as his first choice in adigital cable at any price, even preferring it to the
Kimber AGM,. (Vol.16 No.7)
Cardas AES/EBU: $230/1m
Ultrakist-so lllll ling, :illimitable datalink that bested
all colliers (other than the Orchid) in SI )'s system
as of spring '96. (NR)
Ensemble Digiflux 75:
$220/1m with RCA or BNC connectors
"Positively die best-sounding 75 ohm digital
interconnect I've found," writes 1)0. Smooth,

good foetus, and harmonically correct. "A digital
link that does it all, front top to bottons, without
skimping on focus or harmonic integrity," he
summed up. (Vol.16 No.11)
Illuminati D-60 DataFlex Studio
S/PDIF datalink: $325/1m
with RCA or BNC termination
It's hard to get Stenvphile writers to agree on anything, but RH, JS, KR, LB, RR, and WP all use this
as their reference. "Sometimes mercilessly revealing," KR maintains, "but never harsh." "Fast, open,
and detailed," raved JS. "Focused and nuanced,"
concurs WI'. "Smooth yet highly detailed, spacious
soundstagc, and lack of hardness and edge," says
RH. (Vol.19 No.5)
Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU datalink:
$750/1.5m with XLR termination
147y expensive, but the best AES/EBU link JA has
used.p loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and
detail, but preferred Illuminati's S/PI)IF cable
overall. SD (almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably
the best out there for now.... A Snumerr RH is
also afail. (Vol.19 No.5)
Kinsber AGDL DigitalLink:
$195/1m with RCA or XLR termination
Best coaxial datalink ST had tried until he heard
the expensive Goldmund. JE found it to excel in
the retrieval of detail, while it alai featured an
extended and powerful bass. (Vol.15 Nos2 8t 6;
see also CG's HAVE/(anare review in Vol.16
No.7.)

same) Jameadspnoi

Transparent Audio Music Wave Reference:
$4100/8' pair, $4300/10' pair, $4500/12' pair;
spade-terminated
Hideously expensive, notes WP but this speaker
cable resolves the timing involved in music -not
just at the level of overtones relating to fundamentals, but uso at the global harmonic/melodic
level. They also, he adds, portray silence as aphysical, not just atheoretical, reality. That means he
likes them. (Vol.18 No.5)

Altis Al t
i
lll ate Glass Fiber:
$150/1m, $55/additional 0.5m
"Four stars," says JE of this ST-type datalink, finding it to end, w his Mark Levinson-based system
with awide. deep soundstage and asmoothly liquid midrange. (Vol.16 No.11)

Madrigal MDC-1 AES/EBU datalink:

$285 /ins

soundstaging and image focus, reported
JE, when used between the Mark Levinson
Nos30 and 31, as well as an open-sounding,
extended treble. JA concurs, feeling that the
Madrigal is only bettered by the Illuminati Orchid
AES/EBU cable. (Vol.16 No.11)
Mango Apparition Reference Series 2:
$595/1m
This slightly corpulent digital cable, which has
become less stiff and easier to work with in its last
several iterations, is aJS favorite. "Air, air, and
more airr he shouts, adding that the midrange is
as good as digital gets. (NR)
MIT Digital Reference: $325/1tn, $395/2m
"Said to reduce reflections in the cable and thus
reduce jitter," quoth RH, who listened to this
RCA-fitted 5/PDIF cable in the context of Isis
full Spectral/Avalon/MIT 2C31) system review.
Given the plethora of references to high resolution, transparency, and spectacular soundstaeig in
that review, it seems to pass the signal along with
minimal degradation. (Vol.19 No.1)
The Mod Squad WonderLink Digital I:
$195/03m, $225/1m single cable,
$275/1m balanced •tt
Exceptionally transparent presentation, thought
JA, with excellent soundstage depth and natural
midrange. Clunky gold-plated RCA plugs are
actually old-fashioned RF connectors with RCA
and BNC adaptors. (NR)
NBS Signature AES/EBU balanced digital
datalink: $600/1m
"A midrange with amagical combination of body
and clarity," found JE in his Mark Levinson system, though not as much clarity as the
AudioQuest Optilink Pro 2. (Vol.16 No.11)
Parasound DataBridge: $89.95
Coaxial datalink that RH finds to give smooth treble, deep soundstaging, and tight bass. Not as
resolving as the TARA Labs 13igital Reference or
Aural Symphonies 13igital Standard, but agood
value. (NR)
TARA Labs RSC Digital Generation 2:
$295/1m
Very se and awkward to handle. notes RD but
199

spauuoDialu

ity and a top-to-bottom coherence that's truly
heavenly: "The Almighty sure knows His cables."
AB found it to have an endearing smoothness,
"but without obvious loss of detail due to softness." 1)O's favorite speaker cable: "Quite spectacular in its resolution of spatial information," he
says. The latest Generation 2has greater top-end
air and is more flexible, notes RD. SD feels it is
"definitely reference caliber." (NR)

BOOKS &
COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Laid-back, relaxed presentation, excellent resolution of soundstagc depth. Smooth treble adds to
pleasing analoglikc warmth. Silver-plated RCA
plugs slightly undersized, making connection difficult. (NR)
XI,0 Reference Type 4:
$150/1m, $50/additional 03m •er

JE found this unshielded cable to excel in soundstage presentation, while being warmer and fuller
than the Kimber AGI)L. "The best digital cable I
have yet heard in re-creating abelievable soundstage with layers upon layers of width and depth,
ample ambience, and pinpoint localization," he
announced. (Vol.15 No2)
XL0 Signature Type 41 AES/EBU datalink:
$325/1m, $250 each additional meter
"At its best, well-mated and happy, the 4.1 can

knock your socks off," JS exclaimed. However, in
his opinion, digital datalinks are extremely
dependent upon component interactions; careful
audition with the precise elements comprising
your system is essential when evaluating them.
(Vol.18 No.9)
Mod Squad Wonderlink II, MIT T3, Ultra
Resolution Translite ST link.

CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization
programs, version 3.00o-lc: $269 with
on-disc manual (5 1
2 "or 3
/
2 "disks)
/
1
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance and sensitivity, mid target response; program
designs appropriate CrOSSOlier filter networks. Latest
version handles double-ported ImitIpass enclosures
iii calculate the efircts of LF room gain, enclosure leakage. and absorption losses in sealed-box,
vented-boic, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems.
parameters can be calculated From two
imperlince measurements, and (Ian can lie imported from the IMP PC-based measurement system.
Standard 13(ks- 1
cversion costs $69.95. Available
from Old Colony Sound Lib, P.O. Box 243.
Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-6526.
Fax: ((03) 924-9467. (Van No.11)
LEAP 4.5 Loudspeaker Enclosure Analysis
Programs: $395-$1195 ci
Highly recommended by 1)0 and much used by
professional designers. LEAP imports raw driveunit data fit accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA
files as well as data produced by Audio Teknology's
own LMS system) and optimizes aspeaker system's crossover network to meet the user's target
specifications, either on- or off-axis. (It also averages
responses to give aspeaker's power response.) The
fully loaded LEAP 4.5, which includes aSPICEtype passive network analyzer and dni Active Filter
Library, costs $1195; abasic version, to which modular upgrades can be made (each one is $175), costs
$395. Available from LinearX Systems, Inc., 7556
SW Bridgeport Rd., Portland, OR 97224. Tel:
(503) 620-3044. Fax: (503) 598-9258. LinearX

The Listening Room: $47.50 *
Inexpensive but excellent computer program for
PCs and Macs. Available from Sitting Duck
Software, P.O. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487. Tel:
(503) 935-3982. Allows an audiophile to move

simulated loudspeakers and asimulated listening
scat around asimulation of his or her room (in
three dimensions) to find the position that gives
optimal performance below 200Hz or so. The
suggestions made by TJN in his review have been
incorporated in the latest version, which can also
store different setups as separate files. Upgrades
arc available for $15 inc. S&H. The Macintosh
version ($67.50) requires 1Mb RAM and allows
local optimization of listener and/or speaker positions. It also models the woofer's LF limit and
slope. The Windows version ($89.50) is called
"Visual Ears" —see "Industry Update" in Vol.19
No.4. (Vol.13 No.12)
The Complete Guide to High-End Audio:
$29.95 (softcover) plus $4.95 S&H
Written by Robert Harley, one of Stertvphilt's two

consulting technical editors, The Gunplete Guide to
High-End Audio offers explanations of how to listen
critically, how to optimally set up your system, and
how to get the best sound for your buck. It will also
give you the background and technical information
you'll need to get the most from reading Stereophile.
BeWnning audiophiles must read the appendices
first Deluxe, signed hardcover edition costs $39.95
plus $4.95 S&H. Available from Acapella
Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
871980805. Tel: (800) 848-5099. (Vol.18 No3)
Deletions
SPEAK loudspeaker design program is no longer

available.

•

Meadtown Shopping Center •Rt. 23 •Kinnelon, NJ 07405

MUSEATEX

201-263-6060
a/d/s/ •Acoustic Research •Advent •Aiwa eAKG •Attec Lansing
Atlantic Technology •Audio Control •Audio Alchemy

,Museatex Mellor
DIA Bitstream
Converter

Audio Quest •Audio Source •B&K •Pie«0
ea/t

c
,
Hughes

(

Lexicon •Monitor Audio
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OraniMount *Orion* Panamax •Panasonic
Philips •Pinnacle •Pioneer Home/Car

•Floating (barge poster suppls

Coustic •CWD
Grado •Haller
Harman/

Rockford Fosgate •Runco •Sennheiser •Sharp

Hitachi

•Triad & More!

Monitor
Audio
MAG903
Iloor Standing
tower Speakers

Denon •Dynamat

Kardon

Spatializer •SSI •Stewart •Tannoy •Target

Savings of
OVER 65.,!!

$299

CodeAlarm

PPI •Proscan •PS Audio •PSK •Rane
Sherwood •Sonante •Sony •Soundstream

driser

•Automata sampling rate seletlion

Clif Designs

Nakamidii Car •Niks

e Thorens

•IX Coupled FET Class Aoutput

Celestion •Cerwin Vega

JBL.JVC.k40'Koss

Technics •Jerk

•18.Bil, 8X (»crumpling
digital anti-image filler

Bose •Brother •Canon •Canton •Carver

'"""'vlam°

Monster Cable

•Anti -pilier input «inuit

Bazooka •BBE •Bell'oggetti •Beyerdynamics

11

Orig.
1
2300

•Gold anodi/cd metal drisers
•2Slid liais drisers
•Shielded drivers
•Designed for biture applitalions
•liii loading
•Ulm ktahinet
Asailahle in Rosenood...CAlt

____
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Shopping for Quality Audio, Video or Car Stereo Products at Affordable Pricing?
Please Call Us Toll-Free 1-800-542-7283
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TARA Labs RSC Digital Reference:
$195/1m terminated

BlIS —(503) 598-9326—offers support for LEAP

and LMS. (Vol.13 No.11)

elPAAllfle Ilp

it does sound exceptionally transparent, especially
in AES/EBU form between his PS Audio transport and processor. RH also recommends it highly. Current version is less stiff than its predecessor.
(NR)

S
AVE WITH A
UDIO A
DVISOR!
Recommended high-end gear can be hard to find—unless you call Audio Advisor!
Over the past fifteen years, more than 100,000 audiophiles have taken advantage of Audio
Advisor's huge selection and low mail-order prices on highly recommended hi-end audio &
video gear. Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Call us
Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.

Best Selling Test/Burn-In CDs & Digital Upgrades
r

New Half-Price System Burn-In

New CD Blacklight Vibration, Static,
And Light Control Mot!

& Enhancer CD by PAD!
Speed up the natural process
of burning in cables &audio
systems iinth lier Audi newest (D
Ayadoble exclusively through
Audio Advisor. this new disc offers
90 1lof the improvement of my
orminot burn In (D rrt re, then

ton,

PAD 30-minute System Enhancer CD 569.95

loser light- all or the same
times Arechargeable phosphorescent layer optically
baths the CD in light to
redure prtur Ye , Yreally
work •' AudioPrism
CD Blackloght disc S39 95

Stop Loser Light Leakage With CD
Stoplight Green Paint Pen

Tune Up Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only 514.95!

Easy to apply (al effective way lo improve CD sound
by redwing laser light leakage from the edge of the
(Ds by opplymg Stoplight ro the edge of all your (Ds
Itecommen ded by leading oudirwhile mogorines
CD Stopâght Pew 515.95 each ino pens S79 90

Dromamally improve your
Intening ckrlh wah (hesky's
Ultimate Demo Mu (ued by
the announrer you If &sm.'
what reviewers mean by
transparency, depth, resolu
bon midrange purity end
more Chesky's Ultimate
Demo CD only 514.95

Mobile Fidelity Geo-Disc Phono Cartridge
Alignment Tool Is A«urate to t0.003 -1

New Cordes Sweep/Degaussing Record.

Hard-To-Find Analog Upgrades
r

Save With Premium "No-Nome"
Rice-Paper Record Sleeves

The Hunt for A Great Record Brush Is Over!

•11111ak„

These high quality 3ply orar static
rice paper 1,11,
loser disc record
sleeves look like copies of the
famous Drsorasher VRPsleeves
Knock offs ,We re not sure
No-nonse rice paper slaves
50 sleeves 519 95

Be Sure Of Stylus Force W/Shure Gauge.
Shure STG.2 stylus force gauge accurately measures the
stylus force for optimum sound and increased
stylus life The lastly!. force gouge
on the market ,Hurtyl
Shure stylus force
gouge SI4 9í

Hunt IDA AMP
brush horn England
has two types of
cleaning bristles
long and short to
lean records twice with rust one pass &she large handle
inches clearing easy Hunt EDAMKA reg 525 now 19 95
Align Cartridges Like A Pro
with the DB Protrat
D8 Systems Protroc lets any amateur
do professional phono cartridge align
morts Highly occurote with any (ten
dard cortridges ond radrol tonearms
158 cartridge alignment Protrm
now 31 95

Recommended Alchemy Phono Stage—S199!
with
is S', MC
phone cartridge, L'.
dB Output 25'.
Audio Aldsemy
VITB reg 5259
now SI 99 00"

New fed fen improving audio systems
the (ardor Sweep Record degausses
the phono «nudge dthe entire
audro system, and ultrasonically
deans she phono cornedge stylus
and cantilever Pressed on HO 180g
virgin',mil («des Sweep 8.
Degaussing Record, SI 6.95
New, Improved Ringmat
fall From England.
Ringmot 330 61411 VAT4 lop rated
for improving transients ond be,
reports Stereophile sRobert Deuttch
New XIN version improves stylus
tracking OR/DNM Ringmat Mk
XLR mat, reg 590 now /9 95

Isolation Feet & Cones

Highly Recommended Headphones
r

/corn the makers of ()from,
Mosier Recordings in iuss afew
minutes the Geo Diu provides
ornate phono cartridge
olignment to within 0003 1
Mobile FideNty Geo-Disc
p6,..'sidge alignment 1.P 529 95

"Way Recommended" Grado Headphone

Highly Rated Sennheiser Headphones.

Michael Green AudioPoint (one Isolators

Audio Selection Iso-Cones

•
the clarity and power oi
these budget Grados s
lust totally unheard of ri
chit puce range report]
Stereophilei Corey Greenberg
Way recommended 1 Grado SR-60
headphones y fuh
S. nee ,plug adopter S69 00

140580: Ultra smooth
detailed open bock dyncoly
headphones roth full extended
low frequencies reports Stereop,:e
"they re John Alkuson's reference
Sennheiser HDS80 headphones
regular 5349 now only 5299 95'•

Sold milled brass voth geometry to morn
rum energy Perth, rborocterrstm Set
includes disc to prefect wood or tile surfaces

More Best Selling Grado Headphones:

"Air Trowel" Sennheiser HD( 451-1. Poi1
ground noise cancelling headphones ideol im us Go.. or
noisy home or work ore°, You 119cr much better rest arEr
apar of these '
toys Slereophile Reg 5268. now 229 95

porrrbed German mode cone no
rub„
ter, woh ndiustable 'lee/ tip &support
discs to protect from scratches
Support
German (ones II 25 HI Block or
brass ',Outran sones. sel of 4, reg.
560 no, 19 95 -"yet
German Support Discs I5-HI Block or brass
discs to protect wood finished, set of 6, only 25.00het

Grados SR80 features olarger more comfortable ear
piece, than SR 60 for better
boss and smoother overall
uziund Great far both
portables ahome stereo
applications Grado
SR-80 headphones only S95 00

"Shut Oat The World" Sennlieiser HD( 265.
Improve concentration with here dosed ear heodphones
offering audiophile polity sound for (ritual listening
you wont hear your neighbor tRegular 5249, now 199 95

AurioPornis for Electronics:
559 95 /set ol 3Two sets 599 90
AudiePoints for Loudspeakers:
56900 /set of 4Two sets S169 90

Cycle
Prier

hosed
Dru

,

Me II

NEW AuclioQuest Energy-Absorbing Feet
(he perfect upgrade for (D players, DIA conveners, elc
New AudioDuest feet ace mode of anew lama
lotion al energy obsorbIng sorbothi
one GUARANTIED la renprove loser
rows. 'mooing, &boss by removing
harmful vlbrotions from the

component $chassrs Two Sizes.
AndroCroest link leer perfect for (D
°yet,. D/A proeesairs eta --rated up to
16 lbs/sel-- -S39 00/set of four
AudioCluest Big Feet deal for (D
transports, women, amps etc ---coced up
to 35 lbsisel --059 00; set of lour

Upgrade it Improve Your Cable Connections With The Latest Innovations
Postman Binding Post Wrench.

Monster X-Terminator
Locking Bananas
Tighten loose speaker roble connections
with Monster (ablest terminator
evandrn
locking
speaker cable
beano connec- '-\...
tor Moeller Wee
X-Terminators: One
pon 529 95
Two parrs 555.00. Four pairs 599 90

1111111111111Mla
An indispensible mol for connecting
audio speaker cables Alev.ver s
friend' says Stereophile Dynode«
Postman two way weaker bmdrng
pee hghterang wrench only 59 95
NEW FROM DYNACLEAR: The
Tube Tapper Pencil like miniature
honorer with dual eraser end designed
to test rube microphics 8. reduced ser
dation lobe Topper S3 95 each

I

Premium Digital-Ready
Monster TV Spfitters.

Monster Coble Gold 1Male-to-2-female RCA
Adapters.

The weakest link
in home theater
Pfen1,1011 morlyned
systems° The
5:-/1e:>,‘•-• - 21% herd gold plated
splitter that divides
1
"°doers for splitting audio
video signal from roble or
signals features pie
• .
satellites Monster snew 2gliz
mium Teflon imu
ubiot.
premium whiten measurably lower
le» Monster
urdes lass for superior ideo Hsattelne
(abler Turbine RCA connector Set
performance Monster Coble 2gHz
includes one red &one blue mole to
2-way one to nor plisser. 514 95
two female RCAs Monster Coble
3-way one so three splitter 519 95
Turbine 5-adopter RCA, 519 9S 1poir
4-way one to four spline' 524 9S

Stop Cable Distortion With
Digital Noise Ellockers.
Reduce
Moor note
end AF Into
tererwe cerfs —
--Stokers nose absorbet, for nude
interronnots drgitol cables &power
cord, None
Workers:
SIT 95opr. large
Makers fa sables
up to 1/2" diameter. SI9 95/pair

No Other Source Stocks So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories'

In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
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New Space Age
Electronic Contact
Cleaner/Enhancer.
(erg PreGole cleans o
enhances metal conduct's.
rty el RUis 8. speaker
cables in one application
%Gold nused in high- IIII
speed compuietg—even
by NASA ItS not expensive en,' I
far audiophile to take 4e110,1)
'though irs probably the best clean
enhancer in the worlds ProGold GS
evironmentally sole spray SI 495
,,

More gear on next
two
pages
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IVES You MORE.

For AFREE Colorful
High-End Audio
Catalog, Call
1-800-451-5445.

Great Audio Books.
EVERYTHING you need to know about buying & enjoying high
end audio gear—for beginners & experienced listeners alike!

World's Best Selling Phono Cartridges

w

Robert Morley, Editor of Siereophde, telk you what you need to know to become
obetter listener and better buyer of High End gear Discover how to get the best
sound for your money, identify weak links in your system, and upgrade where it
will do you the most good, and how to get maximum performance horn equipment
you already awn. The Complete Guide To High-End Audio. paperback.
480 pages, 529 95, hardcover 539 95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics.
Everything you wanted to know obout acoustics—but didn't know who to ask. This
doss« source book covers everything from the basics of sound to the latest in room
treatment Paperbock, 366 poges, 521 95
New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Book.

,,,esejlie

e
ie
ate

The doit yourself er's guide to the ultimate audio/video experience with everything
you need to know about building your own home theater system including designing
the system, fitting your room, Dolby vs THX---kovering systems from 51,500 to
S15,000 Find out where to put ahome theater system w/o buying anew house
Learn tips, techniques, and buying strategies for turning ordinary systems into
something extraordinary Paperback. 200 pages, $19.95

Blue Point Cartridges

World Famous Grado Cartridges

Audiophiles--and audio
reviewers— ore °mined by
the sound of Sumikas Blue Point
high-output (2 OVI moving cods,
the world's best selling phono
cartridges Try one yourself 8
discover why

Grado moving magnet cartridges
feature on ,nnovoloe 3piece
'transmission line' cantilever that
reduces record surface none &
tempi, more WW1
Guido ITE.1
IF3F., reg 569, corn .39.85
/F3E. Pmoon rersion..39.95
/F31. 7111RPM model ..39 95
/1., tee 5180, non
9500

New Semiko Blue Point
high output moving coil phono
cartridge fits almost any tone
arm, reg 5195, now 5149 95

Simko Ole Pont

—

She Point Special high output
moving coil phono cartridge w/37
refinements over the Blue Pant
regular $295, now 5249 95

&ado 1E3E.

Top-Rated Sigartere Series:

8
1

Signature
Slone.
Signature
Signature

13M/ reg 5700/169 95
61(211 reg 5300/255 00
Ill reg 5500/399 95
(TO reg 5750/599 95

Grado Segnotore Ill

MU,

Great Audio Interconnect Deals
SAVE On TARA Prism 21 Audio Interconnects. Excellent choice log budget sy,
term. Of wherever you need along. low prise cable Phase coherent with natural
harmonics Gold R(As Pairs 06M reg 530 now 14 95 10/.4 reg 535. now 19 95
I5/4 reg 543. now 37 95. 2Old reg 550 now 45 00
SAVE On Straight Wire Flexcennect It Interconnects. With olong history os
o best buy cable, flexionnect hos aquiet background with outstanding realism &
extended depth Gold RCA, Pairs 09.1 reg 533 now 19 95, IOIA reg 539 now
33 95, 15M reg 545. now 38 95, 2M now S43 95
Save 549 Cht TARA Goat» 66 Cables! Thts outstanding new unshielded solid
core audio interconnect is ideal lot (D players, DIA processors, amp-many ronneclam. tube gear --and more! Delivers precise detail and natural harmonics Highly
flemble and has gold R(As TARA Cluounvon 66 Pairs: 06M reg 589, now
45 00, 1OM reg 598, now 4995, 15M reg. 5119, now 59 95
SAVE Oa Best-541Rog Cordes High Speed Digital Delta Cable! Our best
selling comMI digital data robla-- which we re found is ideal for optimum pulp;
menu with Audio Akhemy, Theta, and many other digital component--is Cordes
Audio's High Speed Data (able Try it yourself and hear why! 1OM reg 578, now
69 95, ISM reg 598. now 89 95
TARA Lobs Chlantum IV Audio Interconnect— the sonn replacement for the
legendary &highly recommended TARA Pandora '5"--with solid core Space &Time
conductors, now at low low closeout prices! Pairs 0.6M reg 5155, now 89 95; IOM
reg 5175. now 99 95. 151A reg 5231, now 119 95

New Deals In High End Speaker Cables
TARA Phase II/TFA Speaker Coble Closeout. The oily cable tIsat's been
continuously on Stereophik's 'Recommended Components' list since 1988 Class A
sound for abudget price," says Stereophik's Dick Ohlser 'TIM has to be the great.
est bargain in cable Iknow al.' 'Pass 6h pan was 5130, now 65.00, 811 was
5160, now 79 95, 12h was $225, now 99 95;
15h was S270, now 12995; 20h was 5350, "k7Ilefirigitr
ià
now 149 95. 25ft 5430/17995
TARA Lab's Quantum Ill+ Speaker
Cable Retinas! Our best selling speaker cable of 1992 has lust been re introduced
by TARA It seems golden-eared audiophiles in Hong Rang kept demanding its 'powerful bass', 'full mids', &'silky highs' tens of all, 0111u nnow 40% off! Hurry!
8h pair' was S184, now 109 95; 10h pr was 5219, now 129.95; 12h pc wet 525$,
now 14995; 15ft pc $309/17995; 17h pr: 5345/199.95; 2Dh pc 5398/229.95

Save On Salamander, RoomTunes, Target,
Standesign Racks 8, Speaker Stands
Closeout 5-Shelf Salamander Rock, Only $149.95!

Standesign Audio &Video Rocks Sole

Salamander audio rocks lecture 23' wide by 16'
deep non i?
imam? composite wood shelves hM1
together by 1/1' thick steel rods &nuts Shell
height neasy to adent Novo at rlaseout p
rior i

Ultra-modern Standesign Audio Harks lecture o
one piece 'tilted hock welded steel frame with 14' by
13" shelves, and spiked cone point feet Asuper -strong
2' o3 beam supports all shelves

5147/127 50 5167/149 95
5219/199 95 5239/219 95
5309/279 95 5329/299 95

8h
lift
17h

$184/167.50 5704/185_00
5245/219.95 $765/24995
$345/315.00 5365/32540

'heirs for stereo pairs sorh spode or pm terminations tot bananas odd 520 per set al
Foui All tables covered by our exrluave 30 day sr:distortion guarantee

Design 5Rock. 5shelves, 34' tall with 6.5"
between shelves Regular 5439, now 369 95t
Design 4Rack. 4shelves 34' toll with 9.5'
between he shelves Reg 5319, now 319951

Salamander Standard 5.0 Rack, 36 .tall with
five 23' wide by 16" deep shelves, was 5220, whole
they lost only 149 9St
Salmons« Amp Stand 325' rat 13' vide by
16' deep shelf MegoSpike feel mg 5104 neto 49 95

is •

Save On RoomTunes' Racks by Michael Green Designs
New Mier rocks hare infinitely ochustable 14 .
wide, 16' deep, 3/4' Mick black thelves rigidly
held by 1/2' diameter steel rods/nut Width
between rods is 19 5' (one point feet included
JUSTARACK Junior 30-4, 30' toll with 4
odiustoble shelves, regular 5160, now 135 001
TUSTARACI Jai« 36-5, 5odonletie shelves, 36
toll, regular S200 now only 169 95f
Regular RoornTones Racks ore extra dad
with 3/4 support rodiO adiuslable 23 75
wide by 15 75 deep by 31 ..thKk block composite
wood shelves. (one point feet ore supplied
lUSTARACK 36, 5ochustoble shelves, 36' tall,
cone pant feet, regular 5399, now only 349 95t
JUSTARACK 12, 6odmstable shelves, 41' tall,
one point feet. regular 5449, now only 399 951
JUSTARACX 18. 7adjustable shelves 48' toll.
cone point feel, regular 5499, now only 39995t

Design 3Rock. 3shelves, 14' tall will
975' benteen shelves 5379/199 95t

Promo, rAviso

t,i&

SAVE On Standesign TV rocks with 20'
tall one piece welded steel homes, (ompoute
wood shelves and caster feet Distance
between shelves n7.5'

ntroil
Standesign DTV28, loe 25".28' Ws,
" 32 33
with three 1814 x20'D shelves, regular 5/99, now 249.951
Standesign DTV32, For 2r 32' Ws Inns three 32'W a10'D shelves,
regular 5299. now 249.95t
5toodesigo DTV35, For 35* Ws "nth three 35'N by 72'D shelves,
regular 5349, now 299 951
New Low Price Stondesign Speaker Stands
New Standesign BE speaker stands feature rigid, one
piece welded tied cortslruOion with urethane
pods on top and spikes on kneel
Standesign BB50: 65 by lo! top plate. choose
17 16 or 20 heights. 559.95/pr
Standesign B675: 7.5 by /S ap dole; (borne
rosit? lb 20 ,24 or 30' heights, 569 95. pc

Ultra-Rigid Target Racks As Low As $199.95
Strong one-piece welded steel frame fa maximum
rigidity and spikes for isolation Mode in England
Target TT3: 32" trillionth 12 8-between the 3shelves.
was 5760, neo 199 95'

New TARA RS( Prime1000 Speaker Coble. New, transparent &superb bass
RS( cable engineered for single-cable bioned terminations (Reg prke/Our price)
length Single-Wired SingleliWned length Single.Wired Single Br-Wired
6lt
10ft
15ft

..4.9riel&WIlMwn•i"

nSI

Target TTS: 37 loll enth 6.1 between the 5shelves, was
5350 now 269 95f
Target TTST 39 toll with 81between the 5shelves
was 5395, now 299 951
$25 Off Target Amp Stand. Till hoc arigid
welded steel frame 14 by 18 compoutewood shell
spiked feet to isolate amps horn the room
Was S105, now 79 95"

Call 1-800-942-0220

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95
New Target 1Series stands feature 3support leg, welded
-01111110mto on extra wide 8stoble 14 35 wide by 12 deep 1' ,hopc,'
base with aflat steel lop plote Roth top spikes & bottom cone
point feet included
Target T-50: 20 tall with 75by 75top plate, steel top
spikes &bottom tone points ems 5130 now 99 95"
Target T-60: 74 roll with 75 by PS top plate steel top
spikes &barroom r
one 6111116. oat SI ICI no. 109 95"
Target WO: 28 roll 63 by 63 top plate
rip
',km het,
clon -e.!II -

In ,net I
60

International FAX line:
616-975-6111

STERtoptilLE,

)v. tu
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Get more than you bargained for with Audio Advisor—
America's best high end audio dealer! Audio Advisor offers great deals
on the most popular high-end audio components and stocks hundreds
of hard or impossible to find gear and accessories. Call us toll free at
1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly 8knowledgeable service.
Check out our Web Site at http://www.audioadvisor.com
Senior Sales Rep.
Corey Knot eye

Great Audio Close-Out Deals!

AUDIO ALCHEMY D/AS, TRANSPORTS &FILTERS

Save S155 On Music Hall CD32
Player Rated Among "Top Ten Finds"
of 1995 by Audio Adventure Magazine! I

Save Now On The Bookshelf
Speaker That HP Loves!
the story behind thn speaker has become
apiece of auchophrk lore API. the
(colleen maker of Me Sound Dynamics
300h bookshelf speakers was rust about
to dnrontinue the model when Edda in
Chief of The Absolute Sound Went,.
Harry Pearson raved about the speaker
to the Recommended (omponents" semon
of Issue 93

Psi .71:pu'd omeager 5315 and per o03 I
player this spectocularl says the Ado Adventure '032 .g
Is coherent and easy to Inter, to 'Now get the surprisingly
good sounding Music Hall (031 at alow low closeout price I

(ails come from all over the country
demondue API rontmue to make the
300h They dd.—until now the mold
that forms Me rings holding the dovers is about
to wear out API estimates they con only make few hundred
more ports before the speaker will be druonhnued forever'
The Sound Dynonms 300h Is athree vvoy 8 design lea
luring black ash finish FR 34 22 kHz 6c.2 impedance. 90
d1 sea. Recommended power 35 700W Warranty Syrs
Send Dynouniis 30011 speakers In block crsb reg WO,
HMV 419.95pr--tmlude apars of matching metol speaker
nadsvieulteS115 1Add S39 95 shipping in US Hurry!

for Improved stolidity the (031, 3beam light pen low
transport system is
mounted in the
middle of the
chasm and
double-shor k.
mounted to
improve chsc reading hlensive front panel are offered
I
but you can control everything with the 16-button infrared
remote (032 ploys both 35' 8525' door FR 10.20kHc.
S/N 90 dB OR •90 dB (S 80 dB 1110.11one 008",
I
Dimensions 14 25' «de 12 75 .deep 36" tall Warronty .
Iyear Made in (hin
Music Noll CD32 CD player regular 5325, whde they last
only 169 95' Hurry, supple, ore tinted

I

SAVE On [Men) 32 Anti-Jitter Filter

pner ronection with DTI•Pro 32's Incredible two stage Modal filter 831 bit DSP dota enhancer
Coaxial AES/E8D Toshnk 8. gloss inputs wax. AES/E8U,
&AT&T outputs Auer° Akherny DTI•Pro 32 Mortal
anti utter Idler regalo, 51,595 now 51 495 00"

Save Now On The World's Best
Record Cleaning Machines
, .• h •
.. tind--and more
•
mreasingly important to keep records safe 8, clean Hole
eshing---even with the fanciest solutions B. methods-doesn't remove all of the gunk Vacuum powered 'leaning
machines. with
Me ',gilt fluid lift

Save S30 On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor II, Only S169.95!

1

5200 OFF New DDS Pro CD Transport

0011111
Get professional performance with Aude Alchemy's new
duel chassis DOS Pro (El transport mrh the advonceg new
Pioneer 'stoble platter' CD transport system both I'S 6
SPOIF deal output. 8outboard power supply Audio
Alchemy DIM Pro regular 51,595. no.« 1395 00•

NEW HXD D/A Converter Only 5499!

DA(-ln -The-Boa Now Only 5149.951

New DDEvl 2D/A converter feature the odvomed new
HMO digital filter at an unheard of lora once ,flew
dual mono output offers unmatched [lardy &focus
Accepts coax, opkal, &AES/EllU drool sopan &morel
Milo &Mow 000,9.2 D/A. gel $599. ,roo 5
499 '

'8118 was on absolute killer for its mice 'raved Stereo
phdes Robert Harley Save no« while DIlts kcal DITI1
DIA ronverter accepts TodInk Osier digital inputs
Features ADI 860s, OP275, 8outboard power supply
Alchemy DITII 0/0, woo 5259, now $149.95'

5249 Off New DDSIII CD Transport

Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital
To Vacuum-Clean Valuable LPs!

Audio Advisor's
Experienced Sales
Staff Is Ready To
Answer Your Hi-End
Audio Questions. Call
Us Toll-Free At
1-800-942-0220.

IM out
slander;
wear (
D
rampart
horn Audio
Alchemy
features o
highly intelleent Sony loser drawer assembly and low pl.
Feo output stone shook mounted reo steel rhesus Audi.
Akbenty DCISIII(D transport reg 5699, now 449 95'•

5295 Off DLC Remote Preomp!

'Thrs narighteous little line stage inexpenslye expan
dable and mrredibly transparent -raves Stereophdes
Vim Philips The DIE remote controlled line stone pump offers 4inputs and is easily upgroded Alchemy
DIX prearno, was 5495, now only 199 95"

•

you turn records by
And the employed
Record Doctor II
•
recommended by I•
leading nude
renew mogo
lines includmg
SiereophSe,

.

Record Doctor II
Deluxe Cleaning Porker,

Upgrade DTI•Pr 0, DDEvI.1, DDEv3.0 &
DU With Power
Station 3
!or us Omooing of
your DTI Drool Engme
DA( or DR prattle with the new Posees Staten 3high
power supply with mony times the current of hr
regular power supply aearn filters to remove RF 8dig,
.al' no-se Audio Alchemy Power Station 3
L ipgrode power ripply regain, 0/59 naw 169 9S

New Battery Power Supply Upgrade For
Audio
Alrhemy
Gear!
Dromahrolly
improve the 'lardy and transparency of your 'Akhemy
DDEvl ODDEvl IDTI DII, Dtttt VI1B, or HMO 0
with incredibly pure power from the Robyn power supply
Batteries in Robyn monde clean power without RI or A(
lee noise Aone horge lasts for hours ,'Alchemy
Robyn battery power supply regular 0795 now 249 95

Protect Electronic Gear With Power Conditioners
Save SSO On VPI 16.5 Cleaning Marhine!

'

Power Wedge Power Conditioners

New Panamax Max 1000+
8-Outlet A/V Surge Suppressor.

New Low Price Tice "Solo."

Power Wedge, lecture three complumentory lechnolcgres to
protect gear 8. condition power for enhanced performance
in high end audio ahome theater systems
Power Wedge 116 .enth10 outlets for sodio
"639 00
Power Wedge 114 with 8outlets for audio
'499 (10
Power Wedge 1130 7outlets for he TVs ,‘ideo -639 00
Power Wedge 112 with 6outlets for audio
'389 00
Power Wedge 110* 6hi current amp outlets '279 00
Power Wedge 122 6outlets for 20 amp deyeres '479 00
Power Wedge 1118 18 outkts with power conditioning for
complete home theater systems
•I,2/9 00
what. !Mr te, le .,inq ,(1.011 tubr

groo...HA I61
•

VPI

(lee,

ielard

Seakay Line Rover, World's Best Power Filter?
Featuring patented porallel USES filtering rechnology line
Rover provides supenor filtering and protection to any deme
we se tested' line Royer 111 1000 SI 850 00'

recurt•
monoort sac eterl ;led the ',PI
romplele with dust cover (not shown above/
trie and romplete Instructions
16.5 regular S450, now S399.959

Call Toll Free To Order:
1-800-942-0220
LUIUb ACCtpitu
ANIERICAN
EXPRESS
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Ine Solo &TV New full featured 8outlet power condetioner
with Hyper Filler Devon &TPT technology for increased
soundslage and improved video relul wormy Half rod. me
18 5.wide) with ometal chows Blt power cord Toe Sok
A/2 8-outlet filler 5399 00'

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore...More"
Shipping (barges Ground UPS:
10 item S4 Pb í
extra •
51.40 each -humbles, Stands ronge from SI 295 514 95
"Elect . .1p racks etc are S8 95.511 95 tRocks 'large
stood, Mmtooley ea range from 516.95 S19 95
Hours Monday Thursday 8A61.8 PM Friday 8AM OPM
Saturday. 10 AM 5PM. Sunday 12 4PM All times are Eastern
Standard Time Pm, &specIficohons ore sabred to change with
out nohce. 1996 Audio Ach nor Inc

'Many thunderstorms have acme and gone says
Slereophile sSteven Slone 'but none of my peo' hot been
damaged Thanks to the Panomo, Mao I
000 •surge pro
rector with 8outlets 17 bullets aoI
5second deloy
rand Ispur auto hut oil diognostir Irghty I
Ofr power
cord N55 000 000 equipment guarantee Ponornox
Max 1000* regular 0300 now 269 95"
Audio Power Power Pack II Hew low prise 6Duller
power filter wed 4mica 8
2digital outlets, feat NOV
spike protection. reg
5229, now 19915"

New Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 AM-8 PM
Friday 8:30 AM-6 PM. Saturday 10 AM-5 PM
Sunday 12-4 PM. All Times Are EST.
fooblished in 1981, !mho AMP, Ins nthe world's largest seller of lugh end
audio gear by direct marl We ship to all 50 states (anada. Memo B. 180 !melon
countries Member of the Ilene, Business Bureau since 1981. Address 4649
Danvers OrSE Nennvood PM 49511 Died sales line: 61A915-6100.
Aamnistration line 616 975 6103. FAX line 616-975.6111
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We showed you abeLLer
way to buy cables ...
(Use our Library service to try
them at home in your own system)

iffle

VW %et us eve
you boN to buy
poeler bee products

T

he Artemis Eos,

already renowned for its ability
to reproduce the pace, rhythm
and emotion of alive
performance, just got better!
Introducing the
Artemis Base Module!
The perfect integration of
engineering and the sheer love
of music make the Eos/
Base Module combination
amusical experience
not soon forgotten.
Audition the
Artemis Eos and NEW
Base Module at one of our
select Artemis dealers.

Chang tightspeed
Coherent Electraclear
Hi hwire Power Wraps
udio Grade" Outlets
rigo Labs
ICable Jack

Balance, articulation and
coherence for anew level of
musical understanding

,

—

IDOS •Panamff
Power Wedge •lice
Versalab •& more.

ARTEMIS

CALL FOR ADEALER NEAR YOU

ARTEMIS SYSTEMS
214-404-8132

201

THE
CflBtE
COMPRAY

PO Box 579
Point Pleasant, PA 18950

215.297.8824 • Fax 215.297.8661
All Major Credit Cards

Call 1•800 •FATWYRE
Most orders ship tree! •Now toll free from Canada!

Free Consultation • Free Newsletter
S
TEREOPHILE, OCTODER 1996

RICK VISITS• .LES PAUL

.......

...

; ....

RICHARD J. ROSEN

Les at Iridium. NYC's swankest jazt club, where he packs 'em in every Monday
night, now and forever.

L

es Paul is the 20th century's musical Renaissance man. Who
else can lay claim to having reached the pinnacles ofboth music
and erecording technole? As aperformer, he's mastered country, big band, jazz— playing on equal footing with giants like An
Tatum and Nat Cole—and has sold millions of pop records in his
duets with Maly Ford. Equally remarkable, Le Paul's pioneering work
in electronics has advanced thejr.orifice ofsound.
"Les, people say you've invented everything from the electric guitar to the cotton gin. Iwant to know, in your own
words —what are the things you've contributed?"
"Well, you're looking at it"
As Itun:, what I'm lookinz at is amassive silver monolith. It's the custom Ampex 300-8, the first multipletrack recording machine in the univers and it'sjust about
in Les's kitchen.
"It's the first eight-track, and that's the board to
go with it. That's all original stuff, This is the baby
to end all tubes."
"Wow."
"That's way, way ahead of its time. I
think there isn't anybody today that
wouldn't fight for this one. That's great
sound. Great sound."
"Do you ever fire it up?"
"Oh, yeah. Iused it last night."
Les uses the original equipment to pnpare the
reissues of his recordings. Everywhere you look,
STEREOPHILF., O CTOBER 1996

almost everywhere you might stip,
Les Paul's two-story home in saidrural Nov Jersey is a11111Sell111 ql
recordinq and playback hardware
"When you hear echo, and
it wasn't in Carnegie Hall, we
had no way of doing that
other than to put aspeaker in
an echo chamber —which I
have out there, carved in the
mountain. When Icame up
with the delay and with reverb
and we could walk around
with it and make it behave,
this is one of the main things I
had the privilege of discovering and inventing. And so the
eight-track, the solid-body
guitar, multitrack recording, I
don't think we could do anything without it. It's here."
"And you're considered apioneer of the electric
guitar, rather than the inventor; right?"
"Well, both. It all came about in this little barbecue stand in 1928 in my home town in Wisconsin.
I'm there singing into atelephone through my mother's car radio, with all the battery chargers going and
everything. Some guy in the back just said, 'Tell Red
up there you can't hear the guitar.' So Ithought, 'How
am Igoing to amplify the guitar?' Well, first Itook a
phonograph needle and jabbed it into the top of the
guitar and turned it on. It was louder, but it was feeding back. So I'm chucking in tablecloths and shorts and
everything in the world to muffle the sound
down. Ifinally poured it full of Plaster of
Paris and said, 'That's not the answer.' Igot the
idea of taking an absolute piece of railroad
track. Then Istrung astring on it and apickup —it was just the earpiece of the telephone —
and Igot apure, pure tone. Irun to my mother and says, 'I've got it!' My mother says, 'The
day you see Gene Autry on ahorse with a
piece of railroad track ... '[laughs] So then I
says, 'If you get enough wood — and a
hard enough wood — at least it will be
like aguitar.'
Gibson's LP Special
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Bay Area Audio
We Thought This System
Couldn't Get Any Better!

SERI

CPUS

SOUND

The combination of the Thiel CS-7's driven by Classe's top electronics, interfaced with MIT's Reference cables was already world class.
Then Bruce Brisson and the MIT engineering/design team re configured it as an OPT System (Output Power Squared -)...and raised
the performance to anew dimension.
'When MIT approached us with a new way of putting a system
together, we didn't expect it to drop our jaws. After all, we'd 'heard it
all before'. The speakers completely disappear, bass and dynamics
are far beyond the (already excellent) performance we've come to
expect from the CS-7's powered with the Classe' CA-400's. Imaging
is out well beyond the side walls and deep behind the back wall. No
other system we've heard can reproduce musk on this this level."
—Keith Lundell, Kevin Billingsley and Tony Rissuto

Thiel
CS-7 loudspeakers

OPT - (Opposite Phase Terminator -)technology is MIT's proprietary

method of substantially increasing power and control without changing the hardware. The dedicated MI 350 OPT balanced interconnect
and MH 770 OPT speaker cable allow two amplifier channels to
drive a speaker simultaneously — the ultimate configuration of a
push-pull drive system. The result is light years beyond the same
amps configured as mono-blocks.

MIT
MI-350 OPT" CVTerminator "Praline &
MH-770 OPT CVTerminator
Opposite Phase Terminator Interfaces

Bay Area Audio's Classe', Thiel, MIT, OP2 System; proof that the
whole can really be greater that the sum of its parts. Bay Area Audio
is the only West Coast dealer authorized for the MIT OP2 System.
We invite you to schedule an audition to experience this new leap
forward for yourself.
THIEL . CLASSE' .MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
THETA DIGITAL .CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS .MARTIN-LOGAN
AUDIO RESEARCH .MERIDIAN .PSB .VELODYNE .NAD
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY .ADCOM .MARANTZ .RUNCO

Bay Area Audio
1362 So. De Anza Blvd
San Jose, CA 95129

Classe'
CP-60 preamp & CA-400 power amp

SERIOUS

SOUND

408.255.0735

"So Idid my own thing. If anybody else waves aflag and
says he did it, well, power to him. This is what happened in
Waukesha, and it worked so as far as Iwas concerned and
Gibson was concerned. Although for 10 years, the Gibson
people called me 'the character with the broomstick with the
pickups on it.' Iknew that they turned it down, but Ididn't
know they were laughing at me."
"He who laughs last.... Another thing, Les: Isn't, in fact,
the LP named after you?"
[lanqhs] "No. Unfortunately, it's not. But Ampex says they
credit me with making the first feasible stereo for tape. That
was possible when you could be in sync with both tracks
aligned perfectly."
"One more thing stereophiles can thank you for —You've
really changed the face of recording."
"'The amazing thing, although Iam the inventor and pioneer of the multitrack, the best recordings Iever made were
sound-on-sound, overdubbed. Now they put 16 tracks on
the drums alone, and then spend $15,000 trying to put them
together to make 'em do what one mike would do anyway,

'Hey Les, why don't you and Mary come over and listen to
some of my collection of recordings?' So he had an awful system, and Isaid, 'It's great music, but your system is pretty bad.'
He said, Well, my wife and Ican't wait to get home and turn
this thing on, we enjoy it so much.' So Isays, 'Come on over
and listen to what Igot, then you'll understand.' Well, he came
over and he says, 'Hon, we just got to save up our money and
get what Les and Mary got, because they got some really fine
equipment.' So they saved their money, they got the equipment, and the next thing you know he's almost quit work,
because he's so into this new hi-fi system. He and his wife, they
can't wait to get home and work on the hi-fi. No longer are
they listening to the recordings. One night, Icome over and
he's got arecord with nothing on it. He says, 'Listen to this.' We're
down on our knees, and we are listening to nothit(g. You can't
hear any rumble, you can't hear any hiss, no hum or nothing.
He hasn't listened to music for six months —he's busy adjusting it, and getting it so he couldn't hear anything!
"We were raving about it, and Mary walks in and says,
'What happened?' Isaid, 'Get down here and listen to what

A

LTHOUGH IAM THE INVENTOR AND PIONEER OF THE MULTITRACK,

THE BEST RECORDINGS IEVER MADE WERE SOUND-ON-SOUND, OVERDUBBED.

right? And then get some room sound. It's not a
drum set anymore."
o
"Have some of your inventions been used for
evil instead of good?"
"I'm probably the worst man in the world—
for bringing in close miking. Buddy Rich was a
bitter enemy of having 30 microphones on a
drum. And so was Benny Goodman. Those people used to say, 'I disagree with you, Les, inventing such amachine.' Well, Ididn't invent it necessarily to abuse it —to use it, but not abuse it.
See, I've recorded everywhere in the world.
Basements. Filling stations. Bathrooms. Hotels.
Bedrooms. Just about any place that you can
think of, and the least in arecording studio. The
majority of my greatest records with Mary Ford,
Ididn't have any equalizer, Ididn't have any
reverb, until Iinvented it. Then when Iinvented
delay and everything, and started to stick it on
my records, Ibecame very cautious, to use it
carefully. The more toys you got to play with,
The Ampex 300-8, and its console:The Mother of Modern Recording Technology as we know ut
the rougher it gets. I'll go the simple way."
and The Baby to End All Tubes.
"Does your professional experience affect the
he's got. This guy will scare you.' So she got down there and
way you listen to music?"
listened for asecond, and she says, 'What's this? You haven't
"Absolutely. Lots of times I'm listening to something, I'll
got it plugged in.' [laughs] So we plugged the damn thing in
put it on areal bozo record player or recording device, just
and we were back to square one again, with hum and rumignore the fact that this is going to be an ultra-hi-fi recording,
ble.... [laughs]. But anyway, it just shows how you can get
and all of asudden you're listening to what the guy is telling
wrapped up in so many technical things that you can forget
you, whether he is speaking or whether he is playing. Now
about the message."
I'm listening to what Benny Goodman is saying. And you
"Absolutely. When was this?"
hear entirely different. This is the way alayman listens. They
"This was 30 years ago. We're talking about professional
are not there picking out, 'Well, that bass is 2dB too loud,' or
equipment that we built up. Built one for Crosby, for Kay
this is wrong, or that is wrong. They don't hear that."
Kaiser, for Meredith Willson, André Previn... Ibuilt them
"Can you enjoy listening technically?"
for alot of people. And they are very, very fine equipment.
"No. Not the same. There arc two different enjoys, you
The turntable had no rumble. They were planetary action
know?
drives, and belt-drive. Not like today, the direct-drive. They
"A long time ago, there was afriend of mine, and he says,
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Hear It at Its Best
Graham Engineering
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Stereophile's ANALOG SOURCE of 1995
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"The Graham tonearm was voted best by atwo-to-one
margin., superbly thought out and implemented...the
last word in adjustability...among the simplest to
successfully set up and calibrate...to see it is to covet it."
Stereophile, December 1995,Vol. 18 No. I
2

Benz Glider Phono Cartridge
"This is akiller cartridge...the combination of detail, precision
imaging, and yet awarm, full-bodied, non-fatiguing sound was most
captivating...the Glider is 'way' recommended."
Lonnie Brownell, Stereophile August 1996,Vol. 19 No. 8

Aesthetix Benz
Cartridge Demagnetizer
"Everyone who's into analog is sure to want one of the cute
battery-powered cartridge demagnetizers from Aesthetix."
Las Vegas '96 WCES report by Richard J. Rosen and Lonnie Brownell
Stereophile, April 1996,Vol. 19 No, 4

SHAKTI
"I'll be damned if there wasn't awhole new level
of depth and clarity to the presentation. Pretty
amazing.. .1 give the Shakti Electromagnetic
Stabilizer abig "thumbs up."
Barry Willis, Stereophile, April 1996, Vol. 19 No. 4
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would not get any rumble or ring, all of the above
ANOTHER LES PAUL S
TORY...
... and flat response, and tracking error was at a
minimum, and the speakers were all Jim Lansing
vcryone used to want to know how Icould get
604s, the finest speakers you could get at that
such great sound for broadcast. What Idid is
time."
Ihad my own transmitter.
"You have so much incredible equipment, what do
We'd break from recording, and I'd leave my
you listen to now?"
engineer here. He'd be playing all the things that
"I'll show you my control room, where my proteswe were contemplating to release. We'd get in
sional equipment is. But you should see what my doctor
the car, turn on the radio, and listen to another
has. The best money can buy, and he doesn't know
station. It was WNEW in those days. Now,
what he's listening to."
we'd listen to the station, okay? Then we would
"But he enjoys it, right?"
dial over right next to it, and on came our music.
"Sure, but he doesn't know. Iknow ... Ihope I
Now, you've just listened to Sinatra, and you listened to
know. Ihitwhs] And Ihave achoice of two ways.
Ella Fitzgerald, and Count Basic ... IMP you're listening to Les
I'm either going to enjoy it or I'm going to be
Paul and Mary Ford! And you're hearing it come over abroadcast
critical."
station, where you could listen in the restaurant, in the kitchen, in anoth"Probably for you, Les, it's more diffier guy's radio, in his car, in my car...Any radio, you pick it up.
cult to listen as a layman. A layman
People ask me, 'Les, of all the records you made, which one are you proudmight enjoy a great system more,
est of from atechnical standpoint? A sound standpoint?' And it didn't take me
because he's never thinking about all
two seconds. "Meet Mr. Callahan" as an instrumental, "Vaya con Dios" as avocal.
that other crap. From my approach, I
Those two records fit the jukebox, fit the kitchen radio... fit everywhere. It's the
just want to try to recreate as much of
best compromise of any records that Iever recorded. And then you say, Why? How
the experience of music... Iknow
can you cover such abroad spectrum?' It's the frequency response. The wider it
what Ienjoy. Iknow —"
becomes, the less chance you have of fitting all these categories, right?
"Let me interview you now, Rick.
So, Iplayed everything on one guitar. And that range is so limited, that on alittle
Okay? I/atwitter] And we'll get that one
radio Isound as good as on abig radio. But do that with adrum and you're dead.
straight. We'll have some fun with it.
Do that with aviolin...dead. Do it with abass fiddle ... you can't even hear abass
Okay?"
on half the recording.
"All right."
You know, you can judge just so much, but you can't fit everybody. The
"If you're going to listen to something
world is acompromise. If you're going to make it fit the jukebox, fit
at home, tell me what song on what system
WNEW, fit the car, fit the kitchen, fit ahi-fi system, at that time the
and in what room. Go ahead."
last guy in the world would be hi-fi. He's the least I'm going to
"Right now? Let's say I'm going to listen to
worry about. You sell five meon records and probably ten
aBeatles record on a—"
of them go to ahi-fi guy.
— Les Paul
"Okay. A Beatles record. Sergeant Pepper?"
"Yeah. Maybe something earlier."
"Okay. Now, how did they sound when they made that
thing? Where did they make it? What speakers were they
"Martin and Idiscussed this thing thoroughly. What
using?"
microphones they used, how close the mikes were, what EQ
"Well..."
they put on them, what board they worked on. Was it tube
"You have no idea. You don't know where they recorded it,
or solid-state? How-many-track recording was it? What
how they recorded it. What if Iknew what speakers they
curve did they use? Now, you say, what difference does that
mixed it on, monitored it on? You know whose speakers
make to you? So you got aBeatles record, and you take it
those are? 'That one and that one? The Beatles. 'They gave
home. Now what room arc you going to play it in?"
them to me. George Martin says, 'Come down and get them,
"My living room, my listening room."
Les.' [lauqhs] Okay?"
"Okay, now what have you got on the floors in the living
"Okay."
room?"
"I've got abig rug."
"A heavy mg?"
"Yeah."
"Is it adead room?"
"No. It's..."
"A live room?"
"Not really. It's not perfect, but
working
on it."
"All right. How far are the speakers from you?"
"Six to eight feet?"
"How do you know when the bass is telling
you the truth as you move away from the
speaker?"
"You see, for me the idea is what feels good."
"Okay, Rick, what speakers are you using?"
"I use ProAcs. They're mid-sized two-way
jobs from England."
Some of the playback equipment in the control room. where Les listens profession .
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"Arc they good?"
"Very good."
"How are you going to get 30Hz out of them?"
"I don't."
"You don't?"
"No ... but it doesn't bother me."
"Well, that ... you see, that's all right ... but if it's there, ive
have to get it off of there."
"Well, it's adifferent problem for you."
Les Paul believes that loudspeakers are by far the weakest link in
the audio chain, &wine been unimproved in 50 years. He proceeded to
demonstrate the dyficulty ending not only an accurate monitor> 111:
aim; but the near impossibility orlindinq acorrect and consistent relationship bdween the ears and thi speakers. 1
,
14' listened to avariety of
test material on an array epeakers.
"Okay. That's about 50 cycles. Now you're right in line
with the woofer. The tweeter is up over your head. So we're
going to go back. Now come on right up here. Now back up.
What's happening?"
"It really drops."
"Drops like abitch, doesn't it?"
"It sure does."
"So I'm asking you, where are you sitting in your room?
Okay?"

"Sometimes Ilike mono recordings better. Ithink alot of
the early stereo stuff.., it's too tricky. They didn't have
enough experience to make it sound natural."
"You know what, Rick? You surprise me."
"Beatles is aperfect example. Beatles stereo is shit. So what
if you don't have separation? A big blob in the middle that
delivers the emotional message is far more important to me
than anything else. Mine is not apopular view, naturally."
"Oddly enough, you and Iare in agreement. And this is
uncomfortable because Iwould much rather you be over on
the other side. [laughs] Because when we agree, it's over. We
don't go into why we disagree."
"Well, we've got to convince all those other people. This
is my mission. [laughter] Some people think, 'But you write
for Stereophild They think I'm nuts."
"You're not. We, like you, have found it's less fatiguing, it's
less tedinical, right? I've told my son Russ amillion times,
'Give me amono record over astereo 10 times.'"
"What's important, after all, Les? It's the music. The mono
mix sounds better to me. It sounds more like music. It just
reaches me. No argument. You can't... there's no argument
to that. Period."
"I remember the old records, where the piano will be on
the left side. All of asudden it's in the center and in the next

I
F
GOD CAME DOWN AND GAVE YOU THE PERFECT SPEAKER,
YOU'D PROBABLY REJECT IT.
"You've got to use your gut. You use your..."
"Well, this is ... when you use your gut..."
"You see, Les, Idon't have to worry about it. When you're
listening in this room you have to please amillion people."
"Exactly."
"I have to please only myself when Ilisten to my system."
"Exactly. But this is the crap Ihave to contend with. It's so
flawed. That's why Isay, if God came down and gave you the
perfect speaker, you'd probably reject it. On ahigh-fidelity
system it's very difficult for me
to listen as a layman without
being super, super critical."
"I understand that. Even for
me, it's hard to do."
"Is it?"
"Sure. Imay start listening to
other things about the recording, audiophile-y things, details,
things not necessarily directly
related to the emotion."
"And does that get to you
when the cymbal is very artifidal? It's not part of the drum at
all. All of asudden he's over
here going tinq tin,' ting, and it
doesn't fit the sound of the
whole orchestra. It's contrived."
"For example, I... well, Les,
I'm probably the only one at
the magazine, but ... urn... I'm
actually kind of amonophile in
alot of ways."
The Wally Jones tube mixer used in
"Really?"
and Mary Ford's hits.

song, he's over on the right. What the hell is this guy doing?
Running around with portable pianos and portable drums?
Your readers will probably come down on me, and Iwelcome it. With our seven years of Listerine shows, we were
pioneers in this thing. A fellow said to me, `Les, what you've
got to do is color all those pictures.' Now, Isaw them do that
to The Honeymooners, and to Laurel and Hardy Iresented it. I
want to see it as it was."
"Right, and when you're talking about things like movies
or remastering records, not
only is it not normal, but it's not
true to the artist's vision. Who
is this person in the chain 20
years later to second-guess
what the artist saw or heard?"
"Well, you're not going to
get much of an article, Rick.
You're going to have what you
and Iagree on!" [laughs]
"Fm sure I'll find something...
"Les, you've seen, or created,
so many advancements in
sound. What do you listen to for
pleasure?"
"Well, the tube stuff, to me,
is so many times superior to
solid-state, and yet, I'm practically all solid-state. Iwonder,
though, if they will beat a
direct-to-disc. It absolutely
scares us to this day, and the
digital just can't touch it."
Less garage to record almost all of his
Les played me an open-reel tape
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POPEM USIC'S DRIVING FORCE, PRODUCER AND
RECORDING ENGINEER GENE POPE III ,TALKS TO JONATHAN SCULL
ABOUT REALITY AND DIGITAL RECORDING

a a/
usic
poo.A

rlOpm on awet and Ally spring evening,
Kathleen and Iwaited outside our building
for avan that would take us to achurch in
Bronxvilk north of New York City. The
occasion was a recording session for
PopeMusk the relatively new record label
that has released aseries of idiosyncratically titled CDs—Entangled
Devotions (PM1004-2), for example tvhich combines p4ormances
of Beethoven's `Emperor" piano concerto and the "Moonlight" piano
sonata by Russian pianist Naum Starkman. Starkman was in
Bronxville to record works by Frederic Chopinfor a
fall '96 release [see
Richard Schneider's sidebar —Ed]. This wouldgive us yet another chance to see the mighty Nagra-D digital recorder in action! When
we arrived, Gene Pope was arranging his recording equipment on a
table In addition to the Nagra, there were two Cello Encore preamps.
Iasked Gene fhefound digital recording "better" that; analog.
Gene Pope: In my experience, digital recording is as problematic as the analog recording we did 20 years ago. In one
way or anothei the equipment in the recording chain takes
you away from the feeling of actually being there. There's
advantages and disadvantages with both.
From aphilosophical standpoint, Idon't have any problem
admitting that digital —normal digital —sounds un-analog.
That's the best way to put it.
Jonathan Scull: Isee this is going to be tricky!
Pope: [smiling] However, Iwill also be the first one
to tell you that when Istarted out as an engineer 20
years ago, there was nothing Iliked, other than alive
mike feed through my console. As soon as Iput it
through the first generation of analog tape, it wasn't
216

the same. Everything was acompromise. The reason that
PopeMusic went digital was that Ifelt digital had the potential to get me closer to the original sound. Iliterally had to
relearn everything about recording. What we wanted was a
recording that made you feel that you were experiencing
what the artist was trying to say.
One thing I'm not going to say is that Istrive to reproduce
exactly what you hear out there in the recording venue. No
way. It's scientifically impossible to do with two microphones—or, franldy, with any number of microphones.
That's my own biased opinion, of course. An engineer trying to create arecording is like apainte4 an artist, who is trying to represent what his subject's expression was, and what
was on his mind. And he's selectively choosing the colors,
the palette, the paints, and the materials that are going to
give the emotional essence of that experience. That's how I
use my recording equipment. I'm not saying my way is better, or my way is the only way. I'm merely saying that when
you're listening to PopeMusic's releases, you're listening to
my set of colors and brushes.
Idon't subscribe to the opinion of some people, who insist
that there is only one true way. Iuse digital because Ifeel that
it allows me to get where Iwant to get on a16-bit CD. It gets
me closer than analog can, right now. Not without difficulty
—in fact, with extreme difficulty. And with alot of R&D.
Scull: So digital gets you as close as you feel you can get to
the mikefeed?
Pope: Yes.
Scull: And analog, which may be more pleasant-sounding, is less close?
Pope: Yes, absolutely. But then again, if you're talkSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

ing about the entire recording chain, you have to consider
how Iposition my mikes as amajor factor as well. For
instance, does one particular position roll-off the high end or
does it emphasize it? One of the things that Ido believe in is
going for the changes that make this kind of difference.
Scull: Nottliw the record that the witness is holding his hands about
six inches apart!
Pope: Right. When we start talking about things that make

They go all the way to digital immediately after the microphones, then send AES/EBU in abundle this thick — I've
seen it in Moscow —like 30 pairs of AES balanced digital
squirting through this 100 meters of cable. A lot of the DG
sound depends on the microphones they use, and how they
arc miked. They use apair way, way up high, with like 20
microphones for the Tunneister— the balance engineer — to
mix at the same time. So you get asound that is really .... it's

Gt.)

THE BIG SECRET TO POPEMUSIC'S SOUND IS ALL ABOUT
BEING FANATICAL WITH THE DETAILS.
adifference to my car that are about the width of my finger
or less,
really not as interested, unless Ican do 10 of
them at once. But if Ican't do 10 of them now, then I'll do
them later.
The big secret to PopeMusic's sound is really no big
secret. It's really all about being fanatical with the details.
Scull: Let's spece the recording chain.
Pope: Good idea. There arc three ways to get asignal from
the stage to the recorder. The old way was with amicrophone-level signal running through to your preamplification.
Deutsche Grammophon has gone to the other extreme.

just odd. You see, the choice of mikes and where they're
located affects the sound more than the fact that they're trying to run megahertz digital squarewavcs at SV down 100m
of cable. And those squarewaves have to be precisely reproduced, or you're in trouble!
As Isee it, Ihave achoice. Ican run -60dB for mike-level
analog and contend with the signal/noise loss. Or Ican run
1V analog down this same length. Ifeel pretty damn good
about that, because I'm dealing with anahg waveforms. To
me, really there's no contest. Iproved it to myself: Ithink it's
obvious that doing the prcamplification out there right by

DYNAMIC FIDELITY

N

for its founder and
guiding presence, Gene
Pope III, PopeMusic strives
amed
to expand fidelity in recording and
establish atruly infallible regime of
audio production from microphone
to consumer product. Since there are
at least adozen or so small independent record companies taking various
approaches to this same goal, we must
ask what makes aPope CD different
from all other CDs?
In order to gain an appreciation of
Pope's progress, Ijourneyed one day
to PopeMusic studios in Saddle River,
New Jersey, abucolic upscale community located apleasant 20-minute
drive from Manhattan. Pope's mastering and listening facility has been
carved out of abasement space below
the Pope residence and is acoustically
isolated from the rest of the house.
Every aspect of this room's design and
construction has been maximized for
critical monitoring: inert walls, variable LEDE acoustic treatment, and
isolation of noisy equipment. Listening is done through apair of Cello
Stradivari Grand Master speakers driv-
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en by a bridged set of Cello Performance II amplifiers — in other
words, the kind of setup most StereoOdle readers have had in their own
homes for some time.
The agenda for the day included
editing ademo for afellow exhibitor at
HI-FI '96, which would feature selections from aChopin Etude recording
by Russian artist Naum Starkman —
see Jonathan Scull's interview — as
well as the dosing passage from a
recently completed recording of
Richard Strauss's Ein Heldenleben and
excerpts from Shostakovich's Symphony 5, both performed by the
Russian Symphony Orchestra under
Mark Gorenstein.
It's impossible to spend much time
with Gene Pope without hearing him
decry —more than once, and with
evangelistic fervor — the pitfalls of
audio production, which are giving
everyone the jitters, and explain why
his spin on the situation, "dynamic
fidelity," is the single path to purification. He argues that the concept of a
purely DDD CD is highly suspecr,
that transformations from digital to

analog and back are unavoidable and
introduce problems unheard of in
pure analog audio. Pope agrees with
many digiphobes that the limitations
of analog rarely interfered with the
purely inspirational aspect of aperformance, whereas it is precisely that
aspect from which digital, at its worst,
tends to distract. Moreover, digital
consumer product, far from being inherently foolproof and perfect, is as
subject to quality problems as analog
ever was.
Pope is an absolute purist in engineering his recordings, using asingle
pair of customized B&K omnis. His
Russian venue is the Great Hall of the
Moscow Conservatory, site of the
Horowitz in Moscow CD and video from
DG. His customized Cello mike preamps are onstage, and the line-level
feeds the Apogee Electronics AM
1000 for 20-bit resolution to the
Nagra-D open-reel digital recorder.
Back home, editing is done by Robert
Wolff on customized Sonic Solutions
software at 24-bit resolution, and Pope
performs his own EQ on the Cello
Audio Palette. The results are mastered
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the microphones is best. In simplistic terms, Itake the analog signal from the preamp —a Cello Encore Mk.II —just
behind the capsules in the recording venue and run it directly into my AID.
Scull: Isee you use aspaced pair of amuis. What type, Gene?
Pope: They're B&K 4165s. They're abitch to record with.
They suffer from bass build-up, so you have to be very careful of that, and they're extraordinarily difficult to position
correctly to avoid that hole-in-the-middle effect.
Scull: The rap on spaced °Innis is that they sound warm, but don't
have good localization.
Pope: Correct. Ithink that's why alot of people use multimiking, especially when recording classical music. You have
to over-emphasize the localization of instruments in digital,
because the process removes a lot of the soundstage information. It tends to smear it. It took months of testing to
figure out to the half-millimeter what the spacing between
the omnis should be for best imaging. If they're more than
amillimeter farther apart than is correct, you get that hole
in the middle. If they're more than 1
min too close, same
thing. There is only one correct setting, and one setting
alone.
In any case, these B&Ks give me more of the essential
emotional experience
trying to capture. They're also
powered at 140V. Compare that to 48V on any other mike
power supply and you'll understand why they pick up the
microdynamics of the music so well. For me, it's not enough
to say that amicrophone can reproduce high sound-pressure

onto aSony PCM-1630 through the
Apogee AD1000 using UV22 bitreduction processing. Glass masters are
cut at DMI in Anaheim, California.
Gold and silver CDs are produced by
Sanyo.
As Ilistened to the subtle nuances
of Starkman's interpretation, Iheard
asound that Itook to be the fabric of
his jacket rubbing against his shirt.
Gene explained that this was actually
the sound of the felt mallets as they
struck and rebounded from the
strings. The meaning of Pope's "tag"
for his working style — dynamic
fidelity — manifested itself drainatically as struck notes decayed with
that gradualness we associate with
live music, and with analog recording. There was no hint of the dynamic fragmentation or reduction of
image size that annoy the critics of
digital. The sonorous Bijsendorfer
was supported with warm, acoustic
generosity by the stone and wooden
arches of Christ Church, in Bronxville, New York, where the 69-yearold Starkman performed, having
made his first trip to America solely
for this recording session.
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Naum Starkman records Chopin in aBronxville church

levels. It has to be able to reproduce the subtle, small stuff.
That also happens to be one of the biggest problems with
digital, being able to faithfully translate the small details that
make aperformance sound warm, emotional, and involving.
A recording engineer really likes to know what his variables are. The fewer the variables, the better the chance you
have of being able to control the situation. You end up with
arecording that really sounds like something, as opposed to
letting the recording lead you. You need to lead the recording!
Scull: A real controlfreak, Gene. Perfectfor arecordiv evineer.
Pope: Yes, my wife will be glad to tell you. [laughs]

Impressive as Starkman's Chopin
was, it was in the final passages of Ein
Heldodebm that one could truly appreciate Pope's approach to recording.
This major tone poem has not been

GENE ENGINEERS
HIS RECORDINGS
AS AN ABSOLUTE
PURIST: WITH A
SINGLE PAIR OF
CUSTOMIZED
B&K OMNIS.
attempted with this degree of simplicity since RCA's 1954 Reiner/Chicago
SO recording. The excerpt included
the sustained passages between solo
violin and French horn, both of which
were stretching their own envelopes
of "dynamic fidelity," taking risks to

play with the special hushed expression and consolation required of this
work's final moments. Some may
even prefer the closing brass chorale
to that of the legendary giants who
played in the '54 CSO.
All of this was but an appetizer to
the Gorenstein/RSO Shostakovich
Fifth, heard in breathtaking excerpts
in Saddle River, and in its entirety
from hard disk at Pope's HI-FI '96
demonstration suite just after closing
time on the second Trade and Press
day. Icannot recall another recording
of this work that features such realistic string tone, and creates such vivid
awareness of bowing taking place. At
the other extreme, the work's concluding fortissimo packs an emotional
wallop difficult to divorce from the
technology that provides it. This
recording may change the way many
listeners familiar with the piece relate
to the Shostakovich Fifth. Gorenstein
is as audacious as he is capable, and his
relationship with both the RSO and
PopeMusic has already resulted in
some extraordinary recordings. There
are more where this came from.
—Richard Schneider
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Scull: Isee you use an Apogee AID converter.
Pope: Yes, an AD1000. Ihad the Cello version of the
Apogee AD500, and it sounded really good, but when I
heard the AD1000, it blew everything else away.
Scull: That's how many bits?
Pope: The AD1000 is 20-bit. I've listened to 22-bit converters, but unfortunately that's another area in digital where
hype usually leads reality. Bottom line, we have to have
something that's as neutral as possible. Idon't want anything
that's adding aflavor, or an edge, or aglare. Iwant it to be as
simple as possible, because then the real thing that's going to
change the recording is what Ido with my mikes. That's
why we're here in this church in Brotucville. This is what the
art of recording is all about. The equipment is secondary. I
just happen to be atwo-sided guy. I'm really anal that way,
and that's my treat. Ilove the creative side of this, but Iam
absolutely in love with the technical side, too.
Scull: Moving light along...

you're particularly allergic to jitter.
Pope: One of the most important things I've discovered
about controlling the negative aspects of digital recording is
dealing with jitter. There arc three basic problems with jitter
that I've found. One is the horrible edge and glare that people ascribe to it. Second is lack of focus, where the soundstage
gets diffused, flattened, or destroyed altogether. You lose
what the microphones picked up, in terms of sum and difference, to make you feel that you're actually there. What I
strive for is letting you hear every note that's heard through
the microphones. Jitter takes that away in adramatic fashion.
Okay, how do you control it? Every digital component...
Scull: 'Thank you...
Pope: Look, this is the easy part! Then you have to ask me
the tough questions! [laughs] In digital, the biggest problem is
control in each and every stage of production, which is something that most record companies can't do. They've got one
engineer recording, another one editing, and yet another

I
T
TOOK MONTHS OF TESTING TO FIGURE OUT TO
THE HALF-MILLIMETER WHAT THE SPACING BETWEEN THE
OMNIS SHOULD BE FOR BEST IMAGING.
engineer doing the mastering. There's another one at the
Pope: Right. From the AD1000 we go immediately into
record plant doing the glass master. What I've done is say
the Nagra-D. Then into the Cello version of the Apogee
I'm not accepting their level of quality. We've created asinD/A, which has abetter analog output stage and makes the
gle system for going from one digital component to the
upper end alot sweeter than the basic Apogee unit. Then
next, so by the time we get to the last piece, we've miniwe basically go right into the Cello Encore line preamp.
mized jitter in every step, and so we've minimized its overWe monitor through Aerial 10Ts. The Aerial 10T is an
all accumulation as well.
excellent location speaker. It's got great bass for its size and
The problem is, you may get away with having, let's say,
weight. The imaging is very, very good, which is the most
10% of ajitter problem. But when you go to editing, you can
important thing Ilook for. When we record in Moscow, I
use Cello Premiers, which are fantastic location speakers.
never recover that 10%, even if you use all the tricks in the
book to get rid of it. It's that lack of control of accumulated
They're adog to move in and out of the conservatory, but
jitter by the time you get apressing that hurts so many CDs.
since they're stored in the basement all the time there —nobody else uses them — we can get away with it.
This isn't magic, you know. It's just one engineer, me, conI use my Stax Lambda
Signatures and SRM-T1S
tubed headphone amp as my
reference for frequency
response, and for knowing in
'
some general way where my
recording is going. The 10Ts
help me see if the sound
envelops me, and if Ihave
good imaging between the
speakers. When Istart recording, Iturn the speakers
down, and Igo right onto the
headphones. Of course, you
can't stay on headphones all
the time. It can be... misleading. They get me alittle
closer to the music, but they
can deceive in terms of the
distances you create in the
recording.
Alfir
\A
Scull: Case, how do you tweak
PopeMusic's two B&K omnis are mounted quite close together on astereo bar in front of the piano.
your system for best ect? Iknow
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New Speaker Technologies
The More Refined Revolution "i" Series
by Michael Green.
Speakers built like instruments to play music.
Revolution 80i in Natural Cherry, $1750/pr.

Quarz On-Wall Speakers.
The Ultimate Lifestyle Speakers.
Complete Audio and Home Theater Systems.

• 1 Quarz Q35 in Eggshell, 2e thick, $499/pr.

Winner of the CES Innovations
1995 Design & Engineering
Award for Loudspeakers.

New Accessories
Essential Midas Tube Dampers
by Bluenote Florence

"VPI TuneTable"
from RoomTune.
The Ultimate Analog Support.

800-724-3305
215-297-0227 •FAX 297-8661
SYSTEMS

1Walters Lane #570 •Point Pleasant, PA 18950

trolling everything from beginning to end. So, how do we
control it?
Here [looking innocent] is my magic black box. This is adCS
word-clock generator from the UK. Let's talk about the best
way to send adigital signal down aline. There are three formats that we need to talk about. One is S/PDIF, where
basically everything is being shot down one line: aleft digital signal, aright digital signal, and the clock. You have to
crunch it all together into amodulated analog signal of extremely high frequency, then squirt it down asingle unbalanced wire.
AES/EBU sounds better than straight S/PDIF because
it's balanced. You get the benefits of common-mode rejection, and it helps clear up the digital signal. You get less jitter. However, you can go out and spend $1000 on an
AES/EBU cable, and it still won't sound as good as SDIF.
Scull: SDIF?
Pope: Ah-ha... SDIF is three separate video-bandwidth

our Swiss audience?
Pope: Hey, Ilived in Switzerland... that means Swiss airdried beef! Ooohjonathan —you're reaching! Anyway, Nagra just doesn't have the time. Now, Iknow you're going to
ask, since I'm restricted to AES/EBU on the Nagra, how do
Icorrect it? And, the answer is ... I'm not going to tell you!
It's asecret! Ido have apiece of equipment that takes the
AES/EBU signal and translates it to SDIF when mastering,
and that's the Sony SBM unit. That cleans up the signal and
takes away, I'd say, 90% of the degradation you would hear
if you didn't use it to transform AES/EBU to SDIF.
By the way, the Apogee units can be converted to SDIF.
So when I'm mastering, everything from the moment we
load into the Sonic Solutions hard-disk editor, everything is
SDIF all the way.
Scull: Let me guess: limr Sonic Solutions isn't stock?
Pope: Right. It's very heavily modified, especially in the
input and output stages. And even though we use the older

YOU CAN GO OUT AND SPEND $1000 ON AN AES/EBU CABLE,
AND
WON'T SOUND AS GOOD AS SDIF.
IT STILL

board, it still sounds better than the latest version of their
hardware. Ithought, "Maybe Ishould record onto Sonic like
other people do." Idid aback-to-back test in Moscow, and
it really doesn't sound as good as the Nagra-D. Plus, Itrust
tape as abetter archival material. k's very robust.
Scull: Let's have alook at the back of that dCS word-clock
generator.
Pope: [moving around the table] Here, behind the converter
and the clock, you'll see that all the cables arc very carefully
separated, so that AC, DC, analog, and digital are kept apart.
You can see that the word-clock generator has both AES/
EBU and SDIF outputs. This has been modified in acouple
of proprietary ways that Ican't put on the record. But you
can easily hear the difference. All of the transparency comes
back, and the high end
smooths out immediately.
It's like lifting aveil off the
sound and cleaning it up at
the same time. The dCS
serves as the master clock for
every digital component I
use. In this case, I'm only
using two devices. But when
I'm mastering, Ihave seven
different digital pieces that
have to be synchronized.
Another problem that I
found was that AES/EBU
creates an enormous amount
of digital noise. It's approximately five times the frequency of a simple word
clock. And that high-frequency noise can create jitter.
If you have athree-volt signal, athird of avolt could be
noise. If you put ahigh-qualto aCello preamplifier close to the piano.
ity 'scope on digital output

coaxial cables carrying the three components of the digital
signal. Remember Imentioned how jitter affects the soundstage? The reason you lose the soundstage is that you can
only correct the signal once between each left and right signal, which means that you can have some float there, in between the left and right. With SDIF you've got aclock
squarewave that marks the beginning of every left and right
word, synchronously, in parallel. The difference in sound is
startling, areal paradigm change.
But you'll notice that Ido not have an SDIF connector on
the Nagra-D. That's because Nagra will not #!&*@$% do it.
I've been trying to talk them into modifying this recorder
for years.
Scull: What's the bed? Or should Isay the viande de grisans,for

The outputs of the mikes are fed first to ahigh-voltige power supply. then
The feed to the control room is run at line-level.
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AudioPrism
...a renaissance of craftsmanship, style and performance...
Acoustic Images
Vestal, New York
(607) 797-3203
Arthur's Audio
Orchard Lake, Michigan
(810) 682-4686

P/e7n4àccer
Line Level Preamplifier
vacuum tube gain architecture
solid-state regulation of every stage
remote power supply

Galen Carol Audio
San Antonio, Texas
(210) 805-9927
Holm Audio
Lisle, Illinois
(708) 663-1298
Nuts About Hi-Fi
Silverdale, Washington
(800) 201-HIFI
Savant Audio Video
Princeton Junction, New Jersey
(609) 799-9664
Stereotypes
Portland, Oregon
(503) 280-0910
Canada
May Audio
(514) 651-5707
Hong Kong
A & M Promotions
852 2838 1111
Japan
Hi-Fi Japan
03 3288 5231
Malaysia
First Sound Audio Visual SDN BHD
603 776 6606
Mexico
Sismex
(5) 605 8200
Taiwan
Musicscope
(02) 872 2361
United Kingdom
Power Supply Corporation
44 (0) 1702 200934

ge4ed
Dual Monaural Power Amplifier
switchable ultralinear & triode operation
solid-state regulation of every stage

signals, you'd be amazed at the crap slithering all up and
down the waveforms.
Scull: 7lat doesn't sound very appetizing.
Pope: True. Now you can see how this methodology is really not much different from what we used to do in analog.
Then, we had other things that would pollute the signal, like
hum and RF interference. Too-low capacitance in acable
could degrade an analog signal. High capacitance in acable
can degrade adigital signal too, only it's worse. Here, between the external clock, the Nagra, and the AID, Iuse a
special cable, and this is the only "special" wire that Ihave
no problem with. It is ultra-low capacitance ...
Scull: That'll befrom RadioShack?
Pope: [laughs] No, actually, it's Belden video cable. It cleans
up the Nagra like you wouldn't believe.
Everyone is getting into this external word clocking, but
unfortunately they're doing it thinking that just that alone is

down because they felt you could have more jitter and get
away with it, which we now know to be false.
Alan Leftwich: [PopeMusic Vice President for Distribution and
Sales] The lathe has a150-lb platter!
Pope: Right. The circuitry that drives it was designed for
and can tolerate re-clocking. So everything is re-clocked.
Sanyo did the hard work. They were willing to take their
lathe off-line. And that's asking alot. They did the tests with
me over and over again. That's one reason I'm very faithful
to them. They were the only ones that gave adamn about
trying to cut abetter disc.
Leftwich: Actually, we should explain that DMI does the
metal mastering, and then that master is sent to Sanyo for
pressing. We get the best of both worlds that way: mastering at DMI, and pressing at Sanyo.
Scull: And what did you hear once you used DMI and Sanyo?
Pope: All of asudden, the sibilance, which is one of the rea-

Af
t)

I
T'S ALL IN THE TECHNIQUE.
the answer. Of course, it's not. For instance, this is avery
expensive clock, one of the best on the market, but it stil/ had
to be improved.
You know, when we master, this same clock unit also goes
to the cutting lab. It took me 18 months to convince aglassmastering studio to let me into their clean room and experiment with their multi-million-dollar cutting equipment. I
finally convinced acouple of people to do it. Iwent in there,
we examined the chain, put the signals on a'scope, and realized that we could do better. Most cutting labs, for instance,
don't use asingle clock signal. They all self-generate, and
they wind up chasing each other around the room.
What Ifound was that, as soon as you have one digital
piece chasing another, the sound becomes less transparent
and you get much more jitter than if everything is in lockstep. Again, the parallel is avideo studio. There they use one
sync generator to feed all the equipment. You have to understand that digital audio is very much the same. It responds much better if you don't have to correct for small
cumulative errors between components. If you get all the
equipment synced up, you take away 90% of the problem of
digital degradation in the sound.
Scull: Who does your glass mastering?
Pope: DMI in California. You know, Ican make areally
outstanding-sounding 16-bit recording on -1
/" tape. But
4
when Ishipped it to the lab, the sound of the glass master
just fell off acliff. I'd get amaster and asample cut back, and
it sounded like shit. It had the same sonic problems Iwas
trying to eliminate. So, Iknew Ihad to get into the lab.
Sanyo/Verbatim was the first and only company that would
actually agree to let me come in and try and solve this problem. Ihave to give them credit.
Scull: What's the relationship between Sanyo and DMI?
Pope: Iended up doing muy glass mastering at DMI because
we encountered asmall technical problem at Sanyo. So I
ended up going back to one of the original glass-master cutters in America. Our discs are cut on alaserdisc cutter. The
advantage is that, believe it or not, jitter is much more of a
problem for laser video than for Cl). Cl) cutters were scaled
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

sons people think that digital sucks, was clean as awhistle.
The best we ever heard. Clean, absolutely clean. No breakup, no crackle, no nothing. The sound of areal voice.
Now [smiling and looking innocent], I'm going to give you a
real good piece of business here. Everybody is yelling about
HDCD, about 96kHz, about 24 bits, and all that crap. Let's
say you take the output of the A/D and plug it directly into
the D/A and listen to it on the Stax 'phones. Now, if Itake
this 20-bit signal —albeit we've cleaned the hell out of it—
and Iplug it in to the Nagra, even with all my bells and
whistles, you still hear adegradation. The Nagra is absolutely the most transparent and jitter-free recorder on the face of
the planet for digital. However, until aday comes when Ican
do this kind of comparison and there's no deference, why the
hell would Iwant to advance to 96kHz and double my timing problems? And then I'm limited to what A/Ds and
1)/As Ican buy.
We're opening up acan of worms with this stuff. I've said
this from the beginning — don't throw out 16-bit. Theoretically, 16-bit digital can produce very musical sound, and
our latest CDs prove it.
Scull: Well, that is fairly rad. Imean, everybody is yelling "24/96!"
Pope: Iknow that. But to me that's like saying, "Okay, instead of using this tape formulation in analog, let's use this
other one." Remember, 20 years ago, there was abig movement away from so-called normal to high-output analog
tape...? You may be too young.
Scull: Gene, you really know how to flatter aguy...
Pope: Well, first the backing started shedding. Then they
found that the new tape had tremendous print-through.
Then they discovered alow-frequency irregularity in the
tape. So we shouldn't be in such ahurry to abandon 44k and
16 hits, which is what Joe Q. Public has to listen to, you
know. Bottom line is, Ihave put my music on aCD that is
44kHz and 16 bits. I'm not saying Ican make 16 bits sound
like 20. More bits do help —if they're clean. I've heard 22bit and even 24-bit material that sounded like shit, that didn't sound as good as the 18 bits I used with the
Cello/Apogee AD500. It's all in the technique.
S
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Primary PE Insulation
PP Fell0,
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

The M 1000 Iinterconnect features three precision wound time correct bandwidth balanced wire networks for audiophile music
reproduction. Choice of RCA or SLR plugs at
same once. Priced per pair

A0 CRYSTAL!". uses twelve sold conductors, spiraled together in a Hybrid Hyperlitz
array. Six 18 awg LGC. and six 20 awg FPC.

.5rn. 4150 lm. .S200 1.501.. $250 2m...8300

Priced per pair

1m.. $125 1.5rn...$160 2m...$200

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg LOC Copper
Primary PE Insulation
PP Fuer
Mytar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CU)

The M 850 Iuses two bandwidth balanced conductors plus improved shielding for excellent music and film reproduction. XLR sarne pece. Priced per pair.
.5er. $70 lm. ..$130
1.5m...$00 2m.. $100
M550 ITwo Time Correct Wire Networks
.5m...$45 I
rn...$50 1.5m...265 2m...$65
M350 ITwo Solid Core Conductors
.5nr .$35

1rn .$40

1.5m...$45

2m...$60

World S

le
Best Selling
Audiophile grade

.1.

Video Cables.

4rn. $80

6m...5100

.s50

.1111111r-

$270 1Sm

5152 '

$385 2m

11M M

$76 15m... $91 2m

Inv .275

1.5m...2413

2m...$91

$548

5800

AO TYPE

• Funcional
Pol.!
Conner
arludi size
22 awe LGC Drarnmie
22 awg FPC Copper
Foamed Polyethylene
For Shield
PVC Jacket
CU)

Priced per pair
Sm ... $84
Sn.. $154
7m $288
w /Xt.Rs

en WO 15m
am $182 5m
8m 2294 9m
.5m .$141
Irn

..$112
1210
$322
$156

80 .8126
Ern $2M
lOrn .2350

.,

13 me°

le asp LOG Copper
Primary PE Insulator,
PP Filer
Myer Bonder
PVC Jacket d.IL C12)

' tit

Priced per pair.

o

Foil Shield
PVC Jacket fUL CU)

AO TYPE 4.«. 4con:lector Hyperlitz /LGC copper.

AO TURQUOISE X2., double balanced, solid
LGC. CL CL-3

Type 4, ISiereophie Rec,
Factory prep. ir..Sies
Custom prep. 6...570
Double &wire 8'...$127

Priced per pair.
Cone. US $2. /loot
10'...585 12'...$105
10'...586 12'...$95
19..5147 12'...$167

AO TYPE 2'.. 4conductor Hyperelz/ LGC copper

17 awe
20 awe LGC Copper
Primary PE Insulaton
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Priced per pair

Custom designed, 40%
...near than other clamps.

Pro-.cl 6w/Clyster genocide

$699

HPA v1.0 (Includes PS1) Outstandnig Class
"A" Headphone Amp with HeadRoom
Specral Image Processing

log

15 awe
-18 awe LGC Copper
-Primary PE Insulateal
- PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket ILIL CL2)

$308

Stoppers

DITS(now with PSI) Dac -in -the-Box is
the perfect companion to today's theater systems
$199

Priced per pair

ie ma/ Aire
▪

Long
Gram
Copper

Pro-lacs 1.2 w/Oyster carindge

22 awg LOC Dranwire
22 awg LOC COPP° ,
Primary PVC Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UT CU)

o

10r.$39
5m _543
2m.. 247
3m ..$55
401 583
5n1 .$71
E-rn...279
7rn $87
8m ..595
9m 0103 10m...2111
tiro. S119 12m $127 13rn ..5135 14m $143

e

AO VIDEO /DIGITAL ONE'.
..,

Serer
PLaied

EAM

IlligrOeeONB

copper
.5rn. $27

In, .530

1.5mi .$33

2m

$36

AO JADE'', Symmetrical Coax. sold LGC,
UC CL-3.

Copper
22 awe LOG Copper Neg.
22 awg WC Copper Pos.
Pnmary PVC Insulation
PP Filler
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket fUL CU)

Custom prep

Priced per pair
.5in 422'.
3m...135
7m...$65
1Im.. $75

Im...$2.5
en..$40
8rn SOO
12rn...$80

•

1.5m...227. 2m $30
5m tie
Ern...$50
9m.. $65 1
Orn...$70
13m.. $85 14m 130

/cartnrige.

Made r lISA.

Winn

insulated surd
Seer Plated Copper
Blue Satin Jacket.

TYpe 2. Burgundy Satin
$1./ foot 91119.1.111111111S LlheraliC2LU
Factory prep.
8'...563 10...$6f) 12'.. 275
Custom prep. 6-350 10...$56 12' 262
Long
du fula!
Double Uwe. 8'...5100 10'...$112 12'...5124
r•

fiat
$1" /foot
W...$52 10.980 12...488
Double &wire 8%3104 10...8120 12'...5138
F-14. White, 17 AWG
95$ /loot
Custom prep. W...$38 19.-940 12'...$44
Double Swine 8.572 10'...$80 12...988

DDS Pro Reference Quality, twin-chassis CD Transport with Pioneer "Stable
$1395

Platter" mechanism

Priced per pair

F-18. White. 14 awg

1 ..

C2eh
r

22 awg LOC Drainwire
22
Polypropylene
LGC Copper
Insulation

"Toslink" drol Toshiba Optical Interconnect
$18

069

$540
$473

lafie UltrairDec Sngledlasse cornbillion DREVIDDePlus The "com-

.
..ZytILI)ertly

.5rn...$57
lm...$155 1.5m...$73
2m $81
3m...$87 4m..4113 5rn...$129 6rn _5145
ire.. 8141 8m...2177 9m.$193 10m
$209
urn...5226 12m...$241 13m...$257 lier .9273
w ixt.Re .5m.. 2117 lm...$125 1.5rn...$133

Speaker Cable iSrereophre Feet Corm. F$T4

JR.
539/8 pc
9mi.

plete DAC scluton" wit wmcial ve- TO 280 MK iv
non PSU, Poesy Stahon Three•Ultra
$439 TD -180 MK iii 3.speed (33. 45. 78l

NEW DOE V12 20-bit HDCD compatible
CeC.I'inpiePowerStaton5
$499

_Lnree/

Type 6, Slate Blue
toe
Factory prep. W...5114 10...$130 12'...8146
Custom prep. 8'...1100 10'...$116 12'...$132
Double Eliwire
10'...$207 12'...$239

Priced per pair.

audioquest

$1080
$925

CoPPer

$1053 10ft...$1305

DST Powered Cable (I rn) Jitter-free.
Powered Digital Interconnect System .$159

TD -320 MK iii suspension necio ir
TD -318 MK iii suspensor wauto loft

DDE v3.0Premium. HDCD-compatible
D-to-A converter
$699

15m .Swig

AO TOPAZ X 2,ra. double balanced.
polypropylene solid LGC
''-

Lorx9
-Grain

$107

-teie

$450
$450

DTI Pro32 Digital Transmission Interface
product Combines an improved ultra-low 6clack recovery sysMm wit an advanced
resolution enhancement algrceithrn .. $1395

conduzlor l*gerrez/LGC coppa,

Alpha-Core GOERTZ Ml 2 Copper

8)1.. .5185 1011.. .5220 121t.. $255 15ft

._
$2350
$650

tnple balanced, sold FPC capper loaned polyethylene.

-.Mae

Paced per pair.
.f.t

Dll v20 (Includes PS4) Similar to DT1•Pro
but without te resolulion enhanoenent system
$639

Raw 78 with cartridge

287

$490

Alpha-Core GOERTZ MI AG 2 Silver
Speaker Cable
Comp.

Mad, ii, ('oeil fluide

.5m

Double
Single &wee
Bivere 6...$272
8'...$17010'...$195
10'...$320 12'..
12'...1219
.$368 ""«......."---

t
, Paced per pair.

560 1m

RE GA

laled sod seer parted copper. double balanced.

Priced per pair

Alpha-Core GOERTZ High-Purity
Copper Interconnect (Stereophde Rec
5,1,

Closeout Price. .$249

BI -21 Belt drive; tonearrn not included.
1985 List Price. $329
Closeout Pnce.. $149

AO RUBY X

Prwed per pair.
)-

1985 List Pnce...2499

DTI•Plus dual-input "de-jittering" comp.
w/twin PLC & 5Hz bandwidth
$245

Planar 9with cartridge
Planar 3with cartridge
Planar 2with cartridge

AO VIDEO /DIGITAL GVO'. Hard callow° eau-

AO INDIGO"'. 8conductor Hybrid Hyperluz with FPC /LGC coppers.

8m...$120

Alpha-Core GOERTZ Sorel-Fine Silver
Interconnect Yereophde Roe Cupe.)

solid FPS seer,
double balanced.

$225 1.5m...$275 2m...2325

Single Bewee 8'...$219 10'...$255 12...$290
Double Gene 6...1068 10'...5440 12..2512

2m...$80

M 1000Se SAlicleo Cable
Sm $45 1m...555 1.5m...265 2m...$75
4m.. $110 Sm...$130 8m...8150

Perfect
Sever

.5m. $175 lm

29 /foot
Factory prep. 8'...5219 10'...5255 12...$291

M 1000V- Silver Video Cable
1.5m

Irn $185 15rn $198 2m...8231
401 .5363 5m 9429 urn
2495
ern .9e27 901 5093 lOrn $759
5m $187 irn 8200 1Sn $233

00- 3 Quartz direct dn., tonearm included.

AO Crystal, Slate Blue

Indigo 2. Dark Blue
16/ loot
Factory prep. e...8171 10'...2195 12'...1)219
Custom prep 8.9158 10'...8180 12'...$204

.5m ..$30 lm...$40

Priced per pair
5rn 2132
3m $297
7m Ma
w 0180

MICRO BRIO

DOX -1000 Quartz direct drive: no tonearm.
19135 List Price $969
Closeout Price...2499

22 aveg LOC Dramwee
22 awn FPC Copper
Polypropylene Insulation
Fort Shield
PVC Jacket (1.1L CU)

Custom P.P. 8'...5204 10'...2240 12'...$276

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg LOC Copper
Primary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CU)

M Silver Video'. cables use polished silver-coated copper conductors for unequalled transfer of high
frequency signals, while the solid
center conductor improves low frequency response. Maximum signal
strength ensures superior performance.

ii.re

AO VIDEO /DIGITAL P110'.1lad
loam insulated
Functionally

The M 950 Iinterconnect uses three time
correct bandwidth balanced multi-gauge wee
networks for outstanding performance. SLR
same price. Priced per pair
.5m ..$90

ai

Midnight 3. Dark Blue
$te font
Factory prep 8'...5351 10 ...5415 12'...$479
Custom prep. 8'...$318 1(7..4390 12'...5445
Seigle Biwee 8'.. $330 10'...$305 12'...2460
Double Bowe 8'...$592 10'..$720 17...tees

oce on a
lifetime
Closeout!

While
Supplies
Last ,

DOS IN SONY-based CD Transport/Player
with mechanically and electrically-isolated, damped sub-systems. contains extensive AC line filtering
$449

ACD II Sony-based CD Player/Transport
w /coax output and full function remote
control, includes volume
tau

JERRY RASKINS

DENON
Direct drive:
hilly automatic

' ''

$450

CO

\

CIP47F . $650
DP23F
$425
DP7F
$325

DP47F
Made
Eriabliared /97V

NEEDLE DOCTOR
• 800 • 229 • 0644
612-378-0543 •FAX 378-9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mpls, MN 55414
E-Mail info@NeedleDoctor.Com • http://www.NeedleDoctor.com

RECORD CLEANING

NITTIl

hY.e
o
t.

MACHINES MOOS ,USA

AUDIO PowEr

JoLida, Inc.

.&ze

Bright

Star
Platforms

Isolation

Big Rock
MODEL 1.5 Fl Auto guid application, autoscrub. auto rotation. vinyl wood grain cabinet
$399
MODEL 1.5 Automatic scrubbing and
automatic rotation. slide-out waste fluid
tray
$335

SJ 502A Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
60/60 Watts. 6550 Power Output
$995

$175

BigRock2/3/4

$145/5125/599

Little Rock 1/2/3 ...

5129 /5179 /579

SJ 302A Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
50/50 Watts. EL34/6CA7 Output
$1350

AudioPrism FM Antennas
are all Stereophtle Rec. Comp.

SJ 202A Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier
40/40 Watts. EL34/6CA7 Output
$695

THE POWER PACK II affordable AC Power Conditioning for High-Definition

AP-7503 r tall. FM only.
$295

kbrush

Audio and Video Systems. 6 outlets. 4 analog and 2digital. Narrow, standalone design that fits between a cabinet and the wall. or between racks. 3
X" high, 1 ("deep. 13 %" long. Weight 7 % lbs
$199

AP -8500 5" tall. Omni
directional w/remote.
FM crab'', black fintsh ..

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of fluid.
manual brushing and rotating during vacu$199
RECORD MASTER deans 45s. 785 8LPs
manually with built-in adapter
$219

A01003 Integrated Stereo Tube Ampefier. 30W.
..S495 Assembled .
S399 Kit loci parts & tubes/

AP 85C0

ansr_tes

AP-6500

AP 8500

1101004 Stereo Tube Amplifier. 30W.EL 34
$899 Assembled .S599 101 (ncl parts 8tubes)

uming

ElectraClear

5405

AP-8500 Omni directanal
passive no gain.
black /real wood ... $991$125

clean line Junior N11 Analog

..
$229

Panama: MAX 1000. Complete surcle Pro

EAU -1. the ultimate parallel line conditioner.
eliminates AC and RF nase and interference.

teetTan /line conditioning B outlets

Stabilizes elecIncal current.

$9249

$299

discwasher

FIKOSS

Mode « USA

Koss ESP 950

$499

Teas Incredible eMctrostato steremanare

is PORTABLE. 11 cornes complete with
its own carrying case and separate battery pack 'My favorite,'"

Koss OZ /2000 revolutionary moro.
prom nose nekrebar, teMrobgy remoras
outside nose & reduces kstener fatigue.

Now In

$179

Stock!

Great for air travel

Transmits up to
Inn feet through

Stan

UltreClarifier Tabletop Model reduces
fryer leg. "Arlene can coo? hear dshoc! Offerences or sound qualay "HIGH

H0580 ...$299

FIDELITY MAGAZINE (Sweden) April.
'
011 7
la yore "
$119

Strrroptult.
Ri
Comp.

ran. ,
ie<onemne,

Recoton W 500

CD Clara/
a roomed <ohciao rinc our. . $36
Battery Eliminator nc
IMMW 3UPPIY Outs orn OS
socket
619
nnew to mew That it motes

$129

The Shakti Stone, aRecorrmenclen
Corrpmet in theAp119:16Sleteophe.
neutralizes EMI Ffi and other eraser-1r
distortions that are generated by component power supplies, digital clocks.
and eternal sources. This ellectrre system enhancing deoce contains patent
pending ultra-sonic filter techndogy mn
apoured stone enclosure design to fit
easily and attractively on most components
$230

SQTA
Mode in USA

S49

Deluxe CO HydroBath

COL'

sur2

Socket Savers
.
pe
Tubesox
$69/ 2pc
MIDAS tube dampers .$89 /pr.
Gold Aero Tubes
Call.
Sovtek Tubes
Call!
Svetlana Tubes
Call!

CD Laser Lens Cleaner

MIS
AO Big Feet rap to 40 ibg
AC1 CD Feet fete, lb,)
AG Sell Stick Sheet
r*

$17

00

$60
$39
515

CO. SOundIMM SENTAN.
E
SOUND IMGADE. Sedainter
1993. Swan Bard

Roonirunc

CD Smas.h Remove , R Polish

.. $11

Record

$599

Cleaned

reocm.

Restore your precious LP records to
like new condition with the SOTA
Record Cleaning Machine.

MI
CHEL GREEN S

kuoiCePOINTS

Standard 1.0 1 .1
Large 1.5 t. x 1-•
Large 2.0 1
7
:x

$59
ii•
S99 /
S135 /

AinhoPrism

-C-D-STOP-111.1GHT

Bang & Olufsen

-cs (duple«

Beocom 1400
High Fidelity
Telephone .6100

• / 2 for S28

Iso Bearings

OPIGI
NAL
DANISH DESIGN

BLUTACK

515.

/ 3 for S39

$40

CD Black Light

BEST
SELLER

M-TS
$129 30"
nf nia
cm

Sonic Circles Stabilizer Rings
Sn • u• $11 • npr $25

Large Iso Bearings
Small 'so Bearings

Hubbell

SB4 •
/Tty

• • - .11
ys

$54 /1 pa

514,/••
2/525

Postman
Binding
y Post
Z Wrench
trghtens /
fl
3:

Btu-tack

.1- '
4"
--efe
Edam«
A. Saros Ultimate Foundation

'•

5329

20'.

5339

B. Santis Reference Foundation II
C. Sanus Steel Foundation II

'6
16

$249
$1119

20'.
20".

5259

2179

24'.

5339 "8

2,E. $259
24'.. $179 28

0. RoomTune Basic-Rack Speaker Stand 16/20/24' Top Plate 65' x75" 19 lb,
E. B-Tech BT.9
r •as Speaker Stands" 36 - H. norm up lo 20 10s. ....
F. RooniTune Basic•Rack BR 24/42CH x153/4'
23 3/4'W. holds up to 32 tbs
G. R.T.VPI Tune•Table VPI-TT 24324" H 21" D 31* W. 82 bs
H. RoonTune Clamprack 0RM-A 36"H .15.75"D x23.75' W.120 bs
I.

13-Tech Ballicant•type Bracket supports speakers up 101313s: black/Mute

J.

B.Tech Ultra•Grip Speaker Bracket

K. RoornTune
RoonTune
M. RoonRune
RoomTune

0. R000rTune
P.
Ana

RoomTune

speakers up 10 15 be swivel/1A black
BR38/6 36" H 15 75
.23.75" W. 4810s
Video Beek Rack 20' H .19'D x28" W. 41 Es
BR35/5 35"H .15 75" 0 x23.75" W:
lOs
Video Rack Lowboy 20'H >24'D 5.3"
84 Ds
Deluxe Justarack DJR 384 2r He15.75' x23.75" W. 102 Es
Clanwrac kCO24-2 24' Ho 15.75"D x23.75» W.84 bs

5349
$269
$189

«Tor r

6e9“

sllssnwin

ARV Sonata Loudspeakers .5335/pr
DynaCAear Tweeter Lenses .
812 pr
KOBUK Cleaner
S50
ART. Demagnetizer Wand
$60
C.C. Cassette Demagnetizer
$14
Turntable Bearing Oil
$14
AO Toneann Damping Fluid
$10

V

A

BC

DE

A. S.711 Head Cleaner ?n:
B. ProGold Mini Spray Is n
C. ProGold 05 0lmr.ry .
D. ProGold GI 00 Spray
E. 02 Blocker Spray

121
rxr 0,2ra

FG

H

I

J

Galaktos CD rr• tr I••• 569 / .•
G. AO Laser Guide
529
539
H. AO Ultra Connect
I. Yamainura 0.151
550
J. ART TR-30
550
F.

515 ,'
$24'
569 ."

SOUND CHECK

gite tno fluolo

tu ...

5129
55S
5160
53/5
5399
5313

•
•
,

565
5240
5144
5229

S.399
5379

0209

AudioPrism CD Black Light

$40
o
itlt

Reading about transparency or
locus only takes you so le
Ounewitinl:n0 faZie
rs an "aural dictionary
915

ustos..4eimueee

IT'S BACK! The famous XL0
Test & Burn CD! thf
Hoi if‘t. tIl
t•
,ilmm ciruitmn',.i home flthr ,,
trot'
.
$30

Paperhai.k
H. inIcover
SountIchnc k

540

530

540

LONDON (DECCA) BENZ

qt MICRO

elpalligœ

ortofon

ortofon

THE RETURN OF A LEGEND

11111111 ,

VI5V.A.R

Jubilee/RI 'o
51600 /$500
Super Gold froe-hoe
$750
Super Gold Van Den Hal ..$650

Stereophile
Rec. Comp.

DENON

Wood Bon.
PE -Ions
Ruby /Trade
Reference /Trade
/Trade
MO.9 /Trade
L0.4 /Trade

Blue Point Special

S3C)00 /S2000
$2500 /51750
$1200 /$1000
$1200 /51000

RE-Top (exchange)
Blue Point 1RE-Top
RE Top BP to BPS
Pearl /Stylus

$1200 /51000

Black Pearl /Stylus
Oyster /Stylus

$295
$195
$195 /$110
$225
$90/ $45
$70 /$35
$40 /$20

The SHURE VIS was the slaixted by
whch at other cartndges were Nalged.
lt pi:dazed pure. crystallre Pan rel. resonant bass -and nue nvod
musical detail than losteners ever
expected to cbtan Iran the rulogue
recordings NUN l's back. The sane
classic phono cartndge updated w(th a
new tuty to provide awarmer. MDR
mus•cai sollrld, h every way. Is te
V15 ycto rernerrter. but rt usrll scare
even better than rt ad before
$250

11,
The %Amen cartndge has been developed by Orlolcn to celebrate the memory
of the Late chant.), of the company It has
been de9gned to Onna rnuch of Me excellence of the MC75C0 to awider audience
Es asencus prockrt commemorating a
senous man

05-MC /RE -Top
03-MC /RE -Top
XI-MC /RE-Top
MC-3 Turbo /RE -Top
MC-1 Turbo /RE-Tip

$225 /$189
$160 /5135
$103 /$85
5180 /5153
$110 /$92

OW30 Super /Stylus
0M-20 Super/ Stylus
0M-10 Super /Stylus
0M-58 /Stylus
0M-3E /Stylus

$150 /$85
.585/ $60
$50 /$30
$35 /$25
S25 /$20

Rohrnann /RE-Trp
$1500 /$1260
MC-2C00 Mark II /RE- $1250 /$1100

Audio-Technica
DL 110 /RE -Top .. $140 /570
DL 160 /RE -Tp
$180 /$90
DL-S1 /RE -Too
S800 /$600

sTaNTon

N., 01,95 output 2.2mV
Girder '
Benz Tr 1,1-•

rilVo $750
5600 ,$400

clearaudio

Collectors Sertes 100
CS-100 Stylus .
881 MIMS /Stylus
5130
681EEE Mk11/ Stylus
590
680EE /Stylus
549
503E Midi (pc. not shown(

5199
$125
/559
/550
/$30
525

ZTE+1 /Stylus .
ZCE+1 /Stylus .
ZF3E+ /Stylus ..
ZF2+ /Stylus ...
ZF1+ /StyluS ..
Z+ /Stylus
Z1+ /Stylus .
Signattrs Jr. /Stylo,-,
Z2+ /Stylus
..
8MZ /Stylus ..
MCZ II /Stylus .
TLZ /Stylus .. ..
XTZ /Stylus
.
Phono

Bang-Olufsen

Prearnpsi..

GAMMA-5/ RE Top
$850 /5425
DELTA-S /RE-Tra
$1400 /$700
SIGNATURE
$2300
SIG NATURE RE-Top
51150
ACCURATE /RE-To
$3990 /51995
INSIDER /RF tin
$7500 /53750

$250 /5200

ML150 / .•.

5250 /$200

MC-30 Super Mark II
RE-Tip (exchange)
MC-20 Super Mark II
RE-Tip (exchange)
MC-25 FL
RE-Tip (exchange o
MC-10 Super Mark II
RE-Tip lexc h.11 ,(1r •
MC-15 Super Mark II
RE-Tip leochanqu,

5630
$540
$540
5460
$450
$380
5375
5320
5215
$185

»ele

Stanton OC -t Fk..

S3°

MC•10 Super/RE -Top

5135 5115

Northwestern
Electric

•

Cereal London (Decca) Brush
•—

DB Systems Protractor

$35

Pawn

$ze
$50

Tonearm Wrap
Soma° -•
. o ,+•

Tonearm
Cables

ss
Headshells

Great for Head Shell Leads

AO

Your Choice
4,
3 449
, k

o
Sumac Premier •

o$95

irr

PP-1

$AM

525

GRUIV Glide Record Treatment
Stereophtle Rec. Comp
$24

Audio Alchemy Vac-in-tha-boo
MM MC Preamploher
$200
sh-req300/.. M., Comp
escwasher 04 Brush System
O.E.D. Discsaver

$89

MM Phono

$19

ku‘i,

St.,
aRon o
,nooHunt EDA Mark 6Record Brush
$20

B-Tech 26

AO Emerald 2, $150
AO Pro
• ) $275

r

HS•12

e

Srereopn. Rec Comp
THE PIG RECORD GRIP
$12
SOUTHER CLEVER CLAMP
$30
THE RECORD WEIGHT
$50
SOTA ICLAMP
S50
J.A. Mocha Black
$50
J.A. Mochell Solver
$50
J.A. Michell Gold
560
SOTA REFLEX CLAMP
$179

Uncle Bill's Tweezers

t•Ii'

$50
No -hamo Moving
Magnet Phono PmAmplifier
54

532

$30
The GEO-DSC'" Catnip Aignment
tool leekres an easy to use. 3-drtensold cObol altunent system fox rape).
accritIcated cartalge algemaN
pad mules Iprovides
lignite«
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W ADIA 27 DIGITAL DECODING COMPUTER
& W ADIA 7 CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley
Wadia 27: D/A processor with remote volume control. Inputs: two ST-type glass-fiber

Wadia 7: two-chassis CD transport. Outputs: ST-Type glass fibenTosLink. coaxial on

optical, two coaxial S/PD1F on BNC jacks. AES/EBU,TosLink optical. Outputs: balanced

BNC jack. AES/EBU. Mechanism: modified TEAC/Esoteric "Vibration-free Rigid Disc

on XLR jacks. single-ended on RCA jacks (both outputs can be used simultaneously).

Clamping System" (VRDS). Dimensions: 9.625" W by 6.063" H by 17.875" D (main

Digital filter: Digimaster algorithm running at 64x rate (I
6x in software-based filter. 4x

unit), 7.375' .W by 6.063" H by 17.875" D (power supply).Weight 32 lbs (main unit),

in hardware). CPU: two Motorola 56004 DSP ICs. Output impedance: <1 ohm. Output

23 lbs (power supply). Serial number of units tested: 0300/0303. Price: $12,500.

slew rate: 2000V/ps. Peak output current 250mA. Frequency response. distortion. S/N
ratio: not specified. Dimensions: 17" W by 4.125" H by 16" D. Weight: 32 lbs. Serial

Common to both: Approximate number of dealers: 30. Manufacturer: Wadia Digital,

number of unit tested: 0027603525. Price: $8450.

624 Troy Street. River Falls,WI 54022.Tel: (715) 426-5900. Fax: (715) 426-5665.

A

common question we get from
Stereophile readers is why we
don't review products from
Wadia Digital. 111e five-year absence
from these pages of reviews of products
by amajor manufacturer invites all kinds
of speculation.' The explanation is simple: Wadia decided it was not in their
best interests to llave reviews in the US
press, and declined our requests for review samples.
As we were contemplating buying
Wadia products on the open market for
review, the company had achange of
heart, not coincidentally connected with
achange of management. They provided review samples of their $8450 Wadia
27 Digital Decoding Computer and
$12,500 Wadia 7transport.

W ADIA 27 DIGITAL
DECODING COMPUTER

The 27 Digital Decoding Computer
represents Wadia's latest thinking in digital processor design. Although the 27
costs less than the flagship $13,500 WaIReviews niche following Wadia products were publi shed in sreasiiihi/r: Walla 11XXL Vol.12 No.9; 2000,
Vol.13 No.1, Vol.14 No.14, V01.15 No2; WT-2000,
Vol.14 No.5; X-32, Vol.13 No.8, Vol.14 Nos.6 & 10,
Vol.16 No.1; WT-3200, Vol.14 No.6.
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dia 9, the newer 27 has some circuit refinements not found ill the top-of-theline processor.
lise 27 is housed in a beautifully
made chassis with no bolts visible from
the top or sides. 113e chassis is built of
separate panels of thick aluminum
joined at the corners by four rounded
structures; these accept short spikes on
the bottom for resonance control. If you
don't like the idea of spikes poking into
your rack, the 27 comes with metal
"coasters" that fit between the spike
points and the rack shelf surface.
The 27's front panel has no knobs,
switches, buttons, or controls. Instead, an
alphanumeric display shows the unit's
operating status, which is controlled
exclusively by the remote control. The
blue display indicates the output level
(volume) in numbers between 0(mute)
and 100 (full-scale). Input selection, phase
inversion, and left/right balance adjustment are all made by the remote control
and displayed on the 27's front panel.
The supplied remote control also
runs Wadia's transports. At the time of
this writing Wadia was replacing the
plastic remote with a cast aluminum
remote more befitting the construction
quality and appearance of their pro-

cessors and transports. It's agood thing,
too: the plastic remote is an ergonomic
nightmare, with lots of tiny, identically
shaped, and poorly laid-out buttons. If
your 27 was purchased with the plastic
remote, Wadia will replace it with the
aluminum one at no charge. Ididn't
have the new controller in time for this
review, but saw aprototype at Wadia's
factory. It looks like abig improvement.
The 27's rear panel provides six digital
inputs: two ST-type glass-fiber optical,
two S/PDIF coaxial on BNC jacks, one
AES/EBU, and one TosLink. Wadia was
apioneer in applying glass-fiber transmission technology to consumer digital
audio, and recommends using the STtype optical connection with their products. All the digital inputs are mounted
on aseparate panel attached to the machined chassis for easy upgrade if anew
transmission technology comes along.
Balanced analog output appears on
XLR jacks, single-ended on RCAs. The
27's output stage was designed to drive
both outputs simultaneously in systems
(like mine) that use aseparate woofer
amplifier.
Using the 27 without a preamplifier: The 27's adjustable output level
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the digital volume control never attenuates the signal by more than 6dB. For
example, as you reduce the volume
from full-scale output the DSP-9000 attenuates the signal in the digital domain
until 5.9dB of attenuation is reached,
then switches-in 6dB of analog attenuation and puts the digital volume
control back to no attenuation. Consequently, if you had 10dI3 of attenuation,
6dB of it would be in the analog domain, 4dB in the digital.

Inside the Wadia 27: During avisit to
Wadia's factory Ispent some time with
the 27's principal designer, Jim Kinne.
The unit uses some innovative design
techniques, the first involving the power
supply. Two large toroidal transformers
Wadia 27 DIA processor
are housed in a sub-enclosure within
lets you drive apower amplifier directly
domain attenuation. Remember, the
the 27's chassis. The transformers are
from the 27 without the need for aprehigher the number on the 27's frontsandwiched between layers of Neoamplifier. Wadia is abig proponent of panel display during normal listening,
prene damping material on the subenthis technique, which removes from
the better.
closure bottom and the machined aluyour signal path apair of interconnects,
My system worked best with the 27
minum plate that covers the transinput and output jacks, avolume conset for a maximum output level of former sub-enclosure. This technique
trol, wires, switches, circuit-board traces,
2.63V. The next lower setting, 2.03V,
isolates the transformers mechanically,
resistors, and the active gain stages of didn't have quite enough output to proacoustically, and electrically from the
a preamplifier. No matter how good
duce satisfying levels with CDs rerest of the chassis.
your preamplifier is, it can't be better corded at low levels, or those with a
The transformers' outputs are rectithan no preamplifier.
high peak-to-average ratio. Icalculated
fied, filtered, and regulated on aseparate
Removing your preamplifier from
the resolution loss between these set- pcb. Unusually, the regulation stages for
the signal path has undeniable sonic adtings at about athird of abit —probably
the I/V converter and analog output
vantages, but some drawbacks as well.
not audible. Most of my listening was
stages arc current regulators, not the
First, the digital-domain volume control
with the display showing between 80
typical voltage regulators. These conin the 27 reduces resolution at the rate
and 100. With some discs Iran the 27's
stant-current supplies arc then regulated
of 1bit for every 6dB of attenuation.
volume control wide open, with no
with voltage regulators on the audio
The greater the attenuation (the lower attenuation and thus no degradation.
board next to the audio circuits.
the number on the 27's front-panel disSome users may not take full advanIn acurrent regulator the output curplay), the greater the degradation.
tage of the 27's variable analog output
rent is held constant. When followed by
Second, removing the preamplifier
level feature. Wadia doesn't provide inashunt voltage regulator, any current not
poses the problem of source switching:
structions on setting the switches; you
used by the supplied circuit is dumped
how do you play your tuner or turnmust rely on your dealer for this inforto ground. Wadia believes that this
table? Wadia's solution is to digitize your
mation. If you find yourself listening power-supply topology produces suother sources with their Wadia 17 AID
most of the time with the display showperior sound quality, primarily because a
converter, whose digital output drives
ing below 70, you're needlessly throwcurrent source is less affected by inanother input on your 27 processor. Or
ing away resolution. It's well worth the
ductance and capacitance of the poweryou could reconfigure your system each
trouble to open the chassis and set the
supply traces.
time you switched sources. Finally, some
switches to get the best possible perIn all, the 27 uses awhopping 36 reglisteners may use only aCD source and
formance from the 27. Wadia recomulators, most of which fonn cascaded
not need input switching.
mends having your dealer set the output
regulation stages (the output of apreTo minimize the amount of lost reslevel, but you need to adjust it while it is
regulator feeds the input of the final
olution resulting from digital-domain
in your system to find the right level. If regulator) for acleaner and more stable
attenuation, the 27 has an analog- your dealer won't come to your home
power supply. The eight current predomain output level adjustment. A pair to correctly set the analog gain switches,
regulators are in TO-220 packages with
of tiny switches inside the chassis set the
get the information on the switch set2"-tall heatsinks. Many of the cascaded
27's maximum output level from 0.41V
tings and do it yourself. Taking the time
voltage regulators next to the audio cirto 9.02V, with 14 positions in between.
to play with this adjustment to get it just cuits are surface-mount devices.
If you have apower amplifier with a right is well worth the effort.
Aiding these 36 regulators are loads
high input sensitivity (the input voltage
While we're on the subject of digital- of filter capacitors, some of them disrequired to drive the amplifier to clipdomain volume controls, Ishould mentributed near the audio circuits. The 27
ping) and high-sensitivity loudspeakers,
tion the exemplary technique used in
has more than 30,000p.F of filter capayou'd set the 27's switches for alow outthe Enlightened Audio Designs DSPcitance —as much as some small power
put level. This way, for the best sound,
9000. That unit automatically switches- amplifiers. This huge power supply
you'd run the 27 with very little digitalin analog-domain attenuation so that makes the 27 run very hot.
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The pre-regulated power-supply rails
aren't connected to the second regulators
on the audio board through conventional
circuit-board traces. Instead, the power
supply is routed to the audio board by a
separate dedicated board underneath the
audio board; the supply voltages are
"popped up" to the audio board where
they're needed. This separate power-supply board can have huge traces and direct
routing, in contrast with the smaller
traces and indirect routing of conventional power-supply distribution on asingle board shared with the audio circuits.
The 27's power-supply design and execution are impressive, to say the least.
The input section is based on aCrystal CS8412 receiver chip implemented
on the DSP board. Signals present at unselected inputs (if you have ST-type optical and AES/EBU connected simultaneously, for example) are disconnected
from the circuit to prevent contamination. Although the CS8412's jitter rejection is only mediocre by today's standards, the clock that drives the DACs
isn't generated directly by the 8412.
Instead, the 8412 is used to demodulate
the incoming S/PDIF signal, and the
8412's recovered clock synchronously
drives aXilinx programmable gate array.
The gate array generates aclock at its
output that is de-jittered by aVoltage
Controlled Crystal Oscillator (VCXO),
which is de-jittered again by another
VCXO located near the DACs. In all,
three stages of VCXO-based reclocking
reduce clock jitter. This scheme is a
more sophisticated implementation of
Wadia's "Rock-Lok" de-jittering circuit,
first used in the Wadia 2000 Digital Decoding Computer. By the way, asingle
Xilinx gate array —a square chip about
half the size of the bar code on the front
of this magazine — replaces literally
dozens of separate ICs used in earlier
Wadia products.
All the clock lines are differential (two
traces carry the clock and its inverted
version) to minimize the effect of noise
on the crucial timing signals. Moreover,
the clock lines are not just traces on the
pcb, but are miniature transmission lines,
with aprecise output impedance from
the driver and termination resistors on
the receiver to create amatched input
impedance. A carefully executed transmission line prevents reflections in the
conductor that would add noise to the
clock signal, making the edges less precisely timed and introducing jitter.
Wadia was at the forefront of using a
custom digital filtering algorithm, atradition continued in the 27. Two Motorola 56004 DSP chips, under the conSTEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

trol of Wadia's software contained in
Read-Only Memory (ROM) chips,
form the digital filter. The filter runs at
16x-oversampling, meaning it interpolates 15 new samples for every incoming sample read from the CD. The DSPs
execute Wadia's patented "Digimaster"
filtering algorithm, an update of the
algorithm used in Wadia's original 2000
Decoding Computer. The two Motorola
DSPs replace the four AT&T DSPs used
in the 2000 while nearly doubling the
amount of computing horsepower.
The Digimaster "spline" filter algorithm is based on mathematics first developed in the 18th century for shipbuilding. Shipbuilders needed to fit
curved horizontal planks of wood to the
fixed points represented by the vertical
hull members. Similarly, digital interpolation filters attempt to "fit the curve"
by creating new points along an arc (a
musical waveform) between existing
points (the original sample values)?
The Wadia Digimaster filter is optimized for time-domain performance.
Consequently, the 27's filter will reproduce an impulse with no pre- or postecho, and its squarewave response has
none of the ripple of conventional digital filters that follow asin(x)/x function.
However, there is apenalty in the frequency domain for this improved timedomain performance: arolloff of nearly
3dB at 201cHz?
Volume control and muting are also
performed by the DSP chips. To attenuate adigital signal, each sample is multiplied by a number less than 1. For
example, if you set the digital volume
control for 6dB of attenuation (half the
voltage), the DSP multiplies each sample by 0.5. Similarly, pressing the remote
control's mute button simply ramps
down the volume to zero by software
control.
The 16x-oversampled data are put
through aXilinx gate array that retimes
the oversampled data for output to the
DACs. Specifically, the gate array creates four datastreams and delays three of
2 Adapting centuries-old shipbuilding techniques to
mn filter algorithms for converting digital hits to analog audio is aperfect example of James Burke's thesis
in his fascinating book and PBS television series.
Gnmertions.

3 The Meitner Intelligent Diljtal Audio Translator
(MAT) solved this quandary by the interesting approach of using two filters: an FIR optimized for frequency-domain performance. and an lilt optimized
for optimum time-domain performance. The II AT's
software looks at the signal characteristics and routes
transient signals to the 111t. signals that were more
steady-state in nature to the FIR. The $15.000 IDAT
both sounded wonderfill and measured well. midi perfect squarewave reproduction and impulse response,
along with flat frequency response. (See my review in
Vol.16 No3.)

them by slightly different amounts. To
create abalanced signal, the gate array
also inverts the second and fourth datastreams. Each datastream is converted to
analog with its own DAC. The result is
an increase in the effective oversampiing rate from 16x to 64x (16x in the
digital filter, multiplied by four by the
time-staggered DAC technique). To
look at it another way, 16x-oversampiing is performed by the DSPs under
control by the Digimaster software, and
4x-oversampling is performed by hardware (the DACs).
The DACs are Burr-Brown PCM
1702s in afully balanced configuration,
with the positive and negative phases of
the balanced signal handled by two
DACs each. The 1702's intrinsically
good linearity and lack of an MSB trimmer must have made life easier for the
27's designers; setting the trimmers on
previous DACs so they all perform
identically must have been achallenge.
The DAC outputs of each phase are
summed with their own current-to-voltage (I/V) converters, the super-fast
(400MHz) Burr-Brown OPA-642 opamp chip. This is followed by another
Burr-Brown device, the INA-103 instrumentation amplifier. The variable
analog output level described earlier is
implemented by varying this stage's
gain. The IMA-103 processes each phase
of the balanced signal separately, and also
acts as adifferential amplifier to convert
the balanced signal to single-ended to
drive the RCA jacks.
The output buffer is aBurr-Brown
BUE-634 op-amp, which can reportedly
swing more than 9V RMS and source a
quarter of an ampere of current. Each
phase of the balanced signal, along with
the single-ended signal, is buffered by its
own BUF-634. The output stage, with
its high output level and specified output impedance of less than one ohm, is
designed to drive apower amplifier directly through any length of cable. Alhough Wadia calls this output stage the
"Sledgehammer," it is completely unlike
the Sledgehammer stage used in earlier
Wadia products.
Note that the signal remains balanced
from before the DACs to the XLR jacks
(parallel signal paths for each phase of
the balanced signal). In addition, the single-ended signal is created by combining the balanced signal with adifferential amplifier, then buffering it independently. This technique provides single-ended users with the benefit of the
27's balanced topology. The alternative
is to simply connect the positive phase
of the balanced output to the RCA jack.
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This inferior method effectively throws
away half the DACs and output stage
when using the single-ended outputs.
The four-layer analog output board
that contains the DACs, I/V converter,
and analog output stages sits above the
power-supply board. The four-layer
digital board with the Xilinx gate array
and D5P chips sits behind the audio
board. The left and right channels on
the audio board have been designed as
mirror images of each other so that their
electromagnetic fields cancel.
Most of the 27's components are surface-mounted devices. The DSP chips,
Xilinx gate array, DACs, IN converter,
and output buffer are all surface-mount
devices. Surface Mount Technology
(SMT) eliminates the long leads of
"through-hole" construction, instead
mounting the electronic component on
the printed circuit board's surface. Wadia
touts the many advantages of SMT, including the removal of parasitic resistance and inductance of component
leads, along with the ability to put components closer together on the circuit
board. SMT resistors and capacitors are
so tiny you almost don't see them on a
circuit board.
Previous Wadia products have, in my
view, put the emphasis on the digital side
of the design at the expense of the analog stages. For example, the original
Wadia 2000 broke new ground with its
sophisticated digital filtering and timestaggered DAC technique, but subjected
the analog audio signal to decidedly unaudiophile push-on connectors. (The
2000 was designed by telecommunications engineers, not tweaky audiophiles)
Fortunately, Wadia's thinking seems to
have shifted in the last eight years: the
27's analog section appears to be as carefully realized as the digital sections.
Some might be perturbed by the 27's
use of an op-amp output stage rather
than adiscrete circuit. The conventional
wisdom is that any contender for crown
of State of the Art in digital playback —
to which the 27 appears to aspire —
must use a discrete output stage. Although few would argue that an opamp can outperform the best discrete
stages, it should be noted that virtually
all digital processors use an op-amp in
the current-to-voltage converter. Every
UltraAnalog DAC module, for example, has an integral op-amp currentto-voltage converter (except for the
Spectral SDR-2000 Pro, which performs current-to-voltage conversion
with adiscrete circuit outside the DAC).
Consequently, many superb-sounding
processors —including the Mark Levin234

son No30.5 — have an op-amp in the
signal path (the No30.5 has adiscrete
output stage, however).
But what ultimately matters is how
the product sounds. Any preconceptions engendered by the product's design vanish in the listening room.
Ifound the 27 gorgeous in cosmetics
and build quality—it has asubstantial
solidity and beautiful metalwork. My
only complaint about its operation is the
narrow window over which the remote
control works. Ihad to point the remote
almost straight-on to get it to accept
commands — areal nuisance when listening. Moreover, if you push and hold
the volume control while trying to find
that window, the 27 doesn't accept the
command until you release the button,
then activate it again while it is pointed
directly at the front panel. This drawback won't be afactor if you have a
direct line of sight between the listening
position and the 27, but Ifound it frustrating in my listening setup.

don't apply to the 7. Ididn't have this
remote control for the review; Wadia
advised me to use the 27's remote, which
also controls the 7. Nonetheless, the 7's
remote looked intimidating.
The rear panel holds one each of the
four main output categories: AES/EBU,
ST-type glass-fiber optical, TosLink, and
coaxial on aBNC connector. Three small
screwdriver adjustments adjust the frontpanel display's brightness and drawer
open and close speeds, respectively.
The 7's high cost is duc largely to the
expensive Esoteric P-2S transport mechanism. The P-2S is the top-of-the-line
mechanism made by Esoteric (a division
of TEAC). (The P-2 transport Ireviewed
in Vol.13 No.I2 used the transport one
model down from the P-2S.) This transport is probably the best engineered and
most solid yet devised. It is also the most
costly —by awide margin. It was reported to me that the raw P-2S mechanism
alone costs $2500 —and that's the
wholesale OEM quantity price.
The device uses the Vibration-Free
W ADIA 7CD TRANSPORT
Rigid 1)isc Clamping System (VRDS)
At $12,500, the Wadia 7 is the most
first seen in the P-2 transport sold in
expensive CD transport I'm aware of—
North America under the Esoteric name.
its look and feel, and its beautiful con- The VRDS clamping system, just larger
truction and finish quality certainly rethan the CD itself, holds the entire disc in
flect its astronomical price.
a viselike grip. Compare this method
The 7comes in two chassis: the transwith the usual technique of holding the
Cl) in the center by asmall spindle. Alport itself, and apower supply. The chassis construction is the same as that of though all the Esoteric VRDS mechother Wadia products, with machined
anisms use this clamping technique, the
aluminum panels connected at the cor- various models arc built very differently.
ners with rounded structures into which
The P-2S used in the 7 features a
spikes can be threaded. The drawer is a machined aluminum and bronze turnthin slit in the center of the main unit's
table and clamp, the clamp mounted on
front paneljust above the display.
amassive structure spanning the mechThe front-panel display shows all the
anism. Lower models in the Esoteric
usual information (track number, playing VRDS line are less massive, use stamped
time, etc.), and has atotal of two controls:
rather than cast parts, and plastic elPlay and drawer Open/Close. Track
ements where the P-2S uses metal ones.
skip, stop, pause, search, and other funcWadia sent me araw mechanism so I
tions are provided only on the remote
could get abetter look at its construction.
control. The remote itself is amassive
This is one saious piece of mechanical
metal unit that requires two hands to
engineering —it makes the ubiquitous
operate. Rows of buttons of identical
Philips transport mechanisms look like
color, size, and shape nearly cover the
toys.
remote's front, though many of these are
Wadia modifies the standard P-2S
for controlling other Wadia products and
mechanism by replacing the oscillator,

Wadia 7CD transport and remote
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changing the digital output board, and
adapting the unit for their external custom power supply. They also mount the
VRDS assembly on an integral suspension system to isolate it from vibration.
Wadia has established atighter jitter tolerance for their mechanisms than the
standard P-2S transports.
Note that damper discs, rings, and
other mechanical CD tweaks interfere
with the VRDS mechanism. The VRDS
clamping system would seem to obviate
the need for such tweaks anyway.

sounding analytical. Indeed, it is this
quality that distinguishes the very best
converters from the merely excellent
ones. The 27 presented ahuge amount
of musical information in acompletely
natural and unforced way. When aprocessor or CD player gets this aspect of
LISTENING
the musical presentation right, you don't
My first experience with the 27 was
immediately notice it. Rather than call
attention to its resolution with ahyped
with it driving the VT150s without the
SFL-2 preamplifier in the signal path.
or etched sound, the 27 gently and subThe transport was the Mark Levinson
tly revealed musical nuances in away
No.31 feeding the 27 via glass-fiber (STthat drew me into the music. Ifound
type) optical output. After a day of myself time and again riveted to the
warrnup, Iput on Mighty Sam Mcmusical performance with a total
SYSTEM
Ilistened to the Wadia 27 and 7 in a Clain's Give It Up to Love (AudioQuest immersion in the musical expression.
variety of configurations. Before the 7 AQ-CD1015). Seconds into the first
Products of lower powers of resolution
arrived, the 27 saw lots of action driven
selection, Iknew the 27 was something just don't produce the same sense of
by the Mark Levinson No.31 transport.
special. There was amagic to the presurprise at the end of apiece when you
Conversely, the 7fed the Mark Levinson
sentation that made the music come
return to the real world and realize
No30.5 processor and aClassé DAC-1
alive. The more I listened, and the
where you've just been.
so it could be compared with the Levwider the variety of music Iplayed, the
Although highly resolving, the 27
inson No.31 transport. Of course, the 27
more my appreciation for the 27 grew.
had awonderful sense of case and grace.
The treble had afinely filigreed quality
and 7were also used as apair, connected
Specifically, the 27 presented apalpathrough the Wadia-recommended glassbility and immediacy Ihadn't heard in
that resolved the inner detail of instrufiber optical (ST-type) cable. Other digimy system before. The 27 wasn't formental timbre without becoming anaward and up-front in away that gave the
lytical. The 27's upper midrange and tretal links included the Illuminati coaxial
and AES/EBU cables — my references
false impression of presence but quickly
ble were extremely smooth and free
in digital interconnects.
became fatiguing. The sense of palpable
from glare or metallic hardness. The
Loudspeakers were Genesis 11.5 dypresence was instead created by the 27's
synthetic treble sound we often hear
extraordinary transparency, resolution,
namic/ribbon hybrids. Most of my time
from digital playback was completely
listening to the 27 was with the processor and natural reproduction of timbre. I missing from the 27's rendering. Digital
driving the Audio Research VT150
also heard an openness that was the
processors often impart ahardness to the
tubed monoblock power amplifiers
antithesis of veiled, thick, or congealed.
treble not unlike that of cheap dome
directly from the 27's balanced outputs.
Instrumental images were n:eht there in
tweeters. Such apresentation calls attenthe room, vivid and alive.
The Genesis woofer amplifier was fed
tion to the treble as aseparate compofrom the 27's single-ended outputs.
Although these qualities were apnent of the music rather than rendering
To judge whether the sound quality I parent on all music, the 27 excelled at reit as an integrated organic whole. The 27
was getting was due to the 27's intrinsic producing acoustic guitar. Two refwas superb in this regard, which is one
reason Ienjoyed it so much. Icould lisquality or to the removal of the Sonic erence-quality acoustic guitar recordings
that are also great musically are Ralph
ten at high levels without fatigue, and
Frontiers SFL-2 preamplifier, Iexperimented with the SFL-2 in and out of Towner's instrument on Oregon's
never felt asense of relief after turning
down the volume.
the signal path. For the matched-level
Beyond Words (Chesky JD130), and
comparisons between the 27 and Mark
"Lonesome Road" from the previously
Compared with my memory of the
Levinson No30.5 processor, both units
mentioned Mighty Sam McClain CD.
Spectral SDR-2000 Pro, however, the
fed the SFL-2.
If the system has any veiling, thickness,
27 had just atrace of grain in the midThe long balanced interconnect
or slowness, the guitar loses its edge and
range and treble. The Spectral processor
between the 27 and VT150s was Wirelife. If the component under evaluation
also had amore open and extended top
World Gold Eclipse, with Magnais
is hard, bright, and etched, the guitar
octave, with a greater feeling of unbecomes metallic and an affront to the
limited air and extension. The 27's treble
Type V feeding the Genesis woofer
amplifier's unbalanced inputs. Other
ears. The 27 struck aperfect balance
was more like that of the No30.5:
interconnects called into play when
between resolving the bright transient smooth and detailed, but less openattack of the guitar and sounding brittle.
sounding than that of the SDR-2000
using the SFL-2 included shorter runs
of Gold Eclipse or AudioQuest Dia- This combination of vividness without
Pro. The 27's treble was livelier than the
etch is arare quality. In short, the 27
No.30.5's, but the contrast wasn't
mond X3. The loudspeaker cables were
produced agreater sense of the guitar enough to make one sound wrong in
also Gold Eclipse.
The products under review sat on a existing between the loudspeakers than
relation to the other. Ienjoyed both presentations.
Billy Bags 5500 series rack or aMerrill
I've heard from my system. (Credit for
resolving what the 27 could do in this
The overall perspective was more
Stable Table. My Well Tempered Turnregard goes to the Genesis II.5s, which
laid-back than those of the Classé
table was temporarily ousted from its
arc extremely quick and clean through
DAC-1 and Spectral SDR-2000 Pro,
place atop the Stable Table because I'd
the midband and treble.)
but not quite as relaxed as the Mark
eliminated the SFL-2 from the system
In arelated aspect of its musical perLevinson No30.5's. The 27 put the first
and because Ineeded the rack space to
row of musicians at apoint just forward
house all these digital products. I formance, the 27 had awonderful ability to present lots of detail without
of where the No30.5 positions them.
removed the Genesis Digital Lens from
STEREOPHILE. OCTOBER 1996

the system so I could evaluate the
Wadia products on their own merits.
Power to the system was conditioned by
the entire MIT Z-System, including the
Z-Stabilizer II, Z-Iso-Duo, Z-Center,
and Z-Cord II power cords.
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Spectacular is the best word to describe the 27's soundstaging. The Wadia
processor threw awide and deep presentation with exceptional definition,
and recreated awider soundstage than
I've ever heard from the Genesis II.5s.
The entire presentation spread out laterally, giving instrumental images and the
air between them more room. My listening notes describe the 27's soundstage as "W — I— —E."
Soundstage depth was also well portrayed; the 27 not only produced atremendous sense of distance, but presented instrumental images along acontinuum from front to rear. The soundstage was infused with ahuge sense of
size and transparent air around image
outlines. Even when the music got loud
and complex, the 27 maintained its
exceptional soundstage clarity and definition. Iheard none of the common
tendency for digital processors to congeal images and shrink the soundstage
during dense, high-level passages.
Moreover, the 27 presented its soundstage against a dead-quiet and black
background. The 27 produced awide
contrast between the music and the
deep black silence.
In comparison with the No30.5,
however, the 27's soundstage didn't have
the last degree of depth revealed by the
Levinson processor. The Wadia's stage
was wider but slightly less deep; the Levinson produced agreater sense of distance to the very rear of the soundstage.
The No30.5 was perhaps helped in this
regard by its more laid-back spatial perspective, which set the entire soundstage farther back than the 27's slightly
more immediate rendering.
When Ifirst listened to the Wadia
2000 back in 1989, Iwas struck by the
processor's tremendous bass solidity, impact, and effortlessness. That quality has
been extended in the 27; the new
processor had stunning power and dynamic impact. ICickdrum had a"centerof-the-earth" solidity that offered afirm
rhythmic foundation for music. Bass
guitar had asense of power, weight, and
drive that worked with the kickdrum to
produce athrilling, visceral experience.
Commendably, the 27 had tremendous
bass weight without being thick or
overblown. The palpability noted earlier was also evident in the bass; listen,
for example, to Stanley Clarke's solo on
"Nevermind," from Stereophile's Test CD
3. Stanley was in the room. The bass had
wonderful weight, articulation, and
dynamic expression. Ialso enjoyed Patrick O'Hearn's virtuoso acoustic bass
playing on the amazing instrumental
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"The Ocean is the Ultimate Solution,"
from Frank Zappa's Sleep Dirt (Rykodisc
RCD 10527). "Weight without bloat"
sums up the 27's bass presentation.
The remarkable bass dynamics extended into the rest of the spectrum.
The 27 not only had agood dynamic
agility, but presented amore coherent
portrayal of transients. The edges
seemed to line up in away that gave the
presentation amore lifelike quality. This
character was partly responsible for the
realism noted earlier on acoustic guitar:
When the sharp transient edge was reproduced correctly, the sound gave my
brain fewer clues that Iwasn't hearing a
live instrument. The result was agreater
sense of realism.
One aspect of the 27's performance
that's hard to describe is the sense of
music-making Iexperienced when listening through it. There was anaturalness and vitality to the music that made
me forget about the sound and focus on
the music.
An Unfair Advantage? Ifound myself
enjoying music so much through the
system that Ididn't want to change anything. Ihad to discover, however, how
much of the fabulous sound was due to
the 27 and how much was from removing the SFL-2 preamplifier from the signal path.
As good apreamplifier as the SFL-2
is, putting it in the signal path degraded
the sound. The soundstage became
slightly narrower, less deep and spacious,
and the bloom around instrumental outlines diminished. The soundstage narrowing was apparent on "Les Douzilles,"
from Oregon's Ilyond Words. The oboe,
which hung in transparent space at far
right, moved alittle closer to the center
with the SFL-2 in the signal path. It also
came slightly forward, lost some of the
air that had surrounded it, and was less
vivid in timbre. On the same track, the
acoustic guitar sounded "slower" and
thicker, with asomewhat blunted transient attack. The top octave was also less
airy, open, and extended with the SFL2. The system still sounded superlative,
but the magic was gone.
It could be argued that the 27 didn't
really sound as good as I'd experienced
it driving the VT150s directly; it had the
advantage of no preamp in the signal
path —a condition not enjoyed by other
processors under audition. (The comparisons with the No30.5 were made
with both units driving the SFL-2 at
matched levels.) Conversely, one could
assert that because the 27 has the ability
to drive apower amplifier directly, that

advantage is intrinsic to the 27's performance. Why should it be burdened
with a preamplifier when it doesn't
need one?
I'll accept the second argument, but
also reiterate the functional limitations
of having no preamplifier. If you want
to play analog sources you must either
digitize them and accept the degradation that that imposes, or reconnect
your preamplifier every time you want
to listen to a record or the tuner or
make atape. There's no free lunch.
But once you experience the removal
of that last veil between you and the
music, it's hard to live without it. Running the 27 straight into the power amplifiers took me asignificant step closer
to the music — the last step between
great sound and goosebump-raising
magic.
My reservations about digital-domain
volume controls have been greatly allayed by my experience with the 27.
Whatever degradation the digital volume control imposed, it was far less than
that introduced by even such an excellent preamplifier as the SFL-2. Moreover, Iheard no degradation when the
volume control was used toward the
upper end of its range (numbers above
75 on the 27's front-panel display).
Enter the Wadia 7 CD transport:
These impressions were made with the
Mark Levinson No31 driving the 27.
Would the sound get even better with
the $12,500 Wadia 7 transport? Considering the 7's apparent cost-no-object
design approach and the fabulous
Esoteric P-2S mechanism, Ihad high
hopes.
Although the 7was superb in many
ways, Ipreferred the No31. The Levinson transport sounded smoother, more
liquid, and produced agreater sense of
ease. The 7was more forward overall,
with alivelier midband and abrighter
treble. Piano sounded a little more
mechanical through the 7than through
the No31, with atrace of hardness not
heard through the Levinson transport.
The No31 was, overall, more refined
and polite.
To its credit, the 7 had deeper bass
extension and better bass definition
than the No31. The Wadia transport's
bottom end was fuller and tighter, with
greater rhythmic drive. The 7 had a
powerful and dynamic presentation,
particularly in the bass.
Ialso heard precise image focus and
exceptional transparency from the 7.
Images were well-defined, razor-sharp,
and presented against ajet-black backSTEREOPHILE. OCTOBER 1996

ground. Although the 7 had good
soundstage width and transparency, the
No31 was more spacious and presented
aricher bloom around image outlines.
The 7 sounded drier, with less space
between images.
Detail resolution was superb; the 7
had ahighly detailed rendering that presented me with lots of musical information. The detail was, however, more
analytical than the No31's more subtle
(but no less resolving) perspective. This,
along with the smoother treble, gave the
No31 its greater sense of ease and
musicality. That's why the No.31/
Wadia 27 match was so musically satisfying.
Although the No31 suited my tastes
more than the 7, the Wadia transport
had the best dynamics, bass definition,
and rhythmic coherence of any transport I've auditioned. The Wadia 7/27
combination had tremendous dynamic
impact and drive that Igreatly enjoyed.
But Iwas willing to give up some of the
7's visceral, physically involving pace for
the No31's greater musicality.

M EASUREMENTS

My measurements of previous Wadia
digital processors have revealed unusual
behavior. In addition to the nearly 3dB
rolloff at 20kHz (a tradeoff in the filter
to achieve perfect time-domain performance), I've measured poor low-level
linearity, high levels of noise above the
audioband, and anoisefloor that shifts in
level and spectral balance as afunction of
input level. Interestingly, the linearity
errors measured in the original Wadia
2000 could be corrected with software;
Wadia sent me different EPROMs that
resulted in better low-level linearity but
made the unit sound less good.
I thus approached the 27's measurements with particular interest: Why
should poorer bench performance result in better sound? That question,
however, remains rhetorical [or limited to
single-elided triodes! — Ed.]; the 27 exhibited superb technical performance in
every parameter.
In the gain position Iselected for
matching the 27's analog output level to
the rest of my system, the 27 produced
2.45V from the balanced outputs and
2.48V from the single-ended jacks with a
lkHz, OdBFS sinewave. The similar output level between the unbalanced and
balanced jacks makes sense because the
two outputs can be used simultaneously
when driving asystem (such as mine)
that uses aseparate woofer amplifier. The
27's output stage uses separate buffers for
the balanced and unbalanced outputs.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

This output voltage was sourced from
an impedance of 7 ohms (unbalanced)
and 14 ohms (balanced) at any audio frequency. Although this is avery low output impedance, it isn't the 1 ohm
claimed by Wadia. DC levels were minimal, and the 27 doesn't invert absolute
polarity. The unit locked to and properly decoded 32kHz and 48kHz sampling frequencies.
As expected from the Digimaster filter algorithm, the 27's frequency response (fig.1) shows arolloff of nearly
3dB at 20kHz. The actual -3dB point is
22.05kHz, half the sampling rate. Although this rolloff is confined to the top
octave, you'd expect it to be audible as a
slight loss of air. Ididn't notice any
"closed-in" character during the auditioning, but the 27 did lack the sense
of top-end extension Ihear from the
Spectral SDR-2000 Pro. Fig.1 also
shows the 27's de-emphasis error, which
is surprisingly large considering that the
de-emphasis is performed in the digital
filter. There's arise of 0.15dB over about
two octaves right in the region where
the ear is most sensitive to amplitude
changes, followed by a treble rolloff.
This combination of de-emphasis response errors will make pre-emphasized discs sound alittle more forward
and bright, and reduce their treble extension. Because so few CDs have been
recorded with pre-emphasis, this won't
be significant.
The 27 had superb separation between its left and right channels, as seen
in the crosstalk plot of fig2. Note that
the scale had to be expanded to -140dB
(from our usual -130dB) to show the
27's low crosstalk. The unit had nearly
110dB of channel separation at 20kHz,
and 123dB separation at 1
kHz —impressive performance.
A spectral analysis of the 27's output
when decoding a 1kHz, -90dB dithered sinewave (fig3) shows the 27 has
an extremely low noisefloor, good linearity, and a complete absence of
power-supply noise in the audio signal.
Ilmen01.
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We often see peaks in the trace at
60Hz or 120Hz that indicate the
power supply is polluting the audio signal path. There's not even ahint of this
phenomenon in the 27. The peak at
2kHz is second-hannonic distortion in
the DAC, which we see in all processors using the Burr-Brown PCM63 or
PCM1702 DAC.
Repeating the spectral analysis with
an input signal of all zeros and awider
bandwidth (fig.4) reveals that the 27 is
well-behaved above the audioband. lise
newer Wadia products use more aggressive ultrasonic filtering than previous designs, which should reduce system-tosystem sound-quality variability. Power
amplifiers respond differently to ultrasonic garbage, making products with
ultrasonic spuriac less sonically predictable in different systems.
The 27's linearity (fig.5) was also excellent, with near-perfect behavior to
-110dB. The PCM1702 DACs are in-
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Wadia 27, crosstalk (R—L channel dashed,
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Wadia 27, spectrum of dithered I
kHz tone
at —90.3IdBFS. with noise and spuriae (20bit data, V3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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Wadia 27, frequency response (top) and deemphasis response (bottom) (right channel
dashed. 0.5d13/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Wadia 27, spectrum of digital silence (20-bit
data, V3-octave analysis, right channel
dashed).
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herently linear and won't go out of
adjustment over time due to their "colinear" architecture.
Fig.6 shows the 27's reproduction of
a1
kHz, -90dB undithered sinewave
with 16-bit precision. The DACs perform well at this low level, with no differential nonlinearity. The 27's low
noise is also apparent in this waveform.
Fig.7 is the same waveform, but with
20-bit precision; the 27 gets close to correctly reproducing the 20-bit waveform.
The 27's noise-modulation performance was outstanding. In fig.8 we can
see avirtually perfect overlapping of the
traces, indicating that the 27's noisefloor
remains constant regardless of input
level. This is one of the best-looking
noise-modulation plots I've seen, and a
far cry from the original 2000's poor
noise-modulation performance. There
is, however, an indirect relationship between good low-level linearity and
good performance on the noise-modulation test. The better linearity inherent in the PCM1702 DACs confers
an advantage not enjoyed by the midbara.amog
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1988-era DACs in the original 2000.
Fig.9 is the 27's intermodulation distortion spectrum, made by driving the
27 with afull-scale mix of 19kHz and
20kHz -a real torture test. The IMD
products are virtually nonexistent, even
the usually strong lldiz component
(20kHz minus 19kHz). Again, this is
exemplary performance.
We stopped publishing the squarewave responses of digital processors in
Stereophile because they all tended to
look alike. The Wadia 27, with its timedomain-optimized filter, is adifferent
story. Itherefore captured the 27's reproduction of alkHz full-scale squarewave (fig.10) and the squarewave as reproduced by aprocessor that uses the
common NPC 5803 filter (fig.11).
Note the complete lack of ripple in the
Wadia filter. By contrast, the NPC filter
shows both continuous "Gibbs Phenomenon" ripple (due to the filter not
having infinite bandwidth), and that the
ripple is clipped. One of the tricks used
in the Pacific Microsonics PMD100
HDCDit filter/decoder is to attenuate
all signals by ldB to prevent the ripple
from clipping.
Ialso looked at the 27's impulse response, which confirmed Wadia's claim
of no pre- or post-echo. An impulse is a
signal of all zeros with one sample at
full-scale. Putting this signal through a
device under test produces the device's
impulse response, from which frequency-domain information can be obtained using the Discrete Fourier Transform. Processors with conventional fil-

ters produce squiggles in the signal before and after the impulse, the socalled pre- and post-echo. It's odd to
think of an artifact appearing before
signal that created that artifact, but the
delay through adigital filter makes this
seemingly impossible phenomenon a
reality.
The musical significance of the 27's
unique time-domain performance is
open to debate. Idid hear, however, one
quality in the 27 that Ihaven't heard before in a digital processor: a greater
sense of palpable presence -"more
there there," as Sam Tellig would say.
Whether or not that quality is related to
the 27's radically different filter and its
time-domain-optimized performance
is an interesting question.
Because the 27 has no RCA coaxial inputs, to measure jitter Iconnected the
RCA output of a PS Audio Lambda
transport to the 27 through an RCA-toBNC adaptor. For consistency, we use the
same transport and digital cable for all of
our jitter measurements. But introducing
an adaptor can significantly worsen the
processor-under-test's jitter performance,
something Idiscovered in my review of
the Resolution Audio Quantum processor and Cesium transport (Vol.18
No.10). Is it firer to measure the 27s jitter with the same cable that other processors are measured with and have it suffer
from the RCA-to-BNC adaptor, or to
drive the 27 with the Lambda's ST-Type
optical glass-fiber output?
Imeasured the 27 both ways. However, Ibelieve that the results made with
the glass-fiber input are more repre-
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sentative of the 27's intrinsic jitter performance. Most users will opt, as Idid,
to use the 27's glass-fiber input. Don't
even consider using an RCA-to-BNC
adaptor.
The following measurements were
made on the 27's 16x word clock
(705.6kHz) rather than on the 8x
(352.8kHz) clock found in most digital
processors. The 27's custom filter resamples at 16x, not the 8x of conventional filters.
Fig.12 is the 27's jitter spectrum made
with the coaxial cable and RCA-toBNC adaptor. The input signal was a
1kHz, -90dB sinewave. Note the correlated jitter at the test-tone frequency of
1
kHz and its harmonics. The RMS jitter level, measured over a 400Hz20kHz bandwidth, was 65 picoseconds.
This is arespectable RMS figure, but
the spectrum has strong periodic jitter
components correlated with the input
signal. In other words, the data representing the 1
kHz sinewave caused the
27's clock to be jittered at that frequency — not agood thing.
Now look at the spectrum under
identical conditions, but with the 27 fed
from the Lambda's ST-type glass-fiber
output (fig.13). The spectrum is virtually free of correlated jitter, save the tiny
jitter component at lkHz. Although we
have much to learn about relating
Seo....• Woo.

16.

clock-jitter spectra to sound quality, I
suspect that the difference between
figs.12 and 13 is audible, and responsible
for the much better sound quality I
heard through the glass-fiber interface.
The RMS jitter dropped only slightly, to
50ps. The difference between 65ps and
50ps may not be significant, but the difference in jitter spectra certainly is.
With a1kHz full-scale sinewave and
the ST connection, the 27's clock-jitter
spectrum was completely free from correlated jitter (fig.14). The RMS jitter
level was 45ps (130ps with the coax
adaptor). Driving the 27 with asignal of
all zeros (which introduces no signalcorrelated jitter, but shows the processor's intrinsic jitter) produced the
plot of fig.15. Again, the spectrum is
clean. The RMS jitter level dropped
even further, to just 26ps (also 26ps with
the coax adaptor).
This is outstanding jitter performance,
with clean spectra, low RMS levels, and
excellent isolation of the clock from
data-pattern-induced jitter. In fact, the
27's measured performance was textbook in all respects. The unit had avery
low noisefloor, wide channel separation,
freedom from power-supply noise in the
audio circuits, excellent linearity, superb
time-domain performance as seen in the
impulse response and squarewave reproduction, and low jitter. In short, the
Woo.•
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DC-20kHz., when processing digital silence;
PS Audio lambda transport. ST-optical connection (linear frequency scale, 10dB/vertical
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Wadia 27 is an extremely well-executed
piece of engineering.
The Wadia 7's tracking performance,
checked with the Pierre Verany Test
Disc (PV.788031&2), was okay but not
outstanding, the sound breaking up on
track 34, which has agap in the data
2mm long. Other high-end transports,
the Meridian 500 and the Mark
Levinson No31, for example, have performed much better on this test. While
there is no immediate correlation between atransport's tracking ability and
sound quality, it does mean the Wadia 7
might not be as tolerant of discs with
damaged surfaces as other high-end
transports. It was also surprising, given
the construction and design of"the
Esoteric P-2S mechanism used by the
Wadia transport. (Perhaps the transport
was out of alignment.)

CONCLUSION

Wadia's 27 Digital Decoding Computer
has joined a select group of digital
processors Ihold in the highest regard.
In my experience, the three best-sounding converters are the Spectral SDR2000 Pro, Mark Levinson No.30.5
(with the HDCD upgrade and its 6dB
of attenuation turned off), and the
Wadia 27. These three form an upper
echelon astep above the other ClassA-rated processors in Stereophikes "Recommended Components."
Iwon't restate its specific qualities
here, but must reiterate how much I
enjoyed listening to music through the
Wadia 27. Driving the power amplifiers
directly, the 27 was immensely communicative and involving. Throughout
the auditioning Ihad the sense of sitting
in on music-making, with a riveting
realism and spontaneity.
The 27's design, execution, and build
quality were all world-class. The impressive engineering techniques that fill
the 27 are reflected in its outstanding
technical performance.
Iwas less enthusiastic about the Wadia 7CD transport. Although the 7had
great bass, dynamics, and detail resolution, it fell short of the standard set by
the Mark Levinson No31 transport in
smoothness, ease, soundstage depth, and
bloom. There's also the matter of the 7's
$12,500 price tag. For that amount of
money, the product should be without
peer.
The Wadia 27 has earned astrong
recommendation, even if you must use
it with a preamplifier. But those listeners who can drive apower amplifier
directly from the 27 arc in for aspecial
treat.
S

M ARK LEVINSON No.31.5
REFERENCE CD TRANSPORT
John Atkinson
Single-play CD transport. Outputs: one AES/EBU on XLR jack. one S/PDIF on RCA

the Mark Levinson No.31: $2995 (performance only upgrade), $3945 (performance

jack, one ST-type optical, one E1AJ (TosLink) optical. Additional inputs and outputs:

upgrade plus lid assembly). $4695 (performance upgrade plus lid assembly and new

slave in and slave out (for communication with other Mark Levinson components).

face plate). Approximate number of dealers: 74. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio

Dimensions: 19.375" W by 5.6" H by 14.5" D (11.93" H with lid open). Shipping

Laboratories, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (860) 346-0896. Fax: (860)

weight 63 lbs. Serial number of review sample:0123. Price: $9495. Upgrade prices for

346-1540.

/

fthere is acomponent category that
causes the "objectivists" in the audio community to splutter uncontrollably over their cups of herbal tea,
it is the high-end CD transport. For in
their "bits is bits" world, all atransport is
required to do is recover the digital data
from a disc — much like a grown-up
cousin of your computer's $25 floppydisk drive. The thought of paying up to
$10,000 for something so humble —
and, in their eyes, unnecessary —typifies
what these blinkered folks regard as the
insanity of the High End.
"If you hear adifference, it's because
your WA processor is broken or badly
designed," they scorn. Yet when Ifirst
auditioned the original Mark Levinson
No.31 transport in my system in early
1993, prior to its review by Robert Harley in Stereophile, 1 the improvements it
wrought — in the stunningly transparent presentation of detail, the delineation of the recorded soundstage, and
in the sheer effortlessness of the musical
message — were so noticeable, so large
in afield where sonic differences can
sometimes require much straining to
identify, that Iimmediately reached for
my checkbook. As far as digital sources
were concerned, Ilived happily ever
after (at least for two years —see later),
particularly after I'd purchased the magazine's original 1991 review sample of
the Levinson No.30 processor and
updated it to full No30.5 status. (This
gave Wes Phillips many opportunities to
point out that my CD player cost more
than most people's entire systems)
To take the digital medium's theoretical perfection on trust strikes me as
poor engineering practice. It appears
that the real world of digital technology
is far removed from the perfect world of
mathematical theory. Single-box players
tend to sound poor because of the imIRI F, review appeared in June '93 (Vol.16 No.6),
with Follow-Ups in VoL16 Nos.9 8£ 11 and VoL17
Nod. Refer to his original review for afull physical
description of the Levinson transpon.
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possibility of isolating the ultra-sensitive
DIA circuitry from noise; while separating the transport and processor sections solves that problem, it raises anew
one in the introduction of datastrcam
jitter in the transport output, the data
cable, and the IMC's word-clock recovery circuit.
But even as the "ohs" still debate the
existence of jitter and put down "subs"
like you and me, engineering-led companies like Madrigal (and others) have
been making great strides to eliminate it.
Three years is thus along time in digital,
and at the 1996 'Winter CES last January, Madrigal announced the No31's
successor, the No31.5. Selling for $1000
more than the '31, the No.31.5 superficially looks identical. And, in fact, like
all Mark Levinson "Reference" components, original No31s can be upgraded
to the latest status. A "performance only"
upgrade, which replaces the transport
mechanism, circuit board, one of the
power supplies, EPROM, and remote,
costs $2995. Replacing the lid assembly
adds another $950, while anew face plate,
identical to the original but engraved with
"No.31.5," adds another $750.

W HAT'S NEW?

The No31.5's transport mechanism is
mounted on the same sprung 12-lb leadbrick assembly as in the '31. However,
whereas the No31 used the Philips
CDM 4CD player mechanism, with its
familiar swing-arm laser pickup, the
'31.5 features Philips' new CDM 12 2xspeed industrial CD-ROM mechanism
with alinear-tracking pickup and adigital servo. Because this is aCD-ROM
drive, it won't by itself access the audio
disc's subcodc and index information.
Madrigal therefore developed their own
control software.
More important from asound-quality point of view, they remove the
Philips-supplied 1000ppm-accuracy oscillator from the servo board and replace it
with a TCXO (Temperature-Controlled Crystal Oscillator). Spec'd at
5ppin and run at a256fs rate, this is
mounted on its own sprung printed circuit board next to the output. And even
more important with respect to sound
quality, the transport has changed conceptually. That master oscillator controls
not the transport mechanism but the
output stage, aflip-flop chip that could

Mark Levinson No.31.5 CD transport
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be considered a1-bit FIFO. The output
data thus have the maximum timing precision, which is where it is needed. The
mechanical drive is slaved to the output
stage and therefore needs to be able to
respond to its demands, which is why a
2x drive mechanism, with its inherently
fast response, comes in useful. (This topology, referred to by Madrigal as Closed-Loop Jitter Reduction, or CUR, was
developed for the less expensive No37
and Proceed CDD transports.)
The Madrigal-developed control software for the mechanism runs on acombination of an Analog Devices DSP chip
and aXilinx field-programmable device
(FPI)). The DSP chip is also used to
process the audio data —as, once the
timecode, track and index information
has been read, its presence in the output
data potentially increases jitter. Not only
arc this data stripped out from the output, but the subcode bits in each data
frame arc replaced by random bits generated by the DSP. Madrigal had first tried
calculating the appropriate bits for each
frame to make it 1)C-neutral (as originally suggested by 1)unn and Hawksford
in their 1992 AES paper, reprinted in the
March '96 Stereophih), which will inherently minimize jitter. Surprisingly, this
was found not to sound as good as adding
random data, perhaps because the calculated extra bits, while giving the lowest
jitter, arc still correlated with the signal
data. The random data will give slightly
higher residual jitter in the AES/EBU
interface, but this will be completely decorrelated. (Note that the audio data recovered from the CD, bits 1through 16,
arc left untouched by this process.)

How IS THE WORLD
TREATING YOU?

The first thing you notice when you
audition the No.31.5 is the sound, not of
the CD, but of the lid. Gone is the idiosyncratic whirring noise. Instead, the
new lid lifts noiselessly, driven by a
high-speed, low-torque motor via a64x
reduction gear. Its speed is also under
software control: it gracefully slows
down near the two ends of its travel. It
also opens and closes if gently pushed.
The second thing you notice is the
remote, which is the same size and shape
as the '31's, but adds volume and sourceselection buttons. For atransport? The
new remote and programming allow the
No.31.5 to control the volume level and
source of aNo.38 or '38s preamplifier in
the system as well as selecting between
the digital sources connected to a
No30.5. The volume and source settings
arc briefly shown on the transport's alphaSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

numeric display. The preamp can thus be
sited out of sight, if so desired. This simple ergonomic improvement proved
mighty valuable in the listening room.
But sound quality is what matters
most to this magazine's readers, and
therein lies atale. As impressive as Ihad
found the original No.31, after about
two years of living with it Ifound myself experimenting with outboard jitterreduction units. In chronological order, I
tried the Digital Domain VSP, the Sonic
Frontiers UltraJitterbug, the Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro and DTI•Pro 32, the
Meridian 518, and the Genesis Digital
Lens. The sonic changes wrought by
these devices were mainly positive,
though the effect of the original DTI.
Pro's enhancement algorithm was very
dependent on the CD being played, and
sometimes made the sound worse.
In general, the palpability of the
No31's sound was made greater by
these outboard devices: the midrange
sounded even more natural, and the
highs were better differentiated. Cymbals, for example, sounded less noiselike, and more textured in the manner
of the real thing. The two best-sounding
units were the most recent, the Meridian and the Genesis, when both were
set to redither to a20-bit data word
length. While the Digital Lens gave the
greatest improvement in sound quality,
this came at aprice: the Genesis made
the No.31's always-authoritative bass
sound more bloated, less tight. As Martin
Colloms would phrase it, the Genesis
reduced the '31's sense of pace. ¡vo Papasov and His Bulgarian Wedding Band's
Orpheus Ascending (Hannibal HNCD

S
TAIRWAY
TO THE S
TARS
Digital processor used for the
comparisons was the Mark Levinson No30.5, connected to the
No.31 and No.31.5 via 1.5m
lengths of Madrigal AES/EBU
cable or the excellent Illuminati
Orchid AES/EBU link between
the Genesis and Meridan units
and the '30.5. Ialso used aSonic
Frontiers SF-CD1 as areference.
Amplification consisted of aLevinson No38S/No333 combination, joined by 10' lengths of balanced AudioTruth Lapis interconnect Speakers were B&W Silver Signatures, connected to the
amplifier with their own solidcore silver cables. —John Atkinson

1346), for example, has been spending a
lot of time spinning in the '31 in recent
weeks. The bass guitar that drives the
crazy combination of clarinet and rhythm guitar —or "structural" guitar, as the
Dead's Bob Weir calls it — through the
music's angular and irregular time signatures lost some of its essential forward
momentum even while the midrangedominant instruments, the snare drum in
particular, gained palpability.
As much as Ienjoyed the sound of
the No31, Iguess Iknew that there was
more to be gotten from digital, as listens
to vinyl reminded me. Iset the No.31.5
up with anticipation: Would it offer the
improvements to the realism of the
midrange and treble that Ihad become
used to from the Digital Lens while preserving the No31's sense of pace and
bass authority?
In aword, YES. The No.31.5 gave me
the best of both worlds. It only took me
about five seconds of Orpheus Ascending to
realize that with the '31.5 recovering the
bits, and without the Genesis, Iwas hearing the best Ihave yet to hear from the
16-bit CD standard. Yes, Michael
Freiner, it's still not vinyl, hut it's damned
close. And when there is great music on/y
available on CD —Charlie Watts's new
jazz standards collection, Lore Ago & Far
Away (Virgin 841695 2), for example —
the Levinson No.31.5 driving the '30.5
relieves the pain of vinyl withdrawal and
eliminates the strain.

LOVELY AS EVER,
IMUST ADMIT

With a high-quality audio version of
1)V1) looking to be years away, Isee no
reason not to invest in a high-performance CD transport (especially as I
don't see it as too difficult atask to upgrade the '31.5 to take a1)VD mechanism). And the No.31.5, a "reference"
component if ever Iheard one, defines
"high performance." However, it is fair to
point out to owners of the No.31 that
even the cheapest upgrade to 31.5 status,
replacing as it does everything other than
the chassis and half the power supply, is
quite expensive at ahair under $3000. By
comparison, the $1800 price tag of the
Genesis Digital Lens or the Meridian 518
looks tempting.
But you've guessed it: I've ordered the
upgrade kit for my No.31. The combination of improved sound and greater functionality/versatility in aLevinson-based
system proved impossible to resist. Ican
fully recommend the No.31.5 as a
supreme example of a state-of-the-art,
potentially future-proof Cl) transport.
And let the ohs be damned!
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HAVE YOU DRIVEN AKRE LL LATELY?
Wes Phillips listens to Krell's KRC-HR line-level preamplifier
Solid-state, remote-controlled, full-function line-level preamplifier with seven inputs.

power supply. Serial number of unit reviewed: 23-85964. Warranty: 5years, transfer-

including one tape-loop, two balanced XLR, and four single-ended RCA. Gain:

able. Price: $6900; Standard Phono Module adds $650, Reference Phono Module adds

Switchable. 6or I
2dB. S/N ratio: 96c1B unweighted. THD: >0.01% at IkHz, >0.01% at

$1250. Approximate number of dealers: 56. Manufacturer: Krell Industries, 45

20kHz. Input impedance: 47k ohms. Output impedance: 5ohms. Maximum output

Connair Rd., PO. Box 533, Orange, CT 06477-0533.Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax: (203)

I4V Dimensions: 19"W by 14.5" D by 2.5" H, preamplifier; II" W by 9" D by 2.5" H,

799-9796.

A

bout a decade ago, Iread in
Stereophile about the SRC, an
add-on remote-control unit
manufactured by Acoustic Research. I
bought one the next day ('swhat happens when you work across the street
from ahi-fi shop). Suddenly Iwas able
to make incremental changes in volume
and balance from my listening position
—and let me tell you, that's the way to
do it. What aphenomenal difference in
realistic dynamics and soundstaging.
But there was afly in the ointment.
My system wasn't state-of-the-art by any
stretch, but it was reasonably transparent. With the AR remote in the circuit,
it was noticeably less so. As much as I
hated to see it go, go it had to —and did.
(I must also confess to having had a
strong strain of Audio Calvinism at the
time —deep down, it didn't feel nght to
have convenience in ahigh-end system.)
But it did make me wonder: Since
remote control offered such obvious
benefits, why didn't the real high-end
manufacturers explore ways to accomplish it without sonic tradeoffs? Why
couldn't we have it all?
What adifference adecade makes.
Today you'd be hard pressed to find a
major high-end manufacturer who doesn't offer a full-function remote-controlled preamp. But let me tell you, it
still comes as ashock when it's done as
well as the Krell ICRC-HR.

You CAN TELL IT'S A KRELL
'CAUSE IT'
S SWELL
Did Isay frill-function? The Krell is first
— and foremost —an extremely sophisticated preamplifier. Its signal stages run
in high-bias class-A and it features digital switching as much as possible
divorced from the signal path. Volume
control is achieved through an electronic, two-channel gain network that
features over 300 discrete attenuation
steps. No capacitors are used in the audio circuit paths, and the circuits themselves are laid out on high-quality fourlayer glass/epoxy boards which, Krell
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Krell KRC-HR preamplifier

claims, offer superior grounding as well
as increased power stability.
The preamp has two balanced inputs
(pin 2hot, noninverting), which utilize
complementary circuits for increased
linearity, as well as four single-ended inputs. One of these, Si, can accommodate Krell's Standard or Reference
Phono Modules (which also mate with
the KSL and KSL-2 line stages), while
S4 can be switched for unity gain
throughput. Single-ended and balanced
outputs are provided; both are active at
all times, meaning the ICRC-HR can be
used to control power amplifiers in two
separate systems —assuming equivalent
gain is desired in both at all times.
The preamp's heavy-duty power supply has its own chassis, whose umbilical
is secured by nine-pin computer-cablestyle connectors at both ends. Krell cautions strongly that the power supply be
connected solidly to the preamp before
being plu!..*:ed in —always agood precaution when using an external PS.
The front panel is atribute to uncluttered functionality. Its single knob —
the gain control at the far right — even

has an LED indicator set into it, allowing you to judge the level setting from
across the room. All other switching is
accomplished through oval-shaped softtouch activators, each accompanied by a
status-indicating LED. On the far left,
above the mute switch, the six input
selectors are arrayed in two rows in a
pattern resembling an / Ching hexagram. Slightly to the right of these, in a
vertical line, are the tape switch, the gain
selector (6 and I2dB settings), and the
polarity-inversion switch. In the middle
of the front panel is aheavy band of
black-anodized metal — matching the
preamp's endcaps — which contains a
wide I/R receptor window set above
the trademark six-screw Krell nameplate. To the right of this is atwin row
of five balance switches (incrementally
indicating ldB of adjustment for each
channel) and the level-adjustment knob.
All controls are replicated on the
remote.
The fien'finish on the ICRC-HR is
first-rate. All metalwork, including XLR
and RCA connectors, is superb. The
unit is solid, built like atank. Open it up
S
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and gaze at the circuit boards: they arc
gorgeous, but — even more to the point
— they're jammed full of the highestquality parts imaginable and affixed
with remarkable precision. Krells don't
come cheap, but you'll never wonder
where the money went.

truism that we can have profound experiences with poorly reproduced performances precisely because we don't
require ultimate resolution in order to
emotionally connect. But all things
being equal, the closer you get to actually being there, the less you have to
work at experiencing the musical
LEAVING KRELL ENOUGH
gestalt. Listening to the Krell gets you
ALONE
mighty close indeed.
A lot of what Ilike about the KRC-HR
Speaking of getting close, couldn't I
is what it doesn't do. It doesn't hum, add
get even closer if Ieliminated all of the
noises, or call attention to itself in any
KRC-HR's circuitry and went direct
way at all. Like most inhabitants of our from a high-quality variable output
modern age, I've become inured to the
source like the KPS 200? Ihad perlow levels of obtrusive noise that performed this experiment with some
vade our environment: fans, motors,
other, highly regarded preamps and
transfonners, fluorescent lighting balfound the sound straight out of the
lasts — heck, even buzzing light-bulb
CD player more transparent and
filaments. Let's face it, we live in amiasimmediate.
ma of unwanted sounds. But the Krell
To my surprise, this was not the case
doesn't contribute to it at all; not only is with the KRC-HR. With the preamp,
it — and its power supply — dead quiet music sounded just as fast and uncolin operation, but its addition to the sigored, but vastly more coherent and fullnal is virtually nil —far below my abilibodied. Listening to Emmylou Harris
ty to perceive it.
sing "Hard Times" (on At the Ryman,
This lack of noise makes its resReprise 26664, CD) through the KPSolution about the highest I've ever expe- 20i/I direct, Iwas conscious of the small
rienced. I've heard stuff in favorite
size of the theater and its rapid decay —
recordings that I've never heard in 20
factors that don't add alot of body to an
years of listening. "Oh nor Ihear you
essentially acappella number such as
bitching; "Not another lecture on music
this one. In comparison, the sound
rustling, chair squeaking, and the newwhen the KRC was in the circuit was
found audibility of overdubbing!" No,
fuller, even better detailed, and more
that's all old news. All of that goes on —
imbued with body. It could be argued, I
and must, as long as people actually
suppose, that I'm reacting to aeuphonic
make the music we listen to — but who
coloration, but I've never heard a
cares? I'm talking about choices that the
euphonic coloration that made things
artists made about how to make the
sound more like themselves — which
music — choices that can further inform Emmylou and the Ryman did, through
my relationship to the music, now that I the ICRC-H R.
hear them.
Furthermore, the integration of the
Are the changes revelatory? For the
bass to the rest of the frequencies was
most part, no. It has become an audio
more holistic. The song begins with an

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
Digital Front-End: KPS-20i//,
Theta Data Basic II/Theta DS Pro
Basic lila.
Analog Front-End: Linn Sondek
LP12 w/Naim Armageddon power
supply/Naim ARO toneartn/Naim
Prefix/HiCap phono section; Well
Tempered Reference Turntable/van
den Hul Grasshopper cartridge.
Power Amplifiers: Ayre V3,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eleven A,
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve,
Krell KSA-300S; Krell Audio
Standard.
Speakers: Aerial Acoustics 10T,
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Martin-Logan SL-3, Wilson WATT/
Puppy 5.1.
Cables: ICimber KCAG interconnect, XL0 Type 3.1 Signature balanced interconnect, MIT balanced
350 interconnect, Kimber Black
Pearl speaker cable, MIT 850 speaker cable, Straight Wire Maestro
speaker cable.
Accessories: Versa Labs Wood
Blocks, Ground Blocks, Red Rollers,
and Flat Rollers; MIT Z-cables; The
Shelf by Black Diamond Racing.
—Wes Phillips

augmented chord harmonized by the
Nash Ramblers as Emmylou sings the
verse. With the KRC, the tonal spacing
was tighter; the bass tonic sounded
more of apiece with the intervals above
it. Ditto the acoustic bass, which came
through the 20i/1 hot-rod (as it does
with most systems) as an undifferentiated thump. With the KRC in the
path, that thump was still pretty
non-pitch-specific, but it had gained in
detail: Icould hear how Roy Huskey,
Jr.'s string bass was coupled to the stage
floor, its tone separate from the vocals
above it. Icould even hear the stage
creak as the four singers leaned in closer to Emmylou for the chorus's tight
harmonies. It goes against so much that
I've learned over the years, but I'll be
sheep-dipped if Iweren't hearing more
with the preamp in the circuit.

M YHEART KRELLS

Ihaven't heard many electronic devices
as tonally transparent as the KRC-HR.
When acomponent disappears totally,
what's not to like?
As Iwrite this, JA and Ihave just finished recording the 1996 Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival for an upcoming Stereophile Cl). JA made some
CDR dubs for me, primarily of asuperb
piano performance that will, sad to say,
probably not get released. John hasn't
donc any mixdown yet—using the
Sonic Solutions hard-disk editing system, he will align the four tracks in
time, then mix the two pairs together, as
he did for our Sonata and Festival CDs —
so the CDR contains two versions of
the same night's performance: one
through the crossed pair of B&K cardioids hanging in the center of the hall
above the first row of the audience, the
other taken from B&K omnis hanging a
little farther back (less than afoot, really) on either side of the auditorium.
Same musicians, same hall, sanie performance —the only differences are the
microphones and their placement. It's a
subtle test — after all, not much is different —yet sonically the takes are as
different as day and night. The °nuns
have afat, juicy, totally engaging sound
—albeit with ahole in the middle you
could drive atruck through — while the
coincident pair have a hyper-detailed,
up-close-and-very-personal sound that
maps out the soundstage to the millimeter. BUT—and this is abiq but—
everything else about this performance
should sound exactly the same, because
the two takes did, after all, record the
same event. Duh.
But the nature of distortion is to be
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inconsistent; I've heard alot of systems
through which the differences between
the two takes would be exaggerated by
nonlinearities in reproduction —exaggerated to the point where all you could
hear would be those differences. The
KRC-HR made the two takes sound
identical, other than the most obvious,
indeed essential, differences. Dynami-

cally, rhythmically, interpretively — they
matched.
If you've never done acomparison of
this nature, you might be tempted to sell
it short. Most people never get to hear
different perspectives on the same performance. They might listen to different
interpretations of the same piece, some
of them even incorporating the same

artists or halls, but the same event? No.
So we become used to hearing — used
to listening for—the differences
between events. We become experts on
such differences. But listening to similar,
very closely related versions of the same
event requires adifferent sort of listening, and, I'm beginning to discover, a
rare, fine analytic tool. The KRC-HR

THE KRELL AUDIO STANDARD POWER AMPLIFIER

T

HE SCENE : Larry

Archibald's
last New Year's Eve party.
Lan-y was mixing records and
CDs into aset orchestrated to take
his guests from smoldering tension to
full-blown dancing frenzy just as the
year changed. His living room is huge,
and his speakers are the power-hungry Thiel CS-5is, powered on this
occasion by the Krell Audio Standards. By 11:30, Marvin Gaye's
"Sexual Healing" had packed the
dance floor. JA and Istood atop the
three stairs that lead down to the living room, watching while Larry
tweaked the volume just a leetle
louder, causing the dance floor to
churn. John leaned over and murmured, "Sometimes seven watts per
channel just won't cut it."
Indeed.
ANOTHER
LATER:JA

EVENING, SIX

MONTHS

had come to my place for a
working dinner. While listening to
the Aerial 10Ts driven by a Krell
KSA-300S, John spotted the KASes
and su 14:ested we install them. I'm
not sure what he was expecting, but I
figured we'd tighten up the bass abit
and maybe get the sound to cohere a
smidge better.
We sure weren't prepared for what
we heard. Mouths agape, JA and I
looked at one another. The bass was
fighter and better integrated into the
sound as awhole, but there was no
aspect of reproduction that wasn't improved by several quanta. The sound
inhabited the room naturally and absolutely. "If that," he said, pointing at
the '300S, "is worth ten grand, then
these amps really are worth $35,000!
Someone has got to write about
them."
Agreed. In fact, we should have
acknowledged these remarkable products along time ago.
The Audio Standard is adoubledecker amplifier: its regulated power
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supply occupies a chassis separate
from, and equal in size to, that holding the audio circuitry. The power
supply has an LED readout (which
can be turned off) that displays the
voltage coming out of the wall. The
audio portion of the amp — the top
deck —features a large oval meter
offering avariety of illumination and
readout configurations. This gives the
KAS aslightly retro, somewhat cyclopean, look.
Regulated supplies ensure aconstant-voltage delivery to the signal
stages, but they typically have one
major disadvantage: they can't produce the instantaneous and shortduration power that dynamic peaks
demand and get from amplifiers with
sloppier supplies. Krell gets around
this shortcoming by using its
"Anticipator" circuit, which prompts
the supply to increase voltage output
for seven seconds, allowing the amp
to bull its way through the peak.
Krell claims that this circuit is triggered well in advance of the actual
demand.
The Anticipator circuit also plays a
role in the audio portion of the amplifier by controlling Krell's Sustained
Plateau Bias system, which is designed to maintain class-A output bias

while simultaneously keeping power
consumption and heat dissipation to a
minimum. It accomplishes this by utilizing five discrete bias levels, each
equivalent to aclass-A amplifier of
proportionately increasing power. By
monitoring the input signal, the SPB
system determines the bias level
required to maintain pure class-A
operation of the output stages no
matter what the load. The amp maintains the higher output level for 90
seconds before changing back to a
lower level.
Does it work? Iwas never aware of
the switching process, not even when
putting Mahlerian demands on the
output. I'm usually sensitive to the lag
involved in all but the very best servo
systems, but I
just don't hear the Anticipator circuit at all. Ihaven't seen the
utility bill yet, so Ican't say whether
or not Krell has succeeded in keeping
power consumption down. But I've
been using the KASes in a recordbreakingly hot New Mexican summer, and they give off surprisingly little heat for such gargantuan class-A
amplifiers.
One last point: the KASes only
accept balanced input.
Let me state it as baldly as Ican:
Nothing in my experience of the
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revealed itself to be atool capable of
such refined differentiation.

stage that included substantial depth
information. This surprised me, for the
KRC-HR had as much low-level resolution as I've ever heard. Even sounds
CREATURES FROM THE ID ?
However, as neutral and revealing as I way down in the mix were clearly audithink the Krell was, there was one
ble and placed within an acoustic
space. The preamp had no trouble
thing it just didn't do: ft didn't really
illustrating the difference between a
present a well-differentiated stereo
spread into athree-dimensional sound- jazz club and a small theater, for
instance. No, Iwas quite aware of the
space within which the music had
taken place.
But when it came to arranging the
players in ranks, in orchestral recordings
such as Corigliano's First Symphony
(Erato 61132-2), or Bernstein/NYP's
High End prepared me for the
Mahler Third (DG 445 835-2), the
Krell Audio Standard. It has the
KRC just put 'em up there in arelafullest body, the greatest coherence,
the most effortless presentation,
tively nonspecific clump. Well, maybe
that's abit hard on it — the musicians
and the least presence of any audio
product I've had in my system.
had quite detailed lateral spread, just not
much depth. They weren't spread out in
People talk about sounds emerging
from black backgrounds; the KAS's
asingle file, but they lacked that sense of
background is, quite simply, nonexexisting in specific locations from front
istent, making your average black
to back. This remained constant
whether Iplayed LPs or CDs, dynamic
background seem more like the
speakers or electrostats, tubed amps or
black velvet used for those Elvis
solid-state.
paintings —all too present, and
How major aflaw is this? Well, Irealpossessing atexture to boot.
When power is required, it's
ly value that sense of depth, but the
there; no big deal, you understand,
KRC-HR ranks among the very finest
audio products I've ever used — and,
it just happened to be in the
much to my surprise, Ididn't really feel
neighborhood. Not that delicacy
that Iwas all that deprived. Mostly, I
just
and nuance are slighted either —
reveled in the music. There are audiogossamer sounds and the slightest
philes who claim that the whole soundvariations in dynamic shading are
rendered with amazing grace.
stage depth thing is an overrated obsesCould this duality of lissome
sion —a point Ihave alot more sympathy for now that I've lived with the
power have anything to do with
Krell. This preamp could be the answer
the Audio Standard's multiple
to their prayers. 'There is, however,
amplifier personalities? Maybe so
—1 sure haven't ever heard an
something awfully seductive about havamplifier combine the traits of
ing it all, and as much as Ilike the KRCHR. Isuspect I'd end up deeply yearnrefined precision and brute power
ing for an extra bit of real estate: the rear
so well before.
Nor have Iheard abig 'un keep
of the soundstage.
better time. One reason Larry had
MEASUREMENTS FROM TJN
all those people on the dance floor
last New Year's is that the KASes
Unless otherwise noted, the measurements presented are for balanced operboogie like the dickens.
ation. Unless otherwise stated, the lineHave I gone over the top?
Maybe so. But these amps really
level gain switch was set at normal.
are something. Yeah, they are big
Line-stage voltage gain measured a
sensible 11dB balanced, and 4.9dB unand expensive; otherwise, they
balanced (16.9dB and 10.8dB, respectdon't have adownside. I, for one,
ively, with the high gain switch encould never afford them; heck,
gaged). The output impedance of the
they cost more than my parents
Krell KRC-HR measured an extremely
paid for their house. But having
low 32 ohms balanced, 1.7 ohms unbalheard them, the realm of audio
anced in the left channel (3.5 ohms and
possibilities has gotten awhole lot
richer than even Ihad previously
2.0 ohms, respectively, in the right). The
input impedance measured 101.6k
imagined. In aworld of me-too
ohms left and 97.4k ohms right, balproducts, Krell may well have set
anced (47.8k ohms and 48k ohms, unthe audio standard.
—Wes Phillips
balanced). Both input and output
STEREOPIBLE, O CTOBER 1996

impedances were little affected by the
level control setting. The output impedance at the tape output was just
under 45 ohms regardless of source
impedance, indicating full active buffering of the tape outputs. The KRCHR's polarity is pin 2positive in the balanced mode, noninverting in the unbalanced mode.
The 1)C offset at the Krell's balanced
outputs was suitably low at amaximum
of 0.7mV across either leg of the balanced pair. Unbalanced 1)C offset measured 1.6mV in either channel. S/N
measured 84.9dB (unweighted) over a
bandwidth of 22Hz-22kHz, 75.9dB
(unweighted) from 10Hz to 500kHz,
and 87.4dB A-weighted (all ref 1V output) for the line stage. (The corresponding unbalanced readings were
somewhat better at 91dB, 80.8dB, and
93.7dB.)
The frequency response of the Krell is
shown in fig.l. There was no difference
between the balanced result (shown)
and the unbalanced (not shown). The
low level of crosstalk (better than -90dB
below 2kHz, not shown) is unlikely to
affect the audible performance of the
preamp in any way.
Regarding the very low levels of
THD+noise (fig2), it is interesting that
the distortion through the unbalanced
line input is lower than the balanced,
though the difference is trivial and may
be caused by residual levels of noise.
This conjecture was confirmed by fig3,
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Krell KRC-HR, frequency response at IV
output into 100k ohms (right channel
dashed, 0.5dEtivertical div.).
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Krell KRC-HR,THD+noise vs frequency at
2.5V into 100k ohms, balanced (bottom),
and at I.25V into 100k ohms, balanced
(top, right channel dashed).
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Krell KRC-HR. distortion (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms (unbalanced
bottom at IV).
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Krell KRC-HR, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC—I kHz, at an output level of
10V (linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at —60dB (about 0.1%).

which shows the THD+noise plotted
against output voltage at lkHz. (As with
our other preamp tests, the minimum
points in the curves, just before the distortion increases rapidly, were the values
chosen to run the crosstalk and distortion vs frequency measurements.) The
output spectrum of the ICrell reproducing a50Hz input at avery high output
level of 10V is shown in fig.4. The highest-level artifact — the third harmonic at
150Hz lies at about -60dB (0.1%).
Reducing the output level to 5V
dropped the level of this harmonic to
-74dB (0.02%).
The test-bench performance of the
Krell KRC-HR was very good to
excellent in most respects.
-Thomas J. Norton

W HITHER THOU KRELLEST

The Krell KRC-HR must certainly
qualify as one of the truly great preamplifiers out there. It's well-built, wellthought-out, and ajoy to use: it's convenient and reliable. In terms of tonal
accuracy and low-level retrieval, it
stands among the exalted few. Ihave
some misgivings about its ability to portray the soundstage in the manner I
desire, but this is apersonal call — and a
preference that not everyone shares. If
you're looking for apreamp that can lay
claim to being state-of-the-art, the
ICRC-HR demands aserious and extended audition.
-Wes Phillips
S
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A PACK OF CONNIE-JAYS
Martin Colloms listens to Conrad-Johnson's MF2300-A stereo power amplifier,
PF-R remote line preamplifier, and EF-1 moving-coil phono preamplifier

Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A stereo power amplifier: Continuous output power:

Maximum output: 8V. Polarity inverting Dimensions: 19" W by 3.3 I
5" H by I
4.375"

240Wpc into 8 ohms (23.8dBW). Measured power bandwidth: 0.6Hz->200kHz,

D.Weight 19 lbs. Price: $2395.

-3dB. Measured THD: 0.02% at 1W. Measured S/N ratio: 89dB A-weighted ref.
I
W/8 ohms. Input sensitivity: 2.3V RMS for full output. Input impedance: 100k ohms.

Conrad-Johnson EF- I moving-coil/moving-magnet phono preamplifier/equalizer:

Output impedance: less than 0.1 ohm. Polarity: noninverting. Dimensions: 19" W by

Voltage gain at I
kHz: switchable between 40dB, 46dB, and 52dB. Input impedance:

6.75" H by 16.875" D. Weight: 55 lbs. Price: $2995.

47k ohms shunted by 500pEThe following parallel resistors may be added: 200, 51 I.
2k. and 12.1k ohms. Output impedance: 300 ohms. Polarity noninverting. Dimensions:

Conrad-Johnson PF-R remote-control line preamplifier: Inputs: seven unbalanced

19"W by 3.315" H by 14.375" D.Weight 17 lbs. Price: $1795.

pairs on RCA jacks and two tape/processor loops. Measured frequency response:
3Hz->2001(Hz. -3dB. Distortion: 0.01% (conditions not specified). Input sensitivity:

Common to all three: Approximate number of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Conrad-

78mV for a500mV output (IHF). Input impedance: 67k ohms. Output impedance: 230

Johnson. 2733 Merilee Drive. Fairfax,VA 2203 I
,H07.Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax: (703)

ohms. Measured S/N ratio: 81.5dB CCIR-weighted (1kHz) ref. 500mV output.

560.5360.

S

tereophik has been criticized by
some of its readers in recent
months for what they see as the
magazine's undue emphasis on exotic,
high-priced equipment. It's hard for
reviewers not to get carried away, to
resist the temptation to help themselves
from the wondrous cornucopia of modern equipment by borrowing, even if
only for amonth or two, some dazzling
item that they could never afford to buy.
Indeed, a basic requirement for reviewers is that they should be equipment
freaks. They need to be truly enthusiastic about sound quality in its own right.
They need to strive for improvement, to
exhaustively scour every press release,
every show report, every review by
other writers, in Stereophile and elsewhere, in hope of gaining a greater
understanding of the audio chain, and in
search of the next component that will
lift the level of performance.
The "pretend" ownership of an expensive loan item is avaluable part of a
review, as it helps form the writer's final
assessment and recommendation. A
good reviewer remains keen to unpack
and assess every piece of new equipment
that passes through his or her hands;
sometimes it feels like Christmas every
week! But agood reviewer also takes his
or her responsibilities seriously and
wants to advance the art—to experience the limits of performance, to understand each particular audio designer's
creative art, and, where possible, to own
the best references they can afford.
However, coverage of the exotic luxury items has to be balanced by reviews of
more realistic designs: equipment that is
more practical, more versatile —and,
above all, more affordable. The chalSTF.REOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

lenge here is to separate pure metal from
dross, to find products and combinations
that can deliver musical satisfaction to a
much larger but still critical and discriminating public. Modestly priced gear
generates its own brand of excitement: a
combination of engineering skills, value,
and frequently good performance.

CONRAD-J
OHNSON MF2300-A
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

Conrad-Johnson is asurprising company; they've built areputation for their
high-end, high-priced products, yet for
a number of years now they've also
broadened their lines to encompass

audio products that arc far cheaper but
still of seriously good sound quality. The
company operates in the transistor, FET,
and tube domains, in ascending order of
price. For instance, C-J's top-grade, alltube Premier Eight monoblock power
amplifier, rated Class A in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components," costs a
whopping $15,990/pair. But at afraction
of this price ($2995) and carrying asimilar power rating is the MF2300-A
stereo power amplifier, with aFET output stage.
Despite the towering presence of the
Premier Eight, the MF2300-A would
be regarded as atop-of-the-line product

Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A power amplifier and PF -R preamplifier
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in many other manufacturers' ranges.
Nor does it stand alone —there's aclose
equivalent in the $1995 MF2200, C-J
differentiating between the two by
describing the MF2300-A as a"2200
on steroids." There's certainly apower
difference: arated 240Wpc into 8ohms
for the 2300-A, with a capability to
drive far more difficult speaker loads,
while the '2200 offers 200Wpc and basic 8-ohm capability. The 100Wpc
MF2100 ($1495) is the junior member
of the group.
All use similar circuitry with differential J-FET input stages and complementary power FET outputs, but the
MF2300-A is also distinguished by the
use of selected audiophile-grade parts,
including some Vishay foil resistors and
100% use of certain C-J polystyrene capacitors in the signal path. Conrad-Johnson has tried hard to lift the overall performance of the MF2300-A with such
enhancements.
The MF2300-A's easy-to-drive input
impedance makes it equally suitable for
tube, FET, or transistor preamplification. For full power, the MF2300-A requires 2.3V RMS into an easy 100k
ohm load. It doesn't have abalanced input facility — indeed, no C-J product
does. Bill Conrad and Lew Johnson
weave their particular magic without
having to invoke balanced working.
Tech Story: The Conrad-Johnson
MF2300-A's interior appears workmanlike —not too easily serviced, in my
opinion, but thankfully the protection
fuses are accessible from outside. In any
case, industry practice shows big FET
amplifiers such as this to be reliable.
Bolted to the amplifier's inside rear
panel is one massive El-lamination
power transformer. This feeds asingle
central dual-rail DC power supply fitted
with generous 59,000pF Sprague reservoir capacitors —these are high-current,
computer-grade devices.
There is asingle IC in evidence, this
used to monitor audio power and actuate the LED panel indicators on the
front panel. The "peak" LED illuminates at powers above 150W RMS into
8ohms, allowing acouple of dB reserve
for program peaks.
All discrete, the audio circuitry uses a
FET differential input stage, amix of
FETs and bipolar transistors leading to
the complementary power-FET output
stage; the latter is an array of eight devices per channel, arranged in complementary quads as low-impedance source
followers. Typically you can draw some
10A peak per FET pair, so the array
248

should be good for over 40A peak output current (see "Measurements").
There are no output relays or electronic protection devices; FETs are, to a
large degree, self-protecting. Quickblow 6A rail fuses in each channel —
these conveniently replaceable from the
outside back panel —deal with serious
abuse or short circuits.
Sound: Conrad-Johnson itself has two
similarly priced tubed power-amp competitors to the MF2300-A — the Premier Eleven A and its close relative, the
MV-55 — though both of these are
much lower in rated power. However,
both offer audiophile sound quality and
are tough acts to follow.'
Though some solid-state amplifiers
have characters all their own and can
deliver pleasing, even exciting effects,
they lack an innate naturalness. Without
giving away too much too soon, Ifelt
that the MF2300-Ns natural tonal quality made it sound less solid-state than
usual (see Sidebar for the system used
for the auditioning).
Run at modest cruising levels, the
MF2300-A sounded as I'd hoped it
would: highly relaxed, even-tempered,
and utterly load-tolerant. This is one of
the few FET-technology power amplifiers in its class that doesn't take fright
when presented with a Wilson
WATT/Puppy 5. It had both the necessary voltage and current to kick hard,
even if this Wilson design certainly
enjoys the ride it gets from more costly
1Sam Tellig writes about the $1995 MV-55 elsewhere
in this issue, while Wes Phillips enthused about the
$3495 Premier Eleven A in August 1995, Vol.18 No.8,
with further commentary in Vol.18 No.9 and Vol.19
Nos.3 and 8.

amplification such as Krell's new FPB300.
So — the MF2300-A proved to be a
genuine budget blockbuster, but did it
sound suitably subtle? In many areas it
did. Take the mida: Here it had acreamy
quality, slightly diffuse but well-balanced, and providing natural perspectives. The usual solid-state colorations
—presence emphasis, glare, and hardness — were all absent. Transparency
was pretty good; though the 2300-A
didn't possess the beguiling liquid clarity of the Premier Eleven A, it avoided
grain or coarseness. While the
MF2300-A didn't excel anywhere, it
returned athoroughly believable performance.
The bass was solid, well-extended,
and became neither softened nor folded-over when stressed hard. It was quite
tuneful and crisp, even if it lacked the
speed of aSumo Andromeda or the visceral crack and thunder of the Mark
Levinson No333 or Krell FPB-300.
Nevertheless, its bass was good for its
price.
Stereo image depth verged on the
"very good"; with fine ancillary equipment the MF2300-A was capable of
producing big, spacious images with
natural, focused placement. Both detail
and timing were significantly above
average, and its open, unforced character allowed for extended listening
without fatigue. The sound was quite
sweet through the treble range — not
quite as creamy as aMuse, but lively
enough to stay in balance with the rest
of the frequency range. Again, the
Premier Eleven A has the measure of
the MF2300-A in terms of pure clarity
through the treble register.

REFERENCE SYSTEM
Reference power amplification included the Krell KAS-2 and FPB300, and Conrad-Johnson's MV-55.
Also used in general comparisons
were the Mark Levinson No333, the
Meridian 605 monoblocks (now discontinued), Naim NAP250, Musical
Fidelity A1000, and Audio Synthesis
Desire. The Krell KPS-20i// was the
primary digital source, with the C-J
PF-2, PV-12/1, and PF-R, the Audio
Synthesis Passion passive controller,
and the Mark Levinson No38S and
Audio Research LS7 preamplifiers
also seeing use.
Analog disc sources included the

Linn LP12/Lingo/Naim ARO/
Koetsu Rosewood, plus Wilson Benesch's The Carbon tonearm and Ortofon's Rolunann cartridge. Disc
equ2Ii7ation was via C-J's PV-12 and
their EF-1 one-box unit (see review).
Speakers were mostly by Wilson
Audio: the System Five and WITT,
partnered by Quad ESL-63s and
Mordaunt-Short 880s (the latter
were reviewed in the August '96
Stemphile, Vol.19 No.8). Cables were
van den Hul's The Revelation, The
First, and The Second, plus Sikech's
4-56s and FT-12.
—Martin Colioms
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The smallest Premier was also more
involving dynamically, leaving the
MF2300-A sounding atad slower and
downbeat, even "quiet" But that quietness was more atouch of excess calm
than adenial of its ability to get loud —
this amp was apowerhouse, playing almost as loud as you could conceivably
wish.
Such was its relaxed, essentially neutral and natural nature, that Ifound the
MF2300-A unusually tolerant of system
matching, be it speaker loading, cables,
control units, or sources.
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Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A. small-signal
200Hz squarewave into 8ohms.

the 8ohm load was okay, the usual overshoot and ringing settling down well.
However, Idid find that with shorter,
Measurements: Rated at 240W into 8 nonindustry test cables, aplain 0.111F of
ohms (24dBW), when tested on the
capacitance gave awhiff of mild oscillaUK's 50Hz, 242V line supply, the
tion. This amplifier couldn't, therefore,
MF2300-A raised 24.55dBW at low
be given an "unconditionally stable" ratand mid frequencies, with only atiny
ing. However, it will be fine on normal,
diminution of -0.14dB by 20kHz. The
twin, or similar speaker cables, though it
MF2300-A proved its credentials by
may react unpredictably to coaxial,
peaking at 320Wpc with an on-load
braided (Kimber), or other higher-capapower of almost 285W/8 ohms while
citance/minimal-inductance designs
playing aprogram-related duty cycle;
Plotting the frequency response above
the equivalents of 570W for 4 ohms 20kHz (not shown) revealed the ultraand 800W into 2ohms validated C-J's
sonic region's complex nature, this relatclaim for good load tolerance. Tested for ed to the 0.11LF behavior.
peak current, the '2300A measured 43A
The -0.5dB response points were
positive and 46A negative, proving that
1.75Hz and 54kHz — not quite DCit hadn't reached its current clipping coupled — while for half power, -3dB. I
point even at full level output into a2 measured a bandwidth of 0.6Hz to
ohm load.
greater than 200kHz. In view of the staThe MF2300-A showed very good
bility margin, this was unnecessarily
power bandwidth: even with both chanwide; perhaps the upper range could be
nels driven, 20Hz-20kHz, 4ohm loadcurtailed alittle.
ing, it delivered 400Wpc at clipping. Its
Channel separation was satisfactory
sound quality should be independent of at 66dB at low and mid frequencies,
speaker-load variation thanks to its low with a mild reduction to 57dB by
output impedance of typically under 0.1
20kHz — fairly typical of stereo designs.
ohm, rising to an innocuous 021 ohm
Channel balance was very accurate at
by 20kHz.
0.02dB. A 136mV input delivers 1W
Tested to the protection limit, pulse
into 8ohms, while 223V gets you full
testing on 1ohm loading blew the 6A power. Ialso noted a 100k ohms plus
rail fuses. Severe stress will ultimately
140pF input impedance —an easy load
actuate thermal cutouts. Given the
for the matching preamplifier.
heatsink size, the amplifier ran moderThe signal/noise ratio was fine at
ately warm on normal speech and mu84dB (unweighted) and 89dB (Asic duty; the power FETs were suffiweighted), both ref. 1W/8 ohms. The
ciently biased to give 5W or so of classfigures referenced to full output were
A operation before the A/13 transition.
107dB and 112dB, respectively. DC offConversely, Idon't think the MF2300set was negligible at the output at 10mV
A would stay within its reset temperaleft, 14mV right.
ture setting if subjected to FTC preconAt rated power, the total harmonic
ditioning, in any event, this is felt by
distortion was essentially constant with
many reviewers to be an unrepresentafrequency at -53dB (024%) and was
tively extreme demand in adomestic essentially second-harmonic, this aurally
context.
benign, and typical of awideband, lowTested on squarewaves (fig.1), the
feedback design. As the test power was
MF2300-A's frequency response was
reduced to OdBW (1W/8 ohms), the disclearly wide and flat, but with significant tortion decreased smoothly — to -74dB
25% overshoot into 8ohms, suggesting
(0.02%), for example —and was prethat it was underdamped at ultrasonic
dominantly low-order; ie, free of
crossover effects.
frequencies. Investigating its reactive
load stability, adding a211F capacitor to
The high-frequency interniodulation
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Fig.2

Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A HF inter modulation spectrum. 500Hz-100.5kHz.
19+20kHz at 240w into 8ohms (log
frequency scale).
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Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A. HF intermodulation spectrum, 500Hz-100.5kHz.
19+20kHz at I
W into 8ohms (log
frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A, spectrum of
37.5Hz sinewave, DC-200Hz, at 320W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale). Note
that the second harmonic at 75Hz is the
highest in level at —69.5dB (about 0.035%).

results were very similar to those for
total harmonic distortion: -55dB for full
power, 8ohms (fig2). Note that even
the 19.5kHz, 20.5kHz modulating
tones created anice progression of second and third harmonics in the wideband 100lcHz spectrum analysis. This
favorable linearity trend was maintained
at the 1W level (fig3), where the 1
kHz
difference tone was now improved to
-76dB (0.015%).
Stressed with alow-frequency tone at
two-thirds the amplifier's rated level into
a4ohm load, spectrum analysis of the
output signal reveals the degree of contamination by power-supply harmonics.
The harmonic series visible in fig.4 was
wholly due to the 3'7.5Hz fundamental,
with the second-harmonic dominant.
The vertical dotted markers in this graph
are aligned for the UK's 50Hz supply
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A smaller Maxim FET switch is used
Tech Story: A complementary FET
to operate the resistor ladder for the regain cell using zero loop negative feedback lies at the core of PF-R. First seen
mote control of channel balance. From
in the Conrad-Johnson's original Motif there the signal is taken to the volume
Conclusion: The moderately priced
control, this a 100k ohm Blue ALPS
line and improved in the PF-1 and its
Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A power
derivatives, this gain cell has been furpotentiometer, motorized for remote
amplifier packs amassive punch. Finely
control. The wiper of this control is conther refined for the PF-R.
finished in a convenient, relatively
nected to the Auto-Linear active stage,
At the input, two capacitor-coupled
compact stereo chassis, the amplifier
proved it was no wimp by handling a FETs act as ahigh-impedance comple- which in turn is AC-coupled to the outmentary pair, class-A-biased with strong put via a4p.F C-J polystyrene capacitor.
wide range of loads with ease. In most
There are two board-mounted mains
applications it breezed along while
local feedback via their source resistors.
transformers, one for the audio and the
Nonlinearity is canceled by their comenjoying large reserves of power and
other for the microprocessor and actuaplementary symmetry rather better
output current.
tor electronics. No electrolytic caps arc
While its music replay wasn't quite as
than by loop-feedback error correction
used in the audio power supplies, someclear or as delicately drawn as that of —C-J calls this Auto-LinearT" operathing that seems to be evolving as aC-J
tion. The output of this FET pair directC-J's tubed power amplifiers, the
ly feeds acomplementary FET sourcehallmark.
MF2300-A possessed anatural tonality
Build quality is fine. The case is all alfollower, this featuring arespectably low
very much in the C-J corporate tradition.
loy, with good accessibility, although
output impedance for driving cables
The treble was fine; the bass was clean,
another bolt or two might be beneficial
and power amps. (It should prove suitextended, and powerful; and it could play
in clamping the large, double-sided pcb.
able for loadings down to 20k ohms.)
loud. In musical terms, the amplifier was
Visible improvements over earlier
free of the more familiar solid-state
Sound: The PF-R was auditioned in
C-J preamps include better power superrors.
the same system used for the ConradAsolid contender for Class Bin Stereo- plies, both in terms of noise and regulation, plus extensive use of Vishay foil Johnson MF2300-A in this issue (see
phil('s "Recommended Components,"
resistors and C-J's own polystyrene ca"Reference System" sidebar).
the Conrad-Johnson MF2300-A should
The preamplifier sounded good
be on your short list for load tolerance, pacitors — this unit is positively packed
straight out of the box. A few days in
with them! Perhaps if you have the benneutrality, power, and honest engiefit of an elegantly simple circuit, it's
standby provided audible gains — standneering value.
by equates to electronic muting for this
possible to spend heavily on the passive
low-powered design, which is powered
CONRAD-JOHNSON PF-R
components and support system.
The remote-control microprocessor
up semipermanently — with sonic staLINE PREAMPLIFIER
is located out of the way on the front- bility after aweek's use.
In Conrad-Johnson's new PF-R we
For abrand often associated with sopanel printed circuit board, this also
have ashort-path, remotely controlled,
bricty and acalm, even-tempered charline-level control unit. The $2395 PF-R
carrying the buttons and displays. Input
acter — if you like an element of my decomes in full C-J livery, with the tradiselection is made via asolid-state integrated circuit block, the Toshiba
scription of the sound of the MF2300tional champagne-anodized alloy fascia.
TC9152P: an array of noiseless, contact- A itself— the PF-R came as something
Seven inputs arc available: Aux/Phono,
less FET switches with intrinsically high
of ashock. I've noted before in these
Tuner, CD, Video, Aux 2, EPL 1, and
pages (in Vol.13 No.12, December
channel separation. Extraordinary care
EPL 2. All inputs and outputs are nor1990) how an earlier generation of C-J
has been taken over the operating supmal, single-ended, gold-plated, and cusply for this unit, something that ordipreamplifier, the PF-1, possessed the rare
tom-made for Conrad-Johnson.
and remarkable ability to transmit the
narily is taken for granted.
Many of the usual preamp's rotary
controls have been replaced by satinalloy buttons — in fact, there's only one
conventional rotary knob: the volume
control, which is motor-driven when
remotely actuated. All functions arc
available via manual front-panel controls. Balance is controlled by two buttons, with setting indication given by a
horizontal LEI) bar display. Mute is
available on the front panel and the remote handset. The latter is more like a
wand, easy to use and well-laid-out. The
remote-control system worked fine and
was much appreciated.
If required, vinyl sources are catered
for by a companion standalone unit
called the EF-1 (see later).
There's no power switch other than the
electronic Standby/Mute. For full power
off, you must pull the power cord out of
the wall outlet, but, just in race, make sure
Conrad-Johnson PF -R line preamplifier and EF-1 phono preamplifier and remote
the power amp is turned off first.

frequency; supply contamination was
conspicuously absent, afine result.
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powerful qualities of rhythm and dynamics of good music-making. That
ability wasn't lost with the later PF-2
(reviewed in November 1994, Vol.17
No.11), and I'm happy to say it's still
there in full measure in the new PF-R.
Yes, okay, perhaps Ishould have expected it, as the core amplifier design is
very similar in all three. But then, I've also
known achange in printed-circuit layout,
or even acomponent or power-supply revision or "improvement," to destroy the
sonic performance of agiven design. In
the case of the PF-R, for example, past
experience might suggest that the solidstate input switch could kill it off. But
hearing is believing —C-J has definitely
got it tight!
Ihaven't heard all the top preamplifiers, but I'd lay bets that the PF-R is the
top preamp performer on grounds of
natural dynamics, microdynamics, and
dynamic expression as well as rhythm
and timing. It sounded vital and alive,
involving and absorbing. So many highend preamplifiers make performers
sound as if they arc on bromide. That's
fine if you want to be sent to sleep, but
for my part Ilike to be drawn into the
music and appreciate the fabulous complexity of interwoven time and rhythmic patterns. Most music, not least classical material, is fundamentally based on
dance — without those inner dance
rhythms even the best written music becomes boring. Moreover, alot of simple
rock material is nothing without its
dance qualim
Amazingly, the Conrad-Johnson PFR rocks!
This alone would be enough for
many listeners, but there's more good
news: Quietly and without fanfare, C-J
has enhanced their FET preamp design
to the point where the PF-R delivers
genuine Premier quality in all its other
sonic dimensions.
Of course, Itried the PF-R with C-J's
MF2300-A —after all, they're approximate partners in price —and I'm glad to
report that the PF-R proved fully up to
the task. Not only was electrical matching fine, as it should be, but there was
also much in common in terms of
sound quality. Trials with other power
amps, however, showed that there was
even more in reserve with the PF-R; it
was fascinating to see how far Icould
push its limits.
Iwouldn't hesitate to partner the PFR with the Class A—graded Premier
Eight A power amplifier —in fact, that
would be my first choice. Perfectly
matched in price and quality for the
smaller system, or where the loudspeakSTERF.OPHJII. O cToBER 1996

ers are of high sensitivity and offer a
truthful 8ohm load, there is the C-J Premier Eleven A. Unfortunately, the Audio Research VT150SE needs balanced
drive, but not so the Krell FPB-300 —
another great match.
Yes, the PF-R can do justice to all
these references. Thinking back to the
PF-1 and 2, the PF-R's sound is still
more neutral and evenly balanced than
that, closely approaching the legendary
Premier Seven B. Superior passive components have delivered acleaner, clearer
sound, sweeter and more delicate highs,
firmer, deeper lows, and still better
dynamics —plus superior stereo focus
and really good image depth.
Above all there was a natural, unforced quality, open and free from glare
or related coloration, that provided aharmonious balance. Top-quality sources
made excellent music through the PF-R
—it doesn't impose the dead-hand effect
that is present to some degree with so
many preamplifiers. Ialso swear that it
sounded better than tubed designs in
that it exposed akind of gentle, "tinkly"
coloration —the innate sound of the
grid wires, perhaps — in the treble of
vacuum devices.
Truthful to the musical message from
its sources, the PF-R was virtually grainfree in the treble. While it didn't sound
as "clinical" in timbre as many solidstate designs, the PF-R certainly avoided any of the thickening "bloom" associated with tubes. This bloom, often described as amore natural "richness," is
perhaps partly due to microphony. In
this case Iwould argue that such asound
is working in compensation for another
problem in the audio chain.
The quality and quantity of the PFR's bass defied technical analysis, which
showed it to be capacitor-coupled. No
one could make such an identification
by ear alone, judging by the crisp, welltimed, and articulate low-frequency
range of this preamplifier.
High-quality rock and classical recordings were handled equally well.
The PF-R proved evenhanded: no compensations or adjustments needed to be
made in regard to system setup to optimize reproduction for one kind of music over another.
Measurements: The input stage's dynamic range was of immediate interest,
as this aspect is often compromised in
electronically switched designs. No problem here, however, the PF-R sustained a
25dB IHF overload (ref. 500mV), close
on 10V RMS before limiting.
The frequency response (fig.5) was

wide and flat, even when loaded by a
low 10k ohms. The —0.5dB points were
at 12Hz and 110kHz, —3dB at 3Hz and
above 200kHz. Channel separation was
fine, measuring 70dB at low and mid
frequencies, and falling to astill-satisfactory 52dB by 20kHz. Channel balance
was accurate at full gain, but some imbalance did develop at low volume settings: there was atolerable 0.8dI3 difference between the channels at —20dB
(sec fig.5) and amarginal 3.1dB offset at
—60dB of gain. Though this error is only
likely to be significant with ahigh-gain
amplifier and sensitive speakers that
force the use of low-gain settings, C-J
should check the tolerances of their
Alps pot.
Maximum voltage gain was 14dB
(6x), with a maximum output of 8V
sourced from amoderate 230 ohm impedance. For a500mV IHF output, the
PF-R required 78mV input. The input
loading was light, at 67k ohms shunted
by anormal 230pF. The preamplifier
inverts absolute polarity, requiring inversion of the left- and right-channel
speaker-cable polarities at one end: amp
or speaker, but not both. There were no
DC offsets.
At the 500mV IHF output level, the
total harmonic distortion lay at about
—60dB (0.1%). The spectral character of
the distortion was optimal (fig.6), progressively decaying with increasing
order, and with the second harmonic
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Fig.6 Conrad-Johnson PF-R. spectrum of 200Hz
sinewave. DC-1 kHz (linear frequency
scale). Note that the second harmonic at
400Hz is the highest in level.
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dominant. The distortion is both negligible and of abenign, musical nature —
"single-ended," if you like —yet without
the practical disadvantages. Comparable
results were achieved for the high-frequency interniodulation test, the 1
kHz
difference tone lying at -63dB.
Noise levels were more than satisfactory at -81.5dB CCIR-weighted (1kHz),
ref. 0.5V, with -88dB recorded at minimum volume. While these figures are
not state-of-the-art, the audible noise
levels proved to be negligible in atypical system.
All in all, there was nothing of concern in the measurements save the lowlevel channel imbalance on the review
sample.
Conclusion: Somehow the ConradJohnson PF-R manages to distill the
cost-effective virtues of C-J's Motif line,
the dynamics of the PF-1 and '2, and the
neutrality, subtlety, and transparency of
the Premier designs. Not only great
value, the PF-R is also agreat line preamplifier in its own right, equally compatible and entertaining in rock, jazz,
and classical domains. The PF-R's
sound was well-focused, transparent,
open, detailed, and triodelike, yet lacking any false bloom or softness. More
important, it's got rhythm —so much so
that Iam now looking for abig power
amplifier in the same league!
The PF-R is a Stereophile Class A
component that Iwouldn't hesitate to
recommend to my closest friends. Who
needs high-priced, remote-capable control units when you can buy the likes of
the PF-R!

C-J recommends that the unit be unplugged (in any case, there's no power
switch) before any gain or loading
options are changed. For the less committed or adventurous, adealer should
be able to optimize the settings for your
system before or during installation.
The EF-1 has switchable gain, 40dB
(100x), 46dB (200x), and 52dB (400x),
plus abasic 47k ohms, 500pF movingmagnet-compatible input impedance.
The following resistors may be added in
parallel: 200, 511, 2k, and 12.1k ohms.
For amoving-coil cartridge of healthy
(but not high) output, an input of
5001.i.V on the EF-1's middle gain setting of 46dB will produce about 100mV
of output. Fed to aline preamp with
around 20dB (or 10x) gain, the latter
will in turn output 1V or so for the power amp, delivering close to full power to
the speakers, give or take apeak-program dB or so.
As regards siting, the EF-1 needs to be
near the turntable, according to available
lengths of tonearm cable. In addition,
due to the low input levels, it shouldn't
be located on or near hum fields — for
example, those due to atransformer in a
power amp, or amatching unit in which
the power section isn't in the right-hand
rear position customary with C-J
designs. Place it on aunit whose power
transformer is above or below the EF-1
input section and you can say good-bye
to high signal/noise ratios.

If done well, this type of equalizer has
both alow level of coloration and the
best noise performance at high frequencies. A FET source-follower buffers this
relatively high-impedance network,
helping to maintain its accuracy. It leads,
via the custom polystyrenes, to C-J's proprietary Auto-Linear FET gain block,
with the familiar distortion-canceling
technique using the complementary
characteristics of the FETs. Switched
variable gain is achieved here, while the
output section of this very-short-path
amplifier includes a complementary
source-follower for output drive.
Separate supply stabilizers serve the
input and the output amplifiers. The
EF-1 is absolute phase-correct, the input-stage inversion being reversed by
the output-stage inversion.
Build quality is fine from an electronic viewpoint, but Ibelieve the large
printed circuit board would benefit
from afew more fixings to eliminate
any chance of microphony.

System: The main components used
are listed in the "Reference System"
sidebar. Control units included C-J's
matching PF-R, PV-12/AL, and Premier Fourteen, and an Audio Research
LS22. Power amplification ranged from
the Krell FPB-300 to the C-J Premiere
Twelve A, aided by aKrell KAV-300i, a
single-ended Golden Tube SE-40, and a
Naim NAP250. Remarkably, this last
amplifier helped reveal certain aspects
Tech Story: Like the PF-R, the EF-1
of the EF-1's sound quality; nor was the
carries an inheritance from the Motif reference-grade FPB-300 let down by
line: aquality C-J solid-state design usthe EF-1. The Mark Levinson No38S/
ing minimal feedback FET circuitry to
No333 combination was also on hand.
capture some of the classic tube musiCabling from the EF-1 to the control
CONRAD-JOHNSON EF-I
cality. Key features in the circuit con- preamp was mainly van den Hul The
PHONO PREAMPLIFIER
cern an absence of loop negative feedSecond, backed by Siltech 4-56s.
The $1795 EF-1 matches the PF-R, and
back, passive RIAA equalization, allFrom the outset it was obvious that
is presented in afull-size alloy C-J case.
FET circuitry, all-class-A biasing, and
trying to use moving-magnet or veryIts gold-anodized front panel is pristine
mainly single-ended stages to boot. The
high-output MC cartridges was pointsave for a discrete logo and a power power supplies include multiple, cascadless. Though they worked after afashLED. The power cord is integral, and
ed stabilization (essential for this type of ion, they failed to exploit the EF-1's full
audio inputs and outputs are via C-J's
circuit to work anyway!), plus zerocapabilities.
proprietary, heavy-duty, gold-plated
feedback circuitry. The EF-1 is simply
Iwas happy to pair the EF-1 with the
phono sockets. This is one of those fit- chockablock with costly Vishay foil
finest "mid-loudness" moving-coil phono
and-forget products —plug it in and
resistors and C-J's own polystyrene- cartridges available to me. I had the
leave it alone. As well as not having a dielectric capacitors, in both the signal
choice of the Ortofon Rohmanii, the Kopower switch, it also lacks amuting facil- path and power supply. There are no
etsu Rosewood II, the van den Hul
ity, so power down the main amplifier
electrolytics in the power supply; here,
Grasshopper IV GLA, and Wilson Benbefore messing about with the EF-1.
selected large-volume polypropylene
esch's The Carbon. The latter was inIt will take awide range of moving- film types are used instead.
stalled in a 1996-series Benesch turncoil cartridges (except the lowest-output
The path begins with the input resis- table with their Act Two carbon-fiber
types), providing flexibility in the form
tor selection; the signal is then direct- tonearm — afine disc-playing combinaof user-selectable input loading and
coupled to apair of single-ended FET tion. The other cartridges fared well in a
gain. Perversely, these facilities lie bedrain-followers, paralleled to halve their
Naim ARO tonearm installed in a
neath the top cover. Remove ahandful
noise contribution and to provide both
Lingo'd Linn LP12 turntable.
of screws and you also expose the hot gain and areduced drive impedance to
While it worked well in anumber of
end of the power supply! In fairness,
the top-quality passive RIAA equalizer.
situations, the EF-1 deserves good cables
S
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to extract all that's possible. Likewise, siting on alow-resonance audio component
table provided a further benefit. This
phono amp is areally serious piece of kit.
It prefers control-unit preamp loadings of 20k ohms or more, sounding at
its most dynamic with greater than 50k
ohm loadings. On the input side Iused
the nominal 47k for The Carbon cartridge, and aselection of lower impedances for the others. The 52dB gain setting matched the 02mV Rohmann; the
46dB position was fine for the other
models in the 0.5inV output-level range.
Sound: After using the EF-1 for afew
days and leaving it permanently on (as
C-J recommends), Icommenced my
evaluations.
"No problem with this one" was my
first thought, but could it keep up this
standard in the longer term? Ineedn't
have worried —the EF-1 is anatural. It
does just what you want from aphono
preamplifier. Icould say simply that it
was very truthful to the electronic messages coming from the cartridge, but
that bald fact doesn't convey the quality
of musical impact and pleasure that
resulted from its use.
Though the EF-1 was not as neutralbalanced and did not offer the saine
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level of audiophile subtlety as Naim
Audio's willfully exciting and highly
involving Prefix (see WP's and SS's
reviews in July, Vol.19 No.7), note that
the Prefix is a"build into your turntable"
unit that intimately interfaces with
Naim's own preamplification, power
supplies, and unique cable systems.
The EF-1 gave established phono preamps, both standalone and integral, a
really hard time, regardless of cost. Uncannily, it had a habit of making the
competition sound closed-in, revealed
their shortcomings in the bass and aloss
of focus and clarity in the mids, and a
lack of speed and sparkle in the treble.
It then completed the demolition of
the competition by arguing afar stronger case for rhythm and timing, for overall excitement, and not least for musical
expression. The EF-1 helped recreate a
sense of musical performance, the instrumentalists not just going through
the motions but playing together with
verve, force, and commitment. There
are strong parallels here with the PF-R
line controller (with its similar build and
circuitry) and its predecessors, the PF-1
and PF-2.
In soft, slow, downbeat audio systems
you won't hear what the EF-1 can really
do. Its involving rhythm, crisp transients,
and natural, expressive dynamics may be
obscured, leaving you with a neutral,
well-balanced, and largely tube-sounding (in the nicest possible way) preamp.
In my opinion, the EF-1 even made
some of the reference-level tube electronics sound colored and lazy. Iswear
that the EF-1 did reveal in such comparisons asmall degree of the cloudy
mush and artificial treble "liveliness" inherent in tubes and their pseudo-"aeolian" electronic structures. Excited by the
passing "electron wind" (yes, Iknow: we
should speak of space charges and percentage of charge displacement) and susceptible to the all-pervasive vibrations
arising in aworking audio system, tubes
have their own problems.
The EF-1 has an innate zero-feedback
triode sound, but apparently without the
disadvantages. Like asingle-ended triode design, it had aliquid, harmonically
pure midrange, along with glorious detail and marvelous ambience and atmosphere. Incredibly, the EF-1 carried
this message on to the extremes of low
and high frequency.
Ifound the bass to be agile, tuneful,
rich, and well-extended. Pattern drumming was convincing, acoustic bass very
natural, and rock bass lines powerfully
charged. The treble was lively, but not
artificially so, and to my ears was better

than triodes — it was more precise,
more even, with superior vocal sibilances free from any slurring or "spit."
Stereo focus was first-rate: positive,
nicely "present," and yet unforced, free
from glare or false projection. Fine perspective layering was evident, while
stage width was very good. With the
right material, the image had asense of
grand scale and power.
Measurements: The EF-1's input
impedance was basically 47k ohms, paralleled by 470pF —a moving-magnet
rating. As specified, the measured gain
settings were 40, 46, and 52dB. While I
do not agree with C-J that the EF-1 is
suitable for all cartridges, from low-output moving-coils to high-output moving-magnets, it does cover the middle
ground well. High-output moving-magnet designs will produce more distortion
even on the lower 40dB gain setting. My
preference would be for MC or MM
cartridges in the 2001.tV-1mV output
range (for 5cmis disc modulation). Note
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Fig.7 Conrad-Johnson EF-I. RIAA error
(I
dB/vertical div.).

Fig.8 Conrad-Johnson EF-I. HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-25kHz.19+20kHz at +35dB
ref. 500pV at IkHz (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Conrad-Johnson EF-I, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-25kHz.19+20kHz at +20dB
ref. 500pV at I
kHz (linear frequency scale).
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that with the tonearm capacitance taken
into account, the capacitance loading is
on the high side for normal MM cartridges. Low-impedance Grado models
and similar types won't be affected.
The EF-1 produced asplendidly flat
center range: the RIAA equalization
was accurate to within ±0.06dB,
50Hz-15kHz (fig.7). Even with such an
unduly severe test condition as a 10k
ohm output loading, the response held
to -02dB at 20Hz and 30kHz extremes, with an equalization bandwidth
maintained to 90kHz and beyond.
Inoted some difference in channel
separation, with crosstalk between channels varying according to which one was
driven and which was measured;
for
L/R, 69/58dB at 20Hz, 79/60dB at
lkHz, and 56/53dB at 20kHz. Though
these results did not impair the sound
quality, better matching is to be preferred. Channel balance was sufficiently
accurate, at 024dB. Output impedance
was under 300 ohms, with good linedriving ability.
Absolute overload levels were fine
(for 1% clipping), recorded at +38dB at
low and mid-frequencies, and +23dB at
20kHz. At the highest gain setting, the
peak-level intennodulation test (fig.8)

resulted in rather noticeable distortion
of the low-order type, at -21.6dB for the
1
kHz difference tone. This was for a
35dB level above the nominal IkHz input level. At a more normal +20dB
level the distortion had improved greatly to aharmless -51.6dB, 03% (fig.9). I
can't say that Iheard any of this in the
listening sessions. Relative to the standard MC 50011V input level at 1
kHz,
the noise level was fine at -70dB and
suitable for most moving-coils, other
than the lowest-output types unless
you're not fussy about mild background
hiss.

view. In line with each of these products, the EF-1 phono preamplifier doesn't disappoint at all.
The EF-1 is high quality, all-FET and
sounding it, with no loop feedback and
zero-feedback equalization —again sounding it—with superb choices for the
passive components inside. The EF-1 is
electrically quiet, transparent, neutral,
accurate, and well-matched. This is
high-quality audio engineering: distortion was negligible in musical contexts
—no excuses or exceptions need be
mentioned here.
Conrad-Johnson could have charged
so much more for the EF-1; they even
Conclusion: Conrad-Johnson is on a could have slapped on their Premier aproll. While we know full well that these
pellation and no one would have been
guys could create truly great megabuck
the wiser. Instead, they've been straight
with their customers. Their commondesigns, like the Premier Eight A power
amp and Seven B preamp, it's been a sense practicality has given us akeenly
surprise to discover over the last few
priced, highly musical, and involving
audio component that translates afrail
years that they can get front-rank performance from quite modest devices.
moving-coil cartridge signal into arobust line-level output, free from fuss or
There have been the PF-1 preamp, its
successor the PF-2, the all-triode PV-10
complications. Compatible with some of
bargain, plus the MV-55 power amplifithe world's greatest moving-coil carer —and, in its moderate power contridges, the EF-1 joins the PF-R as acontext, the remarkable Premier Eleven A tender for aClass A rating in "Recomstereo chassis. The new PF-R is also exmended Components." Highly recommended to all vinyl fans.
S
cellent, as shown elsewhere in this re-

Melos SHA-GOLD, aworld class preamp and headphone amp.
State-of-the-art tube sound, with the convenience of remote control.
Come hear Class "A" rated the SHA -Gold and the
MA-333 Reference at Audio Outlet.

"Melos has a real winner in the SHA -Gold. As a line stage
preamplifier, it is at the top of the heap."
Wes Phillips, Stereophile, July 96
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The word is ontmand so are
these new releases!
AUGUST 11%

AUGUST 1996

STEREO

• '^›Ic."`

CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember the sound...)

1.0medle•

Brought to you exclusively by Classic Music DIRECT, these CLASSIC RECORDS
releases have been pressed with aNEW vinyl formulation called CLASSIC
18OTM. The CLASSIC 180' vinyl improves clarity and low level detail, resulting
in aquieter, flatter pressing than ever before possible!

LSC 2271
AUGUST 1996

All CLASSIC reissues are mastered from the original master tapes, and
include original cover art, record labels, and liner notes.

AUGUST 1996

Look for these upcoming October vinyl releases:
LSO 6007

HARRY BELAFONTE Returns to Carnegie Hall

BA 17008
LSP 2712

THE DAVE BAILEY SEXTET One Foot in the Gutter
SONNY ROLLINS/COLEMAN HAWKINS Sonny Meets Hawk!

MS 6113

BRAHMS: SYMPHONY NO. 4Walter, CSO

JP 5003

HOLLY COLE Temptation

JULY 1996
CLASSIC

JULY 1996

Check out the latest Premium Gold
Compact Disc releases from CLASSIC
RECORDS, available exclusively from
Classic Music Direct.
These high-definition, 20-bit analog-todigital transfers from original master
tapes bring the same quality and
authenticity of all CLASSIC reissues to
the audiophile CD format.

Order today from

All titles feature original artwork, most
have never been issued on CD, and none
has ever been available on an audiophile
gold CD.

1-800-457-2577

15PCD 2527

•

CSCD 6224 '

Look for these upcoming September Premium Gold CD releases:
LSPCD 1972

HARRY BELAFONTE Sings the Blues

CSCD 6252

LA FILLE MAL GARDE[ Harold/Lanchberry

LSPCD 2438

PAUL DESMOND WITH STRINGS Desmond Blue

CSCD 6023

RAVEL: MA MERE L'OYE/DEBUSSY: NOCTURNES

Be sure to look for CLASSIC RECORDS on the Internet at ht tp://www.classicrecs.com

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC W OTAN
MB -1250 TUBE MONOBLOCK AMPLIFIER
Jonathan Scull
All-tube monoblock amplifier with class-AB'. push-pull output stage. Tube comple-

power. Dimensions: 19"W by 21" Hby 20" D. Weight 240 lbs. Serial numbers of units

ment per side: twenty-four 6550s. one 12AT7, two 6350s. Output power

auditioned: 96131283, 96131284. Price: $25,000/pair. Approximate number of deal-

(20Hz-20kHz into 5ohms): 1250W test-ode (28.9dBVV), 600W triode (25.75dBW).

ers: 29. Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube Logic, 4774 Murietta St.. Suite 9. Chino. CA

Input impedance: 130k ohms. SIN ratio (both ref. specified output power): 95dB.

91710. Tel: (909) 627-5944. Fax: (909) 627-6988. E-mail: Imanleyvtl.com. URL:

120Hz tetrode: 95dB. 120Hz. triode. Power consumption: 650W idle, 1800W full

http://www.vtl.com/Imanley/.
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ost reviewers !twirl°.ra"hook" or
au* ofsome kind when it comes
time to write areview. After all,
how many ways arc there to get excited about
audio equipment? Kathleen and Ilike to lo'cus
on the human side afilie High End. So it was
with some amusement that Iwatched the
obstacles swirl around what Ithought would
be a fairly straightfo.nvard review of the
Vacuum Tube Logic Wotan MB-1250
monoblock power amplifier. My thought was
to return from single-ended to push-pull with
abang! I
.
11 y...
It all began at the January '96 WCES,
where I found my shorts positively
welded to the listening chair during a
memorable musical blast at VTL. Luke
Manley and his extreme audiophile
wife Bea had agood thing going and
they knew it. People were talking. "Did
you hear those monster two-storey
VTLs on the Alón Vs?"
As I recall from my Vegas show
report, "Wow!" was the operative word.
I was sure the giant Wotans would
sound superb on the Avalon Ascents. In
due course, Luke showed up at our loft
and talked the delivery truck down to a
safe landing. (He used an age-old technique: pepper the shipping company
with so many phone calls they couldn't
wait to deliver and be rid of him! He
could almost be aNew Yorker.)

SVELTE IS IN THE EYE OF
THE BEHOLDER
Each monoblock mounts 24 power

tubes on the top chassis, and apower
supply with three massive transformers
and four industrial-grade capacitors on a
separate "ground-level" chassis. Imposing in their all-black livery, they
make a19" by 19" footprint and stand
almost 2' high. And at 240 lbs each, they
are ahuge physical presence to deal with,
despite VTUs new peekaboo cosmetics.
(While heavy, and despite liberal use of
damping material, the two-storey chassis' torsional stiffness and resonant signaSTFREOPHILF, O CTOBF.R 1996

VIL Wotan MB -1250 power amplifier

turc left something to be desired. When
Ipointed this out to Luke, he told me
he'd already specified future construction techniques to remedy this.)
Power tubes arc latest-spec Russian
6550Cs, purported to be the best of the
Svetlana litter. Inputs and drivers per
side consist of apair of 6350s flanking a
single 12AT7. I'd never run across the

6350 before. "Think of it as adoublepower 12AT7," Luke told me.
'The lower chassis has astandard IEC
power connector and a slew of fuses
sharing the rear apron. Athick umbilical
tics it to the upper deck. The top chassis
is a wonder to behold, especially at
night when lit up like aChristmas tree.
The tightly packed power tubes sur257

round the output transformer, located
dead center on top. A pair of caps stand
sentinel before it, the input and driver
tubes set up before them. 'There are 24
separate bias pots countersunk into the
top chassis, their separate reading points
just behind the faceplate.
And yes, you must be something of a
fanatic to run amplifiers that require 48
separate biasing operations. But Statement Products are what the Wotans arc,
and indeed, the fanatics who buy them
are out there. In fact, you'll read about
one of them shortly.
Exploring the rear of the upper chassis, one finds a single pair of Manley/VTL binding posts (fairly easy to
work with), and an RCA single-ended
input (balanced inputs arc available).
There's also a switch for tipping the
amps back and forth between triode and
tetrode modes. Just think of it ... 600W
in triode, 1250Wpc in tetrode!
Up front, lower right is alarge rotary
switch, marked 0, 1, and 2, with which
to trigger the electrics. You grasp the
switch, cover your eyes (just kidding),

and briskly snap it one stop to the right.
The half-voltage startup instantly
charges the caps. After a moment or
two, snap the switch once more for full
power.
The cacophony of clinking glass was
notable during warmup, and positively
hilarious when shutting down. So Luke
— why 1250W? "The reason power is
important is to provide as much TMC
— Total Mass Control — as possible.
Imagine you're swinging a massive
weight back and forth. The more powerful you are, the more you can control
that weight to move at any speed and
frequency you want without distorting
your intended movements. Similarly,
the more power an amp has, the better
it can control the speaker and air mass to
move with the audio signal at any frequency and amplitude without distortion. This is an essential ingredient in
what provides a clean and realistic
sound."
Seeing he had my ear, he continued.
"I feel you get substantially the saine
sound front our other amps that run

_IS TALKS WITH
Jonathan Scull: How long has VII.
been in business, Luke?
Luke Manley: My dad, David
Manley, and Ico-founded VTL in
June of 1986. We started small on the
East Coast, and soon after we moved
to California.
Scull: Is it because you're really aWest
Coast kinfla guy?
Manley: [laughs] You bet! There's a
lot of supporting industries out there;
a big base of electronics manufacturers, for example.
Scull: What, in the San Francisco area?
Manley: No, I'm speaking about Los
Angeles. Even though Ilive near San
Francisco, Ikeep the factory down
there. You know, those support industries I mentioned — metalworkers,
transformer vendors, distributors, and
so on. Also, this way Ikeep the same
core crew that I've had since we
moved to California in '8'Z
Scull: Isuppose it's inevitable that Iask
you ifyou'd clan.
fr the relationship between
you and papa David at Manley Labs.
Manley: We've been totally separate
companies since April 1993, and neither one of us has any financial interest in the other's concern. My dad
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750, 450, 250, 175, and 125Wpc, and
even from our two stereo designs with
150W and 85W each. Ican tell you that
each of them offers more TMC than
any other tube amp in their class." Okay,
Luke, sales promo over.

THE BEST-LAID PLANS OF
MICE AND MEN GO OF AWRY

Content the amps were working properly, Luke and Bea took their leave.
Kathleen and Iburned-in the Wotans at
low to moderate volume without paying much attention to their sound.
Finally, one cool evening aweek or so
after setup (they run hot), Isat in the
Ribbon Chair and cranked up the volume.
Uh-oh ... something wasn't right. At
lower volume levels, all was sweetness
and light. But when Iblipped the throttle — Kathleen's favorite thing — I
noted gross distortion in both the bass
and the highs. Ithought it was surely
the Grasshopper 1V—it sounded so
much like cartridge mistracking. I
swapped in the Symphonic Line RG-8,

VTL

designed the basic circuit topology —
aparallel input stage, alongtail splitter, and apush-pull output stage with
certain specifications, like stiff power
supplies, acertain amount of capacitance in the power supply, solid-state
diodes, and aparticular type of transformer wind.
Scull: Let's talk about the transformersfor
amoment. You do not source thent from
Manley Labs?
Manley: That's right.
Scull: Would you care to elaborate?
Manley: Sure. Our premium output
transformer is called the Signature.
We took the Magic Transformer
design and improved it substantially.
I'm speaking about the transformer
that was made for us before Dad started winding his own in-house. The
way it was made by the previous vendor was not the quality we needed, so
we found another whose work is far
superior.
Scull: ... and who shall remain nameless?
Manley: Well, Ican say that the new
vendor has amuch cleaner operation.
Ispent about ayear with them getting this new transformer organized
with them.

Scull: Your transformers are really enormous...
Manley: In this amplifier, yeah.
Scull: Besides their immense girth, what
are some of their specialfeatures?
Manley: The Signature transformer's
major strength is that it can deliver
the current in the bass while maintaining the speed in the high frequencies, dramatically improving the
squarewave response. That means a
much cleaner sound. The biggest
challenge with designing abig output
transformer is that it needs to be as
big as possible to handle the bass current, but it gets harder and harder to
keep up the speed in the top end as
the size of the transformer increases.
If the coupling is not done carefully,
the capacitance and leakage inductance will roll-off the highs. We manage this by substantially increasing the
number of sections over the previous
output transformers, improving the
coupling between the primary and
secondary windings, and even between the individual wires. This
increases efficiency by lowering insertion loss. The multiple sections and
better winding-to-winding coupling
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and presto-chango ... no improvement.
Digital was also awash. Could it be the
preamp? Doubtful, I thought, as I
swapped out the dual-mono Jadis JP200 and found the fuzz still much in
evidence.
Hiumm ... Itried two or three wire
changes, but it was obvious the cablage
was not at fault. Not wanting to imagine
it, Ifinally wired up Forsell's hulking
The Statement and our own Jadis JA200s. Both evinced not awhit of fuzz at
either frequency extreme. Alas, all roads
seemed to lead to Wotan. Frustrated
with all the schlepping and hooking, I
called Luke. "Oh yeah ... that might be
aproblem with the value of the cap in
the return leg of the feedback loop."
Now he tells me!
So back he came. I'd go to work in
the morning, he'd be there. I'd come
back home in the evening, he'd still be
there, surrounded by electronic effluvia.
Nope, it wasn't the cap in the feedback
loop. (Luke personally installs each set
of Wotans and dials them in for the
client's speaker, so don't start yelling

gives the amplifier the capability to
pass [full power] right out to the frequency extremes. Another thing:
the primary impedance of the transformer is more precisely matched to
the plate impedance of the output
tubes, and with the impedance set for
an optimum speaker load of 5ohms,
you get the most efficient current
transfer from the power tubes to the
speaker load. This in turn allows our
amps to better handle fluctuations in
speaker impedance, and gives much
more flexibility in handling awider
range of speaker loads.
Scull: Can current owners of VII. amps
trigrade?
Manley: Yes, the Signature transformer can be retrofitted to VTL
amps already out in the field.
Scull: How much loop negative feedback
do you run in these monsters—the Wotan
'1250s?
Manley: 14dB.
Scull: Obviously you're not afraid offeedback.
Manley: Right. A small amount is
something that's pretty good to have.
It's necessary to keep the amplifier
under control and prevent oscillations.
Scull: 14dB is considered "low"fe' edbade?
Manley: Less than 20dB is con-
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"special reviewer treatment" just yet.)
After three days he gave up. He was
eyeing the Avalon Ascents suspiciously,
but their relatively benign impedance
curve had never proven a challenge
before. (They do like power, however.)
Luke postulated that his ultra—widebandwidth amps might be ringing the
metal-dome tweeter at its "oil-can"
breakup frequency, but this didn't
explain the fuzzy-dice bass. Weird...
the amps had shown no sign of breakup
on the big Alóns at CES, or on an
Ascent-based system he'd dragged yet
another pair of Wotans to after returning home.
We agreed to set the monsters aside,
and he'd pick them up just before HI-FI
'96 at the Waldorf. (New Yorkers say
"Waldorf" instead of the whole
"=Astoria" schmeer...) The plan was
to leave us another of three pain of
Wotans he'd be using at the Show. That
sounded reasonable, although "setting
aside" his amps was hardly atrivial matter: "One, two, three —unghhhhr
Finally the great day arrived, and we

sidered low. You know, negative feedback got abad name —I'm quoting
from The VIL Book—from the days
when people would rely on it to
panel-beat the circuits straight And
they weren't even making goodsounding circuits to begin with! If you
use feedback for what it's really
intended for, then asmall amount is
okay. Tubes are inherently feedback
devices, you know, by the way they
operate.
Scull: What would you say to someone
who's afraid of tubes? Imean, twenty-four
6550s per side in the Wotan is enough to
send someone with aweak constitution into
tube shock!
Manley: Iwould say tubes sound
much more musical than transistors,
and that's really the bottom line. I
don't deny that some people may prefer the sound of transistors, but I
think if you listen for the music, tubes
arc better. Of course, tube designs do
operate at higher voltages. And when
things do go, it can be quite spectacular. But at VTL we go to great
lengths to keep that sort of thing from
happening. You don't have to take it
into the shop to change tubes, for
example. The Wotan features individual bias-trim pots, so you don't
need matched sets of tubes.

were once again With Wotan. What
would happen? What else could happen?
In fact, they sounded just fine, even as I
assaulted them with murderously high
levels of signal. The windows rattled,
the front door bulged and flew open,
but there was no fuzz and not atrace of
breakup.
Bye-bye, Luke ... we'll be in touch.

NOT SO FAST...

But nothing's that easy. We were accumulating hours on this second pair
when another minor disaster occurred.
The two-stage turn-on switch from the
first pair were absent from this replacement set. And so, almost inevitably, after
months of working well enough, one of
the switches fused itself but good on
turn-on, and wouldn't turn off.
Ipulled the plug and telephoned
VTL once again, concerned about
reviewer-frying arcs from the Wotan if I
was so imprudent as to jam the connector back into the amp. This call resulted
in aquick visit from one Ernest Pirog,
VTL owner, booster, and all-around

Scull: What happens wizen atube goes
down?
Manley: They're set up so that if a
tube blows, it takes out the fuse and
nothing else. You replace the tube
and the high-tension fuse, and you're
on your way again. All you have to do
is re-bias it. Let me tell you, that's alot
easier than replacing a transistor.
Don't forget, if one should fail, the
new transistor has to be matched with
the rest —no easy pull'n'plug.
Scull: What possessed you to create this
kind ofastatement productfor VTL?
Manley: Iwant to communicate to
people that VTL makes high-power
tube amplifiers. You know, 24 tubes
per side ought to get the message
across! As for the high power, I
believe you really need lots to control
a speaker. 1250W will really grab
hold and control most speakers you
can name. To my ear, that's where the
performance comes from.
Scull: And you prefer triode mode yourself?
Manley: No doubt. The Avalons are
86-87dB sensitivity, right? 600W
should be enough power.
Scull: Mm-hm. A nice piece of understatement, Luke. Thanks for the background.
Manley: Thank you, Jonathan!
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audio fanatic. (His amps and Alón
Phalanx speakers are all hard-wired, for
example.) Basically, Ernest saved the day
by making available aquickly-cobbledup version of the "Pirog Power Switch,"
as employed in his own VTL/Manley-amped system.
"Some power switch," I thought
grumpily as Ilaid out the constituent
parts on the carpet: two Variacs and a
pair of industrial-strength GE Double
Throw Safety Switch boxes. This setup
allows the amps to be left cooking at
around 80V on the Variacs when not in
use, and to be engaged by "throwing"
the spring-loaded lever home (BAM!!)
to the bottom of the two "on" positions. Ihad to remember to drop the
Variacs back to about 30V when the
amps were "on the wall" so that, when
reengaged, they wouldn't blow their
fuses. Ishut the Variacs off and disconnected them during so-called "critical"
listening sessions.
When Idid listen, Ilevered the arm at
the side of each box up to the central
"ofP' position for a moment, then
dropped them back down the other way
to engage the second switch in the box,
powered from the wall. (Each box was
wired with acommon ground between
the two supplies.) I used audiophile
power cords from the amps to the
switches: either Essential Sound Products' The Essence or Synergistic Research AC Master Couplers.
My Official Position: Yes, during the
review period Kathleen and Iwound up
jumping through hoops to get it done.
There will certainly be those of you
who will become engorged with mirth,
imagining that no one in their right
mind would go through so much just to
listen to apair of amps. It is rather alot
to ask.
But if you imagine that no one but a
reviewer (and not every one at that)
would go through all this before chucking the amps off apier into the East
River, recall that Ernest built these elaborate switchboxes for himself. In fact,
when Ibalked initially at the idea of
using the Variacs, he insisted (you know
how audiophiles can insist) that the
sound of his rig was much improved by
reduced-voltage simmering when not
playing music. Ihave to admit, he was
absolutely right. Startlingly so.
In fact, Imay ask Ernest to make us
up a set of switchboxes and Variacs
with audiophile-approved internal
wiring. When considering this entire
matter, and after regaining control of
yourself, remember that the production-spec two-position turn-on switch
260

keep gaining new respect for it. The
beefier suspension — optimized for
undamped linear-tracking arms — required abreak-in time on the order of
200+ hours! Finally loosened up, its
THE REST OF THE BREW
sound was much more open.
In an altogether funny audiophile
I keep a Shakti Stone over the
moment, Luke apologized for not
Flywheel's electronics, and a trio of
allowing enough room between the
Shun Mook Mpingo discs on the plinth
chassis to place Shakti Stones on the
of the 'table. There are six Harmonix
power transformers. (As have other
manufacturers, Luke tells me he has Tuning Bands at various locations on
found them to be effective.) Idid try a the bearing and support structure. The
whole concoction sits on two custompair on the output transformers up top,
sized Michael Green four-shelf Clampand even there —given less of amagRacks. Record weights in play included
netic field to interact with —I noticed
the transparent and fast Harmonix TUthat the bass tightened up anotch. More
subtle improvements became evident 812 Tuning Record Clamp, and the
ineffably musical Shun Mook piece.
over time.
Tweak-wise, I cosseted the small
Cabling was all TARA Labs Decade.
Ihad excellent results with Synergistic
tubes with acombination of Bluenote
Research Resolution Reference and
Midas Tube Dampers and Ensemble
Tube Sox. The amps sat atop Michael XL0 Signature lashups, but overall, for
Green Tuning Amp Stands on atrio of its superb balance and light, elegant
presentation, Ipreferred the Decade as
Shun Mook Ultra Diamond Resonators.
the best all-around performer with this
Preamp in use during the review
period was the Jadis four-chassis JP- setup.
200MC. The JP-200MC is a superb
OMMMMMMm...
preamplifier, and while its line-stage is
notable in every way, the phono section The second pair of Wotans, obviously
is its true raison d'être. It's simply the most up to snuff, sounded much more like a
sophisticated and totally refined analog wide-bandwidth design of contemporary specification than had the first.
engine it's ever been my pleasure to
As we ran them in, Iflipped back and
audition.'
forth between tetrode and triode, and
I wrapped Bluenote Midas Tube
Dampers around the two phono-input settled on the latter with no misgivings
6DJ8s and suspended the four chassis whatsoever.
Yes, the bass was better, deeper,
on Michael Green Designs Audiotighter in tetrode —1250W per side,
Points. (Even Ididn't have the nerve to
after all. It was also marginally more
squeeze a $25k preamp in a Clamptransparent and focused, but it was in
Rack.) As in the rest of the system,
the highs that the sound took adive —a
power cords were either The Essence or
bit too much grain for my tastes.
AC Master Couplers.
(Although far less objectionable than
Digital front-end was the Forsell Air
some other tetrode or ultralinear
Reference Mk.II CD transport connected to aClamped and topless Forsell
designs I've heard.) Triode is where it's
D/A converter, tied together with a at, and with 600W on tap, headroom
length of BNCd Illuminati D-60. As wouldn't be aproblem.
There's something special that all
before, the transport sat atop a fourreally great amps do — they set up abig
shelf Michael Green ClampRack, while
soundstage and disappear the speakers,
aSignature 'Rack lightly squeezed the
even ones so imposing as the tweakedDAC. The transport is set upon two
Harmonix RF-66 Large Tuning Feet at out, tri-wired Avalon Ascents. On the
the rear (dots up, per Mr. ICiuchi) and a big VTLs the Avalons well and truly
evaporated. The sound was extremely
single AudioPoint centered up front.
transparent: huge, deeply layered, and
Analog was handled by the Forsell
detailed —"encompassing" springs to
Air Force One, afresh mint green denmind —all in the best tube sense. And,
tal-floss drive-belt wrapped around its
platter, and avan den Hul Grasshopper like the best tubes, the harmonics were
lovely and engaging.
IV at the end of the arm. As the hours
In fact, the Wotans developed harcontinue to accumulate on the IV, I
monic information to the point where I
found that the music regularly drew me
1This review was the preamp's swansong in our system; except for our JA-200 monohlocks, all things
in with that pleasantly human quality
Jadis have since left our hands. This turn of events truly
that we audiophiles seem so attracted to.
saddens me, but our search for anew reference will be
Seeking out this harmonic G-spot may
exciting.

addresses this problem.
Anyway, that's how we used 'em.
Imagine.
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MAXIMUM POWER!
MAXIMUM CONTROL!!
MINIMUM SYSTEM NOISE!!!
Another Performance First from Overture and MIT.
Introducing the "OP2TM (Output Power Squared)" System.

"The first OP2 System is as much a
musical revelation as it is a feat of
technical wizardry. Although the
Thiel CS7 speakers were one of our
favorites in this price range, we had
no idea that they were capable of
such power, focus and subtlety —

Classé CP-60 Preamp and (2)

until we heard them in this set-up

CA-400 Power Amplifiers —

with Classé 's CA-400 amplifiers

Classé combines solid construction

and MIT's OPT (Opposite Phase

and delicate nuance; huge power

Terminator) Technology"' cables.

reserves and lightning transients;

We're proud to be the first OP2TM

top echelon performance and

showroom in the East."

unsurpassed value.

OP2TM Interface Configuration:
MIT MI-350 OPT Interconnect and

—Terry Menacker
President, Overture

MH-770 OPT Speaker Cable

-

Bruce Brisson and the MIT
Through MIT's dedicated OPTTm

engineering/design team have

Component interface and Speaker

developed a new technology that

interface, two amplifier channels

creates a "push-pull" configured

drive each loudspeaker — like a

amplification system, which

perfected version of "push-pull"

multiplies the power and control

amplification. Sonically, it's like the

available from agiven preamp/amp

power and control have gone up

combination. Because the signal

exponentially. When first hearing

never reaches the system ground,

the system, listeners tend to use

another level of noise and inter-

the word "effortless." Then they

Thiel CS7 Loudspeakers —

modulation is removed — classi-

notice the immense sound-stage,

A true Class A speaker; staggering

fying these MIT components as the

vanishing noise floor and improved

bass extension, exceptional imaging/

first Image Specific Interface (ISITm).

micro-dynamics. It's a musical

soundstaging and spectral faithful-

reality that you'll have to hear to

ness. Capable of "disappearing"

believe. We invite you to be one

when matched with the right gear.

of the first; reservations advised.

OVERTLIn -

The East Coast's Premier

Audio/Video & Home Theater Store
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I I
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wiimington, Delawaru
800 838-1812
(302) 478-6050

GOOEWN'S
HIGH END

Our Goal —Audio Vente'
The 2C3D System makes it happen

"Goodwin's High End is the synthesis of my 20 years of experience selling high end audio. My personal
attention and informed advice are simply a phone call away."— Alan Goodwin
On display — the world class 2C3D (two channel-three dimensional hologram) certified Spectral/MIT/Avalon System. The
synergistic fusion of Spectral, MIT and Avalon Acoustics loudspeakers forms a startling re-creation of musical reality — a
whole that truly transcends the sum of its parts.You are cordially invited to visit us and experience the results of the 2C3D
system for yourself
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Audio Research
Avalon Acoustics
Basis

Spectral Audio
A system composed of the

Spectral SDR-2000 Professional DIA converter with
power ampli-

HDCD (right), DMC-20 Series II preamplifier and the new DMA-150

is capable of producing an extremely high degree of transparency.These perfectly matched
components deliver on unparalleled combination of musicality, transient speed and high current capability.
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Music Interface Technologies

Crosby Entec

MIT's MI-350
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CVTerminator'' (right) are the arteries of the system and are

Praline

Reference' interconnects and MH-850'

Dunlavy Audio Labs

the components that ultimately makes the amazing result of the

Eminent Technology

Bandwidth Terminator design in which each part of the tri-wire configuration has a

Graham
Magnum Dynalab

2C3D Hologram possible. The MH-850 speaker interface is a unique Multinetwork optimized for its respective frequency range —aperfect match for the electronics and speakers. The critical AC line treatment for this remarkable system is MIT's

comprehensive Z-Series -.

Featurong Stable Image Technology'

McCormack
MIT
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Avalon Acoustics
The Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker is capable of avery high degree of purity and seamlessness top
to bottom coupled with superior transparency and imaging — in short, amusically involving speaker
that invites you to listen for hours on end without fatigue. Imagine aspeaker that combines the traits
of avery high quality mini-monitor with the boss and dynamics of alarge floor standing design. As an
added bonus, the cabinetry and veneering are truly awork of art!

Stewart Filmscreen
Theta

ASC Tube Traps

Totem

Tube Traps are essential conditioning for the acoustic interface of the

Vandersteen

audio signal for those who strive towards musical perfection. ASC's
floor to ceiling columns are designed with pressure zone bass trap

Von Schweikert

technology and voiced through specular diffusion to reach
performance levels that redefine state of the art in the dedicated hiend listening room.

Wheaton Triplanar
Wilson
Zoethecus

617-893-9000

Goodwin's High End
899 Main Street
Waltham, MA 02154

Fax 617-893-9200
Open Thurs-Sat I2-5/appointments available Tues -Fri

Our new location —a6500 sq. ft. facility featuring five acoustically correct demonstration rooms that provide acornfortable, relaxed environment in which to evaluate the world's finest equipment.
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be part of what draws us all so deeply
into the pursuit. You know what it's
like: you hear an oboe or another
midrange-rich instrument playing live
or (less often) on agood recording, and
it strikes some kind of reciprocal chord
in you.
Perhaps we're all searching for that
almost Om-like harmonic resonance of
life — the heart chakra — that may be as
naturally attractive to audiophiles as riding in amoving car is to kids and dogs.
Is this the mechanism by which we find
ourselves more easily falling into the
music — its rhythms and timing —
divining more deeply the artists' intentions? Might this be the quality referred
to when we speak about experiencing a
system through which music is somehow more involving?

recorded discs, by the way. Listening
notes: "I'm trying hard to remember
when Ienjoyed string tone as much as
this before, and Ican't. Bite and bloom
in all the right places. The bells are
remarkable, their perfect shimmer lending credence to the original acoustic
event. There's aquickness to the way
the amps start and stop that belies their
huge demeanor."
For acloser and more intimate view
of the bass and upper bass, Iturned to
Dean Peer's Ucross (Jazz Planet/Classic
Records JP 5002-1) on HG-180 premium vinyl via RTI. Just terrific — the
speed, dynamics, and fullness of tone
throughout the bass range illuminated
Dean's peerless bass playing. Usually,
one finds components that get the fundamental right, but perhaps not the initial transient or the bloom. Sometimes
BACK ON EARTH ...
it's the other way 'round. The Wotans
When Luke set up the first pair of blended these elements so well that my
Wotans, we listened to the Gounod
laptop was often as not left idling its
Faust ballet music on Classic Records
processor while Ilistened and enjoyed
vinyl, backed by Bizees exuberant
the music.
Carmen Suite (LSC-2449). It's awonWhat happens when the Wotans get
derful record that really highlights the
up-close and intimate? I spun my
Wotans' ability to handle the Wide
favorite cut, "Moon Maiden," from The
Open Spaces of alarge concert venue,
Intimate Ellington (Pablo 2310-787).
here the Royal Opera House at Covent
Listening to this record on single-ended
Garden with conductor Alexander
had always left me stunned. On the
Gibson.
opposite-universe Wotans, Istill found
In spite of punishing crescendos, the
the inner light of tubes much in eviWotans never lost their ability to hang a dence, despite their push-pull nature. It
perfectly transparent curtain of sound
was magic — the shimmering celeste
about the speakers and the listener.
accompanying The Voice, charming and
They never faltered for ananosecond in
full of tenderness.
keeping musical lines separated from
Looking for more evidence of the
each other, even during crashing dyWotans' light touch, Iplayed the CD of
namics and complicated scoring. There
Arturo Delmoni's Sonatas eBrahms and
was never amoment of confusion or Beach (John Marks Records JMR 2),
murk, limitless power reserves seemingwith Yuri Funahashi on the piano. To
ly at our beck and call.
me, the imaging was vague. (I unThe Wotans developed areal sense of derstand from John Marks that recordscale and impact without sounding poning engineer David Hancock used apair
derous. Listening to the Gounod at of Cambridge C35 ribbon mikes in a
crashingly realistic sound levels, they
spaced figure-8 pattern, slightly angled
presented the music in aclean, illumiin toward the performers, at either end
nated, and beautifully set-up fashion.
of a6' crossbar about 8' off the ground
Power weight, extension, air, and lovely,
— rather than the coincident figure-8 patsweet highs predominated, drawing me
tern used in strict Blumlein.) The
ever closer to the music.
recording was made on an analog Studer
The structure of the bass as rendered
A80 miming at 30ips. Since the imaging
by the Forsell/GH IV on this LP laid
isn't the point, then what's the tonal balthe foundation perfectly. It was ahighly ance like?
acoustic sound, a"real" sound of timTo die —just... to die. As sweet and
pani in ahall, with afine blend of tranevocative a violin sound as I've ever
sient energy and power building to deliheard from aCD source. If the music
cious, musical bloom.
encoded on this disc doesn't carry you
While macro in the extreme, the
along, you're brain-dead. Turn yourself
Wotans resolved microdynamics quite
in. The recording is a walking adnaturally, acoustic decay dropping deep
vertisement for what can be done with
into the noisefloor. This was not achar16 bits at 44.1kHz. The accompanying
acteristic reserved just for afew wellpiano is beautiful and ambient-sounding.
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

To investigate the balance between
speed, harmonics, and imaging, Iturned
to afinely rendered CD of the harpsichord, The Buxtehude Project, Tell (PGM
105, engineered by Gabe Wiener). My
notes: "The recording nails the initial
transients of the instrument and blends it
with abalanced and appropriately tightly wound bloom. Super-precise location
in a deep and airy acoustic. Clarity,
speed, and transparency without sterility
or any stripping away of harmonics."
Pick up Spiritchaser, the new Dead
Can Dance CD (4AD 46230-2). Track
2 starts out... actually, Ican't imagine
how to tell you. It sounds like John
Cage on acid playing a didjeridu.
Suddenly you find yourself in asonic
landscape of tremendous color and rich
forest ambience, supported by vocals so
well-delineated in space that — well,
next to single-ended triodes, they got
me as close to that be-there feeling as
I've ever felt.
The frequency balance and linearity
in the upper midrange and above,
where female vocals lie, is key to the
overall sound of many systems I've
heard. Single-ended triodes do this so
well it's frightening. And the best of
push-pull approaches this same level of
artistry.
In this way the Wotans were superb.
For instance, Patti Smith fans will find
much to enjoy in her new Gone Again
(Arista 07822-18747-2), the September
Stereophik's Recording of the Month.
She's so cool. Her voice sounded somewhat grainy and digitized, but I'll note
that the Wotans didn't glaze over it,
washing away mortal digital sin. The
Wotans do give you what's there, point
to make.
Turning to a sweeter example, I
pulled Cassandra Wilson's New Moon
Dauqhter (Blue Note CDP 832861 2)
and tracked up "Last Train to Clarksville"! The Monkees — my generation —
for better and, occasionally, much for the
worse. That Ms. Wilson so effectively
remakes this ditty into such apersonal
and unique musical statement is nothing
short of astounding.
Ican truly say, as Isat in the Ribbon
Chair and listened to this disc, that the
Wotans were treating female vocals to
their finest (push-pull) hour. Cassandra's voice was so well developed, so
palpable and present, that even for
this jaded reviewer the experience was
captivating.

CAVEATS?

But of course. First, spoiled reviewer
that Iam, I've heard simply stupendous
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SUNSHINE STEREO'S
RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS
Best sounding high-powered amplifier:

PASS Aleph 1.2

Best sounding medium powered amplifier: PASS Aleph 2
Best sounding amplifier for the money:
PASS Aleph 3
Single ended -Pure Class A -The best amps in the world!
The Best Integrated CD Player in the world:
Audio Alchemy ACDPRO
" IC q5.23

Stable Platter Transport
with HDCD!

Best DAC in the world:
The Audio Logic Model 34 -no DAC is even

.41e.try,

close, and with its open bus architecture, it is
DVD ready! Everything else is aboat anchor

Best Cinema Pro-Logic/THX Processor:
The superb Chiro C-800 by Kinergetics
Great on music & movies includes tuner & multi zone!

Best DAC for the money:

Aunchcmy

Audio Alchemy's new DDEv1.2

• •

•
•

• •••••.•

HDCD -4inputs -I2Sbus -only $499
Best THX Speaker System:
The revolutionary new DUNTECH CINEMA 100
system - The first system equally at home with
accurate music reproduction AND cinema sound!
Best Imaging & Soundstaging Speakers ever:
Gallo Nucleus Reference -unprecedented reality!

Sunshine Stereo Inc.
9535 Biscayne Blvd. Miami Shores FL 33138
Tel: 305-757-9358
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Fax: 305-757-1367

E-mail: zipenetrunner.net

Web: http://netrunner.net/-"zip
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bass to make your ears fall off. My conclusion? Some of the solid-state boys
get abetter grip on the lowest registers
(the Wotans as well, in tetrode), but the
transistor boys just get it tighter than
any tubes ever can. Ican live with it,
given the awesome bass the Wotans do
make.
And they're ashade less subtle and
refined than our reference Jadis JA200s. (It's often said that huge, powerful
amplifiers are less able to communicate
the nuance that smaller amps manage.)
In direct comparison, the '200s are
more elegant and even lighter on their
feet, although the Wotans are anything
but clay-footed. The French amps manage to touch the music in auniquely
ineffable way.
In the final analysis, the more forward and colorful Wotans have ashade,
un petit peu more grain in their presentation than do the Jadis. Isuppose it all
comes down to those transformers. The
Jadises cost almost as much as the
Wotans for about 130W of quasi-ultralinear power. Of course, when you flip
the '200s over and open them up, you'll
sec the most gorgeous point-to-point
work you're ever likely to come across.
It unquestionably impacts the sound.
And you can't see (but oh, you can hear)
all the work put into the hand-wound
power and output transformers of the
'200s.
The Wotans make up for it when run
in the sweeter and more musical triode
mode, with vast amounts of headroom
available due to the extraordinary number of power tubes.

W IND IT UP FOR US,
WILL YOU, J
-I0?

As some kind of bellwether of purity in
recording, try Lori Lieberman on her
24k gold Honte qf Whispas CD (PopeMusic PM1005-2). (It sounds wanner
than the aluminum substrate version,
what can Itell you?) Cello mike preamps, an externally clocked Nagra-D,
SDIF, and a20-bit Apogee AD1000 do
not aturkey recording make. Still, mike
positioning is everything, and you can
hear that in the chorus on "Roots and
'Wings" — a miracle of fine recording
technique.
And all this refinement and clarity it
is the Wotans' pleasure to bring you.
Yes, the source components used in this
review were all very highborn. In fact,
I'm sure the Wotans can be made to
sound bad, given enough effort. They
navigate so well between solid-state's
power and control and tubes' verity to
the acoustic, that if they weren't so
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

blessed ugly and enormous ... well, let's
just say I'm really sorry to see them go.
(I'd be much sorrier if Ididn't have the
JA-200s to go back to!)
Thinking back on it, every single listening session I enjoyed with the
Wotans was filled with pleasure. They
always gave every inch of their considerable hot-running selves to enliven
the musical experience. My hat's off to
Luke Manley. He has fashioned atrue
statement of the tube-amp maker's art.
Here are incorporated the finest qualities of tubes —and lots of them — with
few of their oft-quoted failings. Believe
me, you'll search far and wide before
you find another tube amp capable of
grabbing aspeaker and controlling it as
do the Wotans.
For those who don't mind fiddling a
bit, for those with apassion for music
and tubes (and abudget to suit), the
Wotans may prove nirvana.

impact tube life at double the required
bias, as Imight have done had Ifollowed the recommendation in my
owner's manual. Severely shortening
the life of 48 tubes (for the stereo pair)
could be avery expensive mistake.
Because of the very high power output of the VTL MB-1250 and the
thermal limitations of our test-bench
load, Idid not run a standard 60minute preconditioning test. This test,
however, is not truly relevant to tube
amplifiers anyway — it's intended to
thermally stress solid-state amplifiers
with class-B output stages. Idid allow
the VTL to warm up for approximately 30 minutes before proceeding —
about the amount of time it took me
to rebias the tubes in the single
monoblock Imeasured.
The amplifier ran quite warm in
operation—but no warmer than you
would expect from the forest of tubes.
Its input impedance measured from
M EASUREMENTS FROM TJN
170k ohms to 270k ohms, depending on
For logistical reasons, VTL provided us
operating condition (triode or tetrode,
with aseparate pair of MB-1250s from
balanced or unbalanced). An input
the ones reviewed by JS. The meaimpedance this high is very difficult to
surements below thus reflect the pair
measure accurately: the readings show
delivered to Santa Fe.
very small variation with changes in the
My initial intent, after eyeballing the 24
Audio Precision System Ones' source
separate tube bias settings in each of these
impedance, and as with most tube
huge VTL monoblocks (VTL recomamplifiers, they also fluctuate slightly.
mends checking the biases monthly!), was But the tests confirm avery high input
to not check the biases before the tests.
impedance, which is generally desirable.
After all, our test amplifiers had come
Suffice it to say that Iknow of no predirectly from the factory. Presumably the
amplifier that will experience an impedbiases had been set correctly —some- ance mismatch when connected to the
thing abuyer has areasonable right to
MB-1250.
expect. But to be certain, Iran afew preThe amplifier's voltage gains into 8
liminary measurements to judge their ohms in balanced mode were 282dB
reasonableness. Upon finding that the
(triode) and 303dB (tetrode), and virtupower output was alittle below spec, I ally the same for unbalanced inputs. The
elected to check the biases. According to
VTL is noninverting, a positive-going
the manual, the DC voltage across each
input resulting in apositive-going outbias resistor should have been 275put, and in the balanced mode pin 2is
300mV. My readings were all under positive. DC offset at the output mea130mV.
sured 12mV. The S/N ratio for various
Hmmm. This was so far out of operating conditions is shown in Table 1,
whack, but so consistent on all the
rounded off to the nearest dB.
tubes, that Ichecked with Luke Manley
The noise levels in the balanced
of VTL before making the huge increase
mode were good, but relatively poor
needed to raise the bias to the level recwhen the amplifier was driven unommended in my manual. It's agood
balanced. The balanced readings were
thing Idid. With the test amplifiers set
up at the factory for an optimum 5ohm
load, the correct bias setting was sup- [ Table I VTL MB-1250 SIN Ratio
(ref. 1W/8 ohms)
posed to be 150mV. Both my owner's
manual and the amp as received were
Measurement
Triode
Tetrode
Bandwidth balanced/unbalanced balanced/unbalanced
wrong. Buyers should treat this as acaudB dB
dB dB
tion. If the value in your manual differs
22111-21kHz
85
56
80
54
markedly from the bias setting of the
10Hz-500kHz 79 56
77 54
delivered amplifier, check with the factory before cranking the bias up. You
A-weighted
92 69
90 66
could damage the amp or severely
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STEREO COMPONENTS
THAT HONOR MUSIC

PROUDLY INTRODUCES THE

MELe SHA GOLD

Big brother to the famous SHA -1 Amplification Component of the Year for 1992 in
Stereophile Magazine and highly praised in the pages of The Absolute Sound. The SHA Gold
sets even higher standards for versatility and performance.

The SHA Gold features:
• Remote control volume and balance! • Balanced outputs
• Full headphone amp! • Full preamp controls with tape loop!
Come audition the SHA Gold as well as the other fine brands below including Melos amps,
preamps and DIA converters!
CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sorry, no moil order on Rote!.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!
FRIED Superb loudspeaker values featuring classic transmission line
and tunnel designs. Fried speakers possess clarity and openness far in
excess of their cost!
GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! A miracle!

EAD ULTFtADISC is here! The reference standard DSP-7000 and
DSP-9000 Series Ill D/A converters have been joined by the ULTRADISC-2000T CD transport and the ULTRADISC-2000 CD player, both
using the finest available stable platter transports. EAD also has afull line
of A-V products, including the THEATER MASTER processor and
Theater Vision laser disc player.
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!
JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much larger
designs.
VON SCHWEIKERT Fabulous time and space aligned loudspeakers utilizing GAIN (Global Axis Integration Network). The breathtaking
VR-4 has been joined by two new products, the new VR-4.5 with all
silver wiring and the more compact, but equally impressive, VR-3.

AMC •Apogee •Arcici •Audio Alchemy •Audioquest •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Chang Lightspeed
EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design
JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab •McCormack •Melos •Monarchy •NAD •Nakamichi •Nitty Gritty
Platinum •Power Wedge •PSB •Rotel •SME •Sota •Stax •Target •Von Schweikert Research •Vandersteen •VPI

*Trade-ins Accepted *Audiophile Quality Home Theatre Systems *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901—We Ship Anywhere 908-277-0333
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taken with the balanced input shorted
out, the unbalanced with both the
unbalanced and balanced inputs shorted
out (not shorting the balanced input
made little difference in the balanced
mode measurement).
The output impedance of the MB1250 in the triode mode measured
around 0.92 ohms at 20Hz and lkHz,
increasing to amaximum of 1ohm at
20kHz. The corresponding figures for
the tetrodc mode were 1.17 ohms and
126 ohms. While far lower than we
have measured with some tube amplifiers, these are still relatively high values
on an absolute basis and will affect the
frequency response into most realworld loads (see below).
For both the triode and tetrode operation, most of the measurements were
taken in balanced operation, though
unbalanced measurements for frequency response and THD+noise frequency
are also presented.
Triode Operation: Fig.1 shows the
frequency response of the MB-1250.
The HF rolloff is just slightly faster in
the balanced mode, and the effect of the
fairly high output impedance on the
response is evident. While it is within
±1dB up to 20kHz, it should be audible
(and will vary slightly with different
loudspeakers). The output waveform of
a10kHz squarcwave is shown in fig2.
STPM01.1.l vIt
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There is aslight overshoot at the leading
edge but no ringing. The overshoot is
also just visible in the lkHz squarewavc
(not shown).
The THD+noise curves in figs3 and
4 show a rising level of distortion at
higher frequencies, but an overall reasonable performance, particularly up to
10kHz. The distortion for unbalanced
inputs (fig.4) is affected by the higher
noise levels in this mode. The THD+
noise waveform at 2W into 4ohms in
triode mode is shown in fig.5. It is heavily second-harmonic plus noise.
Because of the high power output
capabilities of the MB-1250, Irestricted
the power in the following output spectrum tests to 200W, rather than the 2/
3
power usually used. (These tests take
longer than the clipping measurements
and Idid not want to risk our test load;
for the same reason, the 50Hz spectrum
into our simulated real load was not run
here.)
The output specmun resulting from
a50Hz input at 200W into 4ohms is
shown in fig.6. The artifacts arc relatively high in level (-43dB or about 0.7% at
100Hz, and -46413 or about 0.5% at
150Hz). Fig.7 is asimilar spectral plot
showing the intermodulation products
present in the output resulting from a
19+20kHz input signal at 100W into 4
ohms (the highest output possible with
this signal prior to visible clipping). 'The
STD RIOPI1“ V11. tle 'DP /.10.natt

1
kHz IM product is very high in level:
just -25dB or 6%. At 18kHz and
21kHz, the IM lies at about -33dB or
2%. (Keep in mind, however, that
100W is a very high power output at
these frequencies - far above the
power-handling capability of a realworld tweeter.) The spectral response at
59W into 8ohms was very similar (not
shown), though the artifact levels were
slightly lower (approximately 4% at
lkHz and 1.8% at 18kHz and 21kHz,
respectively).
The manner in which the THD+
noise level changes with output power
(at lkHz) for the MB-1250 in triode
mode is shown in fig.8. The gradual rise
in distortion without a well-defined
breakpoint or "knee" is typical of tube
amplifiers. Here the distortion rises
gradually above about 1W. The output
is nearly the same into either 2 or 4
ohms, less into 8 ohms. The discrete

Fig.5

PetlePPet.

1.1118

VTL Wotan, triode mode, !kHz waveform at
2W into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig. 1 VTL Wotan, triode mode, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at 10kHz):
I
W into 8ohms, unbalanced; 2W into 4
ohms. unbalanced: I
W into 8ohms.
balanced; 2W into 4ohms, balanced; and at
2.83V into simulated speaker load, balanced
(0.561/vertical div.).

501.

Fig.3

VTL Wotan. triode mode, balanced.
THD+noise vs frequency at (from cop to
bottom at IkHz): 4W into 2ohms. 2W into
4ohms, I
W into 8ohms, and 2.83V into
simulated speaker load.
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VTL Wotan, triode mode, balanced.
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-IkHz, at
200W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.2

VTL Wotan. triode mode. small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.
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VTL Wotan, triode mode, unbalanced,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at I
OkHz): 4W into 2ohms. 2W
into 4ohms, and I
W into 8ohms (THD
level below I
OkHz dominated by noise).
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VTL Wotan, triode mode, balanced, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz.
19+20kHz at 100W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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5oundex you're the king! Our professional

staff has the successful combination of moves to put
you in the winners circle. Whether you're searching for
your first stereo system, your next high-end audio component or the ultimate home theater, 5oundex has the
finest merchandise in every price catagory. We believe
that shopping for audio and video equipment should be fun
and exciting in a relaxed atmosphere -that's exactly what our
customers have been enjoying since 1958. Mow, it's your

Anthem
Tara Labs

move!

Dynaudio
P.5. We will remain fully operational at the same location
during our expansion project. Stay tuned for our grand
opening.

Audio Alchemy
Townsend Audio
Kr; II Audio Video

Balanc d Audio Tec nology

UNDEX

HIGH-END AUDIO • VIDEO • HOME THEATER
1100 Easton Road •Willow Grove, PA 19090 • 215-659-8815

Acurus •ADS •Ampro •Anthem •Apogee •Aragon •ASC •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •Audio Prism
Audio Research •B&K •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis Audio •Benz Micro •Cal Audio Labs
Cardas •Convergent Audio Technology •Creston •Dunlavy Audio Labs •Dynaudio •EgglestonWorks
Enlightened Audio Designs •Fanfare FM •Faroudja •Forsell •Forté •German Acoustics •Grado •Graham Engineering
Krell •Krell Audio Standards •Krell Audio /Video •Krell Digital •Lexicon •Lyra Cartridges •Magnum Dynalab
Mark Levinson •Martin Logan •Mirage • Niles Audio •Onkyo •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Proceed •Proton •Quad
RBH •Russound •Shakti •SME •Sonic Frontiers •Sony •Stax •Stewart Filmscreen •Straight Wire •Sumiko
Tara Labs •Target •Terk •Threshold •Tice Audio •Townshend Audio •Transparent Cable •VPI •Vidikron
Well Tempered •Wilson Audio •Wood Technology

Table 2 VTL MB- I250
Discrete Clipping Levels
(3% THD+noise at I
kHz)
Impedance
ohms

8

Triode

Tetrode

W(dBVV)

W (dBVV)

(line voltage)

4083 (26.1)
1ISV

644 (28.1)
115V

4
(line voltage)

510.1 (24.1)
1I6V

952 (26.8)
115V

2
(line voltage)

508

(21.1)
115V

1111 (24.5)
1I
3V

clipping levels arc given in Table 2.
Note that these are given for 3%
THD+noise at lkHz, instead of our
standard 1%. Even here, the MB-1250
falls about 90W short of its rated power
output.
Tetrode Operation: The frequency
response in tetrode mode is shown in
fig.9. It is similar to the triode result with
two exceptions: the unbalanced result is
slightly flatter above 10kHz and the
deviations into the simulated real load
arc slightly greater (reflecting the marginally higher tetrode output impedance). The tetrode squarewave response was virtually identical to the triode except for ajust slightly less-welldamped overshoot (the difference is
barely visible on our plots —not shown

here—though slightly easier to see
directly off an oscilloscope).
The distortion curves in figs.10 and
11 show the saine pattern as the triode
results, with small but not dramatic differences in magnitude. The distortion
waveform remains second-harmonic
with some higher-order components
plus noise apparent (fig.12).
As with the triode mode, Irestricted
the power in the spectral response tests
to 200W. A plot showing the output
spectrum resulting from the amplifier
driving 50Hz at 200W into 4ohms is
shown in fig.13. Though still relatively
high in level (-49dB or 0.35% at
100Hz, and —50dB or 0.3% at 150Hz),
the artifacts here arc somewhat lower
than in the triode mode. The lkHz IM
distortion product resulting from a

19+20kHz input signal at 200W into 8
ohms (fig.14) remains high, though, at
—39dB or about 1%, lower than in the
triode mode (the result here is at a
higher output). The 18kHz and 21kHz
IM products are at about —42d13 or
0.7%.
The tetrode variation of THD+noise
with output power is shown in fig.15.
The general trend is the same as in the
triode mode, though the output levels
arc higher. Again, as in the triode mode,
the output falls short of the specified
levels. The 3% THD+noise levels at
lkHz (clipping) are shown in Table 2.
The measurements of the VTL MB1250 are respectable (with the exception of the rather high S/N in the
unbalanced mode), though not remarkable in any way save the very high
power output (for a tube amplifier).
-Thomas J. Norton
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Fig. I
2VTL Wotan, tetrode mode, IkHz waveform
at 2W into 4ohms (top): distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig. IS VTL Wotan, tetrode mode, balanced,
distortion (%) vs output power into (from
bottom to top at IOW): 8ohms, 4ohms.
and 2ohms.
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CANADIAN EVOLUTION
Larry Greenhill listens to the Bryston BP-25MC preamplifier
and the Bryston 3B-ST and 7B-ST power amplifiers
Bryston BP-25MC: full-function, transformer-input, moving-coil preamplifier with

8ohms, equivalent to an output impedance of 0.016 ohms. Input sensitivity. IV for

remote control for volume, mute, and balance. Inputs: four pairs of RCA unbalanced

I
20Wpc into 8ohms; 2V for full output, balanced. Input impedance: 50k ohms unbal-

inputs plus one (optional) phono input, two pairs of balanced female XLR inputs.

anced, 20k ohms balanced. Polarity: noninverting. Dimensions: 19" (482.5mm) W by

Outputs: two pairs single-ended on RCA jacks, one pair balanced on XLR jacks, tape

5.25" (133mm) H by 9" (228mm) D. Weight: 22 lbs (10kg). Serial number of unit

output on RCA jacks. Phono section specifications: frequency response: 5Hz-30kHz.

reviewed: 332826. Price: $1565.

±0.5dB.THD: <0.005%, 20Hz-20kHz, at full output. S/N ratio: approximately equivalent to 1
k ohm metal-film resistor (thermal noise >85dB below 600pV input.

Bryston 713-ST solid-state monoblock amplifier. Output power: 500W continuous

unweighted). Voltage gain at I
kHz: 34d6 (additional gain from moving-coil trans-

into 8 ohms (27dBVV), 800W into 4 ohms (264BW). Distortion: 0.007%,

former I
6.5dB or 22.5dB. Line Section: maximum output 15V unbalanced, 30V bal-

20Hz-20kHz at 500VV, IM (60Hz+7kHz. 4:1, SMPTE method) or THD. S/N ratio:

anced. Distortion: <0.0025% at 3V output, IM or THD. Sensitivity: 500mV. S/N ratio:

106dB ref. rated output, 90dB IHE Slew rate: >60V/ps parallel mode, >I
20V/ps series

100dB ref. 500mV unbalanced input, 20Hz-20kHz; 103dB ref. II
V balanced input,

mode. Damping factor: >300 at 20Hz at 8ohms, equivalent to an output impedance

20Hz-20kHz Dimensions: 17" (432mm) W by 1.75" (44.4mm) H by 11" (280mm) D.

of 0.03 ohms. Input sensitivity: I.4V for full output, unbalanced; 2V for full output,

Weight: 17 lbs (7.5kg). Serial number of unit reviewed: 250063. Price: $2995 (includ-

bridged. Input impedance: 50k ohms unbalanced, 20k ohms balanced. Polarity: non-

ing external BP-BS power supply and internal BP-I phono module).

inverting. Dimensions: 19" (482.5mm) W by 515" (133mm) H by 15.5" (394mm) D.
Weight 44 lbs (18kg). Serial numbers of samples reviewed: 770933, 770934. Price:

Bryston 3B-ST: solid-state stereo power amplifier. Output power: 120W continuous

$4795/pair.

into 8ohms (20.8dBVV), 200Wpc continuous into 4ohms (20dBVV); 400W continuous into 8 ohms in bridged mode (26d6. Distortion: 0.007% at 120W,

Common to all three: Approximate number of dealers: 90. Manufacturer: Bryston

20Hz-20kHz. IM (60Hz+7kHz. 4:1, SMPTE method) or THD. S/N ratio: 106dB ref.

Ltd., P.O. Box 2170,677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada K9J 7Y4. Tel:

rated output, 90dB 1HE Slew rate: >60V/ps. Damping factor: >500 at 20Hz ref.

(705) 742-5325. Fax: (705) 742-0882.

C

anadian electronics manufacturer Bryston Limited has been
producing consumer and professional amplifiers since 1974 [see Robert
Deutsch's interview elsewhere in this issue Ed.]. Bryston amps are engineered to be
physically and electrically rugged, to
meet the stringent demands of professionals, many of whom leave their
studio amplifiers turned on for years.
While lightness in the chassis was valued over the audiophile massiveness
found in some high-end consumer
amplifiers, studio engineers and concert
pros continued to favor Bryston amps,
which easily passed the "steel toe" test.
The 4B, for example, became astandard
amplifier for recording engineers and
touring musicians.
This ruggedness and reliability allowed the company to institute aunique
warranty program that covered each of
their products for afull 20 years. This
warranty includes all audio products
ever manufactured and sold under the
Bryston name. Besides covering all parts
and labor costs, the company pays shipping costs one way. This is all the more
significant for products like the 4B,
which, in one form or another, has been
in production for the last 20 years. This
warranty, plus the very competitive US
prices of Bryston products, make them
good values.
Bryston amplifier reviews in this
magazine have been quite favorable,
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always yielding Class B or borderline
Class A ratings. The NRB products, for
example, had been the result of circuit
innovations that lowered the amplifiers'
power-supply impedance while boosting energy storage as much as 28%. 1
The 4B-NRB (Vol.15 No.5, Vol.16
No.1) was praised for its bass "slam and
snap" while the 7B-NRB (Vol.16
No.10) received accolades from TJN for
its high power and "full, warm low end
... allied to avery neutral midrange and
sweet, clear highs."
In 1994, Bryston released an evolutionary new line of solid-state products to replace its NRB line. Bryston's
new "ST" amplifiers-the 3B-ST, 4BST, and 7B-ST - reflect the design contributions and initials of anew engineer
at Bryston, Stuart Taylor. In this report I
evaluate three of Taylor's new designs:
the remote-controlled BP-25MC preamplifier, the moderate-power 3B-ST
stereo amplifier, and the high-power
7B-ST monoblocks.

BRYSTON BP-25MC

The Bryston BP-25MC preamplifier is
1The Bryston 4B-NRB power amplifier excelled in its
ability to coax deep bass out of lazy subwoofers. In fact,
the review dubbed the 413-N KB the "Bass Master." But
when Italked with Chris Russell -Bryston's VP of
Engineering and aspecialist in dry humor -during the
413-N RB review period, he refused to say exactly what
the initials "NRB" stand for. Caught off guard later at
Sterrophile's 30th Anniversary party at the 1992 CES,
Chris finally confessed that "NRB" meant "no real
bass." Sure, Chris!

afull-function control center with two
balanced and four single-ended inputs,
including one input for amoving-coil
cartridge. The BP-25 is shielded in a
black steel cabinet said to reduce electromagnetic interference effects. The
power transformer is housed in asmall
external chassis, the BP-PS. The BP-25's
remote control allows volume up/
down, along with buttons for mute and
absolute polarity. Signal switching and
audio connections, including balanced
and unbalanced input and output connectors, are heavily gold-plated to provide good long-term connections. A
12V AC/DC screw terminal connector
on the rear of the power supply provides convenient use when used in conjunction with the remote start feature
optionally available on Bryston power
amplifiers.
From left to right, front-panel controls include a Tape/Source toggle
switch, the infrared sensor for the
remote, and an MM Phono/MC Phono
toggle switch. Next is arotary control to
select input sources, which includes settings for Bal 1, Bal 2, Phono, CD, Tuner,
Video (for laserdisc), and Disc. At panel
center is arotary balance control. To the
right of this is the motor-driven volume
control, followed by toggle switches for
Polarity/Invert and Mute/Normal.
(These switches change settings each
time they're switched up or down,
rather than muting, for example, only
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when Mute is pushed down.) The tricolor LED glows green when the preamplifier is not muted or inverting, yellow when nonmuted and inverting, and
red when muted.
The BP-25MCs build quality and circuit layout are superb. Almost all components are directly mounted on the main
system circuit board extending the full
width and depth of the chassis. Signals
from the unbalanced jacks travel from an
input board to this main board via two
large ribbon cables. The main board features solder mask and extensive component designators. Awritten table at pcb
center bears the signatures of those
installing the capacitors and semiconductors, and the date the system board
was completed. Many individual components are used, including very-highquality film capacitors in anumber of
places. Looking at the system board from
above, Isaw no point-to-point wiring.
The BP-25MC's internal power supply — situated at the right when viewing the chassis from the front — seems
to be rugged and well-designed. It
employs adiscrete bridge rectifier (four
1N4004 diodes) feeding two 47001iF
electrolytics. Three 3-pin IC regulators
are mounted on individual heatsinks,
two of them (a 7824 and a7924) supplying ±24V to the electrolytics, while
the third (a 7808) supplies voltage for
the logic to control muting on turn-on.
Final filtration is accomplished on the
low-voltage regulated side by 2204.F
electrolytics. A separate source for the
power-on muting system shorts all
inputs until the preamplifier has settled.
Additional 2200g electrolytic capacitors provide further filtration at key
points in the preamplifier, including the
phono stage.
The BP-25MC's built-in phono section occupies the left side of the chassis:
two matching circuit areas, one per
channel, run the depth of the chassis
side by side. Two metal-shielded cans,
transformers for the moving-coil input,
sit just behind the front panel. (These
transformers are identical to the company's TF-1 outboard transformer.) The
BP-25MC can be ordered with two different gain configurations: the higher
configuration of 22.5dB gain, with the
transformer wired in series; or 16.5dB
gain, with the transformers wired in
parallel for ahigher source impedance.
Behind the transformers sit two identical circuit boards for the moving-magnet cartridges, these including the
RIAA equalization circuitry. Total gain
for moving-coil cartridges at mid-frequency through the entire phono sec272

Bryston BP25-MC

preamplifier

tion of the BP-25MC is 56.5dB.
The line amplification for the BP25MC is provided by discrete amplifier
modules, three per channel. Two of
these op-amps are to buffer the signal to
the tape output and level control, the
remaining four for the two balanced
outputs. These proprietary circuits are
specified as delivering high output with
low noise. The high 24V rails supplying
the op-amps mean that the preamp is
relatively resistant to overload.

Initial impressions of the BP-25 MC,
obtained by listening through its phono
section, was that it leaned toward a
warm, somewhat distant presentation
with an open-sounding top end. As
time went on, this sonic signature became clearer and more distinct, particularly in comparison with other preamplifiers at my disposal. With the
Quad ESL-63s and Totem Model 1
s,
which emphasize midrange character,
the BP-25 had awarm, smooth midrange. The Snell Type A Reference sysListening to the BP-25MC: My intertem revealed the preamp's open, unest in the Bryston BP-25MC prerestrained top end.
amplifier first centered on its remote
The line section had good bass extencontrol — it allowed me to adjust volume
sion, with apowerful, focused bottom
during casual listening sessions. This
end. Synthesizer-generated deep bass
proved to be addictive, as my listening chords in "The Hit," from James Horposition was 12' from the preamplifier. I nees Patriot Games soundtrack (RCA
soon discovered that the infrared sensor
66051-2) sounded clear and solid. The
has anarrow angle of reception at that pace and energy of the choir's footdistance, and will not respond if signaled
stomping on Lyle Lovett's "Church"
from more than 45° off-axis. To make
(from Joshua Judges Ruth, MCA MCADcertain the preamp responded, Iturned it
10475) were easily experienced. The
so that one corner overhung the edge of Bryston BP-25MC rendered the full
the shelf. Ialso found that when the pre- weight and power of the bass drum in
amplifier was left on for long periods of "La Fiesta Mexicana," from Fiesta
time without use, it sometimes went into
(Reference Recordings RR-38CD). Bass
mute; the remote's Mute and Phase
slam came from the bass guitar and drum
pushbuttons then had to be cycled rekit on "Behind the Veil," from f Beck's
peatedly to wake the BP-25MC from
Guitar Shop (Epic EK 44313). GainMute.
matched comparisons between my
Even with these minor frustrations,
Levinson ML-7A and the BP-25MC
the Bryston BP-25MC proved to be a showed equal abilities to render the imsuperb preamplifier for reviewing. The pact and clarity of deep bass from synthevolume-control settings provided stable
sizer and bass drum heard on the "Main
and reliable output, essential for product Tide" track of Hornees Clear and Present
comparisons. When reviewing the three
Danger soundtrack (Milan 35679-2).
D/A processors mentioned in the sideThe BP-25MCs phono section was
bar, Imade alight pencil-mark on the
equally competent in the bass, reprofront panel next to the rotary volume
ducing 32Hz pipe-organ notes as well as
control to record the approximate setthe rhythmic drive and pace of the douting needed to produce the same voltble-bass sections of orchestral music.
age out (read by amultimeter) at the This was evident in its accurate portrayspeaker terminals when playing atone
al of the wide dynamic range and powfrom atest CD. These settings produced
erful orchestral rhythms found in Shosthe same voltage, within 100mV, each
takovich's Symphony 6 (Stokowski/
time the appropriate D/A processor was
CSO, RCA LSC-3133). Similarly, the
put into the system.
BP-25MC equaled the ML-7A in

e-
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CENTERS

AudioQuest Center dealers stock, demonstrate and loan all models of AudioQuest
speaker, interconnect and video cable. All Centers have "Get To Know Us" kits available. These kits include avariety
of audio, video and digital cables along with accessories and even alittle AQM music. You may enjoy experimenting
with all these toys without any obligation.
AL, Huntsville
Palm Audio Video
(205)830-5020

CA, Santa Monica
Sound Factor
(310)264-5457

IL, Orland Park
Sound &Vision
(708)403-2500

MI, Traverse City
Sound Room
(616)947-4710

OK, Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
(405)752-1115

TX, Austin
Audio By Design
(512)458-1667

AR, Fayetteville
Stereo One
(501)443-7271

CA, Thousand Oaks
High QAudio Video
(805)374-2771

IL, Palatine
Sound Lab
(847)776-8888

MO, Springfield
Colony Entertainment
(417)881-1616

OR, Beaverton
Art of Audio
(503)643-5754

TX, El Paso
Sound Quest
(915)779-5421

AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
(602)993-3351

CA, Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818)781-4700

IN, Clarksville
Ovation Audio
(812)284-4109

MO, St. Louis
Best Sound
(314)997-7644

OR, Bend
Stereo Plant
(541)382-9062

TX, Fort Worth
Marvin Electronics
(817)927-5311

IN, Indianapolis
Ovation Audio
(317)299-9877

NC, Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919)881-2005

OR, Portland
Fred's Sound Of Music
(503)234-5341

TX, Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713)266-4555

CA, Westminster
CA, Canyon Country
House of Natural Sound Audio Video Today
(805)252-3422
(714)891-7575
CA, Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714)646-8895

CO, Denver
Moondance
(303)777-4449

KS, Overland Park
Audioport
(913)341-2222

NC, Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910)765-1949

PA, Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717)540-8506

VA, Fairfax
Musicscope
(703)938-1111

CA, Culver City
Audio Video City
(310)838-8889

CO, Fort Collins
Audio Alternative
(970)221-1496

KY, Lexington
Ovation Audio
(606)272-0027

NE, Lincoln
Sound Environments
(402)483-4511

SC, Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803)256-3277

WA, Seattle
Magnolia Hi Fi
(206)525-1961

CA, Encino
Sound Factor
(818)501-3548

CT, New London
Roberts Audio Video
(203)442-5314

KY, Louisville
Ovation Audio
(502)894-8970

NE, Omaha
Sound Environments
(402)391-3842

TN, Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615)868-7710

WI, Appleton
Sound World
(414)733-8539

CA, Larkspur
Access To Music
(415)461-1568

CT, Norwalk
Audiotronics Inc.
(203)838-4877

LA, Metairie
Audio Resource
(504)885-6988

NJ, Kinnelon
Sound City
(201)838-3444

TN, Knoxville
Statement Audio
(423)693-0084

WI, Madison
Specialized Sound
(608)271-7744

CA, Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510)653-4300

FL, Gainesville
Sound Ideas
(352)378-0192

MA, Arlington
Stereo Shop
(617)648-4434

NM, Albuquerque
Hudsons Audio
(505)299-5909

TN, Nashville
Nicholsons Stereo
(615)327-4312

CA, Pasadena
Sound Factor
(818)577-4945

IA, Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319)355-3200

MI, Ann Arbor
Stereo Shoppe
(313)663-3600

NY, Manhasset
Audio Breakthroughs
(516)627-7333

CA, Sacramento
Paradyme
(916)481-3900

IA, Cedar Falls
Hawkeye Audio
(319)277-4566

MI, Dearborn
Almas Hi Fi
(313)584-1860

NY, New York
Audio Video Center
(212)571-4143

CA, San Diego
Stereo Unlimited
(619)223-8151

IA, Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515)255-2134

MI, Farmington Hills
Almas Hi Fi
(810)553-4360

NY, New York
Sound By Singer
(212)924-8600

CA, San Francisco
Laser Perception
(415)753-2016

IA, Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
(319)337-4878

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo
(616)957-2130

NY, New York
Sound Effects
(212)737-1122

CA, San Francisco
Performance Audio
(415)441-6220

IA, Sioux City
Pflanz Electronics
(712)252-4507

MI, Lansing
Stereo Shoppe
(517)394-4370

NY, Rochester
Fairport Sound Works
(716)264-0410

CA, Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805)682-7575

IA, Urbandale
Stereo Sound Studios
(515)251-4000

MI, Portage
Classic Stereo
(616)324-0665

OH, Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513)793-3737

CA, Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
(310)393-4434

IL, Kankakee
The Shoppe
(815)939-4014

MI, Royal Oak
Almas Hi Fi
(810)549-8090

OK, Bartlesville
Sound Station
(918)336-2240

(

aucJioquest

AudioQuest products are also available at hundreds of other quality audio and video stores.

)

reproducing the rhythmic drive of
Bartók's Concerto fin. Orchestra, as heard
on Classic Records' remastered LP of
the original RCA recording (Fritz
Reiner/CSO, LSC-1924). This firm,
solid bass was also heard on "After
Anthem," from the LP of James Horner's Cory soundtrack (Virgin ST-VR897678, 1-91329). The full orchestra
and the Boys Choir of Harlem presents
adense, colorful sonic fabric: the BP-25
MC conveyed a lovely, warm string
tone and the full strength of the soprano
voices without strain or distortion.
The BP-25MC's midrange repro-

duction convincingly captured instrumental and vocal timbres. On "I Don't
Get Around Much Anymore," from the
When Harry Met Sally_ soundtrack
(Columbia CK 45319), Harry Connick,
Jr.'s voice had just the right timbre without sounding tubby or nasal. On
"Grandmother Song" (from The Raven,
Chesky JD115), Iheard Rebecca Pidgeon's delicate soprano center-stage in a
palpably three-dimensional sonic image.
The piano placement on that recording
—slightly behind and to the right of the
singer —is eerily precise, and was depicted with equal precision by the BP-25MC

and the ML-7A, as were the dynamics of
Pidgeon's voice. However, the ML-7A
was slightly more transparent and more
immediate, and did abetter job of rendering the sweetness of that voice.
The Bryston BP-25MC captured the
timbre of string instruments while playing two of my favorite excerpts from the
chamber music literature. One is from
the third movement of Haydn's Quartet
in d("'The Quinten"), recorded live by
the Lindsay String Quartet (CD, ASV
Cl) DCA 622). This movement features acanon with two violins playing
together in octaves, followed three beats

S
YSTEM AND ROOM CONTEXT

B

ecause first impressions can be
misleading, Ibelieve that audio
equipment should be auditioned over along period of time: the
Bryston BP-25MC preamplifier was
used in my listening system for nine
months before Ibegan writing this
review. Though the power amplifiers
came later, they still did service for a
good six months, driving avariety of
loudspeakers. The amplifiers were
run both single-ended and balanced,
and, when used in abi-amplified system, as both main and subwoofer
amplifiers.
Comparison solid-state electronics
were chosen for the listening sessions
to match the Bryston gear in control
options (preamplifiers) and power ratings (amplifiers). The BP-25MC was
compared with the discontinued Mark
Levinson ML-7A and its movingmagnet L2 phono option (set for 44dB
gain and 50k ohms input impedance),
with aDuntech/Audio Standards MX10 head amp for my system's low-output Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Analog interconnects included AudioQuest LiveWire Topaz interconnects
and Krell Cogelco balanced leads.
Comparison amplifiers for the 3BST and 7B-ST included two Mark
Levinson 100Wpc dual-mono units:
the discontinued No.27 and a new
No331. Ialso compared the Bryston
7B-ST with the now-discontinued
250Wpc Krell KSA-250. This classic
amplifier, rated Class A in Stereophile's
"Recommended Components" when
still available, served as the comparison
amplifier for Stereophile's previous
reviews of Bryston amplifiers.
Listening tests were carried out in
two rooms. The first, my main lis-
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tening area, is the most spacious, having an estimated volume of 5500ft3
and an effective room length of 51'.
The main listening area is 26' long by
13' wide by 12' high, with an 8' by 4'
doorway at the back of the room opening into a25' by 15' kitchen. With only
asingle area rug, this space is a"live"
listening environment. (This large
room's exact dimensions, construction,
contents, listening positions, rugs, windows, and bass modes were described
in Vol.15 No3, p.181.)
The Bryston, Krell, and Levinson
amplifiers drove, at different times, two
different loudspeaker systems in this
room: the main loudspeakers (Snell
Reference Towers or Quad ESL-63s)
with parallel bi-wired runs of Sumiko's
OCOS speaker cable, or the systems'
subwoofers (Snell SUB-1800s or Bag
End S-18s) via Monster speaker cables.
For each installation, the main drivers
(Quads or Snells) were set up 6-8'
from the back wall, with the subwoofers placed in the corners.
For the preamplifier listening sessions, asingle amplifier/loudspeaker
setup was selected consisting of Snell
Reference Type As with a pair of
Bryston 7B-STs driving the Towers,
and anow-discontinued Krell KSA250 driving the SUB-1800 subwoofers. The two preamplifiers were
linked to the Snell EC-200 Electronic
Crossover via apair of AudioQuest
Topaz single-ended interconnects.
Single-ended Randall Research interconnects were used from the crossover to the 7B-ST and Krell KSA-250
power amplifiers.
Other associated equipment used
in the main listening room included a
Day-Sequerra FM Reference tuner, a

Rotel RHT-10 FM tuner, and aLinn
Sondek LP12 turntable with Lingo
Mod, Ittok arm, and Spectral movingcoil cartridge. CDs were played on a
Krell MD-1 turntable driving an
Audio Alchemy DTI jitter attenuator
using a75 ohm Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable. This unit fed either an
Adcom GDA-700 DIA processor or
an Audio Alchemy DDE v3.0
HDCD® over its I
2Sbus. This converter was fitted with an RW-1
Remote Wand One.
A smaller, 12' by 12' second room
was used for additional Bryston 3B-ST
amplifier comparisons. This room is
carpeted wall-to-wall, making it aless
"live" listening environment than the
larger room. Two modified Dahlquist
DQ-10 loudspeakers' were set up at
one end of the room on Dahlquist
stands, driven from the amplifier
under test (the Bryston 3B-ST or the
Levinson No27) by QED Qudos
Profile B speaker cables. This system
was controlled by the now-discontinued Krell KBL solid-state preamplifier. Sources included aPioneer
Elite F-93 FM tuner connected to a
Magnum Dynalab ST-2 "whip" antenna and aMagnavox CDI3650 CD
player.
—Larry Greenhill
1The Dahlquist DQ-10 was introduced about the
same time (ca 1975) as the original Brysnm 411 Like
manv Brvsnms, my DQ-10s have survived the intervening decades, but not without modification: a
Ramlall Research modification kit replaced die piezoelectric tweeter with aribbon driver, all capacitors in
the crossovers were replaced with polypropylene film
typ, s. with much guidance from Walt Jung; mid, after
tile liryston 314-ST mmed them into dust, Miller
Sound re-coned both woofers. The good news is dut
these changes have inc-reased die 'speakers' powerhandling capacity, and nude them faster .iiid more
dymunic. The bad news is aloss of the socindstage
depth found in die stock factory design.
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AudioTruth Center dealers stock, demonstrate and loan AudioTruth premium products.

All Centers have "Get To Know Us" kits available to loan. These kits include all the AudioTruth interconnect cables with
single-ended (RCA) terminations, and some prepared with XLR plugs for use with balanced equipment. You can really
find out which is best with your equipment.
The AudioTruth kit also includes speaker cables, along with cables for video and digital ("coax", AES/EBU, fiber optic), there
are even RF Stoppers and alittle AQM music. You may enjoy experimenting with all these toys without any obligation.

AZ, Phoenix
Sounds Like Music
(602)993-3351

IL, Chicago
Superior Audio Systems
(312)226-4848

NY, Amherst
Speaker Shop
(716)837-1557

TN, Cordova
Sound Visions
(901)754-7111

CA, Encino
Sound Factor
(818) 501-3548

IN, Indianapolis
Ovation Audio
(317)299-9877

NY, New York
Audio Video Center
(212)571-4143

TN, Knoxville
Statement Audio
(423)693-0084

CA, Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510)653-4300

KS, Overland Park
Audioport
(913)341-2222

NY, New York
Sound By Singer
(212)924-8600

TN, Nashville
Nicholsons Stereo
(615)327-4312

CA, Pasadena
Sound Factor
(818)577-4945

KY, Louisville
Ovation Audio
(502)894-8970

NY, New York
Stereo Exchange
(212)505-1111

TX, Fort Worth
Marvin Electronics
(817)927-5311

CA, San Diego
Stereo Unlimited
(619)223-8151

MA, Arlington
Stereo Shop
(617)648-4434

NY, Rochester
Fairport Sound Works
(716)264-0410

TX, Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713)266-4555

CA, Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
(310)393-4434

MI, Dearborn
Almas Hi Fi
(313)584-1860

OH, Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513)793-3737

WA, Bellevue
Magnolia Hi Fi
(206)747-0850

CA, Santa Monica
Sound Factor
(310)264-5457

MI, Grand Rapids
Classic Stereo
(616) 957-2130

OK, Bartlesville
Sound Station
(918)336-2240

CA, San Francisco
Laser Perception
(415)753-2016

MI, Portage
Classic Stereo
(616) 324-0665

CA, Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818)781-4700

NC, Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910)765-1949

CA, Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714)891-7575

NE, Lincoln
Sound Environments
(402)483-4511

CO, Fort Collins
Audio Alternative
(970)221-1496

NE, Omaha
Sound Environments
(402)391-3842

FL, Gainesville
Sound Ideas
(352)378-0192

NM, Albuquerque
Hudsons Audio
(505)299-5909

AudioTruth products are also available at a limited number of other fine stores.
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TransNova 9505 "Diablo" With Balanced & RCA inputs!
Many so-called "balanced" amplifiers are merely
conventional unbalanced designs with abalancedto-unbalanced converter (usually IC op-amp based)
preceding the power amplifier. The 9505. however,
is atrue differential input power amplifier.
Staffing, with the much acclaimed trans•nova
amplifier core, each (+) and (-) port of the input
differential stage has been buffered with ahigh
impedance JFET buffer pair. This allows direct
signal access to the differential amplifier, without
conversion to unbalanced form.

9505 Factory Refurbished units! PRICE TOO LOW TO PRINT...$CALL

Alchemy Closeouts!
Audio Alchemy DDE v2.0
Audio Alchemy DDE v1.1 (with basic power supply)
Audio Alchemy Ultra •Dac (DITB &DTI+ &PS3)
Audio Alchemy Dac •Man
Audio Alchemy DTI-Pro w/Rev 2.7 Update (B-stock)
Audio Alchemy DLC Preamp w/PS-1
Audio Alchemy DLC Preamp w/PS-3
Audio Alchemy 0M-150 Power Amp
Audio Alchemy DDS-III CD Transport/Player
Audio Alchemy ACD-2 CD Transport/Player
Audio Alchemy ACD-1 CD Transport/Player

$199.95
$199.95
$299.95
$79.95
$499.95
$259.95
$349.95
$739.95

$398.00
$34,.95
$179 .
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Other Audio Alchemy Models Are Available...Please Call
800-222-3465 • 916-345-1341 • Fax 916-345-7269

P.O. Box 7385, Chico, CA 95927
e-mail correspondence: hcmaudio@pinsight.com •e-mail price list: hcmlist@aol.com

later by viola and cello; its driving tempo
has earned it the nickname of "The
Witches' Minuet." The music was greatly
enhanced by the timbre of the instruments, the warmth of the viola and cello
resonances, the tonalities of wood and
bow, the sweetness of the violin strings.
The recording contains the usual ambient
audience noise found in alive recording,
including coughs and chair movements,
which added to the hall ambience. The
BP-25 MC gave awider soundstage than
the ML-7A, with the cello far to the left.
The ML-7A, however was more neutral,
with clear delineation of instruments and
space. The '7a also captured more timbre
from the cello and viola, more sense of
wood and bow. Violin string tone was
equally sweet through either preamplifier
The second piece — the Assai agitato
of Schumann's Quartet in A, Op.43
No.3 (Joachim Koeckert Quartet,
Calig-Verlag CAL 50849) — showed
that the Bryston BP-25MC was the
ML-7A's equal in capturing the rhythmic pace inherent in brilliant chamber
music. The BP-25MC captured the
dark, swirling torment of the L'istesso
tempo section, and its preservation of
natural string resonance was quite
involving. Dynamics and good transient
response were also evident with the BP25 MC, as heard during the opening
movement of Prokofiev's Romeo and
Juliet on the original direct-to-disc vinyl
(Leinsdorf/LAPO, Sheffield Lab 8).
Both the ML-7 and the BP-25 MC
were able to capture the dynamics of
"Romeo Resolves to Avenge Mercutio's
Death," totally involving me. While the
BP-25MC did abetter job of creating
the orchestra's rhythmic drive, the ML7A was somewhat better at conveying
the width and depth of the orchestral
sonic image, as well as its timbre.
The BP-25MC's treble register was
extended and neutral. Space was well
depicted, almost equal to the ML-7A's
transparency and ability to reveal the
sense of air around instruments. Generous soundstage depth and width were
heard playing Holses Chaconne (Howard
Dunn/Dallas Wind Symphony, Reference Recordings RR-39CD). Driven by
Bryston 7B-STs or the ML-7A, the
Snell Type A Reference System created
a seamless choral fabric behind José
Carreras, spread across the soundstage
in the opening Kyrie of Misa Criolla
(Philips 420 955-2, DDD). The spoken
"Well done!" was perceived correctly
over both preamplifiers at the extreme
left stage, where it appears at the end of
Anna Maria Stanczyk's performance of
Chopin's Scherzo in b-flat, Op31 (on
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

Stereophilès first Test CD).
Overall, the BP-25MC proved to be
fast and powerful, and excellent in bass
response and soundstage presentation.
In direct comparisons to the (discontinued) ML-7A, the $2995 BP25MC lagged behind only in terms of
transparency. However, it does have a
remote control for the volume and an
internal phono module that accepts lowoutput moving-coil cartridges, which
the Levinson does not. —Larry Greenhill
Measurements from TJN: Unless otherwise noted, the measurements presented are for unbalanced operation. The output impedance of the BP-25 at its line
output measured 50 ohms (99 ohms, balanced), with insignificant variations with
changes in the level control. The linelevel input impedance measured 48k
ohms (16.6k ohms, balanced), left, and
49.5k ohms, right, again virtually independent of the level control. Phono input
impedance measured 50k ohms (MM)
and 220 ohms (MC). The output impedance at the tape output was just 99 ohms
regardless of source impedance, indicating full buffering of the tape outputs.
DC offset at the BP-25's outputs was
unmeasurable. The preamp is noninverting from its line inputs to its main
outputs or its phono inputs to its upe
outputs (we take all phono measurements at the tape outputs) in the unbalanced mode; in the balanced mode
pin 2is positive. Line-stage voltage gain
(CD input to line output) measured
10.6dB, unbalanced and 16.5dB, balanced. Phono gain measured 35.4dB (MM)
and 5'7.1dB (MC). S/N measured
99dB (unweighted) over abandwidth
of 22Hz-22kHz, 82dB (unweighted,
10Hz-500kHz) and 102dB, A-weighted (all ref. 1V) for the line stage. The
same readings for the phono stages
were, respectively, 76dB, 71dB, and
82dB (MM) and 69dB, 66dB, and 78dB
(MC). The balanced line readings were
95dB, 81dB, and 97dB — slightly less

than the unbalanced readings.
The frequency responses of the BP-25
are shown in fig.1. Though not readily
apparent from this graph, Ifound the level
control tracking to be good; no more than
03dB variation from a 900 setting to
maximum. The only item worthy of note
in fig.1 is the high-frequency rolloff in the
moving-coil response, just over -3dB at
201cHz —we don't think it is ameasurement artifrg perhaps it is some sort of
compensation for the often-rising highend response of the moving-coil cartridge
(a useful idea, but it should be defeatable,
in my judgment). Rile manufacturer says
this measurement must be made at a
source impedence of 5ohms or less.]
The crosstalk of the BP-25 is shown
in fig2. All increase with frequency in
the expected manner, due to capacitive
coupling. While there are significant
differences between the channels, particularly in the phono stages, the absolute
separation is so great in the worst case
that Iconsider this to be of academic
interest only. The input voltages used
here, were quite high — the only way to
keep the low noise level of the BP-25
from swamping its even lower crosstalk.
The line input voltage used was 2.4V,
the MM input 152mV, and the MC
input 16.8mV — all far higher than you
would ever see in practice.
Using the same high input levels, the
THD+noise vs frequency for the BP-25
is shown in fig3 (the balanced result is
6111.0.41.1.1 11,..n1111,1Creenen

.00
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Fig.2 Bryston BP25-MC, crosstalk (from bottom
to top at IkHz): L—R. R—I.. line; L—R, MC;
L—R, MM; R—L MC: R—L MM (10dlliverzical
div.).
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Bryston BP25-MC, frequency response at
IV output into 100k ohms for (from top
to bottom at IkHz): MC phono, line. MM
phono line (right channel dashed.
0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3

IC*

Bryston BP25-MC.THD+noise vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
I
kHz): MC phono; line, balanced; MM.
phono; and line, unbalanced (right
channel dashed).
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also shown here, using a 12V input,
which results in the same output voltage
as 2.4V input in the unbalanced mode).
Again, the distortion levels are vanishingly small. The rise in the high-frequency distortion in the phono stages is
simply duc to the high input levels used
in the test to minimize the effects of
noise, and should have no audible consequences.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise plotted
against output voltage at lkHz. The
minimum points in the curves, just
before the distortion increases rapidly,
were the values chosen to run the measurements plotted in figs2 and 3. The
rise in apparent distortion with decreasing output voltage is simply due to the
fact that the actual distortion content is
below the noise at these levels.
The BP-25's output spectrum reproducing 50Hz at avery high output level
of 10V is shown in fig.5. While some
artifacts pop out from the background,
they are at an extremely low level (close
to -100dB or 0.001%).
Finally, the phono overload margin of
the BP-25 was also very good; for the
moving magnet setting, 1% THD+
noise was reached at an input of 261mV
at 1
kHz, 226V at 20kHz, and 28mV at
20Hz. The input signal used for the latter measurements was unequalized and
the variation with overload margin with
frequency is duc to the characteristics of
the RIAA curve.
There is little to comment on in the

Bryston BP25-MC, distortion (%) vs output
voltage into 100k ohms (from bottom to
top at I
V): line. MM. MC inputs.
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test-bench performance of the BP-25.
Apart from the HF response of the
moving coil input—which may have
been deliberate and therefore defensible
— the results are superior right down
the line.
-Thomas]. Norton
Summing up: The moving-coil features and its purist, low-profile chassis
and outboard power source make the
Bryston BP-25MC preamplifier perfect
for the audiophile market. It is optimized for quiet operation to handle
low-output moving-coil phono cartridges. Igrew totally addicted to the
remote-control options, so Iwarn you
tight now: If you take this preamp
home as aloaner from your local audio
dealer, you'll buy it.
If you do, you won't be disappointed
—the BP-25MC has world-class bass
response and amidrange that can capture
much of the natural instrumental timbres
of chamber and orchestral music.
Bryston has donc very well with the BP25MC; Irecommend it as asolid Class B
product for any system. -Larry Greenhill

BRYSTON 3B-ST

0

Fig.4

Bryston 3B-ST power amplifier

t\11.46.41
i1\ Ai

Bryston BP25-MC. spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave. DC-1 kHz. at I
OV into 100kHz
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic is the highest in level at
—97dB (about 0.0015%).
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The 3B-ST is asolid-state stereo power
amplifier with an output stage running
in class-AB2. Its 22-lb weight, diminutive chassis, and slim faceplate profile
belie its 120Wpc power rating. While
the entire chassis is used as aheatsink,
the 3B-ST maintains Bryston's black,
finned, rack-mount style. In fact, one
could stack the 3B-ST the 4B-ST and
the 7B-ST, and they would appear very
similar from adistance. Similar interior
design approaches are also used for the
3B-ST and 7B-ST; the following description of the mechanicals and circuit
layout of the 3B-ST will apply, in many
respects, the 7B-ST as well.
The 3B-ST's front panel is a 1
4"
/
sculpted, rack-sized piece of aluminum

inscribed with two narrow horizontal
grooves (the two front handles are similarly grooved). This single piece of
extruded metal is buff-finished with a
fine abrasive like jeweler's rouge; the
resulting surface is so smooth that afinger rubbing the surface leaves no mark.
The only lettering besides the company
name is the "ST" logo. Otherwise, there
arc two tricolor LED power indicators,
one per channel. These remain green
while the unit is powered, turning yellow at the clipping threshold, red for
clipping or internal fault. The clip-sensing circuit uses acomparator to detect
the source of signal distortion, including
clipping, short circuits in cabling, and
excessive DC or supersonic signals. The
brief instructional notes indicate that it's
normal for the individual right and left
LEDs to decay at different rates. The
square Power pushbutton is the only
front-panel control.
The back panel has acomplete set of
inputs and switches. Each connector or
switch is surrounded by clearly labeled
instructions in white lacquer, in English
and French. 'This makes it possible to set
up the amplifier without having to
locate the written instruction sheet.
From left to right along the back panel
arc the following features: first, a
detachable AC connector with a removable fuse holder containing two
250V, 4A fuses, one for each channel. A
"Ground Lift" toggle switch is connected between the chassis ground (including the power cord's third prong)
and the signal ground. Occasionally a
grounding situation with another component, such as apreamplifier or another amplifier also equipped with athreepronged grounded line cord, will cause
a60Hz hum from aground loop set up
between signal and chassis ground.
Switching the Ground Lift into the up,
or open, position reduces 60Hz hum
279

TWO OF THE BEST!

&auto. dynaTEK offers cutting edge products from two of

the most innovative companies in high-end audio.
TICE AUDIO specializes in the design & manufacture of AC powerline conditioners that dramatically improve the sound and pictur€
quality of any component connected to them. They do this despite the fact there is no direct link to the audio or video signal path.

Listen to what the experts say:

"We must tell you here that prior to this set-up, the whole system had been
connected to aP....W.... which we consider to be no slouch. However, the Tice
improved the video dramatically, cleared up the audio as before and virtually
believers of the panelists. In this business, hearing and seeing is believing and
that's what we did. The Tice Power Block Ill most likely ranks as the best such
product, and we say most likely because we haven't yet come across abetter
unit" ". .
it addresses not only asingle components function, but improves the
performance of all electronics" -Ernie Fisher-Editor, The Inner Ear Report

"While other PLC's beg to be reviewed as accessories, the power
Block Ill must be recognized as the final component of the finest
audio/video system... With everything plugged into the Power Block
Ill music simply breathed easier: more space, more air and the blackest,
eerily silent background I've heard... Gorgeous construction and build
quality... the TICE Power Block Ill stands alone in defining Stateof-the-Art "- Paul A. Cervantes-Editor, The Audio Observatory
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...... _.......
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81,499
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sound
The Elite dramatically improves
The elegantly contoured Solo Series offers
8picture quality while providing the
Tice pedormance improvements in picture
rot. ..
ion.
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surge protection.
8sound quality at areasonable price.
•16 outlets -1875 watt capacity
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•TP technology for increased sound
•New hyper filter design
stage &video color accuracy
•TP technology for increased sound
.8' TP treated power cable
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•3individually filtered circuits
•8' TP treated power cable
•Front panel system control
•1/4" thick black anodized aircraft grade
.High accuracy, dual scaleAC volt meter
aluminum faceplate
•Separate circuits for digital, analog,
•Available in worldwide power
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•Available in worldwide power
•Warranty 5years
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•Dimension: H. 9.5' xD. 13.25" xW. 5"
•warranty: 5years
Also shown:
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Solo Line Enhancer $349
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The Power Block III is two independent power conditioners
in one common chassis
•THE POWER BLOCK Ill WILL NOT LIMIT CURRENT
WHEN USED WITH HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS
•16 outlets
•Dual scale AC volt meter
•2775-3700 watt capacity
•Dual 8' TPT treated power cables
"Independent video monitor circuit
•6point -spike &surge protection
•2independent high current circuits for power amplifiers
•3independent 300 watt circuits for source component
•Available in worldwide power configurations
•weight: 50 lbs. warranty: 5years
•Dimension: H. 5' xD. 15.5" xW. 19"

Attention: All Users of Stock
AC Power Cords!
Improve the n's (definition, detail &
dynamics) of your system with the
Infinite Speed AC Power
Cord. This cord has
complete surge &
spike protection &
comes with a
lifetime warranty.

For brochures or
technical information
call Tice Audio
(407) 575-7577
Fax (407) 575-0302
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The Excalibur Ill silver teflon IS cable is arevolutionary design from
Camelot Technology, an international leader in digital audio.
The Excalibur Ill greatly enhances the
perforinance of any Audio Alchemy (or
Camelot Technology) digital product utilizing
an IS connection. It improves transparency.
dynamics & mid-range clarity and enhances
the overall focus:, making the music more

•Teflon dielectrics used throughout for minimal signal loss.
•Unique braiding results in maximum RF rejection.
•Gold plated 5pin connectors for maximum
conductivity and resistance to corrosion &oxidation.
•High purity, silver plated,
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Price!
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without resorting to acheater plug. This
proved useful in my system, with its 45'
of single-ended interconnect runs
between preamplifier and crossover.
The 3B-ST's output connectors consist of two pairs of gold-plated, 5-way
binding-posts. For bridged operation,
the two amplifier sections arc operated
with one channel inverted to form asingle push-pull amplifier with double the
output voltage. Only the left unbalanced or balanced input is used in the
bridged mode. The slide switch for
switching between stereo and bridged
operation can be found just to the right
of the output terminals. All Bryston
amplifiers are equipped with three pairs
of input connectors: a pair of un-

balanced RCA jacks, apair of balanced
XLRs (pin 2positive), and apair of 1/4"
phone jacks (tip positive).
Opening aBryston product requires a
Roscoe S-1 square-recess screwdriver to
turn the machine screws that fasten the
top panel. These screws are snugly fitted
into the chassis's threaded steel inserts
by means of a locking thread-sealer,
which lowers vibration and increases
structural stability. The 3B-ST uses
gold-plated board-edge connectors on
driver and input boards. Soldered and
other gas-tight mechanical connections
arc used for signal circuits. Circuit
boards arc very-high-quality doublesided epoxy-glass, with component-designator screening.

All Bryston amplifiers .get arugged
100-hour factory burn-in consisting of
asquarewave input signal driving the
amplifier into acapacitive load, slightly
under clipping. Unlike aresistive load,
which dissipates all the energy as heat, a
capacitive load feeds back the entire signal into the amplifier, which puts maximal thermal stress on the output
stages. After burn-in, each 3B is again
tested; the results are shipped with the
amplifier.
Except for the single power cord and
the back-panel bridging-circuit board,
the 3B-ST is atrue dual-mono design.
Two 225 VA toroidal transformers are
located just behind the front panel. It
has separate ±55V power supplies with

THE BRYSTON STs

S

mart Taylor was working in a
sound studio in Toronto in
1972 when he purchased one
of the very first Bryston amplifiers.
Over the years he kept up aclose relationship with the Russell brothers,
who ran Bryston, and in 1988 came to
work for them. Among Taylor's early
assignments was the redesiging of
Bryston's four-channel Home Theater
amplifier, the 8B. Though the job began as aroutine fine-tuning of aproduct before it was to be reintroduced to
the market, it quickly led to major
redesigns of all Bryston amplifiers.
Chris Russell, Vice President of
Engineering, asked Taylor to design
an improved layout for the 8B that
would allow its four transformers to
operate within asingle chassis within
Bryston's performance limits of noise
and distortion. Taylor first reorganized the 8B's parts layout, placing
the transformers vertically against the
inner front panel. Then he methodically tracked down all sources of
noise by reworking all the grounds,
finding tiny millivolt ground loops
and eliminating them. Using new distortion-measuring devices, Taylor
looked at the signature of the noise
and gradually "massaged it out" by
eliminating point-to-point wiring,
reorganizing component placement,
and changing the gain structure of the
overall amplifier.
Taylor also found that he could cut
high-frequency distortion in half by
running shielded wires rather than

S
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pcb traces. By changing or eliminating most internal wiring, he was
able to reduce crosstalk, hum, and
noise. Later, he reduced chassis depth
in the redesigned 4B-ST and 7B-ST
to shorten the path lengths between
input/output connectors and main
amplifier circuit boards.
A key change involved reworking
the input circuitry to derive some of
the amplifier's gain from Bryston's proprietary input buffer. It was evident to
Taylor that the NRB series' balanced
inputs sounded better than the unbalanced ... and the balanced input was
the only input using Bryston's proprietary buffet Applying it to all inputs on
the ST Series, Taylor was able to reduce
noise by lowering the source impedance of the signal inside the amplifier.
This also reduced distortion!
Stuart Taylor and Chris Russell
explained why this design approach
improves their amplifiers' performance: Imagine ahypothetical amplifier with an open-loop gain of 1000,
open-loop distortion of 1%, and a
required closed-loop gain of 25.
Because the ratio of closed-loop to
open-loop gain (and distortion) is 1:40,
the expected closed-loop distortion
will be 0.025%. If one then cascades
two of these amplifiers, the closedloop gain need now be only 5; the total
gain is 5x5.= 25, same as before. The
overall distortion, however, is now
0.005% in each amp, adding geometrically to about 0.007%, or several
times lower than before.

Although these calculations are
hypothetical, and actual results are
influenced by considerations of stability, bandwidth, and gain, the ST
Series shows anoisefloor reduction of
6-8dB compared with the NRB
series, and adecrease in distortion by
afactor of three. In contrast to designs
that use brute-force feedback, the ST
designs are said to show no tendency
to increased distortion at higher frequencies.
Taylor notes that the balanced
input buffer in the NRB-series amplifiers required 100% feedback to
achieve unity gain. The ST Series,
which provides again of 2x in the
input buffer, requires less feedback in
the buffer and less feedback in the
amplifier modules that follow. This
addresses concerns from both Robert
Deutsch (see his interview with the
Bryston staff elsewhere in this issue)
and myself that the new ST Series'
gain structure might complicate the
signal path over previous designs.
Taylor's answer was simple and persuasive: The ST Series adds no additional feedback or complications. It
just reduces noise and distortion.
The success of Taylor's ST redesign
was rewarded when the ST Series logo
was applied to the faceplates and rear
panels of the new 1994 Bryston products. In addition, each ST Series internal circuit board has the letters "S" and
wr highlighted on the Bryston name
label, just as an artist might sign a
painting.
—Larry Greenhill
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two 10,00012F smoothing electrolytics
for each channel. Short leads bring
these filter caps to within 1" of the output circuitry.
The 3B-ST's power supply is "stiff"
in that it is relatively unaffected by abig
current draw: whether the amp is idling
or at full-power current draw, the rail
voltage will not sag by much. Holes
have been drilled into the hcatsink
recesses in the chassis sides to allow
unimpeded airflow, even if the amplifier is placed on acarpet. The slow-start
circuitry introduced in the NR13 line,
added to avoid line surges when the
amp is turned on, has been continued
in the ST Series 7B and 4B.

make it the equal of the No.331 in
dynamics and speed.
However, the very revealing Snell
Reference A system also revealed mild
sonic differences between the Bryston
3B-ST and Levinson amplifiers. While
the 3B-ST seemed more forward in
the midrange, the Levinson sounded
smoother and sweeter, with amore open
top end. Choral pieces had more dimensionality on the No.331, with awider and
deeper soundstage.
However, the 3B-ST's dynamics and
punch made it avery good match for
smaller dynamic loudspeakers such as
the Totem Model 1
s when playing
vocal, clarinet, and piano selections.
Over the Totems both the 3B-ST and
Listening to the 3B-ST: After reNo.331 did admirable jobs of deliviewing a steady stream of massive
neating voices and instruments and
audiophile power amplifiers, the relaaccurately depicting their spatial positively tiny, lightweight Bryston 3B-ST
tions. The lead singer's voice on the
spelled relief. During the review I first Blue Nile LP (A Walk Across the
placed it atop aMark Levinson No.331.
Rooftops, Linn LKH1) has afull, threeRated at the saine power as the Bryston,
dimensional quality and warmth quite
the '331 is four times as expensive,
separate from the music and special
almost six times as heavy, twice as deep,
effects. Suzanne Vega's startling acapand almost twice as tall! For someone
pella "Tom's Diner" (on her Solitude
used to doing the audiophile amplifier Standing CD, A&M 5136) was lifelike
lift drill—deep breath, bend at the
and three-dimensional through both
knees, lift straight up to protect the back
amplifiers.
— moving the 3B-ST's mere 20 lbs
As an upper-range amp, the Bryston
around was pure joy.
3B-ST was clean, fast, and very dynamic,
Yet the tiny 3B-ST packs plenty of but not as transparent as the No.331. The
power for abantamweight. The DahlLevinson pulled ahead in reproducing
quist DQ-10s gave visual evidence of the silvery sheen on cymbals in Jeff
this punch and kick when Iplayed aBob
Beck's "Behind the Veil." On Richard
Marley medley at ahealthy volume in
Thompson's "I Misunderstood" (from
my smaller listening room. Although the
Rumor and Sigh, Capitol CDP 795713 2),
music was cooking with no obvious disthe 3B-ST revealed such midrange
tortion, the surrounds on both speakers'
nuances as Thompsoies plosive accent on
20-year-old woofers disintegrated on
the last consonant of every line. The
one drumkit crescendo, spraying the
Bryston 3B-ST also allowed me to hear
dust from dried and hardened rubber
the layering of textures in the mix on this
rim supports into the room. Peter
CD. The No331's slight brightness, on
Madnick of Audio Alchemy put me in
the other hand, woke the somewhat rettouch with Miller Audio, who re-coned
icent Quads to give more depth to the
the woofers. Upon their return, the
sonic portrait.
Bryston 3B-ST and DQ-10s played the
My listening notes and sessions, then,
Marley tune louder; this time the
reveal the Bryston 3B-ST to be not only
woofers remained intact.
asurprisingly powerful amplifier with
The notes for my first listen to the
strong dynamics, but also the equal of
Bryston 3B-ST on the Snell Reference
more expensive solid-state amplifiers in
Towers reported on this speed and
its ability to deliver powerful bass, wide
power. Like the 4B-NRB Ireviewed
dynamic contrasts, and involving vocal
several years ago, the 3B-ST's strengths
reproduction. Only in the areas of imagare in the power regions of the audio
ing and soundstaging did amplifiers
spectrum: midbass and bass. The 3Bcosting more than four times as much
ST delivers fast, powerful, well-defined
begin to pull ahead of the 3B-ST
bass with depth, extension, and solidi—Larry Greenhill
ty. It combines "snap" and "slam,"
allowing the listener to perceive both
Measurements from TIN: Imade a
the low-frequency energy and the
full set of measurements of the Bryston
tighmess and definition to the leading 3B-ST using its unbalanced inputs, with
selected measurements repeated in the
edge of the bass pulse. These qualities
STEREOPIOLE, O CTOBER 1996

balanced mode, as noted below.
Following its V3-power, one-hour
preconditioning test, the 3B-ST's heatsinks were very hot, though not outside
the normal range of temperatures usually encountered in this test. The 3B-ST is
noninverting when driven from its positive, unbalanced input; at the balanced,
XLR input terminal, pin 2is positive as
specified. DC offset measured 5.5mV in
the left channel, 4.1mV in the right.
The Bryston 3B-ST's input impedance measured 49.7k ohms (162k
ohms, balanced). The output impedance measured under 0.03 ohms at
20Hz and lkHz, increasing to amaximum of 0.09 ohms at 20kHz. Voltage
gain measured 292dB (23.1dB, balanced). The unweighted signal/noise
(ref. 1W into 8ohms) measured 92dB
over a22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 83413
over a10Hz-500kHz bandwidth. The
A-weighted figure was 95dB. The corresponding figures for balanced drive
were all just under 1
dB worse (higher) in
all cases.
Fig.6 shows the small-signal frequency response of the 3B-ST (the
unbalanced result is shown, the balanced
was avirtual overlay). There is little worthy of comment here. The same is true
of the 10kHz squarewave response
(fig.7), which is virtually textbook, with
good risetime, and no overshoot or ringing (the 1
kHz squarewave looked like it
came directly from asquarewave generator, and is not shown).
',torrent
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101.

Bryston 3B-ST, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 20kHz): 2W into
4 ohms, I
W into 8 ohms, and 2.83V into
simulated speaker load (right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

02

Fig.7 Bryston 3B-ST. small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Bryston 3B-ST, crosstalk (from top to
bottom): L-R, R-L (10dB/vertical div.).

Fig.I 1Bryston 3B-ST, IkHz waveform at 25W
into 2ohms (top): distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.I4 Bryston 3B-ST, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 70.5W
into 8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Bryston 3B-ST,THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at I
OkHz): 40W into
2ohms, 20W into 4ohms, 8.9V into
simulated speaker load, and IOW into
8ohms (right channel dashed).
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Fig. I
2Bryston 3B-ST, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave. DC-I kHz. at I54W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig. IS Bryston 3B-ST HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 117W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig. 10 Bryston 3B-ST,THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 10kHz): IOW into
8ohms, balanced: and IOW into 8ohms,
unbalanced (right channel dashed).

Fig.8 shows the 3B-STs crosstalk. The
difference between the two channels
should be of no audible consequence at
such high absolute separation levels.
The manner in which the Bryston's
THD+noise varies with frequency is
shown in fig.9. The TI-ID of the Bryston
is so low that Iused 10 times our normal
output power for this measurement to
get results that were not obscured by
noise. Note that for the simulated real
load, Imeasured at an output of 8.9V —
asmall change from our recent practice.
(Since the impedance of that load varies
with frequency, stating awattage for this
reading is not particularly relevant, as the
wattage will vary with frequency for a
constant voltage. 8.9V was chosen here
because that would be the output voltage
for an output of 20W fthe load were a
pure 4 ohms). Fig.10 compares the
THD+noise in unbalanced and balanced
modes; note that the unbalanced is lower
— though both are very low.
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Ai
Fig. 13 Bryston 3B-ST, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at 3I.2V into
simulated loudspeaker load (linear
frequency scale). Note that the third
harmonic is the highest in level at
-70dB (0.03%).

The waveform of the distortion at
25W into 2ohms is shown in fig.11. It is
heavily third harmonic, with some noise.
The waveforms (not shown) into 4and 8
ohms were similar, though with higher
powers required to get asignificant reading above the low levels of noise.
The 3B-STs output spectrum reproducing 50Hz at 154W into 4 ohms is
shown in fig.12. The distortion products
are all extremely low in level — below
—90dB or 0.003%. At an output of 312V
into our simulated real load,2 Iobtained
2Why 312V? As is noted alxwe, the impedance of the
simulated load vanes across the frequency range, making interpretation of the result difficult if we relate the
output to power. Itherefore measured the voltage at
which the amplifier clipped at IkHz into the simulated real load (I% THD+noise), 38V in this case, and
took the measurement at 82% of this. Why 82%?
Because we normally take the reading at 67% of rated
power, and power is proportional to the square of the
voltage — 0.82 squared is 0.67. This procedure will be
used for this measurement in future reviews.

la

100

Fig. 16 Bryston 3B-ST. distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

the result shown in fig.13. Only the
third harmonic (at —68dB or 0.04%) is
in any way relevant, though other artifacts at less than —80dB are visible.
Figs.14 & 15 shows the output spectrum resulting from the amplifier driving a combined 19+20kHz signal at
70.5W into 8ohms and 117W into 4
ohms, respectively (visible clipping is
present above this output with this
input signal). While clearly more IM
products were produced into the 4ohm
load, in all cases the artifacts are very
low in level — below —80dB (0.01%).
The way in which the 3B-ST's
THD+noise varies with output power
(at 'kHz) is shown in fig.16. The discrete clipping levels for the 3B-ST are
shown in Table 1. Into 8ohms, bridged,
the 3B-ST reached clipping (1%
THD+noise at 1
kHz) at 453W (line
voltage 114V). Note that the 3B-ST's
power supply is starting to give up into
a2ohm load. It will drive the load, but
at considerably reduced power.
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996
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11-IX suggests, Bryston designed the two
operating modes into the 7B to enable its
bridged design to handle awide variety
of loudspeaker loads. It's relatively easy if
your loudspeaker has nominal impedance at either extreme — use the series
configuration for a 16 ohm load (like
8
154.8 (21.9)
155.6 (21.9)
157.1 (22)
Sound-Lab Ultimate), and use the paral(line)
II
9V
II
9V
II
9V
lel configuration if you own Infinity
4
224.9 (20.5) 241.5 (20.8) 225.6 (20.5)
(line)
II8V
II8V
II
8V
Kappas or Apogee Scintillas, whose
2
116.7 (14.7)
impedances dip below 2ohms. And that
(line)
II
9V
gray area between 3and 8ohms? Series
configuration should be employed for
loudspeakers nominally rated above 3
The Bryston 3B-SI' produced asolid
ohms; the parallel mode can be used for
set of measurements, especially notable
loudspeakers whose impedance is rated
for its low distortion, noise, and crosstalk.
below 3ohms by the manufacturer.
Iwould not choose this amplifier to drive
The 7B-ST is similar to abridged 3Baloudspeaker which hovered around 2 ST in voltage swing, but has double the
ohms for most of the audible range, but
number of output devices. However,
fortunately such loudspeakers are rare.
the 7B achieves parts savings and sim—Thomas J. Norton
pler circuitry by having only two drivers, to allow for the series mode to
Conclusion: The Bryston 3B-ST configure half the devices out-of-phase.
stereo power amplifier is a compact,
When the amplifier is run in parallel
rugged, reliable amplifier whose 20-year
mode, all output devices are tied togethwarranty and modest price make it areal
er with 0.05 ohm resistors. These
value. It is aperfect entry-level audiochanges give the 7B-ST much greater
phile amplifier, its clean power and low
current-delivery capacity. The 7B-ST
price making it aperfect choice for those
can be configured by back-panel slide
who want to start with an audio system
switches in "series mode" to provide
and later buy another 3B-ST for a high-voltage output for speaker loads of
home-theater system.
3 to 8 ohms, or into the high-current
Sonically, it resembles the NRB
"parallel mode" configuration to drive
Brystons, specifically in the areas of bass
loudspeakers of low (1-3 ohm) imand midrange dynamics, punch, and pedance. Like other bridged designs,
solidity, where it equals top amplifiers
the 7B has high power ratings, including
like the Classé 15 and the Mark Levinson
a500W rating for 8ohm loads and an
No331. (These much-more-expensive
800W rating for 4ohm loads.
amplifiers, however; better the 3B-ST in
Like that of the 3B-ST, the 7B-ST's
transparency, high-end openness, and
front panel displays the "ST Series" logo
soundstage depth). The Bryston 3B-ST and has a rectangular power switch
is recommended as asolid Class B conlocated at panel center. However, being
tender.
-Larry Greenhill
amonoblocic, it has only one tricolor;
power-on LED. In addition, the 7B-ST
BRYSTON 7B-ST MONOBLOCK
is deeper and heavier than the 3B-ST
The original 7B was intended to be
with double the heatsinking (6400cm3
Bryston's most powerful amplifier. The
of chassis vs 3200cm3)to handle the
first designs were reverse-engineered
greater current draw. The 7B-ST's cenfrom the company's 250Wpc 4B power
ter chassis is 2" shallower than that of its
amplifier by dropping that model's
NRB predecessor. This represents
power-supply voltages to enable it to
another Stuart Taylor design innovation
provide more current, then bridging the — previously unused chassis space
two channels (series operation) or paralbetween the rear of the main system
leling them. The result was the Bryston
board and the back panel has been elim6B, asubsequent redesign resulting in
inated to give shorter wire runs bethe 7B. TJN reviewed the NRB-THX
tween back-panel connectors and the
version of the 7B in October 1993
main circuit board and to allow the amp
(Vol.16 No.10, pp.193-202), praising it to be pushed back to the full shelf depth
for its "sweet ... subtly refined ... warm
without crushing the connecting cables.
... full-quality" sound, which was someThere are three toggle switches, two
what less "lively [and] immediate" than pairs of loudspeaker terminals, and balthe comparison amplifier, the now-disanced and unbalanced inputs on the
continued Krell KSA-250.
back panel in addition to the detachable
As TJN's review of the 7B-NRB- power cord. As on other Bryston amTable I Bryston 3B-ST Discrete
Clipping Levels
(I%THD+noise at I
kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
Impedance VV(d8VV)
W (c18VV)
ohms
(L)
(R)
(L)
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plifiers, white lacquer diagrams and
instructions are printed on the back
panel; an instruction manual is not
needed. This is very important for the
Bryston 7B-ST, which features unique
optional bridging configurations for the
speaker terminal hookups. The switches select between balanced or unbalanced inputs, series or parallel operation, and, as in the 3B-ST aGround Lift
switch to float the chassis ground from
the signal ground.
The 7B-ST's input circuitry features
the "ST" input buffer circuit, now standardized for the single-ended and balanced inputs of all ST Series amplifiers.
Input circuitry is completely symmetrical. Multiple pairs of bipolar transistors
are used in the output stage, each pair
controlled by asingle driver transistor.
Output devices are hand-selected to precisely match transistor betas. Each input
driver-output pair is treated as acomposite output device that Bryston labels as its
"Quad-Complementary" configuration.
The company claims that this configuration has been fine-tuned to deliver high
linearity and low-order distortion products. Open-loop distortion is claimed to
be low, approximately 0.05%, and negative feedback is primarily local.
The amplifier's dual ±60V power
supply uses two 500VA toroidal transformers, one for each amplifier module,
again located just behind the front panel.
Short pcb spacing brings the eight
10,00011F electrolytic filter caps to within 1" of the output circuitry. Internal
protection circuitry is designed to handle
most fault conditions, including shorts
and DC-offset. A "soft-start" turn-on
feature prevents asudden huge draw on
the power line when the amplifier is
switched on. As TJN noted, this feature
prevents you from blowing circuit
breakers if your home-theater system
includes multiple pairs of 7B-STs.
Listening to the 7B-ST: The Bryston
7B-ST monoblock, the most substantial
piece of electronic gear in this review,
required the most care in setup. Ifirst
used apair of 7B-STs to drive the large
Snell SUB-1800 subs set up in series
mode. The monoblocks were stacked,
with the Ground Lift on, and driven via
the unbalanced inputs. Later, Iattempted to connect these amplifiers in parallel to drive the Snell Reference Towers.
This was done for two reasons. First,
most of TJN's subjective impressions of
the earlier 7B-NRB-THX were gathered when his amplifiers were configured in parallel mode. Second, Icarried
on an e-mail correspondence with
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Robert Deutsch, who had used the 7BNRBs in parallel to drive various dynamic loudspeakers he'd been reviewing.
There seemed to be an impression that
the amplifier might sound best in the
high-current parallel mode.
Switching the 7B-ST into parallel
mode required bi-wired speaker cables:
four leads, two per speaker terminal.
My OCOS cable is bi-wired, but, unfortunately, at one end the two cables
for each terminal arc soldered together
for convenience; this meant that Ineeded to run an additional set of cables. I
added apair of Levinson HFC-10s to
make atotal of three pairs of cables per
speaker—what might be considered a
"tri-wired" setup. Although this produced decent sound, Iwent on to disconnect (after the unit was powered
down) one of the Levinson cables to
make certain that it was wired to the
same speaker as its companion OCOS
cable. When Iturned the amplifier back
on, Iheard atiny pop —one of the two
7A fuses had blown. Ireplaced the fuse,
turned the amp back on, and breathed a
sigh of relief when its LED lit up green.
Impressed with 7B-ST's ruggedness, I
decided to conduct the remainder of the
listening sessions with the 7B-STs run in
series. This was the appropriate setting
for all the loudspeaker loads Iused for
this review.
The 7B-ST made a terrific impression on first hearing: open, exciting,
transparent, dynamic, effortless —and it
appeared to be the optimal amplifier for
the Snell Reference Towers. All the
qualities Iliked about the 3B-ST were
there: speed, drive, slam, and superb
control of the mid- and upper bass. Yet
the 7B-ST had other sonic qualities not
so evident in its little brother, such as its
very airy, open top end, sweet midrange, and ability to render the best
imaging and soundstaging I'd heard in a
long dine. ft seemed to capture many of
the best qualities of my comparison
amplifiers, including the Levinson
No331's delicate detailing and dansparency, and the (now discontinued)
Krell KSA-250's ability to delineate the
full width and depth of the soundstage.
What was missing, at least in my setup,
was the midrange warmth that TJN had
noted in the 7B-NRB-THX.
The 7B-ST proved to be an outstanding bass amplifier — ie, from 80Hz
down—when driving the huge Snell
SUB-1800 subwoofers. In this configuration, the 7B-ST easily sustained
the solid pedal chords of the Lay Family
Concert Organ playing "The Lord is
My Light and My Salvation" on the
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996
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Turtle Creek Chorale's HDCD-encoded CD of the music ofJohn Rutter
(Reference Recordings RR-57CD). It
equaled the Krell KSA-250 in capturing the sudden, dramatic plucked-bass
and synthesizer notes during the opening of "Something's Wrong," from
Randy Edelman's My Cousin Vinny
soundtrack (Varèse Sarabande VSD-5).
The Bryston monoblocks were lightning-fast in controlling the Snell SUB1800's 18" subwoofer cones. Iheard
this best during the dramatic opening
of the Eagles' "Hotel California" (from
Hell Freezes Over, Geffen GEFD24725). The band's conga section
erupted with shocking power at the
first hint of the melody, and played on
clearly through the crowd's wild
applause and foot-stomping.
The first chords of Terry Dorsey's
"Ascent" on Time Warp (Telarc CD80106) shook the room, giving ample
evidence of the 7B-ST's bass "slam."
This was also starkly obvious as these
monoblocks delivered the burning pace
generated by the tom-tom strokes and
subterranean synthesizer chords on
David Bowie's "Putting Out Fire," from
the Cat People soundtrack (MCA 1498,
LP). The 7B-ST made it as easy to discern pitch changes in the deep-bass synthesizer notes on Jeff Beck's "Behind
the Veil" as did the Krell KSA-250.
The 7B-ST's bass power was particularly impressive listening to "Gnomus,"
from Jean Guillou's organ transcription
of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(Dorian DOR-90117). I was most
impressed with the apparent image size
and sense of space around the Great
Kleuker-Steinmeyer organ. There was a
sense of great depth and expansiveness.
The bass notes in this relatively quiet
passage shuddered the air, vibrated
objects in the room, and had asolidity I

had not heard before. Other solid-state
amplifiers on hand could not control
the SUB-1800's bass response as well.
The Bryston 7B-ST's speed, snap, focus,
and dynamics made it my preferred
amplifier for driving the Snell
Reference Towers.
Switched to the Type A References'
midrange-tweeter towers, the 7B-STs
produced music with dynamics, power,
depth of image, and airiness. All the
dynamic speakers — including the
Totem Model 1
s, the Dahlquist DQ10s, and the Snell Reference Towers—
blossomed when driven by the Bryston
7B-STs. Snap, focus, width of soundstage, and depth of image —all were
enhanced. My vinyl collection sprang to
life with exciting, driving dynamics, particularly the jazz recordings. The Bryston 7B-ST depicted the placement and
depth of piano and drums on Dave
Grusin's rendition of "Keep Your Eye
on the Sparrow," from the direct-to-disc
Discovered Again LP (Sheffield Lab 5).
Ron Carter's string bass and Harvey
Mason's kickdrum were clearly delineated in space just behind Grusin's
keyboard. The amplifier's "snap" speeded up the bass response of both dynamic systems. And the 7B-ST was able to
yield enough information to discern
that the bass beat was, in fact, a"floor
stomp" in the opening Kyrie of Misa
Criolla over the Snell Reference Towers.
Imaging from the pair of 7B-STs was
first-rate, equaled only by the huge
dual-mono Krell KSA-250. During the
instrumental finish of Richard Thompson's "Why Must IPlead" (from Rurnor
and Sigh), the acoustic guitar's sonic
image fell outside the right Snell
Reference Tower. Soundstage depth and
width were exemplary on the Hoist
Chaconne.
Over the past few years the Bryston
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7B-ST has received accolades in the
pages of Stereophile from TJN, RD, and
Dick Olsher. Iconfirm the high quality
of this monoblock amplifier; my listening revealed to me how much better
the ST Series has become. The new 7BST has much less of the midrange and
upper-bass warmth that were reported
of the earlier NRB-series amplifiers,
and its high power and flexible bridging
arrangements are designed to handle
divergent speaker loads. For example, it
would be a good choice for driving
high-impedance speaker loads such as
the Sound-Lab Ultimate.

unbalanced. The output impedance was
low —a maximum of 0.05 ohms at 20Hz
and licHz and 0.14-0.16 ohms at 20kHz,
depending on test conditions. This suggests avery consistent performance with
awide range of loudspeakers, at least with
respect to overall amplifier/loudspeaker
frequency response. The Bryston's DC
offset was a negligible 1.7mV. Signal/
noise (unweighted ref. 1W into 8ohms)
measured 92dB over a bandwidth of
22Hz-22kHz, 84dB from 10Hz500kHz, and 94dB, A-weighted (the
unbalanced measurements were essentially the same). The 7B was noninvert— Larry Greenhill
ing, a positive impulse at the input
remaining positive at the output. In its
Measurements from TJN: Following
balanced mode, XLR pin 2was positive.
its one-hour, V
3-power preconditioning,
Fig.17 shows the frequency response
the Bryston 7B was hot, though not of the 7B. In the parallel mode — not
unusually so considering its rated power
shown, the response was alittle flatter
output. Iran acomplete set of meaon the top end, down 0.1dB at 50kHz
surements on each on the 7B-ST in its
into 8 ohms and less than 025dB at
series mode (recommended for 3-8
50kHz into 4ohms. The 10kHz squareohm loads), with selected measurewave response is shown in fig.18. The
ments in the parallel configuration
Bryston 7B-ST has an excellent risetime,
(including the 2ohm tests). Most of the
with only aslight overshoot apparent on
measurements were made in the balthe bottom half of the wave (this is hard
anced mode this time around, though a to spot on the trace shown and was barenumber of significant measurements
ly visible on an oscilloscope). The 1kHz
were repeated in the unbalanced mode.
squarcwave (not shown) was virtually
The input impedance of the Bryston
perfect. (The squarewave responses in
measured 16.7k ohms, balanced and
the parallel configuration, not shown,
48.9k ohms, unbalanced (essentially the
were virtually the same).
same in the parallel configuration). The
gain was 23.3dB balanced, 29.3dB
51 1.0•110.1 b.. DO .

As with the 3B-ST, the low-power
THD+noise vs frequency results in
fig.19 were taken at ten times higher
than normal output. This was the only
way to minimize the effects of low-level
noise on the reading. Only the result
into the simulated load shows any peculiarity. And the maximum distortion is
still below 0.3%.
The plot of the distortion waveform,
at 1
kHz, shown in fig20 was taken at 4
ohms into 200W. At lower power levels
the distortion was buried in the noise..
The distortion is primarily third-harmonic (and remains third-harmonic in
the parallel mode driving 2 ohms, not
shown).
Because of the extremely high power
capability of the 7B-ST, Ilimited the
high-power output spectrum measurements below, to 200W maximum
instead of the 2/
3 power normally attempted. Since this measurement takes a
little longer than the clipping measure11110100.011.0 .1110. PO ST 001111•000.10 24.0. 111111010
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Fig.2 IBryston 7B-ST. spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 200W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig. I
9Bryston 7B-ST,THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 5kHz): 9V into
simulated speaker load: 40W into 2ohms;
I
OW into 8ohms, unbalanced; 20W into
4ohms; and IOW into 8ohms balanced
(all series drive).
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Fig.22 Bryston 7B-ST HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, I
9+20kHz at 200W
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10kHz

Fig.20 Bryston 7B-ST IkHz waveform at 200W
into 4ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

Fig.23 Bryston 7B-ST distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top at
100W): 8ohms, series; 4ohms, series; and
2ohms. parallel.
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ment, Ihad no desire to blow up our
test-bench load! For the same reason, the
50Hz spectrum response into asimulated
real load was not taken. Fig21 shows the
Bryston's output spectrum driving 50Hz
at 200W into 4ohm. All of the artifacts
lie below —90dB (0.003%). The same is
true of fig22, which shows the intermodulation artifacts resulting from driving a
combined 19+20kHz signal at 200W
into 8ohms:Me response for 200W into
4ohms is not shown; all of the artifacts
were at or below the levels in fig.22.
The manner in which THD+noise
changed with output power for the 7B
(at 1
kHz) is shown in fig23. The actual
discrete clipping-point measurements
(clipping defined as the 1% distortion)
were 613W into 8 ohms (27.9dBW),
954W into 4 ohms (26.8dBW), and
595W into 2 ohms (21.7dBW). (The
line voltage for these measurements
varied between 118V and 119V; the
readings for 4 and 8 ohm loads were
taken in the series configuration and the
2ohm load in the parallel connection).
The measured performance of the
Bryston 7B-ST, particularly its tremendous power output with very low distortion, was first-class.
— Thomas]. Norton

Summing up: The Bryston 7B-ST
monoblock power amplifier is an
exceptional product. It's very powerful,
and joins my reference Krell KSA-250
as an amplifier that can handle any loudspeaker load, play wide dynamic-range
music effortlessly, and excel in imaging
and soundstaging. It can "wake up" reticent dynamic loudspeakers over their
entire sonic range; in particular, it
brought dry, reticent top ends to life. It
equaled the Class A recommended
amplifiers at my disposal —the Mark
Levinson No.331 and the discontinued
Krell KSA-250 — in dynamics, transparency, and ability to transmit music's
rhythmic pace.
This solid-state monoblock should be
auditioned by anyone who needs anew
amplifier for driving high-impedance
electrostatic loudspeakers, or dynamic
loudspeakers that seem somewhat bassshy. The Bryston 7B-ST rates asolid
Class A recommendation.
— Larry Greenhill
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DAC Attack !!!
PART DEUX
Introducing the
Processor Kit.

DAC-2.0

Digital

Improve upon perfection? Tough to do,
but we've done it. We've taken the
acclaimed DAC-1
(Stereophile's Budget
Component of the Year -1995), and managed to fit
even more high quality parts, more performance,
more great sound into its handsome chassis.
The DAC-2.0 is an audiophile's veritable DAC wish list come true.
For 9499 US, you receive leading edge digital design, HDCD, 3 digital
inputs, a phase switch, 8 power supply regulation stages, super high
quality parts, and the satisfaction of assembling it yourself -the greatest value in
audio today! Only 15 solder joints and a few nuts and bolts stand between you and
audio nirvana. We're so confident that you'll want to keep this unit, that we even offer a Satisfaction
Guarantee (return within 30 days for full refund). Moreover, for the assembly-challenged, we will
guarantee to help get your unit running -if you can't.
We challenge you to find aDAC anywhere near this price with better measured performance, component
quality, and most importantly. sound quality. Can one improve upon "improved" perfection? Yes! The
DAC-2.0 has been designed to accommodate several future upgrades -stay tuned for upgrade kit details.
Please Write, Fax, E-Mail or Call us to order (or for more specific information on) our ASSEMBLAGE
DAC-2.0 Kit OR to order our new upcoming 1996 Catalog and Resource Guide -Volume 3.
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PASS

ALE PH P
RE MOTE PREAMPLIFIER
n my review last February of the
Pass Aleph Ppreamplifier,' Imentioned that it would soon be available in aremote-controlled version. It's
here, though it looks slightly different
from its older manual brother. No
longer are the words "Input," "Left,"
"Right," and "Level" deeply incised in
the faceplate — see the cover of the February '96 Stereophile—but merely printed on. The light in the center of the
front panel has been replaced by asmall
circular sensor. Blue lights replace the
four etched input dots and ring the level
knob. Only one of the wagon-train of
lights around the level knob is on at any
one time, supplying an immediate visual reference of current volume level.
Yes, the new Pass Aleph layout is abit
flashier than the original arrangement,
but it's still quite sedate compared to
anything but aVP! Brick.
The Pass remote control is similarly
austere. This 6" long by 2'ià" wide by 1
/"
4
deep black-anodized box has exactly four
buttons, arranged in adiamond pattern.
The top button raises the volume, the
bottom one lowers it, the right and left
buttons change the input source. That's
it. Balance adjustments can be made only
from the front panel. While there's no
mute button, choosing an inactive input
will accomplish the same thing.
During day-to-day operations Ihad
no complaints about the Pass Aleph P's
ergonomics. Volume changes are accompanied by very slight ticks that alert
you to its progress. It's not the swiftest
volume changer in the world, but hey,
where are you going? You are, after all,
already sitting down.
Sonically, the remote-control version
of the Pass Aleph P is identical to the
manual version — still the best-performing active solid-state preamp I've
heard. If you buy acurrent-production
manual model, it can be upgraded to a
remote version at any time; all you need
is the remote control. All you chair-carbohydrates can now go from awhisper
to ascream while barely moving an appendage. Jack LaLanne won't be
pleased. The Aleph P remote preamplifier costs $4000; the manual model
now costs $3400.
-Steven Stone

I

1Pass Laboratories, 21555 Limestone, ForesthilL CA
95631. Tel: (916) 367-3690. Fax: (916) 367-2193.
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TCD-D8
PORTABLE DAT RECORDER
he Sony TCD-D7 DAT recorder that Iraved about in January '95 (Vol.18 Nol, p.175) is
no more. It has been replaced by the
TCD-D8 — not acompletely different
machine, but what seems to be a'D7
with afew small improvements. Most
companies would have called the 'D8
the 'D7 Mk.II.
The 'D8 has the same body casing,
transport system, and control arrangement as the 'D7. Yes, the 'D8's body is
black rather than shiny gunmetal gray,
but in adark room they look identical.
On closer inspection, the players share
all the very same screws, rollers, capstans, and drive system. New are the addition of the 44.1kHz sampling rate (the
TCD-D7 had only 32 and 48kHz),
gold-plated input and output contacts,
and the inclusion of an AC adapter and
a DAT cleaning cassette as standard
rather than optional accessories. Fortunately for 'D7 owners, the 'D8 uses all
the same outboard accessories as the
'D7. Unfortunately, it still has alow-frequency rolloff on the mike inputs.
After more than three months of using
the 'D8, Ican say that the 'D7 and 'D8
were indistinguishable in listening tests.
The 'D8 is as well-made as the 'D7, and
has identical mechanical properties.
Some pro users I've talked with who've
owned the 'D7 were disappointed with
its inability to hold up to day-in and dayout use, finding the cost of replacing
worn-out heads prohibitive. For aheavyduty user, the 'D7 is simply adisposable
machine. I've found my unit to be quite
reliable, but I've only put 400 or so hours
on it, not the average pro's 2000+ hours
per year.
Both units accept the SBM-1 outboard Super-Bit-Mapping AlD module
—see June 1995, Vol.18 No.6, p.161 —
via Sony's proprietary I/O connector.
This unique connector is only convenient if you have all the necessary
cables, and acquiring all of them is no
simple matter, I'm told. If you're in the
field and don't have the right cable, or
forgot to bring it along, you're dead.
Oddly enough, while Sony provides a
cable with TosLink digital input and
output, and one with RCA coaxial
input, there's no cable with RCA coaxial input and output. When Sony comes
out with the 'D9, Ihope they'll include

T

standard TosLink or RCA coaxial connections; it would make life much easier.
Like the 'D7, the 'D8 has built-in
SCMS, which makes it somewhat less
than user-friendly for tape-copying
chores. (The enterprising pirate will
have little problem defeating this inconvenience —it appears that some of the
popular "jitterbugs" reduce jitter by
stripping out the subcode information
in the datastream.) Also like the 'D7,
battery life is not exactly fantastic — two
and ahalf hours. At least the TCD-D8
uses standard AA batteries. Luckily, alittle company called Eco-Charge (P.O.
Box 956, Boulder, CO 80306) still
makes an external lead-acid battery
pack for $119.95 that gives you 12 hours
of uninterrupted field recording time.
Like its predecessor, Sony's TCD-D8
warrants inclusion in Stereophdds "Recommended Components" as aClass B
recording device. Recommended.
—Steven Stone

W ILSON WATT/PUPPY 5.1

W

ilson Audio'sWATT/Puppy
5.1 is the latest version of
that long-time audiophile
reference loudspeaker. What's involved
in the change? The Puppy Tail — the
wire connecting the high-pass outputs of
the Puppy subwoofer to the WATT's
inputs — has been replaced with anew
cable, designed by Wilson to act as "a
more perfect electrical interface." The
system's list price has risen from $14,990
to $16,290; owners of the WATT/
Puppy 5can upgrade for $695.
When Ireviewed the WATT/Puppy
5in November'95 (Vol.18 No.11), Ireally fell for its dynamic impact and precise
projection, but ultimately felt it to be a
tad uninvolving. Remarkably, the new
Puppy Tails address that very issue, while
to agreat extent ameliorating the midbass "blump" that tended to blur details
around the 70Hz crossover point.
All this from awire? Wilson Audio
emphasizes that the new Puppy Tail has
been carefully designed to match the
electrical characteristics of the two units,
and that it is internally quite complex.
However, they won't say much more
than that—other than to claim that one
of their design goals was to increase the
speakers' musicality.
The differences wrought by the new
Puppy Tail are remarkable. They might
not seem that extreme in the context of
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

an average speaker system, but the
WATT/Puppy 5isn't an average speaker
system —it's rated Class A in "Recommended Components," and has become
an industry standard for resolution. In
that context, any change is significant.
The WATT/Puppy 5.1 sounds much
more full-bodied than its predecessor.
Where the 5had aslightly lean, somewhat aggressive sound, the 5.1 sounds
robust and more powerful. The 5.1
sounds as if it has deeper bass, too, but I
suspect that this is merely areflection of
its more uniform sound below 150Hz.
Listening to "Ophelia," from The
Band's Across The Great Divide boxed CD
set (Capitol 89565 2), Iwas struck by
how punchy Rick Danko's bass guitar
sounded, and how powerfully it integrated with Levon Helm's lithe drumming to drive this song along. Yet the
bass and drums didn't overwhelm the
track, instead matching the immediacy
of the other instruments and Helm's
singing—which had previously overwhelmed them.
The top end of the WATT/Puppy —
which some listeners have found abit
zippy —benefits from this newfound
low-end body. It is no longer aleansounding speaker. Like a Great Dane
puppy growing to match its huge paws,
the system 5.1 has at last grown into its
sound — the WATT/Puppy is much
more musically involving now.
Paradoxically, the improvements have
made me aware of Puppy-related problems that have always existed but were
previously obscured. The first is that,
good as it is, the Puppy is nowhere near
as inert as the WATT—it adds asomewhat chesty coloration. This characteristic, subtle but now audible in the 5.1,
seems to be exacerbated by the Puppy's
port —as Idiscovered when Iaccidentally covered the port while checking
connections. Iwas able to change the
sound drastically by partially obscuring
the pores output. Fm no speaker builder,
but I'd be surprised if some sort of stiffening—such as the straws that Pro&
used to load their Tablette's port or a
tuning plug of some kind—wouldn't
offer substantial benefits. The port is
modular and easily replaceable, so who
knows? We might even see another inexpensive modification to these speakers.
Boy, you just can't please some people! The fact is that the WATT/
Puppy 5.1 improves aspeaker that was
awfully good in the first place — a
speaker good enough to be in our highest category of recommendation. It
seems ashame we can't recommend it
any higher than that.
—Wes Phillips
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996
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Come
hear will
you'v.e

AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!

Experience the
life-like full dimensional impact of
true stereo coupled with astonish-

We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have

ing dynamics. Hear what you've

equaled the high priced brands.

been missing in High-End Audio and

Sonic equivalents of the high

Home Theater loud speakers until

priced brands at afraction of

now. We promise you:

their price. We demystify wire

I

3Dimensional Holophonic Imaging!

technology. Ask for explanation

Killer Dynamic Response!

literature.

Clarity, Accuracy & High Effiecienc'

& MORE

Reasonable Price!

t>IGITAL CITY

8717 Wishire Blvd. Beverly Hills Cl 90211
310/G59-3416 fax 310/659-8325

Audiophile (D's and LP's?
Browse our large selection of the world's
finest CD's./LP's. Hear before buying!

COMPONENTS
DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners

RECYCLED
POWER!

LBRAND

NAME

'POWER
AMPS
YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•B-STOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY, SELL
OR TRADE

Speakers

& MORE

HOME THEATER
Decoders Dolby Prologic
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Subwoofers
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ACCESSORIES
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Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our Audio/Video products
that also includes wire and cable
demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.
Fax 609 428 1832

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

Gould: Latin American
Symphonette/Gottschalk
:ANight in the Tropics.

pressing LP.AAPJ 015 $30
Gold limited edition CD.
CAPJG 015 $30

LP=AAPC 003 $25

..A.alogae
2eoductiiime
Talk about having one's
ducks in arow. Acoustic
Sounds' Chad Kassem bas
David Wilson's Audio
Research tube driven...
Neumann SX 74
"Fitted" cutting lathe set
up at RTI's...plating and
pressing plant. So now
veteran mastering engineer Stan Ricker can cut
alacquer, take it down
the ball for plating, and
bave atest pressing in
band with Polaroid like
speed and convenience...
There's something for
every taste (in the
Analogue Productions
catalogue), and... (it)
offers vinyl fans achance
to explore some great
sounding out of the way
stuff, they wouldn't ordinarily bear...I recently
received some test pressings of the first group of
"Revival Series" releases...
You 'Il be in for amusical
and sonic treat.
—Michael Fremer,
STEREOPHILE,
Vol. 19, No. 7,
.Tuly /996
Virgil Thomson/The Plow
That Broke The Plains 8
The Suite from "The
River."
LP=AAPC 001 $e
This is one of the
closest approaches on
record, perhaps the
closest, to the remarkable sound Stokowski

The sound here,
particularly on the
Hershey Kayorchestrated Grand
Tarentelle and the
Gould piece, is as good
as it gets.
—14 (lb. Mega., of Masieaad Sane
Jaw 199), ISM, 11:11,e f Page 129.

Iam recommending
this album. As I
said, the sound is
spectacular.
—Lary Start, 99)5101 b. FEE1.11111.11:
Vat 1.S42. Xlarelei,i11992, 14,

111.19.41Y:UST MI •MP 111

more than recommended
—it's amust!
Ilea,

SlE111.011111.E.

¡SI IfNo

Jaar,r, 1992. Page III

ON HP SUPERDISC
LIST
t
Mar M.
11 ,10LUM

Canteloube/Songs of the
Auvergne. Netania
Davrath-Soprano.
LP=AAPC 002 $25

'Songs of the
Auvergne'... out of
this world singing,
even more beautiful
than the original
release.
IW19 Mar

pm/. ruo /04

mna..7».'n

jobanos performances
of these works
...they're certainly the
best-sounding.
—I Gerd, IMO:TERM% 1111G rd.14
N91. Page 279

...producer Thomas
Mowrey produced a
sound that was both
powerful and
ultra-clear.
—Jam, 11,11aY 1.4 711.4111. Page 102

.11'Ll.

Bill Evans Trio/Waltz for Debby
180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ
009 S30
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJG 009 $30

Art Pepper Ouintet/Srnack Up 180
gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 012 $30
Gold limited edition CD.CAPJG
012 $30

...for anyone who bas
sat close to the tiny
Village Vanguard
stage, this recording is
faithful to reality. 1
bave compared my
original Riverside's
Waltz for Debby with
aJapanese issue, the
OjC, and this Acoustic
Sounds version, and I
find the latter superior
to the others.

Smack Up is one of bis
most distinguished
recordings of the
period. The Analogue
Productions LP opens
up more space in the
recording than did my
Contemporary LP.
•1199,11,mer. 1111..18S01.171
10t.Nb. I.1 /9 Lax 94. Mer

/
11

Cooland Fanfare for the Common
Man/Rodeo. ives The 4th of
July/Thanksgiving
LP.AAPC 004 125
Aluminum CD.CAPC 004 $16

This disc is ahappy
marriage of musical
and audiophile
interests.
--J..
,,.II

North. EINFARE, PAGE 142

When the first
Copland cymbal crash
exploded from the
speakers, the usually
unflappable Victor was
so jolted as to slam
himself back against
the couch and spill the
entire glass of wine
into bis unmentionables; it also splashed
all over my long hair.

11,5

»ENNY
CARTER
I.1ZZ

‘

Pei 97
tItI

\11

h11

Weavers/Reunion at Carnegie Hall
1963. 1809 vinyl pressing
LP=AAPFLE 005 $30 Gold limited
edition CD=CAPFG 005 $30

Overall, this album
receives my unqualified
recommendation.Tbis
recording is not to be
believed; everything
you've read about the
clarity and information-resolving powers
of Carnegie Hall is
here to be beard.
—1,991.S'emyr. IlIE.1(1,10P1111J
VOICE. 1411 ..9.2 Smog /99e, 11,14

The Analogue
Productions re-issue
most definitely is not
as good as the original.
It is better.
Aleebade:selt.111E.18S01.11171
SOUNIX Oneer lee. Page Iii-9

...they demonstrate
just bow mnth beauty
and complexity aduo
can generate. 40
minutes of big,
warm sound.
— 111•Fi Net" 1- Renal Prat, Sep...be
1991.15 911

Brown's bass sound is
so clean and
will-defined that it's a
pleasure to listen to.
—Jeer Saner. 1101',1, FOR ti01,//,

•
Benny Carter/Jan Giant
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP.AAPJ 013 $30
Gold kneed edition
CD.CAPJG 013 $30

Ravel/Works for Orchestra
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPC 007 $30
Aluminum CD=CAPC 007 $16

Let me say again that
these are some of the
finest of all orchestral
recordings.
—Reber, Un.. 1111,.48SOLU7E

Pepper meets The Rhythm
Section 180 gram vinyl pressing
LP-AAPJ 010 S30
Gold Smiled edition CD.
CAPJS 010 $30
Al

The sense of reality as
Pepper solos on
Imagination was
almost spooky. My own
imagination was conjuring this jazz legend
up in front of me,

/Mt

...a relaxed, smallcombo showcase for the
impeccable big band
arranger and alto
saxophonist (be also
plays trumpet here).
With Ben Webster on
tenor filling the center
with bis big tone, bow
can you go wrong?
—.11,ebael irraerr. 1111..M01.1.11
SOUND. 1W IX lox SY. Pa, 1110 INS

Revert. Jaseron MS

UGHTNIN' HOPKINS
Sonny Rollins/Way Out West 180g
vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 008 530
Gold limited edition
CD=CAPJS 008 $30

Audiophiles want this
both for the music, and
for its up-front utterly
natural sound. The
re-issue blows away
the original: bass is
more articulate and
free of resonances,
drums and cymbals are
cleaner with less
smearing and fuzzing
over, and Rollins's sax,
while not as warm,
sounds more like the
real thing -with bite.
—.11,:dael Fenger, 071E ABSOLLIE
SY11.1.V1.1. Onder 199X Page 11i-I2

audiophiles should
jump at this album.
The music's awinner,
and so is the sound.
—.11,ebael tabaaa •SlERE011111.1.
Nernerr 1992. Page 242.1

Lightnins Hopkins/Goin Away.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP-AAPB 014 $30
Ben Webster/At the Renaissance
180 gram vinyl pressing LP-AAPJ
011 $30
Gold limited edition
CD-CAPJG 011 $30

The Ben Webster is so
improved as to
constitute almost a
new product. The
sound is remarkable—
this is one of the few
recordings where one
can almost suspend
disbelief and feel that
one is there, so
immersed can one
become in the music
and atmosphere.

...I don't know of a
recording that better
reproduces the aura of
aLigbtnin' Hopkins
set. We can bear bin,
improvise lyrics, stumbling now and then
over arhyme or aline.

Baker's recording is a
model of bow to record
the trumpet so as
to neutralize the
in-your-face character
that arises all too
often—not to be
missed.
...designed to feature
Baker's ballad playing.
The all-star group
sustains the quiet
mood of 'Alone
Together' with lightstepping ease. Baker
sounds engaged here—
intent rather than
merely nonchalant.
His solos are matched
kv those of Evans,
Kenny Burrell...
31xIssil tendoo. Y ERLI,11111.1.
Seem":9 19,4. Page In'•

Ifyou know or care
about blues, you're
probably already
ordering this record.
—11y Unakde Seed. ral en. mar

pg

117.1 1,1 — Reg

Art Pepper Plus Eleven.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP.AAPJ 017 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CO.CAPJG 017 $30

...this record manages
asuperbly big musical
image and the
excitement of alive
performance.

—31aixerl Frew,. 111E AlttiOLUTE
SOUND, Val 18. lase 94. P.

Chet Baker/Chet. 180 gram vinyl
pressing
LP=AAPJ 016 $30
Gold limited edition CD.CAPJG
016 S30

—1:9S.¡WINK É ill« Ullk

-.1•91ens Caremel. INS None R,,.,)

1111X.111901.1117,SOUND !SWF 91
1.41P P41.1. tonI3iO.Il.il/LGINla1. -i
REVIEW OF FORSPIUTURNTMILK

—X1Kbeel 1X•ene. S11111:011111U.
&mad, tova. Pa, 16,-171

Gf.\NT

—31rbaelFeromer.111E.411SOIATE
SOL7VD,141181,:x na. PO/EtNa. IX(

achieved "live." The
remastering, by Doug
Sax, is superbly done,
easily surpassing the
already very good
original pressing.
Ruben P. Gm:91,771 ..1111:01.1 71T
NOINIX VOL M. MI111 72

Rachmaninoreymphonic Dances:
Vocalise.
Aluminum CD.CAPC 006 $16

Buy this one for the
reproduction of Ray
Brown's bass, which
always sounds
marvelous live and bib
rarely been captured
so well.

180-111

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
Duke Ellington/Ray Brown. This
Ones for Blanton 180 gram vinyl ,

— /mere Comm/. IbFi
Reuel-. Jena,: /99/

Reanl

I
".‘
Basic Jam.180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 022 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD.CAPJG 022 $30

Ralph Sutton Partners in Crime
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP-AAPJ 018 530
Gold Limited Edition
CD.CAPJG 018 $30

...elegant showcase of
traditional jazz with
Milt Hinton baring a
lot offun on bass.

The Don Ewell Ouaitel/Yellow Dog
Blues 180 gram vinyl pressing
IlkmA.APJ 019 $30

This recording is a
great sonic showcase of
his mastery (Don
Ewell) of stride. This
recording has the best
ambian; nee that I
have ever beard on
aLP. —1.1,11tdorpre

Musical1y and sonical1y,
Basic lam is just plain
toe tapping fun—and
the sound on this
reissue is amassive
improvement over the
already fine original:
more extended and
neutral frequency balance, better dynamics,
and of course much
better mastering and
pressing. You can't go
wrong here.
Ilolorl rcorer. 1111: 1ILICI.I.Ur
1\f.1.1.1.1.,, I. Ii.,
ttonA 1004,
t•I

'Faegeté Malue ?emblem;

COUNT BASIE BIG BAND
1
.1 14
1

•

The Guitar Artistry of Charlie Byrd
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP-AAPJ 025 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD.CAPJG 025 $30

The reason for this
reissue is the exquisite
sound. yrd's classical
guitar is reproduced
with both body and
string intact, and the
natural feel of the
transients as fingers
pluck strings. Bett's
bass is equally well
defined, harmonical1y
and spatially, with
excellent transient
attack and a
convincing sense of the
instrument's body. An
easy listen and fine
sound make this an
attractive reissue.
IS,' 1, I*he« 1 1.0e

Re
- orel I
-

.11«ab, .1Idrrb lo«

Ifyou buy only one LP
this year, make it
this one.
-

Frorea. no took, .
ber

Johnny Manis Sings Doc Pecan/
The Real Me. 180 gram vinyl
pressing LNAPPP 028 530

This LP is warmer,
more detailed and
better layered than the
icy sounding CD. A
classic and recommended

Its atreat having this
back on vinyl.
Recommended with
enthusiasm.

llalwlirroor. WI I011 Al\r,
1\61 P. Ix, Sorwroo /Inf. Pro, 40.4?

-10.1.,110oer. 1111-. 1It 11.1.1\ ,
llour
/...
Pa, (4

lbw». ,11.10.011111

Ur,

10«. Pd, :41

Miles Davis/Cookin with the Miles
Dams Quintet 180 gram vinyl
pressing LP-AAPJ 021 530

Analogue Productions
180 grain pressings
was velvety quiet and
rich sounding.
110 1,04-org luer.
Pr, 44. Lor No.,. roof

Dizzy Gillespie. Ray Brown, Joe
Pass. Mickey Raker/Dizzy sEfig 4.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AAPJ 024 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CD=CAPJG 024 530

...title Big 4is quite
appropriate. After all,
Ray Brown, Joe Pass
and Mickey Rober can,
together with Dizzy
Gillespie, be classified
as the very best. The
rhythm section is one
of the best you could
imagine while Joe Pass
delivers regular
sublime solos.
-11...1 Ste, II MOH( P.4
Andre, Fré

Prvi

The Enesco pieces give
us the marvelous
acoustics of Vienna's
Grosser .1Iusikverein...
The Stravinsky gets a
crackling performance,
and is reason enough
to buy this LP. (I
confess Ilike the suite
better than the
complete version
with voices.)

—one of the most
dynamic 1.1's I've
e"ncountered, with
staggering bass.

Massenet: Le Cid Ballet MUSIC
LP=AKLA 522 525'
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=AKLALE 522 530

There's alot to like in
19,11e. .till..RPOPI111.1.. Urn.
10«

Fans of Chicago blues
aren't going to get any

Doc &Mero Watson/Pickin' The
Blues 180 gram vinyl pressing
LNAAPF 026 $30
Gold Limited Edition
CDuCAPFG 026 $30

The ll'atsons' picking
is masterful, the
singing mellow, and
the recording superb. I
guarantee you'll fall
in love with the warm,
detailed sound.
11.-Ivel &roe, ME TR ;cum;
ISGLE. Lerr Sommer 1991. Pig. 41

Aaron Copland Piano Concedo.
Earl Wild. piano. Symphony of The
Air, Aaron Copland cond.. Gian
Carlo Menotti Piano Concerto. Earl
Wild, piano. Symphony of The Air.
Jorge Mester cond. 180 gram vinyl
pressing LP.A.APC 029 $30

...this disc is astunner.
There is phenomenally
deep bass— particular1y the bass drum in the
Copland—wide
soundstaging, and
exemplary center-fill
chock-full of depth and
delicate decay. Kudos
to AP for reviving
these engaging works
in most wondrous
performances.

Soiiiid is spectiiaihir

-Dien

Jimmy Rogers/Blue Bird.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP=A.APO 2001 $25
Aluminum CD-CAPO 2001 016

The sound on the
original Spirit Sensitive
was celebrated kv
audiophiles. The
Analogue Production
LP is even better...

Sullivan and Dunn
180 gram vinyl prPSNIIIII
LP=A8LALE 521 $30
CD-CKLA 11033 $16

this album,

Count Basle Big Bandearmers
Market Barbeque
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP-AAPJ 023 530
Gold Limited Edition
CD.CAPJG 023 $30

Chico Freeman/Spirit Sensitive
180 gram vinyl pressing
LF,-AAPJ 020 $30
Gold limited edition CD.CAPJG
020 $30

Enesco/Rumanian Rhapsodies/ oil
/2/1henna State Opera Orch
Machmer Golschmann tond Igor
Stravinsky/I: Histoire du Soldat
(Suitel/Stokowski nand 180 gram
vinyl pressing LP=AAPC 031 $30

-11,dvel Prom, lIt 1C1.151:.1 \id 1:
oI1. he 4. F411

1111

If you are aBasic fan,
you'll enjoy this too —
its ahot session with
some outstanding
playing. This is one
record Ican't get
enough of Hot and
highly recommended.

2011
'
I -emu

whether from guitar
string or cymbal, ring
out with greater
clarity and an
increased sense of their
enevitable decay.

The Guitar
Artistry of
Charlie Byrd

new recordings better
than jimmy Rogers'
Blue Bird... One of the
reasons for the

The orchestra's playing
is superb in its
disciplined abandon.
The sound is just as
sparkling as the
music...In short, this
is among avery small
handful of the finest
recorded orchestral
presentations I
have heard.
Roloo 1l000.

, 11

PI 010111 PI, 11

startling impact of this
recording is the clear,
resonant sound...
-1Iobrol lAhroor. NIL J11 OP1111.1.

.7.44.1 trot

he:II

W.C. HANDY
AWARD WINNER
1995
TRADITIONAL
BLUES ALBUM OF
THE YEAR
For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog containing all audiophile LPs and CDs.
send $5 m the USA. Sag elsewhere. Refundable coupon with
catalog. FREE with order

Readol rév Worth. 11401.10«

Janis Ian/Breaking Silence.
180 gram vinyl pressing
LP.APPP 027 $30
Gold limited edition
CDuCAPPG 027 $30

While Breaking
Silence has always
sounded good, .4P's
CD and LP sound
even better. The quiet,
supreme1y flat vinyl
offers an even clearer
sense of intimate space
than did the originals,
and the improvements
in bottom-end extension
are nothing short of
mind-boggling.
Harmonic overtones,

Nancy Bryan/Lay Me Down
180 gram LP=AAPO 2002 $25
Aluminum CD=CAPO 2002 $16

Fiddle Paddle/15 Favorites by Leroy
Anderson/Utah Symphony
Orchestra/ Maurice Abravanel
cond. 180 gram vinyl pressing
LP.AAPC 030 $30

The recording is
extraordinarily lifelike—full-bodied, and
precise in its location
of individual players.
pie, km/mini/it: V..,
Nor,. Jaw le« P.e 2,4

Nancy Bryan has a
crystalline soprano and
amournful songwriting
high-lighted kv one of
the most dynamic and
timbral1y pure
recordings I've beard
in along time...the
disc sounds naturally
ambient, crisp, and
articulate.
Plolle.Neropfok. 11.0.0 Pe«

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
Shipping

AIRBORNE
$7.95 Airborne
or

$4.95 UPS Ground
Any size order in continental USA

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
PO. BOX 1905
SALINA KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (9131 825-8609
FAX 1913) 825-0156
MAW hop://vmv.blown.com
Email asoundsOaol.com

OUT-GROWN UI STITIZ111091
Discover performance-driven excellence,
escape the market-driven crowd

The Reference Line
Preeminence Two
Linestage

Preeminence Two HIGHLIGHTS:
•Proprietary Variable Output Shunt Attenuation (VOSA) design
•Fully discrete mil-spec 24 position stepped rotary attenuators
•Laboratory specification DUAL tri -element resistor array (series signal path)
•Ultra high performance DIRECT INPUT feature
•Pure Kimber Silver internal cabling (paired cable design)
•Frequency Response: DC-100MHz ± .25db

The Reference Line
Silver Signature Model
One Amplifier

Model One HIGHLIGHTS:
•Entire power supply hard wired with Kimber KCAG 15 gauge pure silver
•Symmetrical dual mono design (twin high current toroid transformers etc.)
•Custom MIT polystyrene (3µF) high current power supply bypass capacitors
•Extensive usage of 1% aerospace grade Caddock resistors in signal path
•Vishay 1% aerospace grade resistors in select regulated supply path
•Pure Class A operation mode (350 watt per channel idle)
•Frequency Response: DC-100KHz ± 1db
"Reference Line electronics offer stunning transparency, vivid dynamics and natural musical performance.
If you love music, and are searching for components that convey the essence of live sound,
Irecommend you give these superb products aserious listen."
'

Call me today for more information, or to arrange your audition: 210-805-9927

G- en Carol Audio, P.O. Box 17562, San Antonio, TX 7821 7

Fax 210-805-9928
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PAUL L.ALTHOUSE

MOZART'S

N

oopera in the repertory has as many sides as
Mozart's Die Zaubetjliite (Vie Magic Flute),
which was his first and only opera for apopular rather than acourt theater. Its success
was immediate — 197 performances in two
years—and today it is one of the few works that can
enchant children and adults alike. Had Mozart not died 10
weeks after Flutes premiere, what might he have given us
as an encore?
The Magic Flute is lots of things: afairy-tale opera filled
with mysticism, much like the German romanticism to come;
apolitical opera espousing Masonry, which was beleaguered in
1791; and finally, akind of burlesque containing formal arias interspersed with bad jokes and anaive, cowardly birdcatcher. It is also
an opera that may one day awaken the Police of Political Correctness for transgressions both sexual and racial. Men are seen as
superior to women at several junctures (although Pamina is elevated
at the end), while the Moor Monostatos is acaricature that could make
even Amos'n'Ancly fans blush. Consider, too, how cruel the supposedly
wise Sarastro can be toward practically everyone in the cast. And
this in an opera that Wilhelm Furtwângler thought might be
considered "a sacred drama ... atemporal realization of all
that is elevated and noble."
The Magic Flute is, properly speaking, aSingspiel, which
is simply aGerman opera with spoken dialog separating
the musical numbers. The text, written by Emanuel
Schikaneder with Mozart's collaboration, puzzled
audiences in the 1790s and continues to do so today.
It takes some sleight of mind to grasp how Sarastro
emerges as the good man and the Queen of the
Night as the evil woman. The second act in particular is difficult to sort out and remember:
Probably the three strands of plot (TaminoPa mina, Papageno-Papagena, and SarastroS
TEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996
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Queen) arc one too many for bringing
Act II to agood conclusion. Perhaps the
plot rests too much on Papageno, arole
originally taken by Schikaneder himself.
This role, though, is a delightful one,
both musically and dramatically: he's the
character most people remember as they
leave the opera house. One thing,
though, is clear: we never would listen to
this text had it been set by Salieri.
Unlike Mozart's Italian operas, the
music for The Magic Flute is amishmash
of styles, ranging from the pyrotechnics
of the Queen of the Night to the folksong style of Papageno's arias. The overture shows fugal elements, while the
scene with the men in armor is baroque
in style. The lengthy accompanied recitative with Tamino and the Sprecher
points ahead to Beethoven's Fidelio and
the 19th century.
Apart from the Queen of the Night,
none of the roles is technically very difficult. And yet it is seldom cast well from
adramatic point of view. The Queen,
who starts out looking good but turns
bad, needs to project some terror, but her
music suggests alight, agile coloratura.
Little wonder the Queen often sounds
younger than her daughter Pamina.
Sarastro should have the strength of areal
bass, but at the same time he should
sound wise and grandfatherly, not virile
and authoritative. Pamina is an ingénue
in Act I who must become deeply
mature by "Ach, ich fühl's"; not many
sopranos can service both sides. Tamino
must be naïve enough to fall in love with
apicture before becoming heroic and
enlightened in the Act Ifinale.
Even when the casting doesn't make
dramatic sense, though, aparticular performance can have alot to offer because
we appreciate it on so many different
levels: as stern Masonic philosophy; as a
fantasy piece with little serious intent;
or as amusical comedy with beautiful
tunes. Perhaps for this reason, almost
none of the two dozen recordings can
be dismissed as wholly unworthy. The
general level is very high.

980BX power amplifier, ending up
with either Mirage M-7si speakers or
Grado SR125 headphones.
The complete dialog probably takes
about 25 minutes, so early studio recordings omit it, as do some later conductors up through the '60s. It's easy to
understand why record companies didn't
want to use extra 78 sides for mere text,
but in the LP era it's harder to condone

j

OSEF KRIPS LISTENED
TO BEECHAM'S
RECORDING SIX
TIMES A YEAR TO

REMIND HIMSELF OF
THE STANDARDS
HE WAS AIMING FOR.

conductors like Herbert von Karajan
(1950), Karl Böhm (1955, deleted), and
Otto Klemperer (1964) cutting it altogether. Ilearned the piece with &fin,
and for years had almost no idea what it
was about —so Ibelieve you should
have the text on at least one of your versions (you can expect it to be condensed
on most studio versions). Among early
versions you can have dialog in the live
performances (Arturo Toscanini, 1937;
Furtwângler, 1949 and 1951), and in one
later case (Colin Davis) you can buy it
either way: with dialog on 3 CDs, or
without on 2budget CDs. Remember,
too, that you can't trust the timings in the
accompanying table to sort out the
quickly from the slowly paced: The
amount of dialog varies, as does the
speed of delivery.

HISTORIC RECORDINGS (MONO)

Sir Thomas Beecham's prewar Magic
PRELIMINARIES
Flute is one of the landmarks of sound
Ilistened to the operas chronologically
recording, and with good reason. The
by recording date, and no, Iam not at all
impetus came from producer Walter
tired of the piece. Honest. The audio
Legge, who wanted to record Mozart's
chain began with aRotel RCD-955AX
greatest German opera in Germany with
transport, then through an Audio
the best cast available. One singer
Alchemy DTI 2.0 and DDE 3.0 to a (Ludwig Weber) declined, and two
(Richard Tauber and Alexander Kipnis)
Rotel RC-990BX preamplifier and RB-
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were Jewish and could not risk the exposure. Nonetheless, the final cast was
excellent for its period, though today our
tastes have changed. Now we expect less
portamento and find Helge Roswaenge's
Tamino too heavy. Compared to present-day Papagenos who exploit the
humor, Gerhard Hüsch's rich Papageno
seems too serious (though in balance I
don't think anyone has slue Papageno
better). Hüsch's portrayal is one you will
appreciate more if you know the role
well, while Tiana Lemnitz's 'lamina is
lovely but too mature in "Ach, ich fühl's";
she sounds older than her mother the
Queen, sung by awonderful but not
intimidating Erna Berger. Rounding out
the principals is afirm, strong Sarastro
from Wilhelm Strienz. In the end you
must put aside modern conceptions of
how the opera should be cast and hear it
in anew (ie, old) way.
No allowances, though, need be
made for Beecham, who, in the work's
first complete recording, elicits the spirit
of Mozart as well or better than anyone
since. Everything is gorgeously shaped
and expertly weighted, and nothing
sounds rushed. Seldom have the dual
purposes of lighthearted magic and
Masonic sternness been so convincingly
combined. It is reported that Josef Krips,
himself awonderful Mozartean, listened
to this recording about six times ayear
to remind himself of the standards he
was aiming for. 'The sound is closer to
AM radio than hi-fi and the singers are
too forward, but you quickly get used to
it and concentrate on the music. Since
this performance is out of copyright,
anyone can issue it, and Schwan', Opus
lists four versions, of which two (Pearl
and Nimbus Prima Voce) were submitted for review. Nimbus has made the
transfers with adigital Ambisonic system, which effectively minimizes surface noise. With Pearl you get undoctoned 78 sound, including a steady
stream of noise, but with more exciting
highs. (Also, the two are played at slightly different speeds, so the total times are
different.) Iprefer Pearl's sound, but the
Nimbus has aterrific 252-page booklet.
From the same period comes Toscanini's Salzburg Festival version (July
30, 1937). For aconductor who often
missed the mark in Mozart, this Flute is
surprisingly good — spirited yet supple.
The cast is excellent for the period
(despite aflawed Julie Osvath in "0 zit-
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Also from Salzburg come the 1949
and 1951 perfonnanc'es conducted by
Furtwiingler. The two differ mainly by
replacing' Walter Ludwig and Karl
Schmitt-'Walter (as Papageno and
Tanino) with Anton Dermota and
Erich Kunz. We have four versions in

tre nicht"), though the recording is
compromised by stage noise, hammy
overacting, excessive dialog, and very
thumpy timpani. The third Cl) is filled
out with the NBC Symphony playing
Mozart's Symphony 40 (Carnegie Hall,
March 21, 1953).

the catalog. Music & Arts' 1949 set contains bonus tracks of the Dermota and
Kunz excerpts from 1951, while
Arkadia's is the other way around: 1951
with the 1949 excerpts added. The EMI
and Foyer editions are straight 1951. Of
the four, Arkadia has eliminated the

M OZART'S MAGIC FLUTE ON CD
Conductor

Orchestra

Rec. Date

Catalog No. (No. CDs)

SPARS

TT:

Singers:'

Beecham

Berlin PO

1937-8

Pearl 9371 (2)

AAD-mono

2:09:40 inc. dialog Strienz (S). Roswaenge (T),
Lemnitz (P). Berger (Q), Hüsch (Po)

Beecham

Berlin PO

1937-8

Nimbus 7827/8 (2)

ADD-mono

2:11:40 no dialog

Strienz (S). Roswaenge (T).
Lemnitz (P), Berger (0). Hüsch (Po)

Toscanini

Vienna PO

1937-live

Melodram 37040 (3)

A?D-mono

2:35:08

Kipnis (S), Roswaenge (T), Novotna (P),
Osvath (Q). Domgraf-Fassbaender (Po)

Furtwângler

Vienna Ph

1949-live (see text)

Music & Arts 882 (3)

AAD-mono

3:30:20

Greindl (S), Ludwig (T). Seefried (P).
Lipp (Q), Schmitt-Walter (Po)

Furtwangler

Vienna Ph

1951-live (see text)

Arkadia CDWFE 361.3 (3) AAD-mono

3:46:45

Greindl (S), Dermota (T), Seefried (P).
Lipp (Q), Kunz (Po)

Furtwangler

Vienna Ph

1951 -live (see text)

EMI CDMC 565356 (3)

ADD-mono

2:55:15

Greindl (S). Dermota (T), Seefried (P),
Lipp (Q), Kunz (Po)

Furtwàngler

Vienna Ph

1951-live (see text)

Foyer CF 2003 (3)

AAD-mono

2:50:13

Greindl (S). Dermota (T), Seefried (P).

Karajan

Vienna Ph

1950

EMI 769631 (2)

ADD-mono

2:09:18 no dialog

Weber (S). Dermota (T). Seefried (P).
Lipp (Q), Kunz (Po)

Karajan

Rome RAI

1953-live

Myto MCD 890.07 (2)

A?D-mono

2:31:43

Petri (S), Gedda (T). Schwarzkopf )(P).
Streich (Q), Taddei (Po)

Fricsay

Berlin RIAS

1954

DG 435 741 (2)

ADD-mono

2:22:46 no dialog

Greindl (5), Haefliger (T). Stader (P),
Streich (Q), Fischer-Dieskau (Po)

SzeII

Vienna Ph

1959-live

Gala 100.502 (3)

A?D-mono

2:34:18

Brihme (S), Simoneau (T).
Della Casa (P). Krith (Q), Berry (Po)

Klemperer

Philharmonia

1964

EMI 555173 (2)

ADD

2:14:02 no dialog

Lipp (Q). Kunz (P0 )

Frick (S). Gedda (T), Janowitz (P).
Popp (Q).

Berry

(P0 )

Suitner

Dresden
Staatsk.

1968

RCA 6511 (3)

ADD

2:30:13

Adam (S), Schreier
Geszty (Q), Leib (Po)

Donath (P),

Solti

Vienna St. Op.

1969

London 414 568 (3)

ADD

2:36:06

Talvela (S). Burrows M. Lorengar (P).
Deutekom (Q), Prey (Po)

Karajan

Vienna Ph

1974-Salz Fest. live

Arkadia Kar 233.2 (2)

ADD

2:34:17

Meven (S), Kollo (T). Mathis (P).
Gruberova (Q). Prey (Po)

Karajan

Berlin Ph

1980

DG 410 967 (3)

DDD

2:31:44

van Dam (S). Araiza CI Mathis (P),
Ott (Q). Hornik (Po)

Levine

Vienna Ph

1980

RCA 4586 (3)

DDD

2:54:24

Talvela (S). Tappy (T). Cotrubas (P).
Donat (Q). Boesch (Po)

Haitink

Bavarian Radio

1981

EMI 747951 (3)

DDD

2:38:25

Bracht (S). Jerusalem (T). Popp (P).
Gruberova (Q). Brendel (Po)

Davis

Dresden
Staatsk.

1984

Philips 422 543 (3)

DDD

2:42:25

Moll (S), Schreier (7), M. Price (P).
Serra (Q), Melbye (Po)

Marriner

ASMF

1989

Philips 426 276 (2)

DDD

2:21:43

Ramey (S), Araiza (T). Te Kanawa (P),
Studer (Q), Bar (Po)

Mackerras

Scottish
Ch. Orch.

1991

Telarc 80302 (2)

DDD

2:31:57

Lloyd (S). Hadley (T). Hendricks (P),
Anderson (Q), Allen (Po)

Norrington

London
Classical Players

1990

EMI 754287 (2)

DDD

2:18:41

Hauptmann (S), Rolfe Johnson (T),
Upshaw (P), Hoch (Q), Schmidt (Po)

Cistman

Drottningham
Court Theater

1992

L'Oiseau -Lyre 440 085 (2)

DDD

2:35:56

Sigmundsson (S). Streit (T).
Bonney (P). Jo (Q). Cachemaille (Po)

Christie

Les Arts
Florissants

1995

Erato 0630-12705 (2)

DDD

2:30:23

Hagen (S), Blochwit2 (T), Mannion (P).
Dessay (Q). Scharinger (Po)

IParentheses following ngers indicate the characters portrayed in The Magic Flute: Sarastro (S). Tamino (T). Pamina (P). Queen of Night (Q), Papagero (Po).
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most noise to achieve aremarkably fine
sound. The 1951 performance has a
splendid cast, with Furtwângler showing wonderful humanity and maturity.
We know from his writings that he
thought Flute aprofound work containing the whole of nature. Silliness and
slapstick, which can be alegitimate part
of the opera, are replaced in Furtwângler's view by amaturity and joy
that never sound stodgy or contrived.
The dramatic sections (eg, the beginning
of the Act Ifinale) have lots of impact,
and the sublime parts ("Bei Mânnern,"
"Ach, ich fühl's," "Tamino mein!," etc.)
arc wonderfully expressive.
Furtwângler's Salzburg casts pretty
much owned the opera around 1950, at
least in Austria. Karajan's studio version
(1950) uses the same five leads (except
Ludwig Weber as agrandfatherly Sarastro) as Furtwângler in 1951. The performance is tidier, lighte4 but less dramatic
and involved than Furtwângler's. Perhaps the biggest difference is Karajan's
omission of dialog. This is afine document in decent sound, but, choosing one,
I'd take Furtwângler.
The 1953 Karajan performance for
Rome radio (with audience in attendance) is distinguished by Nicolai
Gedda and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf as
Latino and Pamina. Schwarzkopf's
presence is particularly welcome because in mid-career she limited her
Mozart roles to Fiordiligi (in Cosi),
13onna Elvira (Don Giovanni), and the
Countess (Figaro). But here's the kicker:
this Flute was presented as aChristmas
concert for children, so it is sung in
Italian with local actors taking the dialog. The libretto (Italian only) helps, but
even so, some spots—like the 11minute section of dialog midway
through Act Il —are rough going. On
the whole, though, the opera is well
sung, including afine Papageno from
Giuseppe Taddci and an accurate, chirpy
Queen from Rita Sa-eich.
Fricsay's 1954 account suggests aconcert rather than astage performance. The
dialog is delivered by actors rather than
the singers, who are recorded close and
with more subtlety than you can achieve
in the theater. For some the cast will be
wanting: it's alot like an oratorio with a
terrorless Queen (Streich again) and a
sophisticated Papageno (Fischer-Dieskau), but I enjoyed it throughout.
Fricsay's conducting is crisp, and the
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of the best Taminos, and Gundula
Janowitz may be too sophisticated a
Pamina for some, but this one is akeeper. Walter Berry is a heavy, jolly
Papageno, while Lucia Popp is a fine
Queen and Gottlob Frick sings one of
the finest Sarastros ever. The sonics seem
alittle overloaded in loud spots, but I
wouldn't be deterred by the sound.
I have not usually liked George
Solti's conducting, particularly in 18thcentury music, where his intensity
seems out of place. His Flute, though, is
an exception. The playing is very alert
(and perhaps over-pointed), but it is seldom driven or lacking in warmth.
Hermann Prey has just the right voice
to make Papageno alikeable oaf, and
the other principals are fine. Only
HE EARLY STEREO
Christina Deutekom's rather harsh
Queen will invite controversy, though
PERIOD HAS LONG
at least here she won't be easily confused with anice lady. Martti Talvela
BEEN DOMINATED
would be an ideal Sarastro if he sang
with more compassion and sounded
BY KLEMPERER'S
less like aschool principal.
Otmar Suitner's version is well conRECORDING, WHICH
ducted and paced, with Peter Schreier's
HAS ATTAINED
Unarm the main vocal attraction. Theo
Adam's Sarastro is wobbly, Gunther
LEGENDARY STATU S.
Leib's Papageno is thin-voiced, Helen
Donath vocalizes beautifully but doesn't
convince in aslow "Ach, ich fühl's," and
Sylvia Geszty's Queen is unexceptional.
Herbert von Karajan's live Salzburg
Szell pushes several tempos, usually to
performance (July 26, 1974) is one of the
poor effect. Sonics arc noisy and somefew Flutes Ican safely tell you to disretimes harsh and distorted, clearly below
gard. None of the principals is outstandthe best of the period. It's too bad Szell
never made acommercial recording of ing (Prey is better with Solti). The highlight for me was Edith Mathis's "Ach, ich
any Mozart opera. Unfortunately, this
fühl's." Sonics are boxy and often harsh.
does little to fill the gap.
Karajan's 1980 Flute was both his first
digital recording and DG's first digital
THE STEREO ERA
opera. It also comes in Karajan's "mature"
The early stereo period has long been
dominated by Klempercr's recording,
style, when he smoothed everything out,
minimizing rhythmic point in favor of
which has, with good reason, attained
legendary status. There is no dialog, but sensuous beauty. Karajan was not agreat
Mozart conductor in that period, as anythe cast is strong, including perhaps the
one who remembers his symphonies will
finest Three Ladies ever assembled:
testify. Fortunately, this Flute does not sufSchwarzkopf, Christa Ludwig, and
Marga Hiàffgen. Klemperer brings out a fer from over-smoothness, but the slow
level of detail and loving concern for the
tempos for all the main arias let the
drama slip away. As was common for
music that others do not match. Tempos
Karajan in this period, the cast is lightare not fast, but they do not sound slow
weight (particularly Jose van 1)am's
because the orchestra articulates so nicely. The absence of the dialog cuts most of Sarastro). One exception is Francisco
Araiza's Tartan°, which has projection
the silly comedy, so what's left in
and grin his scene with the Sprecher is
Klemperer's unhurried tempos is the
particularly fine. The rest of the cast is
nobility and sheer beauty of Mozart's
good (Mathis repeating her Pamina), but
score. Nicolai Gedda lacks the sweetness

musical values come through beautifully.
Sonics are excellent for the period.
George Szell directs yet another
Salzburg production, this one from
1959. It gets off to afrenetic start as
Léopold Simoneau, normally a most
elegant tenor, comes on yelling "Zu
Hilfer instead of singing the notes. That
said, the main reason to get this recording is probably Simoneau (since the
1955 Bigun is now deleted and Walter
Berry's Papageno can be heard with
Klemperer). The other highlight is Lisa
Della Casa's Pamina, which culminates
in a quietly intense "Ach, ich fühl's."

T
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unexceptional. On the whole, too much
oratorio, too little opera.
The special distinction of James
Levine's recording is also its curse. Here
the dialog is recorded complete, so we
have background and character motivation more detailed than elsewhere (and
aperformance close to three hours). If
you want the full import of the sexism
and racism in The Magic Flute, choose
this recording! Iwas quite drawn into
the performance, but Idoubt Iwill
want to do it again soon because this is
an opera we love much more for
Mozart's music than for the story.
Levine's cast is very good. Eric Tappy is
aTamino of the right heroic cast, and
Ileana Cotrubas has just the right timbre
for Pamina (though her aria is not special). Talvela is less impressive than he
was for Solti, and José van Dam proves
his proper role is the Sprecher, not
Sarastro. Sonics are on the reverberant
side, but good.
In his first recording of acomplete
opera, Bernard Haitink sought musical
rather than dramatic values and gave no
cheap thrills. His is one of the few readings Iwould call "beautiful," but at the
same time it is a bit drab and stern.
Wolfgang Brendel is a big-voiced
Papageno, while Siegfried Jerusalem's
Tamino is a touch too heroic. Edita
Gruberova (who also sang for the 1980
Karajan) is ahefty Queen, who (at least)
doesn't sound like Pamina's sister or
daughter, and Roland Bracht is adeep
but tremulous Sarastro. Haitink includes
two sentimental returns: Lucia Popp, the
Queen in the legendary Klemperer set,
is now afine Pamina, and Erich Kunz,
who owned Papageno in Vienna for a
quarter century, takes the small role of
Second Priest.
Like Haitink, Colin Davis conducts
Flute for its sensuous beauty. Everything
is tasteful and stylish, which means moderately slow tempos, smooth articulations, and an almost maddening sense of
poise. With Davis the music never leans
forward with urgency or, dare Isay,
excitement —it's all abit prissy. The cast
is headed by Peter Schreier's Tamino,
which is ideal casting, particularly in Act
One, where the hero is impetuous and
bewildered. Luciana Serra, though,
sounds too young and vulnerable to be a
credible, evil Queen, while Margaret
Price's technique (she sings "Bei
Mannern" virtually without vibrato)
doesn't allow much enjoyment. Her draSTEREOPHILE, OCTOBER 1996

matic sections in Act II, though, are better. Kurt Moll's firm and wise-sounding
Sarastro is one of the very best, and
Milcael Melbye's Papageno is nicely sung
and characterized. As adramatic performance the Davis is odd: the spoken parts
are taken by actors who in some cases
sound very different from the singers.
The problem can be avoided, though,
because this recording is also available
without dialog on abudget 2-CD set
(Philips 442 568-2).

HE SPECIAL
DISTINCTION OF
LEVINE'S RECORDING
IS ALSO ITS CURSE.
IF YOU WANT THE FULL
IMPORT OF THE SEXISM
AND RACISM IN THE
MAGIC FLUTE,
CHOOSE THIS!

music doesn't sound rushed or fast for its
own sake. In terms of vocal timbre the
performance is as fine as any. Jerry
Hadley is an ardent but not overbearing
Tamino; Barbara Hendricks's Pamina is
sweet and appropriately vulnerable; June
Anderson as the Queen is both exciting
and menacing; Robert Lloyd's Sarastro is
deep and gritty; and Thomas Allen has
charm and humor as Papageno. The
only casualty is Pamina's "Ach, ich fühl's,"
which is too fast to register much grief.
Mackerras also adds asmall number of
ornaments and appoggiaturas, which he
defends in the notes but which annoyed
me. Another small drawback is the preponderance of English-speaking singers
in aGerman opera. All five principals are
English or American and the three boys
are Scottish, so the diction occasionally
sounds non-native. One small bonus is a
Tamino/Papageno duet that librettist
Schikaneder inserted in an 1802 production. He claimed it was authentic
Mozart, but it's aminor piece no matter
who wrote it. Telarc's sonies arc excellent, not so bassy as Ioften find them,
with lots of realistic thunder, lions, and
the like.

PERIOD-INSTRUMENT
PERFORMANCES

To date four recordings on period instruments have appeared, with the earliest
(1982, conducted by Ton Koopman)
The recordings from the early '80s
now deleted. Another version, this con(Karajan, Levine, Haitink, Davis) all
place emphasis on the serious sides of ducted by Nikolaus Harnoncourt (1988,
also deleted), uses gut strings in an otherthe piece at the expense of the fun.
wise modern orchestra.
Neville Marriner's recording rights
Roger Norrington's Flute, like so
some of the balance by taking the
much of his work, aims to remove the
lighter sections crisply while leaving the
veneer of generations of performance
serious parts ("Dies Bildnis," "Bei
Mannern," "Ach, ich fühl's," etc.) for and return to something more authentic. This means breathlessly fast tempos
slow, even romantic treatment. The
and aggressively articulated music that
overall effect, though, is fast-paced, and
has too little contrast between the seriafew spots sound frantic. Araiza returns
(from Karajan) for aTamino with just ous and comic sections, and very little
personality. The things Ilove about the
the right timbre and heroism. ICiri Te
Kanawa's Pamina is gorgeous, and Olaf piece —the charm, the whimsy, the
sensuous beauty of "Bei Mannern" or
Bar's fine Papageno is characterized
with enthusiasm. Samuel Ramey is a "Tamino mein" — are ploughed under
noble, authoritative Sarastro, but not by Norrington's slash-and-burn apquite in the class of Frick or Moll. proach. Positive mention should be
made, though, of Anthony Rolfe JohnCheryl Studer is exciting and accurate
son's nicely shaped Tamino and Dawn
in the Queen's arias, though to me she
Upshaw's spunky Pamina (though "Ach,
doesn't sound wholly comfortable with
ich führs" is, again, too fast). Andreas
the role. The voices are recorded very
Schmidt plays Papageno straight, which
close, and Philips includes more stage
must have seemed strange to Olaf Bar,
noises (thunder, etc.) than normal.
Sir Charles Mackerras's Flute has quick
himself afine Papageno (for Marriner),
but here consigned to be a woolly
tempos throughout, but to his credit the
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•Remarkably Natural Balance, Ultra Low Coloration
•Highly Recommended
•On Display Now

OTHER PRODUCTS BY EAD
include the All New Ultradisk 2000
CD Player and the 2000t Transport.
AWESOME!

FEATURING

DA
10.5 AMPLIFIER
•Transparent
•Vivid Full Bodied
Reproduction
•State of the Art Build
• 10 Year Warranty

FEATURING
frliA41

Male

CABLES

•Natural, Uncolored Sound
•Extremely Flexible, Easy to Work With
•Opens the Window Between You and
the Music

THE ANALOG SHOP PROUDLY
FEATURES THESE "CLASS A"
PRODUCTS:
Audible Illusions- Modulus 3A •Balanced
Audio Technology-VK-5 Preamp-VK-60

OTHER PRODUCTS ON DISPLAY:

PowerAmp •Meridian- 508.20 •Audio

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY •CODA

Physic-Virgo Speakers •Music Reference -

•AUDIOMECA •MUSE •REGA •MUSIC REFERENCE •MUSIC
METRE CABLE •MESA •MICROMEGA •MERIDIAN •MORDAUNTSHORT •MEADOWLARK AUDIO •SPENDOR •CHAPMAN •EAD
•LYRA •BENZ-MICRO •KUZMA •MELOS •TOWNSHEND •VN
•CHANG •KIMBER •FANFARE •AUDIO PHYSIC SPEAKERS
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RM-911 •Enlightened Audio- DSP-9000Ill
•Graham 1.5t Tonearm

PHONE 716.742.2860
FAX 716.742.2859
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Sprecher sans authority. Beverly Hoch
does the Queen's arias with excitement,
but her voice is so light she sounds like
Pamina's sister. Cornelius Hauptmann is
an undercharacterized, insubstantial
Sarastro, due in large part to Norrington's romp through his music (particularly achipper "In diesen heil'gen
Hallen"). Excellent sound, with lots of
realistic thunder.
Like Norrington, Arnold Ostman
conducts abrisk Flute, but nowhere do
the tempos seem artificially fast or doctrinaire. What distinguishes performances like this is less the period instruments than the casting. Every role here is
sung by alighter, more supple voice than
we would have expected 20 years ago.
Supporters assert that these voices (and
the smaller halls they can fill) are closer
to what Mozart knew. The inevitable
result is that the drama and emotional
level are less intense, and the slower tempos of older singers are neither necessary
nor desired. (This is, Ishould add, not a
recent phenomenon; remember 20 years

ago, when Karajan was casting Wagner
with smaller voices?) But Ostman's cast,
however "lite," is afine one: Kurt Streit
(Tamino) and Barbara Bonney (Pamina)
are at least the equals of Rolfe Johnson
and Upshaw for Norrington. ICristinn
Sigmundsson's Sarastro won't remind
you of Gottlob Frick, but in this context
he's fine. The saine could be said for
Sumi Jo's Queen, whose stunning portrayal is too light to show menace. In
sum, this is aconvincing performance
beautifully recorded, if on achamberopera scale.
William Christie's recent recording is
similarly small-scaled. He brings afew
new ideas — reinstating the cadenza for
the Three Ladies' trio, rhythmic changes
in the first quintet, etc.—and in general
makes aconvincing drama. Hans Peter
Blochwitz as Tamino makes the best
impression among the principals; the
others are good, but basically nondescript.
Given the light voices, the tempos are
well chosen and occasionally sound alittle slow ("Der Vogelfânger bin ich ja,"

"Der Hülle Rache"). And, of course,
Pamina's aria is too fast for me (though
the ending is nice), as is the Act II quintet. Christie's Flute is a musical, softedged affair, less spirited than Ostman's.

CONCLUSIONS

If you don't already own aMagic Flute, or
if you're fairly new to Mozart, Isuggest
Marrincr as afirst choice and Mackerras
as abackup. Both have strong casts, a
good sense of the drama, and vivid sonics. If you have alackluster recording but
already know the work, you should get
both Klemperer and Beecham. Again,
the casts are excellent and the conducting
is superb, though neither has dialog. For
period instruments Ifind Christie abit
more interesting than Ostman and a
whole lot more satisfying than Norrington. And for Honorable Mention let
me include the Arkadia Furtwâng,ler (the
most gorgeous "Tamino mein" of ail»,
Fricsay (for its crisp musicality), and
Davis (for individual performances by
Moll and Schreier).

The BEL 1001 MKIII has arrived!
Yes, the amplifier that The Absolute Sound and Audio Adventure have been
discussing as possibly the best amp in the world has been improved.

BEL 1001
Pure Class "A"
200 W. Mono
50 W./CH. Stereo

For over 10 years, Audio Outlet has raved about this gem. The unique
amplifiers from Brown Electronic Labs have been setting the standard for
performance since the 1970s. Come in to hear what you've been missing.
Ç
.

6
.
9S. Moger Ave. Mt. Kisco, NY 10549 • 914-666-0550
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aTEK
AUDIONIDEO

HOME CINEMA

chemy

AUDIO

The Leader in Affordable Digital Audio

DTI v2.0 & DDE v3.0
Combo.S'1.39

WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS...
REAL WORLD PRICES!
DIGITAL AUDIO
DDE v1.2

$5 99
New $499
Features HDCD digital filter
&dual 20-bit DACs.

DDS•Pro Transport

l'.

.S1,595

RI

Modified Pioneer "stable
platter" mechanism. Ultralow jitter output: 5pico seconds. Uses proprietary
PS bus digital transmission
Call for price.

Stereophile Class BRecommended Components 4/96

DTI•Pro32

Now
e1,295

/..!,.; S1.595

Jitter reduction system with resolution enhancement
Uses Alchemy's breakthrough PS Bus format on
input &output. On-board DSP software takes 16 Bit
data in & outputs up to 24 bits.
Stereophile Class ARecommended Component, 4196

ACD•PRO
CD Player

$1,395

-„

New
s1,195

Pioneer stable platter mechanism.
Dual 20 bit DAC, HDCD digital filter

EDI v1.0 & DDE v3.0 Combo
$1,09-1

Sonic Frontiers
TransDAC and UltraJitterbug
Featuring BIG performance in asmall package at asmall
price—this dynamic combo offers strong value &quality.

+

TransDAC
20-bit Burr-Brown
PCM 1702 PJ

UltraJitterbug
Less than 40 ps (picosecond)
jitter output. Stereophile Class A
Recommended Component, 4/96

TransDAC

$599
$699

▪ UltraJitterbug
= TransDAC & Ultra
Jitterbug Combo

Now $799 ME.

$999

Both products Include 5year parts & labor warranty.

AC POWERLINE CONDITIONERS If POWER CORDS
World's Greatest
esEffiï4.„„
roducts. Inc
AC Power Cord?
Hear what the critics have to say...

Chang Lightspeed Powerline Filters

p

Chang Lightspeed powerline conditioners protect components from the damaging effects of voltage sources & reduce AC interference without adding
artifacts. Chang delivers current instantly—without limitation or hesitation.
CLS 3200

15 amp capacity, 6unswitched industrial grade outlets

$295

CLS 6400 ISO

15 amp capacity, the best selling Lightspeed

$535

"...the ESP's make your system sound as if you doubled your amplifier output
particularly during loud dynamic swings. ...you'll hear the entire quality of a
performers movement about the stage change... in agoosebump raising way."
-MLhil inJi, Fi ILLigazinc, Vol. I, Issue 3

Stereophile Recommended Component, April 1996
CLS 6400 ISO 20 AH

20 amp capacity, 6unswitched hospital grade outlets .. $696

CLS 9600 ISO

20 amp, hospital grade parts w/ 11 gauge pwr. cord

$819

CLS 9900 Amp

30 amp capacity; for high performance pwr. amps ..

$819

AC POWER
CORDS
V.
&;ss‘e4

"These made asignifiJani improvement to the sound of the amp, and
as Imoved them into the rest of the system, Inoted how well they
performed."
.1,11.2than
Vol. 18, N. II

The FIRST critical link in the path
to audiophile sound & video.
If you have not experienced the improvement
a high-end AC power cord can make, you
haven't heard what your system can really do
MAS Power masTER
Discovery AC Cord
Tice PC 3
WireWorld Aurora
Tara Labs RSC Master

reg $125

NOW

$69
$100
$159
$180
$299

The Essence Power Cord:
•Multi -conductor, patent pending
geometry.
•Proprietary connector components & termination process.

As seen in Fi Magazine, April 1996
The single
greatest
performance

•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI
improvement a
emissions for the quietest
$499 component
backgrounds.
can make!!
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

$499/6

ft.

AUDIO/VIDEO RACKS 61 STANDS
LOVAN audio

Art of the Metal Triangle
As seen in Home Theatre Technology &Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol. 1, No. 2
Sovereign Hi -Fe Rack
Sovereign AN Rack

Pyramid AN Rack
Classic 1-4 shelf stand

Reg

Now

$64

$499

3
9

$349

Classic 11 T-4 shelf stand ... $

9

$449

Sovereign Hi -Fi Rack
Sovereign AN Rack

reg.

$599

pus

Classlc II

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

reg. $218

banusbyst erns
•Individually
spiked floating
shelves
•Solid, rigid,
sand or lead
fillable racks.

Now $398

Magro 24 Console
2-tiered amp stand/component rack

$449
$74

_
11111

Stereophile
Recommended
Component,
April 1996

24 Component Stand
4shelf audio rack available in black
or hand rubbed oak. As seen in
Stereophile &Audio Buyer's Guide

$299

Classic 11-4 shelf stand

TTTTT

Now $199

Stereophile Recommended
Component, April 1996
CF35 -4shelf component rack

$325

CF45 -5shelf component rack

$375

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

INTERCONNECTS 6* SPEAKER CABLES
Reference Series ) "The Best in

"The Best in the World"
III(III(

Type 1 Interconnects: -XL0's [Type I] ability to pass asignal
seemingly unchanged resealed all sorts of new little niceties in records
Ithought Ikness estremely well." 11.%1 ;.
.•11-.%.lute S‘..unl, 4/92
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

the World"
111(11

Type 4 Digital Cable: "Very transparent, slightly
SI1100t11, hariniitiicil I 1101IeSt
1.2111SLipli2k,
' 1111 •.
fir 1995
Our #1 best selling digital cable.
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

-110
11111t

Type 5 Speaker Cable: "The Type 5cable is better than any

Type 3A Phono Cable: successor to the famous Type 3

other speaker cable I've tried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders." The .4i'S h112 S uni. Arril 1992
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

phono cable at amuch more affordable price. One-piece-pair
construction designed specifically for phono use features completely
isolated full-floating "Faraday Cage" shielding for protection against
FMI and RFI

III(,11(

"The Best in the World"

"The Best in the World"

Signature Series

Type 1.1 Interconnects: "...neutral, detailed, very fast, alive, exciting,
with areally big soundstage, plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless
midbass, and aS'.0121117-il leaner midrange than some cables, and air, open
highs." ..knathan
St2reorhil..». Anil /996

9

-411111
. 11
31e""

III(III(

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Type 4.1 Digital Cable: "There was also that as expected XLO sense of
immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transients-hallmarks of
Roger Skoffs cables. The XL0 Signature is an exciting
cable..." f.ir.,thart S'26//.
S2r/...nii.1- /995
•-•:-.3511.44
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Type 3.1 Phono Cable: "As far as retrieval of information was concerned;
the Type 3.1 is without peer... Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were
blacker... This is great stuff!" .1.nathan
Sur. , /,il
t,n11-.:r 1995

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable: -...The entire bass range was
as close to perfect as I've e‘er heard from acable.... The upper
midrange and treble.., were completely grainless and free of
brightness or other artifacts." ./ nathan S.ull, St.u .•¡hile., 4/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96

WIREOORLD
Wireworld cables use designer David Salz's patented symmetrical coaxial
design, resulting in cables that are practically inaudible. This concentric wrap
configuration more evenly distributes signals & limits electrical interactions.
INTERCONNECTS
SPEAKER CABLES
Atlantis 11
1m
$ 90
Orbit
$ 2.70/ft
Equinox II
1m
$130
Oasis II
$ 7.80/ft
Eclipse II
1m
$300
Atlantis II
$12.00/ft
Gold Eclipse II
1m $1000
Polaris II
$22.50/ft
Stereophile Recommended Component, 4/96
•Wireworld conductors are made of proprietary
Grain-Optimizedne, high-purity copper and silver.
•The proprietary Wireworld connectors are made of
the most conductive metal; gold over copper for the
intermediate models, and solid silver
for the top models.
•Teflon dielectrics are found on even
"...in virtually every tally ss edid
the least expensive Wireworld
on either of the two systems,
interconnect.
Wireworld Orbit came out on top.
"As soon as Ireplaced my reference power
Flattering comments heaped
cord with Aurora Iknew this was no ordiupon it took note of its excellent
nary cable; the lower bass became lower, and
focus, impressive neutrality and
at the same time, the resolution improved."
top-to-bottom coherence."
-Alakot ,,Akikawa,Ate-lio A.2,:essory, Jean,
-Al Griffin & Brent Butterworth.
Summer 1995
Home Theater Te:hnologv, 6/96
As seen in
Audio
Adventure

TARA LLIBS
Space &Time Audio Products

We carry acomplete line of
Tara Labs Prism and
RSC audio/video cables.
-le

"TARA Labs Prism 22 easily gets my vote as the best sounding

interconnect under SI
00 a I
M/pair." -Ei_ .k 'Asher, Fi, Jan/Fet 1996

DISCOVERY CABLE
Discovery strongly believes in the use of stranded bare copper as their conductor of choice. All terminations are performed by hand, using lead free 4%
silver solder.
INTERCONNECTS
SPEAKER CABLES
IC-One
1 m $100
1-2-3*
Signature

8ft
$320
$600

10ft
$400
$750

12ft
$480
$900

Discovery
Signature'
Plus Four

1 m $240
1 m $450
1 m S650

•Stereophile Recommended Component, 4196
"Discovery makes an outstanding set
of products, whose excellence is another sign of convergence on cables
that are neutral and transparent, rather
than equalizers disguised as cables.
They are real value for the money."
-Anthony H. Coniesman, The
Aksolute Soun1 Vol. 19, Issue 99

"A lot of performance for the money."
-Russ Novak, Stereophile. 4/96
4

"Unbelievably high performance for relatively low cost..."
-Jonathan
Stereophile, Vol. 18, No. 12
Discovery Cables feature:

"If you know the sound of live music,
you will love Discovery Signature interconnects. At the price, it is asteal."
-Jonathan Va/in, The Absolute Sound,
Vol. 20, Issue 103

• 1-2-3 speaker cables can be
terminated to be asingle wire,
bi-wire or tri-wire by utilizing the
conductor configuration.

• Power cords utilize premium
quality Hubble plugs and Schurter IEC 320 connectors.
•Self adapting RCA connectors automatically provide
proper contact area and pressure inside & outside the
connector.

• Double shielded interconnects reduce RFI and twisted dual
conducted design reduces EMI and prevents cross-talk.
• Extremely low contact resistance that remains the same
after ahigh number of insertions (less than 0.00009O).

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Alón by Acarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Chang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •KEF •Lovan •M&K •Magro AN Furniture
•MAS •NEAR •Parasound •Sanus •Sonic Frontiers •Tara Labs Space &Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!
Pnces subject to change Not responsIble for typographIcal errors

Fax (215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd.,.
Southampton, PA 18966
,

1
0

hv
. .•

Cle m—
.4

e-mail: sales@dynanet-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

SCRANN CD EXPRESS!
Every CD or LP reviewed in this issue
can be purchased with just one phone call!
Every CD in print can be purchased
with one call to

1-800-792-9447
Every CD in Schwann Opus or Schwann
Spectrum can be purchased with just
one call to

1-800-792-9447
Schwann CD Express offers unparalleled
speed and ease of CD and record ordering. Can't locate that hard-to-finddisc? If it's in print, we've got it—
just call

1-800-792-9447
Your order will be sent within 24
hours by UPS surface shipment—
shipping is only $5.25, no matter how
many records you order!
(Federal Express available for alow additional fee.)
Outside the US, call 916-661-3395. (Shipping costs will vary
depending on your location.)
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T

he brainchild of producer
David Chesky, Portraits of
Cuba celebrates saxophonist
Paquito D'Rivera's life in Cuban
music through richly scored big-band
arrangements by Carlos Franzetti, an
Argentinian composer of film scores
and other works. Chesky and Franzetti
have worked together before: Franzetti was also the arranger of Orquetra
Nova (Chesky JD54), a strikingly
beautiful collection of Latin popular
and light classic pieces arranged for
classical musicians. When it came to
writing for Paquito D'Rivera, Chesky
gave Franzetti his freedom. So did
D'Rivera: "When [Carlos] came to me
with this idea, Isaid, 'I don't know
what you're going to do, but Idon't
care, really. Itrust you to do this.'"
Franzetti has created contemporary
versions of Cuban pieces, most of
which are connected with D'Rivera's
performing career in one way or
another. The model was the Gil
Evans/Miles Davis collaboration
Sketches of Spain; Portraits of Cuba shares
with the Evans work a deep, fluid,
often brassy sound, and aseemingly
ideal balance of written segments and
solo spots. Franzetti's writing is finally
alot hotter than Evans's: he is, after all,
celebrating Cuban music, with its
powerful dance rhythms, rather than
the more stately sounds of Spain, and
he has in D'Rivera an extraverted, virtuoso instrumentalist
Still, not everything here sounds
particularly jazzy, or was meant to.
The familiar habdiera "Tu" — you'll
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figure as the bass clarinet and piano
add colorful side comments. A steady
repeated line begins, and D'Rivera
states the initial theme on soprano sax.
Few arrangements are so full of exotic
colors, yet soon "Tu" is swinging over
astrong Cuban rhythm section. But
many listeners will be most struck by
the sound of the band in the more static moments.
Franzetti was freely imaginative with
D'Rivera's own pieces: almost ruefully,
it seems, D'Rivera notes the way
Franzetti stuck a theme from "Aires
Tropicales" on the ending of D'Rivera's
PAQUDD D'RIVERA: Portraits of Cuba
"Portraits of Cuba." No mattet FranPaquito D'Rivera. alto & soprano sax. clarinet; Lew
zetti's arrangements are powerful as
Soloff, Bob Millikan, Diego Urcola, Gustavo
well as colorful, and he keeps the band
lierplli, trumpet, flugelhorn; Lawrence Feldman, alto sax, flute; Thomas Christensen, tenor
swinging through a grand variety of
sax, flute; Andres Boiarsky, tenor sax, clarinet.
music, beginning with the wistful hunflute; Roger Rosenberg, baritone sax, bass clarinet, bassoon; John Clark, French horn; James
dred-year-old "La Bella Cubana" with
Pugh, trombone; David Taylor, bass trombone;
which the disc opens and ending, perAllison Franzetti, Dario Eskenazi, Carlos
Franzetti, piano; David Finck, bass; Mark
haps with some irony, with the "Theme
Walker, drums; Pemell Saturnino. percussion;
from ILope Lucy." He's no snob, and he
Carlos Franzetti, arr.. conductor
isn't afraid of the obvious: Franzetti
Chesky JD14S (CD only). David Chesky, prod.;
Bob Katz, eng. DDD. TT: 60-.36
includes 'The Peanut Vendor;" made
popular by Stan Kenton. He notes that
recognize it if you hear it —was an
percussion is at the heart of Cuban
inevitable choice. Composed by
music, but concentrates instead on the
Eduardo Sanchez de Fuentes, "Tu" was
colors he can elicit from abig band of
the first tune D'Rivera performed live.
fine New York professionals.
A child playing in his father's band, he
It helps that Chesky has recorded
was soon billed as "The Smallest this band with the company's usual
Saxophone Player in the World." "Tu"
care. The soundstage is natural, the
begins with some Evans-like mystery soloists stand out as they should, and
— an introduction that opens with a the whole is beautifully balanced,
sudden long chord by muted low from the lustrous bass upward.
brass, bass clarinet, and flutes. Soon the
D'Rivera plays with his customary
flutes swirl independendy away, and
panache, but, as he says, this is really
muted trumpets enter with their own
Franzetti's session.
—mtchael unman
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Accu phase, Acoustic Energy,
Acrotec, Air Tight, Audio Artistry
Audio Note,
Charlo,
Coda,
Ensemble, Kuzma, MagnumDynelab, Meret, Micromega,
Muse, Spendor, Symphonic Line,
Unity, Wheaton, YBA, etc.

The Last Great High-End Store is
...in NewJersey!!
Proud to feature ...the Best!
"THE STRADIVARIUS OF LOUDSPEAKERS!"

Dunlavy Audio Labs' six models of true reference standard loudspeakers, unique accuracy
from meticulous attention to design goals give these speakers the ability to immerse the listener in the experience.
Models SC-I; SCII; SC-Ill; SC-IV; and SC-V now currently On (.1iplayi

aide research

41111.1611
a

LS-7
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formance, this player finally fulfills the promise of digital! With

tube amp, this combination is capable of conveying

too many innovations to mention, this product represents the

musical truth and coherence!

culmination of years of research, in CD playback.

ANNOUNCING:

Proceed audio and video line of
-',:eL*Iegeffl>“

KPS-20i Integrated CD Player. With remarkable musical per-

gPIROCEE

Come in and experience the new
home entertainment equipment. These
PAV

products have the fidelity and finesse

ut true high end. Models include the l'AV PreAmp/Proces.son DAP
I)/A; AMI' 2

KPS-20i

,

LS-7 Line Stage. Affordable pure-it tul te preamp, calm Ne of startling musical resolution. Along with the VT-60

AMP 3Amplifiers and the New CDD Transport.

Balanced

Audio

Technology

VK-5 Balanced Line Preamplifier. 'Ibis newcomer features,
fully balanced differential design, with real dual mono construction, and atrue, all tube signal path. VK60 Amplifier and
New VK3 PreAmp on display!

PLEASE, NO HIGH END MAIL ORDER CALLS!!!
AMC •AMPRO •ARAGON •ACURUS •ALON •AUDIO RESEARCH • BALANCED AUDIO •BASIS •BENZ MICRO •CAL •CHAPMAN •DUNUWY •ENERGY • EAD •ENSEMBLE
GRAHAM •GRADO .HIGHWIRE •KOETSU •KRELL • KRELL DIGITAL • MARANTZ • MARTIN-LOGAN • MB QUART •McCORMACK •MONSTER •NAD •N.E.A.R. •N.E.W .
•NSM
PARAGON •PROCEED •PROTON •REL • BUNCO SILTEC • SPICA • STRAIGHTWIRE • SUMISO •SUNFIRE • TARGET • VAC • VILIAK • VTL • WELL TEMPERED • XL0

Ce AIX)
314

193 BELLEVUE AVE.,
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

201-744-0600

J
UST 10 MIN.FROM
MIDTOWN MANHATTAN
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aimed at and expected the worst.
After listening — and as someone
who's come close to burning out on
Messiah—I can make two observations.
First, the Prout orchestration, often augmented by prominent organ, is interesting and fun to listen to, even if it's not
Handel. Second, the presence of abig
chorus does not guarantee adull, sluggish performance. In fact, the piece
gains stature when not sung primarily
to demonstrate choral virtuosity.
How good is this Messiah? The Choir
is terrific in the homophonic sections,
which are full and rich, never shouted
The Academy of St. Martin-in-the-Fields Chamber
If Iplace Grainger's music for his 18or uncontrolled. Where contrapuntal
Ensemble presents works by Grainger.
minute imaginary ballet, lite Warriors,
clarity is needed, their ensemble is not
ahead of Hoist's often-recorded Planets,
equal to the minichoruses we hear these
it's partly out of fascination for this
delightful group of mostly well-known
days, and occasionally one side of the
unusual work, which may be one of that Grainger. Added to these in the middle
chorus is slightly out of sync with the
composer's most neglected masterof the program is Kenneth Leighton's
other. But on the whole they're quite
pieces. Scored for amassive orchestra
1982 Fantasy Octet based, but not at all
fine, and the tradeoff is worth it.
consisting in part of six horns, three
obviously, on Molly on the Shore, Shepherd's
Choruses like "Hallelujah" and "Worpianos, avast percussion array, and even
Hey!, and Sussex Mummers' Carol; it is a thy," which ought to be failure-proof
an off-stage brass band, the work was
skillfully conceived, somewhat nebulous
but often disappoint, arc great here. 'The
described by Grainger as representing piece without the immediate appeal of tempos are alittle slow, but the sound is
"ghosts of male and female warrior
the effervescent Grainger originals. The
magisterial and glorious.
types of all times and places ... spirited
sound throughout is marvelously transAll of the soloists arc good. Lorna
together for an orgy of war-like dances,
parent.
-I gor Kipnis
Anderson's soprano is firmly supported,
processions, and merry-makings browith excellent agility and afine trill (in
ken, or accompanied, by amorous inter"Rejoice"); her lyric arias are equally
ludes." Dedicated to Delius and first HANDEL: Messiah
convincing. Though countertenor Paul
premiered in the US at the Norfolk
(with rehmrsal marts)
Esswood is no match for the "refiner's
Lorna Anderson, soprano; Paul Esswood, counterFestival in 1917, it is all typically boisterfire," which sounds effete, his "He was
tenor, Neil Mackie, tenor; Stephen Roberts, bassous, Ivesian Grainge4 and well worth
despised" is as beautifully sung as any
baritone; Mormon Tabernacle Choir, NightPro
Symphony Orchestra. David Willcocks
hearing.
countertenor version Ican remember
NightPro NP-I001 (3 CDs only). John Mosel); prod,
Its exuberant, athletic spirit seems
(and Willcocks wisely keeps the orchescog. DM/ T1': 2:22:11 (performance), 68:11
(rehearsal)
ideally suited to John Eliot Gardiner's
tra quiet in the Bsection). Neil Mackie's
high-energy conducting, although, delight tenor easily negotiates "Eviy
spite wide dynamics, DG's reproHandel's Messiah in the 1902 Ebenezer Valley," though "Thou shalt break
duction lacks clarity and pinpoint detail.
Prout edition, sung by the Mormon
them" shows some struggle. Bass-bari'The offstage brasses (about 13 minutes Tabernacle Choir and conducted by
tone Stephen Roberts makes asolid if
in) and the pianos, for example, arc not
David Willcocks? Gulp! Taken alone,
not strongly memorable contribution;
nearly as apparent as in Geoffrey
none of these may shock you. Lots of his standout is "The trumpet shall
Simon's 1989 recording with the Melconductors —Beecham, Sargent, Hensound," with wonderful trumpeter
bourne Symphony, which Ialso find
ry Wood, etc. — used Prout (more or Anthony DiLorenzo.
preferable as a performance (Koch
less) for years; his orchestration folThe orchestra, apparently a pickup
International 3-7003-2).
lowed Handers Foundling Hospital
group from the Salt Lake area, plays
As to the Hoist, the lack of atmosperformance (with oboes, bassoons,
well, though some pieces like "The
phere and suspense is disappointing.
trumpets, horns, and timpani) and adpeople that walked in darkness" and
Venus, for instance, sounds pale; Jupiter ded flutes, clarinets, and trombones.
"Thou art gone up on high" have spots
lacks jauntiness. Nor are recording
Likewise, Ifind nothing wrong with a of scrappy string playing. Willcocks
details, such as the organ glissando at the
chorus of 325 singing the piece — we
ornaments the score mildly and generend of Uranus, as well served here as
have along tradition of "big" Messiahs.
ally uses harpsichord for the arias, organ
with, for example, Dutoit. 'This is not to
(Besides, my first recording was with
for the choruses. He brings a direct,
condemn the sound, but only to comthe Mormon Tabernacle Choir/Orunfussy approach to the piece; no
ment that the disc doesn't merit recommandy/Philadelphia.)
tempo anywhere sounds unnatural or
mendation as an audiophile spectacular.
Finally, Willcocks is adistinguished
imposed on the music, though in severIn contrast, Chandos's attractive
choral conductor whose work includes
al arias he stays doggedly in tempo
Grainger collection, without the heavy
a fine men-and-boys Messiah with
where the soloists might have apKing's College Choir (formerly on
preciated atouch of flexibility.
orchestral artillery of the above, is excepIlle recording [engineered by British
tionally clear and realistic in repro- Arabesque LP and, to my knowledge,
duction, an almost ideal chamber-sound
not reissued). So the constituent parts
engineerJohn Mosel; who has along pedigree
setting. The 16-member Academy of St.
make sense, but the combination seems
in recording the Messiah — Ed.] captures a
Martin-in-the-Fields is in fine fettle for a alittle odd. Iwondered who this was
good sense of the Mormon Tabernacle,
GRAINGER: The Warriors
HOIST: The Planets
John Eliot Gardiner, Philh
Orchestra,
Women's voices of the Monteverdi Choir (Planen)
DG 445 860-2 (Cl) only). 1.1.1111art Debo, prod.;
Rainer Maillard, Jobst Eberhardt, Stephan Flock,
cogs. 1)1 )1). TT: 68:15
GRAINGER: Themes of Grainger
Grainger: Moil) ,ou
ShddlOW B101111, SherherdS
Fity4 SlbSeX
Carol, Handel in the Strand, Irish
Tune Ir,,, Gniiny arty, il,, 1
lllll lovable Do, My Robin
is to the Greenwood Gone, Mork Mortis. Leighton:
Fantasy Octet on liseuses of Grainger, Op.87.
Nicholas.Sears baritone (Shallow Brown): Academy of
St. Maron-in-the-helds Chamber Ensemble
Chandos CHAN 9346 (Cl) only). Paul Spicer, prod.;
Richard Lee, prods, eng.; Ikm Connellan, cog.
D1)1). TT: 56:53
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winds up in an alla breve (conveying an
interesting neurotic compulsiveness,
but Idon't think this was really the
MAHLER SYMPHONY N 6-TRAGIC idea). There are also assorted glitches
88C SYMPHONY ORCHES IRA
and miscoordinations such as occur in
concert. A superfluous release.
Benjamin Zander provides adifferent sort of revelation. The Boston Philharmonic's community-orchestra status shows in some passing rasps and
dryness from the strings and in the
trumpets' cornettish vibrato, but here
r;MENITS
is aperformance where not asingle
note is taken for granted. Every note
has apparently been considered for its
melodic, harmonic, and textural funcbegins with beautiful atmosphere, with tions; every detail of phrasing and balalight, distanced sound to the opening ance is contoured to precise effect, but
theme (on muted strings, later on horn), without fussiness — the music always
becoming unexpectedly agitated and flows. The opening's lightweight
turbulent as it proceeds; the horn fan- accentuations suggest aquickstep, but
fares at the move into E-major have a the first movement's sturdy march
MAHLER: Symphony 6("Tragic")
Wagnerian cast (unsurprising from a rhythms have anice, springy thrust;
Pierre Boulez, Vienna Philharmonic
DG 445 835-2 (Cl) only). Werner Mayer, prixl.:
Bayreuth veteran). The Finale is more
that woodwind chorale is breathtakRainer Maillard, eng. DIM/ TT: 7922
cohesive than usual, with asteady pulse ingly fragile, the "Alma" music is pasMAHLER: Symphony 6("Tragic")
Pierre Boulez, BBC Symphony
underpinning the entire movement, the sionate but unsentimental (truc of
Enterprise Documents LV 995 (mono CD only).
chorales, kept in tempo, convey the Zander's handling of all the melodic
Al)D. TT: 75:38
MAHLER: Symphony 6("Tragic")
sense ola persevering, hopeful struggle, episodes), and the lyrical portions of
Benjamin Zander, Boston Philharmonic
while elsewhere countless details of the development are gentle and soulIMP Classics DMCD 93 (2 CDs only). Dominic
attack and dynamic shading are impec- ful. The firm Scherzo is balanced with
Reeves, prod.; Ken Dean, cng,. 1)1)13. TT: 84:13
cably done, and the instrumental joins deft staccato reeds in the Trios; the slow
Pierre Boulez, erstwhile bad boy of the are seamless. Even the trombone fugato movement, its accompaniment figures
avant-garde, may seem an unexpected of the coda is kept moving, not milked, impeccably balanced, comes across as a
choice for Mahler, but in fact he pro- making the final desolate pizzicato single broad, lyric statement, building
grammed many of the symphonies stroke all the more effective. Through- to easy climaxes; the color changes
regularly during his tenures as music out the symphony, the conductor han- between sections are deft and affecting
director in London and New York; dles tempo transitions, marked and oth- (particularly the entry of the high vioone surmises that the innovative, revo- erwise, with ease (try the gehaltener at 14 lin chords at 9:28), and the cowbells
lutionary nature of the scores attracts in the first movement, or the transitions are clearer (without spotlighting) than
I've ever heard them. The Finale is
him. As those familiar with his Das kla- into the Scherzo's grazioso Trio), and he
gende Lied (Sony SK 45841) are aware, really feels the color and harmonic simply stunning, the main themes
he brings unusual intensity to this changes. The VPO sounds gorgeous — propulsive yet springy, the little woodmusic, in part aresult of his emphasis warm-toned, with crystalline clarity wind marches balancing them with a
on painstaking linear clarity, so that even at their loudest.
note of cautious optimism; and this is
Testament's reissue of a 1973 air- the only recording where the hammore than the customary amount of
check is badly timed. The mono merblows register as distinct from
detail registers.
In the symphonies, we have had to sound isn't bad, with the brass having ordinary percussion (the notes claim
make do over the years with un- plenty of presence, but the tape is this was accomplished by striking a
authorized concert airchecks, so it's a missing abeat and ahalf at the begin- timpani crate with aplumber's pipe),
pleasure to welcome Boulez to the stu- ning (the recording starts in the mid- with the restored third blow bringing
dio to record this music under con- dle of the symphony's second note). home the finality of defeat. The clostrolled conditions. This magnificently Boulez handles a few details better ing pizzicato makes as cataclysmic an
recorded Sixth automatically becomes than he does on the new recording: effect as it must have in the house —
the choice for anyone wanting an up-to- the woodwind chorale that serves as a the audience applause doesn't begin
date recording of this music as played by bridge between the first movement's for agood 10 seconds.
afirst-class orchestra. In the first move- two themes is exceptionally delicate
Ordinarily, Iprefer this repertoire
ment, Boulez produces grim delibera(the Vienna winds are piano but prosa- played by afull-sized orchestra, but the
tion by steadiness rather than by slow- ic), and the end of the piece even bet- Boston Philharmonic's reduced string
ness of tempo, not only in the opening ter conveys the sense of defeat section never sounds strained or intheme but also in the più mosso coda; the snatched from the jaws of victory. But adequate, and undoubtedly helps condotted rhythms have anice surge and the skittish BBC SO tends subtly to tribute to the exceptional clarity; despite
stride; in the "Alma" music and else- jump its fences: the first-movement the concert conditions, the orchestra
where, simultaneous woodwind and exposition ends considerably faster shows less fatigue than Hartmut Haenstring components can be heard in per- than it begins (both times around!), chen's presumably professional Netherfect balance. The slow movement and the slow movement practically lands Philharmonic on LaserLight 14
with chorus, orchestra, and soloists in
good balance. (There is, however, one
bad splice near the end of "He was
despised," where the soundstage collapses.) Wilkocks uses the "standard"
version: 4/4 "Rejoice," the duet version
of "He shall feed his flock," etc. The
extra disc, arehearsal CD, is actually lots
of fun; it's pretty obvious what errors
Willcocks is trying to correct.
This odd combination is the only
version to combine the Prout orchestration with modern notions of
ornamentation, double-dotting, and
good sound. It would be agood choice
for anyone wanting a"big" version, but
here the Andrew Davis (EMI, with
"name" soloists and more flair) is
preferable.
-Paul L. Althouse
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live performance captured wonderfully
by the engineers) —
a work that
demands to be seen as well as heard. I
recommend the same approach to you.
But if the video isn't available, this set is
pretty remarkable itself. Not for the
weak.
-Robert Levine

140. The sound is clear although the
trumpets sound abit tinny and blatty, as
if the fundamentals are missing.
—Stephen Francis Vasta

MOZART: Violin at Piano Sonatas, K.379, 454,
526
(;viirgy Pauk, violin; Peter Frank', piano
BBC Music MM 118 (CD only). DIM). IT: 71:57
Published with BBC Musk Magazine, Vol.11 No.6,
February 1994. Available from BBC Classical Music
Service: (800) 284-0200.

If you think of this repertory as periwigged salon music, these performances will change your mind. Here is
Mozart deperfumed and deprettified —
elegant where necessary, but with clarification of the vibrant, tough intensity
that lies beneath the music's polished
surfaces.
These are three of the composer's
finest violin sonatas, each with aslightly different ethos, but all having aremarkably wide-ranging expressivity.
Particularly interesting is the Sturm und
Drang ardor of the second movement of
K.379, an atypical work in which that
movement is framed by an extended
opening Adagio and aconcluding set of
variations. Throughout, Pauk and
Franld convey the piece's richness and
its frequent anticipations of Beethoven.
The other sonatas are performed with
equal conviction and stylishness. Tempos
are bracing but never rushed, rhythm is
supple without any breaking of line or
structure, and the balance between violin
and piano is ideally maintained, with
Pauk, unlike some high-powered fiddlers, tastefully receding into the background when the piano has aleading line.
Occasionally, the violinist's tone acquires
aslight edge, but it suits the aggressive
style of the playing and the character of
the music, with the technical demands of
K.526 met with seeming ease. Franld,
with his clean, crisp articulation, proves
an ideal partner in all three works.
Complementing the whole production is superb in-concert sound, the performers just far enough from the microphone to suggest an airy ambience without compromising presence. All exposition repeats are observed.
—Mortimer H. Frank

PROKOFIEV: The Fiery Angel
Sergei Leiferkus, Ruprecht; Galina Gorchakova,
Renata; Konstantin Plushnikov, Mefistofeles;
Vladimir Ognovenko, Inquisitor; others; Kirov
Orchestra & Chorus, St. Petersburg; Valery Gergiev
Philips 446 078-2 (2 CDs only). Stan Taal, prod. DDD.
IT: 118:57

The Plot: Renata is an insane woman
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

SAINT-SAËNS: Piano Concerto 2
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto 1
Andre Watts, piano; Yod Levi. Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra
Telarc CD-80386 (Cl) only). Robert Woods. prod.;
Michael Bishop. eng. DDb. IT: 57:44

who has lived with sexual obsession and
relentless torment since she fell under
the spell of a"fiery angel"— ie, ademon
— when eight years old. Ruprecht, a
knight returning home after along period of travel, takes aroom at the inn.
Next door is Renata, wailing, moaning,
and, to Ruprecht, immensely appealing.
The opera is their story—her lunacy,
his attempts to help her, and her eventual death by fire at the hands of an
Inquisition.
This difficult, riveting work packs
quite apunch despite the demands it
makes on the listener. The music is
uncompromising in its flamboyant
expressionism, and the whole rises and
falls on the character of Renata. It's one
thing, as most early 19th-century composers knew, to incorporate amad scene
for soprano —it's agood culmination,
evoking compassion in the audience. It's
another to introduce the heroine in astate
of madness and never allow her to stop
ranting: It's almost as much atrial for the
audience as for the soprano. Luckily,
Gorchakova is up to the role —she actually makes us care for Renata, and wish
her the peace she can't seem to find. And
she sings beautifully.
As Ruprecht, Leiferkus is just as spectacular, using his bright baritone with its
distinctive timbre to great effect. He's
practically as obsessed as she is, it seems.
The others in the large cast serve the
work well, but credit for the performance's success must lie with Ger¡ev,
who serves the opera up brilliantly and
gets better-than-first-class playing from
his Kirov forces. The opera is too
episodic to hold together very well, but
Gergiev makes sense of it. And as for
madness in music — try the scene in the
final act in which all the nuns in the convent to which Renata has fled become
afflicted with her delusions. It's enough
to drive you nuts, too.
Iwas first intrigued by this reading
through the video Philips released (a

These performances of two of the most
popular repertoire concertos arc thoroughly recommendable, not only for
the authority of the highly virtuosic
interpretations but for the well-balanced, airy, and detailed sound of the
orchestra, the piano emerging more
richly and with more color than the vast
majority of recent piano/orchestral
discs. The Tchaikovksy is done very
much in the Horowitzian vein: vital and
exciting. Iparticularly enjoyed the lightness and dancelike elegance of the slow
movement's middle section, and Levi's
tender way with that movement's opening is quite exquisitely done. The SaintSaëns, in contrast, is more leisurely, with
abeginning that is broader and more
grave than usual; rubato and tempo
deviations are occasionally startling, but
there is much overall to grab one's
attention and please the car. Watts's
technical prowess is awesome; listen to
the evenness of the trill section of the
Saint-Saëns third movement. Outstanding!
-I
gor Kipnis

STRAVINSKY: Petrondika „feu De Caries
Sir Georg Solti, Chicago Symphony
London 443 775-2 (Cl) only). Michael Woolcock.
prod.Jolm Pdlowe, Colin Moorfoot, Michael Mails.
Sally I
>rm. engs. DOD. TT: 57:24
STRAVINSKY: Pukinella, Renard, Suites, Ragtime
Jennifer Lannon:, mezzo; John Alen Frank Kelly.
tenors; Jan Opalach, John Check, bass; Saint Pat;I
Chamber Orchestra, Hugh Wolf
Teldec 94548-2 (Cl) only). Bernard Minch, prod.;
Michael Bra llllll ann. John Newton. engs. ODD.
TT: 7232

Just like the rest of us, great conductors
win some and lose some. The deciding
factor seems to be the presence (or
absence) of interpretive synergy. It all
conies down to how successfully the
conductor is able to connect with the
material via artistic insight/affinity, stylistic consistency, and technical acumen.
Sir Georg Solti unquestionably
knows how to play Wagner, just as
Bernstein seemed to intuitively know
what was right for Mahler. One could
319
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And Holm Audio Ask"How many wire liars does it take
to screw up your system?"
if you're thinking about new cables for your system, consider carefully your
options. Sure you can buy the most expensive cables your budget will allow;
or you can buy the only cables specifically designed to complement
your components- Synergistic Research.

At Holm Audio,
we know even one misplaced cable
in your system can spell the difference
bctween "magic" and ordinary "Hi-Fi."
So we work directly with Synergistic Research's
system matching engineers when determining the
correct set of cables for your system. By matching cables
specifically designed to complement your components, we take the guess work out of your next cable purchase •
Call or stop by today for afree copy of their 32-page "Explorer's Guide" and "Factory Diagnostic Service."
Holm Audio 450 Ogden Ave. Lisle IL 60532 voice 708-663-1298
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also cite Boulez's artistic symbiosis
with Webern, Toscanini's flair and
depth of understanding for Verdi,
Reiner's mastery of Bartók, Furtwangler's grasp of Beethoven, and so
on. But it may be time for Solti to give
up on Stravinsky. His earlier attempt at
Le Sacre du Printemps with the CSO
(London 417 704-2) is a textbook
example of wrong-headed, nonintuitive interpretation.
Unhappily, the same is true for this
new Petrouchka. For the entire first
three tableaus, Solti marks time as if in
adaze. The music waddles along like
a lame pachyderm—no drama, no
edge, no rhythmic concision. In their
place is soft-edged phrasing and lazy
momentum. Things pick up abit by
the fourth tableau, the music actually
beginning to resemble the masterpiece it is, but by then it's too late.
Sound is somewhat anemic, too, with
thin, disjointed strings further worsened by Solti's flaccid line and an overall lack of orchestral cohesion. It's hard
to imagine amore listless, plodding,
and downright wrong reading. Avoid this
recording.
Happily, Hugh Wolf proves to be afar
more successful Stravinskian. His
Pulcinella is suavely assured, as befits this
neo-classical work, but his rhythms are
taut and well-marked. Likewise, his
English-language Renard is energetic,
with plenty of urgency and spirit when
they're needed. While not perhaps the
last word in interpretive brilliance (try
Craft's recent MusicMasters recordings
for more exciting, rhythmically driving
performances), Wolf's admirably cleareyed readings are legitimate discographical alternatives. Lively versions of the
small suites and the delightful Ragtime
add further interest to this well-recorded
release.
—Carl Baugher

director Gene Saks. Highly regarded for
his work on Broadway, it's apparent
from this Birdie and from the disastrous
movie version of Mame that Saks
should not be allowed within 500 feet
of aTV or movie camera. There are
awkward camera angles, ill-judged
cuts, and the pacing often seems
wrong. One particularly bad moment
is at the end of "Put On aHappy Face,"
when, the song having concluded,
there arc several close-ups of the crowd
applauding, then a lengthy shot of
Jason Alexander acknowledging the
applause with a forced aw-shucks
expression on his face, and looking as if
he's having a hard time not saying
"Turn off the damn camera!"
There's also miscasting of sonic
major roles. In the 1963 movie version
of Bye Bye Birdie, it's widely acknowledged that Ann-Margret, although
approximately the right age, was way
too grown-up and sexy-looking to play
the ingénue, Kim. For this TV version,
Kim is played by Chynna Phillips, who
must be at least 10 years too old for the
role. The role of the father, Harry
MacAfee, was one of Paul Lynde's incomparable comic creations; George
Wendt is just acrabby, un-funny presence. The rest of the cast is generally
fine. Jason Alexander as Albert will
please his Seinfeld fans — of whom I'm
one —although at times Iwished he
didn't work so hard. Marc Kudisch is a
strong-voiced Birdie, and Tyne Daly is
ahoot as Albert's mother. Best of all is
Vanessa Williams as Rose. She looks
sensational, sings extremely well, and is
always believable. It's really not her
fault that Gene Saks has chosen to
photograph "Spanish Rose" in such a
way as to make her look like asleazy
stripper.
If I've managed to get this TV
Guide portion of the review past
Stereophile's esteemed editors, then let
SHOW M USIC
me say that as arecord, there's much to
enjoy in this Birdie. Collectors will be
interested in the fact that there arc
BYE BYE BIRDIE: 1995 TV Soundtrack
three "new" numbers not found on
Music by Charles Strouse, lyrics by Lee Ad.uns; Elliot
any other recording of the score. ("A
Ltvvrence, cond.
RCA 68356-2 (Cl) only). Irwin L Fisch, prod.; Jay
Giant Step" is quite catchy.) Vocally,
Messina, Kevin Halpin, Gary Chester, Roger Monk,
the cast is hard to fault (except for
ene. ADD? TT: 5325
George Wendt, and he doesn't have
Made-for-TV productions of musicals
much to do), and the music is conare apretty scarce commodity, so show
ducted by Elliot Lawrence, who had
music fans might be ill advised to bite the
the sanie job when Bye Bye Birdie was
network hand that occasionally feeds us.
on Broadway. Although the orchestral
But, having watched it on TV, the best I tracks were recorded in one place and
can say for this version of Bye Bye Birdie is
vocals in another, sound quality is
that it's adisappointment.
more than acceptable. Worth getting,
The main responsibility for the failif only for Jason Alexander and
ure of the enterprise must rest with
Vanessa Williams.
—Robert Deutsch
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Jon Faddis music-directs The Carnegie Han Jazz
Band.

J
AZZ &BLUES
THE CARNEGIE HALL JAZZ BAND
Jon Faddis, Music Director, conductor, trumpet. Hugelborn; Lew &doff, Hymn Stripling, Earl Gardner,
Ryan Kisor, trumpets, flugelhorns; Dennis Wilson,
Steve Turre, Slide Hampton, Douglas Purviance,
trombones; Dick Oatts, Jerry Dodgion, Ted Nash,
Ralph Ldama, Gary Smulyan, reeds; Renée Rosnes,
piano; Peter Washington, bass; Lewis Nash, chums;
Lew Tahackin, tenor sax on "Giant Steps"; Frank
Wess, tenor sax on "In the Mood" and "Sing, Sing.
Sing"
Blue Note CDP 8 36728 2 (Cl) only). Jon Faddis,
George Wein, prods.; Mark Levinson, eng. DDD.
'IT: 61:38

The first Blue Note album engineered
by Mark Levinson, Jacky Terrasson's
Reach, was recorded in Levinson's living
room with two custom-modified microphones and high-pedigree electronics by
Cello, Apogee, and Nagra. As Iwrote in
July (p213), the result is aquirky sonic
portrait of apiano trio, with aperspective
so disengaged that the bass is often
inaudible, the cymbals merely implicit.
For his second Blue Note project,
Levinson again employed two mikes and
the same recording electronics and
cables. But this time he set up in Sony's
Studio B in New York and went after a
19-piece band. The results are only
slightly less problematic. In his liner
notes, Levinson says that recordings usually fail to capture the full dynamic range
of big jazz bands. He avoids this pitfall so
successfully on The Carnegie Hall Jazz
Band that you simply can't listen to this
album at your prearnp's normal gain setting. If you try, the horns are thin, the
drums are tame, the whole orchestra is
outside your grasp. When you figure it
out and turn it up, every crescendo
becomes alease-breaking roar. Dynamic
range is one of the parameters of music
reproduction that imparts the illusion of
reality —but only one.
Within this recording's huge swings
from soft to loud, there are sonic disap321
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fado with jazz roots—
you can almost see the
bulls running.
Phil Woods at his hottest!

IChing is an exotic mix
combining the haunting
melodies of the Far East with
the pulse of Western percussion -recorded in Natural
Surround Sound. A true
innovation in sound recording.

PAQUITO

"Give the reedman credit for brilliant
programming and his most no-nonsense work.., aproject that inspired
all of its participants... on the more
exceptional order of Sketches of Spain".
Bob Blumenthal,
Boston Globe, May 6, 1996
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"...this album is his [quo D'Rivera]
set of the very sweetest and
magnanimous of remembrances...
... ajazz classic..."
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Fred Bouchard
Jazz Times, Sept 1996
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You Can Hear The Difference
Cheeky Records Radio City Station, P.O.lo.. NU New York, NY 10101 for afree catalog or Co order 1-1100-3314437 or 212-$147337 listen and learn http://www.chesk>com/musoc

pointments. The minimalist milting dulls
2
the transient attacks and turns the ensem- 3
ble pale and amosphous. Soloists are
recessed —partially (Frank Wess on "In
the Mood") or severely (Lew Tabackin
on "Giant Steps"). What's missing is the
impact, the differentiation among instruments, the textural edges, the aural gestalt
of the big-band experience.
The music is first-rate. The Carnegie
Hall Jazz Band is arepertory orchestra
dedicated to "building on the legacy of
the great big bands of the 1930s and
1940s and ... showcasing classic tunes in
refreshingly novel forms." The arChico Freeman displays his lyrical side.
rangements are strikingly successful in
achieving this goal. On "In the Mood,"
Jim McNeely references the famous
Chico Freeman can play as hard as the
opening only long enough to establish
next tenor saxophonist, but on The
the historical context. Then he harEmissary he shows his lyrical side, or
monically twists it and rhythmically
sides. This new session, played with a
retimes it into something relevant for pianoless ensemble from the San
our limm de siide moment. Garnett Brown
Francisco area, demonstrates Freeman's
is wise enough not to mess too much
easy-going eclecticism as he places a
with Richard Rodgers's great lyric
respectful version of Earth, Wind and
poem, "k Never Entered My Mind." He
Fire's 1977 hit "I'll Write aSong for
just glides it and whispers it among secYou" cheek by jowl with Miriam
tions and soloists. For "Sing, Sing, Sing,"
Makeba's "Jikele Mawcni," the DelLewis Nash does Gene Krupa, Dick
fonics' "La La Means ILove You," and
Oatts's soprano sax does Benny
Miles Davis's "Seven Steps to Heaven,"
Goodman, and Jim McNeely's arrangeplayed here in an uncharacteristically
ment retains enough of those devilish
careful way by Freeman over abass line
ostinatos to remind us why the piece
and heavy backbeat. His own composicaused riots in 1936.
tions arc equally far-ranging and evocaCHJB tours infrequently, but you
tive, as he pays tribute to drummer Idris
wouldn't know it from the immaculate
Muhatnmed on the (drumlessll "Spirit
section work. On "Giant Steps," all 15
Catcher," captures something of the
horns smoke acomplex passage of John
bouncy jubilance of South African
C,oltrane's original solo, transcribed for
music on "Mandela," writes his own
full ensemble by Frank Foster. And all the
version of flamenco on "Murcia," and
elegant arrangements set up a whole
tries to imagine ancient journeys on
series of compelling statements by
"The Emissary."
soloists like Jon Faddis (who can still hit
The Emissary is exquisitely recorded
the trumpet stratosphere), Tabackin
"in alarge, open room with ahigh ceil(brought in just for his hell-bent hurdle
ing and with two omnidirectional
race through "Giant Steps," and worth
microphones suspended in front of and
the trip), and Jerry Dodgion (whose alto
above the band." The result is as threesax is perfect for the delicate protestations
dimensional as one would wish, and yet
of"It Never Entered My Mind").
the soloists seem present: there doesn't
CHJB is one of the most important seem to be any tradeoff between arealorganizations now working to keep the
istic stage and the immediacy of the key
art form of big-band jazz alive, and its players, even when Freeman is joined
first album is very much worth having
by atrio of drummers and vocalists, as
—even if it doesn't live up to its claims
on "Mandela."
for exceptional sonic quality.
Each instrument is clearly placed, and
—Thomas Conrad
the bass is warmly and cleanly reproduced. The disc opens with what
seems to me aperfect rendering of the
CHICO FREEMAN: The Emissary
Chico Freeman, tenor & soprano sax, bass clarinet,
complex sound of arobustly played bass
background vocals; Stan Franks, acoustic & electric
clarinet on "The Spirit Catcher." Freeguitar; Andrienne Wilson. flute, vocals; Geoff
Brennan, bass; Norman Hedman, congas, perman enters after the bassist lays down a
cussion; Josh Jones, drums, percussion; Babou Sagna,
swinging
line over near the left of the
African drums, percussion; Scheherazade Stone,
soundstage. The bass clarinet is at the
vocals
Clarity CCD-1015 (Cl) only). Edward Woods, prod.;
extreme right and very close and the
Bob Porterjohn Greenham, engs. DIM. Ti': 49:03
guitar — for most of this cut is aduet
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

between guitar and bass clarinet over
bass obliggatto — appears dead center
and alittle back. Musically, the session is
just as satisfying, with its joyous songs,
drum features such as "Dun Dum Ba,"
improvised ducts such as "Come On
With It," and active ensembles as on
"The Streets Got Me Weeping." Freeman doesn't weep for long: even here,
he is soon rocking convincingly.
Songful and buoyant, The Emissary
should be an instant audiophile classic.
— Michael Ullman

STAN KENTON: The Complete Capitol Studio
Recordings, 1943-1947
MQ10-163 (lo
MD7-I63 (7 Cps).
Michael Cuscuna, prod.; Malcolm Addey, Jay
lianellucti, transfer engs. TT: 730:02

Mosaic

When the first of these recordings was
made, Stan Kenton's big band had been
in existence for two years. It couldn't
have seemed like an auspicious time to
start ajazz band: the war was already
taking away many of the young males
—and some of the young females —
who would be expected to dance to any
swing band, and the war effort would
create shortages of transportation, gas,
and even shellac. If Kenton survived, it
would be because he was personally
indomitable, and because of the appeal
of his music to the teenagers who kept
the band alive.
Kenton knew exactly what he wanted: "The band was originally designed,"
he told amagazine called Band Leaders,
"through both orchestration and presentation, to thrill as much as possible. I
strove for flash and wanted every
arrangement, whether slow or fast
tempo, to be a production in itself.
Everything was written to swing to a
driving beat. Spirit and enthusiasm had
to predominate at all tamales." If you
touched ateenager in his audience at the
end of the night, he said, he wanted the
kid to throw off sparks.
Kenton's idea of swing wasn't exactly Basic's, which was built on the
steady, subtle thump of his rhythm section, over which great soloists such as
Lester Young would build chorus after
chorus. Kenton wanted, as he said,
flash: he might have added crash. He
must have had the loudest band in the
business: his five-man trumpet section
typically sounded as if they were blowing their brains out. His rhythm sections varied greatly — for half of these
recordings, he had a fine bassist in
Eddie Safranski and agreat drummer in
Shelly Manne, but the two were frequently weighed down by Kenton's
clunky piano. He liked to be progres323
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Stan Kenton loved flash—and crash.

sive; many thought he was pretentious.
But he was also commercial: This collection of early recordings made for
regular release and for radio play (the
latter were called transcriptions) are
studded with novelty numbers and
vocals, many by the wonderful June
Christy, too many by the egregious
crooner Gene Howard or the aptly
named vocal group, the Pastels.
But for all its obvious faults, Kenton's
band made some fascinating, unexpected music. Sometimes there is
even humor. A Pete Rugolo arrangement of "Peg O'My Heart" has Eddie
Safranski stating the melody on solo
bass punctuated by deafening brass
interjections; it's notable for trombonist
Kai Winding's solo. This collection has
Kenton's first hit, "And Her Tears
Flowed Like Wine," and some of his
most popular numbers, including
"Artistry in Rhythm," "Intermission
Riff," "Concerto to End All Concertos,"
and "Monotony."
The soloists improve in the years covered here. I've never been afan of Vido
Musso's imitations of Coleman Hawkins, and Buddy Childers' trumpet solos
show his obvious debt to Roy Eldridge.
For all of Kenton's claims to be progressive, these soloists sound adecade older
than they were. But when Kenton
added trombonist Kai Winding and
started to allow alto saxophonist Art
Pepper to solo, he had two bop-oriented
soloists who, for once, sounded as hip as
the average June Christy vocal. Kenton
had Christy pegged as ajump singer—
when he allowed her to record "Willow
Weep for Me," he discovered her talents
as aballadeer.
The notes to this collection are written by Kenton discographer and
unquestioning fan Michael Sparke. The
results can be puzzling: Spark comments on "Willow Weep for Me" that
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

Christy "does not sound entirely at
ease," that she is "tentative," uses "excessive vibrato," and that her voice was
neither deep nor plaintive enough for
this ballad. She would sing the song better in the future, he concludes. Yet he
calls the recording "a perfect artistic
achievement," the "definitive version"
of this often-recorded song. A cooler
head, or amore consistent critic, might
be less confusing.
The sound varies from date to date;
Kenton himself was interested in the
way the band sounded on record, and
made frequent suggestions. The commercial recordings are generally of a
high quality for the '40s. Balance was
always aproblem with aband of this
power, but it was generally handled
well here: we hear Safranski's bass as a
near-equal partner to the trumpet section that seems to mock him. There is
more variation in the sound of the transcriptions — the session of October 22,
1947 in Hollywood was particularly
transparent, especially on the LPs,
which I, as usual, prefer slightly to the
sound of the CDs.
This collection comes to a natural
ending: In 1948, exhausted by his
efforts to keep the band alive and evidently in the throes of apersonal breakdown, Kenton disbanded the group.
Many of his best '50s recordings have
already been collected by Mosaic as The
Complete Capitol Recordings of the Hohnan
and Russo Charts.
-Michael Ullman

JIMMY WITHERSPOON/ROBBEN FORD:
Ain't Nothin' New About the Blues
AIM 1050 (Cl) only). Mike Vernon, prod.; Chris
Houston, eng. T1': 67:12
JIMMY WITHERSPOON: Lim at the Mint
On the Spot 82137-2 (CD only). Robben Ford, prod.;
Walter New, prod, mg. TT: 7233

Imagine discovering anew volume of
the Bible, or adifferently edited print of
Citizen Kane. Now you have some idea
of the importance to guitarists of
Australia's AIM records finding and
releasing these alternate rakes and unreleased cuts from the 1975 live sessions
of Spoon and Ford. Originally released
on LA records, those first takes featured
atwentyish Robben Ford writing the
book on modern blues guitar. Combining smooth tone, fluid playing,
youthful fire, and perfect form, the solos
on that LP became atextbook for ageneration of guitarists (see "Records To
Die For," February '94, p.85).
These alternate takes reveal that,
while some of Ford's licks were as preplanned as Spoon's between-song raps,

he was perfectly capable of recombining them into acompletely different
solo as perfect in its own way as the one
originally assembled. Some takes offer
glimpses at sketches of solos that were
more fully realized on the takes originally chosen. Even on the tunes with no
solos, Ford's rhythm is often more exciting than the noodling leads of other
guitarists.
There are no recording credits on this
release (those listed are from the
Avenue disc), and understandably so.
The mixing and pressing are far inferior
to the original. Nevertheless, for Ford
fans and guitar weenies everywhere
(yours truly included), agodsend.
This year's Live at the Mint offers adifferent set of revelations. Time and throat
cancer have ravaged Spoon's voice (never
atruly great instrument), but have not
dimmed his presence, personality, or
delivery. Compromising almost entirely
slow blues, LATM nevertheless offers
much of the excitement of its 20-yearold predecessor as Robben Ford once
again writes the book. This time it's an
advanced course in time, dynamics, and
solo construction.
Having returned to the blues from
his fusion excursions, Ford comes back
with tougher tone, more varied technique, and more licks. Enough licks, in
fact, that he plays two practically identical tunes back to back ("Nobody's
Business If I Do" and "Trouble in
Mind") and still maintains interest and
excitement.
The sound is excellent, warm and present with just enough room. The CD
format allows agreater dynamic range
that gives the radical volume shifts of the
slow blues style full rein. Add to this
Ford's crack band, guest Russell Ferrante,
the poignancy of an older Spoon doing
"Goin' Down Slow" and "Past Forty
Blues," and you have arecord that is a
must not only for guitarists but for blues
lovers of all persuasions.
—Michael Ross

POPULAR
JOAN BAEZ: Ring Them Bells
Guardian 7243 8(CD). Ivlarli Spector, Mitch Maketmsky,
prods.; John Harris, rug. D1)I )? IT: 6428
JUDY COLLINS: Shameless
Mesa 2-92584 (CD). Judy Collins. prod.; Alan
Silverman, prod, mug. (Gotta be DDD.) TT: 61:13

I'm not sure I'm the right guy to review
these new CDs by two certified Folk
Goddesses of the Sixties. Just hearing
these voices sets up awarm glow of nostalgia (c'mon, give me another word for
325

it) that renders critical judgment difficult. Nevertheless, Iwill try.
Judy Collins's new disc is an accompaniment to her novel of the same title,
which is perhaps best described in
German: es liisst sich nick lesen (lit.: it does
not allow itself to be read). Fortunately,
the CD is not so bad. Collins is in better
voice than on some of her '80s releases,
and her songwriting is no worse than
that of many asuccessful pop artist. The
sound she is given, however, is positively
wretched — thin, brittle, and hideously
over-processed. Still, there are acouple
of nice tunes: "Wheel Rolling" is a
decent New Age look at Joseph Campbell, and "Let's Pretend" is anice "make
believe you love me one more time"
song. "Song for Sarajevo," although it
shares acertain sameness of sound with
other pieces on Shameless (and previous
Collins ditties), is still amoving tribute to
courage.
Joan Baez's Ring Them Bells is another
case; agenuine breakthrough. Lest Ibe
accused of gushing, asin unacceptable
in jaded, cynical music reviewers, Iwill
air my two gripes with the disc first. On
Eric Bogle's "And the Band Played
Waltzing Matilda," Baez sings "Soola
Bay" when the real name is "Souvla," 1
and she alters the last verse, not for the

better. (Otherwise, she does agreat job
on this oft-recorded protester.) Also, all
or most of the acoustic guitars on this
disc— recorded live at the Bottom Line,
itself a Sixties survivor — are miked
with those awful pickups that go under
the bridge or inside the body.2 Can't
anybody hear how horrible these things
sound? Everything, including Joanie's
vintage 00-41 Martin,3 gets homogenized into Generic Guitar —and this on
aCD with otherwise-excellent sound!
This said, Bells is awonderful performance. Baez is joined by anumber of
the new generation, including Mary
Chapin Carpenter, the Indigo Persons,
Dar Williams, and Kate and Anna McGarrigle, along with fellow geezerettes
Janis Ian and Baez's sister, Mimi Fariña.
JB seems to draw tremendous energy
from this collaboration—a real partnership, not some tired tribute-paying —
and virtually everything she does turns
to gold.
This disc contains everything from
1 On "The Night They Drove Old Dixie 1)own,"
however, she now correctly sings "Stoneman's cavalry"
instead of "so much cavalry," as previously.
2Somebody once tried to sell ine one of those things.
Me! Imagine that.
3 It looks like an 00-41 to me, hut I've read 00-45,
000-41, etc. Help, Joan?

traditional songs first performed by
Joanie in the early Sixties ("Flora the
Lily of the West," "Willie Moore") to
Dylan ("Don't Think Twice" in agorgeous version with the Indigos), and
including Dar Williams's tribute to
Baez herself ("You're Aging Well" —
and so by God she is). Baez even gets
to exercise her penchant for Spanish
song with cowboy angel Tish Hinojosa
on "Pajarillo Barrangueso." She duets
marvelously
with
Chapin
on
"Diamonds and Rust" (buzz off, it's a
great tune), and with Mimi on Richard
Fariiia's "Swallow Song." Just about
everything works, and Baez herself
sounds damn good for 54.
As Isaid, except for those BarcusBerry things, this is avery well-recorded
folk disc. Baez's band sounds great, and
percussion is natural and nicely placed
on the soundstage. Recommended, even
for young nonfogeys.
-Les Berkley

THE BOO RADLEYS: Wake Up!
Creation/Columbia CK 67249 (CI) only). Boo
Radleys, prods.; Andy Wilkinson, Paul Read, engs.
MD? IT: 5137

Never mind those bollixed Beatles
anthologies— here are The Boo Radleys.

At $5.99, 'You're Nuts If You
Don't Load Up on Naxos'
Said Sam Tellig, in Stentophile (February

1996):

"Naxos is the best thing to happen to
classical music recording in the last
ten years. ... If you don't explore Naxos, you are
missing
out
on
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You can buy our
entire catalog, more
than 1,000 CDs, for
less than $5,000.*
But don't worry, you
can also buy single titles.

Sam liked these:
• Beethoven's Complete Violin Sonatas. Takako
Nishizaki and Jená Jan& (4 CDs). $23.96.
• Dvorak's Complete Symphonies. The Slovak
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Stephen
Gunzenhauser (5 CDs). $29.95.
• Grieg's Complete Piano Music. Einar SteenNokleberg (14 CDs). $83.86.
III Haydn's Complete String Quartets (lacking
only Opus 3, 17 &50). Kodály Quartet (18 CDs).
$107.82.
• Tchaikovsky's Complete Orchestral Suites.
The National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland conducted by Stefan Sanderling (2 CDs). $11.98.
• Vivaldi's Complete Cello Concertos. Raphael
Wallfisch and the City of London Sinfonia (4 CDs).
$23.96.
Call us at 800-75-NAXOS
for a free catalog, then visit
your neighborhood CD store
or order directly from us.

*A special offer, avouable only direct from Naxos of America
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Though they're inexplicably named after
acharacter from Harper Lee's
Kill A
Mockingbird, all the boys in this band arc
veddy, veddy British. Indeed, the Radleys
are the latest (and, according to some, the
currently greatest) additions to the
Liverpudlian musical tradition. Best of
all, this third domestic helping of Boo is
tuneful and attractive, with not asingle
half-baked retread among its tracks.
Like their more celebrated, moptopped stylistic forebears, the BRs work
the crisply crafted studio-pop side of the
street, and do it with grace and élan.
They can inix'n'match with the best, pitting catchy, hummable melodies against
contrasting B-sections, hooky choruses,
and dreamy instrumental interludes that
come tumbling out of nowhere. Patched-together angelic choirs sing soaring counterpoint over the whoosh of
phased vocals, while chief Radley
Martin Carr's guitar parts literally run
backward into clever turnarounds.
Self-produced with afine ear for the
telling psychedelic detail, Wake Up! is a
headphone-listener's feast, sure to give a
stereophonic jolt even if it is multimono. You can even view the whole
thing, if you're so inclined, as alabyrinthine, album-length response to the
alarm clock that opens the midsection

the boo radleys

WAKE UP!

of "A Day in the Life." Our protagonist
(who we take to be Can; though Sice
does the singing) comes in after an all'lighter and wakes up alover of indeterminate gender (lots of androgyny
and gender-bending here). After several
soul-searching songs, however, we're
back in the sack as the snooze alarm
goes off and the lyrics tell us to "Get out
of bed, don't forget what it was you
said." From here, we race alongside
each gorgeously multifaceted surface,
anxious to unravel the riddle —who's
rooing whom, and how well? — and
arrive, finally, at the penultimate
"Twinside," which declares, "I can feel

it, there's two of me inside."
So, is the whole thing athoroughly
modern and elaborate masturbatory joke
sprung from Mary Wells's Smokey
Robinson-penned "Two Lovers"? Maybe, though with tunes this opulent and
engaging, who really cares? Wank away,
Martin Can; cos we luv The Boo
Radleys.
-David Prince

DAVE MATTHEWS BAND: Crash
RCA 66904-2 (Cl)). Steve Lillywhitc, prod.onix: John
Siket, cis.; Tom Lord-Alge, mix. TT: 68:54

Sophomore jinx? Not the new one,
crash, from now-bona-fide rock stars
the Dave Matthews Band, who have
now been blessed with abona fide Big
Naine producer, Steve Lillywhitc, a
Web site that accommodates sexy-fast
Internet browsers and simple stupid
ones alike (littpWwww.dmband.com),
and a CD merchandising insert featuring 10-band-emblazoned T-shirts,
thermal Henleys, and aspecial offer on
acomputer mouse pad. Crash, of course,
isn't really DMB's second album, it's
their second on RCA. The first, tinder
the Table and Dreaming, was no mean feat,
and their l'ely first, the self-released
Renumber Two Tithe, is better still.

•••••••••

"life is too short for boring hi-fi"
Introducing the new integrated amplifiers by Densen Audio Technologies.
Hand built in Denmark in limited quantities, the B-100 and DM-10
are setting new standards for great sound and style.
Densen B-100
60 W./CH. Integrated Amp. -$1295.00

Densen DM-10
75 W./CH. Integrated Amp. -$2195.00

"The B-100 is the very
best in its class, hands down"
Ken Kessler, Hi-Fi News & Record Review

DM-10

Having received world-wide acclaim, Densen Audio is now available in
the US. Come hear these very affordable products at Audio Outlet.

S. Moger Ave. Mt. Kisco, NY 11:3149 • 914-666-0550
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We don't sell
perfect systems.
Aller 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
•u for you.
To get started, call us today.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732

fax

18214 DALTON AVENUE, nErr s
GARDF:NA, CA 90248
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*ARCHITECTURAL
AUDIO
•MINIDISC

•WORLD BAND RADIO
•PRO WALKMAN
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Happy Medium

•FIELD RECORDERS
•DSS
•SONY DST
•CUSTOM INSTALLATION
•HOME THEATER

Expensive Eleeonics Without the Expense , •ACCESSORIES

•CABLES

•ADS

•NAKAMICHI

•ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

•NILES AUDIO

•AVIA

•OMNIMOUNT

•BANG &OLUFSEN

•ONKYO

•CARVER

•POLK AUDIO

•CELESTION
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•ENERGY

•PROAC

•GRADO

•SANUS

•HARMAN KARDON

•SONY DSS

•JVC

▪SONY ES

•KEF

•SONY VIDEO

•LEXICON

•SENNHEISER

•MONSTER CABLE

•TARGET

•NAD

•THORENS

Just 4Blocks From the Capitol •
430 State St. Madison, WI 53703

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434) FAX 1(608)255-4425
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Regardless, all three outings — basically the ruminations of a twentysomething white-guy Charlottesville,
Virginia vocalist (Dave) about life and
love and the fleeting nature of our time
on earth, and everything coupled with
the riffs of four of the funkiest elder
statesmen on the southern jazz and
R&B scene — comes across like acombination of Sting, or maybe Michael
Stipe, backed by Hootie and the
Blowfish. "I just set out to assemble my
dream group of musicians [drummer
Carter Bcauford, bass/tac pianoman
Stefan Lessard, violinist Boyd Tmsley,
and saxophonist Leroi Moore]," says
Matthews, humbly. "People I'd been listening to for years. Much to my surprise, they all agreed to join."
Therein, perhaps, lies aclue to the
band's astonishing streak straight to the
top of the college circuit. The very
opposite thing from "alternative," these
guys somehow manage to infuse "typical guy issues" like one-night stands
("Drive In Drive Out"), hedonism ("Too
Much"), and philosophy ("Tripping
Billies") with acrazed sort of earnest
good will and wholesomeness, an aura
of best-buddy, best-guy-friend (if you're
agirl), best-brother-in-the-world. Sure,
they like girls to hike up their skirts
("Crash"), but they also seem genuine
about saving the world ("Cry Freedom"). Fortunately, they're along way
from pious ("Proudest Monkey").
Sometimes it's hard to nail why you
like something, and the closest Ican
come here is that the genre-blending of
the styles (folk, jazz, world-beat, rock,
reggae), the very textural feeling of the
music, studded with occasional words
and phrases that make their way through
to the top of the line like champagne
bubbles, and the great good nature of
these guys just plain appeals. There's a
thin line between smart and stupid, as
Spinal Tap once observed, and the difference between product and the Real
Thing is an evening well-spent with
DMB. It's not art or anything, it's just
music, but it gives you reason to live, or
at least not throw your radio away right
now. Tun Reynolds is guest guitarist.
—Beth Jacques

PASSENGERS: Original Soundtracks 1
Music by Brian Eno, Bono, Ad, un Clayton, The Edge,
Larry Mullen, Jr., Luciano Pavarotti, Howie B. Hoh
Island 314-524 166-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Passengers, prods.;
Danton Supple, Howie B, ere. TT: 58:11

Ostensibly a collection of music from
soundtracks (some real, some not-so), this
is essentially an Eno album with afew U2
STEREOPHILE,
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songs mixed in. But there are two compelling reasons to buy this album: the
poignant, moving "Miss Sarajevo" and
the barbed, pointedly witty "Elvis Ate
America." Both songs are superb collaborative efforts largely attributable to Bono,
Howie B., and, believe it or not, the greatly over-hyped but nonetheless genuinely
great tenor, Luciano Pavarotti.
"Miss Sarajevo" is based on areal event.
Amid the heaviest carnage of the Bosnian
war, where innocent civilians were prime
targets, the residents of Sarajevo conducted abeauty pageant. This attempt at normalization was both heartbreaking and
surreal. Bono's sad, moody song drives
home the tragic dichotomy with power
and grace: "Is there arime to run for
cover? A time for kiss and tell? /Is there
a time for different colors? Different
names you find it hard to spell? /Is there
atime to run to Mecca? Is there atime to
be abeauty queen?" At the end of the
second verse, Pavarotti bursts in with a
surging, soaring, powerful solo, sung in
Italian in the style of the most passionate
Puccini aria. The effect is mesmerizing,
given additional weight by the nonfictional impact of the words, les an intensely moving interlude, and one of the genuinely exquisite moments in popular
music of recent years. Alternately, alive,
rearranged version can be heard on the
insubstantial "concept" album Pavarotti &
Friends: Together fur the Children of Bosnia
(London 452 100-2).
On acompletely different level but no
less effective, "Elvis Ate America" is a
wickedly precise skewering of the
American pop icon. Sparing Presley
nothing, Bono and Howie B. send up
the late singer with relish: "Elvis, white
trash, /Elvis, the Memphis flash, /Elvis,
didn't smoke hash, /Woulda been sissy
without Johnny Cash." While there's an
element of humor in the song, there's
also adistinct sense of outrage over the
often absurd dimensions of Presleyolatry,
and particularly his questionable racial
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attitudes. It's especially piercing when
Bono sings, "Elvis, stance necromance, /
Elvis, fans sycophants, /Elvis, the Public
Enemy, /Don't mean shit to Chuck D. /
Elvis, ain't gonna rot, / Elvis, in a
Memphis plot, / Elvis, didn't hear the
shot, /Dr. King died just across the lot."
The LP is less effective at conveying
Eno's keyboard-rich mix but provides a
bit more authority on the vocals. Unfortunately, Island has crammed the
whole thing onto one LP, forcing the
record to be cut low and sacrificing
dynamics. Opt for the CD's greater dynamic range and microscopic detail.
Eno and U2 fans don't need to be
told to get this album. Everyone else
should pick it up for the aforementioned songs. They're true gems
that should be heard by all pop music
listeners.
-Carl Baugher

PRINCE: Chaos and Disorder
Warner Bros. 46317-2 (CI)). Prince, prod.: Ray
Hahnfcldt, Dave Friedlander, Steve Durkee, Shan
Keller, Ceasar Sogbc, Fenno Hernandez, Stephen
Marcusson, Kirk Johnson, cngs. ??D. TT: 39:16

As the Wizard of Or said, "Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain."
Likewise, ignore what Prince Rogers
Nelson (TAFKAP, Symbol Man, whatever) says on the back of this CD booklet (ie,
"Originally intended 4private use only,
this compilation serves as the last original
material recorded by Prince 4 Warner
Bros. Records."). Perhaps Prince is seeking to reduce expectations, or he's just
playing games with the label he loves to
hate, and with the record-buying public.
In any case, there's nothing casual about
this album, nor does it have the feel of private demos or studio leftovers. Chaos and
Disorder is atightly programmed, carefully
constructed conceptual album obviously
intended to extend and expand the social
commentary of Sign O' The
Whether it's Prince's last album for his
current record company is quite irrelevant
—it's the songs that matter. And this collection of strong, rock-oriented compositions is as good as (and in many ways better than) anything Prince has released
since the aforementioned Sign.
The title track is awarning shot fired
across American popular music's often
vacuous horizon. Prince's observation
in the song that chaos and disorder rule
the day can hardly be disputed. To
make the point emphatic, he wraps the
message in the kind of rock/funk/hiphop hybrid we've come to expect from
the diminutive genius. On asimilar thematic wavelength, "Right the Wrong"
takes on afamiliar nemesis: injustice.

Prince:The King of Chaos and Disorder

One of the most compelling tunes,
however, is the manifesto "I Rock,
Therefore IAm." Staking his claim to
both vocation and philosophical rationale, Prince has seldom been more literal, pointed, or on target: "I rock,
therefore Iam /Idon't need you to tell
me I'm in the band /Irock, therefore I
am /Right or wrong, Ising my song
the best Ican." Elsewhere he slams the
wannabe's with particular vehemence,
especially those who dare to compare
themselves to the Kid: "They can put
you on the field /But you won't get in
the game / How many suckers knew
that /When they came?"
In acollection of consistently strong
songs, other standouts include the beautifully arranged and tenderly performed
ballad, "Into the Light," which furthers
Prince's spiritual philosophy, and the
urgent funk groove of "Dig U Better
Dead." The latter could be seen as asly,
modern commentary on a messiah
(Christ or otherwise) whose sacrifice is
not only repeatedly misunderstood but
often made for the wrong reasons. In
any case, the lyrics are thought-provoicing, the groove relentless.
Sonies are very good — tight, subterranean bass and clean, revealing detail.
It's somewhat warmer than garden-variety digital, too. Some of the tracks were
recorded in Florida as well as at Prince's
usual Paisley Park, Minnesota studio.
While Ihaven't run across any yet, I'm
sure import vinyl will be available, if only
for alimited time. And considering the
brevity of the album's total timing, it
should fit nicely on asingle LP.
Considering that Prince doesn't seem
to know how to make a truly poor
album, it's no surprise that this one is at
least good. But Chaos and Disorder is way
better than good — it easily ranks in the
best half-dozen of PRN's career. Given
this guy's track record, that's saying
something.
-Carl Baugher
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Classic Records GOES GOLD!!

CSCD6023
Ravel ,Ma Mere L'Oye
Gold CD's: $21.99
Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
LSPCD2527
Herold /La Fille Mal Gardee
mu:sum
CSCD6252
Falla: The Three Cornered Hat
CSCD6224
JPCD5002
Dean Peer: LIcross (& LP-2e)
Paul Desmond /Desmond Blue
LSPCD2438
LSPCD1972
Harry Belafonte /Sings the Blues
Harry Belafonte: At Carnegie Hall
LSOCD6006
LSPCD1866
Dick Schory: Music For Bang Baroom & Harp 18C8
RTHCD5052
Jennifer Warnes: Famous Blue Raincoat (& LP-24")
LSOCD6065
Royal Ballet Gala (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 g. booklet)
JPCD4/5001
Art Davis: A Time Remembered_iªlum.1LtLP
moiA_)
JP5003 —
Holly Cole /Temptation
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
LSC1893
Ravel: Daphne Et Chloe
180G LP SALE! SELECT
Brahms /Sym.44 /Walter
MS6113
TITLES WERE
LSP1993
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood
NOW: $26.99
LSP2927
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
SPECIAL" ,Numbered
LSP2533
Charles Mingus: Tijuana Moods
Ltd. Edition Verve, Is & Brit
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets Hawk
LSP2712
BA17008
Dave Bailey /One Foot In the Gutter Boxes available for$349.99

(01PC

LSC2586
LS06007
LSC2271

LP
NA
2027
2025
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
2023
2024
NA

Gershwin: Piano Concerto IWild /Fiedler ;BSO
Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LP's-49")
Ravel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Scheweitzer /Munch

/ CD
/1097
/1051
/1099
/1100
/1098
/1089
/1096
/1092
/NA
/NA
/1091

180G LP's $23.99 /Gold CD's $21.99
CCR: Pendulum
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow
Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
John Coltrane: Traneing In
Beach Boys: Spirit of America
Wings: At the Speed of Sound
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sunny
Soundtrack: For Whom The Bell Tolls
Pee Wee Russell: Portrait of Pee Wee
McCartney 8 Wings: Red Rose Speedway
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LP's $17.99 &CD's $12.99
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Mighty Sam McClain /Sledgehammer Soul & Downhome Blues
Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
Terry Evans & Ay Cooder: Puffin' It Down (SROM)
Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
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1043
1038
1041
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Clark Terry: Express

)
516.99
CD's/LP's $12.99
Os #21 & #2 4
1 7S
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P;A
s
Chadwick: Aphrodite/Suite Sym./Elegy
Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
Janacek: The Makropoulos Case/Cunning Little Vixen
RR & XLO: Stereo Test & Burn-In CD -$27.99
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É
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RR-74CD
RR-76CD
REFERENCE RR-75CD
RECORDINGS RX-1000

- GOLD CD'S & LP'S
$29.99
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
APLP 032 Amanda McBroom: Dreaming (Gold CD-$24"/Alum. CD-$14")
APLP 033 Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD-$14")
APLP 034 Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues (LP-$29 29
.
)
APLP 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP & Gold)
APLP/CD 027
Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
- LP'S:s 1749 /CD'S:s 14 99
APR
APR
APR
APR

3013
3012
3014
3016
3017

Art epper: So In Love
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
Otis Spann: Good Morning Mr. Blues
Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
02352
02752
03152
03732
03632

Big Joe Maher: Mojo
Sweetman :Austin Back Alley Blues
Bad Influence: Live At Bad Habits Cafe
Michael Carvin: Drum Concerto At Dawn
Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances

semyribui-ermArs-cosemz. «poem,

CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON
CSON

57206
66226
64408
64403
64405
52944

Willie Nelson: Stardust
Gold CD's: $23.99
Carole King: Tapestry
All titles now (21.a,s2LEciatL!
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
Order Before They're Gone!!
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
Coll for complete list.
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Robert Johnson: King of the Delta Blues Singers

0

three
blind mice LP's $34.99
25111ArInIversary Celebretron Numbered Ltd Ed 180g LP,
"THE

TBM-1005
TBM-15
TBM-23
TBM-30
TBM-43 NM!
TBM-24
TBm-3$ NMI
TBM-38 MM
TBM-25
TBM-63
TBM-19
TBM-2
TBM-8 NM

,

CD
1006
1009
1005
1008
1007

POPE
MUSIC

\EST

IZZ RECORDLNGS Y01' WILL FIER HE ,IR!"

Scandanavian Suite: Big band jazz like you've never heard!
Blow Up: ...Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: An incredible mix of blues & standards. Wow!
Misty: Late night piano trio jazz at its finest!
Conversation: Inaba & Nakamura Duo
Blue City: Great blues and jazz sextet!
You Are My Sunshine: G. Otsuka Trio
Green Caterpillar: Masaru Imada Trio
Blues World: Blues and standards!
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio!
Morning Flight: Great Standards!
Now: Bluenote Bebop at its best!
0: Hideto Kanai Group
/Gold CD (CD's: $14.991 Gold CD's: $27.99)
/2006 Mark Gorenstein: Farewell
/2009 Shostakovich: Symphony #5
SAMPLERS:
/2005 Lori Lieberman: Home of Whispers
Vol. 1or 2:
/2008 Mozart: Symphonies 425. 29, & 40
$6.99
/2007 Mark Gorenstein: Schnittke IGogol

MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB
LP
NA
254
253
TBA
260
262
NA
NA
255
NA
251
256
NA
258
263
264
261

/ CD
/679
/661
/671
/676
/670
/678
/664
/674
/672
/675
/559
/668
/682
/666
/680
/NA
/677

200g LP's & Gold CD's $22.99*

The Kinks: Kinda Kinks -&- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
Cat Stevens: IZITSO (CD Includes Back To Earth & Numbers)
Moody Blues: To Our Children's, Children's, Children
Canned Heat 8i John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
Bing Crosby: Bing Sings Whilst Bregman Swings
Peter Frampton: Comes Alive (2 LP's & 2 CD's)
Counting Crows: August & Everything After
r .
Steve Winwood: Talking Back To the Night
Bernard Herrmann: The 4Faces of Jazz
Tra.rr and thr
Iron Butterfly: ln -A -Gadda -Da-Vida
Blood, Sweat & Tears: B. S, & T
Queen: A DayAt The Races
XTC: Oranges & Lemons
Nirvana: Nevermind
Bee Gees: Trafalgar
Cream: Goodbye
REM: Reckoning
'Double CD's & LP's additional cost
d

DECCA LP's $34.99
ADEC 2221
ADEC 6139
ADEC 2243
ADEC 2157
ASD 608
ASD 2448
ASD 3345
ASD 2410
ASD 5258
ASD 2826

A

t

EMI LP's $29.99

Rimsky/Korsakov: The Tale of Tsar Saltan
Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoreaques
Albeniz: Iberia /Turina: Danzas Fantasticas
Beethoven: Septet
ADEC 2221 Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
De Falla: 3Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Carmina Burana
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
ASD 414
Bach: Musical Offering
Elgar: Coronation Ode
ASD 493
Bruckner: Sym. 49
Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Radio Orch.
Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
Canteloube: Songs of the Auvergne /Chausson: Poeme de l'amour

$2799

PREMONITION RECORDS —
CD'S $14 99 & LS
PREM-737
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) R2D4
(1.1[9(y
JD137
JD130
JD146
UD95
JD141
JD133
JD145
CD143
CD10
CD142

olp[(0kDS

LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold $22.99

Badi Assad: Rhythms
Oregon: Beyond Words
Phil Woods: For Astor & Elis
Ultimate Demonstration Disc
Rebecca Pidgeon: NY Girls Club
Sara K: Tell Me I'm Not Dreaming
Paquito D'Rivera: Portraits Of Cuba
Schmidt: Sym. 44 /Bruckner: March in D mi.
Chesky 10th Anniv. (2 CD Sampler -$12.99!!)
J.S. Bach: The Complete Orchestral Suites /Ars Antigua Austria
Gold
8001
8002
8003
8004

CD's $29.99
Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestal spectacular!)
Gary Karr: Adagio DAlbinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite OperaArias (You'll feel like your at the Met!)
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•Crusaders •Crystal Clear •Direct Disk Labs •Discwasher •DMP •Dorian •East Wind •EMI •EMI Testament •Em Arcy •Encore •Flying Disk •Fone •Fortuna •Gecko •Gemini •Gimell •
GML •Golden String •Harmonia Mundi •Hyperion •John Marks •JVC •Kiku •King •Klavier •Linn •M &K•M-A •Mapleshade •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nabel •Nautilus •Nopa •North
Star •Novus •Odin •Opus 3•Pope •Premonition •Proprius •Ouartet •Quien II •RCA •Redstone •Ryko •Salisbury Labs •San Francisco Sound •Sheffield Lab •Sonic Arts •Stereophile
•Super Analogue •Sweet Thunder •Tacet •Taurus •Telarc •TBM •Toshiba EMI •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham Hill •Ask about other labels!
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SPECIAL!!!
HW-19JRTurntab(e with Audioquest
PT-6 Tonearm Package: $899.99
HW-19JRTurntable with AO PT6Tonearm
& Benz-Micro Glider Package: $1499.99
(FREE cartridge installation upon request)
Package prices available for all models!

TURNTABLES-

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead solid acrylic platter, precision machined
for direct coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover. Fully
Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark III(cost $599) or HW-19 Mark 1V($1199)
$539.99
HW-19 MARK III TURNTABLE -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor
& armboard, black acrylic platter and spring suspension
$CALL
HW-19 MARK IVTURNTABLE -TNT bearing & spindle assembly, 20 lb
acrylic platter
oph1I
.$CALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a
22' x 16" space, TNT 3 platter & bearing. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!. $CALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available
from super tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb stainless
steel motor assembly
ii•• -F
-0
--a"1»
.$CALL
TNT SERIES 2.5 & 3 -The ultimate in turntable technology!
$CALL
IONEARMii
THE JMW MEMORIAL -With years of research into tonearm engineering.
VP) has designed an all-eut affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary
in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. The soundstage
is wide & deep with air & separation between the instruments. The feeling
of solidity of images & top to bottom coherency is unmatched.
$CALL

CLEANING MACHINES ;
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HW-16.5 Semi-Automatic
$399.99

fludicoPrism

"th is ho sworks!
& gentle nature ofien mak,
transistorized sounding
equipment transtisrm." •
Wing (*home Audio
Technique Mugu:inc

Large ISO Illearine
4.5 Ills. per Globe Rating

(3 pack!
'79»
Small ISO Roaring"
16.5 lbs. per Globe Rating

ACM- Power line filter. No current limiting ter
maximum (Ts namic range. Bass definition is
improsed, mid-range sound is clearer. & high
frequencies are smoother.
S39,
11.9111

(3 Isl£1)
... and these little guis WORK! ...I'm
keeping them under all no gear." -Corer
Greenbei Siereophile. Apr '92 Vol IS. .4

fat
ine

01#1•11.U...• -Parallel shunt litter,
rernoseN
se with no current limiting.
(set of 8 modules)
$199.9111
"This is amust use AC treatment
accessory._ it works bell with other
in-line power filters too!" -Wing
Cheung. Audio Technique .thigurine

MM.

CD STOPLIGHT'''

"I lic Improsement was astonishing" -I
()Rh, Ste', eoln I.
la;
;
$14.95 3 OR MORE 512.95

Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #=ANIT1.0
$199.99
MODEL 1.5 - .4irm•rruhbing.
As models are amo available
',union, slide-out wash. fluid
Sed OA Cabinet
Vinyl Wood rain Cabinet
5500E1 15
or220v verse',
ITEM #=A 171.5
$349.99
MODEL 1.51,1
f
Fuld applic
scrubbing. ch ITlIalli011. Vinyl Woodgroin
igjejitt
ITEM #--xANIT1 5FI
$409.99
MODEL MINI-PRO I - ti'et selllin & raillIMIN Mal Sidi, ,illUlhant
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM #=ANITMPRO1
$599.99
NITTY GRITTY CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$36.99
DUST COVERS
(DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$18.99
Vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5E1, Mini-Pro 1& 2)
$20.99 (Acrylic -alt models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Brush
$13.99 RECORD & CD CLEANING FLUIDS Vac Sweep Kit (4 Vac-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15-99
Capstan Kit (4 Capstans)
$13.99 (for all LP's) 1/2 gal.-$36.99 /1gal... $59.99
CD Buffer Sc Laser Buffer Pads
$13.99 Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99

BENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND e
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RUBY
!CALL WiTrade CALL
REFERENCE
=ALL Wr Trade CALL
MC H20
$CALL W/Trade CALL, ALI 'DER
MC MO.9
$CALL W/Trade CALL. 'ea"
$CALL W/ Trade CALL
75
MC L0.4
MC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
'''"
MC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 .WI Trade $225
MC-20E II (2.5mV) High Output
$150
With Trade Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stage
$1,199.99
(HI •2.0mV II MEDIUM -1.0mV
Benzakesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99
OUTPUT AVAILABLE)

THE
,
c 0

$CALL

"Fs en one ssho's into analog is sure hi
want one of the cute batten -powered
cartridge demagnetizers from
Aesthetix." 11.
s. f- ,•;*”.
I Anntwell

slum

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter
$399.99
"MAGIC" BRICK EMF control device.
$49.99
STROBOSCOPE DISC -Set turntable speed accurately & inexpensively $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE -For accurate stylus alignment
$14.99
u trnta
PRECISION BULL'S-EYE LEVEL -Foro •timm
uble •ertormance
$5.99
WE Canny THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS. UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES!

CD EILACKLIONT -Combining mechanical
dampening, conductise
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing
•
Ol•Off11.16., jitter results in >our music
sounding more natural. 3dimensional & dynamic
ith significantb less
glare & edge.... 1,39.99
"The mat works in abig was. Idid not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved dentin's, detail. dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. 16
tell ,'u the truth, I...begged Victor Ibr amat on the
spot." -StI111
Sieri•ophile. Apr '96 I'M. 19 04

ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX

317

778-2669

46064

STONE .

Ultra Clarifier:
1114.99
Images seemed more 3-1) and palahle.
and highs sounded more refined and
sweet. The bass definitel> improsed -•it
was deeper and tighter with better pitchdifferentiation..." SCUM
Stere‘phile.reh 1,06. l'o1 IQ 2.1'

audioquest

accessories

Clarifier: $34.99
MIST TV/EAK
Or *sr

Battery Eliminator:
SIS.99

[RECORD SLEEVES

-

Record Brush .
$14.99 Inner Record Sleeves: $40 ea $30 per 100
;
High quality anti-static paper backed sleeves
Anti-Static Carbon Fiber Brush
RF Stoppers:
$49.99 'Outer Record Sleeves: $.20 ea!$15 per 100
RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
I
3mil. thickness, single or double LP will ht.
Laser Guide:
$26.99 ;Mobile Fidelity Rice Paper Sleeves:
Optical Clarifier & Cleaner- -Improves CD '
$8.00 per 10 pack $70.00 per 100
sound!
High quality anti-static rice sleeves
Sorbothane CD Feet: (Pack of 4)
$32.99
rtIV -Glide II $19.99
4 lbs. per foot rating. Exceptional damping &
isolation improves performance of components. Improves sound, removes static, cleans.
Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pack of 4)
$49.99 improves tracking, records & styli' last longer.
8lbs. per foot rating.
IRDIUMarib

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! This Gold CD-R will bum in new components
in just 24 hours and regular maintenance treatments will always keep your system sounding
its bes!

_
GEO-DISCIld

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
$24.99
The pr,
,
,
on cartridge alignment system. from the makers of Original Master Recordings.
Geo-Disc enables you to achieve critical alignment to within .003 of an inch in moments, not
hours. It exclusively addresses the three most important factors of alignment: proper off-set:
proper tracking angle and proper overhang.

C
VISA

ElusDisc@aol.com

PENDLETON, IN

his is akiller cartridge.... more lifelike.
more holographic. more involving. more ...
musical....ihe Glider is was recommended."
-LI
lllll ie Brim nell. Siereophile.

Electro-magnetic stabilizer
$CALL
the Shakti offers aworthwhile and cost ellectise boost in sound quality. -.Focus. transparenc>.
dull>. and speed were better. as was the sense if space and pace." -./onarhan
Stereo/Mile. Feb. '96. l'ot 145 02 etieesgpf>)

ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.

5
,
100E1. I0

MODEL 1.0 - Vanua! amlic in,,,,, ti thud.
;,'daunt: while raruinning

lbs' market?"

HW-17 -S769.99
Both Fully Automatic
HW-17F -$849.99
with cooling fan

ACCESSORIES.

"I'. etried Initter
carlrialgr.. preansp..calde..andi.olalion .cheinrs.
...none ha. tor.. gi, en air the kind, of inipras. cinema. in noi‘e reduction.
anal eliminating of inid-loolrelile ringing lhat the, record-cleaning machine.
ha. e....lf ram lisle. In record.. 'on need a record-eleaning machine. Period." Vol
,RECORD CARE PRODUCTS, Core> in,:mherg. Sie.oph114..

NITTY GRITTY-

FOR INFO: (317) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

CATALOG: $e° U.S.A. /$e° INTL.
FREE WITH ORDER
POMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground, Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: $5 (adtl. terns 50c ea.)
3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items $1 ea.) ,
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $8 lade Items $125 ea .I
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((ore than twenty reviews (and
ten mentions for best of show( have
established the virtues of Celeste
products. For over seventeen years
Celeste has been aname svnort\mous
with quality and value.

maifie

elee

in, ye teent,eal1
u4 41!
Galen Carol Audio
RO. Box 173(32 •San Anton o, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /803-9927 •FAX: 210 /803-9928

This certifies that

Ken Zelin
of House of Music
San Francisco, CA

has earned his place in the loyal family of dedicated
McIntosh Salespersons. It is to further recognize House
of Music's continuous pursuit in promoting the magic of
the McIntosh sound -"The sound of Music itself".
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Editor:
Thanks, Stereophile, for providing this
forum and the opportunity to comment
on the AudioPrism Debut amplifier review. Regarding CD STOPLIGHT* and
the new CD BLACKLIGHT' sonic-enhancement products, please see our manufacturer's comments in Stereophile, July
1996, Vol.19 No.Z page 229.
Thanks Sam, for getting the word out
about the virtues of vacuum-tube technology. Readers from all generations are
listening. We know of at least one Debut
owner attending high school!
Until now, vacuum-tube-based products have been the burden of those folks
willing to maintain and bias their tubes in
an effort to wring out abit more from
their audio systems. There should not be
any mystery to vacuum-tube technology,
and you should not have to get an electrical engineering degree to maintain your
tube equipment.
The Debut has several design features to
ensure peak performance and years of
trouble-free service. Chief among these is
good power-supply regulation. The reason
the Debut's bias current is preset to 45mA
and "didn't budge, whatever the AC line
voltage" is no accident. All of the power
supplies in the Debut, from the input to
output stage, are hilly regulated, and this
maintains alevel of performance previously
unavailable in a vacuum-tube amplifier.
Precision voltage regulation is not just a
convenience —it's sonically important, too.
The Debut's ability to switch from triode to partial triode (ultralinear) affords
flexibility. We know of Debut owners
who have installed two amplifiers in
monoblock fashion to vertically bi-amplify their speakers, with one channel of
each amplifier in ultralinear to drive the
woofer/midrange and the other in triode
to drive the tweeter section (that's why we
put the extra output on our Matissa preamplifier). Although not stated in the review, the Debut is conservatively rated at
35Wpc and is capable of delivering at least
45-50W at visible clipping. With this
level of output power, we recommend
that you use aspeaker system with asensitivity of 85dB or higher. Triode mode
S
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will operate best with speakers of 89dB
sensitivity or greater. Regardless of which
mode of operation you use, we recommend experimenting with the speaker impedance taps to maximize the performance of the amplifier.
We chose the Svetlana EL-34 over other
tube types because of their reliability, consistent quality, and well-balanced sonic
attributes. We concur that the Genelex KTMullard, or Teleffinken EL-34 are desirable (although they may be difficult to find)
as excellent replacements for the Svetlanas.
(We do not encourage the use of non-EL
tube types since the bias adjustments may
not provide the correct voltage.)
We believe vacuum tubes (and alittle
modern technology!) bring the hin and
magic back to reproduced music. AudioPrism is proud to be part of this sonic
renaissance.
VICTOR TISCARENO,
Director of Engineering
BYRON Cou.Err, VP of Marketing
AudioPrism, Inc.

77,

CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-55
Editor:
Our thanks to Sam Tellig for his write-up
of the MV-55. One of Sam's great strengths
as awriter is his ability to convey his genuine enthusiasm for this hobby, and for the
products that spark that enthusiasm. In this
article, he very nicely captures the essence
of this little amplifier, providing aclear indication of both its strengths and limitations.
While the experience he reported is with
two specific speakers, Ican report that his
descriptions conform to our experience
with anumber of other speaker models as
well.
Iwould like to comment on the engineering considerations that led to acouple of design decisions on this amplifier
that Sam mentions. First, like all of the
tube amplifiers in our current line, the
MV-55 is delivered set to match aspecific load impedance (4 ohms is the standard, though the amplifier can be ordered
connected for 2, 4, 8, and 16 ohm loads),
rather than the more common practice of
offering a series of impedance connections on the back panel. The more common, and admittedly more convenient,
approach entails the use of only half of

•

the output transformer's secondary windings in the 4 ohm connection (in our
opinion, the preferred connection for the
majority of speaker systems) and implies
asuboptimal feedback ratio on all but one
connection. Instead, we chose to optimize the performance of the transformer
and to optimize the feedback ratio for
each setting. Sam also notes that the
amplifier cannot be simply switched from
ultralinear to triode operation. We have
elected to require that this change be
hard-wired because we do not think it is
agood idea to have aswitch in the signal
path that is operating at roughly 500V
DC. It would not take many inadvertent
operations of this switch with the amp
turned on to seriously degrade the
integrity of the switch contacts.
LEW JOHNSON
Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc.
DYNACO STEREO 160
Editor:
On behalf of everyone at Dynaco, I
would like to thank Sam Tellig for his
review of our Stereo 160 amplifier. That
he found so much to admire in the 160's
sonics, build quality, features, and value is
truly gratifying.
In designing the Stereo 160, we sought
to produce an amp that combined the
grainless beauty of tubes with the high
power and frequency extension of transistors, and still be accessible to budget-conscious audiophiles. Given its wide, linear
bandwidth, and impressive power delivery, the 6550 output tube was anatural
choice for this application. Quite frankly,
we are not surprised at Mr. Tellig's observations of the Stereo 160 vis-à-vis the
Conrad-Johnson MV-55. Although this
fact was not mentioned in the review, the
small C-J uses EL-34 output tubes, which
offer more midrange sweetness than
6550s, albeit with reduced power and linearity. But is the Stereo 160 "sharp" or is
the MV-55 "soft"? This is where our
paths diverge. Had we known that Sam
intended to conduct a comparative review, we would have sent our EL-34
based Stereo 80, which, at $1699 ($1799
in chrome) offers the same parts and construction quality as the Stereo 160, the
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same useful features — switchable triode/pentode operation, adjustable input
sensitivity, front-panel tube biasing with
individual meters—and the same basic
circuit topology, but with the more traditional tube sound that the reviewer obviously prefers.
Constructive comments — whether
from the press or the audiophile conununity —are apowerful engine of change.
Our engineers are continually refining
Dynaco products, and will explore both
the causes and cures of Mr. Tellies criticism. If any substantive design modifications arc made, Stereophik will be the
forum through which these changes are
made public. And of course, we hope we
can persuade him to take another listen.

given me for two years when Iworked
with them in my own reference system, or
would Ibe sent home on my shield?
glut April Iinstalled the Wotans at
Chez-10, among all the rack and shelves
holding the reference equipment, everything placed just so to extract the most out
of the system components, clearly after
hours and hours of experimentation. I,
too, was awed at the reach-out-and-touch
musical envelope that one experiences
from the famous Ribbon Chair, and Iwas
doubly pleased to know that my products
were helping to work this magic.
During the time that Ihad the opportunity of working with Jonathan and
Kathleen, side-by-side sometimes, and as
aclose observer at other times, the single
C HARLES I.SASSOON
most unforgettable impression that I
President, Dynaco
gained was of their incredible attention to
detail and total dedication to their work. I
WADIA 27 AND 7
knew that whatever Jonathan wrote
Editor:
would be fair, and totally honest —the
We at Wadia thank all of you at Stereophik
Scull Review team clearly leaves no stone
for your efforts in reviewing our Wadia 27
unturned in their search for the ultimate
and 7. We especially thank Bob Harley for
musical experience.
his time and consideration. We look forWhen the review came in it was my
ward to offering you the opportunity to
turn to say "WOW!" All of Jonathan and
review upgraded versions of other Wadia
Kathleen's considerable reviewing and lisproducts which will benefit from the techtening expertise and experiences have
nology developed for the Wadia 27.
elicited resounding approval for our stateS
TEVE JEFFERY
ment amplifier. Every aspect of the musiCEO, Wadia Digital
cality of the Wotans that Jonathan and
Kathleen examined resulted in glowing
VTL WOTAN
prose from them. High praise indeed.
Editor:
Our Stereophik readers may have to
Back at the January '96 WCES, Bea and I travel to hear the Wotans, as we will select
were in our rather modest room amidst
only 10 of the best dealers across the US
Lou Reed's Magic and Loss and my nonstop
to showcase them, but Iguarantee that
explanation of the VTL story to anyone
with our support those chosen dealers will
whose attention I could hold, and in
be absolutely capable of delivering comwalked Jonathan and Kathleen Scull.
plete customer satisfaction. At VTL, we
Perhaps Ididn't quite know what Iwas
are committed to delivering products of
getting into when Isuggested boldly "the
the best value and the highest quality.
heck with the limitations of single-ended
My acknowledgments and sincere
amplifiers — let me demonstrate what we
thanks go to the Sculls for having the perat VTL mean when we say 'control a ception, sensitivity, and perseverance to
speaker in avicelike grip.' How about
give our statement product a thorough
2500 watts of pure tube power?!" (This
examination, and for presenting such a
bravado came after hearing all year from
vivid picture of their listening experiences.
the speaker designer about how many
You are masters who stay true to your
replacement drivers he was bringing to
trade, willingly opening up your humble
replace the ones that would be launched
home to the many others who come there
across the room with all that power, and
seeking fame and fortune. Your hat may be
then seeing his eyes bug out when he
off to me Jonathan, but this head is bowed
beard, probably for the first time, what his
to your total dedication to your craft.
speakers were truly capable of.)
Special mention must go to "UN for
I watched Jonathan and Kathleen's
harnessing the beasts, JA for providing the
expressions as they listened to the "Magiforum for writers to show their best, and
cian" cut. When Jonathan suggested that he
loyal VTL customer Ernest Pirog for havand Kathleen give the Weans an extended
ing the conviction of his crazily brilliant
listen in their own system Iwas elated, and
ideas. Also, anod to one of the elders of
at the same time Iwas really apprehensive!
our tubed tribe: Jean-Paul Caffi, for creatIn many ways VTL under my direction is
ing the preamps that clearly bested the
still anew kid on the block. How would
other contenders to lead the team at Chez
we overcome anything that might go
10 and give of their best to the Wotans.
wrong? Could we survive a negative
To the extent that it might be my place
review from such awidely read writer in
to do so, Idedicate this review to the other
such an influential magazine? Would the
members of the VTL design and manWotans be able to show what they had
ufacturing teams who brought Wotan
STEREOPHILE, O CTOBER 1996

together —may we be able to continue to
strive to improve the VTL products and
bring the listening experience that touches
the hearts and lives of music lovers for
many years to come.
LUKE MANLEY
President, Vacuum Tube Logic
CONRAD-JOHNSON
Editor:
Thanks to Martin Colloms for his typically thorough and accurate review of our
top solid-state products—the PF11, EF-1,
and MF2300A. We appreciate the time
and effort that goes into this. As Martin
has implied, these products are built virtually to the standards of our Premier
products. It is only the absence of vacuum
tubes in the circuit that has restrained us
from applying Premier model designations to all three of these products. In performance, they come extremely close to
the tubed models at significantly more
affordable prices.
LEW JOHNSON
Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc.
MELOS SHA-GOLD
Editor:
Well it appears that we've done it once
again. In 1992 the SHA-1's revolutionary
approach to tube amplification set new
standards for tube preamp and tube headphone amp design and now the SHAGold appears to be doing so again.
Wes Phillips eloquently expounds in the
July 1996 Stenvphile on the technological
achievements of the SHA-Gold, which in
our opinion is vital in this age of charlatanism, fly-by-night regurgitations of archaic circuitry, and exaltations of the mundane.
In his clear, lucid discourse describing
the Photentiometer, he enlightens us all to
the sobering reality that is more often than
not that the "Truer" circuits are often
eclipsed in the short term by the "Sensational." As an audiophile friend once said
to us: "I bought apreamp because it is
spectacular, sold it amonth later because it
is spectacular."
The SHA-Gold's $5000+ performance
for under $2000 is atestimony to what
can be accomplished when priorities are
placed on design and music rather than
ornamentation.
CHARLES GAVARIS
Vice President, Melos Audio
BRYSTON
Editor:
Bryston wishes to thank Stereophile for the
trio of carefully researched reviews. It is
evident that Dr. Greenhill and Thomas J.
Norton take care and pride in their work.
The article shows agood understanding
of the thinking employed in our line of
amplifiers and preamplifiers. This indicates that they appreciate the attention to
detail with which Bryston designs and
builds audio products.
Bryston has always believed in one level
of quality; the best possible. Thus,
although the careful listener may find that
STEREOPHILE, OCTOBER
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there is reason to aspire to the largest and
most powerful amplifier in aline for the
"ideal system," one does not sacrifice build
quality or component excellence by choosing amore modest power level.
The review and test figures on the BP-25
were similarly carefully considered and prepared. The only comment we need make is
that the accurate measurement of frequency response in the moving-coil section
requires asource impedance in the range of
typical moving-coil cartridges, which are on
the order of 3-5 ohms. We assume your
source impedance was 40 ohms, resulting in
the HF rolloff shown. Our measurements,
made with asource impedance of 10 ohms,
or through an MC cartridge, are flat 20201tHz within ± 0.50dB. We should have
made you aware of this testing requirement.
Bryston has always been committed to
the quest for ultimate musical accuracy in
our entire product line. It is gratifying that
you have found that quest to be be wellfounded and successful. Thank you again
for your kind comments.
CHRISTOPHER W .RUSSELL
V.P. Engineering, Bryston Ltd.
HALES DESIGN GROUP
Editor:
There seems to be some confusion in the
domestic and international marketplace
regarding the ownership of Hales Design
Group. While many exciting things have
happened within the company since its
inception, the ownership has not changed
since 1994.
I founded Hales Design Group in
November of 1993, after asplit with my former partner. In April of 1994, aportion of
Hales Design Group shares were purchased
by California Audio Labs, Inc., which was
then owned/controlled by Mr. Jay Bauer.
Hales Design Group and CAL operated as
divisions within the parent company and
shared corporate resources until January of
1995, when the decision was made that the
companies would operate more efficiently
as independent organizations. In July of
1995, Mr. Bauer sold California Audio Labs
to another business entity and retained all of
his shares of Hales Design Group. So to this
day and since April of 1994, Hales Design
Group is owned by myself and my partnen
Mr. Jay Bauer.
Apparently there is some additional
confusion arising from our association
with Samsung Electronics of Korea. While
Hales Design Group has done, and continues to do, some consulting work for the
$75 billion Korean company, there is no
ownership participation in either direction. (I have to admit, however, it would
be pretty cool to be able to say that Hales
Design Group owned asizeable portion
of that company!)
Ihope this clarifies these issues for the
readers of Stereophile here and abroad.
L PAUL HALES
President, Hales Design Group
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RATE

WI T H

A NYWHERE

A

N EA R

TH IS PR I
CE . " STRONGLY RECO MM E N DED " SAYS
.I A . FROM

$1299

PAIR .

J os EP H A uoio
RM 7 SI

W ITH THE N EW

S IG N ATURE TRANSFORMER , VTL

HAS

A

CREATED

SCEN DS

TUBE

THE

AMPLIFIER

LIMITS

OF

THAT

TRAN -

CO NV E N TIO N AL

D ES IG N S . THE ETHER E AL M AGIC OF T HE T U BES
IS

PRE SER V ED IN

A UTHOR ITATIVE

ALL IT S GLO RY,

BASS

PO W ER

BUT WITH AN

AND

DE FINITI O N

THAT TA KES YOUR B R EATH AWAY. $6990 PAIR .

Pañ
H IGH
425

PARK

A VENUE

ACCUPHASE
PAUL

•

BARRY

CHANG
JMLAS

•

S OUTH

13& K

LIGHTSPEED
•

N EW

ADCOM

•

•

PROTON

SOUND

•

NY

A /D /S

•

MONSTER
LAB

•

N OT

•

DYNACO

AMC
•
•

H IGH
P H:

10 E116

KINEROETICS
•

rA

FIDELITY .

COMPONENTS
CHIRO

JOSEPHAUDIO

MONARCHY

YORK,
•

iidd•e

VTL
MB 450

•

(212)

ELECTROSTATICS

•

•

NILES
•

ILLUSIONS

AUDIO

TUBE

RESEARCH

NAKAMICHI

6135- B 101/ B 102

AUDIBLE

CALIFORNIA
GOLDEN

ANXIETY .

LABS

AUDIO

•

SONY -E S

•

•

•

INFINITY

S O TA

•
•

689-046 B

CELESTION

COMPOSITION

MCCORMACK

PARADIGM
•

(212)

BAND &O LUFSEN

CARDAS

GRADO

MARANTZ
•

•

FAX:
•

MITSUBISHI

PLATINUM
VTL

•

AUDIO

VIDIKRON

The AudioVisions Pledge:

electronics •c.d.
AUDIO RESEARCH

Our knowledge, honesty, fmnkness, and concern will
make your visit with us worthwhile. Our goal is to develop a
mutually beneficial relationship, as well as to gain your trust.

AMC • BRYSTON
CAL AUDIO
DENON • FOSGATE
MAGNUM • N.A.D.

Recent Arrivals

ROTEL
loudspeakers
MILLER & KRIESEL
MARTIN LOGAN
NILES AUDIO indoor/outdoor
PARADIGM / REFERENCE
"Rock Solids" by B & W
THIEL
VANDERSTEEN
Phono •cables
Audioquest • A.R.C.

Audio Research 1_522 balanced/unbalanced tube line stage preamp
Audio Research D130 power amp—"Sweet" sounding solid state
Bryston "ST" series amplifiers—challenges state of the art
Bryston "BP" series preamps—truly musical, 20 year warranty
Cal Audio "Power Boss" 20 bit HDCD Icon MKII—upgrades available
Martin Logan SL3 hybrid electrostatic speaker—seamless, dynamic!
Rotel RSP980 THX/Dolby processor/preamp—AC3 upgradable
Thiel CS7's—simply magical; hear all the latest models!
Vandersteen—new model 1C—improved in many ways...

Aural Symphonies
GRADO /Signature

Home Theater

Monster /Sigma
ORACLE •SME

Musically satisfying home theater systems.
AMC, ARC, Bryston, Denon, Fosgate, NAD,
M&K, Paradigm, Rotel, Thiel, Vandersteen
Complete installations by caring experts available.

SOTA • SUMIKO
Straight Wire • XL0
other good stuff

Home trials /Trade-ins accepted.
Call for an appointment, or just drop by.

A.P.I. POWERWEDGE
GERMAN ACOUSTICS
GRADO HEADPHONES

.tAuclie[labna

NILES AUDIO
NOISETRAPPER
PANAMAX • ROOMTUNES
SOUND ANCHORS

1067 MONTAUK HWY.•W .BABYLON ,N.
Y.11704 •(516) 661-3355

SONEX • TARGET

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
•ADCOM

•EXPOSURE

•MIRAGE

•SOLID

•AUDIOQUEST

•GRADO

•NAKAMICHI

•SONUS FABER

•AUDIOTRUTH

•LEXICON

•PROCEED

•TARA LABS

•CALIFORNIA

•LINN

•PROTON

•VIDIKRON

•MARANTZ

•REL

•VVADIA

•MARK

• ROTEL

AUDIO LABS
•CLEMENTS
•ENERGY

LEVINSON

602-993-3351
MON - FRI 10 -8
SAT

10-6

SUN

12-5

AND MORE

•SHARPVISION

SeOptit
REAL

HI

Liu
FI

SYSTEMS

2734 W . BELL ROAD

#1306

PHOENIX , ARIZONA 85023

Servicing The Southwestern United States • Territorial Restrictions

HIGH END AUDIO AND VIDEO FOR YOUR HOME
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W HERE

TO BUY STEREOPHILE

VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

VV

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1kalerN inier).sted in selling Steriviiiii/c. please call (800) 446-3563. Stereophde is also available at selected B. Dalton Booksellers, Blockbuster Video, and Tower
Records stores. U.S. National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals, (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Beverly Hills
ATTrade
(310) 271-9191
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deems Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Affordable Audio
(310) 558-0716
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AN Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Glendale
Marconi Radio
(818) 240-1090
Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi 8Video
(805) 683-2162
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Elerdan
(818) 359-9131

Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft. Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
(415) 433-1335
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
San Mateo
Electronic Safari
(415) 573-9644
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video. The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
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Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Analogue Audio
(303) 443-4443
Eads News 8 Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up #5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Gold Sound
(303) 388-8294
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Sound 8 Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack. Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
At Franklin's Music
(203) 869-1900
The Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898

Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Southport Home
Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
World Book 8 News
(213) 465-4352
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
(813) 392-8541
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Stereo By Design
(305) 591-1297
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Ounwoody
Audio Solutions
(4041 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8Sound
Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
(217) 356-5456
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 256-8700

DeKalb
Classic Hi Fi
(815) 758-4434
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(708) 827-0673
Glenwood
The Little Guys
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(8471 967-8830
Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound 8Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888
INDIANA
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Cannel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Chesterton
BBC SalesNaudio
(219) 926-6435
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broadripple
(317) 255-4342
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Camera Corner's Visions
8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Harahan
Audio Orleans
(504) 737-2026
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone. Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8 Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624
0Audio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Hopedale
RA Labs USA
(508) 478-5413
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Norwood
Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
Worcester
Otoin's
(508) 791-3411
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8 Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-F: Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Femdale
Imagery
(810) 544-8370
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room r2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomtield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780
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NEW LOWER PRICESON

Synergistic Research
Sonic Frontiers
Kinergetics
Monarchy
Angstrom
Marantz
Sumiko
Energy
Bedini
DWIN
Grado
Jolida
Chiro
CAL
MIT
Niles
Basis
NEAR
Lovan
CODA
Kimber
Bryston
Platinum
Townshend
Continuum
Chang Lightspeed
Atlantic Technologies

SILVER SUM &SOLJD
exce ence in au•io & vi•eo

410 •296 •0202
8832 Orchard Tree Ln
Towson • MD • 21286
FAX: 410 •296 •0203
E-mail: SilvrSern@aol.com

341)

Aerial
Audible Illusions
Benz-Micro
Cary
Clearaudio
Densen
Dodson
ESP
Forsell
Gold Aero
Graham
Highwire
Hovland
Joule Electra
Klyne
LA Audio
Magnum
McCormack
Meadowlark
Mesa Engineering
Micromega
Montana
N.E.W.
Quadric
Rega
Sonic Frontiers
Sound-Lab
Speaker Art
Swans
System Audio
Unity Audio
VA C
Well-Tempered

We Are The

VIIVIW WWWMI
•11111010111/11VMMP'
tirsegoleil
"1111à;
g

When the music is everything

We carry most arms, tables and cartridges

12668 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City. California 91604
(818) 762-1501 or fax (818) 752-9709
Visit our new web site
http://www.acousticimagE.com

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

•ACCUPHASE

• HIGHWIRE

•PRESENCE AUDIO

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•JADIS

• PS AUDIO

•AIR TIGHT

•JOULE ELECTRA

• PSB

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

• KIMBER KABLE

• REFERENCE 3A

•AUDIO ALCHEMY

• KLYNE

• REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOLAB

• KUZMA

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

•AUDIOVECTOR

• MAGNUM

•SOTA

• BEL

• MERIDIAN

•SOUND VALVES

• BEL CANTO

• METAPHOR

•SPENDOR

• BENZ-MICRO

• MICHELL

•STAX

• B+K COMPONENTS

• MICROMEGA

•STRAIGHT WIRE

•CARY

• MONITOR AUDIO

•SWANS

•COUNTERPOINT

• MONTANA

•SYNERGISITC

•CREEK/EPOS

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•TOTEM

•ENSEMBLE

• MUSE

• UNITY AUDIO

•FANFARE FM

• NAD

•VAC

•GRADO

• NSM

•VPI

•GRAHAM

•PASS LABS

•WADIA DIGITAL

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

•PLATINUM

•WAVELENGTH

• HARBETH

• PLINIUS

•WILSON BENESCH

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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MINNESOTA

Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320

MISSOURI
St. Louis
Flips Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St Louis Sound Co
(314) 993-0002
Theodosia
Integrative Services
(417) 273-2150

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(406) 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Audio Visions of Kalispell
(406) 752-5433

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image & Sound
(702) 876-3401
Metropolitan Newsstand
(702) 798-8002
Reno
Wild West Electronics
(702) 825-4600

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Milford
Book Ends
(603) 673-0851
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight & Sound
(908) 766-7888
Dunelien
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 474-4555
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085
Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Rare Bear
(505) 988-3531

NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Eagle Audio Video
(718) 438-4401
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
(518) 785-4322
Little Neck
Hi -Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
The Sound Mill
(914) 241-1230
Nanuet
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
J&R Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights. Queens
T.D Electronics
(718) 528-4956
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Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi-Fi &Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jamiesons'
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020

OKLAHOMA

Gordon Brothers
(315) 446-9440
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355

NORTH CAROLINA

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics &Appliances
(919) 838-0000
Winston-Salem
Platinum Audio
(910) 838-0000

OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392

Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113

OREGON

Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Ede
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
King of Prussia
Tower RecordsNideo #830
(610) 265-2525
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
(814) 684-2795
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

RHODE ISLAND

Providence
Ocean State Audio
(401) 943-2580

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803) 256-3277
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293

TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710

Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

TEXAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Austin
High Fidelity, Inc.
(512) 454-5833
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102

UTAH
Drum

Crandall Audio
(801) 226-8737
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

;
.me most SpatlalPf Mantic two-speaker playback
I've heard':
"...It certainly
qualifies
for some
of

The Van L. Stage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at S899 00 apair
plus s.&h. 30 day in home trial, money back guarantee, 5year
manufacturer defect warranty , Available exclusively from

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom 'Apogee. AudioGuest •
Audio Innovations
•
B&K Cardas •
Chicago Audio Group
•
Counterpoint •
Esoteric Audio •
Grado
•
JIVI Labs. Kimber Kable •
McCormack. NSKI
.
Pinnacle .
PS Audio •
Rogers 'Spectrum .Sumiko
•
Taddeo •
Target .
Tice •
Totem •
Van Den Hul
We also offer

Repairs• Parts •Kits. Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N.
Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes. Custom sizes and finishes also
available. Write or call: 1-800-848-9811
Davidson- Whitehall Company
555 Whaeholl Street AtIonta, Georg. 30303
14041 524-4534 fax 14041 659-5041

341

Audio. Video & Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Theta Digital
Micromega

South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

VERMONT
Middlebury
RetailVision
(802) 388-1280
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541
WASHINGTON, DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
Tower Video
(916) 373-2561
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cudahy
Cudahy News & Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One, RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
K&W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

Snell
Aerial
ProAc

Pass Labs
McCormack
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Audible Illusions

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

(770)804-8977

Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
708-789- I
990

http://www.audiosolutions.com

Libertyville
847-362-5594

VPI

Chicago
31 2-642-5950

Synergistic Research

SOTA

Magnum Dynalab

Grado
Sumiko

Sound Dynamics
Kimber Kable

Sony ES
Sony Video

WireWorld
Target

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Goldnaund,
Gradient, Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Proceed,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Threshold,
Wilson Audio,
and many more.

AUDIO consuzarrrs
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 196'

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway fM163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8, Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St. 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphorucs Audio &Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thnmhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7f3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.

QUEBEC
Montreal

Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Décarie
Son Orfiltronique
9343 La jeunesse
Giddies
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.

Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RJ Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio O Imports
Tel (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
AT Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel (3712) 211-688
BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor
11h men, Netherlands
Durob Audio By
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
Hassell, Belgium
Ghijsens HiFi Store
Tel: (32) 11-22-96-59
Tel: (32) 11-22-95-71

BRUNEI

Bandar Seri Begawan
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-88-40
Fax: (673) 244-88-41

CHILE

Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax (562) 2-209-2134
COSTA RICA
Curridiabat, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel Fax 1506122:i
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-03-76
CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel (42) 9000-1180
Fax 1421 9000-1181
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund
Matrix Aps
Tel (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Entusiasten
Tagensvet 162
Rungsted
Hi -Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Ve (le
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sad
Tel: (33) 61-75-06-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-33-66

Brest

Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188

Cannes

Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
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Port Royal Audio
Tel: (331 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (331 40-20-9528
GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel: (8522) 392-6368
Fax: (8522) 392-6328
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackmek, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound & Music
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax (39) 583-419-115
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel (811 3-5410-0071
Fax (811 3-5410-0622
KOREA
Seoul
Audio Marl
Fax (821 2-514-2089
LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux
MACEDONIA
TP Kodi Export-Import
Telfax (3891 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel. (60) 3-717-6969
Fax (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel. (596) 64 69 63
Fax (596) 57 96 39
MEXICO
National Distributor
México DF
Heaven Sound
Tel (521 5-563-3187
Fan (521 5-563-8110
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR Britton
Tel (6414-5688-066
Fax (6414-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsmagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax: (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax: (63) 2-931-3742

POLAND
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio. Ltd
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
Tel/Fax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury SI Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St

Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
VENEZUELA
Caracas
Arel/ca
Tel/Fax (58) 2979-1844
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

ROMANIA
Bucharest
Valimpex —High End Audio
Tel (40) 677-3750
Fax: (40) 677-2743
RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37. Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871
Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

The Stereophile

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
VANDERSTEEN (1§D

RECORD- REVIEW I
NDEX
Indexes every record review published in
Stereophile from V01.10 No.1 (1987)
through this issue.
Also includes indices to
"Building a Library"

Graham
SONIC FRONTIERS

WELL TERMED 33TA PS ALJIIKO

oudioquest

Tneteee:e Ce-h " audio research

THE -

(MS DOS, raw ASCII only).

FEeli

Send $9.95 to:
Stereophile Record-Review Index
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.

(Please indicate disk size)

SHOPPE

21 N. Market Si.. Selinsgrove. PA •717374.0150

National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790
1-1 r
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax (46) 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Genera
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-29U
THAILAND
Bangkok
Mining Group Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (66) 2-241-5330
Music World Co.. Ltd.
Tel (66) 2-276-5190
Fax: (66) 2-276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town. 3rd floor
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Musk
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
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Av.,

Theta Digital

and musician interviews.
Available on .53'.;"or 31
/
2 "floppy disks

SINGAPORE

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

t
i
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California Aallo Labs SDI CO

I

In Southern California

JI

t=i c3es

AUDIO GALLERY

WW1 •le.1•1 le1
r/.7114PM
IMAM Uzi' II

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance
ART-AUDIO (Single Ended)
ATMA-SPHERE'

AIR TIGHT'

MCCORMACK

PASS LABS

ACCUPHASE

GALLO ACOUSTICS"

SOUND LAB

MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'

AUDIO LAB'
JOLIDA"

MEADOWLARK AUDIO"
FOURIER COMPONENTS'

MASSACHUS
HIGH-END CHOI
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQL)
1100 MAIN ROA
WESTPORT. MA 0
TEL. (50 8) 636-3400
FAX (
TOTEM
DINI

SOUND IMAGES CAB
CALIFORNIA AUDIO

.MICHELL'
&BMA CABLES

SCIENTIFIC FIDE
ACROTEC CA

rET

ectronic

Golden Tube
Adcom
Cal. Audio Lobs
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Bryston
Marantz
McCormack
NAD
Denon
Bong 8. Olufsen
McIntosh
Lexicon

Accessories
Atlantis
Billy Bogs
AudioQuest
CM/D Furniture
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
Beyerdynamic

Turntables

Speakers

Project I
Thorens
Denon

Mordount-Short
M&K
Martin Logan
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Sharp
Proton
Vidikron

Video

FURNITURE BY
TARGET. CONTOURS. SALAMANDER, AND ZOETHECUS
MANY MORE PLEASE CALL
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
•NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700
343

/ecedeo,

Your Guiding Light to Audio Excellence

Atlantis
Audio Alchemy
APS
Audioquest
Carver
Cary Audio
Conrad-Johnson
Farté
Golden Tube
McCormack
Mordaunt Short
Power Wedge
Platinum Audio
Proton Video
Room Tune
Spendor
Tara Labs
YBA and more

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE
9375 Chesapeake Street
Potomac Square
Unit 113
La Plata, Maryland 20646

(301) 753-1650
Fax:
(301) 934-8736
111111.1111k
NOW

VISA

You haven't heard your
equipment until you hear it with

GOLDEN SOUND DH CONES
DH Cones users reveal their experience:
"This is the first Tweak I've used to make such an immediate audible
difference in my system, literally bring the music into focus,
like the fine adjust knob on amicroscope. Ididn't want to get them,
but after listening to my system with and without them, it was no contest.
DH Cones were in for good! Temfic product -efficient, affordable and a
real sonic improvement." Tim Fossette, N. Charleston, SC
"...what difference could some cones make? My first listening session
with DH Cones put underneath my CD player changed my thinking.
What Iheard was lots of musical detail, tighter bass, better sound stage
and fuller body of sound. The music was more vivid, palpable and
immediate. Without DH Cones, the music sounds washed out."
AVAILABLE AT:

Wayman Wong, San Francisco CA

DH

ULTIMATE SOUND
41 GRANT AVENUE •2ND FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

CONES

TEL: (415) 781-6025
FAX: (415) 781-5723
FEATURING: Audible Illusions,VTL,Spendor, EAD and more.

1

Stereophile
recommended
components
April '96
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STEREOPHILEs ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stereophile from Vol.3 No.1 through Vol.19 No.10
(1971 through October 1996), and every component reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.1 Nol.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
5".." or
floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost-Complete
Index, 208 Delgado St, Santa Fg NM 87501. Please
indicate disk size.

ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spcndor, Gradient, Entcc, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Rarody, QS&D,
33 »Whin Loop #108, Fredericksburg, VA 22406, (540)
372-37102x (540) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-LINE —
Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, databases,
forums, online shopping. Internet e-mail, newsroom,
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANINFO
@taw. corn. 14rice (818)782-1676, TAN, 6930 Valjean Ave,
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim, Roksan, Music
Reference, ESL, Spendor, Creek, Rep, Epos, Totem,
Quad, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko, Goldring,
Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of used gear.
Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado,
Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan, Mirage,
MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van den Hul,
Well Tempered, JF Woodworks. Audio arellena;
Liverpool, NI; (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/Amex/Discover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
Owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models. New SME headshells, Fluid 1)amper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,* PO. Box 187,
San Ansehno, CA 94979, (415) 457-787P

•

........

RATES: Private, $110 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.85 per word,
$154 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with aspace,
dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phonein ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
are credit-card only: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. FAX:
(505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on
the first working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will appear
For example, if you want your ad to tun in the
December 1996 Stereophile, you must submit it by
October 1, 1996. No refunds. Please note:
After October 31, 1996, phone-in ads will no
longer be accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads instead on the form provided at the end of this section.

IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
owa or without alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose front
Acurus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL, Definitive Technology,
Dunlavy, EAD, Kinergetics, McCormack, MartinLogan, ProAc, PSB, Sanus, van den Hul, Wilson
Audio, and more. (515) 255-2134.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphasc, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio Artistry,
Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro, Chang,
Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble, Graham,
Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalals,
Magro, Meret, Micromega, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, NSM, Onix, Regs, Sound Anchors,
SOFA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem, Unity Audio,
Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson lienesch, YBA, and more.
Call/fax John Bames at (303)691-340Z 2341 W Yale Are,
Elel111 ,00d, CO 80110.
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers
improves highs, increases dynamics, and creates abetter
sountistage. Hovland MusiCaps and software available.
Free Design Guide. Allpass Tirlonologies, Inc, 2844
Channels Dr, Apopka, FL 32703-597Z (407)786-0623.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR. Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rega, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAI ), Cary, Nakamichi,
Acorns, Kimber, KEF, Eirasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Raid Bunkers Stow, 591 Ki, g Sr,
Charlostoro, SC 29403, (803)723-7276.

SIDEREALKAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price,
pseudoscience, technobabblc, or magical rituals. For
information, call, fax, or write to: SiderealKap, 1525
Brian Place; Esarrodido, CA 92025. Tel: (619) 743-199Z
live: (619)743-2192.

CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1m pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in R, plus others,
and full product information. Thirty-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Solid Gore Technology, 3808 Ws:view AVVIllie, 1
,
14e Pahn Beach, FL 33407, (561)842-7316.
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STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX lists every record review published in
Stereophile from Vol.10 No.1 through Vol.19 No.10
(January 1987 through October 1996). Also
includes indexes to "Building aLibrary" and musician interviews, and indicates Records To 1)ic For
and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.) Available
on 51
/
4"
or 3'/2" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $9.95 to Stereophik Ronord-Review Index,
208 Delgado St., Santa
NM 87501. Please indicate
disk size.

AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEEI) to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become abetter listener. With more
than 450 pages and +2(X) photos and illustrations, The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio is the ultimate reference book on high-quality music reproduction. Written
for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out
why Sam Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy
Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee. Call toll-free:
(800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send check or
Visa/MC information to Arapella Publishiog PO. Box
80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
MBC AUDIO:

Klync, BEL, Gradient, C.E.C.,

1)ensen, I)iapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031 MST
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon.
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, !Limber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
B&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL, and other loudspeaker
owners: Would you like to improve on the great sound
you already have? Try apair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs —a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure. Please also inquire about our
unbelievable interconnects!
RARE NOS TUBES from Western Electric, Gencles,
Telefunken, Mullard, Amperes, Siemens, RCA,
Sylvania, etc. Selected and matched. (801) 224-4809, fax
(801) 224-6059. e-mail: jb-tubos@mcnnet.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion of
best-buy products from Mordaunt-Short, B&K,
Dynaco, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Musical Concepts/Design, NEAR, many more. For details concerning this great opportunity, contact Stereo Consultants,
(317) 474-9004.
LAST CHANCE to purchase new Eagle 4and Eagle
11 power amplifiers at great savings. Based on the
proven Eagle 2, these nigged models will be replaced
with the Eagle 5and are the last of their breed. Call
EKSC Eagle or your Eagle dealer. (913)780-4495.
345
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PLUS OVER 30 MORE BRANDS!
•FREE PHONE CONSULTATIONS
• 30 DAY EXCI LANGE PRIVILEGE
• EQUIPMENT TRADE-I
NS
• FRIT Si UPPING & HANDLING

=

VISA

4697 E.EVANS
I
)F.NIVER, CO 80222

Aerial •Arcam •Ampro
Audible Illusions •AO •B&K
Cardas •Classé •(WD •Denon
Dynaudio •Eggleston Works
FMS •Golden Tube •Hales
Infinity Composition •M&K
Mark Levinson •Martin-Logan
Mesa Baron •Meridian •NAD
Paradigm •Pioneer Elite •Platinum
Rotel •SharpVision •Sonic Frontiers
Toshiba Cinema Series
Transparent Cable •Vandersteen
VPI •Wadio

(303) 759-5505

Isn't the Real Problem
your Room ArousIks?
Now, for the first time,

aProven Solution is Available.

ae_ràib,

Levitz Plaza
166 Daniel Webster Hwy.

Cambodge

Signal Technolog

.

Nashua, NH 03060
603.888.9777

"...perhaps the most important
advance since the advent of stereo."

a/v ensemble
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FANFARE FM TUNER on the Inteniet. Visit our
Website at kup://uivii94:n..cons. See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14). plus tips on improving FM
reception. I
)ownload our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Siam Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637 also (905) 793-7953, or fax s, (905) 793-5984.
E-mail to is!fi,eiimeire.cons, or write ro limeur FM, Box
455, Buierlo, NY 14225-0455.
"1 HAVE Sl'ENT FAR MORE time liste •gto music
since installing the Zero-One" —Rich Warren, Chicago
Tribune. 9/1/95. Discover what changed audio reviewer Rich Warren's mind about affordable high-end Cl)
players. The Daniels Audio Zero-One player stinds
sonically shoulder-to-shoulder with Spectral. Levinson,
and Theta. but costs only 5789. Newly available: the
superb Daniels CD-5.1 player with phase-coherent
wiring throughout. Perhaps the ultimate digital statement, $1899. No-obligation in-home audition. Phone.
fax, or write Daniels Audio Gnporation, 1001 N.
Humphny, Oak Park, IL 60302. Phone (708) 383-3319,
fix (708) 383-3230. On the 1141e at hup://www.daniels
audio.com.
QUICKSILVER'S NEW MONO AMPS are here,
$995 each. Holy Cow!!! Audible Illusions M3A preamplifier. More Fun!!! Vandersteen 2Cc. This combo
will make cou late for work!!! Alai,. (201111atiOn, 615
Bloomfield il;m1u;
NJ 07044. Ti!: (201) 239-1799,
fax (201) 239-1725. 25 minute outside elauhattan, 7minutefiom 1-95.
SAVE 60-90% ON ARC. Cary, Crosby, Krell,
Levinson, Rowland, Spectral, VAC, etc. with your
trade-in. Pre-owned upgrade specialist since 1973. Big
savings on top-rated Accuphase and Air Tight electronics, AudioWorks" cables and Original Reference
Tubes". Call 24 hours: (818) 377-5264, fax (818) 5050149, http://membas.triportioni/Allent
MESA BARON TUBE AMP, latest, $2200; Krell
KSL, $1050. (215)721-9659.

HI
Fl
'97
HOME THEATER &
SPICIALET AUDIO

HI-FI '97

The Home
Theater &
Specialty
Audio Show
May

28-29, 1997

(Press & Trade)

May 30-June 1,1997
(Open to the Public)

At The Westin St. Francis,
San Francisco
•Meet hundreds of the world's top
designers and factory representatives.
•Experience the latest innovations.
•See and hear more equipment than
you could in ayear of store visits.
•Meet and talk with Stereophik and
Guide to Home Theater editors, writers,
and industry luminaries.
•Enjoy 28 hours of live music.
•For the Trade: Attend exciting workshops and seminars. View the hottest
of new and established lines. Meet the
best product trainers. FREE trade preregistration!
•Consumer tickets go on sale in
January 1997.
For more information, call (505) 9822366, or fax (505) 989-8791.

Potential exhibitors should call

Ken
Nelson, Nelson & Associates, at
(914) 476-3157. Fax (914) 969-2746.
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CELESTE 4070SE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER,
new with warranty, ($1495) 5950; Dynaudio Contour
13, rosewood, 1month old, ($2000) $1395. (800) 5378899, nrt. 5643, leave maw.

BACK ISSUES. INCLUDING PREMIERS: Stereophile (beginning 1962), Schwarm CD (begin ning 1985),
Gum CD (beginning 1985), Cl.) Review. Chester, (616)
361-6194 ermines EST

LEVINSON NO333 POWER AMP, 300Wpc,
$6800; Wilson WATT 5/Puppy 5, $10,500 for pair.
also, 1center WATT 5/Puppy 5, $5250; Krell KSA150 power amp, 150V/pc. $2400. (770)901-6430, lean.
rrussage.

PURIST AU1)10 DESIGN Rev. A cables, like new —
Speaker: Elementa, 4m, $200; Colossus. 3m. $700.
RCA: Proteus, 1m, $800. XLR: MaJCHMUS, 15m. $250;
Maximus, 13m, $650; Colossus, 3.5m, $550; Colossus,
4m, $600. Bob, (419) 238-4747

MERIDIAN 504 TUNER, mint, ($1200 list) $675:
XLO Signature purple powcrcord, $165; audiophile
jazz, rock, asid some classical records at great prices.
(212)741-2717 days, (212) 475-1653 marines EST

SHARP EG-E850U LC1) data-grade video projector,
built-in lisle doubler, almost 1million pixels, projects
25" to 300" diagonal picture. 2 spare lamps. $6000.
(319) 393-3318.

WADIA 20 TRANSPORT, $3200; Wadia 25 DAC,
$3350; Artemis EOS Mk.II+, rosewood (oil finish),
$4850; Aronov 960 amp, 51100; Magnan Signature
Ribbon, 9' pair, ($1850) $1100; all mint condition. (509)
326-0566 PST

TICE POWER BLOCK III power conditioner, 1year
old, perfect condition, $950 including shipping. (716)
825-4962 alier 5pm EST

SONY WM-D6C WALKMAN Pro cassette recorder
with Sony ECM-929LT single-point stereo microphone, $280. (201) 484-2138.

EAD THEATERMASTER with Smart Cable, (list
$7766) sell $3850; EAD I)SP-9000, balanced, black,
(list $7000) sell $3700; both mint. (303) 777-6075.

IHAVE THE TUBES YOU WANT: Original Amperex, CBS, Telefunken, etc., at prices you'll like. (213)
850-6739.

STRAIGHT WIRE VIRTUOSO GOLD, 2 pairs,
0.5m, ($300) 5150/pair, 1m pair, ($450) $200; Enlightened Audio T-1000 transport, ($1200) $650. Call
Roger, (704) 847-5892.

JPS GOLI)EN FLUTE FILTERS for 13&W 802s,
$150; Audio Research 1)-2000 power amp, black, pristine condition, $1500; boxes and manuals (414) 2555310.
HI-FI CHOICE —Naini, Regs, Linn. Kuzma, Copland, Celeste, Epos. Totem. JPW, Plinius, Sikech,
Dynavector, van den Hul, Target, Proton. (305) 8919540.
PROAC RESPONSE 2 SPEAKERS, light oak, with
Sound Anchor stands and Kistler 47C speaker cable,
12' In-wire. new, $1975; Rogers LS6A speakers, teak,
with Premier M50 Mk.II 23" stands, $400; Rotel RCI)86513X, $200; all excellent condition. (212) 947-6243.

AN AUD I
OWAVES
AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIOOUEST
GRADO HEADPHONES •HAVE
PERFEGIONIST AUDIO
—featuring

AUDIO ALCHEMY

11112511111

DDS•Pro

DTI*Pro 32

ACD•Pro -Alchemy's new one box CD
player with Pioneer Stable Platter +HDCD.
DDEv1.2 -Alchemy's new HDCD DAC
at an extremely affordable price.
BEST PRICES •BEST SERVICE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PAC Super IDOS -S429
HAVE Canare Digiflex Gold 1meter -S39
Grado SR 60, 80 &125 'phones -call
Audidluest cables &interconnects -call
FREE

SHIPPING

1-800-510-4753
Phone/Fax 707-677-3299
Email: audiowaves@aol.com

mow
wow

PO, Box 461 Trinidad, CA 95570

'

AUDIO ALCHEMY DTI•PRO 32, $930. (415) 9480286.

SPENDOR S-I000 SPEAKERS with Sound Anchor
stands, walnut, original owner, with boxes and masmal,
mint condition, $1450. (315) 682-9196 afirr 6pon EST
B&W 800/801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE: The
single most significant improvement you can make to
your 800-series-based audio system. Please call or
write for our complimentary literature. North Creek
Musk Systems, 1120 Main Sim?, Old limy, NY 13420,
voice/fax (315) 369-2500.
THETA DS PRO PRIME, WO; 8' Transparent Music
Wave speaker cable, 2sets, $100/each; 20' Transparent
Basic balanced interconnect, $200. (919) 942-2582.

Profflurica
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Adcom
Aragon
Arcarn
Audio Alchemy
Audio Research
B.A.T.
C.E.C.
Celeste
Creek
CWD
Dunlavy
Epsilon
Golden Tube
Grado
H/K
Jar is

lightstar
Meridian
Norm
Parodigm
ProAc
Reference 3a
Rego
Roksan
Rotel

Signet
Sonic frontiers
Spendor
Spica
Sumiko
Target
Theta
Vandersteen
VT1
Les's"

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE
2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 312.883.9500
5701 W. DEMPSTER MORTON GROVE 708.581.1900

2,47

MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT
AN1) SPEAKER CABLES "...transcend what the
cable state of the art has heretofore even suggested."
plus high praise for the Type Vi — Peter Moncrieif in
IAR Hotline, '92/'93 cable survey. For information, call
or fax Magna,' Cables, Camarillo, CA, (805) 484-9544.
CAMELOT 1)RAGON: Digital enhancement like
DTI•Pro 32. Bound for Sound "exceptional merit,"
reviews available, mint, box, ($1195) $599; PSE Studio
V monoblocks, ($1990) $995/pair. (818) 342-2855.

ARC LS211 Mk.11, BLACK. $1850; Muse Model Two,
balanced, black, $1300; MIT 750E with CVT, 12',
$1000; MIT Proline 2, 1
in, $350; MIT 330, 15m,
S150; Seismic Sink Model 1, $175; Black Diamond
Racing Shelf, $225; SH-22 IYFeet$100/set of 4; Regal
Dynafect, $30/each; 4 Original Cable Jackets,
$35/each. (303) 850-0363, leave mule.
CLASSE 6L Mk.II REMOTE. ($3300) $2000;
AudioQuest I)iamond X3 XLR, 3m, ($2250) $900; all
mint. John, (319)395-0779 evenings (ST

EAD T-8(X)0 SERIES III universal transport, black.
($4400) $2200; ELP (Finial) laser turntable, new,
($20,000) $16,000); CEDAR DC-1 digital real-time
tick-and-pop &clicker, ($16,500) $10,000; Rowland
Consummate, ($5950) $3500. (505) 662-1415, (505)
667-1330.

TANDBERG 3026A POWER AMP, smooth,
detailed, with great bass for the money! ($2100) $500.
Dan, (414) 391-4728 days, (414) 469-8917 ratline CST

AUDIO RESEARCH 1)300 AMPLIFIER (silver),
mint and complete, ($4000) 12300 0130. Trevor, (302)
737-2606 «five (302) 737-6565.

CAL SL-1 SIGNATURE, ($4950) $3150; Crown
Macro Reference (Esoteric Version), ($4195) $2195;
EA1) T-7000 transport and DSP-7000 D/A (both with
AT&T), ($3495) $795 each or both for $1500. (Each of
the above in mint condition with original warranty and
packing and less than 200 hours' use). Brand new
HeadRoom Traveler Kit (includes Supreme amp,
Sennheiser 580s, 4-cell battery holder, premium cable.
CI) wallet, and Traveler Bag), ($800) $500; 413rightstar
Big Foot Platforms, black (2 new, unopened in box),
($175) $85 each; 2 Little Rock Isolation Pods, ($150)
$80 each; RoomTuncs Room Treatment (4 CornerTunes, 4EchoTunes, 3free-standing), gray, $400 for all
0130. Frank, (810) 355-5600 weekdays 9-5, (810) 5391789 all other tilt'.

THETA GEN.V BALANCED, ($3300); Lexicon
CP1+, VW; Carver Amazing Loudspeaker Silver,
$800; TARA Temporal Continuum speaker cable, 2
put,. 8, S100/pair. Grig, (513) 681-6022.
(:A ItY SLP94, OIL $1650; 300SE Signature, silver
caps, transformers, volume controls, ($8000) $4700;
Altec 515E, 5250 each; TARA RSC Master, 1.5m, XLII,
($600) $300; Joule Electra LA100 Mk.II, phono, $2400.
Wanted: Adcom 5200, 5300, 5400. (801) 226-1018.
C()NRAD-JOHNSON PREMIER 8A. 275W, tube
mono amps„Stereophile Class A-rated (Vol.19 No.4.
April 1996), 1year old, 350 hours logged use, 2-year
transferable warranty, ($15,990) $10,500/pair. (909)
987-2304.
LEVINSON 38S PREAMP, under 50 hours' use,
($6500) $4200; Cary single-ended integrated amp,
under 10 hours' use, ($3700) $2200; Totem Model One
speaker, ($1600) $900. Alan, (404) 255-7609.

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:
•()mu/ •Spendor •Creek
•!Von
•Threshold •Coda
•of! •Kimber
•Magnum
•MU' •Accuphase
•Sonic Frontiers to name afew.
Also featuring high end used
equiinneni .f grunymteed!

INFINITY COMPOSITIONS PRELUI)E
Stenvphile Class 13 (April 1996, Vol.19 No.4), brand new,
still in box, $2800. Call Justin, (309) 833-5249.

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium terminations, low capacitance/inductance
design.
Interconnects,
$150/
meter pair, speaker cable, $100/meter (including shipping). Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! (770)
457-8748 Infrre lOpm EST

AMC
Audio Alchemy
Audio quest
Bryston
Carver
Celeste
Continuum
Denon
Energy
Forte
Harman-Kardon

MicroMega
Monarchy
N EAR.
Nifty-Gritty
Panamax
Philips
Pioneer
Power Wedge
PS Audio
Quicksilver
Sound Dynamics
Sound Lab
Standesign

Hi-Ft Farm
IIII.

I\ 110‘11-. (.141M \ tl DID

h1bPlaza.

Suite 3, Monet», Va., 24121

Call For Information Toll Free:

1•800•752•4018
348

z

o

once

scums& ogler,:

Tice

1881 South Broody/0y
Denver CO 80210

VTL

YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We arc
tube specialists. Call. No dealer in your arca? Call.
AMC, Audio Note, Audiomeca, Audio Research,
Cary, Quicksilver, MS, Sound Lab. Swans, Unity,
VTL, more! Call Arizona Tube Audio, Tempe, AZ. (602)
921-9961.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-2 Mk2 DAC, HDCD,
$3800; Nakamichi 1000mb 7-disc player, AT&T
optical output, excellent, $2450; manuals and boxes.
Call (519) 836-8339 &fore 9pm EST
WHAT YOU 1)ONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up)
and power-line conditioners ($65 up). Alternative to
the Shalcti Stone, $25. Write for catalog: Virtual Mode, 1
Old Curran Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0876.

Plus...
A great
selection
of used
high-end
components
Custom design
Home theatre
Installation
Trade-ins
welcome
...since 1983

Threshold

Totem

LEVINSON 332 AMP, $4775; Pass Labs AP line stage
with remote (March 1996), $2900; Music Metre Silver,
1.5m, XLII, $295; Signature, 1m, XLII, $150. (219) 2649495.

Z speakers
ma from
Australia

Sumo

Toshiba

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SPEAKERS. Class C
Stereophile Recommended Component (April 1996,
Vol.19 No.4), excellent condition, $750. Wanted: Sony
STJ-88B tuner. (209) 951-1645.

Loud-

Sumiko

Target

TIRED OF BROKEN JEWEL CASES? Discover the
Allsop StrongBoxn9 A unique new jewel case guaranteed not to break. Made of special plastic blend
TFB211 and features patented hinge design. For afree
StrongBoxm sample call (800) 426-4303; ask fin CD
(47 #101.

KRIX

Krix
Lexicon

GIANT KILLER—CAL DELTA CI) transport.
Audio Alchemy DTI•Pro with PS3, DDE v3.0 with
RW1, digital cable included, $1800; B&W 803/2,
$2100; Admit GFA-5800, $1000; Melos MA-11113,
$750; Infinity Modulus with subwoofer (never used,
still in box), $1500; PS Audio 6.0, $350; Rotel RC990BX, $375; Audio Alchemy DTI•Plus and DITB
combo, new in box, $250/pair, all in mint condition.
(804) 863-4413.

(303) 777-4449

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT - System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stercophilc)
Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL, Linaeum,
EAD, Audio Physic, Immedia, Michael Yee Audio,
Lightspeed, Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Tice, SOTA, Benz,
Klyne, AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Audio
Matiere, Yamainura, Mango, Townshend Audio. Used
and demos available, trade-ins welcome. (503) 2271943.
MAPLENOLL ARIADNE REFERENCE with
upgraded toneann, Signet OC-9 cartridge, arm lift,
more. Excellent condition, asking $1500 OBO. Call
David at (603) 643-2635, leave pommy.
SOUNI )LAB A-I SPEAKERS with tomidal update
and wings, $9900; Theta DS Pre (ien.11 (WA preamp),
51500; Electrocompaniet AmpMire II, $375; JSE
Intl ••Slope 1.8 speakers, $775; Analog Research Cl)
player $200; Respons speakers. $2000. Ron, (847) 2150705.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell,
and trade. Call fisr inventory list. (718)423-0400, or visit
our showrooms at 251-11 Northern Bird, Little Neck NY
11363.
ALPINE AUDIO: Threshold, Chito, McCormack,
Proceed, CAL, Golden Tube, Accuphase, Air Tight,
Audioineca, Conrad-Johnson, Marantz, Meridian.
Runes,. Reference Line, Paradigm, B&W, Totem, MIT.
TARA. Kimbcr. Specials: Ruark Icon, Proceed PDP 3,
Theta DS Pro Gen). (540) 628-3177, 323 Wen Main
Sine, Ahinodon, VA 24210.
ENTIRE SYSTEM — MINT WARRANTIES! Levinson 233, $3500; AR LS2 BRM2, $2000; Theta Gen.V,
balanced with SMLL, $3750; Theta Data Basic with
SMLL, $1400; li&W 801 Series 3 with North Creek
crossover, Sound Anchor stands, and bass filter, $4500;
and various other accessories. Offers considered. (616)
554-9934.
LEVINSON 31 TRANSPORT, mint, warranty, original packing, $5300. (415)948-0286.

CELLO ENCORE LINE PREAMP; Levinson No.31
Cl), No.37 Cl); NBS Masterline, 18', XLR; Wilson
5.1s. (315)431-4227 unrkdays, 9-5 EST
ESSENCE AMETHYST 10A REFERENCE, best
offer, Day Sequerra FM Reference, $3100; WireWorld
Gold Eclipse, 03m balanced, $250; Ins speaker cable,
$550; WireWorld Silver Eclipse, 0.5in balanced, 5150.
All mint, best offer. (219) 831-2984 bilàn• lOpni CST
MICHIGAN —VISITING ANN ARBOR? Located
adjacent to U of M campus. Speakers: ProAc, Alón.
JMIab, Harmonic Precision. Electronics: Cary, Micromega, Symphonic Line, Parasound, JoLida. Also
check out our "play-it-again" department. I
fit's highend or audiophile, it's been through our store! October
special: Micromega Stage 2, denso, $650. Araitnnsics,
(313) 332-0404.
STAX QUATTRO II Cl) player, mint condition.
Wanted: Stax Omega headphones and amp, new or
absolutely
condition. (201)746-2794.
ECHO BUSTERS!! Decorative acoustical treatments
for your listening mom. A hit at HI-FI '96! Control resonances — improve imaging with decorator packages
starting at $329. Before upgrading anything else, optimize the sound you've already got. Visa/MC. (516)
433-69904a.(516)433-6794, e-mail MikrARoe@aolximi.
AUDIO AI WANCEMENTS SUPER SALE on select
audiophile jazz and classical CDs from Europe! No Cl)
over $12! Contact us for listing. Our hardware: EarMax,
Pre/TriMax, March, Verdier. Our accessories: D'Fect,
Monopoles", TopHate". Box 100, Lincoln Park NJ
07035. (201) 633-1151.
CLASSIC TUBE EQUIPMENT: Dynaco Stereo 70
power amplifier, new tubes, $250; Fisher 400 receiver
with cabinet, $235; Fisher 50013 receiver, near mint,
$295; Hannan/Kardon TX300 tuner with matching
AX500 integrated amplifier, refinished cabinets, both
$275; Headikit AA20 preamplifier with matching AA:30
power amplifier, both $195. Randy, (560 283-3243.

aissé
there exists avery special
place which offers only
two classes of components ...

with its clients-- the true recreation of

ater products of impeccable quailty is
an approach that an audiophile magazine recently called "acombination of
art and science (that) exemplifies the
best that high-end audio has to offer."

Hars

STEREO 11 VIDEO
2540 US Highway #1, Lawrenceville, NJ

609-883-6338
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QUADRIC MT-35 SINGLE-ENDED TRIODE
amps. 28Wpc, $3000/pair, Von Schweikert Research
VR-4 speakers, 52650/pair, Sound Lab A3 electrostatic
speakers, black/walnut, $4000/pair; B&W 801 speakers, black, Sound Anchor stands, 52500/pair, AlphaCore Goertz ribbon speaker cable and interconnect.
various lengths. Call (860) 848-1300.
AUDIOQUEST LAPIS SILVER balanced interconnects, ($575 new) $225; Madrigal/Mark Levinson
MI)C-1 AES/EBU digital datalink, ($285 new) $125
OBO; both mint. Mat*, (617) 737-8825 or (617) 2844154 EST
APEX AUDIO ICTL SIGNATURE speaker cable, 9'
pair, ($830) $450/pair, 2pairs available, work great with
Vandersteens. Bin, (919) 362-2763, leave nwssage
UNITY AUDIO SIGNATURE 1speakers. hi-wired,
($3300) $1595; B&K M-2130 amps, 3 years old,
($2000) 5875/pair; Superphon Revelation II preamp
with phono, ($699) 5225; Genesis Genre 1speakers.
($1295) $550; Superphon SP-100 line-stage preamp.
($399) $175; Magnan Type II h interconnect, 1in.
($195) $85. (419) 258-2420 EST
SPECTRAL 1)MC 12 PREAMP without phono, mint
condition, $1800; Spectral 1)MA 100 class-A power
amp, $1600; Magnepan MG3A speakers, black with
oak trim, new tweeters, $1200. Ron, (402) 733-6520.

The hot new place to buy and
sell video gear!

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

the creation of audio and home the-

SOUND VALVES M60 TUBE monoblocks, ($1300
each new) $1500 pair, mint condition, original boxes.
(310) 320-3966.

to Home Theater

Fine Audio & Video Components

alive performance. Our devotion to

DUNLAVY SC-III SPEAKERS, $1950, oak, mint.
Contact Gear, (805) 964-3472, fax (805) 967-3778
(CA).

the Stereophile

CA-150

Classe Audio, Inc. shares adream

NOS TUBES from American and European manufacturers, specifically chosen for audio applications.
Preamp mule kits for Audible Illusions, CAT, Audio
Research. Brands include: Sylvania, GE, Telefunken,
Tungsram, RFT, etc. Call Marie, tel. (609) 390-4454,Jax
(609) 390-4855.

dee
_Yee,zee a/de Yedhe
Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS.
AVALON
CARDAS
CLASSE
C-J
GOLDEN TUBE
KUZMA
MAPLESHADE
MARTIN-LOGAN

MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE
NAKAMICHI
N.E.W.
PARADIGM
SOUND DYNAM
SPECTRAL
TARA

VON SCHWEIKERT

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92821
(714) 529-5634

The place to buy and sell video gear
is VideoMart- the classified section
in the back of every Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater. Find buyers
nationwide.
If you're an INDIVIDUAL,
take advantage of special low rates
to sell your gear in VideoMart.
If you're aDEALER, use VideoMart
to move demo and discontinued items,
run soles, announce new product lines,
and more.
VideoMart does for home theater
what AudioMart has been doing
for audio for years. It appears in
every issue of Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater.

Fax (505) 983-6327
with your ad today!

VideoMart classified rates:
Dealers: $3.85 per word, $154 minimum
Individuals: $1.10 per word, $20 minimum

Credit cards accepted.

e-mail: ahaven@earthlink.net
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BAT VK5, $2850; SOTA Cosmos, ($4400) $1850;
Krell KST-100, S1400; Kimber 8AG, ($200) $100 per
fix*: Cardas Golden 5, Sin balanced, ($1450) $500; Go
Video 8050, 8inni to VHS Hi-Fi, NIB, ($900) $600.
(619) 296-3818 btfm• lOpon PST

NAI) 502 Cl) PLAYER, $195; Sony XAlES CI) player. $250; 2 pairs MIT 330+ interconnects, both for
$275; all items mint. (513) 890-7179, Dayton, OH.
KRELL KSA-250, upgraded Sustained Plateau Bias,
"S" driver boards, and KSA-300S gold binding posts,
original boxes and manuals, $3500; Sonic Frontiers
SFD-2 Mk.II 1)/A converter, perfect condition, $3400.
Larry, (312) 271-3887

PROCEEI) PC1) 2CI) PLAYER (balanced), $700: 1
pair 6' AudioQuest Ruby speaker cable (spades), $75; 1
pair 10' AudioQuest Midnight speaker cable (spades),
$175; 1 pair 10' MIT MusicHose speaker cables
(spades), $3(10; Cardas Quadlink 5' power cord, $90;
Stax SR-Lambda Pro headphones, $450. Serious
inquiries only please. (407) 998-3863.

SYMPHONIC LINE KRAFT 400 MONOBLOCKS, ($25,000) $13,800/pair (Stenvphde, V01.18
No.8); Itt.;3 Mk.111 preamp, ($6800) $3200; Entec
N
ber Cruncher, ($3400) $2200; Mephisto Transport, ($3100) $1800; Yamatuura Millennium cables;
Yakov Aronov PYI(Xl/MY100. (301) 469-6442.

OVERSTOCK AN1) DEMO SALE: Totem Model
Ones, Totem Manis; Aerial Sevens, Aerial Tens; Sonic
Frontiers digital components; Classé Audio amplifiers
and processors; Conrad-Johnson amplifiers and preamplifiers; Meridian 500 Series. Specials: SFL-2, $2450;
SFP-1, $795; UltraJirierbug plus TransDAC, $850;
Threshold T-3, $1800; T-100 silver, $2260; T-200,
$3295; Meridian DSP-5000 loudspeakers; Meridian
562, V517; PS Audio Lambda, AT&T, $1225. Please
call Alidi0 ASSOCittIll, (601) 362-0474.

MAGNUM FT101 A, LATEST, $550; ConradJohnson l're •
• 11A, $2200; Totem One, black,
stands, $1050; Conrad-Johnson MV55 triode, $1250;
Magneplanar I.5QR, black, $825. (818) 364-7000.
SPENDOR SP-1, $750; Classé DR-9, $1600; PS
Audio 4.6, $375; Adcom 535 Mk.11, $200. (718) 7968564.
V1MAK 1)S2000 1)AC/PREAMP accepts 7 digital
inputs (every kind); acrylic/aluminum "Mercedes
Benz" finish, 42 lbs, heavenly sounding, features galore,
$2000. Contact David, (617) 422-4761 or Dzies@
mein:arbour.

N.E.W. 1'3 PltEAMP, class-A tube, brand new, original
boxes and manuals, $1000.faion, (914) 357-1988 eValille
EST

VIMAK DT1000 TRANSPORT, acrylic/aluminum
"Mercedes Benz" finish, 42 lbs, heavenly sounding,
matches 1)52000 DAC/preamp, also for sale, $2000.
Contact David, (617) 422-4761 or Dzigas@mcimaitrom.
B&K M-200 MONOBLOCKS, $995/pair, Audio
Quest Midnight double hi-wire, 4' pair, $139; original
boxes, excellent condition. (409) 883-1581 days, (409)
883-5005 nets CST
NEW. I)CA-33 Ami>. (moo) $1000; N.E.W. P-3
preamp, silver wire, vintage tubes. ($1500) $800. (412)
492-041g

•

CARY AUDIO DESIGNS

CELESTE

ELAC

AUDIO NOTE DAC4, ($9000 new) $5500; Classé 60
preamplifier, ($4000 new) $2800; original boxes, manuals, both ioint condition. Tm, (214) 681-0821 CST
AYRE V-3 AMP, black, mint, ($3450) $2250; Denon
DCD-2700 CI) player, Alpha processing, coax out,
($1200) $400. (7/5) 732-4398 befOre 10mrt CST
LAZARUS HIA CLASS-A AMP, HIB factory
upgraded, neat, bridgeable, (12475) $1050, shipping
included. Skis; (919) 416-0250 EST
MARK LEVINSON NO26 PREAMP, $2400;
Apogee Stage with stands (oak trim), $1200; Ohm
4X0 loodsoraken. $1500. excellent condition. (954)
749-7344

JEFF ROWLAND

KEF

NAD

C-J PREMIER 10,51495; Hailer 9500 silver, $945; AR
1)-125, $2395; Onkyo GI M-510, $1950; McC.onnack
ALI)-1 with outboard PSU, $850; Sonic Frontiers
SFS-50, $950; Hales SYS 2with stands, $1385; Mark
Levinson No20.5 with cables, $4300; Spendor 7/1,
$1090. All mint with warranty. (303) 693-1839.
BRYSTON 4B, NEAR MINT, $1125; Krell KSA-I50,
as new, manuals and boxes, $2550; XL° Type 5, 1.6m
hi-wire pair, $450; AudioQuest Clear hyperlitz 3, 2.5m
hi-wire pair, $1050. Credit cards okay. (516) 579-5733,
leave messmy.
DUN LAVY IV, BLACK, $4500 delivered; BAT VK-5,
latest, auto-bias, $2950; Audio Research CD1, $2100;
EVS balanced attenuators, $375; Sunfirc amp, $1500.
Ezra, (803) 327-4849 anytime.
THIEL CS7 SPEAKERS, mint, ($8900) $4995;
Levinson No36 DAC, mint, ($4000) $3000; original
owner, boxes and manuals. (309) 682-1233.
MAGNEPAN MG 3.3, $1595/pair, Audio Research
D-300 amp, $2595; Audio Research SP-9 Mic.3 preamp, $1595. Original owner. (817) 776-9953.
NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI, new in box, retail $579, sell
$379; Sonic Frontiers SFL-I Signature, almost new;
JoLida integrated amp, niint; rare tubes from Telefunken, Mullard, Amperex Bugle Boy, 1960s-vintage
61)J8/6922/7308/Cca, I2AU7/7316, I2AX7/7025,
5AR4, red-base 5691, 5692, Tung-Sol 6550, etc. B&K
707 tube tester, $225. Curve-tracer matching, lownoise selection available. Kevin Deal, (909) 931-9686
PST E-mailJOr list: ripscale@mimenet.com.
REALISTIC CD-3400; RCA, Mercury, Blueback collection, $15/LP. (412) 462-1364.
GRADO HP-1 HEAI)PHONES, former Stermphile
Class A, $275; McCormack Micro Headphone 1)rive
(reviewed 7/96), $450; HeadRoom Supreme with 1)cell holder, $200; Rotel RC1)-855 CD player (a legend), $200. Mark, (201) 890-789Z leave message.

Want it? — NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
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component for your system.
You want it — NOW!
One thing is stopping you —

OLUTION
or

money. We can help — now.

The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash — top dollar guaranteed! -for

IM:20AD12113PLE INC.

used equipment, like yours — and
we pay now. Since 1984, we have

Only the very best.
Featuring the Jell Rowland Design Model 2
Stereo Power Amplifier plus a full line of new
and pre-owned Hi -Fi equipment
Call for current inventory.
,•
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•

been buying and selling the finest
in new and used audio equipment.

The Stereo
Trading Outlet

(01
O

1-215-886-1650

o
o
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME • FREE SHIPPING !
6371 N.Guilford Ave • I
ndianapolis, IN 46220 • 317.255.4342 • FAX 317.255.3375
TARGET
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Why not call now?

24 HR

FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for
Audio & AV Eqpt.

XANTECH /
VIDEOLINK
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WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDITION-with-warranty ATC, Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary, C-J,
Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT NBS. Proceed,
Spectral, Unison Research, Transparent, Wadia, and
many more high-end components. Call for inventory
list, or visit showrooms at High
End Audio, 41-25 KiISOM
#5MM, !lashing, NY 11355. 714: (718) 961-8842,
.bix (718) 886-9530.
l'ROAC RESPONSE 3.5 SPEAKERS, rosewood, perfect condition, $8000 list, sell for $5800. Call 7inn at
(410) 560-2716.
VERSA DYNAMICS MODEL 1.0 record-player
system with 02 upgrade; for sale, $3500. Call (310)
393-4434 fir intOrmarion, or (714) 249-8739 merlin»
PS7:

(;OLI)MUND STUDIO TURNTABLE, -13toneann, servo control, Monster Alpha Genesis cartridge,
dustcover, recent professional calibration, $2100 OBO.
(201) 848-9416 cootino EST
AFFORDABLE AUDIO, Culver City, California.
Exclusive dealer f
or Ruark and Spendor in Los
Angeles. Now available, recorded live in our store,
Nancy Bryan's new all-analog 45rpin direct-to-disc
record. $35 signed, $25 unsigned. Spendor sale this
month! (310) 558-0716.
GENESIS 11.5 SPEAKERS: Fantastic sound, immaculate condition, 8months old. ($23,000 new) asking $12,500; Avalon Ascent Mk.11, also in excellent
condition, ($16,000 new) $7900. Call Steve, (414) 3520785.
APOGEE STAGE, excellent condition, $1700, buyer
pays shipping. (908) 889-9342.

VPI MK.4 TURNTABLE, black piano finish, Tiptoes;
SME V toneann; Grado XTZ Mk.11 mounted (new);
Benz Micro MC3I nude; VP1 PLC; VP1 HW-17
Record Cleaner, Stan DAC XI-T converter. Equipment
mint, call for best prices. and, (718) 331-7861.
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HEAR THE
WORLDS BEST

BREN'TWORTH SOUND LABS TYPE IV, dark
gray, as new, ($24,000 retail) $15,900. (813) 842-3755.
SONIC FRONTIERS: SFL-1 Signature, SFD-2
SFD-1 Mk.II, SEP-I, SET-1; SOTA LPC-1
record cleaner, Mirage MISi; MIT Z-Center, Signet
SL-260B, SL-280EXB, LCR; Sound Dynamics (entire
line); Rotel RCD-940AX, RSP-960AX. All in excellent condition, original shipping cartons and manuals.
Brad, (609) 348-3972, fay (609) 348-4041.
EASTERN AUDIO—Select high-quality condition
used components: ARC CD1, $1800; LS2B Mk.I1
(remote), U100; LS5 Mk.I1 (remote), $2750; SP9
$1375; CL60, $1750; V70, $2000; Ayre V3, $2415;
Bitwise Audio MSI, $800; C-J MF2100, $975; Krell
MD-10, $3450; KSL, $1000; KSP-7B. $1200; KRC,
$3105; Micromega Duo CD/Duo BS, $1560; Motif
MS2001, $2000; Muse 150, $1500; ProAc Response 2S
(with stands), Vibe Threshold FET/10, $1125; S/200,
$1075; Tice Power Block II, $810; Wadia 8, $2100. New:
Sonic Frontiers SECD-1, SFT-1, SFL-2; lice. Call (718)
961-8256 .(Or consult*.
or visit our shmmooms al
133-02 41 Rd, Ilushim:, NY hoc: (718)961-8315.
AUDIO MATIÈRE EQUILIBRE, class-A, 2x52Wpc,
$6000; Symphonic Line RG4 Mk.II monoblocks,
chrome, mint, $5000/pair. Bob, 44./fax (312) 549-5810.
PERFECT CON1)MON WITH WARRANTY:
Krell: MD-10, $4351), KPS-204 $6250; KPS-20i/4
$7400; KRC-HR, $4800; KRC, $3550; KSA-150,
$2550; KSA-200S, $4850; KSA-300S, $6450; Jadis
1)A-60 (Deluxe), $4800. Loudspeakers: Ensemble,
Gershman Acoustics. Cable: Alpha-Core, AudioQuest,
NBS. Call for Anna-Sphere, MBL Buy/Trade. Tel
(908) 688-8381.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD-I Mk.II 1)/A converter
with HDCD, mint, with box and owner's manual,
($2495) $1200; WireWorld Silver Starlight digital
coaxial cable, ($150) $70. Call Andy, (212) 940-8898
anytime
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"We will even design apiece
to your exact specifications!"
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Dunlavy SC-VI /SC-V
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Wilson Watt Puppy /Witt
ARC Reference 600 Amps

PRO AMP STAND >

and Preamp

Fffl!
4 VIDEO CENTERS

•‘1 urub •Angstrom •Aragon. Audio Po. er
•Audio Research •Audioquest •CAL •CWD
•Chiro by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •EmmentTechnology• (AD •FIK
•PVC •Magnan •Magro •Martin Logan
•McCormack •Monster Cable •Onkyo
•ProAc •PSB •Sanus •Standesign •Suiniko
•Wilson Audio ... and nuire.

Audio-Video
LOG'I'C
Sound Choices.
3702 Beaver Ave.
Des Moines, IA
50310

515-255-2134
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LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

CD PLUS
STORAGE RACKS

e

Call us today for your local dealer
and acopy of our detailed Newsletter
with product photos and specifications...
4147 TRANSPORT STREET •VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434

The Original VMPS Subvioofer ($379ea
kit, $459 assem) is one of four low distortion, high output, lowcost Subwoofers with
first octave bass extension suitable for
both high quality music and A/V applications.
All models feature our carbon filled, butyl
surround active 12" driver (single or dual
voicecoil) and a slotloaded, mass loaded
bottom firing passive radiator with user
adjustable bass damping. Our Passive
Crossover ($35ea kit. $45ea assem) allows full utilization of your system's main
amplifier, avoiding the low current, poor
quality parts, and output level restrictions
typical of so-called "powered" woofers, to
say nothing of the chuffing vent noise, cardboard enclosures, and double digit THD of
many competing designs.
Hear VMPS at the dealers below, or write
for brochures and test reports on our flagship FFI and FF3 Focused Field Arrays
with the unique, rigid diaphragm, push pull
planar Dynaribbon
midrange ($3600$6800pr), the "Best Buy" Tower II and
Tower II Special Edition floorstanding systems ($499-$9313ea), the shielded OSO
626 AN monitor ($289kit, $349assem)
and more. Kits are supplied with assembled
cabinets and most prices include free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Sane Audio
3429 Morningside Dr. El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio. Boston:
Electronic Interiors. Little Falls NJ; Dynamic
Sound, Washington DC: Stereo Limited, Columbus OH; Pace Audio. Decatur GA; Chattanooga Valley Audio, Rossville GA; Audio/
Video Ambience, Franklin TN; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan. Lake
Mary FL; Sounds Deluxe. Clarendon Hills &
Napierville IL; Audio Exchange. Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection. Terre Haute IN: Today's
Audio, Burton MI; M. Alan Assoc., Cincinnati OH; Ruth Industries. St. Louis MO;
American Audio. Greenville SC; Shadow Creek
Ltd, Andover MN: Mark Curry, Las Vegas NV;
Hal Broda, Escondido/Beverly Hills CA;
Sounds Unique. San Jose CA; Syncopations,
Stockton CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco
CA; Rama Audio, Sun Valley CA; Itone Audio,
El Sobrante CA
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ACCUPHASE AD-290, C-290, DP 90/91; Audio
Authority switch; AudioQuest gold banana; AudioPrism antenna; Bag End ELF-M; Cello Suite; Crown
amplifiers; Day Sequerra FM; Eagle 7A; EV3OW;
Hartsfield; Hughes AK-100; Kimber KCAG; Lexicon
CPI Plus; ML-2; 611; 7A; LNC112; Paragon; Patrician;
Soundlab Al; Tear X1000R/X2000R. Best offer. (408)
737-2980, fax (408) 735-1426.
NEW 2KD AUDIO STANDS: breakthrough design
using brass pillars and acrylic shelves. 125 lbs of rigid
mass. Introduced at HI-FI '96 at Jadis and GermanPhysiks rooms. 2KI), PO. Box 10098, Silver Spring Ml)
20914. Tel. (301) 622-0427, fax (410) 964-0287 Dealers
welcome.
AFFORDABLE JITTER-FREE SOUND! Our Basic
Player ($549) and the Reference One transport ($649)
have made Bound Pr Sounds -Components of Merit"
list. Jitter-reducing updates and kits also available.
Dealer inquiries welcome. G&L) Tranforms, (602) 6501155; e-mail transfOrins@aolcom.
ARC CLASSIC 120s, $4400; CAL Delta, $600; Alpha,
$850; MIT 'heal Reference, 1m, $175; Alchemy
DTI•Pro, $525; DDE v3.0 (H DC!)). $450; NBS
Signature 10' speaker, ($3000) $1203/per pair; C-J
Motif MC-7, $1900; Purist Proteus, 2m (XLRs), RevA,
($2670) $1099; Lexicon CP-3+, $1450. COD. with
shipping prepaid. (310) 831-4675, fax (310) 831-4689,
8pm-11pm PST
OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10', 13' hi-wired pairs,
$430. (415) 948-0286.
PREMIUM-GRAIM PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCaps, Hovland, SCR, Black Gate,
Elna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamarnura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps. Noble,
Heidred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets and isolators, Deflex panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free
catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, Inverness, CA 9493Z (415)
669-7181, fax (415)669-7558.

nu),

B&W 803 II, $1700; Theta Pro Prime, $525; Energy 22
speakers, $375. (502)729-2478 nights CST
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY ET-2 air-bearing tonearn: fluid damping, pressure gauge, air pump. SOTA
armboard, original manuals and packing, $525. Fred,
(423) 481-0586 (venire EST
TEST THOSE TUBES! Small Signal Tube Checker,
$549 plus $15 S+H (NY residents add 825% sales tax).
Modify those Moscodes! We repair tube equipment.
NYAL our specialty! Kaye Labs, Inc, 8Broadway Alley,
New York, NY 10016. Tel. (212)779-3713, fax (212) 8898590.

RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000,
London ffss Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British
Decca, rare monos. Call (212) 496-1681,5w (212) 4960733. Harvey Gilman, 243 FP 76th St, Apt. 1B, New York,
NY 10023.

WANTED: OLD, NEW, USED McIntosh, Marantz,
JBL, Electrovoice, Altec, Tannoy, Jensen, Fisher, Linn,
Levinson, 'Clyne, Krell, Spectral, Sequerra, Cello, SME
and Ortofon tonearms, Thorens, EMT, Western
Electric, tubes, etc. Maury Cork (713) 728-4343,fax (713)
723-1301.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
OTook PO. Box 138, Bearsville, NY 12409, phone/Jrix
(914) 679-1054.

WANTED: THRESHOLD CROSSOVER, Sony
Esprit, Proceed CDD/PAV, Canton EC-P1, and powered speakers: B&W MPA810/CU810. (310) 8314675,5w (310) 831-4689.
MICROPHONES WANTED FOR CASH/
TRADE, broken or working: Sony, RCA, Neumann,
AKG, Altec, Telcfunken, WE, etc. Ihave rare NOS
tubes for trades. Also want tube broadcast gear, AES
journals. Mike States, (907) 456-3419 tel./fax.

WANTED
WANTED: QUAD 405-2 AMPLIFIER (213) 9350687
WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI COMPONENTS and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes,
amps, speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher,
REL FM tuners, Fairchild, Altec, Leak, Quad,
Electrovoice, Jensen, JBL, Tannoy, and others. Also:
tubes: Western Electric 252A, 300B, and KT66, ICT77
KT88. Richard Shaiisky, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA
02178, (617) 484-5784, fax (617) 489-6592.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, 'Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supero. Produas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/
triaicial speakers, crossovers, rubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, C-J, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.

COLLECTOR BUYING (working or not, mono/
stereo): Tannoy, JBL, Altec, old tube Marantz,
McIntosh, Leak, Futterman, Quad, REL, Fisher, Altec
speakers, Sequerra tuners, Krell, Cello/Levinson,
ARC, turntables, arms, etc. Also, used wristwatches:
Rolex, Audemars, Omega, Rado, etc. (used watch parts
and tools). Traveling often, Midwest and East Coast.
Trade welcome. (718) 387-7316.

WANTED: MARK LEVINSON preamps, Nos26
and 26S; power amps. Nos23 and 23.5. Mr. Choi, (718)
969-1086.

CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, B&K, Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Philips, Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo
Trading Outlet (since 1984), 320 Old York Rd,Jetikintown,
PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215)
886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.

AUDIO

M ART

ORDER FORM

RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/ArnEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Skrephile, Classified Ad Ikparmient, PO.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327 (Fax ads are credit card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the December 1996 SternyAik you must
submit it with payment by October 1, 1996. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the
next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (SOS) 982-141L
0 Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to SteTeophile.

CD s/LPs/TApE s
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for CDs and LPs. No collection too large! Classical, Jazz, Rock, Audiophiles
(SIVLSC/EMI ASD), more. 140,000 titles in stock. Free
brochure! Plitlfef011 Retort, &Aare; 20 Tulane St, Princeton,
08542. (609)921-0881, lutp://www.pnx.rom.

U Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard '-1 American Express
My card I is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:

Ng

Category heading: U General 0 CDs/LPs/Tapes U Wanted

RCA, MERCURY, LONDON, EMI, Melodiya, rarities, jazz, and much more. An astounding selection.
Walter I3olulaniw, Box 4711, Silver Sprite MI) 20914-4711.
Tel. (301) 622-3117, fax (301) 622-7835.

Copy (Please type or print):

$100 PAID FOR MINT WHITE-LABEL promo LPs
of Mercury SR90212 (Chabricr/Paray). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage; CA 92270.
Tel/fax (888) 872-6929.
END OF SUMMER SALE at Better Records! Many
tides now half price. Even lower prices on select
MFSL,I)CC, Verve, and RCA LPs and CDs. Our free
catalog is full of superb jazz, rock, and classical recordings. Call now! (800) 487-8611, (818)980-3313.
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB —Beatles Box
set, never opened, $850 or best offer. (847) 949-3971
CST
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Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax
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A DVERTISER

INDEX

THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If anv Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards. please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10765.
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he volume you hold in your hand
is the most widely distributed
manual of advice ever in the world
of enthusiast audio. "Recommended
Components" (the section by itself) is even
more widely distributed — we reprint it
and give it away to first-time subscribers
when they sign up. Still, we're not the
most widely distributed audio magazine;
every issue of Stem Review gets much
wider distribution, but doesn't qualify for
"enthusiast" in my book. Audio, with a
much stronger claim to enthusiasm, gets
terrific distribution for its annual equipment directory, but it doesn't offer advice.
Altogether, we've recommended over
500 different components this month,
from Mod Squad Tiptoes at $12.50 all the
way to the Wilson X-1 Grand SLAMM
speakers at $67,500. In virtually all categories of component and price there are
multiple recommendations, and in some
cases the variety is almost bewildering.
It wasn't always this way, but it's one of
the changes in and by Stereophik of which
I'm most proud. When Ientered the business in 1982 by purchasing Stereophik from
founder J. Gordon Holt, high-end audio
(or purist audio, enthusiast audio, specialty
audio, depending on which moniker you
find least off-putting) was areally small industry, and the number of recommended
top-floor products was even smaller.
Seeophile was recommending products
back then, but JGH's editorial resources
were small — even minuscule, compared
to what we put into action these days —
and he just couldn't be personally familiar
with that many components.
But there was abigger problem. Highend audio in those days prided itself on its
exclusivity. Few people knew about it, and
we were proud of that fact. The most influential magazines then (not Stereophile) not
only had small circulations, they actually
disdained any substantial increase. Those
that are still in business today are pretty
much the saine size they were then. The
equipment recommended by editors at
that time was so expensive by the standards
of the day, and distributed so sparingly, that
atypical reader would be unlikely to ever
hear any of the pieces in atop system,
much less the whole system.
And everyone seemed to like it that way.
354
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The High End was amodem version of
gnosticism. The Gnostics were an early
Christian sect that believed that their interpretation of Christ's life and teachings was so
special it couldn't be revealed to others. The
religious analogy is appropriate. High-end
reviewers in those days assumed almost
priestlike qualities, with readers—their
faithful acolytes —doting on each word that
fell from the mystic's lip or pen. Sure, the
business was tiny —but at least it was all outs.
Given the origins of High End, this was
most ironic. Sure, there were companies like
Weathers and SME, destined to remain
small. But the companies that got enthusiast
audio going — names like AR, Scott,
Maranta, McIntosh, ICLH, Advent, Klipsdi
—all wanted to reach a lot of people.
However, as those brands increasingly
aligned themselves with the mass market, or
were sold to mass merchants, the true
enthusiasts left behind were small companies who seemed to want to remain small.
I'd love to take credit for having singlehandedly changed that setup, but the real
driving force was anew group of manufacturers who have come to the fore as the
industry's leaders. I'd name them for you
here, but rd be sure to leave some out unless Imade the list boringly long. You can
figure it out for yourselfjust by looking in
"Recommended Components" for the
companies mentioned over and over again.
These guys and gals weren't happy just
looking at each other at one CES after
another—they were switching the religion
from gnosticism to evangelism. They knew
they had agreat thing, and, much like their
legendary predecessors (now mass merchants), were detemüned that as many
people as possible would find out about it
and revel in it.
Though Stereophik didn't lead this
revolution, Ilike to think we played an
important part in reporting on its
progress to an ever-increasing group of
readers. Further, we kept expanding
"Recommended Components" to recogIDSterrophile--14,1./9 No.10, ()woke 1996, Issw Number
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nize the dramatically increasing amount
of great equipment.
But it's still crucial to remember that
"Recommended Components" is wrong.
That's right —WRONG. It way understates the number of excellent products out
there. Each time another semi-annual RC
issue rolls around, we have to eliminate
numerous products because they've been
updated, or because we haven't heard them
in over three years. Did those upgrades
make the products worse? Almost certainly not, but we still have to re-audition
before we recommend. Did those threeyears-with-no-audition products somehow
deteriorate due to our lack of attention?
Absolutely not: They're just as good as
ever, but abit too far away in our memories to relate to current standards.
And that's not to mention the biggest
omission of all in RC: all the products we've
/MT reviewed. Yes, we do recommend 145
different loudspeakers, but that number isn't
nearly as big as the number that deserve
your consideration. Those 100 models are
the ones we've been able to audition, and
they're the ones we like, but the reality of
the High End is that there's awhole universe of great products to choose from. You
may find products that meet your needs
much better than anything we recommend,
and it's incumbent upon you to search for
those products as hard as you can.
We really do like the products we recommend better than the ones we review that
don't make it into "Recommended
Components." The reality, though, is that
most products we review get recommended. They deserve it., and so would
many other products —if we could do even
more reviewing.
Fortunately, the High End has gone
from one tiny room with afew great systems in it and afew people able to enjoy
well-reproduced music, to amuch bi er
room and amuch larger group of people.
Ilove the change, but Ihave to admit that
Iyearn for the time — 10 years from now?
— when we'll all look back at the mid-'90s
and marvel at how small the high-end
universe was. This is an industry whose
true value to the world is at least an order
of magnitude greater than has yet been
recognized. Let's go tell that world!
— Larry Archibald
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With VideoQuest Cables,
It's What You See On The
Scree' The founts.
N

ow that "Performance Video" is ahot topic, more people know that

every step from the source to the screen is important, and that many

of those steps are wires. But, with many logical sounding stories of
engineering competence, pretty graphs and even prettier cables and
plugs...how can you know whose cables are worth using? The answer
has always been to look for yourself...this time "look" really means look!
Aking Backward or For
In 1976 Polk Audio woke up the US audio world with amost unusual

By itsell this chart means nothing. It's what
you see on your screen that counts.

speaker cable. Since then, many cable suppliers have introduced
innovative and often effective ways to reduce the various types of cable-induced distortion. There have been some
bad ideas and some just plain "make it big and they will buy" products...but, there has also been real progress.
Unfortunately, the video arena includes companies touting how their cables solve problems that had
been solved by others decades ago. After all, alot of very competent people have been supplying the
world of high-frequency communication for avery long time!
These backward-looking companies claim that "characteristic impedance" is important. This is
awfully safe ground.. everyone has agreed about this since before most of us were born. CATV cable at
When aDSS receiver.
VCR or video camera
has
outputs. Video
S/Two will outperform
composite cables.

the hardware store gets this part right, there's no reason to pay apremium for old news. However, there
are many other significant, and often more important variables.
It is ironic that some of the same designers who properly argue that "while measurements are
important, they don't tell the whole story," are now retreating to the test bench instead of working to
provide new solutions.

Composite. RGB, WC (S), YIK MID), RF — We've Got Th .
VideoQuest cables use acombination of the best techniques and materials available from today's highfrequency cable industry, with our own design innovations to "push the envelope."

„seempeolla

After 18 years of designing distortion mechanisms out of audio
cables, and eight years doing the same for video, digital and RF cables,
VideoQuest continues to expand the boundaries of this frontier.
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•Twin-axial construction includes two identical
conductors, ensuring equally low distortion paths
for positive and negative.. something not possible
with conventional coaxial construction.
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•Hard Cell Foam (HCF) insulation minimizes dielectric
involvement (the way insulation creates distortion by
storing and releasing energy). HCF also minimizes damage caused
by applying hot plastics to the surface of metal. And, HCF
minimizes cold-flow (the deformation of amaterial under

Video Two's twin-axial construction uses
special Silver Plated Long Grain Copper
and Hard Cell Foam dielectric.

pressure, changing the cable's electrical characteristics and
compromising performance).
•Special Silver Plated Long Grain Copper reduces distortion and improves signal flow...which in the
world of audio would cause abright and irritating sound. However, in the high frequency domain, SPLGC provides adramatic and cost-effective improvement over even the highest grades of pure copper.
There are many more technical details and underlying theories as to how to reduce distortion in video
New does asignal
become distorted

cables. For more of this information, please ask for our Cable Design brochure...or better yet, go "see"
the cables for yourself.
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